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Message from the Chair

Welcome to the eight edition of the ISCA Speech Synthesis Workshop. Twenty-three years have passed
since the first edition, in Autrans, France, 1990. It is a considerable period of time, and we have seen
several generations of systems: synthesis by rule, diphone concatenation, unit selection synthesis and,
last years, parametric/statistical speech synthesis. Each generation implies significant improvements
on aspects as naturalness, intelligibility, flexibility, range of application or robustness. However, we
have to recognize that many of the objectives of a decade ago, have still not been reached. For
instance, while synthetic image and synthetic music is in some cases preferred to the real ones by the
entertainment industry, synthetic speech is still just a defective copy of human speech. Human voices
include a lot of information which we still are not able to code in the synthetic voices.
Each speech generation synthesis system has started by some innovative pioneer works followed by
an explosion of research contributions that consolidate, extend and exploit the new technology;and
finally, a stabilization where a lot of effort produces limited improvements. From my point of view,
speech synthesis using Hidden Markov models is reaching this stabilization phase. At that phase, new
revolutionary ideas are needed to significantly push the technology beyond of today limits. While
there are still many contributions to be done in this field of parametric statistical synthesis, we need
open minds to explore new approaches to speech synthesis that may become new paradigms.
The workshop program includes three invited conferences that we thing can be inspiring talks. On the
first day, Dr. Heiga Zen will present recent application of deep learning to statistical parametric speech
synthesis. In the last years, it has been proved that deep neural networks are better than traditional
Gaussian Mixtures for acoustic Modeling in Speech Recognition. Several papers have already been
published applying the same ideas to speech synthesis. This seems a promising direction. On the
second day, Prof. Nigel Ward will give a talk about prosodic patterns in dialog. It is widely accepted
that we need to include information of higher level (as semantic/pragmatic) to produce conversational
engines. Prof. N. Ward has analyzed the prosody patterns on real dialogs from several perspectives.
Finally, on Monday 2nd, Prof. Xavier Serra will explain the evolution of synthetic singing voices and
the research of his lab on this field. Synthetic Music has achieved very high quality and can be used to
create synthetic songs as natural and expressive as songs produced by real singers. Although synthetic
singing is a close area, traditionally these are developed by two different research communities and
this is an opportunity to learn their approach and their perspectives to this topic.
The technical program includes 51 regular papers. Each paper has been reviewed by three reviewers.
The program is composed of 6 oral sessions for a total of 20 papers and 3 poster sessions for 31
papers. Furthermore, there are 4 additional presentations in a demo session. I am very grateful to all
the contributors for their interest and efforts that have made possible to organize the workshop.
The Blizzard Challenge 2013 Workshop, September 3, is organized by Simon King, Alan W Black,
Keiichi Tokuda and Kishore Prahallad. The contribution of these evaluation campaigns to the progress
of the area is remarkable. It is a pleasure that this edition can be hosted by Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya.
ii

During the preparation of the workshop I have collaborated with many people and I am sincerely
grateful to all of them. First of all, I want to mention the advisory committee for their helpful
advises. I would like to thank all members of the Program Commitee for their excellent work of
reviewing the papers in a very tight schedule. It has been a pleasure to work with the program
co-chairs, Daniel Erro and David Escudero.
I am most grateful to Olga Nuñez and Yolanda López, from the Technical Secretariat, for all the
support organizing the workshop and for their constant work.
Welcome to SSW8! I am looking forward to an exciting workshop and rapid progress in the field. I
wish you a wonderful workshop time in Barcelona.
Barcelona, August 2013
Antonio Bonafonte, Workshop Chair
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Automatic detection of inhalation breath pauses for improved pause modelling
in HMM-TTS
Norbert Braunschweiler, Langzhou Chen
Toshiba Research Europe Ltd., Speech Technology Group, Cambridge, United Kingdom
{norbert.braunschweiler,langzhou.chen}@crl.toshiba.co.uk

Abstract
The presence of inhalation breaths in speech pauses has recently
attracted more attention especially since the focus of speech
synthesis research has shifted to prosodic aspects beyond a single sentence, as, for instance in the synthesis of audiobooks.
Inhalation breath pauses are usually not an issue in traditional
speech synthesis corpora because they typically use single sentences of limited length and therefore pauses including inhalation breaths rarely occur or they are deliberately avoided during
recording. However, in readings of large coherent texts like audiobooks, there are often inhalation breaths, particularly in publicly available audiobooks. These inhalation breaths are relevant for the modelling of pauses in audiobook synthesis and can
cause a reduction in naturalness when un-modelled. Therefore
this paper presents a method to automatically classify pauses
into one of four classes (silent pause, inhalation breath pause,
noisy pause, no pause) for improved pause modelling in HMMTTS.
Index Terms: inhalation breaths, pauses, speech synthesis,
HMM-TTS, classification

1. Introduction
Inhalation breaths in speech pauses have not attracted much attention in the history of speech synthesis research. Exceptions
are, for instance [1] who showed that the inclusion of inhalation
breaths before an utterance improved the recall of synthesized
sentences and [2] who indicated that their inclusion in a limited
domain synthesizer improved its naturalness.
One of the reasons for this lack of interest is certainly its relatively small impact on quality and naturalness. Another reason
is undoubtedly the limitations of traditional TTS training material which is typically limited to single sentences recorded in
controlled conditions. In such a recording style the presence of
inhalation breaths was typically avoided to achieve a homogenous representation of speech pauses as silent pauses. However,
with the move to study prosodic aspects beyond the single sentence and in particular in the domain of audiobook synthesis
inhalation breath noises are becoming more important.
One issue is the presence of pauses including inhalation
breath noises in the training data. If un-modelled they can degrade synthesis quality, because often silent pauses and pauses
including inhalation breath noises or other articulatory noises
are considered as a single unit.
The reason for the presence of inhalation breaths in the
training material comes with the move to use speech corpora
which include prosodic features beyond a single sentence. Audiobooks are ideal for this because they are typically based on
a coherent text and include large amounts of speech from a single or multiple speaker(s). However, unless inhalation breaths

and other articulatory noises within pauses are deliberately removed, audiobooks include them. This has been observed particularly in the domain of publicly available audiobooks, as
used, for instance in the Blizzard Challenge 2012 [3], but also
recently studied on a French audiobook [4].
To use publicly available audiobooks as training material
for speech synthesis purposes the speech first needs to be segmented and aligned with its corresponding text. This task was
provided for the Blizzard Challenge 2012 by the lightly supervised sentence alignment and selection approach [5]. This approach automatically selects individual sentences from an audiobook for which it detects a match between recognition and
expected text. The output of the lightly supervised approach is
a set of sentences for which there is an audio file and a corresponding text file. Sentence sized audio files are cut out from
the larger, typically chapter sized audio files. Cutting points are
the mid points of any pause between sentences or the end of the
sentence final phone if no pause is present. As such, the sentence sized audio files often include parts of inhalation breaths,
articulatory noises (lip smacks, clicks, etc.) or other background
noise in their leading/trailing parts as well as in their sentence
internal pauses.
Many current synthesis frameworks are still very much limited to work on single sentences only. When the intervals of
audio labelled as leading/trailing silence or sentence internal
pause are not as clean as in the (controlled) studio recordings it
can adversely affect speech synthesis quality. The synthesised
leading and/or trailing silences can include inhalation breaths or
other noises or a mixture of these and the same can happen in
sentence internal pauses.
To avoid this problem and to provide the basis for modelling
inhalation breath pauses in synthesis, an approach is presented
which classifies any automatically labelled pause into one of
four categories (silent pause = pau, inhalation breath pause =
paub, noisy pause = paun, no pause = no pau). The classification result can then be used during training and synthesis.
This paper is structured as follows: first the results of a pilot study are presented which used natural speech to test the impact of inhalation breath pauses on perceived naturalness. Then
a new approach to automatically classify pauses into four subclasses is presented and evaluated. This is followed by the application of the classification approach to a publicly available
audiobook. Based on the classification results an HMM-TTS
model is trained and compared with a system using a single
pause model. The the discussion addresses related issues and
possible future research directions. Finally the conclusion summarizes the crucial findings.
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2. Pilot study: Impact of breath pauses on
naturalness
To test the influence of inhalation breath pauses on perceived
naturalness a pilot study was conducted using natural speech
from a German TTS speech corpus. This corpus, read by a female voice talent, had a number of longer sentences as well as
sentences originally recorded as part of paragraphs and therefore included some inhalation breaths.
A standard preference listening test was conducted contrasting presence vs. absence of inhalation breath pauses. The
test was conducted via crowd sourcing using the CrowdFlower
website and subjects in Germany. The analysis included automatic cheat detection [6] and standard paired t-test for statistical significance calculation. The test used 40 sentences each
of them including at least one inhalation breath pause. These
evaluation sentences were selected from mixed text genres like
news, navigation, audiobook, etc. and were relatively long sentences. The average number of words in the evaluation sentences was 30.3 ±14.0. There was a total of 174 pauses (79%
paub, 20% pau, 1% paun) and the average number of pauses
was 4.3 ±2.4 with a mean pause duration of 354.9 ±155.3 ms.
For the preference test all inhalation breath pauses
and noisy pauses as well as any noisy leading/trailing
silences were manually “silenced” by using wavesurfers
(http://www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer/) “Amplify” function to
reduce the amplitude of any (inhalation breath) noise to almost
zero, i.e. to make it in-audible and effectively create a silent
pause while still not silencing it completely. Complete “silencing” was avoided because it can result in un-natural transitions from speech to pause and vice versa. The amplitude
flattening was carefully applied to avoid touching any transition
to and from the pause as long as the (inhalation breath) noise
could be made inaudible. The effect of the amplitude flattening
was checked auditorily and repeated application was conducted
when there was still audible (inhalation breath) noise.
The test compared the natural sentences (henceforth “Natural”) against the sentences with amplitude flattened pauses
(henceforth “No breath”). Subjects were asked: “Indicate
which of two speech sound files sounds more natural?”. 660
pair stimuli were evaluated by 30 subjects. The results are presented in Table 1 and show no clear preference but a very small
and statistically non-significant tendency to prefer the natural
stimuli.
Table 1: Result of preference listening test in pilot study.
Natural No breath
none
p-score
35.9%
31.8%
32.3%
0.147
This result indicates that there is some impact of inhalation
breath pauses on perceived naturalness, but the impact is small
and statistically non-significant.
Coming back to inhalation breath pauses in speech synthesis, the first issue to address is the detection of inhalation breath
pauses in the training data. The next section presents an approach to automatically classify pauses into the mentioned four
sub-classes (pau, paub, paun, no pau) based on pause labels
automatically annotated by forced alignment.

3. Automatic classification of pauses
Figure 1 depicts the basic steps from a speech corpus to an
acoustic model for HMM-TTS and shows the location of the
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Figure 1: Flow diagram from speech and text to acoustic model
via automatic pause classification.

pause classification method introduced below.
Typically a TTS corpus consists of speech and corresponding text files. These are input to the forced alignment module
which provides alignments of any phones and pauses. The locations of these pauses are used by the pause classifier to extract
acoustic features from the corresponding stretches of speech.
The output of the classifier is then used in HMM-TTS model
training to train an acoustic model. The next section will give a
brief explanation of the classification method.
3.1. Classification method
To enable the separation of silent pauses and pauses filled with
inhalation breaths or other noise a method was developed which
classifies each speech pause into one of the following four
classes:
•
•
•
•

pau - silent pause
paub - pause including inhalation breath
paun - pause including any other noise than paub
no pau - no pause

The no pau class was introduced to account for the fact that
some of the automatically annotated pauses are incorrect pause
insertions and need to be deleted from the alignments.
The same classification is also provided for any leading and
trailing silence in a given speech file with the exception that no
silence will be deleted but a warning message will be printed
when the classifier identifies a silence which is deemed to include speech.
The classification method uses a set of acoustic features and
the type of the preceding and following phone to perform the
classification. The features are scored by a set of rules and then
threshold values are used for the final classification.
Feature values are extracted on a frame level and various
statistics are calculated for either the whole pause or specified parts of it. The set of acoustic features is described in
section 3.3. The next section presents some considerations
about the input data to the classifier which are the automatically
aligned phones and pauses.
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3.2. Automatic alignment of pauses
Unless there is manually annotated data available, automatic
phone and pause alignments are usually the basis for an HMMTTS voice. Typically pauses are labelled automatically as part
of forced phone alignments using HMM models. These models
can be trained on a given corpus by a flat start approach or using
speaker independent models trained on large, multi-speaker corpora. In the presented approach the automatic pause alignments
were created by a flat start method which - after some iterations
of maximum likelihood training - introduces a one state short
pause tee-model, which is tied to the centre state of the silence
model. Models are then iteratively refined and the short pause
model is changed to a three state tee-model, where each state is
tied to the corresponding state in the silence model.
Since this short pause model shares states with the silence
model the presence of silences including inhalation breaths affects the performance of the short pause model. One issue with
automatic pause alignments is the precision of the pause boundaries. Typical problems are the inclusion of parts of neighbouring sounds into the pause itself. This issue will be addressed in
section 3.3 in more detail. In the presented approach no attempt
was made to alter the HMM model topology. The automatic
silence and pause alignments were used as provided by this
method. The next section presents the acoustic features used
in the classifier in more detail.
3.3. Acoustic features
At first glance the separation of silent pauses and inhalation
breath pauses seems to be a straightforward approach. Silent
pauses are expected to contain no voicing, very little and constantly low energy, whereas pauses filled with inhalation breaths
are expected to include no voicing as well, but a higher energy
level and a distinct spectral energy distribution.
To see whether these expectations can be used to classify
pauses a small subset of pauses, including all four classes, were
analyzed with respect to their acoustic features including f0 (for
voicing detection), RMS-amplitude, and spectral energy distribution.
During this analysis it was noticed that the pause boundaries placed by the automatic aligner were not always precise
but often included parts of neighbouring phones. When the preceding phone was a stop, for instance, the stop releases could
be partly or completely subsumed within the pause. Depending on the type of phone before the pause the onset part of
the pause could include voiced or unvoiced parts having various non-silence spectral intensities. Sometimes more than half
the pause was covered by the preceding sound. Similar observations were made for the pause ends. This meant that any
method using acoustic features to classify pauses had to account
for these imperfectly placed pause boundaries.
Figure 2 shows schematic representations of the amplitude
tracks for the three pause classes pau, paub, paun, indicating
onset and offset parts, which can include features from neighbouring phones and which can vary according to the precision
of automatically placed boundaries.
Given the analysis a set of acoustic features was chosen
based on the considerations to detect presence/absence of voicing, levels of energy and distribution of spectral energy within
pauses - to enable a reliable classification of each pause into one
of the four classes mentioned.
The ESPS-tools get f0 and sgram were used to calculate f0,
RMS-amplitude, and a series of FFT’s providing information
about spectral energy distribution. The get f0 tool was used

Figure 2: Schematic representation of amplitude tracks of pause
classes: pau, paub, and paun.

with standard settings, i.e. a frame step of 10 ms. The sgram
tool was called with the wideband spectrogram option (-m wb)
which uses a frame step of 2 ms [7].
The automatically labeled start and end timestamps of each
pause were used to extract these acoustic features from the corresponding stretches of each sentence sized audio file. Using
automatically placed timestamps is important because the classifier is expected to work for exactly these timestamps which
are not always precise as mentioned before. In case the pause
duration was less than 30 ms no f0 and RMS-amplitude was calculated because the RMS value of each record is calculated on
a 30 ms hanning window [7] and feature values for these were
set to zero. Table 2 lists the acoustic features.
Features were introduced which observed particular parts
of the pause, e.g. the first/last 20% or the first/second half.
Previous internal experiments revealed that HMM-TTS synthesis quality is relatively insensitive against imprecise phone and
pause boundaries which meant that imprecise pause boundaries
are to some extend tolerated and should not trigger an incorrect
classification or an incorrect deletion of a pause.
The features chosen include features which calculate average values across the whole pause as well as average values
across defined parts of the pause. Additionally the spectral energy distribution across the full frequency range was also calculated for particular bands (low, lowmid, mid, high) based on
the findings for inhalation breath pauses in the training data.
Threshold values for low spectral power (perc spec pwr low)
and non-low spectral power (perc spec pwr high) were defined,
also based on observations in the training material. For all three
basic features (f0, RMS, spectral energy) its mean, maximum
and minimum values were calculated across the whole pause to
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get an idea about levels and variances of them.
In addition to the above mentioned observations it was also
noticed that a few pauses were completely incorrect, e.g. labeled within speech without any pause nearby and a few were
debatable whether to be labelled as pause or being left as part
of neighbouring phones especially in the case of glottal stops
following or in stop - stop sequences.
Table 2: List of acoustic features.
Feature name
Definition
pau dur
Duration of pause in ms
perc voiced
% of voiced frames
f0 mean
mean f0
f0 max
max f0
f0 min
min f0
RMS mean
mean RMS
RMS max
max RMS
RMS min
min RMS
RMS std
std. dev. of RMS
spec pwr mean
mean spectral power
spec pwr std
std. dev. of spec. power
perc spec pwr low
% power <10
perc spec pwr high
% power >100
perc spec pwr high onset
% power >100 in 1st 20%
perc spec pwr high offset
% power >100 in last 20%
perc spec pwr high 1sthalf
% power >100 in 1st half
perc spec pwr high 2ndhalf % power >100 in 2nd half
spec bands mean
mean all spectral bands
spec bands mean std
std. dev. all spectral bands
spec bands max
max of all spectral bands
spec bands min
min of all spectral bands
spec bands mean low
mean [0, 900] Hz
spec bands mean lowmid
mean [1600 - 2000] Hz
spec bands mean mid
mean [5000 - 6000] Hz
spec bands mean high
mean [6000 - 11025] Hz

3.4. Evaluation
The next section describes the training corpus used to select the
acoustic features and to define the rules in the classifier.
3.4.1. The training corpus
For training the automatic pause classifier 2291 sentences from
a German speech synthesis corpus (the same as in the pilot
study) were used including 4563 hand labelled pauses. This
data was split into 90% training and 10% test sets. The hand
labelling included the inspection of each sentence and each included pause (listening and visualising its waveform), its relabelling as either pau, paub, paun or its deletion. When the
labeller noticed a missing pause it was inserted. Also timestamps of pauses were corrected when necessary.
The original automatic markup (henceforth called
AUTO ORIG) consisted of 2354 sentences including 4512
pauses.
Because the human labeller deleted and added
pauses there were 108 sentences removed in the hand markup
(henceforth called HAND).
Table 3 shows how the HAND labelled pauses compare
with the AUTO ORIG pauses - for the 2354 sentences originally including a pause in the automatic markup. 75.4% are
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silent pauses, 15.6% include inhalation breaths, 3.9% are pauses
including any other audible noise than an inhalation breath and
5% were deleted. The last row in Table 3 shows the number of
pauses added by the human labeller.

Table 3: Comparing pauses in AUTO ORIG and HAND.
# pauses
pau
paub
paun
deleted
added

AUTO ORIG
4512
100%
-

HAND
4509
75.4%
15.6%
3.9%
5.0%
224

The mean durations and standard deviations of the three
pause classes are shown in Table 4. As can be seen the classes
show distinctive mean durations: inhalation breath pauses are
longest, followed by silent pauses, which have the highest standard deviation, and the noisy pauses being the shortest on average.

Table 4: Mean pause durations and standard deviations in the
training corpus.
Pause
pau
paub
paun

Mean [ms]
210.7
393.1
139.4

StdDev [ms]
134.6
104.2
120.8

3.4.2. Results
To measure the accuracy of the pause classifier 10-fold crossvalidation was conducted. For each test set it was ensured that
the four pause classes were proportionally represented as in the
HAND data.
Average precision was 0.87 ±0.014 and average recall 0.86
±0.014. This shows that the majority of pauses were correctly classified, while on average 5.9% of pau labels were
falsely classified as paub, but only 1.1% of the paub labels were
missed. This is probably caused to a large extent by the limitations to filter out incorrect pause boundaries. When neighbouring phones are part of the pause then the acoustic features
become “polluted” by these and can result in incorrect classifications. Confusions of other classes are relatively small. While
the deletions are similar in numbers to the deletions in HAND,
64.3% of the pauses deleted in HAND were correctly deleted
the remainder was not deleted and 18.9% were falsely deleted.
This can certainly also be mostly explained by the imperfect
pause boundaries which could trigger a pause deletion when
the acoustic features are strongly dominated by the speech parts
and not by pause parts. The classification of a pause as no pau
was often an indication that the automatic alignment was either
completely incorrect or largely incorrect, i.e. could be used to
spot mis-alignments.
To conduct another test of the classifier on unseen data it
was applied to a publicly available American English audiobook. Classified pause labels were then used in the training of
an HMM-TTS model and compared with the standard, single
pause system. This is described in the following section.
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4. Synthesis with multi-pause labels
4.1. Classifying pauses in “A Tramp Abroad”
The classifier was applied to the publicly available audiobook “A Tramp Abroad” (librivox.org) written by Mark Twain
and read by John Greenman. This audiobook was part of
the training material used during Blizzard Challenge 2012
(http://festvox.org/blizzard/blizzard2012.html).
For this paper the subset of sentences selected at a 100%
confidence interval (by the lightly supervised sentence selection and alignment tool [5]) was used consisting of 5052 sentences and including 8624 pauses in total. These pauses were all
automatically aligned by the Toshiba internal automatic phone
alignment tool. From the 5052 sentences 64.7% did contain
at least one pause and 36.2% did not include a pause. Without pause classification the average pause duration was 299.9
±155.0 ms.
After classifying each pause into the four classes of pau,
paub, paun and no pau there are 8073 remaining pauses. That
means, 6.4% were deleted and the remaining ones were classified as follows: pau: 15.8%; paub: 72.6%; paun: 5.1%.
As presented in Table 5, the average pause durations of the
three pause classes showed a similar duration pattern as in the
German TTS training corpus (paub >pau >paun). However,
the mean duration of inhalation breath pauses was shorter than
in the German speaker, indicating that there are more shorter
inhalation breath pauses in “A Tramp Abroad”, an observation
which is in line with listening impressions on several samples.
However, there are many more inhalation breath pauses in
“A Tramp Abroad” than in the German TTS training corpus.
This is not surprising when listening to this data which shows
that the reader of “A Tramp Abroad” inhaled quite frequently,
whereas the voice talent of the German speech database tried to
avoid inhaling during the single sentence prompts.
Table 5: Mean pause durations and standard deviation in “A
Tramp Abroad”.
Pause
pau
paub
paun

Mean [ms]
218.3
352.7
146.4

StdDev [ms]
136.7
126.5
94.5

% of original
15.8%
72.6%
5.1%

Because there are no hand annotated pause labels for “A
Tramp Abroad” it was not possible to quantify the accuracy
of the classifier on this corpus. However, visual and auditory inspection of some sentences showed that the classification
worked reasonably well. The next section will test the impact
of multi-pause labels on synthesis quality.
4.2. HMM-TTS training
To test the impact of the classified pauses in synthesis two listening tests were conducted. An HMM-TTS voice was trained
on the audiobook “A Tramp Abroad” read by John Greenman,
i.e. the same audiobook as used in section 4.1 for the automatic
classification of pauses.
The training corpus contained about 9 hours of speech
in 4.8K utterances (the remaining sentences were left out as
test set) and was sampled at 16k Hz. The acoustic feature
vectors included 40 mel-cepstral coefficients, logF0, 21 band
aperiodicity together with their delta and delta-delta information. They were modelled by multi-stream, 5 state, left-to-right,

multi-space probability distribution hidden semi-Markov models (MSD-HSMM). The full-context HMM states were generated by introducing the phonetic, segmental, prosodic and linguistic context information. Decision tree based state clustering
was used for tying the full-context HMM states based on the
minimum description length (MDL) principle.
Two set of MSD-HSMMs were trained based on two phone
lists. One used a single label for silence and a single label for
pause, the other used multiple labels for silences and multiple
labels for pauses. In the second case, the silence was divided
into 3 separate “phonemes”, pure silence, inhalation breath silence and noisy silence, in the same way for the short pause.
In the training process, each of them was modelled individually. They were considered as different context information
when full-context HMM states were generated, and the questions about the type of non-speech events were also used in the
process of decision tree growing. This way, not only the different types of non-speech events were explicitly modelled, but
also their influence on neighbouring phonemes was explicitly
considered in decision tree generation. Thus a better distribution sharing over full-context HMM states can be achieved.
4.3. Results of listening tests
The first preference test was designed to address the question
whether the finer split of pauses affects synthesis quality. 25
sentences from the test set of “A Tramp Abroad” were selected,
each of them including at least one pause. To avoid the impact
of automatic pause prediction, the pauses which were automatically annotated by the forced alignment were used in case of the
SINGLE PAU system and the sub-classified version of them in
the MULTI PAU system. There were 45 pauses in the automatic
alignments of these sentences. These 45 pauses were classified
as follows: pau: 4, paub: 38, paun: 2, no pau: 1.
Each sentence was synthesized by two different synthesizers: synthesizer SINGLE PAU was trained using a single pause
model and synthesizer MULTI PAU used the sub-classified
pause labels for training (as described in section 4).
Subjects were asked to indicate which of two speech sound
files sounds better. The test was conducted with the crowd
sourcing platform CrowdFlower using subjects in the USA. 512
pair stimuli (after discarding cheats) were rated by 42 subjects.
Results are presented in Table 6.

Table 6: Results of preference listening test comparing
MULTI PAU vs. SINGLE PAU.
MULTI PAU
42.6%

SINGLE PAU
49.4%

none
8.0%

p-score
0.061

There was a statistically non-significant difference between
the two systems, but a small preference for the SINGLE PAU
system. This shows that there is no significant negative impact
of the multi-pause classification, but also no improvement in
quality.
The second listening test was designed to address the question whether the multi-pauses add to the naturalness perception.
This time paragraphs were chosen to test the impact on longer
stretches of speech including multiple pauses. 20 paragraphs
were selected from the test set of “A Tramp Abroad” and pause
positions were taken from the original reading and not predicted
in order to avoid the impact of incorrect pause prediction. The
20 paragraphs included 60 sentences which in turn included 63
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pauses which were classified as follows: paub: 44, paun: 3,
pau: 8, no pau: 8.
All 20 paragraphs were synthesized by the same HMMmodels trained on the multi-pause classification. However,
while system MULTI LAB used the multi-pause labels also in
synthesis, system SINGLE LAB only used the silent pauses,
therefore effectively representing a synthesizer only generating
silent pauses.
By listening to each stimuli it was confirmed that the SINGLE LAB stimuli included silent pauses, an indication that the
classification worked well.
Subjects were asked to indicate which of two speech sound
files sounds more natural. Again the test was conducted via
crowd sourcing. 328 pair stimuli (after discarding cheats) were
rated by 32 subjects. The results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Results of preference listening test comparing
MULTI LAB vs. SINGLE LAB.
MULTI LAB
58.5%

SINGLE LAB
32.0%

none
9.5%

p-score
<0.001

Subjects significantly preferred system MULTI LAB,
showing the impact of multiple pauses in training and synthesis
as opposed to a single, silent pause only synthesizer.

5. Discussion
The pilot study was comparing single sentences, although relatively long ones, however, it might be necessary to use paragraphs or even longer stretches of coherent speech, because then
the presence of inhalation breath pauses might be more important and appear more natural to the listener. Inhalation breaths
can add to the naturalness of speech particularly in an audiobook scenario. Here, they could help to realise a more expressive reading style, when modelled correctly, for instance when
particular scenes occur, where inhalation breaths help to make
the story more lively, and - if omitted - might result in a lack of
naturalness.
The results of the listening tests with synthetic speech
showed that a more fine grained pause classification can help
to improve the naturalness, especially in longer texts. However,
since the test was using pause locations originally placed by the
human speaker the next step that is needed, is the prediction of
the more fine-grained pause classes from text. A task that is
known to be difficult in the speech synthesis world, see chapter 6.2 and 6.7 in [8] about phrasing and phrasing prediction
respectively.
Another aspect is the capability of the system to synthesize natural sounding inhalation breaths. While the inhalation
breaths synthesized with the Toshiba HMM-TTS did sound acceptable there is certainly potential for improvement.
Furthermore this work may provide the basis for subsequent
work about the patterns of pause positioning and pause duration
timing in coherent texts. By extending this work to account for
the amount of detail observed in natural speech including inhalation breaths and possibly other pauses as well (i.e. “filled
pauses” including laughter, vocatives, etc.) it might be possible to produce more natural sounding synthesis especially when
synthesising large, coherent texts as in the audiobook scenario.
A possible extension of the current classifier would be to
add the functionality to adjust pause boundaries. This could be
beneficial in scenarios where pause boundary precision is more
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important, e.g. for unit selection systems.

6. Conclusions
This study investigated inhalation breath pauses and their influence on perceived naturalness in natural as well as in synthetic
speech. A pilot study using natural speech, showed a small,
but statistically non-significant preference for natural speech including inhalation breaths in pauses against a version which had
the inhalation breaths silenced.
Following this study, a pause classifier was developed using a set of acoustic and phonetic features to classify each automatically labelled pause into one of four classes: silent pause,
inhalation breath pause, noisy pause and no pause.
The approach was trained and evaluated on a German
speech synthesis corpus and showed a good accuracy, especially
with respect to the detection of inhalation breath pauses. The
classifier was then applied to a publicly available American English audiobook and the classification results were used to train
an HMM-TTS system which was compared against an HMMTTS system trained on the same data, but only using a single
pause model. Two listening tests were conducted, the first one
testing the impact of the multi-pause labels on synthesis quality. No significant difference was found between systems. The
second preference test addressed the question whether the multi
pause labels improve the naturalness of synthesis. This time full
paragraphs were evaluated and the multi-pause label system was
significantly preferred against the single pause label.
The effect of having just silent pauses in speech synthesis can be more severe when synthesizing audiobooks and can
add to the perceived naturalness of synthetic speech. Adequate
modelling of pauses - either silent, with inhalation breaths or
any other form - is important for non-monotonous and prosodically well-structured speech synthesis.
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Abstract
The goal of simultaneous speech-to-speech (S2S) translation is
to translate source language speech into target language with
low latency. While conventional speech-to-speech (S2S) translation systems typically ignore the source language acousticprosodic information such as pausing, exploiting such information for simultaneous S2S translation can potentially aid in the
chunking of source text into short phrases that can be subsequently translated incrementally with low latency. Such an approach is often used by human interpreters in simultaneous interpretation. In this work we investigate the phenomena of pausing in simultaneous interpretation and study the impact of utilizing such information for target language text-to-speech synthesis in a simultaneous S2S system. On one hand, we superimpose the source language pause information obtained through
forced alignment (or decoding) in an isomorphic manner on the
target side while on the other hand, we use a classifier to predict
the pause information for the target text by exploiting features
from the target language, source language or both. We contrast
our approach with the baseline that does not use any pauses. We
perform our investigation on a simultaneous interpretation corpus of Parliamentary speeches and present subjective evaluation
results based on the quality of synthesized target speech.
Index Terms: simultaneous interpretation, translation, pausing,
prosody, mean opinion score (MOS)

1. Introduction
Simultaneous interpretation (SI) refers to the challenging task
of listening to speech in the source language and simultaneously
interpreting (non-verbatim translation) it in the target language.
Even though simultaneous interpreters have been providing satisfactory services daily in dozens of languages and thousands
of meetings across the world (e.g., United Nations, embassies,
etc.), it is an arcane art that has received little attention from
the speech and language research community. One of the critical constraints in SI is that the delay between a source language
chunk and its corresponding target language chunk (referred to
as ear-voice-span) is kept minimal in order to continually engage the listeners. Simultaneous interpreters are able to generate target speech incrementally with very low ear-voice span by
using a variety of strategies [1] such as anticipation, cognitive
and linguistic inference, paraphrasing, etc. As a consequence,
the translated segments can range from short phrases to a complete sentence.
Simultaneous translation using speech translation technology has been gradually trying to reduce the dependence on
human interpreters to improve the scalability as well as eliminate the fatigue associated with prolonged human interpretation. However, target language synthesis in such systems is either ignored; i.e., only speech-to-text is enabled, or performed
at the sentence level using the translated text. The notion of

an utterance is typically obtained by predicting punctuation on
the source text, translating the sentence and subsequently synthesizing the complete sentence using text-to-speech synthesis. Such an approach loses the rich information contained
in the source speech signal that may be vital for incremental translation. Simultaneous Interpreters use several acoustic
and prosodic cues from the source speech to perform linguistic
inference as well as control the pace of speech production in
the target language [1]; e.g., taking a breath or perform planning during a source language pause, pausing in the target language to wait for the verb in the source language, etc. Disregarding such information, especially in speech-to-speech (S2S)
translation of long speeches (talks and lectures), may result in
monotonous speech synthesis of long segments that may impair
the understanding of target speech.
In this work we investigate the phenomena of pausing in
simultaneous interpretation and examine the impact of utilizing
such information for target language text-to-speech synthesis in
a simultaneous S2S system. We contrast different strategies for
incorporating pause information in the target language. On one
hand, we superimpose the source language pause information
obtained through forced alignment (or decoding) in an isomorphic manner on the target side while on the other hand, we use a
classifier to predict the pause information for the target text by
exploiting features from the target language, source language
or both. We perform our investigation on a simultaneous interpretation corpus of Parliamentary speeches and present subjective evaluation results based on the quality of synthesized target
speech.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we formally define the problem and describe the data used in
this work in Section 3. We describe the experimental setup in
Section 4 followed by results of the experiments in Section 4.3.
We provide a brief discussion about the experimental results
in Section 5 followed by conclusions and directions for future
work in Section 6.

2. Problem Formulation
The basic problem of text translation can be formulated as follows. Given a source (French) sentence f = f1J = f1 , · · · , fJ ,
we aim to translate it into target (English) sentence ê = êI1 =
ê1 , · · · , êI .
ê(f ) = arg max Pr(e|f )

(1)

e

If, as in talks, the source text (reference or ASR hypothesis)
is very long, i.e., J is large, we attempt to break down the source
string into shorter sequences, S = s1 · · · sk · · · sQs , where each
sequence sk = [fjk fjk +1 · · · fj(k+1) −1 ], j1 = 1, jQs +1 =
J + 1. Let the translation (or interpretation) of each foreign sequence sk be denoted by tk = [eik eik +1 · · · ei(k+1) −1 ], i1 =
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1, iQs +1 = I + 11 . The segmented sequences can be translated using a variety of techniques [2] while the segmentation
itself can be obtained using linguistic and non-linguistic strategies [3, 4, 5]. The translated sequence, T = t1 · · · tk · · · tQs , is
typically synthesized independently using a text-to-speech synthesizer that generates appropriate prosody and pausing using
pre-trained models.
Our objective is to improve the quality of speech synthesis in the above framework by predicting pausing information
for the translated sequence T; i.e., for the output sequence
t1 · · · tQs = [e1 · · · eI 0 +1 ], we predict the presence or absence of silence (binned into N intervals) between each pair
of words. Subsequently, the new silence inserted sequence
[e1 sil1 e2 sil2 e3 nosil3 · · · silI 0 eI 0 +1 ] is used by the TTS
engine; sil1 , sil2 , nosil3 , silI 0 are the predicted classes in the
example. Since we can get the word alignment information of
a partially translated sequence, it is feasible to bootstrap source
language silence information (obtained from a speech recognizer) as well as other possible syntactic information associated
at a word level in the target language prediction. In training a
classifier to predict pauses for the target language, one can use
a variety of target as well as source language features, thus, facilitating inference from the source language signal.
We use a maximum entropy classifier for predicting the
silence class after each target word. Given a sequence of
translated words e1 · · · eI 0 +1 , their parts of speech (POS)
p1 · · · pI 0 +1 , their corresponding source words f1 · · · fJ+1 , and
a pause label vocabulary (li  L, |L| = N + 1), the best pause
label sequence L∗ = l1 , l2 , · · · , lI 0 is obtained by approximating the sequence classification problem, using conditional independence assumptions, to a product of local classification problems as shown in Eq.(3). The classifier is then used to assign a
pause label to each target word conditioned on a vector of local
contextual features from both source and target sides.
L∗ = arg max P (L|e1 · · · eI 0 +1 , p1 · · · pI 0 +1 , f1 · · · fJ+1 )
L

(2)
≈ arg max
L

= arg max
L

n
Y

p(li |e1 · · · eI 0 +1 , p1 · · · pI 0 +1 , f1 · · · fJ+1 )

n
Y

p (li |Φi (e1 · · · eI 0 +1 , p1 · · · pI 0 +1 , f1 · · · fJ+1 ))

i=1

i=1

(3)

(4)

where Φi (e1 · · · eI 0 +1 , p1 · · · pI 0 +1 , f1 · · · fJ+1 ) is a set of
features extracted within a bounded local context around word
ei .
In order to obtain POS tags for words e1 · · · eI 0 +1 , a unigram POS tagger was implemented which used word shape features to predict the POS of unknown words. The English tagger
was trained on the Penn Treebank while the Spanish tagger was
trained on EPIC corpus (Section 3) tagged using Spanish Freeling [6].

3. Data
In order to train the target language pause classifier, one needs
a corpus that contains source speech and its corresponding
target speech (either translation or interpretation). We used
1 The

segmented and unsegmented talk may not be equal in length,
0
i.e., I 6= I
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the European Parliamentary interpretation corpus (EPIC). The
EPIC corpus [7] is a parallel corpus of European Parliamentary
speeches and their corresponding simultaneous interpretations.
The source speeches are either in English (81), Spanish (21)
or Italian (17) and each source speech is simultaneously interpreted in two other languages. We extracted the audio from the
video clips of each source language speaker while the audio for
the interpreted target speeches was already provided. The corpus also contains the transcripts of all the speeches. We use only
the English-Spanish portion of the corpus; i.e., the 81 speeches
interpreting from English to Spanish and 21 speeches with interpretation from Spanish to English. The genre of the speeches
is also provided with the corpus and can be read, impromptu or
spontaneous. We picked one speech from each of these categories for testing and used the remaining for training.
As a first step in our analysis we forced aligned the English and Spanish speeches independently using generic acoustic models. The English acoustic model was trained on about
600 hours of TED talks while the Spanish acoustic model was
trained on close to 1000 hours of speech collected through
smartphones. Both the acoustic models were trained using minimum phone error (MPE) criterion using the AT&T
WATSONSM speech recognizer [8]. The resulting word segmentation contained the start and end duration for each word as
well as silences (with duration). Subsequently, we aligned the
transcripts in the parallel speeches at the sentence level using
dynamic programming with an English-Spanish dictionary.
3.1. Inducing word alignment
Unlike parallel text used in building word and phrase-based machine translation models, SI texts maybe non-parallel and even
non-comparable. As a result, inducing word correspondence using automatic word alignment is quite difficult. First, we used
a sentence matching algorithm [9] to align the sentences across
the two languages. Subsequently, we used a custom algorithm
for aligning the words across the two languages. The matching was facilitated by a dictionary obtained through automatic
alignment [10] of a large English-Spanish parallel corpus comprising of about 8 million sentence pairs. The resulting dictionary was filtered such that only top 10 target translations (sorted
by posterior probability) of each source word was preserved in
the final dictionary.
Our word alignment procedure links each source word
with its closest matching target word, if possible, according to
heuristics. These heuristics take into account the amount of time
between when the source word is spoken and its corresponding
target word is spoken, as well as translation probabilities obtained through the dictionary. Specifically, the input consists of
a sequence of source words (f1 , f2 , . . . , fJ ) and a corresponding sequence of target words (e1 , e2 , . . . , eI ). In addition, there
is a function TIME that maps a source or target word to its start
time and another function STOP that maps a source or target
word to true if it is a stopword and false otherwise. Finally, it is
assumed that translation probabilities P (ei |fj ) are available.
The procedure takes three parameters: δl and δr define the
left and right part of the time window in which the target word
ei corresponding to the source word fj is taken to appear. t is a
probability threshold that forbids a target word ei from linking
to a source word fj when P (ei |fj ) < t. For our experiments,
we chose δl = 1 second, δr = 6 seconds, and t = 0.008. The
procedure tries to link each source word fj ∈ (f1 , . . . , fJ ) to a
target word as follows. First, a candidate set Fe of target words
is constructed such that ei ∈ (e1 , . . . , eI ) is placed in Ff if and
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only if the following criteria hold:
• TIME(fj ) − δl ≤ TIME(ei ) ≤ TIME(fj ) + δr

• STOP(fj )∧ STOP(ei ) or ¬STOP(fj ) ∧ ¬STOP(ei )

• P (ei |fj ) ≥ t

Finally, e∗i is output where,
e∗i = arg max P (ei |fj )

(5)

ei ∈Ff

Feature sets Φi for classifiers for both s4 and s5 contain
words and POS in a five word window around the target word
ei to be tagged. In addition, feature set Φi for the classifier for
s5 contained two features encoding the types of pauses, if any,
that occurred before and after source word fi to which the target
word ei has been linked.
Classifiers for s4 and s5 were trained on 18 speeches
(source: Spanish) from the EPIC corpus and tested on 3
other speeches of this type. Results are shown below in Table reftable:classification.

4. Experimental Setup
We examine the utility of predicting pauses in target language
for improved text-to-speech synthesis using five different stimuli. The stimuli used in our investigation is as follows.
s1: Target text separated by reference punctuation (only period)
s2: Target text with pauses obtained through forced alignment of reference target text
s3: Target text with pauses superimposed from forced alignment of reference source text
s4: Target text with pauses predicted using a classifier
trained on target language features
s5: Target text with pauses predicted using a classifier
trained on source and target language features
In the first stimulus s1, manual transcription of the interpreted speech marked with sentence boundaries is used for synthesis. We only use periods as markers of sentence boundary.
In simultaneous speech-to-speech translation systems, one typically gets such an output albeit with errors introduced during
automatic speech translation. In the second stimulus s2, we
take the forced alignment of the target text obtained by using a
speech recognizer and insert pauses into the text as determined
by the ASR; i.e., the pausing is identical to that used by the interpreter during the target speech production. The stimulus s3
is an isomorphic mapping of pauses from the source to the target. We project the silences obtained through forced alignment
of the source speech onto the target through the word alignment
procedure described in Section 3.1. Since, the interpretation
procedure does not generate a perfectly parallel text, some of
the words in source and target may be unaligned. We superimpose the silences only on words that are aligned using our
alignment procedure.
The stimuli s4 and s5 are created by inserting pauses predicted automatically through a classifier. Classifiers for both s4
and s5 predict pauses using the following pause label vocabulary:
Label
no silence
short break
long break

Meaning
0 ≤ pause < 0.2 sec
0.2 sec ≤ pause < 0.5 sec
0.5 ≤ pause

Table 1: Description of the classes used in the classifier

Pauses in the EPIC corpus were mapped to these pause labels as follows: pauses less than 0.2 seconds were mapped to
no silence; pauses between 0.2 and 0.5 seconds were mapped to
short break; and pauses greater than 0.5 seconds were mapped
to long break.

s4
s5

Class
no silence
short break
long break
no silence
short break
long break

Recall
0.9811
0.0374
0.1452
0.9821
0.1294
0.1452

Precision
0.8630
0.2667
0.3600
0.8631
0.3333
0.4286

F
0.9182
0.0656
0.2069
0.9188
0.0960
0.2169

Table 2: Classification performance of the classifiers used for
generating stimuli s4 and s5
Overall, the classification results indicate that it is quite difficult to predict short and long breaks in comparison with absence of silence. Classifier s5 performs somewhat better than
s4, showing that silence information from the source speech
helps predict silence in the target. s5 encoded only a small
amount of such information as features; adding more information from the source speech may improve the classifier’s accuracy further. In addition, the results may be skewed because
the training data for our classifier is quite sparse. There were
only 18 speeches interpreted from Spanish-English. As part of
our current study, we are performing experiments for EnglishSpanish that has larger amounts of training data but require
Spanish speakers to take the listening tests.
4.1. Experimental Design
The Web-based listening tests were administered in two ways:
Web interface hosted on a standalone server and Amazon Mechanical Turk. We picked three speeches from the EPIC corpus;
Spanish source speech interpreted into English as we had access to more English speakers for subjective listening tests. The
three speeches belonged to read, impromptu and mixed genre
categories to cover varying styles of the speeches. Since the
source speeches were 1.5 minutes long, it was deemed that using the entire speech was too cumbersome for a listener to listen to during a listening test. Hence, we selected two 30 second
snippets from each speech. The final listening test was comprised of 6 audio snippets across the five stimuli.
The listening test had 6 sections with each section comprising 5 stimuli. The listeners were asked to rate each audio file
on a scale of 1-5 (bad, poor, fair, good, excellent). The listeners
also indicated whether or not English was their native language,
and whether they listened using headphones or speakers.
4.2. Listeners
A total of 100 listeners participated in the subjective listening
test; 74 were native English speakers while 26 were non-native
English speakers. Furthermore, 88 listeners took the test using
headphones and the remaining 12 used their PC speakers. The
average time taken for the test was 19 minutes (the minimum
time to listen to all the stimuli is 30*0.5minutes=15 minutes).
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4.3. Experimental Results
The results of the subjective listening test is summarized in Table 3. The table shows the mean and standard deviation of the
ratings overall as well as across the 3 genres of speech (read,
mixed and impromptu). The results indicate that the listeners
prefer the synthesized audio from reference punctuation for the
target text. However, the average length of a sentence in the
test set is 19 words which is prohibitively long for synthesis
in simultaneous S2S interpretation or translation. The average
length of a sentence for s2, s3, s4, s5 is 3, 4, 8 and 7 words,
respectively. The quality of synthesis for long sentences is presumably better as the TTS engine can use longer units as well
better prosody. The quality of synthesis for the other stimuli
is mostly fair but significantly poorer than stimulus s1. It is
also interesting that the quality for impromptu speech is better than that for the read and mixed mode of speech. When
the speech is unplanned and more informal, the pauses predicted by the classifier are acceptable to the listener in contrast
with read speech that has typically has a rigs syntactic structure.
The results in general indicate that pauses either superimposed
from the source speech or predicted using a classifier (target or
source and target features) can offer a reasonable means of synthesizing target speech incrementally in a S2S translation setting. Considering that stimulus s1 cannot be used in a real-time
translation scenario, we need to balance latency versus synthesis quality using the approaches presented through stimuli s2s5.
Stimulus
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5

Rating (mean and standard deviation)
Overall
Read
Mixed
Impromptu
3.6±0.9 3.5±0.9 3.7±0.8
3.6±0.9
2.9±1.0 2.7±1.1 2.8±1.0
3.1±0.9
2.9±1.0 2.7±1.0 3.0±1.0
3.1±0.9
2.8±1.0 2.8±1.0 2.7±1.0
3.0±0.9
2.9±1.0 2.9±1.0 2.9±0.9
3.0±1.0

Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of ratings across the five
stimuli

Another problem with the prediction of pauses is that instead of having several local maxima in the distribution of
sorted pauses in the training data to which one might assign
discrete pause labels such as short pause or long pause, the distribution is a smooth curve that exponentially decreases as pause
time increases. Thus, the binning of pauses into discrete labels
that were done for these experiments were somewhat arbitrary.
The training data used to train the pause classifier is limited
in this work as we had only 18 speeches from Spanish-English.
We are currently performing experiments for Ensligh-Spanish
with larger amount of training data (81 speeches). It can be
expected that the classifier accuracy will increase with larger
amounts of training data.

6. Conclusion
In this work we investigated the phenomena of pausing in simultaneous speech interpretation and studied the problem of using such information for target language text-to-speech synthesis in a simultaneous speech-to-speech translation system. We
contrasted several ways of predicting pauses in the target language for a speech-to-speech translation setting, particularly,
speech interpretation from Spanish-English. Our results indicate that either superimposing source language pauses or predicting pauses for the target language by exploiting lexical and
syntactic features (both source and target language) can result
in reasonably good quality synthesized speech when the input
speech is unplanned, i.e., impromptu. However, the quality of
synthesis suffers when the input speech is read as the speaker
pauses less often. Our results also indicate that pauses can be
used as good markers for chunking the source speech to reduce
the latency in speech-to-speech translation. We are currently
performing experiments on a larger corpus as well as analysis
in English-Spanish (resulting in Spanish text-to-speech synthesis).
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Abstract
Phrase break prediction models in speech synthesis are classifiers that predict whether or not each word boundary is a
prosodic break. These classifiers are generally trained to optimize the likelihood of prediction, and their performance is
evaluated in terms of classification accuracy. We propose a minimum error rate training method for phrase break prediction. We
combine multiple phrasing models into a log-linear framework
and optimize the system directly to the quality of break prediction, as measured by the F-measure. We show that this method
significantly improves our phrasing models. We also show how
this framework allows us to design a knob that can be tweaked
to increase or decrease the number of phrase breaks at synthesis
time.
Index Terms: Speech Synthesis, Phrasing

1. Introduction
Phrase break prediction (phrasing) is an important prosodic step
during speech synthesis. Other prosody models depend on phrasing decisions, and hence appropriate phrase breaks are critical to
overall naturalness of synthetic speech. The problem of phrasing
can be thought of as a classification problem: given some text,
we want to classify each word boundary as being a phrase break
or not. In terms of the TOBI[1] systems for prosody annotation, phrasing classifiers are typically trained to predict levels
1, 3, and 4. Phrasing classifiers are often trained using standard
corpora: e.g., the Festival[2] system uses a model[3] trained on
the MARSEC[4] data for English voices. If manually annotated
data is not available, phrasing models can be trained by forcealigning the speech and text data available for building synthetic
voices[5].
In practice, phrasing models can be decomposed into two
disparate models: (i) A model that takes local context of a word
boundary into account to decide how likely a break is, and (ii) A
model that takes longer context of previously generated breaks
to decide how frequently breaks should be generated. These
two models can be combined together, such as using the Viterbi
method, to decide the optimal sequence of phrase breaks.
This paper discusses two important aspects of phrasing, and
attempts to build upon the state of the art: (i) Optimization target
for phrasing, and (ii) Phrasing and changes in speaking rate.
Phrasing classifiers are typically trained to maximize the
likelihood of break prediction. However, they are then evaluated
on the basis of an accuracy measure, such as F-1 score[6]. An
objective improvement in F-1 score is also perceived by people
in subjective listening tests. In order to make a higher perceptual
impact, we aim to optimize our phrasing model directly to the
F-1 score.
Phrasing models are usually insensitive to the speaking rate.
In natural speech, we observe that fast speech has fewer phrase
breaks, and slower speech tends to have more breaks. A phrasing

model needs to thus provide a mechanism that allows us to insert
more or fewer breaks at synthesis time depending on the speaking
rate.
We propose a minimum error rate training approach that
provides a solution to both these needs in phrasing. The idea here
is to combine multiple phrasing models in a log-linear fashion,
and learn weights for different models in order to maximize
the F-measure of break prediction. We describe how such a
framework not only improves the break prediction, but also
offers a “knob” to increase or decrease the number of predicted
breaks. We also discuss how this framework can be useful in
solving other difficult problems, such as phrasing in the context
of the synthesis of disfluent machine translation output.

2. Classic Phrasing (Baseline)
Given a text corpus annotated with breaks, there are several
ways of training a phrasing model. Rule based methods[7], or
data driven methods using machine learning techniques such
as decision trees[8, 9], transformational rule learning[10], zscore models[11], hidden Markov models[3, 12, 13], memory
based learning[14], Baysian networks[15], maximum entropy
models[16], and neural networks[17] have been successful at the
task. In this work, we use the models[3, 5] that have been setup
for the Festival speech synthesis system[2].
Festival’s phrasing uses two models: a context model, and a
sequence model. If bi is the probability of a break at the juncture
i, Ci is the context of features at juncture i, and Bi represents the
context of previous break sequences at juncture i, then we want
to estimate P (bi |Ci , Bi ). With the help of the Bayes theorem,
and a few independence assumptions, we can derive that
P (bi |Ci , Bi ) ∝

P (bi |Bi ) · P (bi |Ci )
.
P (bi )

The term P (bi |Bi ) is essentially the language model probability of a given break sequence. We estimate this in Festival
using a 7-gram model[3]. The term P (bi ) is the unigram probability of a word boundary being a break. Our context model,
P (bi |Ci ), is a grammar based model[5]. This is estimated using
a decision tree classifier, that uses word level features, positional
features, and syntactic features. Given these models, at synthesis
time, our goal is to find the optimal break sequence b∗ :
Y
b∗ = arg max
P (bi |Ci , Bi )
b

∴ b∗ = arg max
b

.

i

Y
i

P (bi |Ci ) · P (bi |Bi )

In order to find the most likely break sequence, Festival runs
a Viterbi search over the possible phrase break sequences. This
is schematically shown in Figure 1.
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pute the F-measure over these break sequences. The error function E can then be set to negative value of the F-measure. If
E(D1N ; w1M ) represents the error on the test set given a set of
weights, we have:
h
i
w1M ∗ = arg min E(D1N ; w1M ) .
M
w1

Phrasing Output

Figure 1: Viterbi Phrasing Strategy in Festival

3. Minimum Error Rate Training
Ideally we want to train our phrasing model such that the endto-end performance in perceived synthesis quality is optimal.
A model trained to maximize the likelihood of phrase breaks
makes the simplifying assumption that the final evaluation is
based on simply counting the number of wrong decisions made.
However, a metric such as F-measure is a little more complex,
since it takes both precision and recall into account, and is better
correlated to perception than just the accuracy of phrasing. Our
goal is to optimize the selection of phrase breaks in order to
minimize the error our model makes, as measured by the F-1
score. The idea of using minimum error-rate training (MERT)
in phrasing is inspired from its use in the Statistical Machine
Translation[18].
Let us assume that we are given a text sequence t, and
we want to produce a break sequence b. Among all possible
break sequences, we will choose the sequence with the highest
probability:
b∗ = arg max P (b|t).
b

We directly model the posterior probability P (b|t) using a loglinear model. In this framework, we have a set of M feature
functions, hm (b, t). For each feature function, we have a weight
wm . The direct phrasing probability is then given by:
P

M
exp
m=1 wm hm (b, t)
P
.
P (b|t) = P
M
0
b0 exp
m=1 wm hm (b , t)

The modeling problem here is to define suitable feature
functions that capture the relevant properties of the phrasing
task. The training problem is to find out suitable weights w1M .
However, as mentioned before, we want to train the model to
minimize error.
We define a held out development corpus D1N , of size N ,
with text sequences T1N that has reference break annotations R1N .
Our goal is to obtain minimum error on this corpus, and a set
of k different candidate break sequences, Sn = bn,1 , . . . , bn,k .
That is, for each of the N sentences in the test set, we have k
hypotheses of break sequences, and we want to pick the ones
that minimize overall error on the test set. Given a set of weights
w1M , the top-best break sequence bn for sentence n is given by:
" M
#
X
bn = arg max
wm hm (b|Tn ) .
b∈Sn

m=1

For each sentence in the development corpus D1N , we can pick
the best break sequence given some weights, and then com-
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The optimization criterion here is tricky. Because of the
presence of an arg max operation within the Error function, we
can not compute the gradient of the error, and hence an optimization method such as gradient descent can not be used here. The
error surface is not smooth, and has many local minima.
We use the Basin-Hopping algorithm[19] to optimize the
error function at hand. This global minimization method has
been shown to be extremely efficient for a wide variety of problems, and is especially useful when the error function has many
minima separated by large barriers. In particular, we use the implementation of this algorithm within the Python SciPy toolkit.
We use a development corpus, use a randomly initialized
weight sequence and produce an n-best list of break sequences.
We then run the minimum error rate training over these n-best
sequences and learn new weights. We then use the new weights
and re-generate an n-best list of break sequences over the development corpus, and run minimum error rate training again. We
repeat these iterative process until the final error does not improve across an iteration. After each iteration, we also normalize
the weight vector to be of a unit norm.
We use four feature functions hm (b|t) in our method. Two
of these are the same as the models in the baseline phrasing
method: (i) The context model P (bi |Ci ) that looks at the lexical
and syntactic context, and (ii) P (bi |Bi ) that looks at the language model probability of the break sequence. In addition, we
use another context model, P (bi |Ci ), defined in [3] that looks
at the part-of-speech tag context at a word boundary and uses
a quadgram Language Model to predict the probability of the
word boundary being a break. Finally, we use a break-count
feature, that counts the total number of breaks in the predicted
break sequence.

4. Experimental Results
We evaluated our method on two synthetic voices trained using
the CLUSTERGEN[20] statistical parametric synthesis method:
(i) Voice built from about an hour of speech in the F2B corpus
within the Boston University Radio News Corpus[21], and (ii)
Voice built from two hours of recordings of Jane Austen’s books,
for Blizzard Challenge 2013 task EH2. We split the corpora into
splits of 80-10-10 for training, development and testing.
Our baseline phrasing models were built to be style-specific
phrasing models[5] in each case. We trained the proposed model
with minimum error rate method on a held out corpus, and used
the unseen test partition in the same domain to compare the
baseline method to the proposed approach. Table 1 shows the
comparison of the models in terms of the F-1 metric[6]. We
see that the proposed method yields an improvement over the
baseline on both datasets.

5. Phrasing Rate: “Knob”
One requirement of a phrasing model is that it should be flexible
to adapt to the speaking rate of a synthesizer. A slow synthesizer
should probably mark more word boundaries as breaks, and a
faster synthesizer can do away with a few breaks. If the user of a
speech synthesis engine demands that 30%, or 60% of the word
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Table 1: Objective Evaluation (F-1 measure) of the Proposed
MERT Method. Improvements are significant at p < 0.05
Voice
F2B
Audiobook

Baseline
54.35
52.87

Proposed
58.06
57.58

boundaries should be breaks, then our phrasing model should be
able to meet this requirement. However, this is a tricky constraint.
If our training data had splits corresponding to slower and faster
speaking styles, we could train individual classifiers and use
the appropriate one at synthesis time. But such data is seldom
available, and collecting data to train such specific models is
difficult. We describe how we use the log-linear framework and
MERT mechanism to provide a knob, a continuous number, to
vary the number of phrase breaks produced.
One of the features that we used in the log-linear model was
simply the number of phrase breaks in a given break sequence.
This feature allows us to define a knob to change the number of
phrase breaks our model produces.
Intuitively, the break-count feature tries to make sure that the
number of breaks produced by our model is reasonably close to
the number of breaks in the reference sequences in our development data. Even if we optimize towards the F-measure of break
prediction, which itself balances precision and recall of phrasing,
having this additional feature means that the weight learned for
this feature will produce an optimal number of phrase breaks.
If we keep the weights for other features to be the same, and
change the weight of the break-count feature, then the search
process at synthesis time picks utterances with more or fewer
breaks than the optimal. For example, if we subtract a number
from the weight of the break count feature, and maximize the
log-linear combination, we would produce more breaks. We
can vary the value of this weight and measure the number of
word boundaries in a development corpus that were breaks. The
weight of the break-count feature is thus the knob we can use
to tweak the amount of phrasing. Figure 2 shows this curve for
the two voices we have. The x-axis shows the value of the knob
(i.e., the weight of the break-count feature) and the y-axis shows
what percentage of word boundaries in a corpus were predicted
as being breaks.

Proportion of Breaks

1

Audiobook
F2B

0.5

0
−2

−1

0

1

2

Value of Knob

Figure 2: Proportion of phrase breaks generated by varying the
log-linear weight of the break-count feature (the knob)

In order to customize the phrasing rate at demand, we need
to parameterize the “knob”, so that given a particular value of
expected proportion of breaks, we can set an appropriate weight
for the break-count feature during synthesis. This problem boils
down to deriving an equation for the inverse of the function
represented in Figure 2. Given a particular phrasing proportion
x, we want to find out the value k that our knob should be set to.
To learn the parametric equation of the knob, we use a
development corpus and varying values of the weight of the
break-count feature to generate data points depicted in Figure 2.
We then fit the data automatically to a variety of sigmoidal,
trignometric and simple functions and choose the function that
best fits the data we have, as measured by the root-mean-squared
error of the fit. We used open-source fitting code, pyeq2[22] in
this work.
Our empirical analysis shows that for various corpora and
phrasing model combinations, the phrasing knob curve can be
approximated, well within a RMS tolerance of about 0.15, using
a Tangent equation with offset:


x−C
k = A · tan π
+O
W
where A (Amplitude), C (center), W (width) and O (offset) are
the parameters we learn automatically. For the F2B voice, we
obtained


x − 0.5073
− 0.4670
kf 2b = −0.165 · tan π
1.0772
and for the Audiobook voice, we obtained


x − 0.5048
kaudiobook = −0.2682 · tan π
− 0.8084
1.072
By tweaking the knob to change the phrasing rate, we deviate
from the reference break sequences that we originally used to
train our MERT model. This means, by changing the knob, we
obtain fewer or more breaks, but at the cost of the F-measure.
Of course, since the goal was to insert more or fewer breaks, the
penalty in F-measure is not very relevant anymore, but we looked
at what the drop in the F-measure looks like. Figure 3 shows
how the F-measure changes when we set the expected break
proportion to different values. We observe that the F-measure
is highest when the knob is set to its original value, as learned
from the MERT training.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We described our method of defining the phrasing problem under a log-linear framework and training the framework with a
minimum error rate target, rather than maximum likelihood. We
showed that combining features/models related to phrasing using this MERT strategy produces a significant improvement in
phrasing accuracy, as measured by the F-1 metric.
We described a break-count feature integral to our MERT
model that allows us to define a parametric “knob” to vary the
quantity of generated phrase breaks. Once we learn our MERT
weights, we can keep all weights to their learned value and
vary the weight of the break-count feature to provide this knob.
Our empirical evidence shows that the knob can be reasonably
approximated with a Tangent function with offset. The combination of using a MERT model and this break-count feature allows
a user to specify how many breaks they want, and our model
produces the breaks appropriately.
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Figure 3: F-measure versus Desired Proportion of Phrase Breaks
on the F2B corpus
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We intend to explore the benefits of the proposed framework
in more details. Particularly, we only used four feature functions
in this work and would like to investigate how additional features
could help improve the phrasing accuracy even further.
Our model now can vary the phrasing rate at demand. We
map a particular phrasing proportion into a knob value. However,
users of speech synthesis do not define phrasing rate in terms
of the proportion of word boundaries that are breaks. The control we would like them to have would be more quantized: low,
medium, high, etc. However, how does a particular category,
such as “low” map into the desired proportion of break boundaries? We think this mapping depends on the original proportion
of breaks in our reference break sequences. However, we intend to conduct listening tests to discover what grades of phrase
breaks people can perceive, and how we can map categories of
break levels into numeric proportion values.
The MERT framework that we proposed for phrasing took
inspiration from work in Machine Translation. However, this
connection actually runs deeper. Text to speech is often used as
the final step in speech to speech translation, and we are required
to synthesize automatically translated output. [23] has shown
that the synthesis of machine translation output is often difficult to understand, and [24] suggests that appropriate phrasing
can make it more understandable. We aim to use the MERT
framework to incorporate internal machine translation scores
of an utterance, that relate to confidence measures of the MT
system, into the phrasing model and improve the intelligibility
of synthesis.

[11] P. A. Barbosa and G. Bailly, Progress in speech synthesis. New
York: Springer Verlag, 1997, ch. Generation of pauses within the
z-score model, pp. 365–381.
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Abstract
This paper proposes the integration of a two-layer prosody
annotation specific to live sports commentaries into HMMbased speech synthesis. Local labels are assigned to all syllables
and refer to accentual phenomena. Global labels categorize sequences of words into five distinct speaking styles, defined in
terms of valence and arousal. Two stages of the synthesis process are analyzed. First, the integration of global labels (i.e.
speaking styles) is carried out either using speaker-dependent
training or adaptation methods. Secondly, a comprehensive
study allows evaluating the effects achieved by each prosody annotation layer on the generated speech. The evaluation process
is based on three subjective criteria: intelligibility, expressivity
and segmental quality. Our experiments indicate that: (i) for the
integration of global labels, adaptation techniques outperform
speaking style-dependent models both in terms of intelligibility
and segmental quality; (ii) the integration of local labels results
in an enhanced expressivity, while it provides slightly higher
intelligibility and segmental quality performance; (iii) combining the two levels of annotation (local and global) leads to the
best results. It is indeed shown that it obtains better levels of
expressivity and intelligibility.
Index Terms: HMM-based Speech Synthesis, Speaking Style
Adaptation, Expressive Speech, Prosody, Sports Commentaries

1. Introduction
Expressive speech synthesis based on Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) has been the focus of many studies in the last ten years
(e.g. [1], [2], [3] [4]). Conversely to unit-selection based synthesis, HMM-based synthesis [5] [6] offers a rich playground
in terms of controllability of the generated speech. However,
current research presents a certain number of drawbacks.
First, expressivity is often exclusively generated via adaptation or training on corpora with the targeted expressivity (e.g.
[1], [2]). Generally, the training or the feature adaptation is
achieved globally, with no consideration of local phenomena
specific to expressive speech, like accentuation. However, it is
widely acknowledged that the accentual structure of a sentence
and the realization of focusses play a crucial role in the expressive function. Fonagy [7] notably emphasized the greater accentual density in emphatic speech. A few isolated studies (e.g. [8])
have tried to integrate some expressive accentual information in
speech synthesis. However, they were led on Japanese, which
is a language with more restricted accentual patterns compared
to French or English [9].
Besides the omission of local phenomena, very few attention has been paid to macro prosodic changes. Indeed, most current studies rely on acted corpora of each emotion. These cor-

pora are very constant regarding expressivity, being stereotypical with respect to the considered emotion. However, various
expressivity types follow each other in real human speech. As
stated by [10], “a coherent speech corpus includes prosodic effects that go beyond the sentence level”. These global prosodic
changes should be modeled to improve the quality of the generated expressive speech (see [11]).
The generation of an expressive prosodic realization is
of utmost importance when synthesizing sports commentaries.
Several studies have focused on their prosodic analysis (i.e. for
basketball, football and rugby [12], horse races [13], soccer [14]
and football [15] [16]). One of their main findings lies in the
fact that such speech databases are importantly characterized
by variations at the local but also at the global or macro level
[15] [16]. At a macro level, [15] proposes to divide the corpus into three main speaking styles. Elaboration corresponds
to relatively neutral speech. Conversely, dramatic style is more
related to a high arousal level and can be subdivided into the
building up of a suspense, which relates to a rise in the arousal
level, and the presentation of a highlight, i.e. the arousal climax. These various speaking styles were shown to display specific prosodic features. It was pointed out in [12], for example,
that highly excited phases, like shots, tend to be realized with a
significantly higher fundamental frequency. This phenomenon
was also observed in horse races at the end of the race, when the
excitation reaches a maximum [13]. Interestingly, [16] emphasized the fact that, besides the arousal degree, the valence of the
expressivity may also influence the prosodic realization of the
commentaries. The analysis of sequences happening just after a
goal in football games indicates, indeed, that the prosodic realization depends upon whether the goal is for or against the supported team [15]. This could be explained by the fact that sports
commentaries are deeply ‘listener-oriented’ and that this acoustic distinction helps the listener decode the action more quickly.
On the whole, most studies tend to suggest that a prosody annotation of sports commentaries requires, besides local accentual
information, a more global annotation level assigning a specific
speaking style to the speech segments.
This paper is in the continuity with our previous work on
the subject [17], in which a prosody annotation protocol specific
to sports commentaries (basketball in particular) and relying on
two annotation levels was developed. A local annotation is associated to the syllable level and aims at annotating accentual
events. A global annotation classifies groups of words into specific speaking styles. The interested reader is referred to [17]
for more details. This annotation protocol was developed with
HMM-based speech synthesis in view, which is implemented in
this work.
One way to perform HMM-based speech synthesis is to
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train a model, called full data model, using a database containing specific data (e.g. data corresponding to a particular emotion, degree of articulation of speech, etc.). Another way to
build the models is to make use of adaptation techniques, which
allow changing the voice characteristics and prosodic features
of a source speaker into those of a target speaker [18]. These latter adapt the source HMM-based model with a limited amount
of target speech data. The resulting model is called adapted
model. The same concept holds for speaking style adaptation
[19] [20]. This technique allows providing high quality speech
synthesis using a limited amount of adaptation data [21].
Recently, Zen [22] proposed a new framework for estimating HMMs on data containing both multiple speakers and multiple languages. Speaker and language factorization attempts
to factorize specific characteristics in the data and then models them using separate transforms. Another study [23] described a discrete/continuous HMM for modeling the symbolic
and acoustic speech characteristics of speaking styles.
In this paper, we precisely aim at integrating efficiently the
local and global annotations into an HMM-based speech synthesizer. The goal of this study is two-fold: i) quantifying the
possible improvements brought by each annotation layer on various aspects of speech synthesis; ii) comparing different training
methods regarding the integration of the global labels.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
corpus used throughout this study. Section 3 summarizes the
proposed annotation protocol and provides a brief overview of
the acoustic analysis of both annotation levels (global and local). The integration of the proposed annotation protocol within
HMM-based speech synthesis is investigated in Section 4 where
some experiments are carried out in order to evaluate the quality
of the generated speech across various aspects. Finally, Section
5 concludes the paper.

3. Prosody Annotation Protocol
We defined in [17] a two-level prosody annotation framework
to consider both accentual and macro prosodic phenomena. The
objective was to determine a specific set of labels for both annotation tiers. To allow for their integration in a speech synthesis
system, the labels required to comply with two main constraints.
First, they had to be related to a specific function to facilitate
their prediction from text at synthesis stage. Secondly, they had
to be characterized by distinct acoustic realizations. It should
be noted that existing systems like ToBI [27] could hardly be
exploited as such for our study as their complexity makes it difficult to predict the labels from the text.
Our local tier contains a small amount of labels (Table 1).
Each label fulfills a distinct and specific function. Five labels
are related to non-emphatic stresses [28] and are assigned to
the end of accentual phrases. They are characterized by a pitch
level, H for rising or higher pitch vs. L for falling or lower
pitch. They can also be distinguished by the level of boundary
they determine, similarly to boundary tones in [27]. To facilitate
the automatic annotation of the labels (from the text or from the
acoustics), these two levels are distinguished according to the
presence or absence of a subsequent silence. Conversely to H
and L syllables, HH and LL syllables are directly followed by a
silent pause. A specific tag E is assigned to the final boundary of
player names enumerations, which are very common in sports
commentaries and may display a specific acoustic realization. A
focus stress (F) relates to emphatic stresses. An hesitation label
(He), and a creaky label (C) allow avoiding the degradation of
the models at training time. Indeed, hesitations are realized with
long durations whilst creaky syllables are characterized, among
others, by a very low pitch [29]. If these syllables are not singled out, their prosodic features may influence the synthesized
prosody. All remaining syllables are assigned a NA symbol.
Table 1: List of local labels.

2. Database
This study is based on a corpus of live commentaries of two basketball games, uttered by a professional French commentator
and recorded in sound-proof conditions. The speaker watched
the game and commented it without any prompt. The speech
signal was recorded with an AKG C3000B microphone. The
audio acquisition system Motu 8pre was used outside the soundproof room, with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The issue with
sports commentaries corpora is usually the high level of background noise which precludes their precise acoustic analysis
[15]. Conversely, our corpus exhibits the advantage of being
spontaneous and of high acoustic quality, being therefore suited
for speech synthesis. Both matches star the Spirou Belgian team
with very tight final scores, which induces a high level of excitation. The corpus lasts 162 minutes, silences included.
The corpus was orthographically transcribed and the phonetization was automatically produced by [24], with manual
check. The phonetic transcription was automatically aligned
with the sound with [25], taking advantage of the bootstrap option to reach alignment rates higher than 80% with a 20 ms tolerance threshold. The Elite NLP system [26] produced other
required annotation tiers (e.g. syllables, parts of speech, rhythmic groups, etc.). Sentence boundaries form another important
annotation level. Such a segmentation of a spontaneous speech
corpus is rather complex as we do not have access to punctuation. The corpus was therefore manually annotated to define
segments with both a prosodic and a semantic completeness.
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The global tier is inspired by [15] and [16] and is assigned
to groups of words, conversely to the local annotation which assigns a symbol to each syllable. It basically classifies the speech
segments into speaking styles, based on a dimensional analysis
of emotions [30]. The valence and the arousal levels drove us
to define five speaking styles (Figure 1).
We showed in [17] that the different labels are, as required,
associated with specific acoustic realizations. While ‘F’ labels
tend to be realized with a higher pitch level but low syllable
lengthening, non-emphatic stresses are usually characterized
by an important lengthening of the syllable. Regarding global
labels, the arousal level was shown to be correlated with the
fundamental frequency, highly excited segments being realized
with a significantly higher pitch. Inter-annotator rates were also
computed. They reached a Cohen’s kappa score [31] of 0.66
for the local labels, which is comparable to the rate obtained for
ToBI [27]. The global annotation achieved lower rates but with
logical interchanges between the labels [17].

4. Methodology and Experiments
In order to assess the validity of our local and global labels definition, several HMM-based speech synthesizers [5] were built,
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Figure 1: The global labels on a dimensional scale.
relying on the implementation of the HTS toolkit1 (version 2.1)
publicly available. For each synthesizer, 90% of the corresponding database was used for the training (called the training set), leaving around 10% for the synthesis (called the synthesis set). Note that both the training and synthesis sets were
manually annotated with our two-layer prosody annotation. As
filter parameterization, we extracted the Mel Generalized Cepstral (MGC) coefficients traditionally used in parametric synthesis. As excitation modeling, the Deterministic plus Stochastic Model (DSM [32]) of the residual signal was used to improve
naturalness.
The influence of the integration of the local and global
labels is first analyzed and quantified independently in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Using the conclusions drawn
from these latter evaluations, the combination of both local and
global labels is studied in Section 4.3.
4.1. Integration of the Local Labels
This section is devoted to the integration of the single local annotation layer into HMM-based speech synthesis.
4.1.1. Method
The first synthesizer is trained on the entire training set of the
database (Section 2), regardless of the speaking styles. This
is our baseline system, called Base. The only contextual information provided during the training and synthesis stages is
a manually-checked phonetic transcription, embedded as standard HTS labels [5].
The same training procedure is applied to the second synthesizer, called Loc. It makes use of the same phonetic transcription, but complemented in this case with specific contextual information from the local prosody annotation level (Table
1), replacing the unused ToBI field in the standard HTS labels.
4.1.2. Evaluation Protocol
A first Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test is conducted in order to
quantify the impact of the local annotation layer in comparison
with the baseline system. For this evaluation, participants were
asked to listen to two versions of the same sentence synthesized by the two following models (randomly shuffled): (i) the
baseline system (Base); (ii) the system integrating local labels
(Loc). Each sentence was scored according to three criteria: intelligibility, expressivity and segmental quality. Listeners were
given two continuous MOS scales (one for each criterion) ranging from 1 (meaning “poor”) to 5 (meaning “excellent”). These
scales were extended one point further on both sides (ranging
therefore from 0 to 6) in order to prevent border effects.
1 http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/

The test consists of 10 pairwise comparisons. Sentences were randomly chosen amongst the synthesis set of the
database. These sentences were not divided in speaking styles,
which means that a sentence may correspond to a sequence
of various speaking styles. 10 native French-speaking people,
mainly naive listeners, participated in this evaluation. During
the test, they could listen to the pair of sentences as many times
as wanted in the order they preferred. They were nonetheless
advised to first listen to the two sentences in a row so as to estimate approximately their relative position. However, they were
not allowed to come back to previous sentences after validating
their decisions.
4.1.3. Results
MOS scores are computed for all evaluations in this paper to
provide comparable results in a coherent evaluation framework.
The actual MOS scores are, however, less informative in this
first evaluation. Therefore, our analysis relies on the preference percentages which are computed as the listener’s relative
preference for a synthesis method compared to another. Figure
2 shows the preference scores for the three criteria. The light
grey segment corresponds to the proportion of cases in which
both methods are assigned the same MOS score. It can be observed that Loc is preferred for the rendering of the expressivity.
Interestingly, it is also shown to improve the segmental quality,
while achieving an intelligibility level that is similar to the baseline (i.e. Base).
The analysis of the MOS scores further confirms that Loc
allows to slightly increase the expressivity compared to Base.
This means that local labels were properly learned during training of Loc and that specific accentual Probability Density Functions (PDFs) were properly estimated. At synthesis time, the
model was thus able to predict more precise accentual realizations. On the contrary, since only a manually-checked phonetic
transcription was provided for the Base training, all acoustic realizations that should have corresponded to local labels were
merged into more global PDFs.
Base

Loc

Quality

Expressivity

Intelligibility

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 2: Preference scores for each criterion and each synthesis method, i.e. with (Loc) and without (Base) the integration of
the local labels.
4.2. Integration of the Global Labels
This section studies the integration of the single global annotation layer into HMM-based speech synthesis. It should be noted
that speaking styles defined by global annotation layer are not
uniformly distributed throughout the corpus. The total duration
of each speaking style of the database is shown in Table 2.
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Excited
1032

ExMax
475

ExRise
485

NegTension
582

Neutral
2955

4.2.1. Method
Three distinct methods are investigated regarding the integration of the global labels in speech synthesis. The first method
consists in training speaking style-dependent models on exclusive subsets of the whole corpus, specific to the global label they
correspond to (see Table 2). They will be referred to as full data
models in the remainder of the paper. At the end of this step, 5
different full data models, called Glob1, are obtained (i.e. Excited, ExMax, ExRise, NegTension and Neutral).
The two other methods exploit adaptation techniques. The
second method relies on the fact that the Neutral style has the
highest amount of speech data amongst the different speaking
styles. Assuming that this amount of speech data is sufficient
to obtain a strong Neutral full data model, voice adaptation
techniques [18] can be applied to train more reliably the remaining models, for which less speech data are available. The
Glob1 Neutral full data model was then adapted using the Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (CMLLR)
transform [33] [34] in the framework of Hidden Semi Markov
Model (HSMM) [35] with the adaptation sets of the four remaining speaking styles. It produces respectively Excited, ExMax, ExRise and NegTension HMM-based synthesizers. The
linearly-transformed models were further optimized using MAP
adaptation [18], providing the 4 adapted models called Glob2.
A potential drawback of the second method is that the
speech data used to train the Neutral full data model may not
be large enough. To alleviate this issue, Yamagishi proposed
in [36] to adapt a so-called average-voice model to a particular target speaker. The average-voice model is computed once
and for all over a database containing many different speakers.
This technique proved to be efficient when few speech data is
available. The average-voice model was here computed on the
entire database, regardless of the speaking styles. This model
was then adapted following the same procedure as for Glob2.
We finally obtained 5 different adapted sub-synthesizers called
Glob3 (i.e. Excited, ExMax, ExRise, NegTension and Neutral).

4.2.3. Results
For each synthesis technique and each speaking style, Figures
3 and 4 display respectively the averaged intelligibility and segmental quality MOS scores, together with their 95% confidence
intervals (CI). It clearly turns out that Glob3, i.e. the adapted average models, provides the highest results, both in terms of intelligibility and segmental quality of the generated speech. The
full data models, conversely, achieve the lowest scores in most
speaking styles. As a reminder, a score of 3 or 4 on the MOS
scale means respectively “Fair” or “Good”.
This preference for the adapted average models can be explained by the fact that they are computed using all the training sets for each speaking style, thus providing a robust model
which is then adapted to each speaking style. It can however
be noted that Neutral, Excited and NegTension voices are better
rendered than ExMax and ExRise ones. This is mainly due to
the fact that Neutral, Excited and NegTension have more speech
data, leading to a better average-voice model adaptation compared to ExMax and ExRise.
It should also be noted that all the synthesizers achieved the
same performance for the Neutral speaking style. This can be
understood by the fact that this latter style is the only one having
a comfortable amount of speech data for a reliable estimation of
the model, independently of the training method.
Glob1

Glob2

Glob3

5,00
4,50
4,00
3,50
MOS Score

Table 2: Total duration (in sec.) of the various speaking styles
of our database, long silences (>1 sec.) being excluded.

3,00
2,50
2,00
1,50

1,00
0,50
0,00
Excited

ExMax

ExRise

NegTension

Neutral

Figure 3: Averaged intelligibility MOS scores for each synthesis
method and each speaking style, with their 95% CI.

Glob1

Glob2

Glob3

4,50

4.2.2. Evaluation Protocol
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3,50
MOS Score

A second MOS test is conducted in order to elect which of the
three methods is the most suited for the integration of global
labels. For this evaluation, participants were asked to listen to
three versions of the same sentence, synthesized by the models
corresponding to the three aforementioned methods. Each sentence was scored according to two criteria: intelligibility and
segmental quality. The same experimental protocol as in Section 4.1.2 was applied. However, contrarily to that section, the
expressivity was not assessed here. Indeed our first informal experiments showed that Glob models exhibit some intelligibility
and segmental quality issues. These had to be addressed before
focusing on a good rendering of the expressivity.
The test consists of 15 triplets. Sentences were randomly
chosen amongst the synthesis set of the database. Conversely to
Section 4.1.2, each sentence only contains one speaking style.
12 native French-speaking testers, mainly naive listeners, participated in this evaluation.

4,00
3,00
2,50
2,00

1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00
Excited

ExMax

ExRise

NegTension

Neutral

Figure 4: Averaged segmental quality MOS scores for each synthesis method and each speaking style, with their 95% CI.
Preference scores corroborate these findings. Regarding intelligibility, Glob3 is respectively preferred in 69.4% and 51.1%
of the cases compared to Glob1 and Glob2 (which are assigned
13.3% and 25.6% of the preferences). Glob3 is chosen in 73.9%
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and 64.4% of the cases over respectively Glob1 and Glob2 for
its segmental quality.
This shows that, as the amount of speech data is unevenly
distributed amongst the different speaking styles, adapting a robustly trained average-voice model with an efficient technique
such as CMLLR allows generating various speaking styles of
reasonable intelligibility and segmental quality.
4.2.4. Comparison with the Baseline
Similarly to the integration of local labels (Section 4.1.3),
the integration of global labels was compared to the baseline
through a MOS test. For this comparison, the best integration
technique, i.e. the adaptation of the average model, was used.
The baseline is the same as in Section 4.1.3, which means that
it disregards both annotation layers. 20 native French-speaking
people, mainly naive listeners, participated in this evaluation.
Conversely to what was expected, no statistically significant
differences were observed between both methods. This integration achieves indeed comparable or even slightly lower scores
in terms of intelligibility, expressivity and segmental quality.
4.3. Integration of both Local and Global Labels

of the cases, while Loc is preferred to Base in 35.5% of the
cases. The remaining percentage, i.e. 33.5%, corresponds then
to the cases where both Base and Loc are equivalently preferred.
As in Section 4.1.3, it is observed that the integration of
the local labels carries out an improvement in the rendering of
the expressivity and provides comparable or slightly better intelligibility and segmental quality of the generated speech. On
the other hand, the integration of the global labels only (using the adapted average models) does not improve any of the
analyzed criteria compared to the baseline, which corroborates
the results obtained in Section 4.2.4. Regarding the integration
of both prosody annotation levels, an insightful observation is
that Loc+Glob3 is preferred in 41% of the cases in terms of
expressivity against Loc, which is assigned 35% of the preferences. The segmental quality degrades, however, from Loc
to Loc+Glob3 as they are respectively preferred in 39.5% and
31.5% of the time. Nonetheless, both methods achieve similar
intelligibility performance.
Table 3: Integration of both Global and Local Labels - Preference scores (in [%]) for each method and each criterion.

This section is devoted to the integration of the two-layer annotation (both local and global labels) into HMM-based synthesis.
4.3.1. Method
We showed in Section 4.1.3 that the integration of local labels
results in an enhanced expressivity, while it provides slightly
higher intelligibility and segmental quality performance. Regarding the integration of global labels, the use of adaptation
techniques, from an average model, was shown to provide the
best results (see Section 4.2.3). However, this annotation level
seemed to achieve no improvement regarding expressivity in
comparison with a baseline model.
We investigate, in this last section, whether the integration
of both local and global labels achieves higher scores. These
combined models are referred to as Loc+Glob3.
4.3.2. Evaluation Protocol
A third MOS test is conducted. For this evaluation, participants
were asked to listen to four versions of the same sentence synthesized by the following models (randomly shuffled): (i) the
baseline model (Base); (ii) the model integrating local labels
(Loc); (iii) the model adapted from the average-voice model
(Glob3); (iv) the model adapted from the average-voice model
integrating local labels (Loc+Glob3). Here again, intelligibility, expressivity and segmental quality are evaluated. The same
experimental protocol as in Section 4.1.2 was applied.
The test consists of 10 quadruplets. Sentences were randomly chosen amongst the synthesis sets of each speaking style
of the database. Similarly to Section 4.2.2, each sentence only
contains one speaking style. 20 native French-speaking people,
mainly naive listeners, participated in this evaluation.
4.3.3. Results
Table 3 shows the preference scores for the four methods. It
should be noted that the scores obtained by two reverse pairs are
not summing to 100%. This is due to the fact that cases when
both methods composing the considered pair are found to be
equivalent are also taken into account. Regarding intelligibility,
Table 3 shows for example that Base is preferred to Loc in 31%

Intelligibility

Expressivity

Quality

Base
Loc
Glob3
Loc+Glob3
Base
Loc
Glob3
Loc+Glob3
Base
Loc
Glob3
Loc+Glob3

Base

Loc

Glob3

0
35.5
29
40
0
45.5
35.5
51
0
38.5
27.5
36

31
0
29
27.5
37.5
0
35
41
39.5
0
33.5
31.5

33
37.5
0
38
40
46
0
47.5
40
46.5
0
45.5

Loc+
Glob3
29.5
29.5
26.5
0
32.5
35
29.5
0
44
39.5
35
0

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the integration of a two-layer
prosody annotation specific to live sports commentaries into
HMM-based speech synthesis. The local annotation relates
to accentual phenomena while the global layer classifies the
speech segments into distinct speaking styles. Our study was
divided into three parts.
First, the improvement carried out by local labels was quantified by comparing: (i) a baseline model, in which a manuallychecked phonetic transcription was the only contextual information provided and (ii) a model integrating local labels. Subjective tests revealed that, compared to the baseline, the integration
of local labels results in an enhanced expressivity, while providing slightly higher intelligibility and segmental quality scores.
Secondly, the integration of global labels (i.e. speaking
styles) was evaluated. Three methods were investigated: (i) a
speaking style-dependent training and the adaptation of (ii) the
neutral model or (iii) the average-voice model to each speaking
style. It was shown that adaptation techniques, and the adaptation from an average-voice model in particular, outperform
style-dependent models both in terms of intelligibility and segmental quality. However, the comparison with the baseline, i.e.
the model disregarding global labels, showed that, contrary to
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what was expected, the integration of global labels does not enhance expressivity and slightly degrades the segmental quality.
A last experiment allowed evaluating the effects achieved
by the combination of both prosody annotation layers on the
generated speech. Interestingly, the complete integration of the
two-layer annotation, compared to the model integrating local
labels only, led to an even better rendering of expressivity, while
achieving similar intelligibility scores. However, it slightly degrades the segmental quality. Our future work should thus focus
on the improvement of speaking style adaptation techniques in
order to increase the segmental quality of the generated speech.
Audio examples related to this study are available online at
http://tcts.fpms.ac.be/∼picart/.
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Abstract
It is known that voice quality plays an important role in expressive speech. In this paper, we present a methodology for modifying vocal effort level, which can be applied by text-to-speech
(TTS) systems to provide the flexibility needed to improve the
naturalness of synthesized speech. This extends previous work
using low order Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPC) where the
flexibility was constrained by the amount of vocal effort levels
available in the corpora. The proposed methodology overcomes
these limitations by replacing the low order LPC by ninth order polynomials to allow not only vocal effort to be modified
towards the available templates, but also to allow the generation
of intermediate vocal effort levels between levels available in
training data. This flexibility comes from the combination of
Harmonics plus Noise Models and using a parametric model to
represent the spectral envelope. The conducted perceptual tests
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique in performing vocal effort interpolations while maintaining the signal
quality in the final synthesis. The proposed technique can be
used in unit-selection TTS systems to reduce corpus size while
increasing its flexibility, and the techniques could potentially be
employed by HMM based speech synthesis systems if appropriate acoustic features are being used.
Index Terms: vocal effort interpolation, harmonics plus noise
model, expressive speech synthesis

1. Introduction
Technology is currently embedded in society; however, some
barriers, such as deficiencies in natural speech in HumanMachine-Interfaces (HMI) remain, thus preventing technology
from reaching several communities. In these cases, improved
Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems can make the HMI more natural
improving the user experience when using technology [1].
The Harmonics Plus Noise Model (HNM) allows us to
easily perform prosody modifications on speech signals, while
maintaining a high level of quality in the resulting synthesized
signal [2]. For this reason, this model has been chosen as a
speech signal representation model by speech modification applications aiming to improve the naturalness and expressiveness
of the TTS system. The HNM has also been used in expressive
speech synthesis systems where both prosody and voice quality (VoQ) were modified [3, 4, 5, 6]. It has been proven that
VoQ has an important role in expressive speech synthesis [7, 8],
which led us to speculate whether the HNM could be used to
modify low-level VoQ parameters [5]. This work [5], asserted
the relevance of VoQ in the expressive style perceived by the listener and confirmed the feasibility of using the HNM to mod-

ify VoQ parameters. Despite having achieved good results in
terms of expressiveness in [5], the quality of the synthesized
signal was seriously degraded. The number of signal manipulations1 and the unresolved existing interdependence of some
spectral parameters (i.e., the Hammarberg Index -hammi- and
the relative amount of energy above 1000 Hz -pe1000-) caused
degradation of the synthesized signal’s quality. To simplify the
procedure and focus on high-quality modifications, the number of parameters modified was reduced to just one, vocal effort; this was chosen for its salient role in expressive speech
characterization [9]. The proposed methodology in [10] proved
the feasibility of HNM for modifying vocal effort with a model
based on low order linear prediction coefficients (LPC). However, the method based on low order LPC is very sensitive to
interpolation artefacts which might lead filter instability. Thus,
in order to cover multiple levels of vocal effort, it requires data
for each target vocal effort level to to be able to synthesize with
that level of vocal effort. This makes the methods flexibility
dependent upon corpus size.
In this work, we present a new model based on ninth order polynomials for representing the harmonic spectral envelope which not only allows the transfer of vocal effort from a
template signal available in the corpus, but also allows us to
generate intermediate vocal effort levels not present in the available corpus. The proposed methodology can be applied in the
context of TTS systems, particularly to allow them to synthesize
speech signals expressing a range of vocal effort levels. Moreover, vocal effort levels that are different to those present in the
original corpora recordings that a voice is based upon.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 reviews the
details of the implementation of the HNM speech signal parameterization and re-synthesis. The speech database used for the
experiments is briefly explained in section 2.2 and section 2.3
presents the polynomial model and details how the model codebooks were built from the original corpus. Next, the proposed
vocal effort modification procedure is detailed in section 2.4. In
section 3, the conducted perceptual experiments are outlined.
Section 4 discusses the proposed procedure, the obtained results
and future work. Fianlly section 5 provides conclusions.

1 Up to five parameters (jitter, shimmer, hnr, Hammarberg Index hammi- and the relative amount of energy above 1000 Hz -pe1000-)
were modified based on a five-stage procedure, in which each stage was
specifically designed to modify a unique VoQ parameter.
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2. Methods
2.1. Harmonics Plus Noise Model
The HNM expresses the sampled speech signal s[n] as the sum
of two components: h[n] and r[n], which correspond to the
harmonic and noise, or stochastic, components of the signal,
respectively.
s[n] = h[n] + r[n]

(1)

The harmonic component, h[n], models the pseudoperiodicity that appears in the speech signal as a sum of harmonically related sinusoids. Given a quasi-periodic frame k with Lk
harmonics, the harmonic part is characterized by the amplitude2
(Ak ), frequency3 (Fk ) and phase (Φk ) arrays. In contrast, the
stochastic component, r[n], models all non-periodic events in
the speech signal with an autoregressive (AR) model and is represented through Q-order Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPC)
and noise variances (Pk ). From the frequency-domain perspective, the harmonic component mainly models the lower band
of the spectrum, whereas the upper band is modeled by the
stochastic component. The boundary between these two bands
is known as the maximum voiced frequency (fh ). Some authors
consider this boundary variable in time [11], but the HNM implementation used in the present work fixed this boundary to 5
kHz, as in [12, 13]. All signals have been analyzed at a constant
frame rate of 5ms for both, harmonic and stochastic parts.
2.2. Speech database
The speech material used to validate the proposed vocal effort transformation methodology was the German diphone set
recorded with three degrees of vocal effort (vocal effort levels were labelled as Low, Modal and High), as reported in [9].
The corpus was divided into six datasets containing logatoms
of three syllables in length with voiced and unvoiced sounds
recorded with a constant pitch. Recordings of the three vocal
effort levels from a male and female speaker were available. As
explained in [9], the data were automatically labelled and subsequently hand-corrected.
2.3. Parametric model and code-books
The entire corpus was represented using HNM parameters. Informal tests conducted prior to the proper tests presented in this
work, highlighted some speech signal variations in the logatome
syllables due to syllable position inside the utterance. For
the sake of obtaining more accurate models without losing too
much generalization, the syllable position inside the logatome
were considered together with phoneme labels for indexing the
models in the code-books. Therefore, each dataset (corresponding to a specific vocal effort level and gender) was divided
into three sub-datasets, one per each syllable position in the
logatome (init, middle and final). For each sub-dataset all HNM
parameters from multiple realizations of a common phoneme
were gathered together. Only parameters from the stable part of
the phonemes were used to prevent coarticulation effects from
being introduced in the final computed models. The stable part
was considered to be the second and third quartiles of the full
2 A = {A1 , A2 , · · · , Al }, where the super-index l indicates the
k
k
k
k
harmonic number l ∈ [1, .., Lk ].
3F
1
l
k = {Fk , · · · , Fk }. Frequencies are harmonic; therefore,
Fkl = l F0 (k), where F0 (k) corresponds to the fundamental, or pitch,
frequency for a given frame, k.
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phoneme duration (figure 2). At this point we had the HNM parameters of all realizations of the same phoneme for a given vocal effort level, gender and syllable position in the logatome together. Next, the parametric model coefficients were computed
to fit all the data points formed by the harmonic amplitudes and
frequencies for a given phoneme. Finally, the model parameters for all sub-data sets corresponding to the same gender and
vocal effort level were gathered together forming the code-book
for that vocal effort level and gender. Up to six code-books were
generated covering all vocal effort levels and gender combinations. For a given synthesis, only the three code-books from the
gender to synthesize are used for carrying out the vocal effort
modification and synthesis process.
Code-books are used to retrieve extreme vocal effort models, which in our case are labelled as High and Low. The third
code-book labelled as Modal is used as the reference level.
Apart from the extreme Low and High vocal effort levels, the
proposed methodology aims to allow the TTS system to also
perform intermediate vocal effort levels. Polynomials were chosen in order to be able to interpolate between models from the
code-books. The proposed methodology uses ninth order polynomials (eq. (2)) to be able to capture the fourth formant peaks
and valleys. Informal tests were conducted computing the general root-mean squared error RMSE for different number of coefficients. The informal tests showed that the main error reduction was achieved with the first five coefficients.
[ ) = a0 + a1 f + a2 f 2 + a3 f 3 + · · · + a9 f 9
ampl(f

(2)

[ ) is the harmonic’s amplitude envelope
where ampl(f
which is a function of the harmonic’s frequencies f , and ai for
i ∈ [0, 9] are the model coefficients. Table 1 presents an excerpt
from the code-book corresponding to the High vocal effort level
for the female speaker.
Table 1: Sample of two phonemes information taken from the
code-book corresponding to High vocal effort level from the female speaker. Phoneme labels follow the SAMPA notation[14].
Part of the coefficients have been removed in order to fit the
table width to the column dimensions.
Phoneme
...
U;
U;
U;
o;
o;
o;
...

Syllabe position
...
init;
middle;
final;
init;
middle;
final;
...

Model coefficients
...
1.941e-31;-4.810e-27;· · · ;-0.067;
1.501e-31;-3.761e-27;· · · ;-0.039;
1.071e-31;-2.664e-27;· · · ;-0.030;
2.046e-31;-5.298e-27;· · · ;-0.118;
3.044e-32;-9.366e-28;· · · ;-0.040;
-1.502e-31;3.287e-27;· · · ;0.045;
...

2.4. Proposed methodology for applying polynomial models
for vocal effort modification
The proposed methodology uses the modal vocal effort level
data as the starting point for the modifications. This decision
was based on the results obtained in previous work [10] where
it was found that the signal quality degradation was directly related with the amount of signal modification. Thus, in order to
minimize the amount of signal modification for all cases, rising
and lowering the vocal effort level, we decided to use modal
vocal effort level as the source for all the signal modifications.
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For this reason only the HNM parameters from the modal corpus will be used for synthesis. HNM parameters from high and
low datasets are only used for building the respective (High and
Low) code-books. Figure 1 depicts the general schema for the
proposed methodology.
The vocal effort synthesis procedure conducted in this work
begins with a given transcription of the text to be synthesized.
The transcription is used to retrieve the corresponding model
parameters from the code-books. The modal code-book is always accessed because the spectral envelope from this vocal
effort level will be used as the baseline for the posterior modifications. However, the High and Low code-books are used only
when necessary. The decision is taken based on the target vocal
effort to be synthesized. The direction of the vocal effort modification is encoded in the sign of the interpolation factor (γ).
In our case this factor is introduced with a real value from the
range [−1, 1]. Negative values correspond to lowering the vocal
effort, whereas positive values are used for increasing it. Thus,
the extreme values (−1 and 1) indicate using the Low and High
vocal effort parameter models as retrieved from the corresponding code-book.
Once the identified code-books to be used are loaded, the
transcription is divided into three regions, where each region
corresponds to a syllable from the logatome (regions were labelled as: init, middle and final). This information is used in
combination with the phoneme label for searching the model
units in the code-books. For instance, given the following transcription: /t − a − m − u − t − a/ the first unit to search will
be the phoneme /t/ with an indicator of initial (init) position.
However, the model parameters for the second /t/ will be different due to its different position in the logatome (final). Once
the proper units for the whole sentence are selected from the
corresponding code-books, the model coefficients are linearly
interpolated in order to have model parameters for each frame
to synthesize. However, the linear interpolation is carried out
only in the unstable parts of the phonemes, where coarticulation
effects are present. For the central regions of the phoneme and
the beginning and end of the utterance to synthesize the original
model parameters obtained from the code-book are replicated
(figure 2). This process results in two matrices Ec and M c with
dimensions (mxn), where m corresponds to the number of coefficients in the model and n is the number of frames. Thus,
the matrices contain the model parameters for each frame. Ec
contains the extreme vocal effort parameters obtained from the
Low or High vocal effort code-books, depending on γ sign, and
M c contains the modal vocal effort model parameter values for
each frame.
The next step is to obtain the matrix corresponding to the
interpolated vocal effort level (IIc ) from Ec and M cc. Equation
(3) shows the expression for computing the interpolated model
parameters for a general frame k.
Ick = (1 − |γ|) Mck + |γ| Eck ; γ ∈ [−1, 1]

(3)

where Ick are the interpolated model coefficients corresponding to the final desired vocal effort level for the kth frame,
γ is the interpolation factor and Mck and Eck are the coefficients from kth frame for the Modal and extreme (Low or High
depending on sign(γ)) vocal effort levels respectively.
Once the final desired model coefficients are computed, the
models (IIc and Mc ) are evaluated at the original signal’s harF ) using the expression (2) to obtain the
monic frequencies (F
harmonic spectral envelopes. The harmonic spectral envelope is
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Selection
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Interpolation
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Time
Interpolation
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HNM
Modal
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P

A

Time
Interpolation

Model
Interpolation
Ic
Model
Evaluation

F

Model
Evaluation
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Scaling
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Scaling
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α

β

AM

α

β

HNM
Synthesis

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of vocal effort interpolation
method proposed.

Figure 2: Temporal linear interpolation of model coefficients.
Mc ) and the desired vocal effort
computed for both, the modal (M
level (IIc ) coefficient matrices obtaining Ms and Is respectively.
α) that will be applied to the HNM
The multiplication factors (α
A) from the original signal will be obtained from
amplitudes (A
the harmonic spectral envelopes quotient for each frame.
Isk
(4)
Msk
However, the magnitude of the harmonic spectral envelopes
might contain values close to zero which could induce to numerical instabilities. In order to prevent this effect and focus
on the energy distribution over the spectrum, the envelopes are
scaled to fit into the range [1, 2] prior to carrying out the ratio
α).
for computing the multiplicative factors (α
In order to emphasize the effect of the energy distribution,
the factors are powered to a factor β. This factor depends on the
desired magnitude of the signal modification. Powering the factors to β amplifies the difference between peaks and valleys in
αk =
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Table 2: SAMPA [14] transcription of the logatoms used in the
first test.
[
[
[

aI
t - a:
t - a:

-

t - a:
f - u:
m-U

-

p - aI
f - a:
m - a:

]
]
]

the harmonic spectral envelope after the modification is applied.
A) are modified applying the
Next the HNM amplitudes (A
αβ ) obtaining the modified amplitudes (A
AM ).
powered factors (α
Finally, the energy of each frame is adjusted in order to maintain the original energy magnitude that the frame had before
applying any signal modification.
Last step is synthesizing the signal with regular HNM
F ) and
resynthesis procedure using the original frequencies (F
AM ).
P ), and the modified amplitudes (A
phases (P

3. Results
Two perceptual tests were designed with the online testing platform for multimedia evaluation (TRUE) [15]. The first test with
22 users was focused on comparing the overall quality of the
proposed method using ninth order polynomials against the previous proposal using low order LPC [10]. The second test with
21 users evaluated the performance of the proposed method interpolating vocal effort levels between the extreme levels available in the corpora (Low and High). At the beginning of each
test, the users were presented a set of sample audio files expressing several vocal effort levels. In both tests the users were
forced to decide between two answers (A or B). In order to prevent introducing any bias in the users’ answers, for each pair
of audio files evaluated, their labels (A or B) were randomly
assigned. All statistical significance (p-values) have been computed using one-tailed test. The values used in the tests for the
α),
β parameter, used for powering the multiplicative factors (α
were set according to informal evaluations carried out prior to
building the audio samples used in the conducted tests presented
in this study. Thus, for the male gender β was set to 10, whereas
for the female speaker it was set to 7.
The first test consisted of 3 logatoms (see table 2) uttered by
both genders. Each logatom was applied two vocal effort conversions, from modal to low (M2L) and modal to high (M2H).
The conversions were carried out by each one of the two methods under evaluation. Thus, the test was compressed by a total
of 16 audio samples presented to the user in pairs. For a given
pair of samples, both samples corresponded to the same vocal
effort conversion performed by each one of the two methods.
The user was asked to answer the following two questions for
each pair:
1. Omitting the signal quality, which of the following files
-A or B- performs a Higher Vocal Effort?
2. Which of the following samples -A or B- has better signal quality?
Table 3 presents the results of the first test where the performance of the proposed method was compared with the previous
proposal [10]. The results show global preference for the new
proposed method based on polynomial models interpolation.
Regarding vocal effort modification there is a 53, 79% preference whereas in terms of signal quality this preference is more
accentuated reaching a 82.95%. For obtaining the p-values of
the results the null hypothesis (H0 ) was set to: There is no preference between the proposed method and the reference method
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Table 3: Method preference according to vocal effort performance in test 1. P-value has been computed considering no
preference between the methods as the null hypothesis (H0 )
Parameter evaluated
Preference of
P-value
proposed
method [%]
Vocal effort conversion
53.7879
0.1093
Converted signal quality
82.9545
< 0.0001
[10]. The obtained p-values (p-value = 0.1093) state that in
regards to vocal effort modification, there is no strong evidence
for the proposed methodology. On the other hand, regarding
to signal quality, the preference for the proposed methodology
is statistically significant (p-value < 0.0001). Statistics have
been computed using one-tailed significance tests to the sampling distribution.
With the result obtained from the first test, we conclude that
despite not presenting relevant improvement for extreme vocal
effort modifications when compared with the previous approach
[10], it performed better in terms of signal quality. This result
proves the suitability of the proposed method for transferring
vocal effort.
The purpose of the second test was to verify the feasibility
of using polynomial models to interpolate vocal effort levels. In
order to prove its flexibility, several vocal effort levels were generated from the same modal vocal effort level utterance. Thus,
using the modal (M) vocal effort level as a reference the following four vocal effort levels were synthesized: low (L), intermediate low (IL), intermediate high (IH) and high (H). Samples
labelled as IH correspond to a linear interpolation of vocal effort
levels high (H) and modal (M) with interpolation factor γ = 0.5
using the expression (3). Thus, samples labeled as IH were expected to be perceived between high (H) and modal (M) vocal
efforts. On the other hand, samples labelled as IL, correspond a
linear interpolation between low (L) and modal (M) vocal effort
levels with an interpolation factor of γ = −0.5 applying equation (3). Likewise, samples labelled as IL were expected to be
perceived as being between modal (M) and low (L) vocal effort
levels.
The perceived vocal effort level, for each synthesized sample, was compared with the samples corresponding to the surrounding vocal effort levels. Extreme vocal effort levels were
also compared with the modal reference. Thus, the users evaluated the following vocal effort level pairs: L-IL, IL-M, M-IH,
IH-H, L-M and M-H. Extreme vocal effort levels L and H were
synthesized using the models from their respective code-books
using γ = −1, for L, and γ = 1 for H. The question for each
pair of samples was: Which of the following files -A or B- performs a Higher Vocal Effort?. Users were forced to choose
between one of the two samples. Each pair presented to the
user corresponded to two vocal effort levels synthesized from
the same modal reference utterance for the same gender. The
pairs presented to the user were randomized to prevent biases in
the answers.
Three logatomes were taken from each gender obtaining the
six different utterances used for the second test (see table 4).
Each user evaluated each conversion six times, adding up a total
of 132 evaluations for each vocal effort level comparison.
Tables 5 and 6 presents the results from the second test
which evaluated the interpolation of vocal effort levels of the
proposed methodology. Table 5 presents the results from the
comparison of the synthesized versions for high (H) and low
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Table 4: SAMPA [14] transcription of the logatoms used for the
second test.
[
[
[
[
[
[

t - a:
t - a:
t - a:
t - a:
t - a:
t - a:

-

s - i:
j-a
l - i:
t - o:
r - @:
p-Y

-

s - a:
j - a:
l - a:
t - a:
r - a:
p - a:

]
]
]
]
]
]

Table 5: Perception of extreme vocal efforts synthesized with the
modal vocal effort level. The null hypothesis (H0 ) was considered that users couldn’t perceive any vocal effort level difference between each pair of samples.
VE level pair
[%]
P-value
H>M
84.0909 < 0.01
M >L
90.9091 < 0.01
(L) vocal effort levels with the modal (M) version. Results state
the general ordering for low (L), modal (M) and high (H) vocal
effort levels. This results prove that samples synthesized with
low vocal effort (L) are perceived as expected compared against
modal (M), whereas those samples synthesized with high vocal
effort (H) level are also perceived as expected when compared
against the modal (M) reference.
Thus, results from table 5, prove that users perceived the
synthesized extreme vocal effort levels according to the following ordering: L < M < H. The analysis of interpolated vocal
effort levels (IL and IH) can be found in table 6.
As can be seen in table 6, IL synthesized samples, which
are supposed to represent vocal effort levels between modal and
low, were perceived as expected. When comparing IL with M,
the success rate was 81.06%, while comparisons between IL
and L presented a success rate of 76.51%. For both cases the
p-value < 0.01. These results state the capability for interpolating vocal effort levels which entail lowering the voice tension.
On the other hand, IH samples compress those samples generated from interpolating vocal effort levels between high H and
modal M. Comparisons between IH and H were successfully
recognized 81.82% of the times with p-value < 0.01. However, when comparing IH with M, the success rate was slightly
favorable with a 56.81% with p-value = 0.0594.
Results from table 5 and 6 demonstrate the capability of
the proposed methodology to generate interpolated vocal effort
levels with the following ordering: L < IL < M ≤ IH < H.

4. Discussion
In previous work [10] a parametric model based on low order
LPC was presented, however the model itself was sensitive to
interpolation artefacts, which can lead to filter instabilities. So,
the model presented serious difficulties for generating intermediate vocal effort levels. Other approaches are based on adding
extra speech data in the corpus to cover the desired vocal effort
levels to synthesize, but this creates a dependency between the
model’s flexibility and the corpus size. In this study we presented a methodology using parametric models based on ninth
order polynomials, instead of the low order LPC model, not
only for transferring vocal effort, but also for generating new
interpolated vocal effort levels not present in the corpora recordings. The proposed methodology has been tested against previous work [10] in terms of vocal effort modification and synthe-

Table 6: Ordering of the synthesized vocal effort (VE) levels.
The null hypothesis (H0 ) was considered that users couldn’t
perceive any vocal effort level difference between each pair of
samples.
VE level pair
[%]
P-value
H > IH
81.8182 < 0.01
IH > M
56.8182 0.0594
M > IL
81.0606 < 0.01
IL > L
76.5152 < 0.01
sized signal quality. The results obtained from this comparison
show that the presented methodology can reach the same degree
of vocal effort modification as previous work while resulting in
an improved signal quality in the final synthesis. The second
test conducted has demonstrated that the presented method can
be used for interpolating vocal effort levels. This has been possible due to linearity properties of the polynomial expressions
used for interpolation. Despite presenting clear performance
differences for most conversions, it is necessary to note the case
when comparing IH against M where the effect is less robust.
This could be a consequence of associating a wider vocal effort range to modal speech. The fact that statistical confidence
increased for between IH and H makes us discard the possibility of the system to not being able to represent high vocal
efforts. Thus, this uncertainty in intermediate high (IH) vocal
effort with modal (M) levels could also be caused by non linear
behavior of vocal effort perception or production.
These findings extend the previous conducted work [10] not
only in overcoming the problem for generating interpolated vocal effort levels, but also achieving better performance in terms
of signal quality.
In our proposed method, vocal effort models were adapted
not only for phoneme identity but also for phoneme position
in the recorded logatome. This decision was taken based on
informal listenings of the corpora, which led us to realise that
speakers realised a speaking pattern based on the syllable position within the utterance. Thus, this distinction was used in
order to prevent effects due to the position of the syllable infer
in the extraction of the harmonic spectral envelope models. In
some logatomes presenting the same phonemes in several positions in the utterance, the achieved vocal effort modification
varied from one position to the other. The fact of obtaining different harmonic spectral envelope models which produced different vocal effort degrees depending on the syllable position
could be related with attack, decay, sustain and release situations. Whether this position distinction enhances the procedure
or degrades its performance has not been evaluated for this corpora. However, when applying the model to sentences with semantic meaning, it might be important to consider the position
of the syllables in the whole sentence. Moreover, when applying the model to expressive corpora with multiple emotions, the
vocal effort modifications to be carried out, could depend on environment conditions such as whether the phoneme is stressed
or not, position inside a stressed word or using accent-groups
information such as [16]. The vocal effort model could be improved adding these additional information into the code-books.
The proposed method could also be combined with
prosodic modifications such as pitch, energy or speech rate articulation. The combination of these signal modifications could
be used to carry out expressive synthesized speech conveying
different emotions.
The parameter β was introduced into the system’s workflow
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α) despite
as a result of noticing that the multiplicative factors (α
achieving vocal effort modifications towards he expected target, the modification itself seemed laking some gain. This can
be the consequence of scaling the harmonic spectral envelopes
to fit into the range [1, 2] before applying the quotient to obtain α . The use of the parameter β allowed to adjust signal
α) values are commodification degree. Multiplication factor (α
pressed between the range [0.5, 2]. α values between (1, 2] increase the harmonic energy, whereas values from [0.5, 1) decrease the harmonics energy. To increase the modification magnitude α values were powered, thus increasing the magnitude of
α ∈ (1, 2]) and attenuation
the difference between amplifying (α
α ∈ [0.5, 1)) values. The β values used in the experiments
(α
were heuristically chosen in order to make modification noticeable. Two values were chosen, one for each gender, and they
were held constant for all the synthesized utterances. Some improvement should be done to have better control of the magnitude of the modifications applied by the multiplicative factors
α).
matrix (α
The current version of the proposed method is speaker dependent, follow-up work should focus on applying the model
to several speakers and attempt to learn the variations that the
model experiment when the users vocal effort moves around
the different vocal effort levels. Finding any common pattern among the different speakers could allow to generalize the
model making it speaker independent, thus probably avoiding
the requirement for extreme vocal effort recordings to be able
to generate the interpolated target levels.

5. Conclusions
The current work has presented a method of combining a polynomial model for vocal effort modification with HNM which
allows us to transfer vocal effort from templates available in a
corpus, as well as to generate interpolated vocal effort levels not
present in the original recordings. A corpora specially designed
for vocal effort research has been used in the experiments allowing us to isolate vocal effort from other effects usually present
in natural speech presenting similar vocal effort conditions such
as pitch or speed rate variations. The results present compelling
evidence of the proposed system performing better than previous proposal [10]. Moreover, the results of a second test statistically support the proposed system’s capability for generating interpolated vocal effort levels. Further work will focus on
learning the variations that experiment the model when moving
among different vocal effort levels. This knowledge could allow
to generate a speaker independent model which would allow to
carry out vocal effort modifications to any speaker without any
previous information about their parameter’s behavior in terms
of vocal effort level shifting. This could be a crucial feature
in applications where the TTS system has to perform several
speaker registers such as in story-telling applications. Taking
advantage of being a parametric model, it could potentially be
employed by hidden Markov model (HMM) based speech synthesis systems in case appropriate acoustic features were being
used.
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Abstract
Generating natural-sounding synthetic voice is an aim of all
text to speech system. To meet the goal, many prosody
features have been used in full-context labels of an HMMbased Vietnamese synthesizer. In the prosody specification,
POS and Intonation information are considered not as
important as positional information. The paper investigates the
impact of POS and Intonation tagging on the naturalness of
HMM-based voice. It was discovered that, the POS and
Intonation tags help reconstruct the duration and emotion in
synthesized voice.
Index Terms: Vietnamese speech synthesis, tone
characteristics, tonal language, prosody tagging, part-ofspeech, hidden Markov models

 Text normalization decodes non-standard word into one
or more pronounceable words. Non-standard tokens
including numbers, dates, time, abbreviations… are
normalized in the phase. The process is also called
homograph disambiguation.
 Text parsing investigates lexical, syntactic structures
from words which are used for pronunciation and
prosodic modeling stages. The stage consists of POS
tagging and chunking.

1. Introduction
In HMM-based speech synthesis systems, the prominent
attribute is the ability to generate speech with arbitrary
speaker‟s voice characteristics and various speaking styles
without large amount of speech data1].
The naturalness of a Vietnamese TTS system is mainly
affected by prosody. Prosody consists of accent, intonation
and Vietnamese tones (6 tones). The features with part-ofspeech (POS) tagging have close relationships and determine
the naturalness and the intelligibility of synthesized voice.
Vietnamese tones consist of level, falling, broken, curve,
rising, drop. One syllable can change its meaning when it goes
with different tones. So the tonal feature has a strong impact
on the intelligibility of synthetic voice. The following Table 1
shows an example about the name, the mark of tone in
Vietnamese.
Table 1. Six tones in Vietnamese
Name
LEVEL (ngang)
FALLING (huyền)
BROKEN (ngã)
CURVE (hỏi)
RISING (sắc)
DROP (nặng)

Tone mark
Unmarked
Grave
Tilde
Hook above
Acute
Dot below

Example
ta – me
tà – bad
tã - napkin
tả - describe
tá – dozen
tạ - quintal

2. Text to Speech System
A TTS system, showed in Figure 1, is the production of speech
from text. It includes the following stages[5]:
 Text tokenization splits the input text stream into smaller
units named sentences and tokens. In the phase, written
forms of Vietnamese syllables are discovered and
tagged. The process is called tokenization.

Figure 1: A TTS system.
 Pronunciation modeling maps each word to its
phonemes. It looks up the words in a lexicon or use
grapheme to phoneme (G2P) rules to finish the task.
Accents and tones are assigned
 Prosodic modeling predicts the prosody of sentences.
Sentence-level stress is identified, the intonation is
assigned to sentences which make melody or tune of
entire sentences.
 Speech synthesizer generates the speech waveforms
from the above information. In Hidden Markov Modelbased synthesis, a source filter paradigm is used to
model the speech acoustics; information from previous
stages are used to make full-context label file of each
phoneme in the input sentence. Excitation (fundamental
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frequency F0), spectrum and duration parameters are
estimated from recorded speech and modeled by
context-dependent HMMs.
Figure 2 is an example of full context model used in
HMM-based Speech Synthesis:

Figure 2: A HMM full context model.
Based on the full context model, HMM-based TTS is very
flexible easy to add more prosodic information.

3. The improvement of tonal and accentual
features
It is thought that tone lies on vowel; however, tone plays an
important role on all over a syllable in Vietnamese. However,
tonal features are not as explicit as other features in speech
signal. According to Doan Thien Thuat[10], a syllable‟s
structure can be described in Table 2:
Table 2. Structure of Vietnamese syllable.
Tone
Final
[Onset]
Nucleus
[Coda]
In the first consonant, we can hear a little of the tone. Tone
becomes clearer in rhyme and finished completely at the end
of the syllable. The pervading phenomenon determines the
non-linear nature of tone. So, with mono syllabic language like
Vietnamese, a syllable can‟t easily be separated into small
acoustic parts like European languages.
In syllable tagging process, contextual features must be
considered. There are many contextual factors (ex, phonetic,
stress, dialect, tone) affecting the signal spectral, fundamental
frequency and duration. In additional, constructing a decision
tree to classify the phonemes based on contextual information.
The construction of the decision is very important in HMMbased Vietnamese TTS system[6].
[Initial]

Some contextual information include tone, accent, part-ofspeech, was considered as follows[9]:
 Phoneme level:
- Two preceding, current, two succeeding phonemes
- Position in current syllable (forward, backward)
 Syllable level:
- Tone types of two preceding, current, two succeeding
syllables
- Number of phonemes in preceding, current,
succeeding syllables
- Position in current word (forward, backward)
- Stress-level
- Distance to {previous, succeeding} stressed syllable
 Word level:
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- Part-of-speech of {preceding, current, succeeding}
words
- Number of syllables in {preceding, current,
succeeding} words
- Position in current phrase
- Number of content words in current phrase {before,
after} current word
- Distance to {previous, succeeding} content words
- Interrogative flag for the word
 Phrase level:
- Number of {syllables, words} in {preceding, current,
succeeding} phrases
- Position of current phrase in utterance
 Utterance level:
- Number of {syllables, words, phrases} in the utterance

4. Intonation in Vietnamese
In order to present intonation, we use Tones and Break Indices
(ToBI) in intonation transcription phase. ToBI is a framework
for developing a widely accepted convention for transcribing
the intonation and prosodic structure of spoken sentences in
various languages. ToBI framework system is supported in
HTS engine. The primitives in a ToBI framework system are
two tones, low (L) and high (H). The distinction between the
tones is paradigmatic. That is L is lower than H in the same
context. Utterances can consist of one or more intonation
phrases. The melody of an intonation phrase is separated into a
sequence of elements, each made up of either one or two
tones. In our works, the elements can be classified into 2 main
classes[3]:

4.1. Phrase-final intonation
Intonation tones, mainly phrase-final tones, were analyzed in
our work. Boundary tones are associated with the right edge of
the prosodic phrase and mark the end of a phrase. It can be
established in Vietnamese that, a high boundary tone can
change a declarative into an interrogative. To present the
boundary tone, „L-L%‟, „L-H%‟ tags are used. „L-L%‟ refers to
a low tone; and „L-H%‟ describes a high tone. This is a
common declarative phrase. The „L-L%‟ boundary tone causes
the intonation to be low at the end of the prosodic phrase. On
the other hand, the effect of „L-H%‟ is that first it will drop to a
low value and then it will rise towards the end of the prosodic
phrase.

4.2. Pitch Accent
Pitch Accent is the falling or rising trends in the top line or
baseline of pitch contour. Most noun, verb and adjective in
Vietnamese are accented words. An „H*‟ (high-asterisk) tends
to produce a pitch peak while an „L*‟ (low-asterisk) pitch
accent produces a pitch trough. In addition, the two other tag
„L+H*‟ and „H+L*‟ are also used. „L+H*‟ rises steeply from a
much lower preceding F0 value while „H+L*‟ falls from a
much higher preceding F0 value.
It was showed in the experiment that: the intonation tags
add valuable contextual information to Vietnamese syllables in
training process. Spoken sentences can be distinguished easily
between declarative and interrogative utterances. Import
information in a speech is strongly highlighted.
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5. Part of Speech
A POS tag is a linguistic category assigned to a word in a
sentence based upon its morphological behavior. Words are
classified into POS categories such as noun (N), verb (V),
adjective (A), pronoun (P), determine (D), adverb (R),
apposition (S), conjunction (C), numeral (M), interjection (I)
and residual (X). Words can be ambiguous in their POS
categories. The ambiguity normally solved by looking at the
context of the word in the sentence.
Automatic POS tagging is processed with Conditional
Random Fields. The training of CRFs model is basically to
maximize the likelihood between model distribution and
empirical distribution. So, CRFs model training is to find the
maximum of a log - likelihood function.
Suppose that training data consists of a set of N pairs, each
pair includes an observation sequence and a status sequence, D
= {(x(i),y(i))} ∀𝑖 = 1 … 𝑁. Log-likelihood function:

l ( )   p ( x, y) log( p( y | x,  )),

Figure 3: ComparisonF0 contour extracted from
utterance “Anh có cái gì rẻ hơn không?”of Natural
Speech and Generated Speeches, male voice

(1)

x, y

Here,  (1 , 2 ,..., 1 , 2 ,,...) is the parameter of the model
and p ( x, y) is concurrent empirical experiment of x, y in
training set. Replace p( y | x) of (1), we have:
n
 n 1

l ( )   p ( x, y)   f    g    p ( x) log Z , (2)
x, y
i 1
 i 1
 x

Here,  (1 , 2 ,..., n ) and  (1 , 2 ,..., m ) are parameter
vectors of the model, f is a vector of transition attributes, and g
is a vector of status attributes.

6. Experiment and Evaluation
In the experiment, we used phonetically balanced 400 in 510
sentences (recorded female and male voices, Northern dialect)
from Vietnamese speech database for training. All sentences
were segmented at the phonetic level. The phonetic labeling
procedure was performed as text-to-phoneme conversion
through a forced alignment using a Vietnamese speech
recognition engine[11]. During the text processing, the short
pause model indicates punctuation marks and the silence
model indicates the beginning and the end of the input text.

Figure 4: ComparisonF0 contour extracted from
utterance “Anh có cái gì rẻ hơn không?”of Natural
Speech and Generated Speeches, female voice

6.2. MOS test
As a further subjective evaluation, MOS tests were used to
measure the quality of synthesized speech signals in
comparison with natural ones. The rated levels were: bad (1),
poor (2), fair (3), good (4), and excellent (5). In this test, a
hundred sentences were randomly selected. With three types
of audio, (1) natural speech signals, (2) the synthetic speech
signals without POS, accent and intonation, and (3) the
synthetic speech signals with POS, accent and intonation, the
number of listeners were 50 people. The speech signals were
played in random order in the tests.

For the evaluation, we used remain 110 sentences in the
speech database, these sentences are used as synthesize data
for testing and evaluating. Feature vector consists of spectral,
tone, duration and pitch parameter vectors: spectral parameter
vector consists of 39 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
including the zero-th coefficient, their delta and delta-delta
coefficients; pitch feature vector consists of logF 0, its delta and
delta-delta[7].
A couple of comparisons of synthesized speech qualities,
include male and female speech models with only tone and
with additional POS, stress and intonation. The information is
added to full context model of each phoneme in a semi
automatic way.

Table 3 shows the mean of opinion scores which were
given by all the subjects. The MOS result implied that the
quality of natural speech is from good to excellence, and the
quality of synthesis speech is from fair to good.

6.1. Objective test

The experimental results, shown that POS and prosody
information do contribute to the naturalness (specifically in
terms of pitch) of a TTS voice when it forms part of a small
phoneme identity-based feature set in the full context HTS
labels. The experiments were limited by Northern dialect

The objective measurement is described through comparing of
pitch contour between natural speech and synthesized testing
sentences in both cases and showed in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Table 3. Resultsof the MOS test
Speech
Natural
Without POS, Accent, Intonation
With POS, Accent, Intonation

Mean Opinion Score
4.53
3.15
3.89

7. Conclusions
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corpus. It would be prudent to test the effects on the other
dialects, especially the South Central dialect.
The proposed tonal features can improve the tone
intelligibility for generated speech. In addition, beside tonal
features, the proposed POS and prosody features give the
better improvement of the synthesized speech quality. These
results confirm that the tone correctness and prosody of the
synthesized speech is significantly improved and more
naturalness when using most of the extracted speech features.
Future work includes the improvement of text processing
automatically and work on the contextual information.
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Abstract
A new set of context labels was developed for HMM-based
speech synthesis of Japanese. The conventional labels include
those directly related to sentence length, such as number of
“mora” and order of breath group in a sentence. When reading a sentence, it is unlikely that we count its total length before utterance. Also a set of increased number of labels is required to handle sentences with various lengths, resulting in a
less efficient clustering process. Furthermore, labels related to
prosody are mostly designed based on the unit “accent phrase,”
whose definition is somewhat unclear; it is not uniquely defined
for a given sentence, but also is affected by other factors such
as speaker identity, speaking rate, and utterance style. Accent
phrase boundaries may be labeled differently for utterances of
the same content, and this situation affects other labels, because
of numerical labeling scheme counted from the sentence/breathgroup initial. In the proposed labels, “bunsetsu” is used instead.
Also, we only view its relations with preceding and following
“bunsetsu’s.” Thus labels not related to the sentence lengths are
obtained, with easier automatic prediction only from sentence
representations. Validity of the proposed labels was shown
through speech synthesis experiments.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, context labels, linguistic information

1. Introduction
Recently, statistical framework, such as hidden Markov modeling, has been successfully introduced to analysis-synthesisbased speech synthesis systems[1]. Although there still are
some degradations in speech quality as compared to waveform concatenation methods, HMM-based speech synthesis
is now widely used, since it can generate speech in various
voice qualities and speaking styles from a very limited speech
corpus through adaptation/conversion techniques[2, 3]. Although HMM’s are commonly used in speech recognition, they
are differently organized in speech synthesis. In the case of
speech recognition, since the aim is to recognize phonemes,
one HMM is trained for each phoneme separately for surrounding phonemes. Other factors affecting phoneme features, such
as positions in an utterance, accent types, etc. are not counted.
However, in the case of speech synthesis, variations of phoneme
features need to be realized as correctly as possible. Therefore,
various contextual factors are taken into account, and a number
of context labels are prepared to represent these factors. Since
combinations of these labels are huge, we faced to the problem
of data sparseness, if we try to train an HMM for each combination. Grouping of conditions are commonly done before HMM

training to solve the problem. Also several methods have been
developed to reduce context numbers, including one to select
important labels by finding relation of labels using Bayesian
networks[4], and one to use F0 digitized for each phoneme instead of accent types as prosody contexts[5]. Resulting synthetic speech, however, includes some unnaturalness. One possible reason for this situation resides in the design of the context
labels.
The context labels widely used for Japanese speech synthesis are those used in HTS[6], a well-known HMM-based speech
synthesizer. They include following two problems. First, labels related to prosody are designed based on “accent phrase,”
whose definition has an ambiguity and cannot be decided only
from text. It may be subject to change by utterance speeds and
styles. The second problem is the sequential numbering from
the sentence/breath-group initial adopted in some labels. In order to cope with sentences with arbitrary lengths, a large number of labels are required. Moreover, labels can be differently
assigned for the same phrases (with similar prosodic features),
but in different sentences. This label ambiguity may also happen even for the same sentences, when they have different accent phrase boundaries.
In order to solve this situation, we newly developed a set of
context labels based on “bunsetsu” instead of “accent phrase.”
“Bunsetsu” is defined as a basic unit of Japanese syntax and
pronunciation consisting of content word(s) followed or not followed by particles. “Bunsetsu” boundaries can be predicted
only from text with high performance. Furthermore, we avoided
to use positions in sentence/breath-group.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Newly proposed context labels are presented and compared with conventional context labels in section 2. In section 3, the proposed
context labels are evaluated through listening test of synthetic
speech. Section 4 concludes the paper with some discussions.

2. Context labels
2.1. Context labels for HTS (conventional context labels)
Table 1 shows context labels adopted in HTS Japanese speech
synthesizer. Labels related to prosody are designed based on
“accent phrase,” which is defined as an utterance unit with a
pair of rise and fall of fundamental frequency (F0) contour (an
accent component). Mora with F0 fall is crucial for perception
of Japanese lexical accent and is called an accent nucleus. The
context labels are designed assuming one accent component in
each accent phrase, though an accent phrase can have a minor
accent component, called secondary accent. Labeling of accent
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Table 1: Context labels adopted in Japanese HTS

Figure 1: An example of accent phrase labeling

phrases for speech corpus of HMM training usually conducted
manually by labelers referring to texts and speech sounds. Certain inconsistencies are unavoidable in the labeling process. Especially, it is often difficult to tell an minor F0 movement being
as “reduced” accent by de-focusing, secondary accent, or no
accent component. Although there have been several attempts
for automatic extraction of accent phrases, their performances
are not high enough. To begin with, there are number of cases
hard to exactly tell whether a (linguistic) phrase consists of one
accent phrase or two (or more) accent phrases. The cases may
increase when we handle spontaneous speech. When a sentence
is uttered in a different speaking style or by a different speaker,
the accent phrases may change, because they are units of “utterance.” Regardless of these accent phrase ambiguities, accent
phrases are predicted only from texts in HMM-based speech
synthesis. This situation may not cause a serious problem when
handling a speech corpus carefully (and thus consistently) uttered in reading style by a professional speaker. Because of the
cost of labeling, however the same accent labeling is often used
for a new speech corpus by a different speaker or in a different speaking style. This may increase errors in accent phrase
labeling.
Since accent phrases are sequentially numbered in a breath
group, a difference in accent phrase labeling may spread to
other parts as shown in Fig 1. Symbol “/” indicates accent
phrase boundary. Context label “position of the current phrase
in the current breath group” (in Table 1) is totally differently
labeled, though the difference between two utterances is the existence of accent phrase boundary after “yamano” in utterance
1. Also since the context labels include those on lengths of
sentence, breath group, and accent phrase, which are counted
by number of morae, unnecessarily large numbers need to be
prepared to cope with various sentences and speaking styles.
Although these labels are usually discarded (or summarized)
through context clustering, some of these labels sometimes degrade synthetic speech quality.
2.2. Proposed context labels
In order to solve the problems listed in the previous section, a
new set of context labels is constructed as shown in Table 2.
Two labels ID1 and ID2 are prepared to represent POS (part-ofspeech) and S-POS (supplemental POS), respectively, based on
the Unidic Japanese dictionary for morpheme analysis[7]. ID1
includes following parts-of-speech: verb, noun, adjective, adjectival verb, adnominal, adverb, pronoun, interjection, particle,
auxiliary verb, prefix, suffix, sentence initial, short pause, and
sentence end. The last three items are included, since pauses
largely affect other prosodic features. ID2 is supplemental to
ID1 and indicates the role of the word. It includes: “can be
used as content word,” “can be used as particle,” general, common noun, numeral, proper noun, noun like, verb like, adjective
like, adjectival verb like, nominative particle, “particle that attaches to a phrase and acts on the whole phrase,” adverbial particle, conjunctive particle, binding particle, sentence-end particle,
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Previous phoneme identity
Current phoneme identity
Next phoneme identity
Position of the current mora in the current accent phrase
Difference between accent type
and position of the current mora
POS of the previous word
Inflected form of the previous word
Conjugation type of the previous word
POS of the current word
Inflected form of the current word
Conjugation type of the current word
POS of the next word
Inflected form of the next word
Conjugation type of the next word
Number of morae of the previous accent phrase
Accent type of the previous accent phrase
Connection intensity between the previous accent phrase
and the current accent phrase
Pause existence between
the previous accent phrase and the current accent phrase
Number of morae in the current accent phrase
Accent type in the current accent phrase
Connection intensity between the previous accent phrase
and the next accent phrase
Position of the current accent phrase
in the current breath group
Interrogative sentence or not
Number of morae of the next accent phrase
Accent type of the next accent phrase
Connection intensity between the next accent phrase
and the current accent phrase
Pause existence between
the next accent phrase and the current accent phrase
Number of morae of the previous breath group
Number of morae of the current breath group
Position of the current breath group in the sentence
Number of morae of the next breath group
Number of morae of the sentence

stem of auxiliary verb, “tari” conjugation, and filler.
The new labels have following three major differences from
those of HTS.
i) “Bunsetsu” is used instead of “accent phrase.” Since
“bunsetsu” is a grammatically defined unit, it can be
identified uniquely from text. Also “very long” samples found in accent phrases do not occur, and maximum
number can be set small for “bunsetsu” length counted
in mora unit.
ii) High (1) or Low (0) is assigned to each moraic F0 pattern
instead of accent types. Japanese word accent types are
often stylized with high and low patterns of F0 contours
in mora unit. High-low assignment can be automatically
done for each mora when accent types are given. Due to
accent concatenation, Japanese word accent in continuous speech may change from that of isolated utterance.
When two content words concatenates, they are uttered
together in one accent type. However, when we emphasize one of two words, concatenation may not happen;
two words are uttered with their original accent types. If
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Table 2: Context labels of the proposed method
Previous phoneme identity
Current phoneme identity
Next phoneme identity
F0 level of the previous mora (0:Low, 1:High)
F0 level of the current mora (0:Low, 1:High)
F0 level of the next mora (0:Low, 1:High)
Position of the current mora
in the current word (counted from word initial)
Position of the current mora
in the current word (counted from word end)
Position of the current mora
in the current “bunsetsu” (counted from “bunsetsu” initial)
Position of the current mora
in the current “bunsetsu” (counted from “bunsetsu” end)
Number of morae of the previous word
Number of morae of the current word
Number of morae of the next word
Number of morae of the previous “bunsetsu”
Number of morae of the current “bunsetsu”
Number of morae of the next “bunsetsu”
POS ID1 of the previous word
POS ID1 of the current word
POS ID1 of the next word
POS ID1 of the content word in the previous “bunsetsu”
POS ID1 of the content word in the current “bunsetsu”
POS ID1 of the content word in the next “bunsetsu”
S-POS ID2 of the previous word
S-POS ID2 of the current word
S-POS ID2 of the next word
S-POS ID2 of the content word in the previous “bunsetsu”
S-POS ID2 of the content word in the current “bunsetsu”
S-POS ID2 of the content word in the next “bunsetsu”
Whether the current mora
consisting of only one short vowel or not
Whether the current mora containing long vowel or not

we use “accent type,” these phenomena are explained in
complex, but they can be simplified with high-low pattern representations. Secondary accents can also be labeled easily.
iii) Only relative positions are adopted. Absolute positions,
such as position of breath group in sentence, and position of accent phrase in breath group, are not used. Total
lengths of sentence and breath group are not used. These
can reduce the total number of labels and can prevent
labeling ambiguities affecting other parts.
There are minor differences in the labeling: a label identifying
long vowel from singleton is included, and a label identifying
interrogative sentence from declarative sentence is deleted. The
second change is done, because no interrogative sentences are
included in the corpus used in the experiment. As for the first
one, we can also include long vowels in the phoneme set instead. (In HTS, a long vowel is represented by two short vowels. This sometimes causes confusions with two short vowels,
which are not merged to a long vowel.)
Since high/low F0 level of a mora is tightly related to those
of preceding and following morae, in the context clustering process, combinations of labels of “F0 levels of previous, current,
and next morae” are included in the question sets. For instance,
“previous (0) + current (1) + next (0)” is included.

3. Speech synthesis experiment
HMM-based speech synthesis is conducted for two cases, using
HTS context labels and using proposed labels. Synthetic speech
from the two cases is compared in their naturalness through a
listening test.
3.1. Method
From ATR continuous speech corpus B set[8], utterances by
male speaker (MMI) and female speaker (FTY) are selected
for the synthesis experiment. (Speech syntheses for speaker
MMI and speaker FTY are conducted.) Each speaker uttered
503 sentences, and 450 sentences are used for HMM training,
with rest 53 sentences for testing. Speech signals are sampled
at 16 kHz sampling rate, and STRAIGHT analysis[9] is used to
extract spectral envelope, F0, and aperiodicity with 5-ms frame
shift. Minimum and maximum values for F0 extraction are set
to 120 Hz and 400 Hz for the female speaker, and 60 Hz and 250
Hz for the male speaker. The spectral envelope is converted to
mel-cepstral coefficients using a recursion formula. The feature
vector is 138 dimensional, consisting of 40 mel-cepstral coefficients including the 0th coefficient, the logarithm of fundamental frequency, 5 band-aperiodicity (0–1 kHz, 1–2 kHz, 2–4 kHz,
4–6 kHz, 6–8 kHz) and their delta and delta-delta coefficients.
HMM with five-state left-to-right model topology is used. Output from each state is represented by a single Gaussian with diagonal covariance matrix. Context clustering is conducted using
binary decision trees with MDL stop criterion. HMM training
is conducted by HTS-2.1.
Context labels related to lexical accents are manually labeled, while those of part-of-speech are automatically labeled
using open source Japanese parser “mecab”[10] with manual
correction.
6 native speakers of Japanese evaluated the synthetic
speech. They are asked to listen pairs of synthetic speech (one
is by conventional labels and the other is by proposed labels),
and select one on 5-scale scoring (2: one by proposed labels is
clearly better than one by conventional labels, 1: one by proposed labels is better than one by conventional labels, 0: same,
-1: one by conventional labels is better than one by proposed
labels, -2: one by conventional labels is clearly better than one
by proposed labels).
3.2. Result
Results are shown in Fig. 2 with a confidence interval of 95%.
The average score over the 53 test sentences is 0.109 with 0.106
confidence interval in significance level of 5% for FTY. and
0.497 with 0.105 for MMI. From the results, it is found that the
proposed method improves the quality of the synthetic speech.
Fig. 3 compares generated F0 contours by the two sets of
context labels. Some unnatural movements in the F0 contour by
conventional context labels are settled by proposed context labels, indicating that the lexical accents can be well represented
only by high-low F0 labeling of each mora. One of the major
reasons of the degradation by the proposed labeling is the duration control. Inspection of decision trees for durations indicates
that context labels on “number of morae” and on “position of
mora” often appear near the top nodes for the proposed context
labels, while they do not appear for the conventional context
labels. Further studies on the labels are necessary from this
viewpoint.
Combinations of “F0 levels of previous, current, and next
morae” appear near the top node of the decision trees for funda-
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Figure 2: Result of subjective test
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Figure 3: Comparison of F0 contours for a Japanese sentence:
hyoogeNsurunooryokuo minitsukerukotodearu (Is is to obtain
an ability of expressing.). From top to bottom, F0 contour generated with conventional context labels, that generated with the
proposed context labels. (Speaker MMI)

mental frequencies as shown in Fig 4. This result indicates the
correlations of labels. Further experiments are necessary to find
the best combinations.

4. Conclusion and disucussion
A new set of context labels was constructed for HMM-based
speech synthesis. Since the new labels are not using absolute
positions of units in utterances, efficient and compact labeling is
possible for speech corpus with various lengths. The labels also
adopts “bunsetsu” instead of “accent phrase,” enabling consistent labeling only from text. These features facilitate the HMM
training process, and thus improve the synthetic speech quality,
which is proved through a listening test of synthetic speech. The
effect of the new labels may come clearer when handling long
sentences, which are not included in the current speech corpus.
(Maximum length of the sentence included in the current speech
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Figure 4: An example of decision tree for F0 (Speaker MMI,
2nd state). The nodes in red are combinations of “F0 levels of
previous, current, and next morae.”
corpus is around 60 morae.)
Although, in the current experiment, the new labels and
those of HTS are assigned manually, automatic labeling will
be easier for the new labels. We already have conducted a preliminary speech synthesis experiment using speech corpus with
automatically assigned labels, and confirmed that no apparent
degradation observable for the new labels. We are now further
improving the labels so that they can well handle various styles
of speech.
The labeling scheme should be also beneficial to languages
other than Japanese: for instance, in English HTS, the context
labels include ones such as “position of the current syllable in
the current word,” “position of the current syllable in the current phrase,” and “number of syllables in the utterance.” These
labels may cause problems similar to Japanese.
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Abstract

When using data retrieved from the internet to create new
speech databases, the recording conditions can often be highly
variable within and between sessions. This variance influences
the overall performance of any automatic speech and text alignment techniques used to process this data. In this paper we discuss the use of speaker adaptation methods to address this issue.
Starting from a baseline system for automatic sentence-level
segmentation and speech and text alignment based on GMMs
and grapheme HMMs, respectively, we employ Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) and Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (CMLLR) techniques to model the variation in
the data in order to increase the amount of confidently aligned
speech. We tested 29 different scenarios, which include reverberation, 8 talker babble noise and white noise, each in various
combinations and SNRs. Results show that the MAP-based segmentation’s performance is very much influenced by the noise
type, as well as the presence or absence of reverberation. On
the other hand, the CMLLR adaptation of the acoustic models
gives an average 20% increase in the aligned data percentage
for the majority of the studied scenarios.
Index Terms: speech alignment, speech segmentation, adaptive
training, CMLLR, MAP, VAD

1. Introduction
For any corpus-based speech synthesis system or automatic
speech recognition system, one of the most important considerations is the selection of high quality speech data for training purposes. For a limited number of languages, such as English, Spanish, French, and German, developers can chose from
many widely available specifically-prepared resources. However, for most of the world’s languages such speech databases
are not readily available. Even for apparently well-resourced
languages, the specific content of available data might not be
suitable for a particular need – for example data in a sports
news speaking style would probably not be as readily available
as broadcast news data. In such situations, new resources either need to be recorded from scratch, or created from existing
sources such as podcasts or audiobooks. To manually process
sufficient data – for example, transcribing the words – would
be time consuming and expensive, and thus a barrier to creating speech recognition or synthesis systems for new domains or
new languages.
Automatic alignment of speech with imperfect transcripts
has already been well addressed in the previous work of others, for example [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Unfortunately, all of these

approaches make use of expert knowledge and/or expensive resources, such as very good speaker-independent acoustic models or large vocabulary ‘biased’ language models, and therefore
can only be applied to languages where these resources exist.
In our own previous work [8, 9, 10], we introduced a
lightly supervised method for automatically aligning speech
data with imperfect transcripts that does not rely on such resources. Our method comprises two main components: a
GMM-based sentence-level segmentation algorithm, and an
alignment step which uses incrementally-trained graphemelevel acoustic models to determine the correct orthographic
transcription of the segmented utterances. Both steps are lightly
supervised, in the sense that they need only small amounts of
manual initialisation before proceeding in a fully automatic way
with no further intervention from the user, and all statistical
models used are learned solely from the speech and text being
aligned. Baseline results and evaluations were obtained using
a Librivox audiobook recording1 of A Tramp Abroad by Mark
Twain, but we have since successfully applied the algorithms to
audiobooks in 14 different languages, thus creating the TUNDRA corpus [11].
The success of a speech/text alignment algorithm can be
quantified in terms of amount of speech data ‘harvested’ with
correctly aligned transcriptions. While building the TUNDRA
corpus, we found that most of the Librivox audiobooks we used
had recording conditions that were highly variable within a single book across the different chapters, and that this led to lower
harvesting rates. That is, a lower percentage of the data was
aligned than expected, especially for chapters where the recording conditions were very different from the book average. Although it can be argued that this noisy data would be better
left out of the final speech resource, in many applications the
amount of training data is more important than its recording
quality and maximising the amount of data aligned is the primary concern. We have therefore been investigating ways to
improve the amount of data harvested.
In this paper we apply two adaptation methods to the
two main stages of our method: Maximum A Posteriori
(MAP) adaptation for the GMM-based segmentation algorithm, and Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (CMLLR) transform-based adaptation for the acoustic
models (HMMs) used in the alignment step. We show that
by employing these techniques, our alignment results for noisy
data significantly improve in both the percentage of data aligned
1 http://librivox.org/a-tramp-abroad-by-mark-twain/
read by John Greenman
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and in the accuracy of the aligned data. Although these are standard adaptation procedures, there were some challenges in using them in this context: for MAP, we need to devise a process
for selecting the adaptation data in accordance with the specific
structure of audiobooks; for CMLLR, the lack of accurate transcripts for the adaptation data, and the use of grapheme-level
acoustic models, posed particular problems.
The paper is structured as follows: Sections 2 and 3 present
the adaptation methods used for the segmentation and alignment
stages respectively. The results obtained with these methods on
sets of noisy data are evaluated in Section 4, while Section 5
concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. Lightly Supervised Speech Segmentation
using MAP Adaptation
In [8] we proposed a lightly supervised sentence-level segmentation tool based on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) which is
an extension of a method widely used for Voice Activity Detection (VAD). The core idea was to train two GMMs: one from the
speech segments, and the other from the silence segments, of an
initial manually-labelled data set of only 10 minutes of speech.
The GMMs were then used to estimate the log likelihood of all
segments of the full data being silence or speech. Because short
silent pauses can occur within running speech, the algorithm
was tuned to detect only sentence boundaries, and not withinsentence pauses. A threshold for discriminating between short
pauses and silence was automatically calculated by fitting two
Gaussians (one for extended silence and one for short pauses)
to the durations of these two types of silent sections, using the
manually-labelled data. Results showed a 96% accurate detection rate. Another aspect of performance that we evaluated was
the effect of this VAD-based segmentation on the final quality
of synthetic voices built from this data. By training two textto-speech systems, one with a GOLD standard (i.e., manually
verified and corrected) segmentation and one with the VADbased one, we determined that the VAD-based voice had only a
marginally, and statistically insignificantly, lower quality.
While the above techniques work well on consistent, clean
speech, when used on the data being prepared for the TUNDRA corpus it was found that using GMMs trained only on the
small set of manually-labelled data did not give good performance across all the remaining data. This was because they did
not capture the correct distributions for silence and speech in
the varying noise environments and speaking styles. Therefore,
we propose a method to adapt the initial GMMs on a chapterby-chapter basis. The workflow employed in performing this
adaptation and segmentation is presented in Figure 1 and comprises the following steps:
1. Initial training – initial GMMs for speech and silence
are trained on the labelled data;
2. 1st decoding – label the speech and silence parts of all
chapters using these initial GMMs;
3. Data selection – apply a confidence measure to each
such speech or silence part, selecting only the confident
data;
4. MAP adaptation – adapt the GMMs using a standard
MAP algorithm [12, 13, 14, 15] to this data;
5. 2nd decoding - re-label the speech and silence parts
of all chapters using the adapted GMMs. Segment the
chapter at every silence mid-point.
The data selection step described above is used to select
the speech and silence segments which are considered to be
confidently-labelled and thus suitable as adaptation data. The
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Figure 1: Overview of the MAP adaptation method for the
GMM-based VAD.
confidence score or measure we use is based on a log likelihood
ratio (LLR) computed for each segment against the respective
GMM. Figure 2 shows an example of these histograms for the
speech and silence parts of the data corrupted with babble talk
noise at 35dB: (a) represents the LLR histogram without adaptation; (b) is the histogram after performing MAP adaptation on
all the speech and silence parts resulting from the 1st decoding;
and (c) is the histogram after MAP adaptation using only the
confident segments. This shows that performing adaptation using all the data from the 1st decoding leads to mis-classification
of audio segments: the discriminative power of the GMMs is
reduced by 18% (compare distance between peaks in Figure 2
(a) with (b)). On the other hand, if data selection is carried out,
the histogram plots show an increase in the distance between
the average LLRs by 11% (Figure 2 (b) with (c)).

3. Speech Transcription Alignment using
CMLLR Adaptation
[9] introduced a lightly supervised and low-resource method for
sentence-level alignment of speech with imperfect transcripts.
The method incrementally trains grapheme-level acoustic models on the available speech and text data, starting from an initial 10 minute manual orthographic speech transcription2 . In
order to alleviate the consequences of having rather poor acoustic models, the Viterbi decoder was highly restricted by using
a so-called skip network. The network allows the speech to be
matched to any point within an estimated broad text window,
but constrains the output to be a consecutive sequence of words
from it. To deal with audio deletions, a more relaxed skip network, called a 3-skip network, can be used which allows a maximum 2 word skip within the hypothesised sequence. To prevent unwanted skips, a bigram language model built from the
available text was also used to limit to some extent the 3-skip
network. The confidently aligned utterances were then obtained
by comparing the recognition acoustic scores using the different types of skip networks. These utterances were then used
to retrain the acoustic models, and the process repeated for a
couple of iterations. Results from this method showed a 54.1%
aligned percentage with 7.64% SER (sentence error rate) and
0.5% WER (word error rate).
Following this, in [10] we increased the alignment percentage by almost 40% (relative) through the use of contextdependent tri-grapheme models and MMI discriminative training. The confidently aligned data then amounted to 75%, with
similar sentence and word error rates as in the previous work.
Despite this good performance on our test audiobook (for
which we have the GOLD standard alignments required to com2 The same 10 minutes of labelled speech data for the VAD can be
used for the aligner as well
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Figure 2: Segment LLR histograms for silence and speech data calculated for (a) VAD without MAP adaptation, (b) MAP VAD without
data selection and (c) MAP VAD with data selection. The data on which they are estimated was corrupted with babble talk noise at
35dB.
pute SER and WER), when applying the above procedures to
other audiobooks from Librivox, we found that the variable
recording conditions across chapters (e.g. more background
noise as a result of variable distance from the microphone, or
worse room acoustics) caused the aligned percentage to drop
below 40% for the worst chapters.
To address this problem, we turn to adaptive training methods commonly used in automatic speech recognition and in this
paper we propose the use of CMLLR [16], originally proposed
for speaker adaptation, for adaptation to the varying channel
or environmental conditions found in audiobooks. The CMLLR technique estimates a set of linear transforms for each
condition—shared between multiple Gaussians—in a maximum likelihood fashion, making it robust to estimation when
the initial transcripts are poor, and allowing effective use of limited adaptation data.
Here we apply CMLLR adaptation to the discriminativelytrained tri-grapheme acoustic models presented in [10] to adapt
to the noisy data. Although the poor recognition accuracy over
the noisy speech means that the quality of the adaptation transcripts is also quite low, the results show that by using only one
or two chapters as adaptation data, the SER and the percentage
of aligned data are substantially improved.

15dB SNRs are highly unlikely (i.e., very noisy) for audiobook
recordings, these scenarios were kept as points of comparison to
evaluate the adaptive power of the acoustic models even when
the accuracy of the transcripts is very low.

4. Results

Figure 4 shows the CORR measure for each environment.
The results show a high dependency on the type of noise and
the SNR. For white noise, MAP adaptation gave great improvements at high SNRs. At low SNRs, because of the fact that
the initial GMMs were unable to discriminate between speech
and silence—all segments were labelled as speech—there are
no differences in the CORR measure for the 3 VAD types. The
high value of the CORR measure is a result of the fact that the
speech segments are much longer than the silence segments, and
this influences the FEC and MSC values.
For babble noise, there are noticeable advantages of using
MAP, but only for mid-range SNR values. At low and high
SNRs, the CORR value is similar to that when no adaptation is
used.
When adding reverberation to the clean data, MAP adaptation performs better without the data selection step. This is
also true in the case of reverberation and babble talk noise. This
may be due to mismatch of the threshold for data selection in
these environments. We used the threshold which was the most
appropriate for 35dB of babble noise across all environments.
In contrast, VAD without MAP adaptation showed higher
CORR across all SNRs for reverberation plus white noise. But

4.1. Simulated Noisy Speech Recordings
To test our approach, it is necessary to be able to compute SER
and WER, for which we need GOLD transcripts. We therefore once again used the Librivox audiobook A Tramp Abroad
by Mark Twain and degraded two chapters of the audiobook
(approx. 28 minutes of speech) by adding noise and/or reverberation to simulate the noisy data found in real recordings in a
controllable way.
Through informal evaluation, we determined which conditions approximated those observed in the TUNDRA corpus
and similar found data. For reverberation, we convolved the
speech with the impulse response of a domestic living room,
taken from the Open Air Library [17]. The background noise
conditions were replicated using either 8-talker babble or white
noise at the following signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs): 10, 15, 20,
25, 30, 35 and 40dB. A total of 29 testing scenarios were obtained this way: reverb; babble noise at each SNR; white noise
at each SNR; reverberation and babble noise at each SNR; reverberation and white noise at each SNR. Although 10dB and

4.2. GMM VAD with MAP adaptation
We present the evaluation of three versions of VAD: without
MAP adaptation; with MAP adaptation, but without data selection; and with MAP adaptation and with data selection. The
CORR measure is computed as [18]:
CORR = 100 − (F EC + M SC + OV ER + N DS) : (1)
where the right hand side measures represent (as percentages):
• FEC - Front End Clipping - speech classified as silence
when passing from silence to speech;
• MSC - Mid Speech Clipping - speech classified as silence within a speech sequence;
• OVER - silence interpreted as speech at the end of a
speech segment;
• NDS - Noise Detected as Speech - silence interpreted as
speech within a silence part.
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Figure 3: Segment LLR histograms for silence and speech data calculated for (a) VAD without MAP adaptation, (b) MAP VAD
without data selection and (c) MAP VAD with data selection. The data on which these examples were estimated was corrupted with
reverberation and white noise at 15dB.
when examining the LLR histogram for this condition (see Figure 3), adaptation seems increase the discriminative power of
the GMMs. This leads us to believe that white noise plus reverberation has the most damaging effect on the GMM-based
VAD, and that alternative methods for dealing with this type of
scenario must be investigated.
4.3. CMLLR Acoustic Model Adaptation
As described in Section 3, the baseline acoustic models built on
the clean data were adapted using the simulated noisy speech
data. The adaptation transcripts were obtained from the baseline
models using a 1-skip network. For each noisy scenario, we
computed the SER and WER of the entire noisy data, as well
as the amount of confident data obtained (i.e., the percentage
aligned) with its corresponding SER. WERs for the confident
data are on average below 1%, do not seem to be influenced by
the adaptation step, and are therefore not presented.
Figures 5 and 6 present the SER and WER of the entire
noisy data respectively. The SER and WER values are computed for the text aligned using the adapted acoustic models, as
compared to the GOLD standard transcripts. As expected, SER
and WER are reduced by the use of adaptation, especially at
low SNRs. The type of noise has a strong influence on the overall performance: white noise in conjunction with reverberation
has the most damaging effect on the performance of the clean
acoustic models. One other thing worth noting is the fact that,
although the SER in some cases is quite high, the corresponding low WER makes adaptation possible. For example in the
case of white noise at 20dB SNR, the SER is around 70%, but
the WER is around 20%. The adaptation in this case improves
both the WER and SER of the entire noisy data by a substantial
amount (approx. 50% for SER and 20% for WER).
The improvement in the SER and WER of the noisy data
through adaptation would mean nothing unless it also influences
the aligned data percentage. In figure 7 we present this influence. The bars in the figure represent the percent of confident
data with its relative SER. Again, the adaptation makes the percent of confident data increase, and also lowers its SER. The
average increase in confident data percentage is 20%, with a
maximum of 62% for the reverberation and white noise at 25dB
scenario. In extreme cases, the adaptation did not help (such as
white noise at 10dB and 15dB, reverberation and babble noise
10dB, reverberation and white noise 10dB and 15dB), but these
are almost certainly not of interest anyway, if the speech is going to be used to build a speech synthesiser.
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Note that the numbers presented in this section are not directly comparable to those in [10], because here we are evaluating only a small subset of the audiobook, and not its entirety.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown the advantages of using adaptive
techniques in order to improve the alignment accuracy of text
with corresponding noisy and/or reverberated speech, which for
experimental purposes was created by simulating the conditions
we have observed in various typical non-professional audiobooks.
The speech segmentation algorithm performance is highly
dependent on the noise characteristics, giving variable improvements across the tested scenarios. The presence of reverberation
leads to unexpected results in terms of the CORR measure, and
the white noise plus reverberation renders the adaptation ineffective. On the other hand, when applying adaptation to the
acoustic models of the speech aligner, the amount of confident
data increases in all scenarios, resulting in an average 20% improvement. It also reduces the SER of this data.
Future work includes the evaluation of the effect of adaptation for both segmentation and alignment on the confident data
percentage. Another technique which can be employed is to
cluster data based on recording environments, and do clusterbased adaptation (rather than chapter-based). We would also
like to investigate the influence of the VAD indices (CORR,
FEC, MSC, OVER and NDS) on the TTS system’s quality
when using various noise environments and amount of adaptation data.
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Abstract
A fast speech waveform generation method using a maximally decimated pseudo quadrature mirror filter (QMF)
bank is proposed. The method is based on subband
coding with pseudo QMF banks, which is also used in
MPEG Audio. In the method, subband code vectors for
speech sounds are synthesized from magnitudes of spectral envelope and fundamental frequencies for periodic
frames, and then waveforms are generated by decoding
of the vectors. Since the synthesizing of the vectors
is performed at the reduced sampling rate by the maximal decimation and the decoding is processed with fast
discrete cosine transformation algorithms, faster speech
waveform generation is achieved totally. Although preencoded vectors for noise components were used to reduce the computational costs in our former studies, in this
study, all code vectors for noise components are made
with a noise generator at run time for small footprint systems. In contrast, a subjective test for synthetic sounds
by HMM-based speech synthesis using mel-cepstrum
showed the proposed method was comparable to our former method and also the conventional method using a
mel log spectrum approximation (MLSA) filter in quality of sounds.
Index Terms: HMM-based speech synthesis, speech
waveform generation, filter bank, subband coding, embedded systems

1. Introduction
HMM-based speech synthesis [1, 2] is suitable for embedded devices since it can generate high-quality sounds
with small footprints such as several hundred kilobytes
or megabytes. However, in the computational cost on
the devices, the HMM-based speech synthesizers are
often inferior to concatenative speech synthesis with a
small waveform segment database optimized for embedded systems. This is because waveform generation in the
HMM-based speech synthesis is performed by means of
costly signal processing like the mel log spectrum approximation (MLSA) filters [3] in which several hundreds multiply-accumulate operations per output sample
are required.

As a more efficient method for waveform generation, we studied speech synthesis using filter banks performed at the reduced sampling rate [4, 5]. In the studies,
the pseudo quadrature mirror filter (QMF) banks [6, 7],
which are also used in MPEG Audio [8], have been the
main focus because faster processing is possible with fast
Fourier tansformation (FFT) or similar fast discrete cosine transformation such as Lee’s DCT [9]. Our previous
method [5] was based on a filter bank-based speech synthesis. In the method, white source waveforms such as
noise sequences or impulses were initially decomposed
into several bands by a set of band-pass filters. Then,
the amplitudes of the decomposed (i.e. band-limited)
waveforms were scaled for each band to build spectral
features. Finally the decomposed and scaled waveforms
were composed into speech waveforms by simple summation. These operations were performed on the subband domain in the subband coding system. Thus, in
the method, decomposed source waveforms were initially
subband-coded. The scaling and the summation were
performed against the code vectors at the reduced sampling rate, not waveforms. Since the code vectors from
band limited waveform could be sparse, the computational cost for the waveform generation can be reduced
even though the cost for decoding of the code vectors is
taken into account. Moreover, sinusoidal synthesis [10]
performed in the subband domain was also introduced
for accurate reproduction of spectra, where the amplitude
of each harmonic component is directly configurable independent of the filter bank-based speech synthesis. By
these techniques, fast processing without degradation in
quality of sounds was achieved.
However, for fast processing, use of predecomposed
and pre-encoded source waveforms was expected in the
method. Although it removed the filter banks for the
source waveform decomposer and encoder from speech
synthesizers, it instead required large storage for the predecomposed and pre-encoded code vectors of impulses
and noises. Therefore, in this study, an improved method
to generate code vectors without code vector storage is
proposed. In the proposed method, aperiodic components
are directly constructed by the pseudo QMF bank from
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the subband coding system
based on the maximally decimated filter banks.

Figure 3: Magnitude-frequency response of the filters for
0th (lowest) to 4th bands in the analysis bank. (The filters
correspond to H0 (z) to H4 (z) in Figure 1.)
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Figure 2: Impulse response and magnitude-frequency response of the prototype filter for a 32-band pseudo QMF
bank.
white noise at run time. In contrast, all periodic components are synthesized by sinusoidal synthesis, which
is similar to our former method. The result of a subjective test indicates that the proposed method can generate speech waveforms with quality comparable to those
of our former method and the conventional MLSA filterbased method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in
Section 2, our former waveform generation method based
on filter banks is introduced. Section 3 explains the proposed method. Section 4 gives a subjective test to evaluate degradation in speech sound quality by the proposed
method. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Waveform generation performed on
subband coding
2.1. Subband coding based on maximally decimated
pseudo QMF bank
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a subband coding
system with maximally decimated filter banks where the
number of subbands is M . In the system, input waveforms are equally decomposed into subbands in the analysis bank, and then the decomposed waveforms are composed in the synthesis bank.
Commonly, analysis and synthesis filters of pseudo
QMF banks are made by cosine modulation of the im-
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the filter bank based speech
synthesizer.

pulse response of a prototype filter. The cosine modulation corresponds to shifting of the magnitude response
along the frequency axis. In this study, the impulse responses of the filters of the analysis and synthesis banks
are given by:

hm (i)

=

rm (i)

=

(π
)
(2m + 1)(i − 16)
(1)
( 64
)
π
2h(i) cos
(2m + 1)(i + 16)
(2)
64
2h(i) cos

where h(i) is the impulse response of the prototype filter. These equations are from the MPEG Audio specification [8]. In this study, the prototype filter defined in the
MPEG Audio specification, which is for 32-band filter
banks, is also used. The length of the filters is 512. This
configuration is the same as that in our former study [5].
Thus, filter banks that are components of highly optimized MPEG Audio decoders like [11] are directly applicable to systems for the proposed method. Figure 2
shows plots of the coefficients and magnitude-frequency
response of the prototype filter, respectively. Figure 3
shows the magnitude-frequency responses of the cosine
modulated filters for the analysis bank.
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2.2. Filter bank-based speech synthesis on the subband coding system
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the filter bank-based
speech synthesizer. In this system, impulse trains and
white noise sequences as source waveforms are initially
band-decomposed by filter banks. Then, spectral features of synthetic speech sounds are constructed from the
band-decomposed waveforms with amplitude modification. This amplitude modification should be controlled
with appropriate delays to compensate delays in the filter
bank.
For simplicity of the processing, it is desirable that
simple summation of the decomposed waveforms without
amplitude modification restores the original source waveform. Therefore, cosine modulated filters of the Nth-band
filter [12] are used for the band-decomposition. The N-th
band filter is a linear-phase low-pass filter where the edge
of the stopband is 1/2N in normalized frequency, and
the magnitude responses at 0 and 1/4N in normalized
frequency are approximately 1 and 1/2, respectively. In
this study, N equals 32.
In contrast, the cosine modulation of the filter coefficients corresponds to shifting of the magnitude response
along the frequency axis. The cosine modulation for the
n-th filter fn (i) for band-decomposition is performed by
the following equation:
( π
)
fn (i) = 2f (i) cos
(2n+1)i (0 ≤ n ≤ N −1) (3)
2N
where f (i) denotes the impulse response of the prototype
N-th band filter. In this configuration, the edges of the
n-th passband are (2n − 1)/4N and (2n + 1)/4N in normalized frequency.
Thus, a filter bank for white source waveform decomposition can be built where the summation of all outputs
of bands approximately performed the all pass characteristic:
|Fn (ω) + Fn+1 (ω)| ≈ 1
(4)
π
1
π
3
(n + ) ≤ ω ≤ (n + ), 0 ≤ n < N − 1
N
2
N
2
Consequently, the magnitude at ω is given as:
for

|an Fn (ω)S(ω) + an+1 Fn+1 (ω)S(ω)|
= an |Fn (ω)| + an+1 |Fn+1 (ω)|

(5)

where an and S(ω) denote the amplitude modification
factor for n-th band and the magnitude response of a
white noise, respectively, and |S(ω)| = 1.
Of course, the filter bank-based method increases the
computational cost due to processing for multiple bands.
As a method to reduce the computational cost, sampling
rate reduction with the bandwidth limitation was studied.
Consequently, the filter bank-based speech synthesizer
was implemented on the subband coding system based

on the pseudo QMF bank in our former study [5]. In
the method, encoding and decoding of the subband coding were performed after the band decomposition and after the composition of the bands. Since predecomposition and pre-encoding of the white source waveforms are
adopted, there is neither filter bank for the source decomposition nor encoder for the subband coding.
Subband-coded vectors for band limited waveforms
can be sparse. Elements of the coded vectors corresponding to the overlapped region of the stop bands of bandpass filters for source waveform decomposition and encoding of the subband coding can be regarded as zero
since all components are cut in the region. For such
sparse vectors, the computational cost for the scaling to
construct spectral features is not high. Although multiple
elements in the coded vector were non-zero values due to
the overlapped structure of the filter bank in the encoder,
affection of sampling rate reduction by the subband coding is more significant. Consequently, the computational
cost can be reduced by adoption of the subband coding.
2.3. Calculation algorithm for amplitude modification factors from the mel-cepstrum
Since the feature vector of the target system is the melcepstrum, the amplitude modification factors for subbands are extracted from the mel-cepstra. To reduce error
in this conversion, more dimensions in the intermediate
vectors of the conversion than the order of mel-cepstrum
should be used. Consequently, this dimension can become the main contributor to the computational complexity of speech synthesis.
For this conversion, initially, the mel-cepstrum for
each frame is converted into a log-power in the mel-scale
spectrum by a DFT or DCT operation. Then, at the center
of each subband in the mel frequency scale, the log-power
coefficient is extracted from a log-spectral envelope built
by linear interpolation. Next, the log power coefficients,
which equal the amplitude modification factors where the
power of source is normalized, are converted into linear
power coefficients. Power operations in this conversion
can be effectively calculated with table lookup, shift operation and linear interpolation.
In the above algorithms, the worst operation in terms
of computational complexity is DFT (or DCT), the complexity of which can be O(N log N ) per frame, i.e.
O(log N ) per sample.
2.4. Sinusoidal synthesis in the subband domain
In our first study [4], spectral features of voiced sounds
were constructed by the scaling of each element of coded
vectors. However, insufficiency of the resolution along
the frequency axis caused degradation of the quality of
the synthetic sounds. Therefore, speech synthesis by si-
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the speech synthesizer based on the proposed method.
nusoids [10] was introduced in our former study [5] to
improve the accuracy of the spectral feature reproduction in the proposed method. Since intervals of harmonic
components are usually narrower than those of the bands,
errors in the spectral feature reproduction are reduced.
In the following, for the sake of simplicity, a formulation is introduced where waveforms are built by the summation of cosine functions rather than sine functions:
∑
(
)
x(t) =
Ap (ω0 ) cos ω0 k(t − t0 )
(6)
k

where ω0 , Ap (ω0 ) and t0 are angular frequency of fundamental vibration, amplitude of the target sound at ω0 and
the position of the corresponding impulse, respectively.
Since magnitude-frequency and phase-frequency responses of the filters of the analysis bank are given, encoded results of sinusoids are easily obtained by calculations in the frequency domain. Where |Hm (ω)|
and arg Hm (ω) are magnitude-frequency and phasefrequency responses of the analysis filter for the m-th subband, respectively, the m-th element of the subband vector of encoded cosine waveform with angular frequency
ω is given as follows:
(
)
xω,m (t) = |Hm (ω)|Ap (ω) cos ω(t − t0 ) + arg Hm (ω)
(7)
where Ap (ω) denotes the magnitude of the periodic component at angular frequency ω.
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Referring to Eq. (1), arg Hm (ω) = −π(2m + 1)/4.
In contrast, |Hm (ω)| is easily obtained with a precalculated table. For example, a 512-entry table for between 0 and π/32 in angular frequency was used with
shift and reverse operations along the frequency axis and
linear interpolation to synthesize sounds for the following
evaluation.
Basically, one sinusoid encodes into two subbands
due to the overlapping structure of the analysis bank (refer to Fig. 3). By these operations, the sinusoidal synthesis is performed in the subband domain with the reduced
sampling rate in the maximally decimated filter bank.
Consequently, the system shown in Fig. 5 was introduced in our former study.

3. Run-time generation of code vectors for
aperiodic components
In the proposed method, elements of vectors for aperiodic
components are generated on demand. In other words,
aperiodic components are built by the combination of
subband code vectors each of which has only one nonzero element. Referring to Fig. 1, in the first step of decoding of subband code vectors, bandwidth expansion is
performed, then the expanded components are filtered by
the band-pass filters in the decoder. However, different
from the decoding of common subband coding based on
the maximally decimated QMF banks, no alias cancel-
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ing is taken into account for aperiodic components in the
proposed method.
Now, two neighboring elements in the code vector
are focused on in the following discussion. Commonly,
prototype filters for pseudo QMF banks are designed
with the condition where squared magnitude responses
of analysis and synthesis banks approximately equal the
magnitude responses of the N-th band filter to achieve approximately perfect reconstruction of the input. The prototype filter for the MPEG Audio also has similar properties. Therefore, in the subband coding system based on
pseudo QMF banks, summation of the squared responses
of neighboring subbands that overlap each other has an
approximately all-pass characteristic:
|Hm (ω)Rm (ω) + Hm+1 (ω)Rm+1 (ω)|

= |Rm (ω)|2 + |Rm+1 (ω)|2 ≈ 1
(8)
π
1
π
3
for
(m + ) ≤ ω ≤
(m + ), 0 ≤ m < M − 1
M
2
M
2
where Hm (ω) and Rm (ω) are the magnitude responses
of the filters for the m-th subband in the analysis and synthesis bank, respectively. In general, when two elements
are set from independent white noises, the variance of
summation of the two elements equals the summation of
the variances of the two elements. Thus, the magnitude
at ω is given with independent white noises as:
|am Rm (ω)Sm (ω) + am+1 Rm+1 (ω)Sm+1 (ω)|

= (a2m |Rm (ω)|2 + a2m+1 |Rm+1 (ω)|2 )1/2 (9)

where Sm (ω) denotes an independent white noise and
|Sm (ω)| = 1. Where am = am+1 , spectral features become flat similar to our former method.
Thus, vectors for aperiodic components can be built
with an independent white noise. Figure 6 shows a block
diagram of the speech synthesizer based on the proposed
method. Structure with delays and down-samplers in Fig.
6 corresponds to sequentially value assignment into elements of the coded vectors.
For example, in our former system [5], a cyclic quasi
noise series for which the period was 4096 samples (128
frames) was used for aperiodic components. Since only
neighboring 3 elements rather than M (= 32) elements
for each vector of predecomposed bands were required
to be stored for aperiodic components, the required size
of the table is 12288 (= 32 × 3 × 128) for the 32-band
predecomposition. In contrast, the table is unnecessary
for the proposed method. Consequently, in the proposed
method, tables for cosine function for the sinusoidal synthesis, the filter coefficients and magnitude response of
the 512-tap prototype filter for the pseudo QMF bank are
necessary.
However, although the filter banks for the source decomposition and the subband coding became separated in

our former system for flexibility of the source decomposition, the decomposition of noise in the proposed method
depends on the design of the pseudo QMF bank again.
Nevertheless, the result of the experiment in our former
study where the sinusoidal synthesis was adopted implied
that error in the reproduction of the spectral feature especially for low band was subjectively problematic only
for periodic components since the frequency resolution
in the aperiodic source decomposition was comparable to
that in the subband coding.

4. Subjective evaluation
In practice, quality of speech sounds should be at least
comparable to those of the conventional methods even
when faster and smaller waveform generation is achieved.
Although the difference between our proposed and former methods is limited only in aperiodic components, to
evaluate the quality of sounds subjectively,a mean opinion score (MOS) test of the synthetic sounds was conducted.
In the test, the synthesis targets were generated by our
HMM-based speech synthesizer using melcepstrum for a
male and female voice. HMMs were trained from 6.1hour and 5.8-hour sounds for the male and female voice,
respectively. For spectral features, 39-order melcepstrum
was used where the warping factor α = 0.4375 (=
7/16). All voiced sounds were synthesized only from periodic components. This corresponds to excitation only
by impulse trains in the conventional methods. In the
test, 10 subjects listened to synthetic speech sounds and
scored them on a 5-point discrete scale (1: very poor,
2: poor, 3: fair, 4: good, 5: very good) to express their
preferences. In this test, the sampling rate was 16 kHz.
Although the frame period of the HMMs was 5 ms, that
in the waveform generation by the proposed method was
2 ms (32 samples) because the number of subbands was
fixed at 32. This conversion was performed with linear
interpolation. Subband amplitude modification factors
were determined at the center frequencies of the bands,
and extracted from the extracted melcepstrum through
power spectra in the mel-scale with linear interpolation,
where the number of dimensions for mel-spectrum was
64 for all conditions. For comparison, we also prepared
speech sounds synthesized using a 39-order MLSA filter, and our former filter bank-based method using preencoded vectors where the number of subbands was 32.
Although impulse trains were also used to generate periodic components in our former study [5], all periodic
components for this test were synthesized from sinusoids.
For each condition, stimuli for 10 sentences that were
similar to those from J01 to J10 of the ATR503 corpus [13] were prepared. The stimuli were randomly ordered for each subject and presented to both ears through
closed-ear headphones in a silent room.
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those of the conventional systems can be built without
degradation in sound quality.

5
4.5
4
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Figure 7 shows the results of the test. The scores were
comparable among all conditions for each of the male and
female voices, i.e., the proposed method can be a substitute for the waveform generation method. Although approximatey 0.3 point differences were observed between
the male and female voices, they would depend only on
the HMMs because of the comparable results for all conditions in each voice.
It should be noted that the method based on filter
banks for resynthesized speech with parameters extracted
from natural speech sounds was subjectively superior to
the method using the MLSA filter in the former study [5].
The result could be caused by fluctuation of the filter parameters estimated from natural speech sounds; MLSA
filters with insufficient margins in Padé approximation
can be unstable temporarily, especially when the parameters vary quickly. By contrast, the proposed method,
which is a finite impulse response system, is stable anytime. Nevertheless, in the HMM-based speech synthesis,
smoothed trajectories of the parameters with consideration of delta and delta-delta features are commonly generated [1]. This would be the reason why no difference
was observed in this test.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented a waveform generation method using a pseudo QMF bank for embedded devices. In the
method, all coded vectors were synthesized at run time
with cosine functions for periodic components and a
white noise generator for aperiodic components. The results of a subjective test using synthetic speech sounds indicated that the method was comparable to both the conventional methods with an MLSA filter and our former
method by a filter bank with pre-encoded vectors in terms
of the quality of sounds. Therefore, using the proposed
method, speech synthesizers with smaller footprints than
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Abstract
This paper describes the implementation of a unit selection
text-to-speech system that incorporates a statistical model Cost
(sCost), in addition to target and join costs, for controlling the
selection of unit candidates. sCost, a quality control measure, is
calculated off-line for each unit by comparing HMM based synthesis and recorded speech with their corresponding unit segment labels. Dynamic time warping (DTW) is used to perform
such comparison at level of spectrum, pitch and voice strengths.
The method has been tested on unit selection voices created using audio book data. Preliminary results indicate that the use of
sCost based only on spectrum introduce more variety on style
pronunciation but affects quality; whereas using sCost based on
spectrum, pitch and voicing strengths improves significantly the
quality, maintaining a more stable narrative style.
Index Terms: Text-to-speech synthesis, unit selection synthesis, statistical parametric synthesis, quality control

1. Introduction
Quality control of units in unit selection speech synthesis is a
topic of high interest. Especially important are automatic approaches for finding the units that are intelligible and labelling
error free for stable and good quality synthesis. Transcription
and automatic labelling errors are the most frequent problems in
unit selection synthesis. When we are dealing with large audio
book corpora, the additional problem is handling the variable
expressivity. The narrator in the audio book, might produce
such a variability in speech style and pronunciation, that avoiding artifacts and abrupt changes in waveform concatenation is
still a matter of research [1].
The use of HMM-based synthesis techniques to improve
speech quality in unit selection is not a new topic. Several researchers have attempted to combine in a hybrid approach, statistical prediction of parameters with waveform concatenation.
For example in [2, 3] a HMM-based unit selection approach is
proposed, where acoustic parameters (spectral and fundamental frequency) generated with HMM models are used to guide
the selection of units. This is done via sentence likelihood and
a feature vector distance between HMM generated features and
extracted features from the waveform unit candidates. A similar
approach, using diphones as unit level, is adopted in [4], where
a hybrid technique of unit selection from statistically predicted
parameters is proposed. Also in [5] normalised distances between HMM trajectory and those of the waveform unit candidates are used for selecting final candidates in a unit sausage
(lattice). The main difference in this last case, is an additional
pruning strategy to generate a compact set of unit candidates.
In this paper a HMM-based synthesis approach is also used
to improve unit selection speech quality. Like in the hybrid approach we use HMM-based trained models to generate acoustic

parameters, but here we use those parameters off-line to precalculate a statistical model cost (sCost). Thus, the sCost is a
measure of how different a sentence of the corpus is (in terms of
acoustic parameters at level of units) from a sentence generated
with statistically trained models (HMMs).
The sCost measure was developed in our previous work [6],
where it was used to automatically find labelling errors, so to
improve the quality of concatenation units. In this paper we
extend our previous work in two ways: (i) sCost is used in addition to target and join costs for controlling the selection of unit
candidates in a unit selection synthesiser; and (ii) sCost is calculated not only for spectral features but also for fundamental
frequency and voicing strength features.
The objective is that the sCost model helps to discard units
far beyond the average acoustics in the corpus and thereby contribute to select better quality units for concatenation. Additionally, since the HMM-based voice we use to generate parameters
is trained with neutral style data, we expect that the sCost will
penalise those segments (units) pronounced with a very different style. In some way, this approach is similar to the one described in [7], where synthetic speech data annotated as natural
and unnatural is used to train a SVM model that helps to evaluate the naturalness of synthetic speech.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the methodology of sCost computation and its utilisation in unit selection
synthesis is described. In Section 3 we describe how the neutral
style HMM-based voice is created, the sCost model is calculated and how it is used in run time unit selection. In Section
4 the method presented in this paper is evaluated in a listening
test, where a baseline unit selection voice is compared with two
unit selection voices created with sCost model; main effects are
discussed. Finally in Section 5, conclusions are made and future
work is envisaged.

2. Methodology
The proposed methodology describes the usage of the HMMbased statistical model cost (i.e. sCost) in unit selection speech
synthesis. We describe the procedure for estimating sCost from
different parameters, using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW),
and its use in selecting candidate units for synthesis.
2.1. Computation of sCost
As shown in Figure 1 the sCost is computed in several steps.
As a first step, an automatic labeller estimates automatic segment labels based on recorded speech and phonetic transcription from text prompts. Secondly, an HMM voice is created
by the HMM voice-building module using the automatic labels, generated in the previous step, and recorded waveforms.
In the next steps, the HMM parameter generation module gen-
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targetCost(ui )
totalCost(ui ) = W1T ∗  joinCost(ui , ui−1 ) 
sCost(ui )


(4)

At the stage of selecting units, the dynamic programming
algorithm finds the best suitable candidates for the target by
minimising the total cost function described above. Beam
search is used to minimise the speed of computation.

3. Realisation

Figure 1: sCost computing methodology ([6])
erates parameters and HMM predicted segment labels from the
text prompts. Having similar conditions for parameters dimension, frame size and frame-shift, parameters are extracted from
the recorded waveforms. Finally, DTW computes an sCost by
matching the extracted parameter feature vector sequence of the
recorded speech and the generated parameters by the HMM parameter generation module. When aligning the two parameter
vector sequences their corresponding unit segment labels are
taken into account.
2.2. Unit selection using sCost
The unit selection based approach is based on: the selection of
appropriate candidate units, which are close to the intended target, from a database of natural speech; and an appropriate combination of the selected units in order to achieve good speech
quality. The unit selection algorithm plays a key role in identifying which of the available candidate units are appropriate for
the target of intended speech to be synthesised.
According to the traditional unit selection algorithm [8], the
algorithm includes two types of costs: target cost to define how
well a candidate unit from the database matches the target unit;
and concatenation cost to define how well two selected units
can combine at joints. The cost functions can be written as the
following:
targetCost(ui ) =< w, c(ui ) >
joinCost(ui , ui−1 ) =< w, c(ui , ui−1 ) >

(1)
(2)

where ui is the candidate unit i; c is the cost vector containing
several feature costs; and w is the weight vector for the features.
In the proposed method, each candidate is associated with
a precomputed sCost (i.e. quality measure) for each parameter.
The parameter specific sCost measures can be combined as the
following:



sCostP AR1 (ui )

...
sCost(ui ) = W T ∗ 
sCostP ARn (ui )

(3)

where W is a weight vector; sCostPAR represents a parameter
specific sCost measure.
The overall cost for selecting units in the dynamic programming stage can be modified as the following:
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In order to test the method proposed in this paper several unit
selection voices were created using the MARY TTS voice building tools [9]. One HMM-based voice and three unit selection
voices were created using audio book data, in this case “Mansfield Park” released in the Blizzard Challenge 2013 [1]. The
audio book data was already split into prosodic phrase level
chunks. The sentence segmentation and orthographic text alignment of the audio book has been performed using an automatic
sentence alignment method – LightlySupervised – as described
in [10].
3.1. HMM-based voice building
HMM-based voices are well known to produce flat spectral trajectories and smooth F0 contours, which for our purposes will
be a good approximation of the context-dependent average segment acoustics. Additionally, and in order to generate a HMMbased voice with a stable, not so expressive narrative style, we
have used the same techniques used in [11] to create a neutral
voice out of audio book data. That is, we have extracted acoustic features from each sentence of the corpus and perform principal component analysis so to discard sentences beyond a PC1
threshold. For this experiment we have extracted the following
acoustic features:
• Fundamental frequency (F0) and F0 statistics: mean,
max., min., and range.
• Number of words.

• Average energy, calculated as the short term energy averaged by the duration of the sentence in seconds.
• Voicing rate calculated as the number of voiced frames
per time unit.
• Five band pass voicing strengths estimated with peak
normalised cross correlation of the input signal.
For calculating voicing strengths, the input signal is filtered
into five frequency bands and mean statistics of these measures
are extracted per sentence. Voicing strengths features are normally extracted in the MARY TTS voice building framework
for HMM-based synthesis using mixed excitation.
As in [11], we have found that also in this data, voicing rate
and voicing strengths contribute more than F0 or MFC to the
variance of the first principal component. This might indicate
that the data contains more variation in speaking styles (voice
quality) than extreme emotions. Using this method we have
selected 3363 sentences out of the aprox. 7000 sentences of the
whole audio book corpus, for building a HMM-based neutral
voice. When creating a HMM-based voice in the MARY TTS
framework, three types of acoustic features are extracted:
•

MFC : Mel generalised cepstrum, dimension 25, extracted using SPTK [12],
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•

LF 0: Log fundamental frequency, dimension 1, extracted
using snack [13],

•

STR : Voicing strengths, dimension 5, from 5 bands of
frequency, extracted using snack and a set of filters provided in the MARY TTS voice building framework.

For the experiments with sCost model, these features were also
extracted from the whole corpus, with which we created three
unit selection voices, two of them employing sCost, as explained below.
3.2. sCost estimation for audio book data
DTW, a dynamic programing technique with optimal alignment
to match the acoustically most similar sections between two
phonetic segments, is implemented in MARY TTS for estimation of sCost between extracted parameters from recordings and
generated parameters from the HMM voice. Here, an automatically labelled phone segment in the recorded speech is matched
with the corresponding segment generated by the HMMs. The
criterion for finding the optimal path is the Mahalanobis distance between the recorded and generated parameter vectors
(i.e. MFC , STR , LF 0), using the variance computed per phone
on the recorded waveforms. sCost is computed as the sum of
the Mahalanobis distance over the optimal path, divided by the
number of frames in the recorded segment and in the generated
segment.
MARY TTS unit selection uses diphones as basic units. An
average of two half-phone sCost measures are considered as the
diphone’s sCost. In order to estimate sCost for each half-phone,
the acoustic parameters are also extracted from the whole corpus of aprox. 7000 sentences, and generated using the HMM
parameter generation component of the neutral HMM-based
voice. In this work, we compute three sCost measures for each
unit. They are: S C OST MFC using MFC parameters; S C OSTSTR using STR parameters; S C OST LF0 using LF 0 parameters.
3.3. Unit selection voice building
The unit selection voice building use the standard approach in
MARY TTS framework [14]. The only difference in the new
voices is that they contain precomputed sCost measures in timeline files. All the precomputed measures are put into a timeline
file, together with other timeline files in the unit selection voice.
As mentioned before, for testing the method presented in
this paper we have created three unit selection voices, using the
whole corpus (aprox. 7000 sentences), with the following characteristics:
• voice A: baseline voice, it does not use sCost model,

• voice B: a unit selection voice that uses a sCost model
calculated with only MFC features, as in [6],
• voice C: a unit selection voice that uses a sCost model
calculated with MFC, STR and LF 0 features.
For run time synthesis, the MARY TTS unit selection algorithm combines the usual steps of pre-selecting candidate units,
a dynamic programming phase combining weighted join costs
and target costs, and a concatenation phase joining the selected
units into an output audio stream. In the current version, a very
small pre-selection tree is manually specified and can pre-select
units, e.g., by their phone or diphone identity [14]. A beam
search is used in the dynamic programming step to keep processing time low.

In addition to join costs and target costs, we add statistical
model costs to the phase of dynamic programming phase as described in Eq. 4. Total sCost in this equation is measured with
weighted sum of parameter-specific sCosts as the following:


sCostM F C(ui )
T
(5)
sCost(ui ) = W0 ∗  sCostST R(ui ) 
sCostLF 0(ui )

The weights of join cost, target cost and statistical model
cost are tuned manually, “heuristically”, for each voice based
on subjective perception. For Voice A (no sCost), the weights
for sCost becomes zero. For Voice B (sCost MFCs), the weights
of sCostSTR and sCostLF0 becomes zero. To make a fair comparison, we manually tuned weights of all three voices to their
best performance by listening to the synthetic speech of several
random sentences.

4. Evaluation
Since audio book data is more expressive, it is difficult to define
an objective measure, like spectral distance, to compare sentences that can be correctly pronounced in different ways. So in
order to evaluate the effect of sCost we have performed a preference perceptual test, where we ask users to listen and compare pairs of sentences and select the one that in their opinion
sounds better in quality and pronunciation for the given text.
As test sentences we have selected 12 sentences from another
book: “The adventures of Tom Sawyer”, for reference we have
included them in Figure 1.
As an example of the effect of sCost on the generated sentences, we can see in Figure 2 the F0 contour obtained with
the three unit selection voices A, B and C for sentence 6. Tom,
what on earth ails that cat?. We can observe that
in this example the F0 contour generated with voice C is much
more smooth than the contours generated with voices A and
B. Perceptually, the sentence generated with voices A and B
present much more variations in pronunciation, but with introduction of artifacts that degrade the quality. The sentence generated with voice C, on the other hand present a more stable
narrative style, with better quality.
A more detailed, spectral view of the word ails in the
same sentence, is presented in Figure 3. In this figure we can
observe how the sCost model in the sentence generated with
voice C, present a considerable reduction in spectral discontinuities. These observations seem to correlate with the results
obtained in the listening test.
4.1. Listening test
Seventeen people participated in the listening test, among them
several speech experts and most of them non-native speakers of
English. The users listened in random order 12 pairs of sentences, in three sessions: AB, AC and BC. Where AB means
that users listened the 12 sentences generated by unit selection
synthesisers A and B.
As shown in Figure 4, the results indicate that broadly, subjects preferences are:
- voice A (72%) over voice B (28%),
- voice C (78%) over voice B (22%),
- voice C (58%) over voice A (42%).
Although overall preferences for voice A and C are high, subjects clearly indicate their preference towards 8 samples of
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________
1. Well I WILL, if you fool with me.
2. Tom knew that when his name was pronounced in full, it meant trouble.
3. Huckleberry Finn was there, with his dead cat.
4. It was on a hill, about a mile and a half from the village.
5. The boys clasped each other suddenly, in an agony of fright.
6. Tom, what on earth ails that cat?
7. Some people think they’re mighty smart, -- always showing off!
8. They had a famous fried-egg feast that night, and another on Friday morning.
9. I want to go home.
10. The stillness continued; the master searched face after face for signs of guilt.
11. Becky’s face paled, but she thought she could.
12. The village was illuminated; nobody went to bed again; it was the greatest night the little
town had ever seen.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Table 1: Test sentences used in in the listening test.

A: no SCost
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

400

500

600

400

500

600

B: MFC sCost
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

100

200

300

C: MFC+STR+LF0 sCost
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

100

200

300

Figure 2: F0 contours of test sentence 6. “Tom, what on earth
ails that cat?” generated with unit selection voices A, B and C.
voice C, 3 samples of voice A, and one sample for which they
have almost equal preference.
4.2. Discussion
Among the synthesised examples1 , sentence 6 with text Tom,
what on earth ails that cat? also reveals some interesting insights of the approach. The synthesised audio from
system A is realised as Tom, what earth ails that
cat? (deletion of “on”), whereas it is realised by system B
as Tom, what but on earth ails that cat? (insertion of “but”). These errors are mostly due to misalignment
in automatic labelling. However, such problems were successfully avoided by the realisation in system C. This means that
sCost computed with all parameters, seems to deal with automatic labelling errors appropriately.
The average consecutive length (ACL) of each unit selection system are:
ACLA
ACLB
ACLC

=
=
=

6.2
3.1
5.0

while the average consecutive length of units in system A is
much higher than in systems B and C, it is much lower for
system B. This means that the insertion of sCost into the unit
1 http://www.dfki.de/∼charfuel/listening
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Figure 3: Spectrum of a section of sentence 6. corresponding
to the word “ails” generated with unit selection voices A (upper
spectrum) and C (lower spectrum).
selection algorithm reduces the average number of units that
are consecutive, specially when sCost is precomputed for MFC
only. In the listening test, reduction of ACL have had a negative
effect on the performance of system B, because more dissimilar joins introduced more perceptible artifacts, that reduced the
speech quality.
When the sCost uses all parameters including MFC, STR
and LF0, the average consecutive length in unit selection is increased. Interestingly, the subjective preference is higher for
system C when compared to system A, though the average consecutive length is lower. Therefore, it seems that system C is
maintaining a fair balance between the consecutive selection of
units and acoustically similar units.
A counter example is the following: in the synthesised sentence 9, I want to go home, the subjects fully preferred
system A over system B and system C over system B. However,
75% of subjects preferred system A instead of system C. The
average consecutive length of this particular sentence synthesised by systems A, B and C are 8.67, 2.89 and 5.2 respectively.
The choice of voice A in this particular case might be due to
less number of joins in the synthesised audio. Thus, we can
conclude that, although sCost helps to reduce concatenation errors and make the voice style more stable, these type of errors
still appear, so the approach will be further investigated in order
to improve the join model in combination with sCost.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the implementation and evaluation of a unit selection text-to-speech system that incorporates
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Figure 4: Listening test results: preference for 12 sentences synthesised with systems A and B, A and C and B and C. Dashed line in
figures indicate the average preference between systems.
a statistical model cost (developed in a previous work [6]), in
addition to target and join costs, for controlling the selection of
unit candidates.
We have extend our previous work in two ways: (i) sCost
is used in addition to target and join costs for controlling the
selection of unit candidates in a unit selection synthesiser; and
(ii) sCost is calculated not only for spectral features but also
for fundamental frequency and voicing strength features. The
method has been tested on unit selection voices created using
audio book data. Due to the highly variable expressivity of the
data, the HMM-based voice used to calculate sCost was built
with neutral style data, automatically selected from the corpus.
Three unit selection voices were created, using all the data
in the audio book, to perform a listening test where a baseline system without sCost was compared against: a system using a MFCsCost; and another using MFCsCost, STRsCost and
LF 0sCost. The listening test results indicate a clear preference
for the system that include the three types of sCost. We have
also discussed and presented examples of the effect of sCost on
the F0 contour and spectrum, as well as, the effect on the average consecutive length of units.
We have shown how the use of sCost based only on spectrum introduce more variety on style pronunciation but affects
quality; whereas using sCost based on spectrum, pitch and voicing strengths improves significantly the quality, maintaining a
more stable narrative style. In future work we will not only
investigate a better join model that suits for this approach, but
also work towards a generic approach for style control using the
proposed statistical model cost measures.
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Abstract
Emotion in speech is an important and challenging research
area. Addition or understanding of emotions from speech is
challenging. But, an equally difficult task is to identify the intended emotion from an audio or speech. Understanding emotions is important not only in itself as a research area, but also,
for adding emotions to synthesized speech. Evaluating synthesized speech with emotions can be simplified if the correct factors in emotion perception can be first identified. To this end,
this work explores various factors that could influence the perception of emotions. These factors include semantic information of the text, contextual information, language understanding and knowledge. This work also investigates the right framework for a subjective perceptual evaluation by providing different options to the listeners and checking which ones among
these are the most effective response to evaluate the perception
of the emotion.
Index Terms: Emotion perception, perceptual factors, emotions in speech, emotional speech analysis/synthesis, metrics
for subjective perceptual evaluations

1. Introduction
In recent years, many researchers have been studying the area
of emotional speech, how to synthesize, recognize or even interpret emotions from human speech. Emotion in speech is a rather
complex topic compared to other research areas in speech, particularly due to the absence of a standard metric to gauge the
emotional content of a speech sample.
By contrast, automatic speech recognition (ASR) can be
evaluated in a simple manner using objective scores such as
word or phone error rates. Text-to-speech synthesis, while
harder to evaluate parametrically, still has objective and subjective scores related to quality or intelligibility. There are no
such parameters to classify the emotions expressed in speech.
Listeners usually identify the emotions subjectively, according
to their mood, opinions and cultural background. As a result,
a given sample of emotional speech could be perceived differently by each listener.
There are various techniques used to generate the emotion
in synthesized speech. A short review of the different emotion
generation techniques was presented in [1]. There are 3 major
techniques explained in [1] for addition of emotions: (1) Formant Synthesis: the acoustic speech data is entirely generated
using the rules on acoustic correlates of various speech sounds.
Emotional expressivity is modeled by manipulating the parameters related to voice source and vocal tract. (2) Di-phone synthesis: the monotonous human recordings are split into di-phones
and then concatenated during synthesis. The required F0 contour is generated through signal processing techniques, which
along with some manipulation of the duration can generate the
emotion expression to some extent. (3) Unit selection synthe-

sis: units of variable size are selected from a large inventory of
speech database which best approximates a desired target utterance defined by a number of parameters. Databases for different
emotions are collected separately and corresponding units are
concatenated for generating emotional speech. Apart from the
techniques mentioned above, there are also efforts with parametric speech synthesis [2] to generate different speaking styles
and expressions. It is easier to generate different emotions and
speaking styles with a hidden Markov model (HMM) based
parametric speech synthesis system by using a style vector as
in [3]. A comparison of unit selection and HMM based emotional speech synthesis [4] revealed that unit selection methods require improvements to prosodic modeling and that HMMbased methods require improvements to spectral modeling for
emotional speech synthesis and that certain emotions cannot be
reproduced well by either method.
The accuracy of humans listeners for the emotion identification task for recorded speech databases is approximately
80% [5]. This number will further degrade if a machine generated emotion or speech is being evaluated. The degrees of perceived emotions also varies from speaker to speaker and across
listeners. Various techniques have been proposed to evaluate
emotion - both objectively and subjectively [6]. The objective scores include classification of speech based on spectral
or prosodic features for emotion identification using machine
learning algorithms. Subjective tests are more popular with
emotion evaluation since emotions are supposed to be perceived
more realistically by human listeners. The most popular subjective tests include forced categorization of emotions into prespecified classes, or a descriptive free response system. The
evaluation task can be made more intricate by assessing the degrees of naturalness, believability or overall preference of the
emotion expression (often on a five-point scale) in addition to
the forced categorization [7].
There are different perspectives to interpret emotions, in
particular a psychological and a signal processing perspectives.
The psychological perspective consists of studying different
states or degrees [8] (e.g. activation, valence, dominance) to
differentiate emotions. The signal processing perspective studies the changes in the speech signal attributes corresponding to
different emotions [9]. There are also different ways of evaluating the emotion perception as summarized in [1] which represents the “perceptual” view for understanding emotions. This
study aims at collecting these different streams of emotional research under one roof with the aim of studying how the different emotion generation techniques can be effectively evaluated
in future. Towards this end, this work performs perceptual evaluations for different emotions with/without corresponding semantic and contextual information. The influence of language
knowledge and understanding is also evaluated for the perception of different emotions. Finally, the best mode of response
from listeners is evaluated among the three response types pro-
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posed: emotion classification using a forced choice task, emotion identification as a free text response and identifying the
degrees/states for different emotions.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the factors that could influence the perception of emotion, followed by the design of the subjective listening tests explained in section 3. Finally, the deductions from the evaluations are summarized in section 4.

2. Factors affecting emotion evaluation
There are various factors that affect the perception of emotion,
including the mood and perception of the listeners. Studying
an exhaustive list of all such factors would greatly exceed the
scope of this paper. In this work, we focus on four basic factors that could influence the emotion perception: (1) Parameters of the speech signals that indicate the particular emotion;
the basic features include pitch, duration and intensity, but there
are numerous other voice quality features as well. (2) Semantic content of the text that is being spoken; we are interested
in studying whether people can perceive the emotion if the semantic content of the text does not match the emotion that is
being expressed. This could in turn lead to the topic of representing irony1 in synthesized speech. (3) Context Information
which is intended to help understand the mood or situation of
the speaker. (4) The language ability of the listener could influence the perception of emotions, as it directly influences the
understanding the semantics of the emotional speech samples.
This work hypothesizes that these four factors influence the
perception of emotion, and the authors expect the results of
the evaluations to reveal whether the hypothesis can be proved.
Since it is not possible to gauge mood of the listeners or the
variation in emotion perception by different listeners, these factors are usually (assumed to be) statistically normalized using
a large enough number of listeners (of the order > 10). The
different factors evaluated are detailed below.
2.1. Speech parameters
The emotional speech researchers have always relied on specific speech parameters that vary when representing a particular
emotion. These features include pitch, duration, intensity, as
well as some other voice quality features [10]. These features
could be manipulated to modify the emotion in speech; the same
features could be analyzed to perceive the intended emotion,
which could lead to the generation of objective scores for emotion recognition. It is not clear however if human listeners use
these cues in speech to perceive emotion. In order to understand
if these cues play an important role in emotion perception, this
work evaluates original recordings of emotional speech acted
out by human actors. Compared to the evaluation of synthetic
signals, this eliminates any direct effect from the distortions introduced by speech synthesis technology or emotion manipulation techniques. This way, the listener is not evaluating any
particular emotion generation technique, but the intended emotions as expressed by humans.
2.2. Semantic content
A spoken utterance has two main components, the speech signal
and the text that is spoken in the speech. The semantic content
of the text cannot be isolated from the speech perception [11].
1 generally defined as an expression or utterance marked by a deliberate contrast between apparent and intended meaning[18]
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This factor might have a significant influence in the perception
of emotion. Even though the listeners are usually asked to ignore the meaning of the text represented by the speech, it is not
easy to totally isolate this influence. Most of the evaluations
try to use “emotionally neutral” text. Neutral text itself can be
classified into two types: one that fits into multiple emotions depending on the context - for example, the phrase “I did not expect this”, could be expressed as happy, sad, or angry depending
on the context in which it is spoken; the second type consists of
neutral text that does not represent any particular emotion - for
example, the phrase, “Whales live in the sea” does not convey
any specific emotion. By opposition, emotive text is clearly intended to convey a specific emotion; an example of an emotive
sentence is “I won a big lottery” and is clearly an “excited” or
“happy” sentence. The emotions can be evaluated using sentences that represent neutral or emotive text (corresponding to
the emotion). Similar studies were performed earlier with synthesized emotional speech [9]. This study further emphasizes
the influence of the meaning of a sentence in perceiving the intended emotion.
2.2.1. Irony Effect
The influence of meaning can be further developed into the
study of what is called the “irony effect”. The irony effect
refers to the situation where the speech express the opposite
of (or something other than) the literal meaning of the sentence [12]. Other studies[19] attempt to synthesize the irony effect in machine-generated speech, by using an emotion different
from the intended emotion in the text representing the speech.
In this study, the irony effect is evaluated by using emotional
speech for emotive sentences with different emotions, including ones that are opposite to the intended emotion in the text.
2.3. Context information
Most of the studies on emotional speech is based on a single
sentence or phrase. Listeners are asked to evaluate the emotion on the basis of the perception from this sentence. This is
a difficult task if the intended text is neutral or does not represent the whole mood of the speaker. The context in which the
speech was spoken is particularly important for a listener to perceive the emotion of the speaker and the intended emotion in the
sentence. This is similar to a real life scenario where the emotions are in a continuum and a particular emotion is expressed
strongly in very rare situations. People usually understand the
emotion of the speaker from the whole context and not from
listening to ad-hoc sampled sentences. This study presents the
listener with a detailed context in which the sentence is spoken and checks if the intended emotions are correctly identified
in this case. Similar methodology was also tried in [9]. This
method will recreate the real life scenario of how emotions are
perceived by humans. The context information can be provided
as an audiovisual content or even as a dialogue system. In this
work, it is presented as a machine-generated background audio
story with a few dialogues, which is efficient enough to convey
the sentence context.
2.4. Language ability
A major factor affecting the emotion perception is the cultural
impact. Different cultures represent emotions differently and
the intended emotion might be totally different in different cultures even with the same speech parameters. There has been
some study in this area [13]. An important factor to consider
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is that the language ability might not only bias the listener towards the semantic meaning of the text, but also influences the
emotion perception based on the cultural understanding of the
language. To this end, emotional speech in a foreign language
(German) is evaluated with some listeners who understand and
others who have no knowledge of the language. In order to restrict the length of the evaluation, only one foreign language
apart from English is evaluated.

3. Experimental Design
Recorded emotions of human actors are evaluated in this work,
by opposition to machine-generated speech, so as not be subjected to the undesirable artifacts generally associated with synthesized emotional speech. This section gives the details of the
design of the subjective evaluations performed to study the perception of the emotions based on the factors mentioned in the
earlier section. The test is divided into four sections to evaluate
the four factors mentioned above.
The first section represents the most commonly used experimental setup for emotion evaluation. The semantically neutral
sentences are evaluated with different emotions in speech. The
data used in this section comes from the EMA database [14].
Three semantically neutral sentences spoken by a male and a
female speaker have been selected for the evaluation. Each sentence was spoken with four different emotions, namely happy,
sad, angry and neutral, resulting in 24 sentences to be evaluated
in this section.
The second section is similar to the first one but with speech
from emotive text. Three different emotive sentences (with
happy, sad and angry textual emotions) spoken by the same
male and female speaker each with four different emotions
(happy sad, angry and neutral) resulting in the evaluation of 24
sentences in this section. This section will help us study the
influence of the semantic content of the speech signal. Since
the same emotive sentence is used with different intended emotions in speech, this section may also give some insight on the
perception of irony.
The third section represents the test for the influence of the
contextual information in the perception of emotion. The same
three emotive sentences used in the section 2 were presented
within a context. Only the emotions corresponding to the emotive text was used for the test for both male and female speaker,
which resulted in 6 sentences to be evaluated in this section. A
state of the art commercial text-to-speech system[17] was used
to generate the story around the emotional speech sample, to
give a complete picture of the emotional state of the speaker.
A voice very close to the speaker speaking in a neutral tonality
was used to generate the context information, and the listeners
were asked to ignore any distortion in the machine generated
voice and evaluate the perception of the emotion from the single sentence highlighted as spoken by the human actor within
the context of a neutral machine generated speech.
The last section is to study the influence of the knowledge
of the language on the perception of emotion. The hypothesis to be tested here is that the knowledge of the language or
the culture could improve the perception of the emotion. The
tests were performed with emotional speech acted by a male
speaker based on neutral text in German language from the German EmoDB [15]. Three sentences spoken with four different
emotions including happy, sad, angry and neutral resulted in 12
sentences to be evaluated. Having listeners who do not understand any German may also allow us to study the perception of
emotions without any semantic knowledge.

The responses of the listeners can be collected according to
different response types as explained in [1]. The usual method
of emotion evaluation is a discriminative task in which listeners
are forced to select a particular emotion from a list of available emotion types. This, as mentioned in [1], is a discriminative task and not an emotion identification or descriptive task.
This type of response makes the task simple and easy to evaluate. This task can be improved by adding a number of “distractor” response categories of emotions introduced in the perception test [9]. Other researchers [9] ask the listeners to describe
in their own words what emotion they perceive. The listeners
could provide a free response with keywords. These keywords
are then grouped and classified into meaningful categories to
identify the emotion perceived by the listener.
There are also ways to parameterize the emotions on
different scales [8] based on states representing the emotions. This is similar to the scale represented by the FEELTRACE [16] concept representing emotions in a continuum between the space of valence and activation. This paper categorizes the emotional states as explained in [8] (also as conceptualized by the psychologists for the communication of
affect), into three dimensions. These dimensions are usually termed as arousal, pleasure and power. Pairs of adjectives like happy/unhappy or pleased/annoyed (for pleasure),
agitated/calm or excited/apathetic (for arousal) and powerful/powerless or dominant/submissive (for power) can be used
to represent these three dimensions.
The types of responses in the evaluations for this work include a forced choice discriminative task with the four emotions
actually used (happiness, sadness, neutral, anger) plus two distractor emotions (fear and surprise). Fear and surprise could
be easily confused with sad and happy respectively. Also, the
listeners are asked to provide a free response based on their
perception of the emotion. A few listeners did not find this
free response option useful and left the input space blank or
mentioned “same as selection” or mentioned the same emotion
they selected in the forced selection. This evaluation then presented three dimensions to evaluate or classify different emotions. These include valence, arousal/activation and dominance.
Each of the three dimensions were varied on a five point Likert scale: Valence ranging from annoyed (negative) to pleased
(positive), Activation or arousal ranging from very calm to very
agitated/excited and Dominance varying from powerless (submissive) to powerful (dominant). The mid point of each dimension referred to as neutral may in turn represent a non-emotional
speech. Apart from these responses, the “emotive text” section
(section 2) also included a response to check if the emotional
speech was perceived as irony or not. There were three choices:
yes, no and maybe.
The test was available online, and was sent out to members
of the research communities, mainly working on speech and signal processing. 16 listeners participated in the test, out of which
3 were native German speakers. The listeners were from different nationalities and cultures. Seven listeners did not understand
any German while others varied from “can read/write” to “can
understand bits”. The test was rather long due to the multiple
modes of responses and listeners found it a bit tiring especially
the descriptive part of explaining the emotion in words.

4. Results and Discussions
Results of the perceptual experiments can be summarized with
confusion matrices for the four sections separately. The confusion matrices are based on the forced choice test, which in-
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Emotion
Angry

Happy

Neutral
Sad

Keywords
quite excited, a bit annoyed, agitated, upset,
disgust, panic, aggressive, pissed off, distressed,
energetic, dominating, threatening, menace, stressed,
disagreeing, jeering, unsatisfied, upset, declarative,
impatient, strong, frustration, threat
elevated, enthusiastic, pleased,
glad, ecstatic, excited, laughing, amused,
having fun, optimistic, playful, joking, interested,
content, optimistic, looking forward, confident,
interested, positive emotion
no emotion,disgusted, explanatory,
declarative, determined, dubitative, unsure,
calm, dubitative, questioning, tired, interested
upset, slightly disgust, grief, depressed,
bored, confused, broken, beaten down, stoned,
monotone, crying, tired, whispering, disappointed,
weary, desperate, bored, empathic, melancholic,
uninterested, nervous

Table 1: Keywords for emotion classes
cluded the two distractor emotions “fear” and “surprise”. The
descriptive response almost always had the same meaning as
the forced choice representation and some listeners felt it as a
redundant response that could be ignored. The keywords corresponding to the different classes are grouped together in Table 1. In a couple of isolated cases, listeners described the emotion correctly, but chose a different (wrong) emotion from the
forced choice, but there were only very few cases that thus benefited from the descriptive response. This limited gain gets neutralized by other confusing keywords which do not have a clear
class like the keyword “upset” which could represent either sad
or angry. For these cases, the values given to the dimensions
might help disambiguate the situation. To summarize, listeners
preferred the forced choice due to convenience, and the descriptive response did not give any significant performance gain. The
different degrees for the three dimensions were in good agreement across users.
The section evaluating the influence of the contextual information (section 3) lead to very accurate emotion classification.
This task is however slightly confusing due to the presence of
audio from two different origins in the stimuli: neutral machinegenerated context speech, and emotional speech spoken by a
human actor; the listeners were instructed to base their evaluations on the emotional speech. The listeners managed to correctly perform the evaluation task except for one listener who
classified all data in this section as neutral, due to the neutral
machine-generated contextual sentences. This listener has thus
been omitted from the results of section 3. The results and corresponding observations for each section of the test are detailed
below.
4.1. Section 1: Neutral Text
This section uses emotionally neutral text to evaluate the perception of emotion in speech. This is the classic way of evaluating emotional speech with the argument that when the text is
semantically neutral listeners tend to focus on speech parameters conveying emotion. The results of the forced choice emotion discrimination is presented in Table 2. The table shows
confusion matrix for the identified emotion with the underlying intended emotion in the speech. Angry and neutral have the
best performance as observed in the literature, followed by the
sad emotion. Happy emotion has the worst performance and is
confused with surprise and neutral. The distractor emotion (surprise) here increases the confusion, degrading the performance.
The table shows both recall and precision for representing the
performance. All the performances are well above chance of
25%. The precision values are quite high even for the emotions that have a smaller recall. It is not clear whether listeners
are ignoring the semantic meaning of the text and concentrating on the speech parameters since happy emotion is confused
mainly with neutral, and neutral emotion has the best recall.
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Figure 1: Average values for dimensions

Figure 2: Comparison of Dimensions
In some cases, the neutral text with a particular emotion may
be perceived emotive and hence, wrongly recognized (happy as
surprise). This gives neutral emotion poor precision even with
a good recall.
For the descriptive task, the keywords mostly correspond to
the forced choice emotion selected. There are a few responses
where the emotion is described correctly, but the forced choice
emotion is wrongly selected. For example, selecting neutral
in the forced choice task, but correctly describing as “tired or
disappointment” for sad, “dominating” for angry, describing
“happy” for happy (but selecting surprise) and “excited” for angry (selecting happy/surprise). Also, there are some responses
that correctly identify the emotion in the forced choice task and
describe them as a different emotion. For example, describing
the speech as “annoyed”, “depressed” or “angry” after correctly
selecting the neutral and describing as “panic” after correctly
choosing angry emotion in the discriminative task.
The different dimensions of the emotions are plotted in
Figure 1 and also compared with what was reported with the
database in Figure 2. The results of human evaluations performed by 18 listeners were distributed originally along with
the database. Both results are comparable and follow the same
trend across different emotions. The dimensions show clear regions of influence for each emotion with neutral emotion concentrating on the middle (at zero values). As seen in literature,
the happy emotion overlaps with others in these dimensions and
is not easy to differentiate.
4.2. Section 2: Emotive Text
The performance of the emotion identification improves for angry and sad with emotive text (as seen in Table 2), and performance of neutral and happy degrades. The degradation of
neutral might indicate that the perception is based on the emo-
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Sections
Emotions
Angry
Surprise
Sad
Neutral
Happy
Fear
Recall
Precision

A
75
8
1
7
3
2
78.1%
85.2%

Neutral Text
S
N
0
11
0
0
71
7
14
77
0
0
11
1
74.0%
80.2%
84.5%
68.8%

H
2
23
5
14
51
1
53.1%
94.4%

A
90
1
1
4
0
0
93.8%
73.8%

Emotive Text
S
N
4
21
0
0
75
16
11
59
1
0
5
0
78.1% 61.5%
81.5% 61.5%

H
7
25
0
22
41
1
42.7%
97.6%

A
29
0
0
1
0
0
96.7%
96.7%

Context Info.
S
H
0
1
0
2
29
0
1
2
0
25
0
0
96.7% 83.3%
100%
100%

Table 2: Confusion matrix for forced choice test for first three sections
Dimensions
Emotions
Angry
Sad
Neutral
Happy

A
0.004
0.004
0.002

Valence
S
N
0.004 0.004
0.007
0.007
0.002 0.002

H
0.002
0.002
0.002
-

A
0.002
0.002
0.007

Activation
S
N
0.002 0.002
0.004
0.004
0.002 0.002

H
0.007
0.002
0.002
-

A
0.002
0.002
0.004

Dominance
S
N
0.002 0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002 0.005

H
0.004
0.002
0.005
-

Table 3: p-values (2-tail) for the statistical significance test using Wilcoxon signed rank test over the average values of the 3 dimensions
obtained for each sample, across emotions. All emotions have statistically different values for the three dimensions as the p-values are
less than 0.01.
tive text (speech semantics). The happy emotion is confused
with neutral and surprise. There is a lot of confusion when the
text emotion and speech emotion have a mismatch, especially
with the happy emotion in speech. The happy and sad emotions
have a good precision even with poor recall. The Angry emotion has good recall but poor precision, indicating it is confused
with others. Some of the descriptive responses relate to happy
emotion class, but the forced choice is chosen as neutral. Most
of the happy speech with mismatched emotive text is treated as
irony.
The results for the three different dimensions are very similar to the results in the earlier section and also have the same
correspondence to the human evaluation values distributed with
the database. This indicates that the listeners were consistent with their feedback on different dimensions of emotions
and the textual emotions did not appear to bias their response.
The statistical significance for the emotions across the three dimensions are mentioned in the Table 3 based on the Wilcoxon
signed rank test with a significance level of 0.01 for the combined results from Sections 1 and 2 (neutral and emotive text).
The table shows that all systems have values that are significantly different from each other. People perceive the emotions
as having different values across valence, activation and dominance.
There are three different types of text and speech emotion
combinations. When both emotions match, the combination
can be termed as a “matched” case. The combinations of Sad
/ Happy or Angry / Happy can be termed as “opposite” emotion pairs or “strong mismatch”, all other combinations can be
termed as “ambiguous” (or “mismatch”). The matched, ambiguous and opposite combinations are plotted in Figure 3. The
“matched” modality does not lead to a statistically different
perception of irony from the “ambiguous” one. However, the
“strong mismatch” leads to a significantly stronger sense of
irony than the other two conditions (based on Wilcoxon signed
rank test, both 2-tail p-values less than 0.01). More precisely,
“angry” sentences in a happy voice and “sad” sentences in a
happy voice are perceived as the ones with the strongest potential for irony.
This task further emphasizes that listeners are biased by the

Figure 3: Results for Irony
semantic content of the text for the forced choice selection. The
performance is best when the semantic content is matching with
the intended emotion in the speech, and irony can be perceived
easily when there is a mismatch in speech and text emotions.
This supports the hypothesis that listeners tend to be influenced
by the semantic content of the text when perceiving emotions.
Contradicting this observation, even with opposing emotions in
text and speech, some emotions like angry were almost always
correctly identified. This also indicates that some emotions such
as angry (with very prominent speech factors) are easy to identify even in adverse situations where the semantics in the text
do not correspond to the emotion (even when perceiving it as
irony).
4.3. Section 3: Context Information
This section provides more details to the listener on the background of the mood of the speaker, through the use of context
information spoken in a neutral voice. This information appears
to greatly improve the performance, as all emotions appear to
be better recognized. As mentioned earlier, one listener did
not understand the task and marked all tests as neutral, probably based on the contextual information presented using synthesized speech with a neutral voice. This listener is excluded
from the results of this section. As hypothesized the context
information has a big influence on the performance. Emotions
“sad” and “happy” are significantly better discriminated in section 3, while “angry” is equivalent in both cases. All emotions
have good precision with the context information compared to
the section 2 without context information. The descriptive response corresponds exactly to the forced choice response. The
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Native
Emotions
Angry
Surprise
Sad
Neutral
Happy
Fear
Recall
Precision

A
7
0
0
2
0
0
77.8%
87.5%

German
S
N
0
1
0
0
5
0
2
8
0
0
2
0
55.6% 88.9%
100%
53.3%

H
0
2
0
3
4
0
44.4%
100%

A
35
1
0
0
0
0
97.2%
79.5%

Non-German
S
N
0
2
0
0
28
0
7
34
0
0
1
0
77.8% 94.4%
100%
82.9%

H
7
6
0
0
23
0
63.9%
100%

Table 4: Confusion matrix for forced choice test for Section 4 with listeners with and without German knowledge.
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Abstract
This paper describes the text normalization module of a
text to speech fully-trainable conversion system and its
application to number transcription. The main target is to
generate a language independent text normalization module, based on data instead of on expert rules. This paper
proposes a general architecture based on statistical machine translation techniques. This proposal is composed
of three main modules: a tokenizer for splitting the text
input into a token graph, a phrase-based translation module for token translation, and a post-processing module
for removing some tokens. This architecture has been
evaluated for number transcription in several languages:
English, Spanish and Romanian. Number transcription is
an important aspect in the text normalization problem.
Index Terms: Multilingual Number Transcription, text
normalization, fully-trainable text conversion.

1. Introduction
Although Text to Speech (TTS) conversion is the area
where more effort is devoted to text normalization, dealing with real text is a problem that also appears in other
applications such as machine translation, topic detection and speech recognition when it is necessary to associate a phoneme sequence to a written word. In an
ideal situation, there would be an unambiguous relationship between spelling and pronunciation. But in real text,
there are non-standard words: numbers, digit sequences,
acronyms, abbreviations, dates, etc. The main problem of
a text normalization module consists of converting NonStandard Words (NSWs) into regular words. This problem can be seen as a translation problem between a real
text with NSWs and an ideal text where all the words are
standard: unique relationship between word spelling and
its pronunciation.

miscellanea. Sproat et al describes the whole normalization problem of NSWs, proposing several solutions for
some of the problems.
Additionally, it is also important to mention other references that have addressed specific problems included in
the text normalization research line. Focused on abbreviations and acronyms, there are several efforts focused
on extracting them from text automatically [2] and other
efforts trying to model how they are generated [3]. Numbers [4] and proper names [5, 6] have been also the target of other research works. Number transcription has
been missing from previous efforts and this paper contribute to complete this work [7]. Nowadays, much effort
on text normalization is focused on SMS language interchanged through mobile phones and social networks like
Facebook or Twitter [8, 9].
Due to the important advances obtained in machine
translation in the last decade, there has been an increasing interest on using machine translation capabilities for
dealing with the problem of text normalization [10, 11].
Text Normalization is an important aspect, not only for
Text-to-Speech Conversion but also for Text Categorization [12] or Text Classification. [13].

3. Architecture description
Figure 1 shows the architecture diagram proposed in this
paper. This architecture is composed of three main mod-

Figure 1: Architecture diagram

2. State of the art
One of the main references focused on text normalization is [1]. In this reference, authors propose a very complete taxonomy of NSWs considering 23 different classes
grouped in three main types: numerical, alphabetical and

ules: a pre-processing module that splits the text input
into a token graph, a phrase-based translation module
based on Moses software, and a post-processing module
for removing some tokens.
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3.1. Pre-processing: Sentence Tokenization
In this first module, the input text is split into tokens. This
process is carried out in two different steps. At the first
step, a preliminary token sequence is generated considering a small set of rules. As one of the main targets of this
work is to provide a language independent architecture,
the main rules should be language independent:
• The first rule assumes that blank characters provide
an initial segmentation in tokens.
• The second rule subdivides initial tokens considering some homogeneity criterions: tokens must
have only alpha or numerical characters. If there is
a change from alpha to number or vice-versa, the
token must be subdivided. Secondly, punctuations
characters are independent tokens.
Secondly, some of the tokens are re-written in a different format in order to facilitate their posterior translation. In this step, the idea is to classify each token as a standard word (W) or as a non-standard word
(NSW). This classification can be done considering a dictionary of standard words in this language or considering
a more complex classifier based on some features obtained from the target token and its context: character
language model, vowels, capitals, etc. In this work, detecting numbers is quite simple based on the characters
componing the token.
If the token is classified as a NSW, it is split into letters including some separators at the beginning and at the
end of the letter sequence. For example, UPM (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid in Spanish) is rewritten into
# U P M #. This way of rewriting an alpha token tries to
introduce a high flexibility to facilitate the text normalization process. Considering sequences of letters, some
unseen acronyms could be normalized by spelling (using
the translations of its graphemes individually).
Also, all the numbers are rewritten dividing the token
into digits. This work has considered two alternatives. In
the first one, every digit is complemented with its position
in the number sequence. For example: 2013 is rewritten
as 2 4 0 3 1 2 3 1, where 2 4 means the digit 2 in the 4th
position (position beginning from the right). The second
alternative consists of dividing the number sequence in
sets of three digits in sequence, complementing with its
position in the sequence, and including additional tags to
separate 3-digits sequences: 2013 is written as 2 1 tag1
0 3 1 2 3 1. The Roman numbers are first translated into
Arabic ones and then, rewritten digit by digit. Ordinal
numbers are not treated in this paper.
As it will be shown in the next section, the translation
module can deal with graphs of token as input. Thanks to
this possibility, it is possible to work with fuzzy decisions
when classifying every token as standard word or NSW.
Considering a token graph, both alternatives can be considered with different weight if necessary. Figure 2 shows
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an example of token graph for the sentence “Welcome to
UPM2013”

Figure 2: Token graph for the sentence “Welcome to
UPM2013”
The token “UPM2013” is divided into two tokens:
UPM and 2013. UPM, is rewritten considering two possibilities: as it is, and letter by letter. The second one is a
number and it is rewritten digit by digit, considering the
first alternative commented above.
3.2. Token Translation
The token translation is performed using a phrase-based
system. The phrase-based translation system is based on
the software released from NAACL Workshops on Statistical Machine Translation in 2012. The translation process uses a phrase-based translation model and a target
language model. These models have been trained in accordance with these steps, see Figure 3.

Figure 3: Process for training the translation and target
language models
The first step is word alignment computation using
the GIZA++ software [14]. In order to establish these
alignments, GIZA++ combines the alignments in both directions. As there are many standard words, they are the
same tokens in source and target languages, being important reference points for the alignment.
The second step is phrase extraction [15]. All token
phrase pairs that are consistent with the token alignment
are collected. Finally, the last step is phrase scoring. In
this step, the translation probabilities are computed for
all phrase pairs. Both translation probabilities are calculated: forward and backward.
The
Moses
decoder,
available
at
http://www.statmt.org/moses/, is used for the trans-
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lation process. This program is a beam search decoder
for phrase-based statistical machine translation models.
The N-gram language model has been generated with the
SRI language modelling toolkit [16].
3.3. Post-processing
This module performs several actions in order to generate the normalized text to the speech synthesiser. One of
the main actions is to remove unnecessary tokens. For
example, if after the translation module there is any # token, used for defining the limits of the letter sequences, it
must be removed.
Additionally, given that the translation module can
generate a token graph or a sequence of N-best token sequence, it would be possible to add new translation modules in order to improve the translation process by considering new language models for reordering the N-best
token sequences or searching the output token graph.

4. Multilingual Number Transcription
This section reports the experiments to adapt the text normalization module for multilanguage number transcription: English (EN), Spanish (ES) and Romanian (RO).
The database for the experiments has been generated
randomly by taking into account several patterns of numbers including numbers with decimals. These numbers
have been dividied into three sets: training (800), tuning
(1000) or testing (5000). Every number belongs to only
one of the sets. The evaluation measurements are BLEU,
WER (Word Error Rate) and SER (Sentence Error Rate).
4.1. Number Tokenization
This section evaluates the two tokenization alternatives
described above. In the first one, every digit is complemented with its position in the number sequence. For
example: 2013 is rewritten as 2 4 0 3 1 2 3 1. The second alternative consists of dividing the number sequence
in sets of three digits in sequence, complementing with
its position in the sequence, and including additional tags
between 3-digit sequences: 2013 is written as 2 1 tag1
0 3 1 2 3 1. In these experiments, the default values
for the translation architecture have been considered: a
3-gram language model and grow-diag-final alignment.
The sizes of the sets are 800 for training, 1000 for tuning
and 5000 for testing.Table 1 shows improvement when
considering the second tokenization alternative.
4.2. Token Translation
In the current experiments we have used in the training
stage three types of alignments between the tokens in the
source and the words in the target text with the aim to estimate statistical parameters for the number transcription
system. Two types of word-to-word alignments (“tgt-

Tokenization
EN
BLEU WER
1st alternative
97.9
1.6
2nd alternative
98.5
0.8
ES
BLEU WER
1st alternative
97.8
1.9
2nd alternative
98.2
0.9
RO
BLEU WER
1st alternative
98.5
0.9
2nd alternative
99.2
0.5

SER
7.4
6.8
SER
6.8
6.1
SER
5.4
4.6

Table 1: Experiments with different tokenization
Aligment for training the translation model
EN
BLEU WER
SER
grow-diag-final
98.5
0.8
6.8
srctotgt
99.4
0.4
4.4
tgttosrc
98.1
0.7
6.4
ES
BLEU WER
SER
grow-diag-final
98.2
0.9
6.1
srctotgt
98.2
0.9
6.1
tgttosrc
98.5
0.7
4.5
RO
BLEU WER
SER
grow-diag-final
99.2
0.5
4.6
srctotgt
98.9
0.5
5.1
tgttosrc
98.5
0.8
7.8
Table 2: Experiments with different alignments used
when training the translation model
tosrc” - target to source, and “srctotgt” - source to taget),
as well as the “grow-diag-final” heuristic model, which
consists of a number of intersections and unions aimed
to cope with the asimetry of the word alignment models
(Table 2). The best result has been obtained with different alignments depending on the language. Although
the differences are not very high, the best alignment must
be adapted depending on the language. The alignments
are slightly dependent on the language due to the irregularities in number transcription and the use of languagespecific function words. For example the number 30.000
is “thirty thousand” in English, but “treizeci de mii” in
Romanian (functional preposition “de” is used), while
3.000 is “three thousand” in English, and “trei mii” in Romanian (without to use the preposition “de”). Therefore
the heuristic alignment “grow-to-diag” would be more
appropriate for Romanian. Analyzing the average number of words needed for transcribing the same number, we
obtain 9.9 words per number for English, 10.1 words for
Spanish and 13.3 words for Romanian, considering the
same set of numbers with an average length of 8.3 digits,
including decimals, dots and commas. For experiments
in Tables 2 and 1, the three original sets were considered:
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training (800), tuning (1000) or testing (5000).
Training Set Size
EN
BLEU WER
200 numbers
98.3
0.8
400 numbers
99.3
0.4
800 numbers
99.4
0.4
4000 numbers
99.9
0.2
ES
BLEU WER
200 numbers
97.3
1.5
400 numbers
98.2
0.9
800 numbers
98.5
0.7
4000 numbers
99.6
0.2
RO
BLEU WER
200 numbers
95.2
2.3
400 numbers
97.7
1.3
800 numbers
99.2
0.5
4000 numbers
99.7
0.2

SER
6.4
4.6
4.4
1.8
SER
8.8
6.0
4.5
1.0
SER
20.2
11.2
4.6
2.4

Table 3: Experiments with different training sets
Finally, we have evaluated the influence of the size of
the training set (Table 3). When decreasing the number
of training examples the error increases. This increment
is higher for those languages that need more words for
transcribing a number. In these cases, we need more data
to train the models. Analysing the errors, we have realized that many errors comes from the decimal part. In
this case, the tokenization is not appropiate for this part.
In order to analyze the influence of the decimal part, we
carried out experiments with and without the decimal part
considering only 200 numbers for training (Table 4). As
it is shown, the error reduction is significant.
The influence of decimal part (200 numbers)
EN
BLEU WER SER
With decimal part
98.3
0.8
6.4
Without decimal part
99.3
0.4
3.6
ES
BLEU WER SER
With decimal part
97.3
1.5
8.8
Without decimal part
98.2
0.8
6.0
RO
BLEU WER SER
With decimal part
95.2
2.3
20.2
Without decimal part
97.9
1.1
11.2
Table 4: Experiments without the decimal part using 200
numbers for training
4.3. Postprocessing
In this step, the main target is to avoid the presence of
input tokens in the output sentence. If one initial token
has not been translated, the postprocessing step replaces
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this token with the most probable translation: digits in our
case. In this work, the postprocessing step did execute
very few replacements, less than 0.1%.

5. Conclusions
This paper has presented a text normalization module to
be integrated in a text to speech fully-trainable conversion system and its application to number transcription.
The text normalization module proposed is based on statistical machine translation techniques. This module is
composed of a tokenizer for splitting the text input into
a token graph , a phrase-based translation module and a
post-processing module for removing some tokens. This
architecture has been evaluated for number transcription
in English, Spanish and Romanian. For all the languages,
the reached performance has been very good, specially
for numbers not including decimals. When increasing
the amount of data used for training the system, the results are better. Finally, it is necessary to comment that
the system tuning, as the aligment of the token translator,
must be adapted to the language in order to get the best
results. Comparing to previous works, for example in [7],
authors compare the language dependent (language specific) - rule based approach with the SMT and suggest
to post-correct the results of LS-rule based by applying
the SMT. This paper directly use the SMT, without any
rule or language specific interventions. The system, at
the end, only does minor post-corrections at a very small
amount of data (eg. 0.1%). In [7], for a larger training
dataset (eg. 3000 sentences) they obtain a BLEU=94,4,
while in these experiments, for the smallest training set
of 200 sentences, the BLEU is 95.2 (RO), 97.3 (ES) and
98.3 (EN). In [9], for SMS and Twitter messages, the
BLEU is 99,2 for a larger training set, 90.000 sentences.
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Abstract
This paper presents a voice conversion (VC) technique for noisy
environments based on a sparse representation of speech. In our
previous work, we discussed an exemplar-based VC technique
for noisy environments. In that report, source exemplars and target exemplars are extracted from the parallel training data, having the same texts uttered by the source and target speakers. The
input source signal is represented using the source exemplars
and their weights. Then, the converted speech is constructed
from the target exemplars and the weights related to the source
exemplars. However, this exemplar-based approach needs to
hold all training exemplars (frames) and it requires high computation times to obtain the weights of the source exemplars. In
this paper, we propose a framework to train the basis matrices of
source and target exemplars so that they have a common weight
matrix. By using the basis matrices instead of the exemplars,
the VC is performed with lower computation times than with the
exemplar-based method. The effectiveness of this method was
confirmed by comparing its effectiveness, in speaker conversion
experiments using noise-added speech data, with the effectiveness of an exemplar-based method and a conventional Gaussian
mixture model (GMM)-based method.
Index Terms: voice conversion, sparse representation, nonnegative matrix factorization, noise robustness

1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) is generally a technique for changing
specific information in an input speech while maintaining the
other information in the utterance, such as its linguistic information. One of the most popular applications using the VC
technique is speaker conversion, where an utterance spoken by a
source speaker is morphed so that it sounds as if it had been spoken by a specified target speaker. There have also been studies
on various tasks, such as emotion conversion ([1, 2]), speaking
assistance ([3, 4]), and so on, which make use of VC techniques.
Many statistical approaches to VC have been studied ([5,
6, 7]). Among these approaches, the GMM-based mapping approach [7] is widely used, and a number of improvements have
been proposed. Toda et al. [8] introduced dynamic features and
the global variance (GV) of the converted spectra over a time
sequence. Helander et al. [9] proposed transforms based on
partial least squares (PLS) in order to prevent the over-fitting
problem of standard multivariate regression. There have also
been approaches that do not require parallel data that make use
of GMM adaptation techniques [10] or eigen-voice GMM (EVGMM) ([11, 12]).
However, the effectiveness of these approaches was confirmed with clean speech data, and the utilization in noisy environments was not considered. The noise in the input signal is
not only output with the converted signal, but may also degrade

the conversion performance itself due to unexpected mapping
of source features. Hence, a VC technique that takes into consideration the effect of noise is of interest.
Recently, approaches based on sparse representations have
gained interest in a broad range of signal processing. In the field
of speech processing, non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
[13] is a well-known approach for source separation and speech
enhancement ([14, 15]). In these approaches, the observed signal is represented by a linear combination of a small number
of atoms, such as the exemplar and basis of NMF. In some approaches for source separation, the atoms are grouped for each
source, and the mixed signals are expressed with a sparse representation of these atoms. By using only the weights of the
atoms related to the target signal, the target signal can be reconstructed. Gemmeke et al. [16] also proposes an exemplar-based
method for noise robust speech recognition. In that method, the
observed speech is decomposed into the speech atoms, noise
atoms, and their weights. Then the weights of the speech atoms
are used as phonetic scores instead of the likelihoods of hidden
Markov models for speech recognition.
In our previous work [17], we discussed an exemplar-based
VC technique for noisy environments. In that report, source
exemplars and target exemplars are extracted from the parallel
training data, having the same texts uttered by the source and
target speakers. Also, the noise exemplars are extracted from
the before- and after-utterance sections in an observed signal.
For this reason, no training processes related to noise signals are
required. The input source signal is expressed with a sparse representation of the source exemplars and noise exemplars. Only
the weights related to the source exemplars are picked up, and
the target signal is constructed from the target exemplars and the
picked-up weights. This method showed better performances
than the conventional GMM-based method in speaker conversion experiments using noise-added speech data. However, this
exemplar-based approach needs to hold all training exemplars
(frames) and it requires high computation times to obtain the
weights of the source exemplars.
In this paper, we propose a framework to train the basis matrices of source and target exemplars so that they have a common weight matrix. The basis matrix of the source exemplars
is trained using NMF, and then the weight matrix of the source
exemplars is obtained. Next, the basis matrix of the target exemplars is trained using NMF, where the weight matrix is fixed
to that obtained from the source exemplars. By using the basis matrices instead of the exemplars, the VC is performed with
lower computation times than with the exemplar-based method.
The effectiveness of this method was confirmed by comparing
its effectiveness, in speaker conversion experiments using clean
speech data and noise-added speech data, with the effectiveness
of an exemplar-based method and the conventional Gaussian
mixture model (GMM)-based method.
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2. Voice Conversion Based on Sparse
Representation
This section describes a VC method based on the sparse representation [17]. In the approaches based on sparse representations, the observed signal is represented by a linear combination
of a small number of atoms.
xl ≈

J
∑

aj hj,l = Ahl

(1)

j=1

≈
=

AH
[x1 . . . xL ], H = [h1 . . . hL ]

(2)
(3)

L is the number of the frames.
Figure 1 shows the schema of the VC method based on the
sparse representation. D, L, J are the numbers of dimensions,
frames and atoms, respectively. In this method, the parallel dictionaries, which consist of source and target dictionaries having
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3. Proposed Method
3.1. Training of the Parallel Basis Matrices

xl is the l-th frame of the observation. aj and hj,l are the jth atom and the weight, respectively. A = [a1 . . . aJ ] and
hl = [h1,l . . . hJ,l ]T are the collection of the atoms and the
stack of weights. When the weight vector hl is sparse, the
observed signal can be represented by a linear combination of
a small number of atoms that have non-zero weights. In this
paper, the collection of atoms A and the weight vector hl are
called ‘dictionary’ and ‘activity’, respectively. For the frame sequence data X = [x1 . . . xL ], Eq. (1) is expressed as the inner
product of two matrices.
X
X

the same size, are used to map the source signal to the target
one. The parallel dictionaries are structured from the parallel
training data, which have the same texts uttered by the source
and target speakers, and they are aligned using dynamic programming (DP) matching.
This method assumes that when the source signal and the
target signal are expressed with sparse representations of the
source dictionary and the target dictionary, respectively, then,
the obtained activity matrices are approximately equivalent as
shown in Figure 2. Based on this assumption, the activity of
the source signal estimated with the source dictionary can be
substituted for that of the target signal. Therefore, as shown in
Figure 1, the input source signal is represented using the source
dictionary and the activity. Then, the converted speech is constructed from the target dictionary and the activity related to the
source dictionary.
This VC method can be combined with an NMF-based
noise reduction method. Then, the noise dictionary is extracted
from the before- and after-utterance sections in an observed signal, and the noise dictionary is concatenated with the source dictionary. The noisy source signal is expressed with a sparse representation of the source dictionary and noise dictionary. Only
the weights related to the source dictionary are picked up, and
the target signal is constructed from the target dictionary and
the picked-up weights.
However, this exemplar-based approach defines the parallel dictionary with the parallel training data themselves. Hence,
this method needs to hold all training exemplars (frames) and
it requires high computation times to obtain the weights of the
source exemplars. In conventional NMF-based noise reduction
methods, the dictionary A is not defined with the training exemplars, but with much fewer bases. These bases are trained
using the NMF in advance. However, when the basis matrices of source exemplars and target exemplars are trained using
the NMF independently, the parallelism of the source and target
dictionaries shown in Figure 2 is lost.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a framework to train
the basis matrices of source and target exemplars so that they
have a common weight matrix. By using the basis matrices instead of the exemplars, the VC is performed with lower computation times than with the exemplar-based method.

This section describes the framework to train the basis matrices
of source and target exemplars. We optimize the source basis
matrix As and target basis matrix At so that when the source
signal and target signal are expressed with sparse representations of As and At , respectively, the obtained activity matrices
are equivalent, as shown in Figure 2.
Table 1 shows the algorithm of the training of the parallel
basis matrices. At first, for the training source data (exemplars)
Xs , the basis matrix As and the activity matrix Hs are optimized using the NMF with the sparse constraint [16]. In the
framework of the NMF with the sparse constraint, it minimizes
the following cost function:
d(Xs , As Hs ) + ||(λ1(1×L) ). ∗ Hs ||1

s.t. As , Hs ≥ 0.

Here, .∗ and 1 are an element-wise multiplication and an allone vector, respectively. The first term is the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence between Xs and As Hs . The second term is
the sparse constraint with the L1-norm regularization term that

(4)
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Table 1: Algorithm of the training of the parallel basis matrices
Training of source basis matrix As
• Set source training exemplars to Xs
• Optimize As and Hs by Eq. (5) and (6)
Training of target basis matrix At
• Set target training exemplars to Xt
• Fix the activity matrix to Hs , and optimize At by Eq. (8)

causes Hs to be sparse. λ is the weight of the sparse constraint.
As and Hs minimizing (4) are estimated iteratively applying
the following update rules:
Asn+1
Hsn+1

=

Asn .

=

Hsn .

∗

(Hsn (Xs ./Asn Hsn )T ./Hsn 1(1×D) )T (5)
T

∗ (Asn (Xs ./(Asn Hsn )))
T

./(Asn 1(J×L) + λ1(1×L) )

(6)

where ./ and 1 are an element-wise division and an all-one matrix, respectively.
Next, using the activity matrix Hs obtained by Eq. (6), the
target basis matrix At of the training target exemplars Xt is
optimized. Then, At is optimized so that the activity matrix is
equivalent to Hs , i.e. At is optimized to minimize the following cost function:
d(Xt , At Hs )

s.t.

At ≥ 0.

(7)
s

In this optimization, the activity matrix is fixed to H , and only
At is updated by the following update rule:
Atn+1

Atn . ∗ (Hs (Xt ./Atn Hs )T ./Hs 1(1×D) )T .(8)

=

3.2. Voice Conversion of Noisy Source Signal
3.2.1. Estimation of Activity from Noisy Source Signal
From the before- and after-utterance sections in the observed
(noisy) signal, the exemplars (frames) of the noise are extracted,
and the noise dictionary is structured from the noise exemplars
for each utterance. For this reason, no training processes related to noise signals are required. In the approach based on the
sparse representation, the spectrum of the noisy source signal
at frame l is approximately expressed by a non-negative linear
combination of the source dictionary, noise dictionary, and their
activities.
xl

=
≈

xsl + xn
l
J
K
∑
∑
n
asj hsj,l +
an
k hk,l
j=1

[

=

hs
[A A ] nl
hl

=

Ahl

s

n

s.t.

hsl , hn
l

AH

A

=
←
←

1(D×D) X
X./M
A./(1(D×D) A)

(11)

The joint matrix H is estimated based on NMF with the sparse
constraint that minimizes the following cost function:
d(X, AH) + ||(λ1(1×L) ). ∗ H||1

s.t. H ≥ 0.

(12)

The weights of the sparsity constraints can be defined for each
basis and exemplar by defining λT = [λ1 . . . λJ . . . λJ+K ]. In
this paper, the weights for source bases [λ1 . . . λJ ] were set to
0.15, and those for noise exemplars [λJ+1 . . . λJ+K ] were set
to 0. H minimizing (12) is estimated iteratively applying the
following update rule:
Hn+1

=

Hn . ∗ (AT (X./(AH)))

./(1((J+K)×L) + λ1(1×L) ).

(13)

3.2.2. Target Speech Construction
From the estimated joint matrix H, the activity of source signal
Hs is extracted, and by using the activity and the target dictionary, the converted spectral features are constructed. Then, the
target dictionary is also normalized for each basis in the same
way the source dictionary was.
At ← At ./(1(D×D) At )

(14)

At is the target dictionary (basis matrix) trained by Eq. (8).
Next, the normalized target spectral feature is constructed, and
the magnitudes of the source signal calculated in (11) are applied to the normalized target spectral feature.
X̂t = (At Hs ). ∗ M

(15)

In this paper, the input source feature is expressed using the
magnitude spectrum calculated by STFT because the magnitude spectrum is compatible with the NMF-based noise reduction. On the other hand, the converted spectral feature is expressed as a STRAIGHT spectrum [18] that is compatible with
the speech synthesis. The target speech is synthesized using
a STRAIGHT synthesizer. Then, F0 information is converted
using a conventional linear regression based on the mean and
standard deviation.

4.1. Experimental Conditions

≥0

s.t. hl ≥ 0

(9)

s.t. H ≥ 0.

(10)

xsl and xn
l are the magnitude spectra of the source signal and
the noise, respectively. As , An , hsl and hn
l are the source dictionary (basis matrix) trained by Eq. (5), noise dictionary (exemplars), and their activities at frame l, respectively. Given the
spectrogram, (9) can be written as follows:
[ s]
H
X ≈ [As An ]
s.t. Hs , Hn ≥ 0
Hn
=

M
X

4. Experiments

k=1

]

In order to consider only the shape of the spectrum, X, As
and An are first normalized for each frame, basis or exemplar
so that the sum of the magnitudes over frequency bins equals
unity.

The proposed VC technique was evaluated by comparing it
with an exemplar-based method [17] and a conventional GMMbased method [7] in a speaker conversion task using clean
speech data and noise-added speech data. The source speaker
and target speaker were one male and one female speaker,
whose speech is stored in the ATR Japanese speech database,
respectively. The sampling rate was 8 kHz.
Two hundred sixteen words of clean speech were used
to construct parallel dictionaries in the methods based on the
sparse representation and used to train the GMM in GMMbased method. In the exemplar-based method, the number of
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Clean
Noisy
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Figure 3: Mean opinion scores (MOS) for each method

exemplars of source and target dictionaries was 58,426. Then,
in our proposed method, 1,000 bases were trained from the exemplars for each dictionary. Twenty-five sentences of clean
speech or noisy speech were used to evaluate. The noisy speech
was created by adding a noise signal recorded in a restaurant
(taken from the CENSREC-1-C database) to the clean speech
sentences. The SNR was 15 dB. The noise dictionary is extracted from the before- and after-utterance section in the evaluation sentence. The average number of exemplars in the noise
dictionary for one sentence was 110.
In the methods based on the sparse representation, a 257dimensional magnitude spectrum was used as the feature vectors for input signal, source dictionary and noise dictionary, and
a 513-dimensional STRAIGHT spectrum was used for the target dictionary. The number of iterations used to estimate the
activity was 500. In the GMM-based method, the 1st through
40th linear-cepstral coefficients obtained from the STRAIGHT
spectrum were used as the feature vectors. The number of mixtures was 64.
4.2. Experimental Results
We performed an opinion test on the naturalness and speaker
individuality of the converted speech. In the opinion test, the
opinion score was set to a 5-point scale (5: excellent, 4: good,
3: fair, 2: poor, 1: bad). The tests were carried out with 7 subjects. For the evaluation of naturalness, each subject listened
to the converted speech and evaluated how natural the sample
sounded. For the evaluation of speaker individuality, each subject listened to the target speech. Then the subject listened to
the converted speech and evaluated how similar the converted
speech and the target one.
Figure 3 shows the mean opinion scores (MOS) for each
method. The error bars show 95% confidence intervals. As
shown in this figure, when clean speech data was used, the performances of the three methods were not so different in both
evaluation criteria. However, when noisy speech data was used,
the performances of GMM-based method degraded considerably especially in naturalness. This might be because the noise
caused unexpected mapping in the GMM-based method, and
the speech was converted with a lack of naturalness. On the
other hand, the degradations of the performances of the VC
methods based on the sparse representation were less than those
of GMM-based method. The performances of the proposed
method were slightly lower than that of the exemplar-based
method when noisy speech data was used. However, for obtain-
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Table 2: Spectral distortion improvement ratio (SDIR) [dB] for
noisy speech

ing the activity matrix, the computation time of the proposed
method (about 30 seconds for 1 sentence on Intel Core i7 2.80
GHz personal computer) was about 30 times faster than that of
the exemplar-based method (about 910 seconds).
Table 2 shows the spectral distortion improvement ratio
(SDIR) [dB] for noisy input source signal. The SDIR is defined
as follows.
∑
|Xt (d) − X̂t (d)|2
SDIR[dB] = 10 log10 ∑ d t
(16)
s
2
d |X (d) − X (d)|
Here, Xs , Xt and X̂t are normalized so that the sum of the
magnitudes over frequency bins equals unity. As shown in
this table, the distortion improvements of the methods based
on the sparse representation were higher than GMM-based
method. The distortion improvements of the proposed method
was slightly lower than that of the exemplar-based method.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed a noise-robust VC technique based
on sparse representation. We proposed a framework to train the
basis matrices of source and target exemplars so that they have
a common activity matrix. The basis matrix of the source exemplars is trained using the NMF. Then, the basis matrix of the
target exemplars is trained using the NMF, where the weight
matrix is fixed to that obtained from the source exemplars. By
using the basis matrices instead of the exemplars, the VC is performed with lower computation times than with the exemplarbased method. When a noisy input signal is converted to the
target signal, the noise exemplars are extracted from the beforeand after-utterance sections in an observed signal. The noisy
signal is expressed with a sparse representation of the source basis matrix and noise exemplars. The target signal is constructed
from the target basis matrix and the activity matrix related to
the source basis matrix.
In comparison experiments between the proposed method,
an exemplar-based method and a conventional GMM-based
method, the proposed method showed better performances than
GMM-based method when evaluating noisy speech. The performances of the proposed method were slightly lower than that of
the exemplar-based method when noisy speech data was used.
But for obtaining the activity matrix, the computation time of
the proposed method was about 30 times faster than that of the
exemplar-based method.
However, the proposed method still requires higher computation times than that of GMM-based method. While our proposed method took about 30 seconds for 1 sentence to convert
speech features, the GMM-based method spent about 1 second
to do this. In future work, we will investigate the optimal number of bases and evaluate the performances under other noise
conditions. We will also try to introduce dynamic information,
such as segment features. In addition, this method has a limitation in that it can be applied to only one-to-one voice conversation because it requires parallel speech data having the same
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texts uttered by the source and target speakers. Hence, we will
investigate a method that does not use parallel data. Future work
will also include efforts to study other noise conditions, such as
a low-SNR condition, and apply this method to other VC applications.
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Abstract
We present and compare different approaches for crossvariety speaker transformation in Hidden Semi-Markov Model
(HSMM) based speech synthesis that allow for a transformation of an arbitrary speaker’s voice from one variety to another
one. The methods developed are applied to three different varieties, namely standard Austrian German, one Middle Bavarian (Upper Austria, Bad Goisern) and one South Bavarian (East
Tyrol, Innervillgraten) dialect. For data mapping of HSMMstates we use Kullback-Leibler divergence, transfer probability
density functions to the decision tree of the other variety and
perform speaker adaptation. We investigate an existing data
mapping method and a method that constrains the mappings for
common phones and show that both methods can retain speaker
similarity and variety similarity. Furthermore we show that in
some cases the constrained mapping method gives better results
than the standard method.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, dialect, transformation, language variety

between models that are in an overlapping phone set. The basic idea of the second method is to exclude mappings where
the phones are common in the phone set but the representative
phones of the mapped models are different.

2. Data
In previous and current projects we recorded and annotated
phonetically balanced speech data in two dialectal Austrian
varieties from Innervillgraten in East Tyrol (IVG) and from
Bad Goisern in Upper Austria (GOI), as well as standard Austrian German (AT). The data acquisition process is described
in [5, 6]. The main problems of recording dialect speech are the
missing orthographic standard that define how speech is produced from a written form, the missing linguistic resources, and
the speaker selection. In this paper we focus on transformations
between varieties.
Table 1: Non-existent phones in mapping.
Target variety

1. Introduction
Acoustic language transformation has received much interest in
the last years [1, 2, 3]. In general, it is the problem of transforming a speaker’s voice into another language retaining speaker
identity. Language transformation has applications in speechto-speech translation and education. In this paper we consider
a restricted version of the problem where we want to transform
a speaker’s acoustic model into a model of the same speaker in
a different variety of the same language. A variety can be a dialect, sociolect, or accent. Here we apply variety transformation
to standard and dialect.
Although being a simpler problem, it still has an interesting
range of possible applications like language learning. If a user
wants to learn a certain variety Vlearn (dialect, sociolect, accent), a variety transformation system can transform his or her
variety Vuser into the target variety Vlearn . One can then use
samples of this voice for learning and comparison with speech
that is produced by the user. The main application of such a
system would consist in teaching the standard variety to speakers with non-standard varieties but of course it is also possible
to use the transformation in the other direction. In this paper we
consider transformations between dialects, from the standard to
the dialect and from dialect to standard.
We have previously shown how to achieve a one-way transformation between standard and dialect [4]. In this paper, we
consider one standard variety and two different dialects and perform all possible transformations. The modeling techniques developed here can further be applied to accented speech. As a
first method, we implemented a data mapping approach that
is described below and in [4]. We extend this data mapping
approach by a constraint-based approach where we map only

AT
IVG
GOI

AT

IVG

GOI

35/78 (0.45)
36/78 (0.46)

49/90 (0.54)
23/90 (0.26)

58/100 (0.58)
23/100 (0.23)
-

Table 1 describes the phone set relations. If we want to
tranform AT to IVG, for example, we have to model 49 of the
90 phones in IVG that are nonexistent in AT. The higher the
ratio in the table, the more difficult we expect the corresponding variety transformation pair. We can also see that the ratio
of missing phones is larger when we have the standard (AT) as
the source variety because the phone overlap between the two
dialects (GOI, IVG) is larger than the overlap between the standard and either of the two dialects.

3. Speaker-adaptive acoustic modeling
For speaker-adaptive acoustic modeling we used a version of
the HSMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) as published
by the EMIME project [7] for our experiments. The input to
the system in the training phase is a training set of speech signal waveforms and corresponding full-context label files. These
labels contain symbolic representations (phones) of the speech
signal as well as contextual information like phonetic and linguistic features. Using this input, speaker-adaptive Hidden
semi-Markov average voice Models (HSMMs) are trained for
all varieties. In the synthesis phase, labels from a test set are
used to generate a synthesized speech signal from the trained
models. Methods from text analysis can be used to generate
new labels. Multiple speakers can be combined in an average
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voice model. Speaker adaptation can then be used to derive a
speaker-specific model from this average voice model [8].
Five-state HSMMs are employed in our experiments. We
extract 40 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, fundamental frequency F0 (modeled as multi-space probability distribution
[9]), and a set of 25 band-limited aperiodicity measures from the
speech signal. Dynamic features were used to improve continuity of the generated speech spectra [10]. The decision-tree based
context clustering technique as described in [11] and as available in HTS has been used to share model parameters across
multiple contexts. We use different sets of decision tree questions for each variety. These are partially handcrafted as well as
automatically generated from our phone set definitions.

4. Speaker-adaptive cross-variety
transformation

C-Vowel

false

true

L-oh

C-oh

true
true

false

false
C-t

mcep_s2_21

mcep_s2_25

mcep_s2_22

true

false
mcep_s2_24

mcep_s2_23

KLD-Mapping(V1,V2)

mcep_s2_14

mcep_s2_13

mcep_s2_12

mcep_s2_11

false

Here we present a cross-variety transformation system that is
based on a speaker-adaptive HSMM-based speech synthesis
system [7]. The system uses average voice models of the source
and target varieties for cross-variety transformation.
Based on the state-level transformation described in [2], we
integrated a state mapping mechanism into our cross-variety
adaptation system. Using data from multiple speakers in varieties V1 , for which also adaptation data exist, and V2 , to which
the voice model should be transformed, we train average voice
models [8], denoted as AV G1 and AV G2 , respectively. The
decision trees for those models will then be denoted as DT1 and
DT2 , respectively. DT1 and DT2 actually consist of multiple
trees for mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, F 0, aperiodicity
and duration for each of the five HSMM states. Since AV G1
and AV G2 were trained on different data with different (albeit
overlapping) phone sets, they also have a different decision tree
structure.

true

true

false

C-t

C-O

true

Variety V2

false

false

C-Vowel

Figure 1: KLD-Mapping between probability density functions
clustered by decision tree.

Using mapping function M , we map the pdfs of the speaker
to be adapted from V1 to V2 . This is implemented as described
in [2, 4].

4.1. Data mapping

4.2. Constrained mapping

For every probability density function (pdf) A ∈ AVG1 , we
find a pdf B ∈ AVG2 which minimizes the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD),

In addition to the data mapping approach described above,
we also investigated a constrained mapping approach. This is
based on the idea that mappings should only be made between
the same phones, if existent in both varieties. We can however
not fulfill this constraint directly, since the mapping is not
defined on the phoneme level but only on the model (pdf) level.

M (A) = arg min KLD(A, B),

(1)

B∈AVG2

which defines a mapping function M from AVG1 to AVG2 .
In Figure 1, an illustration of the relation between decision tree, pdf and KLD-mapping can be seen. For example,
“mcep s2 12” refers to the 40-dimensional pdf number 12 for
the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients in HSMM state 2. The
decision tree questions used in this illustration consist of two
parts. The second part is a phonetic symbol from our phone
set definitions, for example “t” as in “hat”. The first part of the
question can be “C” for center, “L” for left and “R” for right,
referring to the position of the phone in question.
In the actual system, multiple trees for the feature streams
for each HSMM state have been used, resulting in 15 decision trees and 5 additional decision trees for duration modeling. Also, a typical set of questions for the decision tree in our
case consists of 1,700 different questions. For example, we calculated the mapping between an Austrian German (AT) average
voice and an Innervillgraten (IVG) average voice. This mapping
consisted of 13,808 pdf pairs. Therefore, the Austrian German
decision trees have 13,808 leaf nodes, making vivid visualizations and manual analysis difficult.
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Variety V1

To implement the constraint, we apply the following algorithm:
For each pdf A ∈ AVG1 of a certain variety V1 , we define
the representative phone r(A) as the center phone that is most
common in the associated full-context labels. Furthermore, we
define P (A) as the list of all center phones in all labels used to
train A. Figure 2 illustrates how r(A) and P (A) are defined.
First we find all full-context labels that have been used to train
the corresponding pdf. P (A) is then the set of all center phones
from this list of labels and r(A) is the center phone occurring
most often. Another possible method to calculate r(A) would
be to weigh each label with the number of associated samples,
as these have greater influence on the pdf estimation. Next we
constrain the mappings on the set of common phones. If the
representative phone r(A) occurs not only in phone set P1 of
variety V1 (as it does per definition) but also in phone set P2 of
variety V2 , then we only map from A ∈ AVG1 to B ∈ AVG2 ,
if r(A) is in P (B).
So the common phone data mapping M (A) = B from
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Innervillgraten - IVG

t-f-a:-r-6-full-context
i:6-v-a:-t-n-full-context

26% 19%

36% 27%
50% 43%

t-r-a:-g-@-full-context

23 % 18%

n-m-a-ch-@-full-context
Austrian German - AT

sil-?-aI-n-S-full-context

Bad Goisern - GOI
44% 38%

A V1

mcep_s2_22

43% 35%

r(A) = a:
P(A) = { a:, a, al }

Figure 2: Definition of representative phone p(AV1 ) and list of
all center phones pa(AV1 ).
AVG1 to AVG2 must fulfill the conditional constraint given
in Equation 2:
(r(A) ∈ P2 ) ⇒ (r(A) ∈ P (B))

(2)

In other words, if the representative phone r(A) occurs in
both varieties, we discard all potential mappings M (A) = B
for which r(A) is not in the training data of B. If r(A) does not
occur in both varieties, we keep all potential mappings (A, B).
Of the remaining potential mappings, the mapping with the lowest KLD value as in Equation 1 is selected for further processing.
A possibility to make the constraint stronger would be to
require that r(A) is also the most common phone in P2 , so
r(A) = r(B). However, we did not evaluate this stronger constrained variant.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of 1-best and 200-best mappings between the different varieties that fulfill the constraint
given by Equation 2. n-best means the n mappings with the
lowest KLD score. To map from AT to IVG, for example, there
are 36% in the 1-best lists and 27% in the 200-best list where
the mapping is between equal phones if there is an overlap. The
relations here are similar to the nonexistent phones given in Table 1. The smaller the phone overlap, the fewer mappings fulfill
the constraint.
4.3. Regression tree generation
For generating the regression tree, we use the algorithm as described previously [4]. To build the regression tree, we delete
leaf nodes from DT2 and move their associated labels to their
parent node until the number of adaptation labels associated to
every leaf node is above a certain threshold. As these leaf nodes
then form the regression classes, this method assures that every
regression class contains a certain amount of adaptation data for
the calculation of the transformation.
We place labels from the data set of V1 into the leaf nodes
of DT2 not according to their decision tree questions but to their
associated mapped pdfs. Using Figure 1 as an example, a label
from V1 that would be placed in “mcep s2 22” in DT1 will be

Figure 3: Transformations between varieties.
Table 2: Results of the variety similarity judgment part of the
evaluation.
Compared methods
wins ties
DM : CPDM

31 : 27
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part of the node “mcep s2 11” in decision tree DT2 . Again
note that each label has one pdf associated for each available
decision tree, so this process is repeated on multiple trees.
We modified the regression tree building method of HTS to
reflect this strategy.

5. Evaluation
We conducted a subjective and an objective evaluation as well
as an analysis of specific cases. These will be described in the
following sections.
5.1. Subjective evaluation
To evaluate the two methods Data Mapping (DM) and Common Phone Data Mapping (CPDM), we have carried out a subjective listening evaluation with 27 listeners participating (17
males and 10 females, aged 20 to 55, mean age 28.95), all native
German speakers from different regions in Austria, including
9 listeners from our target regions (East Tyrol or Upper Austria). The evaluation consisted of two parts. In the first part
we compared synthesized samples from the two methods with
a reference signal, and asked the listeners which synthesized
sample they found to be more similar to the reference signal in
terms of variety. The reference signal was a recording of the
same sentence spoken by a (different) speaker of the target variety. We assume that this experiment design allows that listeners
who are not themselves speakers of the target variety can still
judge the variety similarity. The results in Table 2 show that
method DM was considered more similar 31 times, CPDM was
considered more similar 27 times and 82 times they were considered equally similar to the reference. The difference in the
number of “wins” (31 vs. 27) is not statistically significant according to a Bonferroni-corrected Pearson’s χ2 -test of independence (p > 0.58). This and the large number of “ties” suggest
that none of the two methods is superior to the other.
Additionally, we asked the listeners to specify the degree of
similarity concerning variety for the “winning” method (or both
methods, in case of a tie), by choosing one of the five options
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“very similar”, “similar”, “no opinion”, “different” and “very
different”. The results are given in Figure 4 as frequency bar
plots, where 1 means “very similar” and 5 means “very different”. We can see that “similar” was the most frequently chosen
option. The number of votes for “different” can be explained
by the difficulty of the concept variety similarity, which often
includes a factor of authenticity. Authenticity can be affected
negatively by the overall quality of synthetic speech. Furthermore, there are listeners who are not native speakers of the target varieties.
In the second part of the evaluation, the goal was to assess speaker similarity. We showed the listeners one synthesized sample from one of the two methods and two recorded
reference samples. The two references were both the same utterance in a variety different from the target variety of the synthesized sample, one from the target speaker and one from a
randomly selected different speaker. The listeners were asked
to decide to which of the two references the synthesized sample sounded more similar in terms of speaker identity. The results are given in Table 3, where for each of the two methods,
the number of correct, wrong and undecided judgments are presented. For both methods, the number of correct speaker identifications is statistically significantly higher than the number of
wrong speaker identifications (Bonferroni-corrected Pearson’s
χ2 -test of independence with p < 0.001).
Again, the listeners were also asked to specify the degree
of similarity by choosing one of the five options “very similar”,
“similar”, “no opinion”, “different” and “very different”. The
results are given in Figure 5 as frequency bar plots, where 1
means “very similar” and 5 means “very different”. It can be
seen that while the number of votes for “similar” decreased for
CPDM compared to DM, the number of votes for “very similar”
increased.
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Table 3: Results of the speaker identification part of the evaluation.
Method correct wrong undecided sig.
91
91

10

5

Figure 4: Frequencies of variety similarity votes for the two
methods. 1 means “very similar” and 5 means “very different”.
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Figure 5: Frequencies of speaker similarity votes for the two
methods. 1 means “very similar” and 5 means “very different”.
Table 4: Results of the objective evaluation.
DM
Speaker
IVG 1
IVG 2
GOI 1
GOI 2

CPDM

SD

µ

σ

µ

σ

µ

σ

6.33
7.01
6.85
7.03

0.43
0.72
0.43
0.74

6.29
6.68
6.86
7.12

0.36
0.66
0.44
0.73

5.42
5.46
5.90
6.10

0.31
0.29
0.47
0.81

5.2. Objective evaluation
We also conducted an objective evaluation by calculating melcepstral distortion between the trajectories resulting from the
presented methods and trajectories extracted from original
recordings. This was possible as we had recordings of standard
as well as dialect from some of the speakers. For the analysis
we used our AT test set consisting of 23 utterances. We transformed two IVG and two GOI speakers to AT and calculated
mel-cepstral distortion between the synthesized results and the
AT recordings of the same speaker for the same utterance. The
samples were synthesized using the phone durations obtained
by automatic alignment of the test recordings.
Table 4 shows the result of this analysis for the four speakers. It can be seen that the mean mel-cepstral distortion is lower
for CPDM than for DM for the IVG speakers while it is higher
for the GOI speakers. However, only the difference for speaker
IVG 2 is significant according to a Bonferroni-corrected Paired
t-test (p < 4 × 10−8 ). This shows that CPDM improves the
model for one speaker and does not corrupt the model for the
others.
We also trained speaker-dependent (SD) models (using 223
utterances) in AT for every speaker for reference. The mean
values and standard deviations for the speaker dependent models compared to the recordings can also be seen in Table 4. As
expected, all speaker-dependent AT models have significantly
(p < 2 × 10−14 ) lower mel-cepstral distortion compared to the
cross-variety transformation models. This shows that the melcepstral distortion metric covers aspects of speaker similarity.
5.3. Analysis of specific cases
When manually inspecting the synthesized waveforms, we
noticed structures that remarkably differed for the DM and
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oped methods were applied to three different varieties. We
investigated a standard data mapping method and a mapping
method that constrains the mappings for common phones. In
the subjective evaluation, we saw that both data mapping methods can retain speaker similarity to a high degree and variety
similarity to a smaller degree. In the pairwise comparison we
did not see significant differences between the two methods.
This conforms with prior work where different data mapping
approaches also led only to subtle changes in the results [3].
We performed an objective evaluation for the bi-lingual data
of speakers in two varieties. One of four speakers showed a
significant improvement in mel-spectral distortion for CPDM
over DM.
We also analyzed specific cases and reported one of them
in this article. Further analyses would be necessary to gain a
deeper understanding of these effects.
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AT speaker transformed to GOI using DM and CPDM method.
It can be seen that the waveform generated by CPDM is
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is absent in the CPDM synthesis. Analyzing the different trajectories for this sample resulted in Figure 7. The ”s”-sound is
highlighted and it can be seen that the f0 values differ in this
region. DM produces a voiced region compared to the correct,
unvoiced region produced by CPDM. Reasons for this behavior
remain subject of further investigation.
Listening samples for some specific cases can be found on
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Abstract
In this paper we apply adaptive modeling methods in Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM) based speech synthesis to
the modeling of three different varieties, namely standard Austrian German, one Middle Bavarian (Upper Austria, Bad Goisern), and one South Bavarian (East Tyrol, Innervillgraten) dialect. We investigate different adaptation methods like dialectadaptive training and dialect clustering that can exploit the common phone sets of dialects and standard, as well as speakerdependent modeling. We show that most adaptive and speakerdependent methods achieve a good score on overall (speaker
and variety) similarity. Concerning overall quality there is no
significant difference between adaptive methods and speakerdependent methods in general for the present data set.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, dialect, voice modeling, adaptation
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Figure 1: Overlapping phone sets.

1. Introduction
Speech synthesis is an important part of human-machine communication systems. At present, speech synthesis systems are
mostly restricted to standard varieties, which implies a strong
limitation on possible applications.
The dialect or accent of a speaker is an important part of
the persona of a voice-based user interface since “there is no
such thing as a voice user interface with no personality” [1].
Perception of sociolect and dialect influence our evaluation of
speakers’ attributes like competence, intelligence, and friendliness. Persona is defined as the “standardized mental image of
a personality or character that users infer from the applications
voice and language choice” [1], where speech synthesis is an
essential part of a spoken dialog system’s persona.
To build speech synthesis systems that are able to use a
range of different varieties it is important that we have methods that allow for a quick development of these voices. Methods
based on adaptation are therefore a natural choice. Furthermore,
we can exploit the fact that varieties (dialects and sociolects)
and standards have an overlapping phone set. This overlap is
illustrated in Figure 1 for the varieties of German we consider
in this paper. It can be seen that 38 phones are shared across all
three varieties. The small phone set overlap reflects the fact that
there is a number of dialect phones that are characteristic and
mark differences between standard and variety.
The modeling of accented speech data has received some
interest in the last years [2, 3, 4] but the modeling of dialects
that differ significantly from the standard language in terms of
phonetics and the lexicon is still not widely investigated. This
is of course also due to the lack of resources and the difficulty
to acquire them.

In [5] it was shown how adaptive dialect modeling methods can be applied to the modeling of two different varieties,
namely standard Austrian German and Viennese dialect. Here
we show advanced adaptive modeling methods for varieties and
evaluate these methods with three Austrian German varieties,
namely standard Austrian German and two dialects.
In [6] we investigated cross-variety speaker adaptation between standard Austrian German and the dialects of Innervillgraten and Bad Goisern. This method is based on work of [7]
and findings of the EMIME project [8].

2. Speech data and recording
We have recorded and annotated phonetically balanced speech
data in different Austrian varieties from Innervillgraten (IVG),
Bad Goisern (GOI) [9] and standard Austrian German (AT).
In this paper we focus on the modeling of these varieties.
The dialects in Austria can be divided into Middle-Bavarian,
South-Bavarian, and Alemannic dialects. To cover different regions with as many speakers as possible, we decided to model
one Middle-Bavarian and one South-Bavarian dialect in addition to the standard. To restrict the possible variance in the
data, we restricted the recordings to a small village in each region: Bad Goisern in Upper Austria for the Middle-Bavarian
dialect family and Innervillgraten in East Tyrol for the SouthBavarian dialect family. Initial linguistic studies exist for both
dialects [9, 5] but no phone set, corpus, recording script, or synthesizer was available for them.
After a careful phonetic analysis we compiled sets of phonetically balanced sentences (656 for IVG and 665 for GOI)
with respect to the phone set established for the dialect, the fre-
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Table 1: Dialect modeling approaches.
Data Dependency
Name

Target

SD-DD (AT)
SD-DD (IVG)
SD-DD (GOI)
SI-DD (AT)
SI-DD (IVG)
SI-DD (GOI)
SI-SN
SI-SDN
SI-SDNC
DHN

AT
IVG
GOI
AT
IVG
GOI
AT/IVG/GOI
AT/IVG/GOI
AT/IVG/GOI
AT/IVG/GOI

# utt.
198
618
622
1790
1236
1244
4270
4270
4270
4270

Speaker
X
X
X
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Speaker 2 GOI

Speaker 1 IVG

Dialect
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
×
×
×

quency of occurrence of each phone in the data, and the contextspecific variation of phones. The utterances of the recording
script were extracted from a larger corpus of material consisting of 18-20 hours of recordings for each dialect with at least 10
speakers per dialect. These sentences consisted of spontaneous
speech (elicited with key words) and translation tasks. We created a lexicon of words occurring in the script. The script was
divided into a training and testing part. In the final recordings
we recorded 4 speakers (2 male, 2 female) for each dialect. Here
we only train models with the male speakers. For our training
we have 4 dialect speakers (2 IVG and 2 GOI speakers) where
we have dialect and standard data for each speaker, and 1 standard speaker.
The speakers had to fulfill the following linguistic criteria

/o/
/g/

/u/
/a/

Austrian varieties
average voice λ

/i/

/o/
/g/

W2

Speaker 1 AT
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/g/
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Figure 2: Speaker-dialect-normalization
- SI-SDN.
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• “Native speaker”, i.e., raised within the dialect

• Consistent application of characteristic phonological
processes (e.g., assimilations, deletions)
• Lexical knowledge and morpho-syntactic competence

For recording the dialect data we used a setting where the
speaker can hear the utterance he/she is supposed to say and at
the same time see an orthographic transcription of the utterance.
This is not necessary when an orthographic standard is available
and the speakers know how to produce speech from the standard transcription. With this approach we aim to minimize the
linguistic variation between the orthographic transcription and
the actual spoken utterances of a speaker. Nevertheless, there
is still some variation due to fact that speakers may forget what
they heard or attempt to correct the reference utterance in case
of disagreement.

3. Modeling approaches
Our adaptive speech synthesis system [12] is based on the
HSMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) published by the
EMIME project [8]. We use different sets of decision tree questions for each variety. These are partially handcrafted as well as
automatically generated from our phone set definitions.
Table 1 defines the modeling approaches that we investigated.
SD and SI refer to Speaker-Dependent and
Speaker-Independent modeling, DD and DI refer to DialectDependent and Dialect-Independent modeling and SN, SDN,
SDNC and DHN refer to Speaker-Normalization, SpeakerDialect-Normalization, Speaker-Dialect-Normalization with di-
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Figure 3: Dialect-hierarchical normalization - DHN.
alect Clustering and Dialect-Hierarchical-Normalization training, respectively. For dialect-dependent modeling, we train average models for each dialect. For dialect-independent modeling, we consider the following approaches: In SI-SN, we train
a single model using data from all speakers. SI-SDN means to
divide a set of speech data in two varieties uttered by a single
speaker (able to speak both varieties) into two subsets of speech
data uttered by two different pseudo-speakers (Figure 2). In this
example, for speaker 1 AT and IVG recordings exist. Speaker 1
will then be treated as two different speakers, one AT and one
IVG speaker. The idea of SI-SDNC is to add dialect information
as a context for sub-word units and perform decision-tree-based
clustering of dialects in the training of the HSMMs.
In the clustering of dialects, new questions that identify the
variety of an utterance (Is ivg, Is goi, Is at) are added to a set of
questions for the decision-tree-based clustering and minimum
description length (MDL) based automatic node-splitting [13]
is performed. Variety is treated as a clustering context together
with other phonetic and linguistic contexts and it is included in
the single resulting acoustic model. Note that a decision tree
was constructed independently for each combination of state
index and acoustic parameter (mel-cepstrum, log F0 , band aperiodicity) and duration. The same idea has been reported for
multi-accented English average voice models [14].
In the resulting clusterings, we observe that the first ques-
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Table 2: Occurrences of variety questions in decision trees.
# of occurrences
Feature
mel-cepstral
log F0
bndap
duration

State 1

State 2

State 3

State 4

State 5

76
28
23

139
62
24

53
70
37

54
44
28

67
33
29

70

Is_goi
no
Is_ivg

In addition to SD-DD, SI-DD, SI-SN, SI-SDN and SISDNC, which were already applied for AT and Viennese
Dialect (VD) data in the past [5], we also apply dialecthierarchical normalization (DHN) in this paper. In DHN,
a general dialect-independent voice model is trained first,
from which then specific dialect-dependent voice models are
adapted. Finally, speaker-specific voice models are adapted
from these, as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, we extend this
previous work to three different varieties.
We applied model adaptation with AT, IVG, and GOI data
to all models. Therefore we have 30 voices in total, where
25 are adapted voices and 5 are speaker- and dialect-dependent
voices 1 .

4. Evaluation
To assess the quality of the synthetic voices resulting from the
different modeling approaches described in Section 3, we have
carried out a subjective evaluation with 21 test listeners (8 female, 13 male, aged 20 to 55, mean age 28.95). For each of
the three varieties, we have held out 10 test utterances from
the training data, in order to allow comparison also to recorded
samples, and synthesized each of them using all of the methods for each of our five speakers. Comparing any two models for each (speaker, utterance)-combination gives rise to 1050
comparisons in total, which we distributed among our 21 listeners such that each listener heard each (speaker, utterance)combination once and each method-pair two to three times.
1 Synthesis

samples on http://userver.ftw.at/∼mtoman/ssw2013/m

yes

Num-Syl_from_next-StressedSyl<=0

no
yes

no

L-Low_Vowel
no

tion concerning the variety is used near the roots of the decision
trees. Figure 4 shows this part of the constructed decision tree
for the mel-cepstral parameters of the third (middle) state and
Figure 5 the corresponding duration parameter clustering tree.
These are the top-most occurrences of variety questions in the
trees and they appear on level 4 in the mel-cepstral-state-3 tree
and on level 5 in the duration tree.
Overall occurrences of variety questions in mel-cepstral,
logF0 and duration decision trees can be seen in Table 2. It can
be seen that variety class questions are relevant in all states.
In this example, “Is ivg” means “Is the current utterance in
Innervillgraten dialect?” and “Is goi” means “Is the current
utterance in Bad Goisern dialect?”. This means that after these
questions, separate Gaussian pdfs are produced for the different
dialects. We also observed the labels which have been used to
train each single pdf. In SDN only 928 pdfs where estimated
using data from a single variety and 1620 pdfs using data from
more than one variety. For SDNC, 2431 pdfs were estimated
using single variety data and 322 pdfs using data from multiple
varieties. This also shows the effect of the the variety questions
on the clustering.

no
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Figure 4: Dialect clustering results for state 3 of mel-cepstral
decision tree.
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Figure 5: Dialect clustering results for duration decision tree.

For each of their 50 comparisons, the listeners heard a
recorded reference sample and two samples from two different methods, where all three samples contained the same utterance from the same speaker. After listening to each of the three
sound files as many times as they liked, they were asked to tell
which of the two samples they felt to be more similar to the
reference sample. Recorded was also added as a method, i.e.,
in some comparisons the reference sample and one of the samples in question actually contained the same (recorded) signal.
There was also a “tied” option (both samples equally similar to
the reference).
The results are given in Table 3, where we have counted
the number of “won” comparisons and the number of “ties”
for each method pair. In the last column, the symbol “∗” indicates statistical significance of the preference scores according to Bonferroni-corrected Pearson’s χ2 -tests of independence
with p < 0.001. Even with a relaxed significance threshold of
p < 0.05, only one additional significance appears (indicated
by “(∗)” in Table 3), but due to the large number of ties in this
case (30), we do not consider this a meaningful difference between the two methods SI-SDN and SI-SN.
Additionally, we asked the listeners to specify the degree of
similarity for the “winning” method (or both methods, in case
of a tie), by choosing one of the five options “very similar”,
“similar”, “no opinion”, “different” and “very different”. The
results are given in Figure 6 as frequency bar plots, where 1
means “very similar” and 5 means “very different”.

5. Analysis
We have investigated different adaptive modeling approaches
for multi-variety modeling. For the pair-wise comparison of
methods we see no significant differences between adapted
and speaker-dependent methods, with the exception of dialecthierarchical training (DHN), which is worse than all other meth-
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ods (Table 3). Concerning the adaptive methods this can be due
to the small amount of speakers for some models, but for SISDN for example we had 10 pseudo-speakers in the average
voice model. Furthermore improvements with adaptive modeling for Austrian German and Viennese were reported [5] with
similar data sets.
Another reason could be that the phone overlap between
the different varieties is not large enough for applying adaptive
modeling directly. The larger phone overlap of 77% between
Austrian German and Viennese supports this hypothesis.
For the varieties used for the full average voice, the phone
set overlap was 26% (AT ∩ IVG ∩ GOI). For the variety pairs
the phone set overlap was 33% (AT ∩ IVG, AT ∩ GOI) and 59%
(GOI ∩ IVG). This suggests a pre-clustering of the data prior to
training and adaptation, which is dependent on larger amounts
of training data. It also shows that the distance between variety
and standard in terms of phonetic overlap can be quite different
for different varieties.
Concerning the overall similarity of synthesized samples to
original ones we saw that we can achieve a satisfying modeling
of overall similarity with all modeling methods except DHN
(Figure 6). Assuming that overall similarity factors into variety
similarity and speaker similarity, we can conclude that dialects
and speakers can be modeled successfully.
Even if we see no significant differences between adaptive
and speaker-dependent modeling with this data set, we would
still favor the adaptive approach since it has shown its advantage in other experiments [5] and it does never decrease the
quality (except for DHN). Furthermore the adaptive approach
gives us additional possibilities for applications due to the common decision tree structure in the modeling of fast speech [15]
or dialect interpolation [5] for example. The analysis of phone
set overlaps points to a threshold that shows when it is possible
to exploit the full potential of the adaptive approach.

Table 3: Subjective pair-wise comparison scores.
Compared methods
DHN
DHN
DHN
DHN
DHN
DHN
recorded
recorded
recorded
recorded
recorded
SD-DD
SD-DD
SD-DD
SD-DD
SI-SDN
SI-SDN
SI-SDN
SI-SDNC
SI-SDNC
SI-DD

recorded
SD-DD
SI-SDN
SI-SDNC
SI-DD
SI-SN
SD-DD
SI-SDN
SI-SDNC
SI-DD
SI-SN
SI-SDN
SI-SDNC
SI-DD
SI-SN
SI-SDNC
SI-DD
SI-SN
SI-DD
SI-SN
SI-SN

4

5

3

4

250
150
100
3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

DHN (µ = 2.81)

0

50

100

150

200

250
150
5

2

SI−SDNC (µ = 2.54)

100
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Figure 6: Frequencies of similarity votes for each of the seven
methods to the recorded reference sample as evaluated in the
subjective listening test. 1 means very similar, 5 means very
different.
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6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper we have shown adaptive modeling methods for
dialects. We have described our data selection and recording
approach and have shown that speaker-dependent and adaptive
approaches are able to model the overall similarity between synthetic and recorded speech. Although we found no significant
differences between adaptive and speaker-dependent methods
the adaptive approach is still beneficial for applications like fast
speech and dialect interpolation. Furthermore we have built
corpora for the Bad Goisern (GOI) and Innervillgraten (IVG)
dialect and synthesized these dialects for the first time. These
synthesizers can be applied in many fields like tourism and language learning. The corpora are an important step in dialect
preservation.
In future work we want to include the (already available) data from female speakers and perform genderdependent/independent modeling. Furthermore we want to investigate pre-clustering techniques that can be applied to small
data sets.
It remains an open question how much overlap we need between varieties to fully exploit the adaptive approach ad how
we should measure this overlap. As our GOI and IVG corpora
have a larger phone set overlap with each other than either of
them does with the AT corpus, building a combined average
model of GOI and IVG could further assist the analysis. This
model could then be compared with speaker-dependent models
and dialect-dependent average models to further investigate the
impact of phone set overlap on the final speech quality.
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Abstract
In spectral conversion of statistical voice conversion (VC),
distance-based measures between the converted and target spectral parameters are often used as evaluation or training criteria.
However, even if the same speaker utters the same sentence,
the spectral parameters vary utterance by utterance, and thus,
spectral distance between utterances still exists. Moreover, the
original prosodic features of input speech are often kept unchanged in some VC systems, such those that function in realtime. In such cases, prosody of converted and target speech
samples are different, and these differences increases spectral
distance. These potential spectral variations are not considered
in the conventional evaluation/training criterion. Thus, by constructing criteria that consider this spectral difference improvements in sound quality can be expected. In this paper, we investigate intra-speaker spectral variation between utterances of the
same sentence. We also propose a method for predicting this
variation from prosodic parameter differences between the corresponding utterances. We conduct experimental evaluations
using many speech samples of the same sentence uttered by
a single speaker, with results demonstrating that the proposed
method effectively predicts the intra-speaker spectral variation
from the observed prosodic changes.
Index Terms: voice conversion, training/evaluation criterion,
intra-speaker spectral variation, prosodic differences, prediction

1. Introduction
Statistical voice conversion (VC) is an effective technique
for modifying acoustic parameters to convert non-linguistic or
para-linguistic information while keeping linguistic information
unchanged [1]. It was originally proposed for speaker conversion to change the voice uttered by a source speaker as if it is uttered by a specific target speaker [2]. Recent progress in VC has
achieved high-quality and real-time conversion [3]. These technologies can be used in various VC applications for augmenting human-to-human speech communication, such as speakingaid for vocally handicapped people [4, 5], silent speech interfaces [6], bandwidth extension [7], and singing voice effectors
[8]. Improving VC performance has the potential to contribute
greatly to practical use of these applications.
In real-time VC systems for speaker conversion, short-term
speech features, such as spectral parameters, are mainly converted with little delay using complex conversion functions. On
the other hand, long-term speech features, such as F0 patterns,
are fundamentally difficult to convert in real-time. Therefore,
simple conversion functions, such as a global linear transform,
are often used to convert F0 values frame by frame. Consequently, performance of the real-time VC system strongly de-

pends on spectral conversion.
As for spectral conversion, various conversion or evaluation
criteria have been proposed. One of the most standard criteria
is a (weighted) distance measure between converted and target
spectral parameters. It is used in the most widely used VC methods, with a Gaussian mixture models (GMM) based on minimum mean square error estimation [9] or maximum-likelihood
estimation [10]. Some sophisticated model training methods
using it as an optimization criterion have also been proposed
[11, 12]. Recently the use of not only the distance-based criterion but also other criteria have been proposed. One of them
is global variance (GV), which is the second order moment of
a spectral parameter trajectory [10]. It has been reported that
speech quality and conversion accuracy for speaker individuality in converted speech are significantly improved by considering both the distance-based criterion and the GV. It has also
been reported that mutual information is also useful [13]. The
effectiveness of these criteria has also been confirmed in model
training [14, 15, 16]. These results suggest that it is useful to
use additional criteria rather than only the distance-based criteria, although it causes a larger distance between converted and
target spectral parameters (i.e., a larger conversion error).
Previous research has not carefully investigated how much
spectral distance is acceptable in VC. By considering the
amount of acceptable spectral distance, it may be possible to automatically determine weight parameter controlling the balance
between the distance-based criterion and additional criteria. To
clarify the acceptable distance, we focus on intra-speaker spectral variation, which is the spectral distance observed when the
same speaker utters the same sentence many times. It is empirically known that intra-speaker spectral variation will not go
to zero between utterances. Moreover, it has been reported that
larger prosodic changes cause larger spectral differences [17].
Therefore, the acceptable spectral distance possibly changes according to prosodic differences between the converted and target voices.
In this paper, we investigate intra-speaker spectral variation
using many speech samples of the same sentences uttered by a
single speaker. Mel-cepstral distortion [18] is used as a metric to capture the intra-speaker spectral variation. Moreover,
we propose a method to predict the intra-speaker spectral variation between two utterances from their differences of various
prosodic parameters. This prediction is useful to determine the
acceptable spectral distortion in each utterance-pair and it has a
potential to develop better training, conversion, and evaluation
metrics for spectral conversion in VC.
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2. Basic Procedure of VC

where F0 is the source speaker’s F0 value and F̂0 is the converted F0 value. The conversion model parameters are µ(s)
and σ (s) , which are mean and standard deviation values of logscaled F0 values of the source speaker, and µ(t) and σ (t) , which
are those of the target speaker. Prosodic parameters, such as
shape of F0 pattern, phoneme duration, and power patterns, are
kept unchanged in conversion. Note that it is also possible to
convert them if real-time conversion processing is not necessary
and linguistic contents are available. However, such a conversion is essentially difficult in real-time conversion processing
without any linguistic contents.
In the conversion processing as mentioned above, the converted speech is generated by the converted spectral parameters and globally transformed F0 values without any prosodic
changes. Therefore, ideal converted spectral parameters will
be spectral parameters of a speech sample uttered by the target
speaker so that its prosody is the same as that of the source
speaker. However, it is not straightforward to record such
speech samples as in each utterance pair of the available parallel data the target speaker’s prosody is usually different from
the source speaker’s prosody. Therefore, the target spectral parameters are not ideal ones. Nevertheless, in the traditional approach the spectral conversion model is basically trained so that
the conversion error (i.e., the distance between the converted
spectral parameters and the target spectral parameters) in the
parallel data set is minimized.

3. Investigation of Intra-Speaker Spectral
Parameter Variation
We investigate how much spectral parameters vary when a single speaker utters the same sentence and how much spectral parameters differ additionally by imitating prosody of other speakers.
3.1. Recording of speech samples
We recorded speech samples of the same sentence uttered by
a single speaker. One Japanese male speaker uttered one sentence 200 times with his own prosody. He also uttered the
same sentence while imitating prosody of other reference speakers. The number of reference speakers was 24 (12 male and
12 female). To make it easy to imitate the utterances, 1)
analysis-synthesized speech samples were generated by converting F0 values of speech samples of the reference speakers using Eq. (1) to make their F0 ranges equivalent to
that of the male speaker and 2) they were presented to the
male speaker as reference speech samples during the recording.
The male speaker recorded 8 utterances imitating each reference speaker’s prosody. A total of 192 speech samples were
recorded. The sampling frequency was 16 kHz.
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In the statistical VC for speaker conversion, a parallel data set
consisting of utterance pairs of the source and target speakers
is used to train the conversion models for individual speech parameters. As the conversion model for spectral parameters, a
conditional probability density function of the target speaker’s
spectral parameters given the source speaker’s spectral parameters is often modeled by a GMM. On the other hand, as the
conversion model for F0 parameters, the following global linear transformation is often used:
)
σ (t) (
log Fˆ0 = (s) log F0 − µ(s) + µ(t) ,
(1)
σ
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Figure 1: Frequency distribution of mel-cepstral distortion between utterances of the same sentence uttered by the same
speaker.

3.2. Intra-speaker spectral parameter variation
The 1st through 24th mel-cepstral coefficients extracted by
STRAIGHT analysis [19] were used as spectral parameters.
Frame shift was 5 ms. Mel-cepstral distortion was calculated
by performing dynamic time warping (DTW) in each utterance
pair.
Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution of the melcepstral distortion for all utterance-pairs, one is a frequency
distribution for speech samples with the male speaker’s own
prosody and the other is that for speech samples with the different speakers’ prosody. We can see that even in the same sentence with the same speaker, the mel-cepstral distortion is not
0. For the speech samples with the speaker’s own prosody, the
mean value is 3.9 dB and the standard deviation value is 0.35
dB. On the other hand, for the speech samples with the different
speakers’ prosody, the spectral variation tends to be larger; its
mean value is 4.4 dB and its standard deviation value is 0.38
dB.
These results suggest that 1) it is not necessary to decrease
mel-cepstral distortion to 0 in VC and 2) as prosodic differences
between the source and target speakers are larger, a larger melcepstral distortion will be acceptable.

4. Prediction of Spectral Parameter
Variation
While the source and target speakers’ prosody is usually different from each other in available parallel data sets, it is ideal to
predict target spectral parameters in each utterance-pair when
the target speaker imitates prosody of the source speaker. However, this is not straightforward to do. Although a method for
predicting spectral parameter changes according to F0 changes
has been proposed [17], it still needs training data consisting
of many speech samples of the same linguistic contents uttered
by the target speaker with different F0 values. It is laborious
work to additionally record such a data set. Therefore, we simplify the problem to be solved. We predict spectral distortion
between the original speech sample of the target speaker in the
parallel data and a practically unavailable speech sample uttered
by the target speaker while imitating prosody of the corresponding utterance of the source speaker. Namely, we predict not an
unobserved spectral feature vector itself but its distance from
an observed spectral feature vector. The predicted spectral dis-
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Figure 2: Prediction procedure of mel-cepstral distortion from
prosodic variation parameters.

(a) Time warping function

tortion is still useful as it shows acceptable spectral distortion
depending on prosodic differences in each utterance-pair.
As a first step to achieve such a prediction, in this paper
we propose a method for predicting the mel-cepstral distortion
from prosodic variation parameters capturing prosodic differences using many speech samples of the same sentence uttered
by a single speaker. Figure 2 shows the prediction procedure.
Prosodic parameters extracted from an utterance pair and the
prosodic variation parameters are calculated as an explanation
variable. The mel-cepstral distortion is also calculated in this
utterance-pair as a target variable. Then, the mel-cepstral distortion is predicted from the prosodic variation parameters. In
a practical application, the prosodic variation parameters are
calculated between the source and target speech samples in
each utterance pair for training or evaluation. Finally, the melcepstral distortion is predicted from these samples. The predicted mel-cepstral distortion is regarded as an acceptable distortion between the converted and target spectral parameters.
Note that this distortion varies utterance by utterance. It is inevitable to develop a sentence/speaker-independent prediction
model to make it possible to apply this prediction model in practical VC conditions.

difference in power patterns. These parameters take positive
values and only take zeros when prosody of two speech samples is completely the same as each other.

4.1. Prediction Model

4.2.1. Duration Distortion

A multiple linear regression model is used to predict the melcepstral distortion from the prosodic variation parameters as follows:

To capture a difference of total duration over an utterance, duration distortion is calculated as follows:

m̂i,j = a⊤ pi,j + c,

(2)

where m̂i,j is the predicted mel-cepstral distortion between the
ith utterance and the j th utterance, pi,j is a prosodic variation
parameter vector between these utterances, a is a regression coefficient vector, and c is a bias value. The regression coefficient
vector and the bias value are determined by the least square error estimation. In this paper, the mel-cepstral distortion and the
prosodic variation parameters are calculated using only voice
active frames, which are automatically extracted with normalized waveform power.
4.2. Prosodic Variation Parameters
Several prosodic variation parameters are used in the prediction.
Duration distortion and DTW distortion capture the difference
in duration. Voiced/unvoiced error rate and F0 distortion capture the difference in F0 patterns. Power distortion captures the
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Figure 3: Calculation of DTW distortion.

Ddur = log Nl − log Ns ,

(3)

where Nl is the number of frames extracted from a longer utterance, and Ns is the number of frames extracted from a shorter
utterance.
4.2.2. DTW Distortion
To capture the difference in local duration, DTW distortion is
calculated as shown in Figure 3. First, temporally dynamic
features of the time warping function are determined by DTW,
which is given by the slope of a regression line as shown in
a1 (t) in Figure 3(a), and calculated at each frame of each utterance. One example of the dynamic feature sequence over an
utterance is shown in Figure 3(b). If there is no difference in
local duration, the time warping function is represented as a line
and the slope at every frame is equivalent to its constant slope
N2 /N1 as shown in Figure 3(a). The DTW distortion is calculated as a difference between the dynamic features and the
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constant slope as follows:

DDTW

=

v
u N1 (
)2
∑
1 u
N2
t
a1(t) −
2N1 t=1
N1
v
u N2 (
)2
∑
1 u
N1
t
,
+
a2(t) −
2N2 t=1
N2

(4)

where N1 and N2 are the number of frames of utterance 1 and
utterance 2, and a1 (t) and a2 (t) are the dynamic feature at
frame t over the utterance 1 and utterance 2. All frame pairs
from frame t − 1 to t + 1 over the utterance 1 are used to fit a
regression line to calculate a1 (t). In a similar way, a2 (t) is also
calculated.
4.2.3. Voiced/Unvoiced Error Rate
To capture the difference of voiced/unvoiced frames, a
voiced/unvoiced error rate between frames time-aligned by
DTW is calculated as follows:
N

DU/V =

1∑
e(t),
N t=1

(5)

where N is the number of time-aligned frame pairs, e(t) is a
function that returns 0 when voice/unvoiced information is the
same at frame-pair t and returns 1 when they are different.
4.2.4. F0 Distortion
To capture the difference of F0 patterns, F0 distortion is calculated between time-aligned frames by DTW as follows:
v
u Nv (
(
))2
∑
1 u
(1)
(2)
t
log(F0 (t)) − log F0 (t)
DF 0 =
,
(6)
Nv t=1
(1)

where Nv is the number of voiced frame pairs, and F0 (t) and
(2)
F0 (t) are F0 values of individual utterances at frame pair t.
(max)
We also calculate a maximum value (DF0 ) and a mini(min)

mum value (DF0 ) of the absolute difference of log-scaled F0
in each utterance pair.
4.2.5. Power Distortion
To capture the difference of power patterns, power distortion is
calculated between time-aligned frames by DTW as follows:
v
uN
∑
1u
2
(p(1) (t) − p(2) (t)) ,
(7)
Dpow = t
N t=1

where N is number of frame pairs, p(1) (t) and p(2) (t) are normalized power values of individual utterances at frame pair t.
(max)
We also calculate a maximum value (Dpow ) and a mini(min)

mum value (Dpow ) of the absolute difference of the normalized power in each utterance pair.
4.3. Normalization of Speaker-Dependency
The prosodic variation parameters and the mel-cepstral distortion are affected by speaker individuality. To reduce the impact
of speaker dependence on these parameters, all parameters are
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Table 1: Prediction results of mel-cepstral distortions.
Regression
Correlation
model
coefficient
Speaker-dependent
Sentence-dependent
0.76
Speaker-dependent
Sentence-independent
0.75
Sentence-independent
Speaker-independent without normalization
0.64
Sentence-independent
Speaker-independent
with normalization
0.72
normalized so that their mean and standard deviation values are
equal to 0 and 1 in each speaker.
This normalization can be straightforwardly applied to the
prosodic variation parameters (i.e., variable calculable from the
input) using the parallel data in practical VC conditions. On
the other hand, it is not straightforward to apply it to the melcepstral distortion (i.e., a target variable). Namely, the normalized mel-cepstral distortion is predicted but the unnormalized
mel-cepstral distortion is hard to predict. Nevertheless, the normalized mel-cepstral distortion is still effective to improve the
conventional training, conversion, and evaluation criteria because it captures additional information about the acceptable
spectral distortion varying utterance by utterance.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Conditions
We recorded speech data of 5 speakers (4 males, 1 female) in
the same way as described in Section 3.1. Male 1 uttered 6 sentences 200 times, and the other speakers uttered 4 sentences 50
times. These sentences were extracted from the ATR Japanese
speech database [20]. The 1st through 24th mel-cepstral coefficients extracted by STRAIGHT analysis [19] were used as
spectral parameters. F0 values were extracted by the F0 estimation method of STRAIGHT analysis [21]. The sampling
frequency was 16 kHz. Frame shift was 5 ms.
To evaluate prediction accuracy, we calculated a correlation
coefficient between the predicted mel-cepstral distortion and the
observed mel-cepstral distortion. We evaluated the following
four models:
1) speaker- and sentence-dependent models: a single prediction model was trained and evaluated for each speaker
and each sentence,
2) speaker-dependent and sentence-independent models: a single prediction model was trained and evaluated for each
speaker using all of his/her sentences,
3) speaker- and sentence-independent models without normalization: a global prediction model was trained for all
speakers using their all sentences without normalization
described in Section 4.3,
4) speaker- and sentence-independent models with normalization: a global prediction model was trained for all speakers using their all sentences with the normalization.
In each case, five-fold cross validation was employed. All combinations of utterance-pairs of the same speaker and the same
sentence were considered. In the speaker-independent model,
the number of utterances of Male 1 was reduced to the same
number of utterances of the other speakers. We also evaluated
the effect of individual prosodic variation parameters on prediction accuracy by adding them as explanatory features one by
one in the speaker- and sentence-dependent model.
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Table 2: Correlation coefficients between individual prosodic difference parameters.
max
min
–
DDT W DU/V
DF0 DFmax
DFmin
Dpow Dpow
Dpow
0
0
Ddur
0.22
0.05
0.10
0.02
0.03
0.11
0.04
0.03
DDT W
–
0.25
0.29
0.23
0.05
0.27
0.16
0.04
DU/V
–
–
0.40
0.24
0.20
0.58
0.32
0.12
DF0
–
–
–
0.65
0.28
0.37
0.19
0.12
DFmax
–
–
–
–
0.09
0.26
0.17
0.07
0
DFmin
–
–
–
–
–
0.14
0.06
0.04
0
Dpow
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.63
0.20
max
Dpow
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.10
5.5
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Figure 4: Scatter diagram of target mel-cepstral distortion and
that predicted by sentence-dependent model (for Male 1).

5.2. Experimental results
Table 1 shows results of individual prediction models using
all prosodic variation parameters. The speaker- and sentencedependent model is capable of predicting the mel-cepstral distortion with accuracy of 0.76 in correlation coefficient. A scatter
plot between the predicted mel-cepstral distortion and the observed mel-cepstral distortion is shown in Figure 4. We can see
a tendency that the prediction error is smaller as the observed
mel-cepstral distortion is also smaller. The speaker-dependent
and sentence-independent model does not cause any adverse effects and its correlation coefficient is 0.75 as shown in Table 1.
Its scatter plot is shown in Figure 5. From this we can see that
the proposed method is not sensitive to a change of sentence
content. Table 1 also shows results of the speaker-independent
models with/without the normalization. If the normalization
is not performed, the correlation coefficient decreases to 0.64.
This result shows that the prediction model is strongly affected
by the speaker differences. We can also observe this degradation in a scatter plot as shown in Figure 6. This degradation is
alleviated by using normalization as shown in Figure 7.
Table 2 shows correlation coefficients between each
prosodic variation parameter pairs. We can see that correlation coefficients tend to be low except for F0 and power distortion and their maximum values. Therefore, each of the other
prosodic variation parameters represents different property of
prosodic differences. Figure 8 shows changes of the correlation coefficient by adding the prosodic variation parameters to
the feature set one by one. The DTW distortion has a great contribution to the prediction for all speakers. By further adding
only the F0 distortion and the power distortion, the prediction
accuracy becomes almost equivalent to that achieved by using
all prosodic variation parameters.

3

3.5

4
4.5
Predicted distortion[dB]

5

5.5

Figure 5: Scatter diagram of target mel-cepstral distortion and
that predicted by sentence-independent model (for Male 1).

These results suggest that 1) the mel-cepstral distortion can
be predicted using only three prosodic parameters (the DTW
distortion, the F0 distortion, and the power distortion) and 2)
the speaker- and sentence-independent prediction model can be
trained using normalization of speaker differences in each parameter.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated intra-speaker spectral variation
between utterances of the same sentence. It was found that
larger prosodic differences cause larger spectral variations, and
acceptable spectral distortion in VC varies by prosodic variation. To predict the spectral variations caused by the prosodic
differences, we proposed a prediction method using a multiple
linear regression model to predict the mel-cepstral distortion
from several prosodic variation parameters. The experimental
results have demonstrated that 1) the mel-cepstral distortion is
predicted relatively well by the proposed method (the correlation coefficient is more than 0.7), 2) the prediction model is
robust against sentence differences, and 3) the prediction model
is sensitive to the speaker differences but this issue is well alleviated by the parameter normalization, and 4) good prediction
accuracy is achieved using only three prosodic parameters. We
plan to construct training, conversion, and evaluation metrics
considering the predicted spectral variation.
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Abstract
Many spoken languages do not have a standardized writing
system. Building text to speech voices for them, without
accurate transcripts of speech data is difficult. Our language
independent method to bootstrap synthetic voices using only
speech data relies upon cross-lingual phonetic decoding of
speech. In this paper, we describe novel additions to our
bootstrapping method. We present results on eight different
languages---English, Dari, Pashto, Iraqi, Thai, Konkani,
Inupiaq and Ojibwe, from different language families and
show that our phonetic voices can be made understandable
with as little as an hour of speech data that never had
transcriptions, and without many resources in the target
language available. We also present purely acoustic
techniques that can help induce syllable and word level
information that can further improve the intelligibility of these
voices.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, synthesis without text,
languages without an orthography

1.

Introduction

Recent developments in speech and language technologies
have revolutionized the ways in which we access information.
Advances in speech recognition, speech synthesis and dialog
modeling have brought out interactive agents that people can
talk to naturally and ask for information. There is a lot of
interest in building such systems especially in multilingual
environments. Building speech and language systems typically
requires significant amounts of data and linguistic resources.
For many spoken languages of the world, finding large
corpora or linguistic resources is difficult. Yet, these
languages have many native speakers around the world and it
would be very interesting to deploy speech technologies in
them.
Our work is about building text-to-speech systems
for languages that are purely spoken languages: they do not
have a standardized writing system. These languages could be
mainstream languages such as Konkani (a western Indian
language with over 8 million speakers), or dialects of a major
language that are phonetically quite distinct from the closest
major language. Building a TTS system usually requires
training data consisting of a speech corpus with corresponding
transcripts. However, for these languages that aren't written
down in a standard manner, one can only find speech corpora.
Our current efforts focus on building speech synthesis
systems when our training data doesn't contain text.
It may seem futile to build a TTS system when the
language at hand doesn't have a text form. Indeed, if there is
no text at training time, there won't be text at test time, and
then one might wonder why we need a TTS system at all.
However, consider the use case of deploying a speech-to-

speech translation of video lectures from English into
Konkani. We have to synthesize speech in this “un-written”
language from the output of a machine translation system.
Even if the language at hand may not have a text form, we
need some intermediate representation that can act as a text
form that the machine translation system can produce. A first
approximation of such a form is phonetic strings. Another use
case for which we need TTS without text is, say, deploying a
bus information system in Konkani. Our dialog system could
have information about when the next bus is, but it has to
generate speech to deliver this information. Again, one can
imagine using a phonetic form to represent the speech to be
generated, and produce a string of phones from the natural
language generation model in the bus information dialog
system.
The work we present here is our continued effort in
improving text to speech for languages that do not have a
standardized orthography. We have built voices for several
languages, from purely speech corpora, and produced
understandable synthesis. We use cross-lingual phonetic
speech recognition methods to do so. Phone strings are not
ideal for TTS, however, as a lot of information is contained in
higher level phonological units including the syllables and
words that can help produce natural prosody. However,
detecting words from speech corpus alone is a difficult task.
We have explored how purely acoustic techniques can be used
to detect word like units in our training speech corpus and use
this to further improve the intelligibility of speech synthesis.

2.

Relation to prior work

Speech to speech translation typically involves a cascade of
three models: an automatic speech recognition system (ASR)
in the source language, a statistical machine translation system
(SMT), and a text to speech engine (TTS) in the target
language. Generally, these three models are developed
independently of each other. Recent work such as [1, 2, 3, 4]
has looked into deeper integration of this pipeline, but the
general assumption here is that the target language has an
orthography.
If the target language of speech to speech translation
does not have a written form, it has been proposed that one be
deﬁned, though training people to use it consistently is in itself
very hard and prone to inconsistencies (e.g. Iraqi Arabic
transcription techniques in the recent TRANSTAC Speech to
Speech Translation Project, see [5]). Our proposal is to use a
phonetic-like representation of the target speech, derived
acoustically as the orthography to use. [5, 6] have investigated
such an approach.
Changes have been proposed to SMT modeling
methods [7, 8] to speciﬁcally deal with phoneme strings in the
target language. In order to induce the automatic phonetic
writing form, we use an ASR system in a foreign language and
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adapt the acoustic model to match the target speech corpus.
Speech synthesis voices are typically built from less data
compared to speech recognition systems. Acoustic model
adaptation with limited resources can be challenging [9]. [10]
has recently proposed a rapid acoustic model adaptation
technique using cross-lingual bootstrapping that showed
improvements in the ASR of under-resourced languages. Our
model adaptation technique is somewhat similar to that
method, but we optimize the adaptation towards better speech
synthesis, and have only acoustic data in the target language.
In preliminary work in this direction [11] we
proposed a method to devise a writing system. We also
proposed using existing techniques to automatically induce
words and syllables from a string of phonemes [12]. In this
work, we propose using acoustic information to derive higher
level phonological units, which is language independent and
more reliable than inducing structures using noisy ASR
output.
Although such representations may be difficult for a
native speaker to write, an SMT system can help bridge the
gap from a source language to the target phonetic
representation of the language. [13] models pronunciation
variability based on articulatory features and is more suited
for our purpose (since ASR transcript could be noisy) and we
plan to use such models in the future.

3.

Data and resources

We used audio from eight languages from four diverse
language families for this research. Our audio data ranged
from almost two hours of speech to less than six minutes, as
shown in Table 1.
Language
Size
(minutes)
English
111
Dari
52
Iraqi
62
Pashto
39
Thai
25
Ojibwe
12
Inupiaq
5.5
Konkani
5.5
Table 1: Audio data sizes
Our English data was from the Blizzard Challenge
[14] 2013 audio book task, recorded by a professional voice
recording artist.
Dari is a dialect of Persian that is used in
Afghanistan as an official language and also spoken in parts of
Iran and Tajikistan. It has over 18 million native speakers.
Pashto is a also an official language of Afghanistan and has
over 40 million speakers. The Dari and Pashto corpora are
from the DARPA TRANSTAC project. Iraqi Arabic is a dialect
of Arabic spoken in Iraq and has about 15 million speakers.
The Iraqi Arabic corpora were provided by BBN as part of the
DARPA BOLT project.
The Thai language is spoken by over 20 million
people and is the official language of Thailand. We used the
Thai speech corpora from the SPICE [15] dataset.
Inupiaq is an Inuit language spoken by about 2100
people in northern and northwestern Alaska. Ojibwe is spoken
in Canada and the United States and has around 56000 native
speakers. Both Inupiaq and Ojibwe use the Latin script in their
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written forms. Our data for Inupiaq and Ojibwe came from a
corpus collected as part of the Endangered Languages project
at Carnegie Mellon University.
Konkani is an official language of India and is used
primarily in Goa and Karnataka. It has over 8 million native
speakers. Konkani does not have its own script, and native
Konkani speakers use Devanagari, Latin, Kannada,
Malayalam and even Arabic scripts to write it. We used a
corpus of Konkani from the CMU SPICE project [15].
We used the CMU Sphinx [16] speech recognition
toolkit in allphone mode as our phonetic decoder and to train
new acoustic models. We used the Festvox voice building
tools to build CLUSTERGEN [17] voices for the Festival [18]
speech synthesizer. CLUSTERGEN is a type of statistical
parametric synthesizer that is more robust to noise than other
methods such as unit selection. Our method can be used with
any parametric synthesis technique.
Our phonetic decoder used trigram phonetic
language models built from German and Marathi data. For the
German language model, we used the Europarl [19] corpus
and for the Marathi language model, we used a corpus created
by collecting news stories from a Marathi news website,
Esakal. The words are expanded to their phonetic forms using
statistically trained letter to sound rules in the respective
language. We used a single acoustic model, the Wall Street
Journal (WSJ) English acoustic model provided with CMU
Sphinx.
We used the TestVox[20] tool to run listening tests
online.

4.

Overview of our approach

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the components and flow
of our approach.

Figure 1: Overview of our approach
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First, we decode the audio in the target language with a
phonetic decoder using an acoustic model and language model
from another language. Then, using the transcripts obtained
from decoding and the speech corpus, we iteratively build new
targeted acoustic models until convergence. We use the
phonetic transcripts to build synthetic voices and evaluate
them objectively using the Mel-Cepstral Distance (MCD)
[21] and subjectively using human listening tasks. We also
automatically induce syllable and word-like structures on
these transcripts and build syllable and word based synthetic
voices. The next few sections describe these steps in greater
detail.

5.

Bootstrapping synthetic voices

For phonetic decoding, we use an acoustic model and
phoneme language model from a related language. For our
experiments in this paper, we used the English WSJ acoustic
model for decoding all languages. Using the WSJ acoustic
model for decoding English speech is not fair, but we used it
to keep the acoustic model consistent in all our experiments.
Ideally for phonetic decoding, an acoustic model and phoneme
language model from a closely related language are more
appropriate. To simulate this in our experiments, we used
Marathi and German phonetic language models, as listed in
Table 2.

Figure 2: Iterative targeted Acoustic Models for languages
with ~1 hour of speech
Figure 3 shows the MCD graph for Pashto and Thai,
both of which have around 30 minutes of speech. We see that
the MCD for Pashto in the first three iterations falls rapidly
and then does not change much, while for Thai, there is a big
drop after the first iteration, which is consistent with the
results for English, Dari and Iraqi Arabic. There is a large rise
in MCD at iteration 7 for Thai, but it falls again in the next
iteration. We can see that even with half an hour of speech, our
iterative method produces better transcripts than the base
decoding with the WSJ acoustic model.

Language
Acoustic Model
Language Model
English
WSJ
German
Dari
WSJ
Marathi
Iraqi
WSJ
German
Pashto
WSJ
Marathi
Thai
WSJ
Marathi
Ojibwe
WSJ
German
Inupiaq
WSJ
German
Konkani
WSJ
Marathi
Table 2: Acoustic and Language models used for cross lingual
decoding
After decoding speech in the target language using
the appropriate acoustic and language models, we iteratively
train new acoustic models using the decoded transcript as the
text and the original audio as the speech. At each stage of the
iterative process, we calculate the MCD of the voice built
using the decoded transcript from that iteration. Figure 3, 4
and 5 show the MCD of voices built using these transcripts for
various languages.
Figure 2 shows the MCDs of transcripts obtained on
English, Dari and Iraqi Arabic. English has about two hours of
speech while Dari and Iraqi Arabic have about one hour of
speech. We see that there is a big drop in MCD value from the
first iteration to the second, in which the targeted acoustic
model is built. In the case of English, iteration 7 has the lowest
MCD, after which it rises slightly. For Iraqi Arabic and Dari,
the MCD continues to fall until the last iteration.

Figure 3: Iterative targeted Acoustic Models for languages
with ~30 minutes of speech
Figure 4 shows results for Ojibwe, which has 12
minutes of speech and Inupiaq and Konkani, both of which
have around five minutes of speech. We see that for Ojibwe,
the MCD rises slightly after the first iteration and then falls
after the fifth iteration, with the difference in the MCD
between the base and best iteration being 1.43. This shows that
even with just 12 minutes of speech, the iterative method is
able to come up with a better transcript than just the base
decoding. However, for both Inupiaq and Konkani, we see that
the MCD rises after the first iteration. This is probably
because of the phonetic complexity of these languages and the
amount of speech is too small to build even targeted acoustic
models.
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Language

Best
iteration

Syllables

CRF

English

5.328

5.26

5.25

Dari

4.787

4.165

4.76

Table 3: MCD comparison of voices with syllable and word
induction

7.

Figure 4: Iterative targeted Acoustic Models for languages
with < 15 minutes of speech
Overall, we see that with a reasonable amount of
speech data, the iterative targeted acoustic models produce
better phoneme transcripts than just using base decoding from
a cross lingual phonetic decoder, shown here on a variety of
languages.
Throughout the iterations, we kept the language
model used by the ASR consistent. One obvious extension of
this approach is to adapt the language model at each iteration.
However, preliminary experiments on interpolating the
original language model at each iteration with the new
transcript did not yield improvements in MCD.

6.

Improved synthesis with syllables
and words

So far, we have discussed the bootstrapping method
which produces phoneme transcripts of the audio, which may
be noisy. However, Text to Speech systems typically benefit
from using syllable and word level information. So, we try to
automatically induce syllables and word-like units from the
phoneme transcripts.
We syllabified English and Dari transcripts with the
lowest MCD in the 10 iterations. To obtain syllables, we use
heuristic rules built into the Festival speech synthesizer to join
phonemes in the transcripts. We treated the syllables as words
and added appropriate entries in the lexicon.
For inducing word-like units, we used cross-lingual
information to train a Conditional Random Field (CRF)
model. We created training data for the CRF by extracting
phonemes and word boundaries from the German Europarl
data. We used CRF++ [22] to train a German model that could
group phoneme sequences into world-like units and used the
same English and Dari transcripts used for syllabification
earlier to test the model. We discarded words that were rare (<
300 in frequency) and used the rest of the hypothesized words
in our transcripts. We added appropriate lexical entries for
these words and built voices for English and Dari.
Table 3 shows the result of syllable and word
induction. We see that both for English and Dari, grouping
phonemes into syllables decreases the MCD of the new voice.
Surprisingly, this difference is very large in the case of Dari,
even though the syllable rules were written for English. The
voice built for English using CRF word induction has a
slightly lower MCD than the syllable method. However, this
method does not seem to make much of a difference in the
case of Dari. This could be because we used a German word
model, and German word rules are quite different from Dari.
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Inducing higher level phonological
units

In Section 6, we have demonstrated how syllables and words
can be induced from the raw phonetic transcriptions. Here we
present an approach that uses the acoustic information, to
derive higher order phonological units. While the approach for
deriving syllables from phone strings is fairly straight forward
across languages (grouping phones together, with the
constraint of having one vowel per syllable), the derivation of
words from phones is not one-to-one and there is little
generalization that is language independent. There is
additional complexities for languages with no formal notions
of word, or those that are morphologically agglutinative. Here
we propose derivation of a more reliable and generalizable
phonological unit, the accent group.
We use the broad definition of accent group as being
a group of syllables that bears only one intonational accent
(a.k.a pitch accent) on them. This definition, while appealing
to the idea of metrical feet, does not use pre-defined rules on
which syllables should be grouped together, instead opting for
a completely data-driven parsing approach (the complete
description and training strategy are provided in [24]) as
summarized below.
The idea is to analyze the pitch contour in tandem
with the underlying syllable sequence and approximate it with
a synthetic contour described as a sequence of TILT shapes
[23] over parses of syllable groups. The optimal parse on the
syllables is one that minimizes the reconstruction error of the
target pitch contour. A stochastic context free grammar is
trained on such parses of accent groups, so as to allow
prediction of accent groups for unseen sequences of syllables.
In order to uniquely identify syllables, we tag each syllable
with the vowel name, the onset and coda categories as
described in [24] (e.g: syl_onsettype_codatype_vowel). These
categories are only a few in number and yet are language
independent, allowing us to use this approach for arbitrary
new languages here. This is illustrated in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Acoustically derived parse over syllables into accent
groups
Given such parses derived acoustically from the pitch contours
on all of training data, a grammar is trained to predict parses
of unseen sequences of tagged syllables. This is further
improved with decision trees about the positional information
of each syllable, so as to reliably estimate for each syllable
boundary, if there is a accent group boundary, or not.
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8. Subjective evaluation for intelligibility
From our objective results mentioned earlier, we saw that the
voices built using syllables were better than the voice built on
the best iteration using phonemes. Word induction seemed to
help in the case of English, but not Dari.
To test this subjectively, we conducted A/B listening
tests comparing the voice having the lowest MCD and the
voice with syllable units for both English and Dari to see if
grouping phonemes together into syllables was perceptually
better. Table 5 lists the results from tests on English and Dari.
In both cases, we see that participants preferred the voice with
syllabified transcripts significantly more than the best
iteration.
Best
Syllable Can’t
iteration
say
English
7
4%
68%
28%
Dari
5
6%
72%
22%
Table 5: Results of listening tests for English and Dari
Language

# participants

In order to test the higher level phonological units
i.e. the words and Accent Groups, we built synthetic voices as
described in the previous sections. Unseen sequences of
sentences in syllabified English were synthesized by each of
the above methods i) Syllable transcripts, ii) CRF induced
words and iii) Automatically detected Accent Groups. In
addition, we also compared the system with Accent Groups to
the best iteration from our baseline approach which has no
induction of higher level units. 10 sentences of each system
were compared in pairs by 10 English listeners who were
asked to make a preference to one of the two stimuli. The
results are shown in the Table 6.
Voice A
Best
iteration
Induced
words
(CRF)
Syllable

Voice B
Accent
Group
Accent
Group

Prefer A
12%

Prefer B
78%

Can’t say
10%

22%

70%

8%

Accent
47%
43%
10%
Group
Table 6: Results of listening tests for English

The results indicate that significant gains can be
obtained by induction of the speech-derived accent group
units, as opposed to word derivations through CRFs over
phoneme transcriptions. While it is encouraging that the
Accent Group voices perform comparably, syllable voices
remain the most reliable units that can be induced in the
current setting. This is perhaps due to the unavailability of
sufficient data, or features that effectively capture the
contextual information in building voices using higher levels
of phonology.

9. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we applied our iterative cross-lingual decoding
technique to eight languages from various language families.
We saw that with as little as half an hour of speech, we could
get improvements in MCD over the baseline decoded
transcripts.

We also used heuristics to syllabify the phoneme
transcripts and a CRF to automatically induce word like units,
which led to higher quality voices, both objectively and
subjectively. In addition, we described a method to use
acoustic information to identify accent groups to create higher
level phonological units which may help improve the quality
of synthesis. Our results indicate that inducing such units leads
to a large improvement in both MCD and subjective
preference.
From our initial experiments on building SMT
systems from the source language to the target learned
transcript, knowing where the word boundaries are can prove
to be critical for good translation. We plan to explore other
methods to automatically derive higher level units from text
and acoustics.
In the future, we also plan to explore using
combinations of multiple acoustic and language models
instead of relying on a single model for the initial decoding
pass. We also realize the importance of the initial phoneset and
plan to explore more principled methods of pruning phonesets
at each iteration. The next stage of this work is to extend it to
use machine translation to provide a usable writing system for
languages without a standardized orthography.
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Abstract
This paper presents techniques for building text-to-speech frontends in a way that avoids the need for language-specific expert knowledge, but instead relies on universal resources (such
as the Unicode character database) and unsupervised learning
from unannotated data to ease system development. The acquisition of expert language-specific knowledge and expert annotated data is a major bottleneck in the development of corpusbased TTS systems in new languages. The methods presented
here side-step the need for such resources as pronunciation lexicons, phonetic feature sets, part of speech tagged data, etc. The
paper explains how the techniques introduced are applied to the
14 languages of a corpus of ‘found’ audiobook data. Results of
an evaluation of the intelligibility of the systems resulting from
applying these novel techniques to this data are presented.
Index Terms: multilingual speech synthesis, unsupervised
learning, vector space model, text-to-speech, audiobook data

1. Introduction
Collecting and annotating the data necessary for training a
corpus-based text-to-speech (TTS) conversion system in a new
language requires considerable time and expert knowledge.
Conventionally, audio data for training a synthesiser back-end
(or waveform generator) will be gathered during a speciallyarranged recording session. For this, a recording script must be
prepared, a suitable studio must be found, a voice talent must
be recruited and speech recording must be carefully supervised.
One of the primary goals of the Simple4All1 project is to reduce
the time and expert knowledge needed to produce new TTS systems. In [1] we presented a toolkit – developed as part of this
project – for segmenting and aligning existing freely-available
recordings (audiobooks), circumventing to some extent the need
to engineer purpose-recorded speech corpora. The outcome of
applying those tools to audiobooks in 14 languages is what we
have released under the name of the Tundra corpus.
However, the problems associated with TTS data-collection
do not stop when we have obtained transcribed speech data for
training a synthesiser back-end. TTS systems also require a
front-end (or text analysis module), which accepts input text
and outputs a representation of an utterance suitable for input
into the back-end. TTS systems generally represent utterances
in terms of units and features based on linguistic knowledge,
such as phonemes, syllables, lexical stress, phrase boundaries
etc. The components of the front-end that predict these from
1 www.simple4all.org/

input text are either made up of hand-written rules or statistical modules; acquiring the expert knowledge required either to
manually specify those rules, or to annotate a learning sample
on which to train the statistical models, represents a major obstacle to creating a TTS system for a new target language and requires highly specialised knowledge. Such non-trivial tasks include, for example, specifying a phoneme-set or part of speech
(POS) tag-set for a language where one has not already been defined; annotating plain text with POS tags, as required to train
a POS tagger and annotating the surface forms of words with
phonemes to build a pronunciation lexicon.
The toolkit we are developing in Simple4All includes tools
for constructing TTS front-ends which make as few implicit assumptions about the target language as possible, and which can
be configured with minimal effort and expert knowledge to suit
arbitrary new target languages. To this end, the modules rely on
resources which are intended to be universal, such as the Unicode character database, and employ unsupervised learning so
that unlabelled text resources can be exploited without the need
for costly annotation. The current paper presents these tools
and explains how they were applied to the data of the Tundra
corpus to produce TTS systems in 14 languages. We present
the results of a listening test of the intelligibility of those systems, and thus evaluate the entire pipeline implemented by our
toolkit, which begins with raw found data and ends with trained
TTS systems. An initial public version of tools for this whole
pipeline (for segmenting and aligning found data and for producing TTS systems with minimal expert knowledge) is due to
be released in November 2013.
In prior work addressing the bottleneck in TTS system construction represented by the front-end, unified systems aimed at
producing complete systems have generally taken the strategy
of providing infrastructure to ease the collection by non-experts
of the conventional resources necessary for system construction. This infrastructure might take the form of user-friendly development environments [2], or training and on-going support
[3]. Prior work has also presented unsupervised methods for
building systems based on letters rather than phonemes [4, 5],
induction of phone-sets [6, 7], syllable-like units [8, 9], or lexicons [10]. However, this work has not been presented as an integrated framework for producing end-to-end TTS systems. Furthermore, despite the significant work on unsupervised learning
in Natural Language Processing [11, 12] and Information Retrieval [13, 14], potentially useful techniques developed in those
fields have not been applied to the problem of TTS front-end induction.
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2. Database
The Tundra corpus [1] is a standardised multilingual corpus designed for text-to-speech research with imperfect or found data.
It consists of 14 audiobooks in 14 different languages (Bulgarian, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian and Spanish) and amounts to approximately 60 hours of speech. A complete list of the audiobooks with their sources and durations can
be found here http://tundra.simple4all.org.
The corpus provides utterance-level alignments obtained
with a lightly supervised process described in [15] and [16].
The accuracy of the alignment method, as described in [16] is of
7% SER and 0.8% WER, therefore some light post-processing
is required in order to eliminate some of the erroneous utterances. Initial segmentation of the audiobooks into utterancesize chunks was performed using the lightly supervised GMMbased VAD described in [17]. As most of the used audiobooks
are recorded in non-specialised environments, the speech data
underwent a light cleaning process: normalising the DC offset,
applying a multi-band noise gate removal and an RMS-based
deverberation method, as described in [1].

3. System Construction
For each of the 14 languages of the Tundra corpus, a TTS system was trained with no reliance of language-specific expertise.
Although speaker and recording differences mean that meaningful comparison between languages is difficult, we wished to
make the training conditions for the 14 voices as uniform as
possible. Therefore, we selected a 1 hour subset of each of the
languages’ data on which to train voices for this evaluation: the
method of data selection we used is explained in Section 3.1.
Then text analysis and waveform generation components were
trained on that selected data as explained in Sections 3.2 and
3.3, respectively.
3.1. Lightly-supervised data selection
Our principal current interest in audiobook data is that it
presents a source of ‘found’ data from which TTS training
databases can be harvested without the need to construct a
recording script, recruit a native speaker of the target language,
and supervise the recording of a script from scratch. In the
present work, therefore, we ignore the other possible advantage of using audiobook data: that harnessing the variety of
speaking styles present in audiobooks might enable us to produce less ‘mechanical’-sounding TTS systems. Although this
is a longer-term goal, we here follow an approach similar to the
one presented in [18], which aims to select a neutral subset of a
database containing diverse speech. In that paper, 9 utterancelevel acoustic features are used along with several textual cues
to exclude diverse speech from the training set. Thresholds over
these features are set manually by the system builder to exclude
non-neutral utterances.
For the current work we perform utterance selection using
an active learning approach, with uncertainty sampling [19].
Rather than being required to tune thresholds manually, the system builder is presented with example utterances and asked to
indicate whether or not they are spoken in a neutral style. The
interface therefore insulates the user from the details of the features used, and lets the user focus on what should be key: their
intuitive response to hearing speech samples. The procedure we
used is as follows:
1) Feature extraction First, frame-level features (F0 , en-
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ergy and spectral tilt – approximated by 1st mel cepstral coefficient) are obtained, from which utterance-level features are
computed. The fact that no thresholds need to be manually
tuned means that we can afford to use a great many more features than the 9 employed in [18]. Our feature set is based on
the one described in [20]: we compute mean, standard deviation, range, slope, minimum and maximum (6-level factor) for
F 0, spectral tilt, and energy (3-level factor) in the following
sub-segments of each utterance: entire utterance, 1st and 2nd
halfs, all 4 quarters, first and last 100ms, first and last 200ms
(11-level factor), giving a total of 198 features.
2) Initial labelling The user is presented with the audio
of s randomly-selected seed utterances from the whole corpus
(via a text-based user interface) and asked to label them keep or
discard – utterances are labelled with the user’s decision.
3) Classifier training A classifier is trained on the labelled
examples. Our choice of classifier is a bagged ensemble of decision trees [21] because it can be trained quickly (allowing online
active learning in real time), is robust against noisy features and
able to accept unnormalised input variables, and mixtures of
discrete and continuous input variables (allowing a great many
different acoustic features to be used, and different types of features), allows the space of utterances to be partitioned recursively (enabling complex interactions between features to be
detected), and provides robust estimates of class probabilities
(important for step 4).
4) Uncertainty sampling The set of u uncertain examples
(utterances about which the classifier is most uncertain – in the
present case, the utterances which have closest to 0.5 keep probability). The utterances in this set are presented to the user for
labelling.
5) Steps 3 and 4 are repeated as many times as time allows.
6) The set of utterances either labelled keep by the user are
kept for training, as well as enough of the utterances to which
the trained classifier gives the highest keep probability to, to
make up the desired quantity of training data.
For the work presented here, s was set to 15 and u was set
to 1. That is, the user was asked to provide 15 labels at the
outset, and presented with a single uncertain example at each
iteration. The stopping criterion we used in this work was to
limit the number of iterations to 15 – in the present, utterance
selection time was limited to approximately 20 minutes per language, and 15 was found to be a reasonable number of iterations in that time. Informal comparison suggested the approach
outlined is beneficial for this task, but in ongoing work we are
testing this rigorously and comparing uncertainty sampling with
random sampling, as well as applying our active learning tool
to other TTS tasks.
3.2. Front-end construction with unsupervised learning
The TTS front-end building tools used for this work are based
on ideas outlined in [22] and applied to Spanish TTS in [23].
Input to the system consists of the audio of utterances selected
as described in Section 3.1, together with their text transcription (aligned at the utterance level): in the present case, these
are taken from the Tundra corpus, and had been obtained as
summarised in Section 2. As an additional input, 5 million
words of running text data were obtained from Wikipedia in
the target languages for construction of the word- and letterrepresentations described below.
Text which is input to the system is assumed to be UTF-8
encoded: given UTF-8 text, text processing is fully automatic
and makes use of a theoretically universal resource: the Uni-
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Letter < -0.03 in
VSM dimension 3?

Figure 1: Use of a letter space to replace phonetic knowledge in decision-tree based state-tying. Shown here are 2 dimensions of the
actual letter space induced in training the Romanian system described in the paper. The 3 lines bisecting the space represent the 3
questions actually asked in the uppermost fragment (first three ‘generations’) of the state-tying decision tree for the central state of the
model for spectral envelope features. Letters shown in black are ‘heard’ by the system (i.e. are present in the transcriptions of the audio
training data) but ones shown in grey are only ‘seen’ (i.e. appear only in textual training data) and are mainly foreign language letters.
code database. Unicode character properties are used to tokenise the text and characterise tokens as words, whitespace,
punctuation etc. Our modules have so far been successfully
applied to a variety of alphabetic (Latin-based, Cyrillic) and
alphasyllabic (Brahmic) scripts. Our front-ends currently expect text without abbreviations, numerals, and symbols (e.g. for
currency) which require expansion; however, the lightly supervised learning of modules to expand such non-standard words
is an active topic of research [24], and we hope to integrate such
modules into our toolkit in the near future.
A letter-based approach is used, in which the names of letters are used directly as the names of speech modelling units (in
place of the phonemes of a conventional front-end). This has
given good results for languages with transparent alphabetic orthographies such as Romanian, Spanish and Finnish, and can
give acceptable results even for languages with less transparent
orthographies, such as English [22, 4, 5, 7].
The induced front-ends make use of no expert-specified categories of letter and word, such as phonetic categories (vowel,
nasal, approximant, etc.) and part of speech categories (noun,
verb, adjective, etc.). Instead, features that are designed to stand
in for such expert knowledge but which are derived fully automatically from the distributional analysis of unannotated text
(speech transcriptions and Wikipedia text) are used. The distributional analysis is conducted via vector space models (VSMs);
the VSM was originally applied to the characterisation of documents for purposes of Information Retrieval. VSMs are applied to TTS in [22], where models are built at various levels
of analysis (letter, word and utterance) from large bodies of
unlabelled text. To build these models, co-occurrence statistics are gathered in matrix form to produce high-dimensional
representations of the distributional behaviour of e.g. word and
letter types in the corpus. Lower-dimensional representations
are obtained by approximately factorising the matrix of raw co-

occurrence counts by the application of slim singular value decomposition. This distributional analysis places textual objects
in a continuous-valued space, which is then partitioned by decision tree questions during the training of TTS system components such as acoustic models for synthesis or decision trees for
pause prediction. For the present voices, a VSM of letters was
constructed by producing a matrix of counts of immediate left
and right co-occurrences of each letter type, and from this matrix a 5-dimensional space was produced to characterise letters.
Token co-occurrence was counted with the nearest left and right
neighbour tokens (excluding whitespace tokens); co-occurrence
was counted with the most frequent 250 tokens in the corpus. A
10-dimensional space was produced to characterise tokens.
Two dimensions of the letter space induced in training the
Romanian system are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that
in these dimensions of the space, vowel and consonant symbols
are clearly separable. When a decision tree for clustering acoustic model states is built and allowed to query items’ positions in
these 2 dimensions, it can use all partitions of the space orthogonal to its axes. A decision tree question such as Is the letter’s
value in VSM dimension 3 < -0.03? is very nearly equivalent
to a question based on linguistic knowledge such as Is the letter
a consonant? The categories of vowel and consonant are useful for clustering acoustic models, and so decision trees actually
built using this space use such partitions of the space: the 3 lines
shown bisecting the space in the figure represent the 3 questions
actually asked in the uppermost fragment (first three ‘generations’) of the state-tying decision tree for the central state of the
model for spectral envelope features.
Distributional analysis places linguistic or textual units in
a continuous space which is then partitioned on acoustic evidence. The space constrains the possible groupings of objects
that can be considered during decision tree growing. Distributional analysis also allows splits made to generalise to items
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that are ‘seen’ by the system in text data but not ‘heard’ in the
audio data. This is most obviously useful where units such as
words are concerned, where many items not present in the training speech corpus are likely to occur at run-time. It can, however, also be useful where letters are concerned, and some examples that illustrate our models’ ability to generalise beyond
what is heard can be seen in the letter space shown in Figure
1. There, letters shown in black are ‘heard’ by the system but
ones shown in grey are only ‘seen’ – these are mainly due to
foreign language words within Romanian Wikipedia entries. It
can be seen that unheard foreign vowels such as á and ö are
suitably placed near the Romanian vowels, and unheard consonants such as ß and q are placed near the consonants that are
actually heard. Splits such as those shown – made only on the
basis of the heard items – therefore generalise to unheard items.
In the case of letters, this allows rare and foreign letters to be
handled despite their absence in the transcriptions of acoustic
training data. It can also allow better handling of non-standard
spellings: in the case of the vowel î (i with circumflex), there
is a variant (with inverted breve instead of circumflex) which is
not present in any of the speech transcriptions but which is used
in a few Wikipedia articles. From Figure 1 it can be seen that almost identical representations are learned for these two letters,
meaning a decision tree built using those representations will
be able to handle the variant form correctly at run-time, even
though no instances of that variant were seen in the transcription of the speech training corpus.
The front ends make use of decision trees to predict pauses
at the junctures between words. Data for training these trees
are acquired automatically by force-aligning the training data
with their transcriptions, and allowing the optional insertion of
silence between words. The independent variables used by the
trees are whether words are separated by punctuation or space,
and the VSM features of the tokens preceding and following the
juncture.
A rich set of contexts is created using the results of the analysis described here for each letter token in the database. Features include the identity of the letter and the identities of its
neighbours (within a 5-letter window), the VSM values of each
of those letters, and the distance from and until a word boundary, pause, and utterance boundary. In the current systems, word
VSM features are not included directly in the letter contexts, but
are used by the decision tree for predicting pauses at runtime.
3.3. Back-end construction
For training the waveform generation modules for the 14 voices,
the waveforms of the training corpora were parameterised almost as described in [25]. The one difference is that instead
of the committee of different pitch-trackers used in the earlier
work, pitch tracks obtained from a glottal source signal estimated by glottal inverse filtering [26] were used for their greater
accuracy.
For all systems, speaker-dependent acoustic models were
built from this parameterised speech data and the annotation
described in Section 3.2, using the speaker-dependent modelbuilding recipe described in [27].
Static and interactive demos of the resulting voices are
available at http://tundra.simple4all.org/demo.
A screen shot of the geographically-organised demo page is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Demo screenshot: this geographical interface to
voices can be found at http://tundra.simple4all.
org/demo.

4. System Evaluation
4.1. Procedure
We are primarily interested in having our systems produce intelligible speech; evaluation therefore focused on the intelligibility of TTS output as measured by the word and letter error rates
of listeners’ transcriptions of those outputs. Conventionally in
TTS evaluation, listeners are asked to transcribe semantically
unpredictable sentences (SUS) [28]. However, such SUS are
not currently available in all the Tundra languages and it is not
trivial to construct new SUS, and so we resorted to using short
natural sentences from the held-out test sets of the Tundra corpus.
For all 14 Tundra languages, 40 sentences were manually
segmented from the held-out chapters of the relevant audiobook. Note that these test sets are distributed with the Tundra
corpus, and so the results presented below can be considered
benchmarks for future work. An attempt was made to select
sentences of 6–8 words in order to make the inherent difficulty
of transcription as uniform as possible. However, in some languages these thresholds had to be relaxed; Table 1 gives statistics of test-sentence lengths in all languages.
Subjects for the evaluation were recruited through a webbased crowdsourcing service. The advert for the evaluation
specified that native speakers of the relevant language were required; in addition, participation in each part of the evaluation
was restricted to users registered in countries where the relevant
language is an official or majority language. We attempted to
recruit listeners to evaluate all 14 systems built. However, as
the option to restrict participation to workers registered in Denmark, Finland and Hungary was not available in the service we
used, listening test for only 11 of the systems were publicised.
The number of responses from participants varied greatly between languages. At the time of writing, responses from a sufficient number of listeners (25+) had been collected in only 5
of the languages (Bulgarian, English, Italian, Polish and Romanian) . Results for these five languages are presented here;
evaluation of the remaining voices is left for future work.
In all languages, two conditions were evaluated: the natural speech of the natural sentences from the test set, and the
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TTS system reading the same text. In the four languages of
the Simple4All consortium members (including two of the languages for which results are presented here: Romanian and English), however, SUS were available, and so for those languages
a third condition was evaluated: the TTS system producing SUS
texts. This is designed to provide a way of broadly gauging the
relative difficulty of transcribing natural and SUS sentences, although language and text differences mean it is obviously not
advisable to treat extrapolation of the differences to the remaining languages with any great confidence.
The evaluation was run as a set of webpages where participants were asked – using headphones – to listen to the samples
and to type in what they heard. Multiple listens were allowed
as some of the the natural sentences were longer than the short
SUS we would typically use. For the first two conditions, a balanced design was used so that each listener heard each utterance
text only once, while each text was heard an equal number of
times in both conditions over the whole evaluation. Each listener heard 20 sentences spoken in each condition. For English
and Romanian where the SUS condition was also included, listeners heard a further set of 20 SUS sentences.

4.2. Results
Word error rates for the first 2 conditions are shown in Figure 3.
For all languages besides English, a similar pattern can be observed: listeners’ transcriptions of natural speech attain a WER
of 8–12%, and in all cases the TTS system attain WERs approximately 1.5 times worse. This is consistent with the difference
between WERs for natural speech and decent benchmark systems in larger scale evaluations on standard corpora. For example, natural speech and the Festival benchmark system attained
WERs of 17% and 25% respectively in the 2011 Blizzard Challenge evaluation [29]. The results for English are the exception
to the general pattern: the WER for synthetic speech is over 4
times worse than that of natural speech. From prior knowledge
and from looking at listeners’ transcriptions, it seems clear that
this is due to the fact that TTS is based on letters in a language
with such an opaque letter-to-sound relationship. In all languages except Polish, the difference between the first two conditions (natural speech and TTS) found to be statistically significant (with α = 0.05) using the bootstrap procedure of [30].
As expected, WERs for the SUS sentences are much higher

Natural speech
Synthetic speech

51.9
50

Word error rate (%)

Table 1: Statistics of Tundra test-sentence lengths (number of
words)
Language Mean Standard deviation
German
6.63
0.87
Finnish
6.8
0.91
Bulgarian 6.85
0.83
English
6.88
0.94
Italian
6.9
0.87
Polish
6.95
0.88
Hungarian 7.05
0.81
Russian
7.13
1.18
Danish
7.4
1.19
Portuguese 8.08
1.47
Dutch
8.1
2.15
Romanian 8.55
1.97
French
8.58
1.96
Spanish
8.8
1.65

40
30
20
14.8
10 9.59
Bulgarian

18.2
11.7

10.8

English

Italian
Language

8.24

10.6

Polish

8.72

12.0

Romanian

Figure 3: Word error rates for TTS systems and natural speech
for 5 of the 14 systems built from the Tundra corpus.
than those for natural sentences: 24.8% and 69.4% for Romanian and English, respectively.

5. Conclusions
We have presented tools for building TTS front-ends in a way
that exploits unsupervised learning techniques to side-step the
need for language-specific expert knowledge and resources such
as pronunciation lexicons, phoneme inventories and part of
speech taggers. We have shown how the tools were applied
to the languages of the Tundra corpus to produce TTS systems in 14 languages. As we had previously built the Tundra corpus from found data using minimal supervision and language specific knowledge, these TTS systems represent the output of our entire pipeline of tools, and show the type of voice
which any interested developer should be able to build using
our toolkit (which will be made freely available) despite a lack
of language-specific or speech technology expertise, if a source
of speech and text data can be found. Five of the voices were
evaluated in a listening test for intelligibility, which we consider to show that systems of reasonable quality can be built by
applying our tools to publicly available audiobook data, assuming orthographies of similar transparency to those of Bulgarian,
Italian, Polish and Romanian. While evaluation of the remaining systems that can be heard in the demo is still ongoing, the
results for five languages published here – having been obtained
from a standardised, publicly available corpus – are intended to
be useful benchmarks against which future work can be compared.
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Abstract
The effectiveness of phonetic-contrast motivated adaptation on
HMM-based synthetic voices was previously tested on English
successfully. The aim of this paper is to prove that such adaptation can be exported with minor changes to languages having different intrinsic characteristics. The Italian language was
chosen because it has no obvious phonemic configuration towards which human speech tend when hypo-articulated such
as the mid-central vowel (schwa) for English. Nonetheless,
low-contrastive attractors were identified and a linear transformation was trained by contrasting each phone pronunciation
with its nearest acoustic neighbour. Different degree of hyper and hypo articulated synthetic speech was then achieved by
scaling such adaptation along the dimension identified by each
contrastive pair. The Italian synthesiser outcome adapted with
both the maximum and the minimum transformation strength
was evaluated with two objective assessments: the analysis of
some common acoustic correlates and the measurement of a
intelligibility-in-noise index. For the latter, signals were mixed
with different disturbances at various energy ratios and intelligibility was compared to the standard-TTS generated speech. The
experimental results proved such transformation on the Italian
voices to be as effective as those on the English one.
Index Terms: hypo/hyper-articulated speech synthesis, Italian HMM-based synthesis, intelligibility enhancement, speech
adaptation, statistical parametric speech synthesis.

1. Introduction
The observation that human talkers modify their speech production according to the environmental condition was established
more than a century ago by Lombard [1].
According to theories such as the Lindblom’s H&H (hypohyper) theory of speech production [2], such adjustments are
controlled by the need of maximising the effectiveness of the
communication minimising the effort at the same time. Mainly,
these are driven by constant monitoring their effectiveness.
Moore’s PRESENCE [3] model was one of the first attempts to import human-inspired ideas into a computational
model, which could be also included in a complex automatic
speech communication system. Following this comprehensive
model, a first reactive synthesiser that could react to environmental disturbances by enhancing the contrast between competing phones was proposed [4]. This work was mainly motivated
by the lack of expressivity observed in standard text-to-speech
systems. The few expressive synthetic speech synthesisers are
tuned to specific needs and therefore not able to react to different environmental conditions dynamically.
A first complete Computational model for Hyper and Hypo

articulated speech synthesis (C2H), which would monitor its
output in order to maximise the intelligibility in noise, was proposed in [5] and its effectiveness was tested with an HMMbased English speech synthesiser.
Recently, other approaches, which focus mainly on sound
quality modifications to maximise the speech audibility in
noise, have tackled the problem from different angles: synthetic Lombard-speech generation by manipulating the glottal
source signal [6]; feature optimisation to increase the intelligibility of the parametric generated speech [7]; hyper and hypoarticulated speech synthesis by interpolating between ‘ad hoc’
recorded corpora [8].
Aim of this paper is to apply the C2H test adaptation technique [5], which relied upon the reduction/expansion of the
vowel space using the schwa [@] vowel, with minor changes to
Italian. This language differs from English because it has no
such clear low-energy attractors for hypo-articulated speech in
its phonetic inventory.
In the following sections, the details of the adaptation on
two existing Italian HMM-based voices (a female and a male
one) are presented. Particular emphasis is used to describe
the training process and to motivate the low-contrastive attractor choice. The Italian synthesiser outcome adapted both
with the maximum and the minimum transformation strength
was evaluated with two objective analyses: the extraction of
some common acoustic correlates and the measurement of an
intelligibility-in-noise index.

2. The Italian language
The adaptation process used in the C2H experimental part [5]
took advantage of some characteristics of the English language
in which a vowel exists, [@], which is widely recognised as
the most common reduced phonetic configuration in hypoarticulated speech.
The question therefore has surged whether low-contrastive
configurations could be also found in the languages, such as
Italian, where low-energy phones cannot be explicitly found.
Italian is a seven-vowel language with some peculiar differences with respect to English: i) the absence of lowenergy phonemes such as /@/ and /h/ in its phonemic inventory;
ii) vowel acoustic realisations mostly stand close to the border
of the vocalic triangle (F1-F2 chart); iii) the high variability of
stress position in the word, along with the contrastive use of it;
iv) the contrastive use of consonant geminations.
Even though Italian language does not exhibit schwa in his
vocalic system, it can be observed (as allophones of some unstressed vowels) in spontaneous speech, in some reduction phenomena or in some local dialects [9]. Thus, the Italian hypo-
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articulated speech is also assumed to contain one (or more) lowcontrastive configurations towards which vowels are reduced.
The main difference with English would be the selected target
phones to train the linear transformation. The contrastive use
of stressed/unstressed vowels and the consonant gemination,
which mostly affects the phone duration, can be also controlled
to reduce the acoustic distance between close phones.
As in English, formant shifting, spectral energy redistribution, speaking rate changes, pitch modification are the most
common phenomena observed in Italian hyper/hypo-articulated
speech.

3. The phonetic-contrast transformation
The basic principle that drives this transformation is that lowcontrastive configurations exist for both human and synthetic
speech. In such configurations, produced speech is less contrastive (i.e. phones merged together) and it becomes therefore less intelligible. On the contrary, when speech production
moves away from these configurations, speech becomes clearer
and intelligibility increases.
The adaptation process in C2H focused on low-level signal modifications, but it was also aware of the phonetic content of speech production along with the most likely competing phones for human understanding. Low-contrastive attractors were hypothesised for every phone to define the direction
for hyper/hypo-articulated speech transformation. These attractors should be the most likely acoustic realisations towards
which speech production converges when the effort has to be
minimised (hypo articulated speech) and from which it moves
when the intelligibility has to be maximised (hyper articulated
speech). When phones are reduced to these low-contrastive
configurations, the acoustic distance between the most likely
competing phones is minimum. An interpolation/extrapolation
along the key dimension of hypo/hyper-articulation could be
obtained by controlling the distance from such attractors. The
proposed adaptation was achieved with a linear transformation
which also allows for a continuous adaptation.
Differently from what tested in the C2H experiments on English, no distinction was made between the adaptation on vowels and the one on consonants. In both cases, it consisted on
identifying a phonetically relevant competitor for each phone
and assuming that the Low-Contrastive (LC) configuration is
reached by applying the half-strength transformation towards
it. Ideally, this technique would map both competitors into the
same acoustic realisation. The High-Contrastive (HC) configuration would be achieved by moving the operational point along
the same direction but opposite strength.
A small difference between vowel and consonant adaptation stood in the criterion by which the competitors were chosen. An example for vowels is displayed in Figure 1.
3.1. Implementation in an HMM-based TTS system
In order to test the proposed hyper/hypo articulated speech
adaptation, the adaptation was implemented to be applied to an
HMM-based speech synthesiser. Figure 2 shows the functional
diagram of the procedure used to create the target corpus and to
train the transformation parameters.
Starting from the set of Full context Labels (L0) used to
build the HMM-based voice, an all-contrastive version (L1)
was obtained through the phonetic transformation. These labels
were used to generate the acoustic features (P1) representing
the low-contrastive acoustic space. The most likely models for
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Figure 1: Example of adaptations for [e] and [O]. The blue
lines refer to the transformations towards the Low-Contrastive
(LC) point (hypo-articulated speech), the red lines to the ones
towards the High-Contrastive (HC) (hyper-articulated). The
dashed grey line shows the competitors used to train the transformation.
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Transformation
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LOW-CONTRASTIVE ACOUSTIC SPACE

Full context
Labels L0

STANDARD ACOUSTIC SPACE

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the data preparation and the
parameter transformation estimation.

unseen-context phones were selected from the standard HMM
models with a decision-tree clustering. The time-aligned version of L1 (LA1) was mapped back into the standard phonetic
domain (LA0). These labels along with the target Generated Parameters (P1) were used as reference to compute the Transformation Parameters with the Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) transformation estimation.
Once the parameters were obtained for the contrastive
transformation, this would be applied with reduced strength
(usually 50%) to the original HMM models to reduce standard synthesised speech to low-contrastive (hypo-articulated).
Inverting the direction of the transformation as per [5], a highcontrastive (hyper-articulated) synthetic speech would be generated.

4. Italian TTS modules and voices
The base voice models used in the experiments were built using a modified version of the TTS software MaryTTS 5.0 [10].
The Italian modules and voices for MaryTTS [11] have been recently made available by the ISTC-CNR research institute and
they comprehend: i) Italian lexicon and letter-to-sound rules,
ii) context dependent part-of-speech tagger, iii) ToBI rules to
predict symbolic prosody from text, iv) a customised version of
the Italian Sampa phoneset [12].
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The adaptation experiments were tested on two voice models both trained with phonetically and prosodic balanced speech
corpora: Lucia (∼1400 sentences, ∼2 hours) recorded by a female speaker in a quasi-soundproof booth; Roberto (a commercial speech corpus available for research purposes, ∼1900 sentences, ∼3 hours) recorded by a professional male speaker.
Both voice models adopted MaryTTS as linguistic frontend for extracting monophone and full context labels. The HTS
toolkit version 2.2 [13] was used to model the signal spectrum
with Mel-Generalised Cepstral features, the fundamental frequency with multi-space probability distribution (MSD) [14],
and the voicing strengths for mixed excitation [15] with continuous probability distribution.
The voices were trained with: i) default speaker-dependent
HTS parameters, ii) decision tree based state clustering, iii) separate streams to model each of the static, delta and delta-delta
features, iv) single Gaussian models.
Both voices are proven to have high-quality characteristics.
Lucia is actively employed in robot-human interactions within
the EU-funded project ALIZ - E1 , while the commercial voice
Roberto has received good scores from some initial informal
listening test.

5. Experiments
First a set of competing phone pairs was selected. For each
vowel, the competitor was the one in opposite position across
the vowel triangle (see Figure 1). On the other hand, the
consonant competitor pairs were motivated by a study about
perceptual confusion/discrimination on Italian consonants in
noise [16]. Similarly to [17], Caldognetto listed the Italian consonants that are more likely to be mistaken in several noisy conditions. Following these guidelines, the most confusable consonant pairs were chosen to be the competitor pairs. Further
contrastive pairs were motivated by the contrastive use of consonant gemination in Italian. The geminated consonants were
therefore mapped into the corresponding non-geminated ones.
A summary of the substitutions is displayed in Table 1.
Table 1: Vowel and consonant mapping. STD column contains the original phones and CTR has the contrastive ones.
Geminate consonants are mapped to the corresponding nongeminate ones.
STD
[a] →
[e] →
[i] →
[o] →
[u] →
[E] →
[O] →
[j] →
[w] →
[p] →

CTR
[u]
[o]
[O]
[e]
[a]
[o]
[e]
[O]
[a]
[f]

STD
[f] →
[t] →
[k] →
[ts] →
[s] →
[tS] →
[S] →
[b] →
[d] →
[v] →

CTR
[p]
[k]
[t]
[s]
[ts]
[s]
[tS]
[d]
[b]
[b]

STD

CTR

[dz] → [dZ]
[dZ] → [dz]
[g] → [dZ]
[z] → [g]
[l] → [L]
[L] → [l]
[m] → [n]
[n] → [m]
[J] → [m]
[r] → [m]

After that, the relative adaptation for the Lucia and Roberto
voices was obtained as per the method described in Section 3.1.
The same framework used to test the C2H model was also
applied to evaluate this adaptation. A common test set of 200
text sentences (not included in the training set) were used to
1 http://www.aliz-e.org/

generate the test utterances which was then assessed with objective evaluations.
As mentioned above, the transformation has to be applied to
the standard TTS voice (STD) with the appropriate strength in
order to reach the correct low-contrastive and high-contrastive
operational points. The generated speech signals were synthesized with three degree of articulation: a) HYO the lowestcontrastive configuration which is still intelligible in clean environment (60% of the total strength); b) STD the standard TTS
outcome (no adaptation); c) HYP the highest-contrastive configuration which is not affected by too sever artefacts (60% of
the total inverse strength).
Before the evaluation, all signals were normalised to have a
constant RMS (−24 dBFS).
Thereafter, the three different kinds of speech signals were
analysed using automatic tools to extract acoustic correlates and
the results compared with what observed in literature for hyper
and hypo-articulated speech. These speech signals were also
mixed with three different disturbances: i) a real car noise, ii) a
babble noise recorded in a large-size room, iii) 2-3 competing
different language (English) talkers. In order to normalise the
speech energy with respect to the noise, the Segmental Signal
to Noise Ratio (SSNR) [18] was computed and the disturbance
was amplified to have constant mean SSNR. Three SSNR levels
has been taken into consideration for these experiments: 1 dB,
−4 dB, and −9 dB.

6. Results
In order to evaluate the proposed adaptation performance, two
types of analysis on the three types of synthesiser outcome are
provided: an acoustic and an intelligibility one.
6.1. Acoustic analysis
The first assessment of the adaptation effects on the acoustic
signal was done by plotting the first two vowel formants (F1
and F2) of synthesiser outcome with the three degrees of articulations (HYP, HYO, and STD) (Figure 3 and Figure 4).
It is clear from these plots how both TTS voices move from
the confused and centralised positions of the HYO configuration (Figure 3a and 4a) to the more separate and recognisable
ones of HYP (Figure 3a and 4a). The stressed HYO vowels in
Roberto aggregate in three main positions rather than an unique
central one. This confirms the idea that the low-contrastive configuration is not an unique position close to [@], but it is an intermediate position depending on the surrounding phones. All
these behaviours emerged spontaneously from the adaptations
without any assumption in the training but the control of phonetic contrast. Transformations seem to achieve a more effective reduction/expansion on the Roberto voice. It is worth to
notice that the Roberto vowel variance (Figure 4) is quite limited with respect to the Lucia one (Figure 3). Indeed, the former
was created using a professional speaker’s voice whereas the
latter denotes some regional accent influence. Moreover, the
amount of recorded corpus is different: Roberto training corpus
was one-third bigger the Lucia one.
Even though two adaptations contribute to modify the signal at the same time, the vowel charts behave similarly to what
observed for the schwa-based ones in [5].
Another type of acoustic analysis was performed by extracting some acoustic parameters, which are proved to be correlated
to the degree of articulation of speech [19, 20], from the audio
generated by the implemented adaptations:
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Figure 3: Effect of the HYO (Figure 3a) and the HYP (Figure 3c)
adaptation applied to the Lucia voice. The plot for STD voice
vowels is also plotted (Figure 3b) for reference. SAMPA symbols are used in the legend.

Figure 4: Effect of the HYO (Figure 4a) and the HYP (Figure 4c)
adaptation applied to the Roberto voice. The plot for STD voice
vowels is also plotted (Figure 4b) for reference. SAMPA symbols are used in the legend.

duration parameters : the Mean Sentence Duration, MSD,
and the Mean Phone Duration (without pauses), MPD,
which normally increase in human speech with the degree of articulation;

Table 2: Acoustic analysis of the three degrees of adaptation on
the Lucia voice. In parenthesis the difference with STD.

spectral parameters: the Long Term Average Spectrum,
LTAS13, the spectral tilt, Sp.Tilt, the spectrum Centre of
Gravity Sp.CoG, and the vowel space area (F1F2 area)
which usually show a shifting towards high frequency;

MSD [s]
MPD [s]

pitch parameters: the average fundamental frequency value,
F0, and its range, F0 range which should both increase
accordingly to the degree of articulation.
The average result values are shown in Table 2 for Lucia and in Table 3 for Roberto. In both tables, the clearest
modifications are observed in the vowel space (F1F2 area) expansion/reduction. Even though this was imposed by design,
nonetheless this observation, together with Figure 3 and Figure 4, it proves the adaptation behaves correctly.
Other evident differences between the three sets of audio
files appear in the spectrum energy shift (e.g. Sp.CoG and
Sp.Tilt) and in the duration (MSD and MPD). The latter proves
the tendency of the automatic system to elongate the speech
production to increase phonetic contrast and vice-versa.
In conclusion, from the acoustic analysis, it can be affirmed
that the proposed transforms are behaving according to what
observed in human speech production.
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Type of analysis

LTAS13 [dB SPL]
Sp.Tilt [dB/dec]
Sp.CoG [Hz]
F1F2 area [Hz2 ]
F0 [Hz]
F0 range [Hz]

HYO

STD

HYP

5.75 (-5.1%)
0.078 (-2.5%)

6.06
0.08

6.38 (+5.3%)
0.083 (+3.7%)

47.7 (-9.3%)
-5.6 (+7.7%)
394.1 (-27.9%)
14115 (-90.1%)

52.6
-5.2
546.2
142401

58.3 (+10.8%)
-4.7 (-9.6%)
835.9 (+53.0%)
203959 (+43.2%)

197.3 (-3.4%)
138-225 (-23.6%)

204.3
133-247

210.3 (+2.9%)
134-276 (+24.8%)

6.2. Intelligibility evaluation
Intelligibility is strongly correlated with the effort involved in
human speech production: the more adverse the condition, the
higher the degree of articulation. Therefore, the proposed adaptation should also control the intelligibility in noisy conditions.
The HYO,HYP, and STD test files, mixed with disturbances as explained in Section 5 were processed with the Dau
method [21] to assess speech intelligibility (DAU). Automatic
intelligibility-assessment methods are quite important to score
the speech synthesis quality. Even though most of them mainly
measure the audibility of a signal without taking into account of
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Figure 5: Objective evaluation of the Hyper (HYP) and Hypo (HYO) adaptation applied to the Lucia voice: distribution of the DAU
differences (in percentage) between HYO and STD speech (blue histograms), and between HYP and STD speech (red histograms).
Every row shows results for a different kind of noise and every column is related to the same SSNR.
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Figure 6: Objective evaluation of the Hyper (HYP) and Hypo (HYO) adaptation applied to the Roberto voice: distribution of the DAU
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Every row shows results for a different kind of noise and every column is related to the same SSNR.
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Table 3: Acoustic analysis of the three degrees of adaptation on
the Roberto voice. In parenthesis the difference with STD.
[2]

Type of analysis

HYO

STD

HYP

MSD [s]
MPD [s]

4.72 (-14.2%)
0.06 (-16.7.5%)

5.50
0.072

6.28 (+14.2%)
0.083 (+15.3%)

LTAS13 [dB SPL]
Sp.Tilt [dB/dec]
Sp.CoG [Hz]
F1F2 area [Hz2 ]

44.7 (-6.9%)
-6.3 (+8.6%)
434.5 (-30.6%)
469 (-99.6%)

48.0
-5.8
625.8
124518

56.3 (+17.3%)
-4.9 (-15.5%)
947.0 (+51.33%)
143156 (+15.0%)

F0 [Hz]
F0 range [Hz]

119.7 (+2.9%)
73-143 (-6.7%)

116.3
68-143

112.7 (-3.1%)
67-162 (+26.6%)

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

actual phonetic content of the signal, Dau’s index is proved to
be quite correlated to human understanding performances [22].
The DAU differences (in percentage) between HYO/HYP
and STD are plotted in Figure 5 and 6. The figures show a
clear intelligibility improvement/reduction with respect to the
standard TTS voice in all types of noises for both voices. Signal modifications are more significant at medium/high levels of
noise and when applied to the Roberto voice. On average, the
intelligibility deviation from the STD voice is around 10% for
both the HYO and the HYP adaptations.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, the same adaptation technique of the C2H model
was applied to Italian to confirm its validity on a language
with different phonological characteristics from English. A
phonetic-contrast motivated transformation from standard to
low-contrastive phone realisations was proposed on the basis
of the vowel positions on the vocalic triangle and the perceptual
discrimination of consonant pairs for this language.
The objective analyses confirm that the estimated transformation parameters can model different degrees of articulation for speech from low-contrastive (hypo-) to high-contrastive
(hyper-articulated). Acoustic analyses on the generated speech
confirm that the deviation of some relevant acoustic speech
cues from the standard articulated speech, like vowel space expansion, frequency distribution, spectral tilt, speaking rate and
pitch, follows the literature results when the hyper/hypo articulated models were used instead of the standard models. Moreover, intelligibility tests in noise condition have shown the increasing of the intelligibility of the generated hyper articulated
speech with respect to the speech generated with the standard
HMM models.
Hence, results indicate that the transformation, when applied to the two Italian HMM-based voices, is indeed effective, even if Italian does not have clear low-energy attractors
for hypo-articulated speech in its phonetic inventory, such as
schwa the for English.
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Abstract
Motivated by the fact that words are not equally confusable, we
explore the idea of using word-level intelligibility predictions to
selectively boost the harder-to-understand words in a sentence,
aiming to improve overall intelligibility in the presence of noise.
First, the intelligibility of a set of words from dense and sparse
phonetic neighbourhoods was evaluated in isolation. The resulting intelligibility scores were used to inform two sentencelevel experiments. In the first experiment the signal-to-noise
ratio of one word was boosted to the detriment of another word.
Sentence intelligibility did not generally improve. The intelligibility of words in isolation and in a sentence were found to
be significantly different, both in clean and in noisy conditions.
For the second experiment, one word was selectively boosted
while slightly attenuating all other words in the sentence. This
strategy was successful for words that were poorly recognised
in that particular context. However, a reliable predictor of wordin-context intelligibility remains elusive, since this involves – as
our results indicate – semantic, syntactic and acoustic information about the word and the sentence.
Index Terms: word confusability, neighbourhood density,
HMM-based speech synthesis

1. Introduction
Text-to-Speech (TTS) systems are deaf (and blind) to the environment and currently do not react to adverse conditions when
intelligibility is possibly more important than naturalness. Although research aimed at generating clear or Lombard style synthetic speech has been carried out [1–5] such speech modification methods do not take into account word-level confusability.
The best objective measures of intelligibility [6–8] are based on
the acoustic and effective signal processing that takes place in
the human auditory system and does not consider lexical activation or any further context information.
However, some words are inherently more intelligible than
others i.e., they are less likely to be confused with other words.
This property of words is currently ignored but could potentially be exploited when applying speech modifications. The
premise is that modifications aimed at improving intelligibility
should not necessarily be “on” the whole time. For example, we
can think in terms of energy budget whereby energy in a sentence is reallocated on the basis of the expected intelligibility
of a word. More or less energy is expended depending on the
predicted intelligibility of a word. Another approach would be
to use word confusability to control the balance between naturalness/quality of the speech and any intelligibility improvements resulting from the modification. In this case, the level
of modification could be constrained by the degree of distortion

it introduces. As it is not clear how to define what an acceptable amount of distortion is, we use word-level information to
reallocate energy under the constraint of fixed sentence energy.
This work is a first attempt towards making use of a model
of spoken word activation, the neighbourhood activation model
(NAM) [9], in an energy-based speech modification. We address two questions: can neighbourhood density values be used
to predict intelligibility at the word-level and can we use this
information to improve overall word recognition by selectively
boosting highly confusable words.
Of course there are many factors that influence the intelligibility of a word: acoustic confusability, linguistic confusability,
the inherent intelligibility of a speaker, environmental factors
(e.g., noise types) and listener characteristics. How to predict
which words in a sentence are going to be easily intelligible
and which ones hard is therefore not straightforward. Furthermore, in order to measure the effectiveness of selectively boosting words based on their intelligibility, the influence of all these
different factors needs to be restricted. Therefore, we decided
on the following constraints in our experiments. We only consider confusability at the word-level (no linguistic confusability), synthetic speech from one speaker and one type of noise
(speech-shaped noise). The modification we are looking at is
energy reallocation, which we view as a starting point for other
types of modifications.
The remainder of this paper describes three listening tests.
In the first experiment, we investigated the use of neighbourhood density as a predictor of word intelligibility of synthetic
speech in noise for words in isolation. In the second and third
experiments, the words from the first experiment were placed
in matrix style sentences and energy reallocation was applied
aiming for maximum intelligibility in two different ways. The
following sections describe the set up of the experiments, our
findings and a discussion of the results.

2. Methodology
2.1. Word selection criteria
To test different word boosting strategies it is important to select words that cover a wide range of acoustic confusability, that
is easy- and hard-to-understand words. One way of performing
this categorization is to use the neighbourhood density value of
words. Lexical or phonological neighbourhood density (ND)
plays an important role in word recognition. Words with many
lexical neighbours, differing by one phoneme insertion, deletion or substitution are more difficult to recognise that words
with few lexical neighbours [9]. In De Cara and Goswami [10]
a second definition of phonological neighbourhood is given: the
OVC-metric. In this metric, words that differ by insertions,
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deletions or substitutions in either the onset, vowel or coda of a
word are counted. According to the OVC-metric not only words
like main and gain are phonological neighbours but also for example main and strain.
In our study, we set out to define a set of “hard” words and
a set of “easy” words in terms of intelligibility. The words were
selected to fill slots in Matrix-style sentences [11] of the form:
[imperative verb] the [adjective] [adjective] [noun]. We chose
10 verbs, 20 adjectives and 10 nouns from an existing monosyllabic lexical database which contained both neighbourhood
density statistics and frequency statistics [10]. Our criteria, similar to those used by [12], were:
• written and spoken frequency ≥ 10 per million,
• per Matrix slot:

– 5 “hard” words, i.e., from a dense neighbourhood,
ND-OVC ≥ 37,

– 5 “easy” words, i.e., from a sparse neighbourhood,
ND-OVC ≤ 17.

The intervals of ND-OVC values that define the easy and hard
categories were as far apart as possible under the word frequency constraints.
2.2. Synthetic speech and noise material

To build the HMM-based TTS voice for this work we used read
speech recordings of a British male speaker. The voice was
created from a high quality average voice model which was
adapted to the speaker’s voice using three hours of his speech
sampled at 48 kHz as described in [5]. We used a hidden semiMarkov model as the acoustic model. The isolated words were
synthesised in a carrier sentence of the format: “Now we will
say “pause” word “pause” again”. They were then automatically segmented and added to noise with 200 ms initial and final
lags. The speech-shaped noise was generated using recordings
of a female speaker sampled at 48 kHz (similar to [13]). Different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values were obtained by varying
the level of the speech stimuli against a constant level of speechshaped noise (similar to [9]).
2.3. Procedure
Stimuli were presented to native British English speakers with
no hearing problems over Beyerdynamic DT770 headphones in
individual sound-treated booths. The experiments were run using a custom-built MATLAB software application. Each stimulus was presented once. Listeners typed what they heard, after
which the following stimulus was presented. The listeners were
instructed to type ‘X’ if they could not make out the word(s).
Word accuracy rate (WAR) was calculated as the percentage of
correct word transcriptions across the listeners. Homophones,
for example, a response of “sea” for “see” were considered correct.

3. Listening tests and results
First a listening test of words in isolation is described. The
goal of this experiment is to find the “true” intelligibility scores
of words, rather than the intelligibility expectation based only
on the ND values of the words. (Although one would expect
them to be similar). This is followed by sentence experiments
in which the goal is to improve overall sentence intelligibility
by using this prior information about word intelligibility. To
this end, sentence experiments using two energy reallocation
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strategies were investigated. In the first one, energy is taken
from one word and given to another: the giver/receiver strategy. The second strategy involves reallocating energy from the
whole sentence to boost one word.
3.1. Isolated word experiment design
To find which words can benefit from being presented at higher
SNR levels we need to obtain word intelligibility scores at a
range of different SNR values. Before the actual listening test
could be performed we needed to find the range of SNR values
at which to present the isolated words. The range needed to be
such that “hard” words were intelligible at the highest SNR level
and “easy” words unintelligible at the lowest level. A separate
listening experiment involving 10 participants was carried out
to find the range. On the basis of their results five SNR values
were chosen: −8, −3.5, 1, 5.5 and 10 dB.
The 40 words were presented at each of the five SNR levels
(200 stimuli) randomised over four blocks (50 words per block).
In each block, the SNR values were ordered from low to high.
Prior to the main test, listeners received a practise session presented at a mid range SNR, using 20 words from outside the
test set. At the end of the test, the participants were asked to
transcribe the words in clean condition, i.e. no speech-shaped
noise present. 25 listeners performed the isolated word task.
3.2. Isolated word results
Figure 1 shows scatter plots of the WAR results obtained for different ND values in clean (top) and in noise at a SNR = 5.5 dB
(bottom). The results show that even in the clean condition a
number of words were poorly understood, achieving less than
60% WAR. Most of these words are from a dense neighbourhood, belonging to the “hard” category. Although the linear
correlation between ND and WAR is quite low (−0.46 for the
clean condition and −0.31 for the noisy condition) when comparing the scatter plots of the clean and noisy conditions we can
see that the “easy” words are more robust to noise. That is, the
dispersion towards the low WAR region caused by the presence
of noise is smaller.
As each word was presented in noise at five different SNRs
we are able to draw psychometric curves for each individual
word. We present the curves for verbs in Figure 2. (The results for nouns and adjectives are similar but are not presented
here for brevity’s sake). According to the NAM model we expect words classified as “easy” to have higher WAR than “hard”
words. We can see however some words do not behave as expected. For instance the verb have classified as an easy word
is in fact less intelligible than expected and that the verb see is
easier to recognise than expected from its ND value. This mismatch between ND values and intelligibility scores of synthetic
speech in noise is not wholly unexpected as the ND does not
account for noise and type of speech (TTS).
To illustrate how challenging it is to “represent” intelligibility at the word-level we use the glimpse proportion measure
(GP) [6] as a reference. We calculate the GP for each of the
words in the five different SNR conditions and correlate that
with the subjective scores. The GP measure was shown to obtain a high correlation coefficient (up to 0.94) with subjective
intelligibility scores of a male TTS voice in diverse noise conditions when both GP and WAR scores were calculated at a wordlevel but averaged across the different words [14]. Here the GP
values however a very poorly correlated (0.44) to WAR scores
calculated for individual words.
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Figure 1: Neighbourhood density (ND) versus word accuracy
rates (WAR) in clean (top) and in noise at a SNR = 5.5 dB (bottom), red and blue dots represent hard and easy words.

3.3. Sentence experiment: Giver/receiver boosting
The 40 words from the isolated word experiment were split into
two categories: givers and receivers. The reallocation strategy
used here is that energy is taken from one word (the giver) and
given to another word (the receiver), keeping the overall energy
budget the same. A word was considered a giver if the WAR in
isolation for all SNRs tested as either quite low – hard giver – or
quite high – easy giver. Easy and hard now relate to the words’
intelligibility scores rather than their ND values. The expectation is that easy givers are robust and attenuating them will not
harm their intelligibility much, whereas hard givers will remain
unintelligible no matter what so they are not worth spending
energy on. The receivers were words that showed steep slopes
in the isolation experiment, providing evidence that at higher
SNR values they were more intelligible. Our expectation is that
they would benefit from energy boosting. Figure 3 shows psychometric curves for all listening tests described in this paper.
Here we focus on the curves for “isolated words” – solid lines –
obtained by averaging WAR values across receivers and givers.
Both giver curves (easy and hard orange solid lines) are quite
flat across the SNR range and on average receivers (solid green
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Figure 3: Psychometric curves for givers (oranges) and receivers (greens) in isolation and in sentences. “Givers” are divided into easy and hard for isolated and proposed conditions.

line) are more sensitive to changes in SNR, which makes them
promising candidates for selective boosting.
3.3.1. Sentence material
To create the sentence material we built Matrix-style sentences
of the form: [imperative verb] the [adjective] [adjective] [noun],
for example: “Change the grey strange dress”. Each sentence
contains one giver (of energy) word and one receiver (word).
The other words in the sentence (fillers) were randomly selected
from the remainder of the 40 word pool, each word occurred
six times. Varying the position of giver and receiver in the
sentence results in 12 possible sentence types. Per sentence
type, five sentences were created, resulting in 60 sentences in
total. These sentences contain very little context information,
aside from the structure there is no further linguistic information available to listeners, i.e., the words are equally predictable
(or unpredictable).
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To investigate whether selectively boosting the receiver word
by attenuating the giver word increases overall intelligibility we
compared two types of modifications:
• proposed - select giver/receiver pairs according to the
results of the isolated word experiment;
• random - select giver/receiver pairs randomly.

From the results of the isolated word experiment we expect
that different receivers need different amounts of boosting to
raise their WAR to a similar value, but to simplify the experiment we fix the amount of power level loss to 6 dB. On average
the receivers’ power increases by 2.7 dB with the constraint that
the overall energy of the sentence remains unchanged.

absolute WAR change (%)

15

3.3.2. Modifications

10
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Figure 4: Absolute changes in WAR (in %) of proposed and random modifications with respect to unmodified sentences. Sentence SNR=−3 dB. R = receivers, G = givers, F = fillers.

3.3.3. Listening experiment
As words in isolation require higher SNRs to be intelligible than
words in a sentence we carried out a pre-test (five participants)
to find the SNR level (−3 dB) that resulted in an average of
50 % WAR across all selected sentences.
All 60 sentences were evaluated for the three different conditions: the two modifications and unmodified. As we did not
want listeners to hear a sentence more than once the experiment
was divided across three groups of listeners. Each listener heard
all 60 sentences once and the modification type applied to each
sentences was spread across the listeners so the whole test (180
stimuli) was covered by three listeners. Prior to the main test
participants carried out a practice session consisting of 20 sentences of the same structure as the test however filled with other
words. At the end of the test all participants were also asked
to transcribe the 60 sentences in clean condition. In total, 60
listeners performed the test.
3.4. Giver/receiver sentence results
We present the average WAR of easy and hard words in Table 1
obtained in isolation and in a sentence. Easy words are more intelligible in both scenarios but the difference is less pronounced
in a sentence than in isolation. These results indicate that the
effect of neighbourhood density on the intelligibility of words
is limited when a word is presented with context.

isolation
sentence

easy words
93.2 (3.8)
97.8 (0.8)

hard words
71.2 (6.5)
94.4 (2.0)

Table 1: Mean word recognition (%) and its standard error for
easy and hard words in isolation and in a sentence in clean conditions.
Figure 4 gives the results averaged across words and listeners for each modification in terms of absolute change compared to the unmodified case. As a reference, the rates obtained for unmodified speech were: WAR = 49.6% and for proposed/random: WARR = 51.25/53.3%, WARG = 50.5/49.9%
and WARF = 48.3/47.6%. (R = receivers, G = givers, F =
fillers). We can see that boosting a word at the detriment of
another word decreases WAR results for both modifications.
The intelligibility of the givers drops significantly in both cases,
more than a 25% absolute drop, while the receivers only gain up
to 12% in word accuracy. The results also show that on average choosing the pairs randomly rather than according to the
isolated word experiment generates a larger gain for receivers
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and a smaller WAR drop for givers. A sentence-based analysis showed that the intelligibility of filler words changed significantly in some contexts even though no modification was
applied to these words.
To compare the results across the two experiments, the SNR
that each giver and receiver word was presented at in the sentence experiment is calculated. As the same word appears as a
giver (or receiver) in more than one sentence, we obtain the
word’s SNR by averaging across its occurrences (as either a
giver or receiver, fillers are not included here). This gives us
a unique SNR per word. The results are then averaged within
each category: easy givers, hard givers and receivers. These
values and their standard error (which represents the variance
across the words within a category) are shown in Figure 3 (sentence:giver/receiver curves) in addition to the earlier discussed
results for words in isolation. Note that the sentence results only
contain two points along the x-axis (SNR), because words were
either boosted (receivers) or attenuated (givers), whereas in the
isolated word experiment words were played at five different
SNR values.
Looking at the proposed modification (dashed line) it can be
seen that the hard givers and receivers are more intelligible in a
sentence than in isolation (WARs: 11% to 31% hard giver; 31%
to 58% receiver) whereas the easy givers are on average less intelligible in a sentence (WARs: 88% to 74%). The slopes of the
curves are also different, that is, the easy and hard givers’ WAR
drops more than expected and receivers’ WAR does not increase
as much. It seems too much energy is taken from the givers
while the receivers are not getting enough, which explains why
the WAR per sentence does not increase.
The dotted line in Figure 3 shows the psychometric curves
for randomly chosen receivers and givers (only one curve as
there is no notion of easy and hard givers in the random condition). Choosing giver and receiver pairs randomly brings their
psychometric curves closer to each other. Although the increase
in SNR value is similar across proposed and random modifications, the intelligibility of words in the random selection improves more. This seems to be caused by the fact that words
originally classified as hard givers are now in the receiver category. Basically the hard givers – words for which we expected
boosting to be ineffective based on their scores in isolation–
benefit most from boosting.
3.5. Sentence experiment: boosting one word
The previous experiment showed us that boosting one word and
attenuating another word in the same sentence impacts on the
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3.5.1. Modifications
To investigate whether boosting one word in the sentence while
keeping the overall SNR fixed (−3 dB) increases intelligibility
we evaluate the following modifications:
• medium boost - boost the receiver word by 3 dB and
attenuate sentence;
• high boost - boost the receiver word by 5 dB and attenuate sentence.
3.5.2. Listening experiment
The set-up of this experiment (boosting a single word) was exactly like the giver/receiver listening test. 24 participants took
part in this experiment.
3.6. Results for boosting one word experiment
Figure 5 shows WAR results averaged across words and listeners in terms of absolute change compared to the unmodified case
for medium and high boost modifications. WARO refers to the
intelligibility of the other words in the sentence –the attenuated
words. As a reference, the WAR values obtained for unmodified speech were: WAR = 54.5 %, WARR = 56.0 % and WARO
= 53.9 %. Although there is still an overall drop in intelligibility the drop is much smaller than what was observed in the
previous experiment, see Figure 4. Particularly, we note that the
medium boost modification WARR gains are comparable to the
ones obtained using the proposed modification in the previous
experiment (around 3.0 % absolute gain). However, the loss in
WARO is much smaller (from 29.0 % to 1.9 % absolute drop)

80

WAR R(%)

intelligibility of the other words in the sentence. Not only that,
taking energy from one word to give to another does not improve overall intelligibility rates, mostly because the intelligibility of the attenuated word drops at a much higher rate than
that the intelligibility of the boosted word increases. To overcome these two issues, we use a different type of energy reallocation strategy: energy is reallocated from the whole sentence
to boost just one word. This can be viewed as emphasising a
word in a sentence while making the rest of the words more
quiet, possibly a slightly more natural occurring modification.
Even though we saw, in the previous experiment, that randomly
selecting givers and receivers resulted in higher receiver gains
we have kept the same set of receiver words in this third experiment to be able to analyse the proposed selection under a more
promising modification strategy.
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Figure 6: Receivers’ word accuracy rate (WARR ) for each of
the 60 sentences. The sentence index is ordered according to
the unmodified scores (blue). Modified scores are presented at
the sentence level (red continuous line) and the sentence interval
level (red dashed line). Sentence SNR=−3 dB.

indicating that boosting one word in a sentence is a much better
strategy.
Figure 3 shows the psychometric curves for receivers and
others in the medium boosting condition (sentence: one word
curves). We can see that the slope for receivers (dark green
dashed line) for the medium boost modification is similar to the
slope for the proposed modification (light green dashed line)
and that the slope for others (i.e. givers, dark orange dashed
line) is similar to the easy givers (light orange dashed line).
To identify under which conditions there was an increase of
word intelligibility Figure 6 presents a sentence level analysis:
WARR results for each of the 60 sentences. The sentences are
ordered according to the WARR obtained in the unmodified case
to check how this affect the results. The continuous red curve
represents the WARR for the medium boost (top) and the high
boost (bottom) modifications. The dashed red curves represent
these results averaged across each sentence interval. A sentence
interval is taken as the range where unmodified WARR results
are constant. It can be seen that for highly intelligible words
boosting can decrease the WARR , for both medium and high
boost modifications. It seems that if a word is more intelligible
than a certain threshold boosting is harmful and that this thresh-
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old depends on the level of boosting. We can also see that the
effect of the boosting value depends on the WAR of the receiver:
poor receivers should be boosted more and highly intelligible
receivers should not be boosted at all. The best strategy is then
to boost the most unintelligible words in the sentence and apply
an energy boost inversely proportional to the intelligibility of
the word.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
This study aimed to capitalise on the idea that modifications
should not be “on” the whole time but rather applied more judiciously to enhance intelligibility of synthetic speech in noise.
Our experiments were designed to constrain the factors that influence the predictability of words to acoustic level confusability, to enable us to measure the effectiveness of boosting words
based on their intelligibility. We carried out an isolated word
experiment with 20 “hard” words from a dense and 20 “easy”
words from a sparse neighbourhood according to the OVC metric in order to cover a wide range of confusability. However,
our results showed that not only does neighbourhood density
(ND) affect the intelligibility of words in isolation but the type
of speech –a TTS voice– , the noise –speech-shaped noise– and
the lexical complexity of each word also influence a words’ intelligibility. Therefore, instead of using ND to select words to
boost and attenuate we used the actual subjective intelligibility
scores of words in isolation.
Two sentence experiments were performed using a set of
60 Matrix-style sentences which were created using the 40 easy
and hard words. In the first experiment, the modification strategy was to boost one word –the receiver– by 2.7dB while attenuating another –the giver– by 6dB. The results showed that
boosting a word to the detriment of another is not a good strategy, independent of the selection of the words: the intelligibility of the giver word drops by 30% absolute while receivers
only increase by 3%. Moreover selecting word pairs according
to their intelligibility scores in isolation performed worse than
selecting them randomly. The psychometric curves for intelligibility of words in speech-shaped noise change significantly
when going from isolation to a sentence, both in terms of offset
and slope. Intelligibility scores of words in isolation are a poor
predictor of intelligibility scores in a sentence. Furthermore, the
intelligibility of words whose energy remained unmodified also
changed, showing the giver/receiver strategy is not an appropriate strategy.
In the second sentence experiment, the modification strategy was to boost one word while attenuating all the other words
in the sentence. The results show that this is a better modification strategy as the decrease in intelligibility for givers went
from 30% to only 3%. Spreading the attenuation across all other
words in a sentence is beneficial as well as being more natural.
The overall gains in the intelligibility of the receiver words was
still limited. Analysis at a sentence level showed that boosting is
most beneficial when the intelligibility of a word is poor and the
boosting level is appropriate. Boosting becomes harmful when
the intelligibility of the word is already reasonable to good.
Selectively boosting words by reallocation of energy can
be useful for improving intelligibility in noise, but only if the
word is poorly understood to start with. If we have reliable
ways of predicting word-level intelligibility it is possible to increase sentence intelligibility by selectively boosting the energy
of a highly confusable word. This is a promising result that advocates the use of word intelligibility scores as prior knowledge for more complex modifications. The poor word-level
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intelligibility prediction results using the neighbourhood density and the glimpse proportion measure indicate however that
much work needs to be done in order to obtain reliable measures of word-level confusability even for the simplest scenario
of words in isolation. Translating that to sentences is an even
larger challenge. The fact that subjective scores of words in
isolation hardly reflect their scores in a sentence indicates that
this prediction has to consider the context of the word in a sentence, not only for the additional linguistic cues but also for the
acoustic coarticulation cues as well.
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Abstract
Speaker adaptation for TTS applications has been receiving
more attention in recent years for applications such as voice
customisation or voice banking. If these applications are offered as an Internet service, there is no control on the quality
of the data that can be collected. It can be noisy with people
talking in the background or recorded in a reverberant environment. This makes the adaptation more difficult. This paper
explores the effect of different levels of additive and convolutional noise on speaker adaptation techniques based on cluster
adaptive training (CAT) and average voice model (AVM). The
results indicate that although both techniques suffer degradation
to some extent, CAT is in general more robust than AVM.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, cluster adaptive training,
speaker adaptation, average voice models, noise robust adaptation

1. Introduction
With the arrival of smartphones and tablets, text-to-speech
(TTS) systems are becoming more and more ubiquitous. However, most are still limited in the number of voices and/or expressions they can provide. For users of TTS applications such
as Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) devices, the ability to be uniquely identified by their own voice
is an important aspect. For more casual users of TTS, too, personalisation can add value to the TTS system.
Building a good quality speaker-dependent TTS voice requires a large database of recordings with good phonetic coverage made in a controlled environment. This is not a realistic
scenario for personalisation with dysarthric patients or with a
casual user of TTS. Speaker adaptation techniques for Hidden
Markov model based TTS (HMM-TTS) have emerged in recent years, which allow the creation of a target speaker’s voice
using a small amount of speech [1]. An average voice model
(AVM) is trained on a large corpus containing multiple speakers. It is then adapted to a voice using the target speaker’s adaptation data. They found that six minutes of adaptation data was
enough to build a voice that sounds more natural than that of a
speaker-dependent system trained on thirty minutes of speech.
The ability to create one’s own voice with a small amount
of data opens up the possibility to offer voice personalisation
capabilities to a wider public. For example, an online custom
voice building service could be envisaged where users submit a
small number of sentences recorded at home, which are used to
adapt a pre-built model to create their voice. In that scenario,
the adaptation data is likely to be recorded in an uncontrolled
environment, so the data might contain background noise, reverberation, different channel effects due to the use of nonprofessional recording equipment, and/or various signal processing applied by the sound card. Each of these factors has
a strong impact on the quality of the models that can be ob-

tained. In order to deal with these problems, robustness to noise
is a requirement for speaker adaptation systems.
Noise robustness is a well known topic in the field of automatic speech recognition (ASR) but relatively new for TTS.
The effect of creating AVMs from ‘noisy’ ASR data was investigated in [2, 3]. The ultimate goal of that work was to produce
models that could be shared by the ASR and the TTS engine
of a speech-to-speech translation system. For that purpose, the
effect of training TTS models on noisy ASR data was investigated. The results showed degradation with respect to training
models on clean speech. However, TTS and ASR models do not
need to be shared in most cases, which means that TTS systems
can be trained on reasonably good data. However, the problem
regarding the quality of adaptation data remains.
Some of the noise in the adaptation data can be reduced
by signal processing. For example, pops can be reduced with
a high-pass filter and background noise can be reduced using
spectral subtraction. More sophisticated techniques were applied in [4]. These techniques can be expected to improve the
adaptation outcome but there is a limit to the amount and type
of noise that can be removed. This poses a problem for AVMs
because the strong adaptation capability of CMLLR transforms
will treat the remaining noise as part of the speaker’s voice.
Multiple linear regressions systems, such as Cluster
Adaptive Training (CAT) [5], Multiple-regression HSMM
(MRHSMM) [6] or eigenvoices [7] also allow speaker adaptation. In these techniques, adaptation data is projected into
a linear space trained on clean data. The idea is similar to
the signal-subspace approach proposed for speech enhancement [8]. As the number of parameters needed by these systems is much smaller than for AVM, their adaptation capability
is much weaker, especially with large amounts of adaptation
data. However, this also makes them more robust with sparse
adaptation data. Moreover, the speaker space corresponds to
clean speech so they may be more robust to noise.
This paper studies the effect of adapting AVM and CAT
models to data with different levels of background noise and
reverberation. Section 2 reviews and compares CAT and AVM
adaptation. Section 3 describes the experiments. Section 4 analyses speaker similarity. Section 5 concludes.

2. Cluster adaptive training
The main characteristic of CAT [9] is that the means of the distributions are linear combinations of the mean vectors of two or
more clusters. In such a model, the emission probability of an
observation vector for a given speaker s, and component m is
”
“
(1)
p(o(t) | m, s, M) = N o(t); µ(s)
m , Σv(m)
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where t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, m ∈ {1, . . . , M } and s ∈ {1, . . . , S}
enumerate the frames, Gaussian components and speakers respectively; q(m) ∈ {1, . . . , Q} and v(m) ∈ {1, . . . , V } are
respectively the mth component’s CAT regression classes and
leaf node in the covariance matrices’ decision tree; c(m, i) ∈
{1, . . . , N } is the leaf node for cluster i of component m in decision trees for cluster mean vectors; P is the number of clus(s)
(s)
ters; o(t) is the observation vector at frame t; λi,q and λq are
th
respectively the i cluster’s CAT weight and the weight vectors
for speaker s associated with CAT regression class q; µn is the
cluster mean vector associated with leaf node n; Mm is component m’s matrix of cluster mean vectors; Σk is leaf node k’s
covariance matrix; M is the full set of model parameters.
When each cluster is allowed its own decision tree, the result is a multi-tree model with tree-intersection as depicted in
Figure 1. The main advantage of this model is its capacity to
model a large number of contexts with a reduced number of parameters. An important characteristic is that the weight of the
first (bias) cluster is always 1. The reason is that the goal of the
bias cluster is to model those attributes which are common to
all speakers. Covariance matrices and priors for the multi-space
distributions (MSD) [10] could have their own tying structures,
but usually they share the decision trees of the bias cluster.
The auxiliary function of the EM algorithm for the distribution of (1) is
1 X
γm (t, s)
Q(M; M̂) = −
2 m,t,s
“
”>
“
”
(s)
×
o(t) − µ(s)
Σ−1
m
v(m) o(t) − µm
ff
˛
˛
+ log ˛Σv(m) ˛ + C (5)
where C is a constant, M̂ is the current estimate of M, and
γm (t, s) is the posterior probability of component m generating
o(t) given s and M̂. Maximising Q(M; M̂) w.r.t. µn yields
0
1
X
@kn −
µ̂n = G−1
Gnν µν A
(6)
nn
ν6=n

where
X

m,i,j
c(m,i)=n
c(m,j)=ν
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are accumulated statistics defined as
X
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γm (t, s)λi,q(m) Σ−1
v(m) λj,q(m)
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Gij

Figure 1: CAT with cluster-dependent decision trees.

with

(m)

and ki

By combining (6) for all the mean vectors, the update equations
can be written as
2
32
3 2 3
G11 . . . G1N
µ̂1
k1
6 .
76 . 7 6 . 7
.
.
.. 5 4 .. 5 = 4 .. 5 .
..
(10)
4 ..
GN 1 . . . GN N
µ̂N
kN
The order of (10) can be very large but it is a sparse optimisation problem because for most leaves Gn,ν = 0. Furthermore,
if the covariances are diagonal, each dimension can be solved
(s)
independently. The update equations for Σk and λq are
`
P
(s) ´`
(s) ´>
o(t) − µm
t,s,m γm (t, s) o(t) − µm
v(m)=k
P
Σ̂k =
t,s,m γm (t, s)
v(m)=k

λ(s)
q

“ X

> −1
γm (t, s)Mm
Σv(m) Mm

=

”−1

(11)

t,m
q(m)=q

X

> −1
γm (t, s)Mm
Σv(m) o(t).

(12)

t,m
q(m)=q

2.1. Tree building
Tree building in a tree-intersection model is computationally expensive [11]. To solve this, a cluster by cluster approach is used
[12] in which the tree for one cluster is updated while the trees
of the other clusters and their canonical parameters are held
fixed. As usual, each tree is built to maximise the log-likelihood
given the training data. Following [13], the log-likelihood for
the nth node in the ith cluster can be computed as
0
1
1 >@ X
(m) A
Gii
µ̂n
(13)
L(n) = µ̂n
2
m∈S(n)

with µ̂n the ML estimate of µn which is
0
1−1
X
(m)
µ̂n = @
Gii A
m∈S(n)

×

X
m∈S(n)

0
@ki(m) −

1
X

Gij µc(m,j) A .
(m)

(14)

j6=i

For each node n, the optimum split question q is the one that
maximises the log-likelihood gain
L(n; q) = L(nq+ ) + L(nq− ) − L(n).
th

(15)

In this way, the best question to split the n node can be selected based on the log-likelihood gain. The splitting process
is stopped when a reasonable balance between complexity and
accuracy is achieved. In the experiments in Section 3, minimum
description length (MDL) [14] was used. After constructing the
decision trees for a cluster, decision trees for the next cluster
are re-built in the same manner. This process is repeated from
cluster 1 to P , and the whole process repeated as desired.
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2.2. CAT vs. AVM
(s)

In CAT, speaker variety is captured by the weight vector λ .
This vector may be interpreted as a point in eigenspace representing all possible speakers. The space is spanned by the bases
defined by the CAT clusters. Since the CAT model is trained
on clean speech, this speaker space is expected to be clean also.
Given that CAT adaptation estimates only the λ(s) , there are insufficient degrees of freedom to capture noise in the adaptation
data. Therefore CAT adaptation is constrained to yield (mostly)
clean synthesis.
In contrast, the emission probability for a given component
and speaker using CMLLR or CSMAPLR transforms is
“
”
(s)
(s)
(s)
p(o(t) | m, s, M) = |Ar(m) |N Ar(m) o(t) + br(m) ; µm , Σm
(16)
where r(m) ∈ {1, . . . , R} is the regression class associated
(s)
(s)
with component m and {Ar(m) , br(m) } the CMLLR transform
associated with class r(m). Comparing (16) and (1) it is obvious that a CMLLR transform is much more powerful than
the CAT weights, allowing not just translations but also rotations of the acoustic space. This allows AVM to produce better
speaker similarity than CAT when there is sufficient adaptation
data. However, when the adaptation data is sparse, some of the
transforms can not be estimated robustly. Therefore, both the
similarity and the quality degrades [15]. In the case of adaptation with noisy data, this extra freedom might also be problematic. CMLLR has no mechanism to constrain the adapted
models within a sub-space of “clean” speech. Thus it is likely
to treat the noise as an attribute of the speaker.

3. Experiments
3.1. Data
Speech data from a variety of sources were used for training the
models. They consisted of a) high quality recordings of phonetically balanced sentences read by professional voice talents
with a neutral style in specialist recording studios; b) cheaper,
lower quality studio recordings made in less strictly controlled
conditions; and c) amateur-read audiobooks which were published freely on the Internet. In total, 20 speakers provided just
under 30 hours of data and they all spoke US English with the
General American accent.
A separate test set consisting of 8 male and 8 female nonprofessional speakers was recorded for adaptation. The recordings were of neutrally read sentences made in quiet office rooms
using a headset microphone on a laptop with all signal processing effects turned off. Each speaker spoke the same set
of 100 sentences, amounting to about 7 minutes of speech per
speaker. All speakers spoke US English but not strictly the General American accent.
3.1.1. Simulation of noise
The clean data was corrupted with additive and convolutional
noise to simulate noisy adaptation data. Multi-speaker babble consisting of real world multi-talker non-stationary environment noise captured at a trade show was used as additive noise.
This was added to the adaptation data at signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs) of 0dB (BAB00) and 5dB (BAB05).
Convolutional noise was simulated by adding reverberation
to the signal using the reverb effect in the digital audio editor,
SoX [16]. The data was corrupted with two levels of reverber-

ation: 30% (RVB30) and 60% (RVB60). The percentages indicate the proportion of output signal occupied by reverberation.
3.1.2. Pre-processing
A way to overcome the problems of noisy adaptation data is to
apply signal pre-processing. In a standard custom voice building scenario, a certain amount of background noise is expected
in the adaptation data, as well as pops produced by recording with the microphone directly in the airstream. Therefore a
pre-processing scheme of silence trimming, high-pass filtering,
spectral subtraction and amplitude normalisation was devised.
Pilot experiments showed that with babble and clean data,
pre-processing improved the quality of output speech for both
CAT and AVM-adapted models. However, with reverberation, there was no significant preference for CAT, and non preprocessed data was preferred for AVM. This could be explained
by the fact that the type of pre-processing applied aims to remove additive noise and pops but does not deal with convolutional noise. Therefore, in these experiments, pre-processing
was applied for the babble conditions but not for the reverb conditions.
3.2. Parameterisation and label generation
Waveforms were down-sampled to 22050Hz. They were then
parameterised using 40 dimensional Mel-LSP coefficients with
deltas, log-F0 with first and second order deltas and 20 linearscale band aperiodicities with deltas. Context feature labels
were generated automatically on the clean data.
3.3. Models
3.3.1. AVM model build
The AVM model employs CMLLR and CSMAPLR transforms [1]. A standard training procedure was used: A speakerindependent monophone maximum likelihood model is built
and then CMLLR speaker adaptive training is applied. The
monophone models are cloned to full context models which
are clustered using decision trees. Speaker adaptive training
continues with block diagonal global CMLLR transforms for
speech, silence and pause. The decision trees, canonical model
and global CMLLR transforms are updated several times iteratively. Regression class CMLLR transforms are then trained
with the decision trees held fixed and the model parameters updated. The state-duration distributions are treated similarly.
To synthesise a new voice, some samples of the target
speaker (adaptation data) are used to create an initial CMLLR
transform which is then refined using CSMAPLR followed by
a speaker-dependent MAP adaptation of the means so that
` (s)
(s) ´
γm (t, s) Âr(m) o(t) + b̂r(m)
P
=
τ + t∈t(s) γm (t, s)
(17)
where µm is the mean vector of the AVM; γm (t, s),
(s)
(s)
{Âr(m) , b̂r(m) } and t(s) are the state occupancy probability,
CSMAPLR transforms and data for speaker s respectively, and
τ the hyperparameter. The MAP adapted model is combined
with the CSMAPLR transform for synthesis.
Potentially, by adding extra freedom, a MAP update of the
means may be more susceptible to noisy adaptation data. In
initial tests, however, AVM synthesis with and without the final
MAP update did not produce noticeably different samples.
µ̂(s)
m

τ µm +

P

t∈t(s)
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3.3.2. CAT model build
A CAT model with six clusters and a bias was built as follows. The AVM canonical model was converted into a speakerindependent model by running one update to remove the CMLLR transforms. This speaker-independent model is copied into
the bias cluster. The six additional clusters were initialised with
zero means. Each training speaker is assigned to one of the six
clusters by perceived similarity1 . The initial CAT weights were
set to 1/0 values corresponding to the speaker’s assigned cluster
and a value of 1 for the bias. In this way, given (2), the initial
CAT model is effectively identical to the speaker-independent
model. MDL based decision tree context clustering was performed for each cluster leaving the bias cluster until last. The
aim at this stage is to coax the model in such a way that each
cluster models speaker specific attributes while the bias cluster
models common attributes. Alternative initialisation schemes
may be envisaged (e.g. [15]). After context clustering is performed for all CAT clusters, the model’s parameters (means and
variances) and CAT weights are updated iteratively. Note that
the weights are updated independently for each speaker in the
training set. The initial grouping of the speakers merely provide
a starting point and does not tie the weights of different speakers. The context clustering and iterative model/CAT weight updates are repeated once.
To synthesise a new speaker, an initial set of CAT weights
are copied from one of the training speakers. The weights are
updated iteratively to maximise the likelihood given the adaptation data. It was observed that the weights converge to the same
values irrespective of the starting point.
3.4. Evaluation setup
In order to avoid a walkie-talkie effect resulting from noise
being modelled in the start and end silences, CAT weights,
CSMAPLR transforms and models for silence were replaced,
post-adaptation, with those obtained using clean data. Speech
waveforms were synthesised from the generated speech parameters with post-filtering.
Subjective listening tests were conducted via the crowdsourcing website CrowdFlower using Mechanical Turk workers
located in the US [17]. Listeners were asked to rate the quality of the synthetic speech on a five-point scale where 1 is very
bad and 5 is very good. The top end of the scale was anchored
with natural speech samples from the same speakers. To anchor
the bottom end of the scale, speaker-dependent models were
trained for each speaker, with the standard HMM-TTS flat-start
approach using the 100 adaptation sentences only.
3.5. Results
Synthesis of the CAT model adapted to noisy data still yielded
speech that was clean but with slightly degraded quality. In contrast the AVM’s synthesis was corrupted by noise with properties resembling the noise contained in the adaptation data.
These observations are consistent with the theory.
Results of the MOS tests are shown in Figure 2. CAT adaptation outperforms the AVM for CLEAN, as expected from previous studies [15]. In addition, it is more robust to noise than
AVM adaptation; it remains relatively unaffected with increasing levels of noise. There is no significant difference between
AVM adapted to clean data and CAT adapted to BAB05, BAB00
or RVB60. CAT data adapted to moderate levels of noise can
1 This
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was based on subjective judgements made by the authors.

phone type
voiced obstruents
voiceless obstruents
nasals
other consonants
vowels
pause
silence

AVM BAB05
1.56
1.21
1.37
1.18
1.08
1.26
0.95

AVM BAB00
2.60
1.61
1.64
1.41
1.13
1.70
0.95

Table 1: Ratio of average duration per phone for BAB05/CLEAN
and BAB00/CLEAN, for samples synthesised from the AVMadapted models, analysed by phone type.

Figure 2: Distribution of mean MOS scores. Black points represent the mean of each distribution.

(a) Babble

(b) Reverberation

even outperform AVM adapted on clean data, as was seen with
CAT RVB30.
In contrast, the AVM saw a significant drop in MOS scores
with increasing levels of noise, to the extent that AVM BAB00
is no better than speaker-dependent models trained on the noisy
100 sentences only (SD BAB00).
AVM adaptation with noisy data caused the resulting synthesised samples to slow down considerably. For example, the
speech of samples synthesised with AVM BAB00 were on average 51% longer than that synthesised with AVM CLEAN. This
was due to silent frames for noisy data looking more like speech
and thus being consumed by speech models instead of silence or
pause models. For example, the proportion of frames assigned
to speech (as opposed to silence/pause) during adaptation was
4.8% (relative) higher for BAB00 than for CLEAN.
This resulted in more frames being assigned to speech at
synthesis time. As shown in Table 1, different phone types
were affected with varying degrees2 . Voiced obstruents were
affected the most (on average 2.6 times longer in BAB00 than in
CLEAN). The table shows that silence is the only category for
which more frames were allocated to it in the clean condition
than in the noisy conditions.
To eliminate any effect on the MOS scores due to the slowing down of the speech, the AVM samples were synthesised using durations obtained from the CAT model and subjective tests
re-run. The same overall tendency may be observed in Figure 3:
the AVM degrades faster than CAT with increasing noise levels;
CAT outperforms the AVM in the presence of noise.
A more constrained form of AVM adaptation with global
CMLLR transforms led to less noisy output, compared to AVM
with regression class transforms. However, they were still much
2 Other noises may affect the duration of each phone type differently.
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Figure 3: Distribution of mean MOS scores; AVM samples synthesised with CAT duration.

condition
σ 2 (all)
σ 2 (male)
σ 2 (female)
condition
σ 2 (all)
σ 2 (male)
σ 2 (female)

CLEAN
32.48
3.76
3.46
CLEAN
27.84
4.05
3.78

BAB05
25.49
3.71
2.66
RVB30
26.67
4.19
3.85

BAB00
12.21
1.81
2.09
RVB60
24.31
3.94
4.71

Table 2: Variance of each log-likelihood matrix for CAT adaptation. Note that the variances of the CLEAN conditions are different because different pre-processing is applied (Section 3.1.2).
(a) Babble

(b) Reverberation

noisier than CAT output. In addition, using global transforms
led to more artefacts and decreased similarity.

4. Analysis of speaker similarity in CAT
When building a voice for a target speaker, it is important to
assess how similar the synthetic voice is to the original. Under
clean conditions, CAT and AVM have been found to perform
similarly in terms of speaker similarity [15]. With noisy data
for CAT, it was observed informally1 that speaker similarity degrades with increasing levels of noise, even though the speech
quality remained relatively unaffected. The noisier the adaptation data, the more similar the output of different speakers.
It was hypothesised that only a small amount of signal
was available for estimating the point in space for the target
speaker, due to noise occupying a high proportion of the signal. Thus the speaker subspace was smaller for high levels of
noise. This hypothesis may be tested objectively without recourse to subjective tests. In this section, a log-likelihood analysis of the adapted models is performed and multidimensional
scaling (MDS) is used to visualise the data.
4.1. Log-likelihood variance analysis
CAT weights for each target speaker were used to align clean
data from every other speaker and thus the pairwise loglikelihood of alignment was obtained for each speaker pair. The
variance of log-likelihoods was then obtained for each condition
as shown in Table 2. It shows that there is less variance in the
babble noise conditions than for the clean condition, indicating
a smaller speaker subspace. In the reverberation condition, the
levels of reverb used in our experiments did not affect the size
of the overall subspace as much.
Interestingly, even in noisy conditions, the bimodality of
log-likelihoods is retained between male and female speakers. This may be due to log-f0 being relatively unaffected by
noise. To test this hypothesis, CAT weights for log-f0 from male
speakers were transplanted to female speakers’ CAT weights
(and vice-versa) and these were used to align data from all the
test speakers, in a manner similar to above. This was done for
all combinations of speakers.
Analysis was performed by comparing two cases as follows: a) the gender of the data matches the gender of spectral
weights but log-f0 weights are of the opposite gender and b) the
gender of the data matches the gender of the log-f0 weights but
the spectral weights are of the opposite gender. For CLEAN the
log-likelihood for a) was higher. However, for BAB00, b) was
marginally higher, confirming our hypothesis that log-f0 plays a

big role in determining whether the data aligns better with male
or female weights in noisy conditions, as it remains relatively
unaffected by noise.
4.2. MDS analysis
Another way to investigate the distribution of voices is to visualise them in a low dimensional space derived from the synthesised speech parameters, using an MDS technique [18]. The
axes of the space output by MDS do not have any pre-defined
meaning, but MDS attempts to preserve the pairwise distances
between the speakers, thus placing similar-sounding speakers
close to each other in the space.
Parameters were generated from the adapted CAT model,
then mean Mel-LSP distances were calculated for each speaker
pair. In order to maintain the same number of frames across all
speakers, the generated parameters were constrained using the
initial duration CAT weights for all speakers. A distance matrix
was created for each noise condition and MDS analyses were
performed. Figure 4 shows how the speaker space, indicated by
the convex hull, shrinks with increasing levels of noise.

5. Conclusion
This paper studies the robustness of AVM and CAT adaptation
to noisy data. The results of subjective experiments show that
AVM suffers significant levels of degradation with noisy adaptation data corrupted with additive noise (babble) and convolutional noise (reverberation). In contrast, in terms of speech
quality, CAT is relatively robust to adaptation data with these
kinds of corruption.
Pre-processing with spectral subtraction only helps for additive noise and even then there is a limit to how much it can
help. While the results would depend on the type and degree
of signal processing applied, this indicates that a noise-robust
approach to adaptation is still required.
The results confirm the hypothesis that linear transforms
used to adapt AVMs are too powerful because noise in the adaptation data is modelled and synthesised in the output speech.
The CAT space, on the other hand, is much more constrained so
that there is not enough flexibility in the model to deviate much
from clean speech, even when the adaptation data is noisy.
This study investigated robustness from the perspective of
output speech quality but not speaker similarity. It is known
that AVM outperforms CAT in terms of speaker similarity when
a large amount of adaptation data is available [15]. With
CAT, the speaker subspace became smaller with noisy adaptation data, indicating that speaker similarity is compromised by
noise. Subjective evaluation of speaker similarity is left for fu-
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Figure 4: MDS visualisation of CAT speaker space computed from Mel-LSP distances between each speaker. Red points represent
female speakers and blue points male. See note in Table 2 about pre-processing.

(a) CLEAN

(b) BAB05

(c) BAB00

(d) CLEAN

(e) RVB30

(f) RVB60

ture work. Future research will also include the evaluation of a
noise-robust approach to produce the context feature labels and
to investigate noise factorisation.
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Abstract
We present a new method to rapidly adapt the models of a
statistical synthesizer to the voice of a new speaker. We apply
a relatively simple linear transform that consists of a vocal
tract length normalization (VTLN) part and a long-term
average cepstral correction part. Despite the logical limitations
of this approach, we will show that it effectively reduces the
gap between source and target voices with only one reference
utterance and without phonetic segmentation. In addition, by
using a minimum generation error criterion we avoid some of
the problems that have been reported to arise when using a
maximum likelihood criterion in VTLN.
Index Terms: statistical parametric speech synthesis, speaker
adaptation, vocal tract length normalization

1. Introduction
The length of the vocal tract is one of the perceptually relevant
characteristics of a speaker’s voice, being known to correlate
well with gender and/or age. Therefore, VTLN techniques are
useful to make speech processing systems able to operate with
a wide variety of voices. VTLN has been traditionally applied
to compensate for vocal tract length mismatches between the
pre-trained statistical models and the input voices in automatic
speech recognition (ASR) [1]. Thus, the word error rate is
reduced by 7-10% with respect to an equivalent nonadaptive
ASR system.
From the speech generation side, VTLN has also been
applied in voice conversion [2] and more recently in speakeradaptive synthesis [3] to mimic the characteristics of specific
target speakers. Frequency warping functions are used to
transfer the vocal tract length of the target speaker to the
generated speech by modifying either the signal (conversion)
or the generative models (synthesis). In this context, VTLN
has two main advantages with respect to other types of
transformation: (i) the almost null degradation of the quality;
(ii) the robustness of the method when few training data are
available, which is due to the generally low dimension of the
transformation function. These two advantages are often
sufficient to justify the use of VTLN in speech generation
even though the similarity between frequency-warped and
target voices is obviously moderate.
In the particular case of speech synthesis based on hidden
Markov models (HMMs), an extensive study was presented in
[3] in which the main challenges arising when integrating
VTLN in this framework were analyzed. Choosing the popular
all-pass transform based on a bilinear function as basic
frequency warping curve with only one parameter [4], several
model adaptation strategies based on maximum likelihood
(ML) criteria were examined. We would like to highlight some
observations from the work presented in [3]: (a) the high
dimension of the Mel-cepstral vectors typically used in

synthesis hinders the adaptation process driven by likelihoods;
(b) special attention has to be paid to Jacobian normalization
during adaptation to avoid unstabilities; (c) during adaptation,
a numerical algorithm is necessary to search for the maximum
of an auxiliary function at each iteration of the expectationmaximization algorithm, which results in a doubly iterative
procedure.
In our previous works on voice conversion, we showed the
usefulness of the so called BLFW+AS (bilinear frequency
warping plus amplitude scaling) method [5]. Fed with Melcepstral vectors, this method uses a GMM to partition the
acoustic vector space of the source speaker into overlapping
classes, each class being assigned specific frequency warping
and amplitude scaling functions. Like the aforementioned
VTLN-based speaker adaptation method, BLFW+AS uses
bilinear frequency warping functions with one single
parameter. It also uses additive cepstral terms as amplitude
scaling functions that compensate for the differences between
frequency-warped and target spectra. This paper reports the
preliminary steps towards the design of a rapid speaker
adaptation method inspired by BLFW+AS in the context of
statistical parametric speech synthesis.
Interestingly, although BLFW+AS was designed to
operate with multiple overlapping classes, the objective scores
presented in [5] (and also those in [3]) suggested that a single
frequency warping function followed by many classdependent amplitude scaling terms performed almost equally
well. Therefore, in order to facilitate the design of a
BLFW+AS-based adaptation method, in this preliminary
approach we have considered only the basic case with a
unique transformation class, which means using the same
transform in all the acoustic and phonetic contexts. This
simplified method can be seen as VTLN followed by a sort of
long-term average cepstral correction. In this document,
emphasis will be placed on the estimation of the VTLN factor.
Future extensions of this work will consider the use of many
class-dependent amplitude scaling additive cepstral terms.
Regarding the estimation of the VTLN factor, the method
we propose exhibits some remarkable differences with respect
to the one described in [3]: (a) our method can deal with highdimensional Mel-cesptral vectors because it is not based on
ML criteria but on a different criterion similar to minimum
generation error (MGE) [6]; (b) for the same reason, the
Jacobian normalization related problem reported in [3] is
avoided; (c) our solution is based on the iterative VTLN
training algorithm presented in [7], which converges very
rapidly and consistently with no irregular behaviors.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 summarizes the algorithm that allows calculating a
VTLN factor from two parallel sets of cepstral vectors. Then,
for a better understanding of the MGE-based method we
propose, section 3 will give a brief overview of standard
parameter generation techniques used in HMM-based speech
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synthesis. In sections 4 and 5 we will describe and evaluate the
proposed method assuming one single recorded utterance for
adaptation and its corresponding text.

2. Iterative estimation of VTLN factor
from aligned vectors
All-pass transforms based on bilinear functions are one of the
most popular choices in VTLN [8][4]. This section gives an
introduction to this particular type of frequency warping
function and shows how the optimal value of its unique
parameter can be learnt from a set of aligned source and target
vectors, {xt} and {yt}. Bilinear functions can be defined in the
z domain in terms of one single parameter α:
−1

z (α ) =

(α )
z −1 − α
, z = e jω , z (α ) = e jω , α < 1
−1
1 − αz

(1)

The corresponding mapping between the original frequency
scale and the warped one is given by

ω (α ) = tan −1

(1 − α )sin ω
(1 + α )cos ω − 2α
2

2

(2)

Previous research has shown that, given the VTLN factor

α, the cepstral representation of a spectrum, x, can be

transformed into that of the corresponding frequency-warped
spectrum, x(α). This cepstral transformation can be expressed
as a linear operation [4][9]:

x (α )

⎡1
α
α2
⎢
2
0 1−α
2α − 2α 3
= Aα x , Aα = ⎢
⎢0 − α + α 3 1 − 4α 2 + 3α 4
⎢
M
M
⎣⎢ M

L⎤
⎥
L⎥ (3)
L⎥
⎥
O⎦⎥

Given the strongly nonlinear dependence between Aα and α, it
is difficult to estimate the best value of α from aligned source
and target training data. However, since |α| << 1 when VTLN
is performed on realistic human voices (in general, |α| < 0.1),
one can think of simplifying Aα by neglecting the terms of the
form αn for n > 1, as originally proposed in [10]. This results
in a more manageable transformation:

x (α ) ≅ x + α ⋅ d (x )

(4)

where d(x) is the vector whose ith element is given by

d(x )[i ] = (i + 1) ⋅ x[i + 1] − (i − 1) ⋅ x[i − 1] , i = 0, 1, 2... (5)
Under the assumption that (4) is accurate enough, given a set
of T source and target parallel training vectors, {xt} and {yt}, it
can be shown [7] that the VTLN factor than minimizes the
error between warped and target vectors is

d (x t ) ⋅ (y t − x t )
t =1

∑
α=

T

T

∑

T
t =1

d(x t )

(6)

2

In our previous works [7][5] we found expression (4) to be
inaccurate for many voices, especially in cross-gender
transformation (which is the case where accurate VTLN is
most neeeded). Therefore, we proposed the following iterative
algorithm to get the minimum-error value of α according to
the full formulation (3):
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- Step 1: initialize α as 0.
- Step 2: for the current α, calculate a set of warped vectors
{xn(α)}, xn(α) = Aαxn, where the warping matrix Aα is given
by expression (3).
- Step 3: calculate the incremental warping factor Δα that is
necessary to make the vectors {xn(α)} closer to the target
vectors {yn}. This is done by solving the approximate
expression (6) for {xn(α)} instead of {xn}.
- Step 4: accumulate Δα into the current α. This can be done
via the following expression [8]:

α (updated ) =

α + Δα
1 + α ⋅ Δα

(7)

- Step 5: if the last update of α was insignificant (in other
words, if |Δα| was lower than a threshold), exit. Otherwise,
go back to step 2.

3. ML parameter generation from HMMs
For a better understanding of the method to be proposed next,
this section explains briefly how the speech parameter
generation algorithm of a standard statistical synthesizer
[11][12] works. Although usually referred to as HMM-based
synthesis, statistical parametric speech synthesis is actually
based on context dependent hidden semi Markov models (CDHSMMs), where the duration of each state is explicitly
modeled through normal distributions instead of depending on
state transition probabilities. During training, CD-HSMMs are
used to model the correspondence between the phonetic,
linguistic and prosodic context labels and the observed
acoustic parameters (together with their 1st and 2nd-order
derivatives over time). During synthesis, once the context
labels are extracted from the input text, the system’s engine
determines the sequence of CD-HSMM states that corresponds
to that text and also the duration of each state (either using
statistics or specifications by the user). Let us refer to the state
index at frame t as mt. The goal is finding the most probable
sequence of acoustic vectors {yt}t = 1…T given the sequence of
mean vectors {μmt}t = 1…T and covariance matrices {Σmt}t = 1…T.
To make the problem mathematically tractable, the output
sequence is expressed as a supervector:

[

y = y 1T

y 2T

K y TT

]

T

(8)

Defining W as the matrix that appends dynamic features to the
vectors in y and omitting the derivation (interested readers
should refer to [11][12] for details), the most probable y is

(

)

[

μ mT 2

y = W T DW

−1

W T Dμ

(9)

where

μ = μ mT1

K μ mT T

]

T

(10)

and D is a block-diagonal matrix given by

D = diag{Σ −m11 , Σ −m12 ,K, Σ −m1T }

(11)

Although the synthesis engine of modern synthesizers
includes a global variance enhancement algorithm [13], this is
not crucial for our MGE-based adaptation method to perform
correctly.
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4. Adaptation based on MGE criterion
The algorithms shown in the previous sections provide the
necessary tools to build a MGE-based VTLN method in the
context of statistical parametric speech synthesis. The idea is
(i) to generate a synthetic copy of the utterances available for
adaptation and then (ii) to calculate the VTLN factor α that
produces the lowest error between warped synthetic utterances
and adaptation utterances. For simplicity, we will assume a
single adaptation utterance given by the acoustic vector set
{xt}t = 1…T and its corresponding text, from which the synthesis
engine can determine the sequence of CD-HSMM states to be
used. For clarity, we will assign an index to each state in order
of appearance: {1, 2, … , M}. Since the iterative algorithm in
section 3 requires a set of aligned vectors as input, the state
durations must match those of the target utterance. For a more
versatile adaptation, it is interesting to perform time-alignment
automatically even when a segmentation of that reference
utterance is not available. Therefore, in this work we use the
synthesis models to obtain such segmentation via forced
alignment. A Viterbi search is carried out to establish the
correspondence between frames {1…T} and states {1…M} by
determining the sequence {m1 … mT} that fulfils the continuity
and left-to-right conditions (m1 = 1; mT = M; mt+1 = mt or
mt + 1 for all t) and maximizes the following log-likelihood
function:

C{m1 , m2 K mT } = ∑t =1 log N ( X t ; μ mt , Σ mt ) +
T

+ ∑t =1 log p(mt +1 mt , d t )

(12)

T −1

where Xt is the result of appending dynamic features to xt, dt is
the duration of state mt until frame t (it can be obtained
recursively: dt = 1 if t = 1 or mt ≠ mt–1; dt = dt–1 + 1 elsewhere),
N denotes the normal distribution, and

⎧⎪θ mt ,dt , mt +1 = mt
p(mt +1 mt , d t ) = ⎨
⎪⎩1 − θ mt ,dt , mt +1 ≠ mt
∞

(13)

2

θ m ,d = ∫ N (λ ; μ m( d ) ,σ m( d ) )dλ
t

t

dt

t

t

Note that (13) means calculating the probability that the
duration of the current state is greater than it was at frame t
2
according to the duration means μ(d) and variances σ(d) learnt
during CD-HSMMs training.
Once the state durations are known, ML parameter
generation (9)–(11) can be applied to obtain a synthetic
version of the adaptation material, {yt}t = 1…T, {xt} and {yt}
being completely parallel. In these conditions, it would be
straightforward to obtain the necessary VTLN factor α by
means of the algorithm in section 2. The main problem of this
approach is that high vocal tract length contrasts between the
source (synthetic) voice and the target voice may result in
inaccurate state durations and therefore inaccurate α. To avoid
it, the following iterative algorithm is applied to jointly
optimize α and the durations:
- Step 1: initialize α as 0.
- Step 2: for the current α, calculate a set of frequency-warped
adaptation vectors {xt(α)}, xt(α) = Aαxt, where the involved
matrix is given by expression (3).

- Step 3: use the forced alignment method described above to
determine the state durations using {xt(α)} (not {xt}) as
reference; then generate {yt} through expressions (9)–(11).
- Step 4: calculate a new α using the iterative method in
section 2, taking the adaptation vectors {xt} as source and
the synthetic vectors {yt} as target (although this is the
opposite direction to the desired one, it simplifies the
calculations substantially). Note that the current {yt}
depends on the current durations, which in turn depend on
the current α (we avoid more specific notation for clarity).
- Step 5: if the last update of α was insignificant, multiply α
by -1 (this means inverting the warping function, thus
making it suitable to transform the synthetic voice into the
target voice) and exit. Otherwise, go back to step 2.
Under the assumption that the state durations and the
resulting set {yt} have converged together with the VTLN
factor α, an additive cepstral correction term is calculated as a
complement for VTLN:

b=

1 T
∑ (xt − Aα y t )
T t =1

(14)

The use of this additive term can be seen as as sort of longterm average spectrum normalization. The final adaptation of
the mean vectors {μm} and covariance matrices {Σm} at every
state of the trained CD-HSMMs is carried out as follows:

[

]

T

μˆ m = ( A α μ (ms ) + b) T ( A α μ (mΔ ) ) T ( A α μ (mΔΔ ) ) T
ˆ = diag{A Σ ( s ) A T , A Σ ( Δ ) A T , A Σ ( ΔΔ ) A T }
Σ
m
α m
α
α m
α
α m
α

(15)

where diag{…} denotes a block-diagonal matrix and (s), (Δ)
and (ΔΔ) denote the sub-parts of the vectors/matrices related
to static features, their 1st derivatives and their 2nd derivatives,
respectively.
Interestingly, we found the described method to perform
better when the involved vectors are weighted by the local
probability of voicing when calculating both α and b through
expressions (6) and (14), respectively. This prevents long
silences and unvoiced segments from biasing the results too
much. In HMM-based speech synthesis, the probability of
voicing at each state can be easily extracted from the weights
of the multi-space distributions (MSD) used to model/generate
the log f0 contour [14].
Finally, an average pitch modification factor is calculated
by generating a synthetic log f0 contour according to the last
instance of the state durations and comparing it with that of the
adaptation utterance. In this case, adaptation is performed by
summing the appropriate constant value to the static part of the
mean vectors of the CD-MSD-HSMMs trained from log f0.

5. Preliminary evaluation
As discussed in [3], evaluating VTLN is not an easy task
because the behavior of the method depends on the specific
voices involved in the test. In addition, performing VTLN
followed by long-term average cepstral correction implies
modifying just a few characteristics of the source voice.
Therefore, for arbitrary input voices and large amounts of data
the proposed adaptation method cannot compete with more
sophisticated methods such as the well known CSMAPLR
[15]. On the other hand, we would also like to emphasize that
these are just the preliminary steps towards the design of a
better method inspired by the BLFW+AS voice conversion
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method [5]. Taking all this into account, we have conducted a
relatively simple perceptual test to show that (i) our method
can effectively reduce the gap between the voice of a
synthesizer and a given target voice and (ii) it can do it rapidly
using only one reference utterance and its corresponding text.
The text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis system used in our
experiments, AhoTTS [16], includes a statistical engine based
on HTS [17] and a Mel-cepstral vocoder based on a harmonics
plus noise model [18]. The default voice of the system was
trained from 2k utterances recorded from a female speaker in
Castilian Spanish and digitized at 16 kHz sampling frequency.
In previous informal listening tests we had found this voice to
be quite suitable for VTLN-based transformations, even
towards male voices. We recorded one short utterance (9
words) from 11 different non-professional speakers (5 female
plus 6 male speakers). Using them as target, we applied our
adaptation method to transform the models of AhoTTS’s
default voice and then we synthesized speech in all of these
voices. Next, 15 volunteer listeners (half of them were speech
processing experts) rated the following aspects on a 5-point
scale: similarity between the default synthetic voice and the
target natural voice, similarity between the adapted synthetic
voice and the target natural voice, and relative quality of the
adapted voice with respect to the default synthetic voice. As
usual, the score indicating the lowest similarity/quality is 1
and the highest score is 5.

the similarity scores achieved by the method through the use
of class-dependent additive cepstral terms.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) system based on a combined model consisting of the Composite Wavelet Model (CWM) and the Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). Conventional HMM-based TTS systems using cepstral features tend to produce over-smoothed spectra, which
often result in mufﬂed and buzzy synthesized speech. This
is simply caused by the averaging of spectra associated with
each phoneme during the learning process. To avoid the oversmoothing of generated spectra, we consider it important to focus on a different representation of the generative process of
speech spectra. In particular, we choose to characterize speech
spectra using the CWM, whose parameters correspond to the
frequency, gain and peakiness of each underlying formant. This
idea is motivated by our expectation that the averaging of these
parameters would not lead directly to the over-smoothing of
spectra, as opposed to the cepstral representations. To describe
the entire generative process of a sequence of speech spectra, we
combine the generative process of a formant trajectory using an
HMM and the generative process of a speech spectrum using
the CWM. A parameter learning algorithm for this combined
model is derived based on an auxiliary function approach. We
conﬁrmed through experiments that our speech synthesis system was able to generate speech spectra with clear peaks and
dips, which resulted in natural-sounding synthetic speech.
Index Terms: text-to-speech synthesis, hidden Markov model,
composite wavelet model, formant, Gaussian mixture model,
auxiliary function

1. Introduction
This paper proposes a new model for text-to-speech synthesis (TTS). One promising approach for TTS involves methods
based on statistical models. In this approach, the ﬁrst step is
to formulate a generative model of a sequence of speech features. The second step is to train the parameters of the assumed
generative model given a set of training data in a speech corpus. The third step is to produce the most likely sequence of
speech features given a text input and transform it into a speech
signal. With this approach, one key to success is that the assumed generative model reﬂects the nature of real speech well.
To model the entire temporal evolution of speech features, a
hidden Markov model (HMM) and its variants including the
“trajectory HMM” have been introduced with notable success
[1, 2, 3]. HMMs are roughly characterized by the structure of
the state transition network (i.e., a transition matrix) and an output distribution assumption. In conventional HMM-based TTS
systems, a Gaussian mixture emission distribution of a cepstral

feature [1, 2] or a line spectrum pair (LSP) feature [4, 3] is typically used as the output distribution of each state. The aim of
this paper is to seek an alternative to the conventional speech
feature and the state output distribution. Namely, this paper is
concerned with formulating a new model for the generative process of speech spectra and combining it with an HMM.
The Gaussian distribution assumption of a cepstral feature
describes probabilistic ﬂuctuations of spectra in the power direction, while that of an LSP feature describes probabilistic
ﬂuctuations of spectral peaks in the frequency direction. Since
the frequencies and powers of peaks in a spectral envelope correspond to the resonance frequencies and gains of the vocal
tract, they both vary continuously over time according to the
physical movement of the vocal tract. In particular, resonance
frequencies and gains both vary signiﬁcantly in the boundary
between one phoneme and another. To achieve higher quality
speech synthesis, we consider it important to describe a generative model that takes account of the ﬂuctuations of spectral peaks in both the frequency and power directions rather
than a ﬂuctuation in just one direction. Conventional HMMbased TTS systems using cepstral features tend to produce oversmoothed spectra, which often result in mufﬂed and buzzy synthesized speech. This is simply caused by the averaging of observed log-spectra assigned to each state during the training process (Fig. 2 (a)). Although some attempts were made to emphasize the peaks and dips of generated spectra via post-processing
[5], it is generally difﬁcult to restore original peaks and dips
once spectra are over-smoothed. By contrast, this paper proposes tackling this problem by introducing a different spectral
representation called the Composite Wavelet Model (CWM)
[6, 7, 8] as an alternative to cepstral and LSP representations,
on which basis we formulate a new generative model for TTS.

2. Generative model of spectral sequence
2.1. Motivation
Taking the mean of cepstral features associated with a particular phoneme amounts to taking the mean of the corresponding
log spectra. Since the resonance frequencies and gains of the
vocal tract both vary continuously during the transition from
one phoneme to another, if we simply take the mean of the log
spectra, the spectral peaks and dips will be be blurred and indistinct (Fig. 2 (a)). By contrast, if we can appropriately treat the
frequencies and powers of individual spectral peaks as speech
features, we expect that taking their means will not cause the
blurring of spectra (Fig. 2 (b)). CWM approximates a speech
spectral envelope from the sum of the Gaussian distributions,
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frequency

Figure 1: Spectral representation based on CWM

interpreted as a function of frequency (see Fig. 1 for a graphical
illustration). This means each Gaussian distribution function
roughly corresponds to a peak in a spectral envelope. CWM
is thus convenient for describing both the frequency and power
ﬂuctuations of spectral peaks.
Another notable feature of CWM is that its parameters can
be easily transformed into a signal. Since a Gaussian function
in the frequency domain corresponds to a Gabor function in the
time domain, CWM parameters can be directly converted into
a signal by superimposing the corresponding Gabor functions.
CWM can thus be regarded as a speech synthesizer with an FIR
ﬁlter and its superiority to conventional systems with IIR ﬁlters
has already been shown in [6].
One straightforward way of incorporating CWM into an
HMM-based TTS system would be to ﬁrst perform CWM parameter extraction on a frame-by-frame basis, and then train
the parameters of an HMM by treating the extracted CWM parameters as a sequence of feature vectors. However, our preliminary investigation revealed that this simple method did not
work well [9]. One reason for this is the common difﬁculty
of formant tracking. Although formants and their time courses
(formant trajectories) are clearly visible to the human eye in the
spectrum and in the spectrogram, automatic formant extraction
and tracking are far from trivial. Many formant extraction algorithms miss a formant that is present, insert a formant when
there is none, or mislabel them (such as label F1 as F2 , or F3
as F2 ), mostly as a result of incorrectly pruning the correct formant at the frame level. This is also the case for frame-by-frame
CWM parameter extraction since it can be thought of as a sort
of formant extraction. Fig. 3 shows an example of results obtained with frame-by-frame CWM analysis. As this example
shows, the index of each Gaussian distribution function in the
CWM at one particular frame is not always consistent with that
at another frame. This was problematic when training the HMM
parameters since the mean of the emission distribution of each
state is given as the average of the feature vectors assigned to
the same state. To train the HMM parameters appropriately, the
indices of the Gaussian functions of the CWM assigned to the
same state must always be consistent. This implies the need for
the joint modeling of the CWM and HMM. Motivated by the
above discussion, we here describe the entire generative process of a sequence of speech spectra by combining the generative process of a speech spectrum based on the CWM with the
generative process of a CWM parameter trajectory based on an
HMM.
2.2. Formulation
The CWM consists of parameters (roughly) corresponding to
the frequency and power of spectral peaks. Speciﬁcally, the
CWM approximates a spectral envelope by employing a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) interpreted as a function of fre-
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(a) Mean in cepstral domain

(b) Mean in CWM domain

Figure 2: Expectations of spectra taken in different domains.
The dashed lines indicate the training samples and the solid
lines indicate the mean spectra.
quency. Namely, the CWM fω,l is deﬁned as
fω,l =

K
X
k=1

√

wk,l
exp
2πσk,l

„

−

«
(ω − µk,l )2
,
2
2σk,l

(1)

where ω, l denotes the indices of frequency and time, respectively, and K is the number of mixture components of the
GMM. See Fig. 1 for a graphical illustration. µk,l , σk,l and wk,l
are the mean, variance and weight of each Gaussian (when interpreted as a probability density function), and thus correspond
to the frequency, peakiness and power of the peaks in a spectral
envelope, respectively.
Using the CWM representation given above as a basis, here
we describe the generative process of an entire sequence of observed spectra. We consider an HMM that generates a set con2
sisting of µk,l , ρk,l := 1/σk,l
, and wk,l at time l (see Fig. 4).
Each state of the HMM represents a label indicating linguistic information, which can be simply either a phoneme label as
shown in Fig. 4 or a context label (as used in [10]). Given state
sl at time l, we assume that the CWM parameters are generated
according to
2
),
P (µk,l |sl ) = N (µk,l ; mk,sl , ηk,s
l

P (ρk,l |sl ) =
P (wk,l |sl ) =

(2)

(ρ)
(ρ)
Gamma(ρk,l ; ak,sl , bk,sl ),

(3)

(w)
(w)
Gamma(wk,l ; ak,sl , bk,sl ),

(4)

where N (x; m, η 2 ) denotes the normal distribution and
Gamma(x; a, b) the gamma distribution:
Gamma(x; a, b) = xa−1

exp(−x/b)
.
Γ(a) ba

(5)

These distribution families are chosen for simplifying the
derivation of the parameter estimation algorithm described in
the next section. Given the following sequence of CWM parameters, — = {µk,l }k,l , ȷ = {ρk,l }k,l , w = {wk,l }k,l , we
further assume that a spectrum {yω,l }ω observed at time l is
generated according to
P (yω,l |—, ȷ, w) = Poisson(yω,l ; fω,l ),

(6)

where Poisson(x; λ) denotes the Poisson distribution:
Poisson(x; λ) =

λx e−λ
.
x!

(7)

This assumption is also made for simplifying the derivation of
the parameter estimation algorithm described in the next section. fω,l denotes the sequence of spectrum models deﬁned by
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(a) The frame-independent CWM parameter extraction
method [9]
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Figure 4: Illustration of the present HMM
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(b) The proposed method

Figure 3: An example of the formant frequencies extracted
using (a) the frame-independent CWM parameter extraction
method [9] and (b) the proposed method. The extracted formant frequencies are plotted with different colors according to
the indices of the Gaussian distribution functions in CWM.
Eq. 1. It should be noted that the maximization of the Poisson
likelihood with respect to fω,l amounts to optimally ﬁtting fω,l
to yω,l by using the I-divergence as the ﬁtting criterion [8]. The
next section describes the parameter estimation algorithm of the
generative model presented above.

where α is a regularization parameter that weighs the imporc
tance of the log prior density relative to the log-likelihood. =
denotes equality up to constant terms. Unfortunately, this optimization problem is non-convex, and ﬁnding the global optimum is an intractable problem. However, we can employ an
auxiliary function approach to ﬁnd a local optimum [8].
As mentioned above, we notice from Eqs. (6) and (7) that
− log P (Y |Θ) is equal up to constant terms to the sum of the
I-divergence between yω,l and fω,l
”
X“
yω,l
− yω,l + fω,l .
(10)
I(Θ) :=
yω,l log
fω,l
ω,l

Hence, maximizing P (Θ|Y ) amounts to minimizing I(Θ) −
α log P (Θ) with respect to Θ. By invoking Jensen’s inequality
based on the concavity of the logarithm function, we obtain an
inequality
”
X“
yω,l
− yω,l + fω,l
(11)
I(Θ) =
yω,l log
fω,l
ω,l
Xn
≤
yω,l log yω,l − yω,l
ω,l

−

3. Parameter estimation algorithm
Here we describe the parameter learning algorithm given a
set of training data. The spectral sequence of the training data is considered to be an observed sequence and a
set of unknown parameters of the present generative model
is denoted by Θ. Θ consists of the state sequence s =
{sl }l , the parameters of the state emission distributions „ =
(w) (w)
(ρ) (ρ)
{mk,i , ηk,i , ak,i , bk,i , ak,i , bk,i }k,i , and the CWM parameters {—, ȷ, w}.
Given a set of observed spectra Y = {yω,l }ω,l , we would
like to determine the estimate of Θ that maximizes the posterior density P (Θ|Y ) ∝ P (Y |Θ)P (Θ), or equivalently,
log P (Y |Θ) + log P (Θ). Here, log P (Θ|Y ) is written as
c

log P (Θ|Y ) = log P (Y |Θ) + α log P (Θ),

(8)

c

log P (Θ) = log P (s) + log P (—|s, „)
+ log P (ȷ|s, „) + log P (w|s, „),

(9)

”o
X“
gk,ω,l
λk,ω,l log
+ gk,ω,l ,
λk,ω,l

(12)

k

where
gk,ω,l =

r

ρk,l
exp
2π

„

«
ρk,l
2
−
(ω − µk,l ) .
2

(13)

By using J (Θ, λ) to denote the upper bound of I(Θ), i.e., the
right-hand side of (12), equality holds if and only if
wk,l gk,ω,l
.
λk,ω,l = PK
j=1 wj,l gj,ω,l

(14)

Now, when λk,ω,l is given by Eq. (14) with an arbitrary Θ, the
auxiliary function J (Θ, λ) − α log P (Θ) becomes equal to the
objective function I(Θ) − α log P (Θ). Then, the parameter
that decreases J (Θ, λ)−α log P (Θ) while keeping λ ﬁxed will
necessarily decrease I(Θ) − α log P (Θ), since inequation (12)
guarantees that the original objective function is always even
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smaller than the decreased J (Θ, λ) − α log P (Θ). Therefore,
by repeating the update of λ by Eq. (14) and the update of Θ
that decreases J (Θ, λ) − α log P (Θ), the objective function
decreases monotonically and converges to a stationary point.
With ﬁxed s and „, the auxiliary function J (Θ, λ) −
α log P (Θ) is minimized with respect to the CWM parameters,
—, ȷ, and w, under the following updates
µk,l =

2
Dk,l ηk,i
ρk,l + αmk,i
,
2
Ck,l ηk,i
ρk,l + α

(15)

(ρ)

ρk,l =

Ck,l + 2α(ak,l − 1)

(ρ)

Ck,l µ2k,l − 2Dk,l µk,l + Ek,l − 2α/bk,l

(16)

,

(w)

wk,l =

Ck,l + α(ak,l − 1)
(w)

1 + α/bk,l

(17)

,

where
Ck,l =

X

yω,l λk,ω,l ,

(18)

ωyω,l λk,ω,l ,

(19)

ω 2 yω,l λk,ω,l .

(20)

Figure 5: Spectrogram of a natural voice and the trajectories of
extracted frequency parameters (a Japanese sentence of A01 in
the ATR-503 data set).

ω

Dk,l =

X
ω

Ek,l =

X
ω

With ﬁxed —, ȷ, w and „, the state sequence minimizing
J (Θ, λ) − α log P (Θ) can be obtained by using the Viterbi
algorithm. With ﬁxed —, ȷ, w and s, the auxiliary function is
minimized under the following updates.
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where Ti = {l|sl = i}. As for {ak,i , bk,i , ak,i }k,l , bk,i }k,l ,
although the updates are not derived in a closed form, they are
updated as the root of the following equations
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where ψ(a) denotes the digamma function
ψ(a) =

∂Γ(a)
/Γ(a).
∂a

(27)

A spectrogram of sentence A01 from the ATR503 data set
‘Arayurugenjitsuwo subete jibunnohohe nejimagetanoda’ and
an example of the trajectory of the mean parameters of the
CWM extracted from it are shown in Fig. 5.
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4. Speech Synthesis Experiment and
Evaluation
4.1. Evaluation criterion
To evaluate the spectral distortion caused by the training process, we measured the spectral distortion between the synthesized speech and real speech.
Bark spectral distortion [11] is known to be an objective
measure for incorporating psychoacoustic responses. We used
Bark spectral distortion and log spectral distortion to measure the spectral divergence between the synthesized and real
speech. Using this criterion, we compared the present method
with HTS-2.1 [10], a conventional HMM speech synthesis system with mel-cepstrum features and the global variance model
[?].
The time alignment between the two spectral sequences was
computed by using the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. The average distortions on 53 synthesized speech sentences were compared and a statistical test was conducted.
4.2. Experimental Conditions
All the phoneme boundaries of the training data were given by
the phoneme labels of HTS [10]. This means that the state sequences of the HMM are assumed to be known in the training stage. The number of the Gaussian functions in the CWM
was set at 24. The initial CWM parameters were determined
by performing the method reported by [9] to estimate the CWM
parameters from the entire spectral sequence corresponding to
each phoneme. We used an acoustic model of 1 state and a leftto-right HMM with no skip, as with HTS-2.1 [10]. We used
“STRAIGHT” [12] to compute the spectral envelopes of the
training data, with an analysis interval of 5 ms. We used 450
uttered sentences for the training and 53 uttered sentences for
the synthesis and evaluation, respectively. All the speech samples were uttered by a Japanese male speaker and recorded with
a 16kHz sampling rate and a 16 bit quantization, which were
taken from the demo site of HTS [13].
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5. Conclusion
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Figure 6: Normalized squared distances between the log spectra and cepstra of real and synthesized speech by the proposed
method (red) , the ordinary mel-cepstral method with gv (blue)
and without gv (green).
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Abstract
This paper presents an experimental comparison of a broad
range of the leading vocoder types which have been previously
described. We use a reference implementation of each of these
to create stimuli for a listening test using copy synthesis. The
listening test is performed using both Lombard and normal read
speech stimuli, and with two types of question for comparison.
Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) is conducted on the listener
responses to analyse similarities in terms of quality between
the vocoders. Our MDS and clustering results show that the
vocoders which use a sinusoidal synthesis approach are perceptually distinguishable from the source-filter vocoders. To help
further interpret the axes of the resulting MDS space, we test for
correlations with standard acoustic quality metrics and find one
axis is strongly correlated with PESQ scores. We also find both
speech style and the format of the listening test question may
influence test results. Finally, we also present preference test
results which compare each vocoder with the natural speech.
Index Terms: Speech Synthesis, Vocoder, Similarity, Quality

1. Introduction
The prominence of the hidden Markov model (HMM) based approach to speech synthesis has grown rapidly in recent years,
driven by its recognised advantages of convenient statistical
modelling and flexibility. However, more than just convenient
and adaptable speech synthesis alone, we desire the speech produced to be as close to natural speech as possible. For this,
the characteristics of the speech vocoder used to generate the
speech waveform from the vocoder parameters provided by the
HMM are of paramount importance.
Various types of source-filter vocoder have typically been
used for HMM-based speech synthesis Toolkit (HTS) [1] so
far, where the excitation source is modelled by a mixture of
pulse train and white Gaussian noise. Although the simplest
pulse/noise model is straightforward, it does not provide an adequate model for the natural source and produces a characteristic
“buzzy” sound due to strong harmonics at higher frequencies.
Many more sophisticated source-filter vocoders have been proposed to address this problem. STRAIGHT [3] uses aperiodicity to weight the harmonic and noise components of the excitation. Substituting the pulse train with a residual signal is another
way to retain a more detailed excitation signal, for example the
Deterministic plus Stochastic Model [4]. Similarly, Glottal Inverse Filtering has been combined with HTS to model glottal
pulses [5]. Meanwhile, multiple sinusoidal vocoders, have also
been proposed. These depart from the strict source-filter approach to speech production, and generally differ in how they
model the noise component. The Quasi-Harmonic Model [6] is
an example of this sinusoidal class of vocoder.
Although a large number of good quality vocoders have

been proposed, the optimal choice of vocoder to use in an
HMM-based TTS system has not yet been clearly established.
There are two main reasons for this. First, studies introducing
a new vocoder are often limited to using a single baseline in
the experimental validation they present. Second, when introducing a new vocoder, attention is not always given to evaluating the suitability of the vocoder for TTS. To address this open
question, we attempt here a systematic comparison of a variety of vocoder types, and consider their suitability for HMMbased synthesis systems. We can find some previous work with
a similar aim, for example different types of vocoder are introduced in some detail in [7], but generally there has not been
a great deal of work in this direction. The aim of this paper,
then, is to evaluate different vocoders in a reasonably largescale listening test, using the same speech data and under consistent controller experimental conditions. We then apply multidimensional scaling and K-means clustering to analyse and visualise the responses and explore the relationship between the
different vocoders.
When interpreting the results of this comparison, it is necessary to bear in mind certain caveats. First, the performance
of waveform vocoders (harmonic, quasi-harmonic, etc.) are
not distinguished from other vocoders, which are more suited
to TTS system modelling as they have a fixed low dimension
parameters for each frame. Moreover, this experiment is just
based on one single speaker and limited set of samples. Thus,
every vocoder may not be equally stretched in all ways possible, and so a truly even comparison may not be achieved. Another difficulty arises in differences in the parameters used by
each vocoder. As explained further in Section 2, rather than
implement every vocoder, this study uses the authors’ own implementation for some vocoders (specifically, those proposed
by Degottex, Drugman, Erro and Raitio). This means some parameter settings (e.g. F0 tracking) may vary between systems,
which will affect the results. Nevertheless, the results of this
study may still offer useful insights in terms of: i) similarities
and differences between vocoder types; ii) whether any parameters greatly affect speech quality; iii) which vocoders are most
natural and which are most amenable to statistical modelling.
This paper is organised as follows. The vocoders selected
for comparison are briefly summarised in detail in Section 2.
A series of comparisons are analysed based on both subjective
and objective experiments in Section 3. Some discussion and
conclusions are listed in Section 4.

2. Vocoder systems
The vocoders included in the listening test are summarised in
Table 1, where each vocoder’s name, suitability and parameters for HTS modelling also shown. In terms of sinusoidal
vocoders, Harmonic plus noise model(HNM) vocoder based on
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Table 1: Summary of selected vocoders (k: number of sinusoids
per frame, HTS: the suitability for HTS modelling ).
Vocoder
Mel - generalised
cepstral vocoder
STRAIGHT
with full band
mixed excitation
STRAIGHTMGC with
critical band
mixed excitation

HTS Parameters per frame
MGC: 24 + F0: 1 , Pulse
Yes
plus noise excitation
Aperiodicity:1024,
No spectrum: 1024+ F0:1,
Multi- band mixed excitation
Yes

Band aperiodicity: 25 +
MGC :39 + F0: 1, Multiband mixed excitation

Glottal vocoder

Yes

MGC vocoder
DSMR with DSM-based
residual

F0:1, Energy:1, HNR: 5,
Source LSF: 10, Vocal tract
LSF: 30, natural pulse

Yes

MGC: 30 + F0:1, DSM for
residual excitation

HM

Harmonic model

No

HMF

Harmonic with
fixed dimension

No

HNM

HNM-MGC
vocoder

Yes

Name
MGC
SF

SC

Glot

aHM
OS

Adaptive
harmonic model
Original speech

No

2*k harmonics + F0:1,
Harmonic excitation
2*k harmonics + F0: 1,
Harmonic excitation
MGC:40 + F0:1, Multi- band
excitation, Maximum voiced
frequency
2*k + F0:1, Harmonic
excitation

mel-cepstral coefficients and F0 [9], adaptive harmonic vocoder
[6], harmonic vocoder [8], harmonic vocoder with fixed parameters were selected. For the source-filter vocoders,the deterministic plus stochastic model for residual(DSMR) vocoder
[4], the mel-generalized cepstral vocoder, glottal vocoder [5],
and STRAIGHT [3] with both full-band and critical-band based
mixed excitation [10] were chosen for comparison.
2.1. Mel-generalized cepstral vocoder (MGC)
Here, a simple pulse/noise excitation is used for the MGC
vocoder. Although straightforward, this excitation model cannot fully represent natural excitation signals and often generates
“buzzy” speech. Different types of coefficients may be used to
represent the spectrum. Mel-cepstra are often used, providing
a good approximation to the human auditory scale of speech.
Here, we use the Mel-Generalised Log Spectral Approximation
(MGLSA) digital filter to filter the excitation signal to synthesise speech. We use the same parameter value in [4] α=0.42 and
γ=-1/3 for MGC extraction.
2.2. STRAIGHT with full-band mixed excitation (SF)
STRAIGHT (Speech Transformation and Representation using
Adaptive Interpolation of Weight Spectrum) [3] was developed
to better remove the periodicity effects of F0 on extracting the
vocal tract spectral shape. For spectral envelope extraction, both
F0 adaptive spectral smoothing and compensatory time windows are used to transfer the time frequency-smoothing problem to frequency domain. Aperiodicity of the signal is computed as the difference between the upper and lower envelope
of the spectrum. For voiced frame, noise is calculated by modulating the randomness of the phase component according to aperiodicity. Finally, all parameters are sent to a minimum-phase
filter with group delay phase manipulation to synthesise speech.
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2.3. STRAIGHT mel-generalised cepstal vocoder with critical band mixed excitation (SC)
Although STRAIGHT uses both aperiodicity and F0 adaptive
spectral smoothing to solve the “buzzy” problem, the number
of parameters for both the spectrum and aperiodicity components is the same size as the FFT length used, which is not suitable for statistical modelling. [10] proposed to use other lower
dimensional parameters, such as Mel-generalized Cepstral Coefficients or Line Spectral Pairs to represent the spectrum instead. Here, in order to compare with other vocoders with similar spectral parameters, the Mel-generalised cepstral is chosen
as the intermediate spectral parameterization. Aperiodicity parameters are also compressed by averaging the whole points to
25 sub-bands. The same type of filter is chosen as used in the
STRAIGHT vocoder above.
2.4. Glottal vocoder (Glot)
[5] proposed a method to represent the glottal pulse signals instead of using a pulse-train excitation to represent the voiced
excitation. For voiced speech frames, Interactive Adaptive Inverse Filtering (IAIF) is used to separate the glottal source from
the vocal tract so that both the vocal tract and source signal may
be accurately estimated. For unvoiced frames, conventional inverse filtering is applied. Other parameters, such as energy and
harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR), are calculated so as to weight
the noise component of the source. During synthesis, a prestored library pulse is selected and interpolated to match the
target F0. The glottal spectrum, HNR and energy also have to
be set to match the target. Finally, a vocal tract filter as derived
from analysis part is applied to the excitation to generate the
speech signal.
2.5. MGC vocoder with DSM-based residual (DSMR)
In [4], a MGC vocoder with Deterministic plus Stochastic
Model for residual signal is proposed. The residual signal is first
obtained by applying inverse filtering using mel-generalised
cepstrum filters. Then, a Blackman window, centred on glottal
closure instants and of length equalling two F0 periods, is applied to obtain pitch-synchronous residual frames. In order to
model these, they are first length normalised, then the deterministic component at the lower frequencies is decomposed using
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to obtain the first eigen
residual. The energy envelope and an autoregressive model are
used for the stochastic component. During synthesis, both these
parts are resampled to match the target pitch to produce the new
residual signal, which is used to drive a MGLSA filter to generate speech, so it is not strictly a sinusoidal vocoder.
2.6. Harmonic vocoder (HM)
Although real amplitude for the sinusoids were used for calculating parameters in [11], complex amplitudes proposed by
[8], estimated by an algorithm operating in the time domain,
are used in our experiment here, as it is easier to deal with the
phase information (e.g. we can avoid problems such as phase
unwrapping). For voiced frames, we calculate the complex amplitude by minimising the error between the original and estimated speech signals. The number of harmonics k in each
frame is dictated by Fs/F0 (Fs: sampling frequency, F0: fundamental frequency). For unvoiced parts, Karhunen-Loeve expansion [12] shows we can use the same analysis as for voiced
frames. We suppose that the frequency are close enough and set
the F0 as 100Hz under the window length of 20ms to make the
power spectrum change more slowly. From the complex amplitudes for a sequence of frames, we use the standard overlap and
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add technique to re-synthesis speech.
2.7. Harmonic vocoder with fixed dimension(HMF)
From the description of the Harmonic Vocoder in the previous
section, note the number of complex amplitude values in each
frame varies depending on F0. This varying number of parameters is not suitable to combine with HTS. So, we also include
a variant of the previous Harmonic vocoder in our experimental
comparison that uses a fixed number of parameters per frame,
which is labelled the “HMF” vocoder. To fix the number of
harmonics, one option is to use those harmonics in at lower frequencies and add noise at higher frequencies. However, dividing the spectrum into two in this way would be rather arbitrary.
For unvoiced speech in the “HM” vocoder, the number of harmonics in each frame is fixed, even though there may be no
harmonics in fact. Similarly, here we suppose that the number
of harmonics is the same as used for unvoiced parts irrespective
of whether there are harmonics at higher frequencies or not.
2.8. HNM-MGC Vocoder (HNM)
A harmonic/stochastic waveform generator is presented by [9].
This method is based on the decomposition of the speech frames
into a harmonic part and stochastic part and uses MGC, F0 and
maximum voiced frequency (MVF) as an intermediate parameterization. This vocoder is thus suitable for statistical modelling
with a fixed frame size. For voiced frames,the entire spectral envelope may be obtained by interpolating the amplitudes at harmonic points. Cepstral coefficients are obtained from the log
spectrum and then they are reduced in number [2] and warped
to the mel scale. Unvoiced part is just analysed through a fast
Fourier transformation (FFT) and no stochastic part is assumed
during analysis. MVF is caculated based on sinusoidal likeness measure. During synthesis, the cepstral envelope is resampled according to the harmonic points. Noise component is
obtained by sampling the cepstral envelope at frequency above
MVF. Minimum phase is using here.
2.9. aHM-AIR vocoder (aHM)
For the “HMF” and “HM” vocoders, we represent the whole
band with harmonics alone. In principle, though, small errors in F0 value could cause large mismatch error in the higher
frequencies. In order to solve this problem, [6] proposes a
full-band adaptive harmonic vocoder without using any shaped
noise. For analysis, it uses an Adaptive Iterative Refinement (AIR) method and an adaptive Quasi-Harmonic vocoder
(aQHM) as an intermediate model to iteratively minimise the
mismatch of harmonic frequencies while increasing the number
of harmonics. Then, instantaneous amplitude and phase values
may be obtained by interpolation. During synthesis, the aHMAIR vocoder could represent the same structure by using only
F0 rather than a frequency value at each analysis instant.

3. Experiment
3.1. Subjective analysis
Our approach to comparing and analysing the vocoders summarised in Section 2 relies upon multi-dimensional scaling
(MDS)[14]. This technique aims to map points within a high
dimensional space to a lower dimensional space while preserving the relative distances between the points. We can exploit
this to visualise relative distances between the vocoders which
indicate similarity in terms of perceptual quality. Listeners are
asked to judge whether a given pair of stimuli are the same in
terms of quality or different. Comparing a number of stimuli

Table 2: Parameters for each section
Section
1
2
3
4

Speaking style
Normal
Lombard
Normal
Lombard

Questions
Similarity
Similarity
Preference
Preference

ratio
0.7943
0.7760
0.7500
0.7451

synthesised by all vocoders in this way, we obtain a matrix of
inter-vocoder distance scores. This high-dimensional similarity
matrix can be reduced to a 2- or 3- dimensional space to visualise vocoder similarities in terms of listener perception. The
“Classical MDS” variant is used here, as we are comparing
the Euclidean distance between each vocoder. Note we have
found the natural speech is perceived as quite different from
the vocoded speech, so including natural stimuli can heavily
distort the relative distances between each vocoder if included.
Therefore, we have omitted it from our MDS analysis. Instead,
preference tests are subsequently used in order to compare the
quality of each vocoder against the original speech.
In the test, every vocoder is compared pairwise with
all others, giving a 9*9 similarity matrix. Phonetically
balanced speech data from a UK male speaker is used for
copy synthesis with each vocoder. The sampling rate is
16kHz. A total of 32 normal speaking style sentences and
another 32 different sentences with Lombard speaking style
are used. Several samples are available on the webpage
(http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1164800/vocoder_com.html).
For each comparison unit and each listener, sentences are randomly selected for the matrix. So, all possible sentences could
be heard for each comparison to mitigate sentence-dependent
effects. Forty one native English speakers participated in
the listening test, conducted in perceptual sound booth with
headphones. Moreover, we suspect that the questions used for
the listening test (same/different or better/worse/same) and
the type of sentences (Lombard or Normal) could affect the
MDS result as well. So, four sections are designed to test for
this effect. A summary of the speaking styles, questions for
comparing sentences and the eigenvalues (“ratio”) for the first
two dimensions found by MDS analysis are listed in Table 2.
The two-dimensional MDS spaces for the four test sections
are shown in Figure 3. At first sight, it seems the locations of
the vocoders differ in each section. However, by comparing the
four MDS figures, we can see that although the absolute x- and
y-coordinates for each point may vary, the relative positions of
each vocoder are similar. The approximate consistency between
the 4 different test sections indicates the relative layout of the
vocoders observed is to some extent general, and that sufficient
and adequate test stimuli have been selected, for example.
Next, we aim to analyse and interpret the relative layout
of the vocoder points in the MDS space. Different speaking and
question styles are used in each test section, and so we use Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to ascertain whether these factors
explain the variations observed. The results of both one-way
and two-way ANOVAs are shown in Table 3. For the one-way
method, the F-values for both speaking and question style for
MDS are high. Meanwhile, both significances are less than 5
percent, which means these two factors greatly affect listener
judgement. The two-way ANOVA indicates there is no significant interaction between the effects of speaking style and
question type on listener judgement. We conclude therefore that
speaking style and question format to some extent explain why
each section map differs. Furthermore, in Table 2, note the ratio
for the “same/different” question type is higher than that ob-
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Table 3: ANOVA for speaking style and question type

3.2. Objective analysis
In this section, we explore why the vocoders cluster together
as observed and what potential factors underpin listener judgements. A range of standard acoustic objective measures are cal-
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Figure 1: Preference Test Result (up: Normal, down: Lombard)

HNR

tained used the 3-way “better/worse/same” question type. We
believe therefore the first question type may yield more dependable results. So, for objective analysis, only section 1 and 2 are
used for Normal speech and Lombard speech separately.
Although proximity in the MDS map can be interpreted as
similarity, the relationship between the vocoders is not yet necessarily clear, so it would be more obvious to merge similar
vocoders together. Thus, based on the 9*9 matrix of Euclidean
distance between each vocoders, we use K-means clustering to
identify emergent groupings. The “Silhouette” value [13] for
varying numbers of clusters is computed, and the highest value
is taken to indicate the optimum cluster number. The result
for each test section is shown in Figure 4. The MDS results
show that the SC, SF, MGC and Glot vocoders are very close to
each other, indicating listeners find they sound similar to one another. A similar situation is observed for the DSMR and HNM
vocoders, and for the aHM and HM vocoders. The clustering result in Figure 4 is consistent with this. In test section 1, except
DSMR which uses DSM for residual siganl but is still based on
source-filter model, vocoders in cluster two (in red) all use harmonics to describe speech. It is interesting that they all cluster
separately from cluster one (in blue), where the vocoders belong to the traditional source-filter paradigm. More specifically,
SC is merely a reduced dimension version of SF. Meanwhile,
the intermediate parameters transferred from spectrum is the
Mel Generalized Cepstrum, so it is also reasonable for MGC
vocoder to be close to SF and SC. For other test sections, the
situation is similar except for the relative change of the HM and
HMF vocoders. Thus, we conclude that in terms of quality, the
sinusoidal vocoders in this experiment sounds quite different
from source filter vocoders, and there may be other reasons for
DSMR clustering together with sinusoidal vocoders.
Having established similarities between vocoders, we also
assess their relative quality compared to natural speech. A preference test is conducted for this purpose. Thirty two normal sentences and another 32 Lombard speech are surveyed separately.
The same 41 native listeners participated in this test to give their
preference in term of quality. The results given in Figure 1 show
that the sinusoidal vocoders give relatively good quality. To
further analyse the robustness of each vocoder for modelling
both Normal and Lombard speech, the difference in preference
scores between these 2 speech styles is presented in table 4. As
we can see, in general, sinusoidal vocoders like HMF, HM and
aHM give much less variable performance than the source/filter
vocoder type. Interestingly, the SF vocoder gives stronger performance in terms of listener preference for Lombard speech
than it does for normal speech in Figure 1. The reason for this
is the subject of ongoing research.
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Figure 2: Objective value result (blue: Normal , red: Lombard)
culated:
• HNR (Noise Harmonic Ratio)
• Jitter

• Shimmer

• LDS (Log distance of spectra using FFT)

• PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality)
• Spectral Tilt

• Loudness (Based on Model of ISO 532B)

The mean values for these acoustic measures are shown in Figure 2. Unfortunately, we can find no obvious relationship between these measures and the distances between the different
vocoders. We attempt to interpret the significance of the MDS
map axes by using linear regression and stepwise regression between the two axes and the given acoustic measures. As space
is limited here, only the measure most highly correlated with
the axes is listed in Tables 5.
As Table 5 shows, the significance of the correlation between PESQ scores with one axis of the MDS map is strong.
In fact, combined with Figure 2, we can track vocoder quality
through the axis value in MDS to a certain degree. For example, in test section 1 for normal speech, lower x-coordinates indicate higher quality in the vocoder. A similar situation applies
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Table 4: Vocoder preference stability result (Lombard preference value minus that for normal speech)
vocoder type
preference vaule (Lombard - Normal)

DSMR
0.0976

HNM
0.0732

Table 5: linear regression result.
linear regression
Section1_x~PESQ
Section2_x~PESQ

Significance
0.00174
0.00991

R squared
0.7746
0.6372

to Lombard speech in test section 2. The aHM vocoder has
the best quality, followed by the HM vocoder. Note, though,
that neither of these are currently suitable for statistical modelling. For the source-filter vocoders, the Glot, SF and SC ones
all sound much better than MGC, and they are suited to modelling as well. Of the sinusoidal vocoders, not only are the HNM
and DSMR vocoders suitable for modelling, but also appear to
give good vocoded speech quality. The HMF vocoder also appears effective for producing speech with a fixed number of parameters. Finally, we consider which acoustic feature may be
most related with other MDS axis. Unfortunately, there is no
apparent pattern between any acoustic measure and the axis in
the stepwise multi-linear regression. Therefore, we conclude
that the listener perception judgements may be a more complex
combination of multiple potential features.

4. Discussion and conclusion
This paper examines a broad range of vocoders and presents
an experimental comparison to evaluate their relationship and
potential factors that correlate with perceived vocoder quality.
Both Lombard and normal read speech are used as stimuli produced by copy synthesis with each vocoder. MDS is conducted
on the listener responses to analyse similarities in terms of quality between the vocoders. Four combinations of speaking style
and listening test question format are tested. ANOVA results
shows both speaking style and question format greatly affect listener judgements. For the preference question type, the eigenvalues for the first two dimensions in MDS space are somewhat
reduced. Thus, we deem the similarity question type is more
suitable for MDS analysis, and Lombard and Normal speech
are surveyed separately in the subsequent analysis. Comparing
preference test results for Normal and Lombard speech, we also
find that sinusoidal vocoders give more consistent performance
than source filter vocoders.
To analyse their potential relationship in more depth, Kmeans clustering is applied to the listener similarity judgment matrix and combined with the MDS results. We find
in terms of quality, the sinusoidal vocoders cluster separately
from the source filter vocoders. Thus, we conclude that sinusoidal vocoders are perceptually distinguishable from source
filter ones. The preference test comparisons with the natural
stimuli presented here indicate sinusoidal vocoders can give superior vocoded speech quality. In order to interpret the axes of
the obtained MDS space, a several objective acoustic measures
are tested for correlation with the MDS space axes. Linear regression result shows that one axis is related with quality. However, no obvious acoustic measure could be found to explain
the other axis of the two dimensional MDS space, which we
interpret as implying that human perception of vocoded speech
quality may combine multiple factors.

aHM
0.0244

HM
0

MGC
-0.0732

SF
0.1707

SC
0.0244

Glot
0.0976

HMF
-0.0244
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Statistical Model Training Technique
for Speech Synthesis Based on Speaker Class
Yusuke Ijima, Noboru Miyazaki, Hideyuki Mizuno
NTT Media Intelligence Laboratories, NTT Corporation, Japan
Abstract
To allow the average-voice-based speech synthesis technique to generate synthetic speech that is more similar to that
of the target speaker, we propose a model training technique
that introduces the label of speaker class. Speaker class represents the voice characteristics of speakers. In the proposed technique, first, all training data are clustered to determine classes
of speaker type. The average voice model is trained using the
labels of conventional context and speaker class. In the speaker
adaptation process, the target speaker’s class is estimated and
is used to transform the average voice model into the target
speaker’s model. As a result, the speech of the target speaker is
synthesized from the target speaker’s model and the estimated
target speaker’s speaker class. The results of an objective experiment show that the proposed technique significantly reduces
the RMS errors of log F0. Moreover, the results of a subjective
experiment indicate that the proposal yields synthesized speech
with better similarity than the conventional method.
Index Terms: HMM-based speech synthesis, average voice
model, speaker adaptation, speaker clustering

1. Introduction
Recent research on text-to-speech synthesis has focused on supporting arbitrary speakers given only a small amount of the target speaker’s speech data. In HMM-based speech synthesis systems [1], the average-voice-based speech synthesis technique
with model adaptation [2] has been proposed. Given only a
few minutes of the target speaker’s speech data, this technique
can synthesize arbitrary texts by transforming the average voice
model to the target speaker’s model.However, it has been reported that the similarity of the synthesized speech to the target
speaker’s speech is degraded by model conversion if the acoustic features of the average voice model are distant from those of
the target speaker [3]. One useful solution is creating an average voice model whose characteristics are close to those of the
target speaker.
To realize this approach, a similar speaker selection based
model training technique has been proposed [4]. In this technique, synthetic speech is made closer to that of the target
speaker by training an average voice model from perceptually
similar speakers (manually selected); note that speaker selection decreases the amount of training data. However, in the case
of automatic similar speaker selection using acoustic features,
it was reported that the similarity of synthesized speech is degraded due to this reduction. Although, these results indicate
that the selection must identify perceptually similar speakers
to improve the similarity of the synthesized speech, it is well
known that this selection is very difficult. To avoid these problems, i.e., selecting perceptually-similar speakers and offsetting
the decrease in amount of training data, it is desirable to create
one average voice model that can take into account of multiple

speaker characteristics with no decrease in the amount of training data.
So that model training can take into account of the various
characteristics of the training data, some studies have proposed
a model training technique that adds characteristics of training
data to the usual context set of phonetic, prosodic, and linguistic features. [5] proposed a style-mixed modeling technique that
utilizes speaking styles and emotional expressions as context.
In addition, the gender-mixed modeling technique, which uses
speaker gender as an additional context, was proposed to enhance average-voice-based speech synthesis, and its effectiveness was shown [6]. In this study, we propose to add speaker
class, which better represents detailed speaker characteristics
than gender, to the average-voice-based speech synthesis technique.
In the proposed technique, a speaker clustering technique
is applied to the training data so as to group the acoustic features of all speakers used for average voice model training. The
average voice model is trained using the label of speaker class.
In the speaker adaptation process, the target speaker’s speaker
class is estimated, and the average voice model is transformed
to the target speaker’s model using the labels of conventional
context and the estimated speaker class. The key to realizing our proposal is the robust estimation of the target speaker’s
class. If complex features that have high correlation with perceptual similarity are used for speaker clustering, we would face
the same problem of perceptually-similar speaker selection as
in [4]. To avoid this problem, we use very simple acoustic features of spectrum, F0, and phoneme duration for speaker clustering and speaker class estimation. Objective and subjective
evaluations show the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

2. Speech synthesis system with speaker
class label
2.1. Overview of proposed speech synthesis system
A block diagram of the proposed speech synthesis method is
shown in Fig. 1. The proposed technique first trains an average voice model using training data labeled with speaker class
and other conventional contexts. The speaker class of the target
speaker is estimated from the speaker’s training data and input to the average voice model to transform it to better suit the
target speaker. Given the estimated target speaker’s class and
other conventional contexts, the target speaker’s model synthesizes the target speaker’s speech. The overall process of training, adaptation, and speech synthesis is summarized below.
Training part:
Step 1 Apply the speaker clustering technique to all training
data and define a finite number of speaker classes.
Step 2 Train an average voice model using the training data
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be thought necessary to use acoustic features that are highly
correlated with perceptual similarity. Many previous studies
showed that perceptual similarity is influenced by prosodic features, consisting of F0 and phoneme duration, and acoustic features, consisting of cepstral coefficients and the aperiodic component [4, 7–9]. However, since the key to realizing this approach is estimating the speaker class of the target speaker robustly, such complex features are not desirable.
In this study, in order to robustly estimate the speaker class
of the target speaker, we utilize three simple features, average
mel-cepstral coefficients, average logarithmic F0 (log F0), and
speaking rate; they represent the features of spectrum, F0, and
phoneme duration respectively. Speaker clustering, based on
the k-means algorithm, is performed for each of the three features in isolation. The three acoustic features are described as
follows.

Estimated
speaker class

Target
speaker’s model

Average mel-cepstral coefficients of all training data are used
for spectrum-based speaker clustering. Because spectrumoriented speaker characteristics are chiefly presented by voiced
phonemes rather than unvoiced phonemes, the average melcepstral coefficients are obtained from only voiced frames as
detected by TEMPO [10].
2.2.2. Average log F0

Synthesis Part
input
text

text
analysis

context label
for synthesis

speech parameter
and waveform
synthesis

synthesized
speech

Figure 1: Block diagram of the speech synthesis system.

with labels of speaker class and conventional contexts.
Adaptation part:
Step 3 Estimate the speaker class of the target speaker using
adaptation data.

Average log F0 of all training data are used for F0-based speaker
clustering. As per Sect. 2.2.1, the average log F0 was obtained
from only voiced frames as detected by TEMPO [10].
2.2.3. Speaking rate
Average speaking rates of all training data are used for
phoneme-duration-based speaker clustering. The speaking rate
is obtained from manually segmented phoneme boundaries of
all training data. The speaking rate of speaker i (SRi ) is given
by
SRi =

M orai
U ttLeni

(1)

Step 4 Transform the trained average voice model into the target speaker’s model using the adaptation data and the
estimated speaker class.

where, M orai and U ttLeni represent, respectively, the number of mora of speaker i and the utterance length of speaker i.

Synthesis part:

2.3. Context clustering using speaker class label

Step 5 Generate the context label from the result of text analysis.

Generally, in the average voice model training, decision treebased context clustering for each model, i.e., mel-cepstrum, log
F0, and phoneme duration, is performed using common questions. However, since our proposal adds speaker class to the
other conventional contexts, using common questions may lead
to negative effects on the tree structure. To avoid this problem,
we also use model-specific questions. For instance, questions
intended to identify the speaker class (speech rate) are used for
context clustering for the phoneme duration model only. In this
paper, the context clustering was performed before SAT.

Step 6 Generate the speech parameter sequence of the target
speaker using the target speaker’s model, the estimated
speakers class and the generated context label.
Step 7 Synthesize the speech waveform of the target speaker.
In the proposed technique, if speaker class is estimated correctly, the leaf nodes that have similar speech characteristics to
those of the target speaker are used for speaker adaptation and
speech synthesis. Therefore, the output of the proposed technique is closer to the target speaker than is possible with the
conventional technique. Details of this technique are described
below.
2.2. Speaker class
We apply a speaker clustering technique to cluster the acoustic
features of the speakers in the training data. For this, it might
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2.4. Estimating speaker class of target speaker
To estimate the speaker class of target speaker, we use the
very simple approach of Euclidean distance between the target
speaker’s features and the centroids of all clusters. Given the
adaptation data of the target speaker, we first obtain the three
features for the speaker, i.e., the average mel-cepstral coefficients, average log F0, and average speaking rate. Finally, the
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Table 1: The number of leaf nodes of decision trees for each
feature.
# of
model
speaker class
mel-cepstrum log F0 duration
1 (conventional)
4954
20941
2971
2
5260
29454
3054
4
5766
35120
2939
8
6607
37952
2952

Table 3: RMS errors of log F0 [cent] between original and synthetic speech for each target speaker (closed target speaker).
# of
target speaker
speaker class
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
1
203.3 216.3 218.8 135.8 182.1
2
202.9 209.4 211.2 133.6 174.1
4
187.1 199.5 204.3 131.9 172.8
8
183.1 203.7 212.2 127.2 169.1

Table 2: Mel-cepstral distortion [dB] between original and synthetic speech for each target speaker (closed target speaker).
# of
target speaker
speaker class
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
1
5.78 5.90 5.85 5.28 5.83
2
5.76 5.93 5.87 5.27 5.92
4
5.73 5.93 5.91 5.27 5.85
8
5.75 5.96 5.90 5.25 5.87

Table 4: RMS errors of phoneme duration [ms] between original and synthetic speech for each target speaker (closed target
speaker).
# of
target speaker
speaker class
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
1
25.18 24.28 25.16 30.15 24.66
2
24.43 24.37 25.47 29.46 25.42
4
23.55 23.08 25.24 28.70 24.19
8
23.56 22.73 24.66 29.54 26.07

three subclasses (one per feature) of the target speaker are estimated to be those that have the smallest Euclidean distance
between the input feature and cluster centroids.

3.2. The number of leaf nodes in the decision trees

3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental conditions
In the following experiments, we used the speech data gathered from 88 non-professional Japanese female speakers’. This
database contains about 120 phonetically balanced sentences
for each speaker. The speakers’ ages ranged from 18 to 39.
The sampling frequency of the speech was 16 kHz and the
quantization bit rate was 16 bits. We used STRAIGHT analysis [10] for speech feature extraction, and extracted spectral
envelope, F0, and aperiodic components. The analysis frame
shift was 5 ms. The spectral envelope was then converted to
mel-cepstral coefficients using a recursion formula. The aperiodicity feature was also converted to average values for five
frequency sub-bands, i.e., 0–1, 1–2, 2–4, 4–6, and 6–8 kHz. As
a result, the feature vector consisted of 40 mel-cepstral coefficients including the zeroth coefficient, log F0, and five-band
aperiodicity values with delta and delta-delta coefficients. The
total dimensionality was 138. We used a five-state left-to-right
hidden semi-Markov model with no skip topology. The output
distribution in each state was modeled as a single Gaussian density function, and the covariance matrices were assumed to be
diagonal.
For training the average voice model, one hundred sentences uttered by 85 of the 88 speakers were used. For its
adaptation to the target speaker, twenty sentences uttered by
the target speaker were used as adaptation data. We used the
combined technique of CSMAPLR and MAP adaptation as the
speaker adaptation algorithm [11].
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
speaker class approach, we created 4 trained average voice models with different numbers of speaker class, 1, 2, 4, and 8. The
average voice model with 1 class represents the conventional
average voice model.

In order to confirm the impact of the speaker class proposal has
on the model structure, we investigated the number of leaf nodes
in the decision trees for each of the four models. Table 1 lists
the number of leaf nodes for each average voice model and each
acoustic feature. The number of leaf nodes for the aperiodic
feature is not shown because speaker class context determined
from the aperiodic feature is not used in speaker clustering. We
can see that the number of leaf nodes increases as the number
of speaker class increases except for phoneme duration. This
is because the amount of training data for phoneme duration is
smaller than that for the other two features.
Furthermore, from the decision trees of each model,
speaker classes associated with average log F0 tended to be split
at the node close to the root node of the tree. On the other hand,
speaker classes associated with the two other features tend to be
split at nodes close to leaf nodes.
3.3. Objective evaluation
To objectively evaluate the proposed technique, we measured
the mel-cepstral distortion, the RMS errors of log F0, and the
RMS errors of phoneme duration between original and synthetic speech. To evaluate the influence of speaker class estimation, we used two types of target speakers (closed and open
target speakers). The five closed target speakers were among
those used for average voice model training, and their speaker
classes for speaker adaptation were given correctly. The three
open target speakers were not included in the average voice
model training, and their speaker classes were estimated automatically. These eight speakers have different speaker classes
about at least one feature. Twenty sentences uttered by each target speaker and used as the reference data were not included in
the average voice model training data or speaker adaptation.
Table 2–4 show, respectively, the mel-cepstral distortion,
the RMS errors of log F0, and the RMS errors of phoneme duration for each closed target speaker and each average voice
model. From these results, we can see that the RMS errors
of log F0 and phoneme duration are decreased by increasing
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Table 6: RMS errors of log F0 [cent] between original and synthetic speech for each target speaker (open target speaker).
# of
target speaker
speaker class
#1
#2
#3
1
184.9 217.3 205.6
2
174.9 211.4 190.2
4
169.2 202.7 193.3
8
173.8 208.9 193.2

Table 7: RMS errors of phoneme duration [ms] between original and synthetic speech for each target speaker (open target
speaker).
# of
target speaker
speaker class
#1
#2
#3
1
22.11 19.78 21.60
2
23.78 19.71 22.95
4
21.87 18.72 19.59
8
21.92 19.06 20.14

Proposed

Target Speaker

Table 5: Mel-cepstral distortion [dB] between original and synthetic speech for each target speaker (open target speaker).
# of
target speaker
speaker class
#1
#2
#3
1
5.39 5.87 6.03
2
5.41 5.82 6.02
4
5.44 5.86 5.99
8
5.45 5.87 6.03

#1
#2
#3
Avg.
0

the number of speaker classes. This indicates that the proposed
technique enhances the effectiveness of the model’s tree structure for log F0 and phoneme duration. On the other hand, the
mel-cepstral distortions were not directly impacted by speaker
class. This is because the speaker class yielded by average melcepstral coefficients does not adequately represent spectrumoriented speaker characteristics. Therefore, to suppress melcepstral distortion, we have to determine which feature can best
represent the spectrum-based characteristics of the speaker.
Table 5–7 also show, respectively, the mel-cepstral distortion, the RMS errors of log F0, and the RMS errors of phoneme
duration for each open target speaker and each average voice
model. These results demonstrate tendencies similar to those
from the closed speakers test. However, when the number of
speaker class is 8, RMS errors of most target speakers were
higher to those with 4 classes. This is considered to be due to
over-training. Therefore, we used the model with 4 classes in
the following subjective experiment.
3.4. Subjective evaluation
We conducted a XAB test to evaluate voice characteristics and
prosodic features of the synthesized speech using the model
adapted from the conventional average voice model and the
proposed average voice model. All permutations of synthetic
sentence pairs matching each target speaker were created and
presented in both orders (XAB and XBA), to eliminate bias
in the order of stimuli. The subjects were ten persons, and
each was presented synthesized speech samples and then asked
which sample was similar to the reference speech. The reference speech was synthesized by a STRAIGHT vocoder. As
in the objective evaluation of the open speakers, we used three
open speakers as the target speaker, and twenty sentences as the
evaluation sentences.
Figure 2 shows the preference scores for each target
speaker. We can see that the proposed technique has better
performance than the conventional technique. This indicates
that the proposed technique based on speaker class can synthesize speech that is closer to the target speaker than the conventional alternative even though only three simple acoustic features are used for speaker clustering. However, since no perfor-
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Figure 2: Preference score from the subjective evaluation. (Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals.)

mance comparison that changed the acoustic feature used for
the speaker clustering was performed, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of speech synthesis by using other acoustic
features that have high correlation with perceptual similarity as
shown in [4].

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a model training technique that utilizes speaker class. This technique realizes robust speaker class
estimation by using three simple features, the average melcepstral coefficients, average log F0, and speaking rate. Objective and subjective experiments showed that the proposed technique can synthesize speech that is closer to that of the target
speaker than the conventional method. In particular, this technique can significantly reduce the RMS errors of log F0.
In future work, we will investigate other acoustic features
and other speaker clustering techniques to improve the technique’s speech synthesis performance. Applying the proposed
technique to style adaptation [12] will also be investigated.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a comparative overview of 9 studies
on perceptual quality dimensions of synthetic speech. Different subjective assessment techniques have been used to evaluate the text-to-speech (TTS) stimuli in each of these tests: in
a semantic differential, the test participants rate every stimulus
on a given set of rating scales, while in a paired comparison
test, the subjects rate the similarity of pairs of stimuli. Perceptual quality dimensions can be derived from the results of both
test methods, either by performing a factor analysis or via multidimensional scaling. We show that even though the 9 tests
differ in terms of used synthesizer types, stimulus duration, language, and quality assessment methods, the resulting perceptual
quality dimensions can be linked to 5 universal quality dimensions of synthetic speech: (i) naturalness of voice, (ii) prosodic
quality, (iii) fluency and intelligibility, (iv) disturbances, and
(v) calmness.
Index Terms: text-to-speech (TTS), perceptual quality dimensions, evaluation

1. Introduction
Even though the quality of modern TTS systems has reached
a level of quality that no longer reminds listeners of robot-like
voices but of real human speakers, different degradations still
diminish the overall quality impression: most PSOLA-based
diphone synthesizers lead to artificial voices due to frequent
concatenations of speech units, HMM-synthesizers can generate natural-sounding but also “noisy“ speech, and the quality of
unit-selection systems mainly depends on the size of the used
speech corpus, how well the units fit together and how well this
corpus fits to the text that is to be synthesized. These impairments all sound differently, thus they degrade speech along different perceptual dimensions. Hence, the quality of synthetic
speech is of multidimensional nature.
Several listening tests have been carried out over the past years
in order to reveal the inherent perceptual quality dimensions of
synthetic speech. As a result, a variety of different dimensions
appear to exist. In one study [1] the dimensions were labeled
(i) prosody and (ii) segmental, the next study [2] yielded the
dimensions (i) naturalness and (ii) intelligibility, and another
study [3] resulted in the dimensions (i) naturalness of voice,
(ii) temporal distortions, and (iii) calmness. Given the different
synthesizers that were used, the variations in stimulus duration,
and the diverse assessment methodologies, the ambiguity is not
surprising.
In this paper, we present a comparative overview of perceptual
quality dimensions which resulted from 9 studies on TTS qual-

ity, and we will show that these dimensions can be attributed
to a unifying set of dimensions. In Section 2, we introduce
the two different approaches to multidimensional analysis for
speech signals that were used in the 9 studies. Test details are
given in Section 3. Section 4 highlights the similarities and differences between the studies. In Section 5, we compare the
quality dimensions of all studies and introduce a set of 5 universal TTS-quality dimensions to which all other dimensions
can be linked. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude the results and
give a perspective to future work.

2. Multidimensional analysis
The two main approaches to analyzing perceptual quality dimensions with the help of human listeners are discussed in the
following.
In a semantic differential (SD), pre-defined attribute scales
are used to measure the auditory impression of the listeners.
This guarantees a direct relationship between the used attribute
scales and the derived quality dimensions. Therefore, the results
are usually easy to interpret. On the downside, the ratings of the
test participants are always limited to the set of presented scales.
If a quality impression can not be expressed by any of the presented scales, this information will be lost. Thus, it is crucial
to carefully choose a set of scales for the listening test. To reduce the influence of the test designers to a minimum, a suitable
set of scales can be developed through several pretests, i.e., the
goal of the first pretest is to collect attributes and corresponding
attribute scales which describe the auditory impression of the
listeners; in a second pretest, this set of attribute scales can be
reduced to a final selection of scales.
In comparison, the multidimensional scaling (MDS) approach
with paired comparison (PC) testing is solely based on the perceptual impression of the listener and not on any given rating
scales. Participants are instructed to rate the similarity of one
feature of pairs of speech signals, e.g., similarity in naturalness. Therefore, every stimulus in a set of n stimuli has to
be compared to all remaining n − 1 stimuli. The outcome is
a matrix that represents the similarity between all stimuli [4].
Via an MDS algorithm, the dimensionality of this matrix can
then be reduced until the solution is interpretable but still represents the observed stimulus space. However, since a complete comparison of all stimuli leads to n(n−1)
comparisons
2
and a listening-test duration of several hours per subject, this
approach is hardly deployable with larger sets of objects. For
these cases, Tsogo [5] proposed a sorting task. Here, subjects
are instructed to build groups of stimuli that are similar to each
other while being different from the stimuli in other groups.
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This yields one incidence matrix per subject from which a similarity matrix can be derived that can be further processed as
described above. Even though the MDS approach has the advantage that the participants’ ratings are not influenced by given
rating scales, its major drawback is the interpretability of the resulting dimensions. MDS dimensions as such give no indication
on their interpretation, thus, additional knowledge about the nature of the stimuli has to be obtained, e.g., via expert listening,
rating scales or measures derived from the synthesis system.

3. Subjective TTS evaluations
This section gives an overview of the 9 different TTS databases
as well as an interpretation of the resulting perceptual quality
dimensions.
3.1. Test 1
In 1995, Kraft and Portele [1] evaluated five German-speaking
TTS systems in an auditory listening test. The database consisted of stimuli produced by 2 formant synthesizers (male
voices) and 3 diphone/demisyllable synthesizers (2 female
voices, 1 male voice). The 44 subjects were instructed to rate
the stimuli on 8 presented absolute category rating (ACR) scales
with 5 to 6 categories. 6 familiar and unfamiliar passages were
synthesized with a total duration of about 100 words. A subsequent Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with Promax rotation revealed 2 factors which were connected to (i) prosodic
and long term attributes and to (ii) segmental attributes. Even
though, the first dimension was linked to prosody it also comprises attribute scales that are specific to the voice of the systems, such as naturalness and pleasantness.
3.2. Test 2
In [6], a pilot study was conducted in order to unveil the perceptual quality dimensions of the Festival synthesizer [7]. 8 sentences from the TIMIT database [8] were chosen and synthesized with an English-speaking female voice. The stimulus
duration varied from 1.9 to 4.1 seconds. 8 native speakers of
English which were all experienced with listening to synthetic
speech took part in a paired comparison (PC) test. They were
instructed to rate whether the two presented stimuli were similar
or different in terms of naturalness. The responses were compiled into a dissimilarity matrix which was then processed via
an MDS analysis. The resulting dimensions were interpreted
through visual and auditory analysis of the configuration of the
stimulus space. The first dimension represents (i) prosodic cues
which reflect the appropriateness of duration and intonation.
The second dimension is linked to (ii) segmental and unit-level
cues. It describes the appropriateness of units selected for synthesis as well as the number of selected units.
3.3. Test 3
To test the reliability and validity of the test method proposed
in the ITU-T Rec. P.85 [9], Viswanathan et al. [2] conducted a
series of 5 consecutive listening tests. In the final study, stimuli
produced by 5 English-speaking TTS systems were evaluated
on 9 5-point ACR scales. Additionally, participants were instructed to also rate the overall quality and the acceptability of
the systems. The investigated systems used either phones or
sub-phone units for concatenative synthesis. The synthesizers
included algorithmic variations for pitch and duration generation. The stimuli were rated by 128 naïve test participants. A
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factor analysis revealed 2 factors: Dimension 1 is related to the
extent to which speech is similar to natural human speech and
was thus labeled (i) naturalness; Dimension 2 describes how
well the content of the signal can be understood, hence it can be
assigned to the (ii) intelligibility of the signal.
3.4. Test 4
In [10], speech material from 6 German ”off-the-shelf” TTS
systems was evaluated. The stimuli were created by diphonebased synthesizers using the pitch-synchronous-overlap-add
(PSOLA) technique and unit-selection systems. A total of
10 speech samples have been generated per TTS system, half
for male speakers and half for female ones. The synthesized
speech samples have an average duration of 12s and consist of
two utterances separated by a silence interval of approximately
2s. The listening test closely followed the ITU-T Rec. P.85 [9].
Thus, besides the rating of the stimuli on 8 ACR scales, the
17 test participants were also given a parallel task. As suggested
in P.85, the listening test also included natural speech reference
files. A subsequent Principal Axis Factor (PAF) analysis with
Promax rotation revealed 2 dimensions. The first dimension
consists of scales concerning the naturalness of the synthesized
voice as well as prosodic attributes of the signal. The second dimension comprises scales that cover the fluency and intelligibility of the signal. Thus, dimension 1 was labeled (i) naturalness
and prosody while dimension 2 was named (ii) intelligibility.
3.5. Test 5
In [11], Mayo et al. pursued the investigations described in Section 3.2. 24 sentences from the TIMIT corpus were selected
and synthesized with an English-speaking female voice by the
diphone-based Festival speech-synthesis system. The average
duration of the stimuli was 2.7s. 30 participants took part in
a PC test, where they were instructed to rate the similarity of
a pair of stimuli in terms of naturalness. Two types of acoustic analysis were carried out: the automatic analysis consisted
of measures that were computed by Festival during the synthesis process (e.g., target and join costs) and measures that were
derived from those features (e.g., total cost, target costs of different types of diphones); the manual analysis included comparisons with natural speech files (e.g., number of transcription/pronunciation errors per synthetic utterance).
A subsequent MDS analysis yielded 3 dimensions. Through visual, auditory and cluster analysis these dimensions could be
linked to (i) overall join quality/quantity, (ii) join distribution
and detectability, and (iii) unit appropriateness and prosody.
In our view the first two dimensions are thus connected to segmental attributes that concern the fluency and the intelligibility
of the speech signal, while the third dimension represents global
characteristics that describe the prosodic quality of the signal.
3.6. Test 6
Test 6 was part of an extensive study [12] in which the inherent quality dimensions of state-of-the-art TTS systems were investigated. 16 German-speaking synthesizers (formant synthesizers, PSOLA-based diphone synthesizers, unit-selection systems, and HMM-synthesizers) were used to generate 2 samples
for each of the 30 different configurations1 of synthesizers. The
average duration was 10s. All stimuli were rated by 30 participants on 16 continuous scales (CS) that were developed dur1 A configuration denotes a specific combination of one voice and
one synthesis system
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Table 1: Comparison of the main characteristics of the different test setups for Test 1-9.
Year
Language
Synthesizer type:
Formant
Concatenative
Unit-selection
HMM
Number of systems
Number of
configurations
Stimuli per
configuration
Quality
assessment via
Number of scales
Length of stimuli

T EST 1

T EST 2

T EST 3

T EST 4

T EST 5

T EST 6

T EST 7

T EST 8

T EST 9

1995
German

2005
English

2005
English

2007
German

2011
English

2011
German

2011
German

2012
German

2012
English

3

3
3

3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3

5

1

5

6

1

16

2

20

10

5

1

5

12

1

30

5

57

10

6

8

9

5

24

2

8

1

22

ACR

PC

ACR

ACR

PC

CS

CS

CS

CS

8
100 words

1.9-4.1s

9
20-25 words

7
12s

2.7s

16
10s

9
55s

16
5s

7
45s

ing two extensive pretests. A subsequent PAF with Promax
rotation revealed 3 perceptual dimensions. The first and most
broad dimension comprises scales like accentuation, naturalness, rhythm, and pleasantness. Thus, it was labeled (i) naturalness. The second dimension consists of scales that specify
(ii) disturbances in the signal, e.g., hissing and noise. The last
dimension is related to (iii) temporal distortions, e.g., concatenation artifacts which occur in unit-selection synthesis. Additionally, the scale (iv) speed appeared to be a supplementary
dimension.
3.7. Test 7
In [13], a pilot study was conducted to find a suitable set of attribute scales for the quality assessment of TTS in audiobook
reading tasks. 2 German-speaking unit-selection synthesizers
with female and male voices were used to synthesize book passages from 8 different books. The passages had an average
duration of 55s and were chosen with the intention to cover a
broad variety of different writing styles. Attribute scales from
the P.85 questionnaire as well as scales that were developed especially for the evaluation of TTS-read audiobooks were used in
this test. A PAF analysis with Promax rotation yielded 2 dimensions: the first dimension includes scales like voice pleasantness
and listening effort and is thus related to the (i) listening pleasure; the second dimension comprises scales like intonation and
speech pauses, hence it reflects the (ii) prosody & rhythm of the
speech signal.
3.8. Test 8
This database was gathered during a study [3] which aimed to
complement and to expand the results from Section 3.6. Therefore, 30 female and 27 male stimuli with an average duration
of 5s were generated from the same utterance by different configurations of German-speaking TTS systems (formant synthesizers, PSOLA-based diphone synthesizers, unit-selection systems, and HMM-synthesizers). The stimuli were evaluated by
40 naïve test participants in a sorting task. The resulting dissimilarity matrix was processed via an MDS analysis and yielded
3 perceptual quality dimensions.
In a post-test, all stimuli were rated on the same 16 CS as de-

scribed in Test 6. 12 test participants (5 expert listeners from
the Quality and Usability Lab of the TU Berlin and 7 naïve
subjects) took part in the test. Subsequently, the 3 quality dimensions were interpreted by means of expert listening and the
ratings on the 16 attribute scales: dimension 1 describes voices
with personality and charisma and was thus labeled (i) naturalness of voice; the second dimension is related to concatenation artifacts as well as the prosody of the signal, hence it
is describes (ii) temporal distortions; the third dimension distinguishes between relaxed and slow speaking TTS systems
and synthesizers which generate stressed and restless sounding
voices, therefore it was labeled (iii) calmness.
3.9. Test 9
This database [14] was gathered within the scope of the TTSaudiobook-reading task of the Blizzard Challenge 2012 [15].
The results from the pilot study in Section 3.7 were the basis
of the experimental setup. 10 male English-speaking synthesizers were used to synthesize book passages from 13 different
books. The passages had an average duration of 45s. As in Test
7, the passages were selected with the aim to cover different
writing styles. The recommendations from [13] lead to several changes in the selection and the labelling of the attribute
scales. A PAF analysis with Promax rotation yielded 2 dimensions which mainly confirmed the dimensions (i) listening pleasure and (ii) prosody and rhythm from Test 7.

4. Similarities and differences
This section outlines the similarities and differences of the studies presented in the previous section and their impact on the resulting quality dimensions. An overview of all relevant characteristics of the experimental setup is discussed in the following
and can be seen in Table 1.
As mentioned in Section 2, the quality-assessment method has a
major influence on the resulting quality dimensions. The ratings
in listening tests that use attribute scales to assess quality are always limited on the presented scales. Thus, characteristics that
cannot be expressed by any of the scales are not captured. However, the experimental setups in Test 6 and 8, where 16 scales
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Table 2: Perceptual quality dimensions of synthetic speech.
DIMENSIONS

RELEVANT SCALES

TEST 1

TEST 2

TEST 3

NATURALNESS OF
VOICE

naturalness
voice pleasantness

PROSODIC
QUALITY

stress
rhythm
prosody
intonation

FLUENCY AND
INTELLIGIBILITY

fluency
intelligibility
bumpiness
polyphony

ABSENCE OF
DISTURBANCES

hissing
noise
rasping
disturbances

Disturbances

CALMNESS

speed
tension

Speed

Naturalness and
Prosody

TEST 6

Prosodic Cues

Intelligibility
Segmental

Segmental or
Unit Level Cues

5. Results
The differences in the quality assessment methods, the synthesizer types used in the tests, and the different stimulus durations
in most of the studies indicate ambiguous results. In the following, we present a comparative overview of the perceptual
quality dimensions resulted from the studies in Section 3 and
show that these dimensions can be linked to 5 universal perceptual quality dimensions of synthetic speech which are:
naturalness of voice
prosodic quality
fluency and intelligibility
absence of disturbances
calmness

TEST 7

TEST 8

TEST 9

Listening
Pleasure

Naturalness
of Voice

Listening
Pleasure

Naturalness
Unit
Appropriatness
and Prosody

were presented, are more likely to give a deeper insight into
the perceived quality. Nevertheless, one cannot be certain that
naïve listeners which do not have detailed knowledge about the
quality characteristics of speech, all understand the wording of
the scales in the same way. In contrast, the PC test and the sorting task with subsequent MDS analysis bypass this constraint,
but there is no information on the interpretation of the resulting
stimulus space.
Moreover, the resulting quality dimensions also depend on
the different types of synthesizers that were part of the test
database. Thus, synthesizer-specific characteristics, e.g., the
noise of HMM-synthesizers or the sonic glitches of concatenative systems, can naturally only be assessed if these types of
systems are part of the study. Accordingly, studies that only
feature formant synthesizers and diphone based concatenative
systems, e.g., as in Test 1, are most likely to lead to different
dimensions than studies that only assess unit-selection synthesizers, e.g., as in Test 2 and 5.
Furthermore, the duration of the generated stimuli also affects
the perceived quality. The stimuli from the audiobook-reading
tasks in Test 7 and 9, with durations of 55s and 45s, respectively, could bring other quality aspects into focus than stimuli
from a different use case. In addition, very short stimuli, as in
the Tests 2 and 5, can be difficult to judge in terms of voice or
prosodic quality.
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TEST 5

Naturalness
Prosody

•
•
•
•
•

TEST 4

Overall Join
Quality/Quantity
Intelligibility
Join Distribution
and Detectability

Prosody &
Rhythm

Prosody &
Rhythm
Temporal
Distortions

Temporal
Distortions

Calmness

5.1. Naturalness of voice
As can be seen in Table 2, the dimension naturalness of voice
is part of the outcome of most studies, with the exception of
the MDS experiments (Test 2 and 5). However, this can be
explained considering the stimuli from those tests: they were
all generated from the same voice by the Festival synthesizer.
Thus, none of them differed in voice characteristics. Even
though the first dimension in the two audiobook tests was labeled listening pleasure, which seemed more suitable for this
use case, it actually represents the character of the voice.
5.2. Prosodic quality
Due to the overlap of the first two dimensions in some studies (Test 1, 4, and 6) the second dimension seems to be more
vague. Test 7 and 9, on the other hand, show that these dimensions can indeed be regarded as independent dimensions, even
though they are somewhat correlated [13] [14]. The prosodic
dimension can also be retrieved in Test 2 and 5, where the test
participants did not perceive a dimension concerning the voice
of the signal.
5.3. Fluency and intelligibility
The third prominent dimension covers fluency and intelligibility and it can be found in all studies except the audiobook
experiments. This dimension captures segmental artifacts that
are characteristic for synthesizers that concatenate smaller units
like diphones. Considering the requirement for high-quality
voices in audiobook reading tasks with very few glitches in
concatenation, this dimension is indeed not prominent. The
MDS study by Mayo from 2011 (Test 5) shows that this
dimension can be further split up, at least for unit-selection
synthesizers. On the contrary, the overlap of the prosody and
the fluency/intelligibility dimensions in the MDS experiment
(Test 8) shows that these two dimensions are hard to distinguish
for naïve listeners.
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5.4. Absence of disturbances
The dimension absence of disturbances could only be retrieved
from the extensive experiments in Test 6. This is most likely
due to the fact that the presented scales were developed with
the help of speech and audio experts which might focus on
various types of degradations. Even though the test participants
could clearly distinguish, e.g., the grade of noise and hiss in
the signal, these degradations were obviously less important
to them than issues concerning the voice or the prosody of the
signal. Nonetheless, this dimension can be useful to assess
the quality of HMM synthesizers or systems that concatenate
coded speech units which can produce noisy speech signals.
5.5. Calmness
Finally, the dimension calmness was found in Test 6 and 8.
This dimension however appears to be less important since
most of the speech synthesizers run at a similar speech rate.
Nonetheless, when assessing the quality of fast synthesizers,
like they are deployed in reading devices for the blind, this
quality aspect can play a crucial role.

6. Conclusions and future work
Even though this study combined the results of 9 different experiments, further research will be needed to confirm the 5 resulting dimensions. Especially the relevance of the dimensions 4 and 5 should be further investigated. Nonetheless, including scales marked as relevant in Table 2 in future listening
tests is expected to provide a more complete view on the perceptual aspects of the systems.
Furthermore, this study can be a basis for changes in the often
criticized evaluation protocol P.85. Being developed in 1995,
way before the era of high-quality synthesizers of today, this
recommendation could be revised considering the results from
this study.
As a concluding remark, we can say that the three major quality dimensions of synthetic speech are (i) naturalness of voice,
(ii) prosodic quality, and (iii) fluency and intelligibility. Thus,
even though the intelligibility of TTS systems substantially increased over the past decade, this dimension is still important
for the perceptual quality.
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Abstract
In HTS, a HMM-based speech synthesis system, about fifty
contextual factors are introduced to label a segment to synthesize English utterances. Published studies indicate that most of
them are used for clustering the prosodic component of speech.
Nevertheless, the influence of all these factors on modeling is
still unclear for French.
The work presented in this paper deals with the analysis of
contextual factors on acoustic parameters modeling in the context of a French synthesis purpose. Two objective and one subjective methodologies of evaluation are carried out to conduct
this study. The first one relies on a GMM-approach to achieve
a global evaluation of the synthetic acoustic space. The second
one is based on a pairwise distance determined according to the
acoustic parameter evaluated. Finally, a subjective evaluation is
conducted to complete this study.
Experimental results show that using phonetic context improves the overall spectrum and duration modeling and using syllable informations improves the F0 modeling. However
other contextual factors do not significantly improve the quality
of the HTS models.
Index Terms: HTS, Evaluation, Contextual factors, French
synthesis

1. Introduction
Based on Hidden Markov Models, HTS [1] provides a framework to synthesize speech using parametric statistical models offering a good flexibility. Acoustical parametrization is
generally done with a MLSA filter [2] associated with the
STRAIGHT model [3]. To produce an acoustic signal for a specific utterance, the temporal evolution of the acoustic parameters is generated from a sentence-level HMM whose observations encompass segmental and prosodic (f0 and duration) informations. This sentence-level HMM is built by concatenating
HMM related to the phonemes which compose the utterance.
In HTS, a phone is qualified by a set of contextual factors.
For example, the set of describing factors for English, introduced in [4], contains about fifty contextual descriptors associated to the phonetic, phonologic, prosodic or linguistic properties of a segment. During the HTS clustering stage, these factors are used to guide the construction of a decision tree. Consequently, contextual factors have an important role in model
training which implies that choosing a proper set could influence the quality of the contextual HMM.
Even though HMM-based synthesis systems are evaluated
during the Blizzard challenge [5], only few studies are focused
on the influence of contextual factors on the acoustical parameter modeling and, then, on the synthesis achieved by HTS. In
[6], the acceleration parameters are studied by computing dis-

tances between generated parameters containing acceleration
coefficients and those without acceleration coefficients. This
study shows that discarding acceleration coefficients implies a
saw-tooth trajectory generation. In [7], the duration prediction
error is evaluated using RMSE and the correlation between the
generated duration and the original duration associated to the
same utterance. The results in [7] indicate differences in modeling the duration of consonants and vowels. Specifically to the
contextual feature issue, the contribution of high level linguistic
features along with the influence of hand labeled versus automatic labeled features are assessed in [8]. This study shows that
using automatic annotation in the training labels could affect
HTS modeling and that pitch accents, boundary tones and POS
(Part-Of-Speech) tags contribute more than other phrase level
contextual features to the modeling. By extending this result,
we can assume that some contextual features are less effective
than others. This assumption is confirmed by the prosodic contextual factor evaluation conducted by [9] to identify a minimal
descriptive feature set. Finally, using this assumption, it is possible to achieve “on-the-fly” synthesis like the one proposed in
[10].
The aim of this paper is to propose a protocol for an objective evaluation of the HTS synthesis and to apply this protocol
to analyze the speech generated by HTS for French. The first
method we propose is based on an acoustic space modeling. By
analogy to voice conversion, we assume that the acoustic space
is well represented by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). By
comparing the likelihood of each GMM, which models a generated acoustic space, given a reference speech dataset, it is possible to compare the similarity of the different acoustic spaces. In
this way, we can study the quality of the acoustic spaces generated according to different sets of contextual features. In addition, comparing acoustic spaces using a GMM likelihood does
not require an alignment between the HTS synthetic speech and
the natural reference. Then this approach enables an evaluation
of acoustic parameters independently of the duration. However,
we need enough data to train the GMM which prevents precise analysis by using this method. Consequently, a second objective methodology, based on usual distances, is used in this
protocol for local analysis. During experiments these distances
allow to assess the modeling quality according to phonetic categories. In addition, a global subjective MOS test is proposed to
compare synthesized speech obtained with different contextual
factor combinations and natural speech.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
objective evaluation protocol. Section 3 exposes data and the
results of the experiments. Section 4 describes the subjective
evaluation protocol and its results.
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2. Objective evaluation
2.1. General framework
The purpose of the proposed protocol is to study the influence
of various descriptors on the acoustic space generated from
a single-speaker HTS system, and to assess its proximity to
the acoustic space associated with natural speech of the same
speaker.
The set of descriptors used to qualify a phonetic segment
is the one given by [4] with some adaptations. First, information concerning lexical accent at the syllable level and the TOBI
labels at the sentence level are overlooked. Secondly, we used
specific French tools to retrieve the POS tags. The descriptors
are introduced in table 1. In order to achieve our study, several subsets of contextual factors have been defined. They are
presented in table 2.
The acoustic space of the speaker, estimated from
STRAIGHT analysis-by-synthesis signals, will serve as a reference. In this specific case, denoted a/s, the HTS system is
not used (it is the best case for the objective evaluation experiments). In the following paragraphs, the notations La/s , Va/s
and Ta/s will refer to three sets of acoustic vectors (corresponding respectively to the Learning, Validation and Test corpora)
stemming from analysis-by-synthesis signals, corresponding to
disjoint sets of utterances.
For each subset of contextual factors k ∈ {p1,. . . ,p5s pos}, the learning phase of the HTS is done on the La/s corpus using the k set only. A corpus Lk of acoustic vectors (respectively Vk and Tk ) is generated by HTS, corresponding to
the same utterances as La/s (respectively Va/s and Ta/s ).
In order to compare the acoustic spaces generated by HTS
with the one based on analysis-by-synthesis signals, two objective evaluation methods are being considered. One is based on a
GMM modeling of the acoustic spaces, and the other relies on a
distance between the vectors generated by HTS and the vectors
stemming from analysis-by-synthesis processing. In order to assess, in an independent way, the quality of each HTS parameter,
the duration of the segments observed in Ta/s is forced upon the
generation process of the elements of Tk (for each k 6= a/s set)
in case of the evaluation of MGC (Mel Generalized Cepstral)
coefficients and F0 values synthesized by HTS.
2.2. Evaluation based on GMM
This methodology mainly relies on the following assumption:
if a configuration of HTS improves the quality of the synthesized speech signal, the likelihood of the reference data with
respect to the acoustic space generated by HTS should increase.
Since the likelihood depends on both the model and the data, we
have chosen to keep the same test corpus Ta/s as a referential
throughout this evaluation process.
For every k ∈ {a/s,. . . ,p5-s pos}, the GMM Mk is learnt
over Lk using an EM algorithm. According to the evaluated
HTS parameters, each vector of Lk could correspond to the
spectral part of frames, the fundamental frequency of frames
or the duration of phones. In case of evaluation of the spectral part, Lk vectors are 39-order MGC coefficient vectors. The
0th MGC coefficient corresponds to the gain and is ignored in
order to facilitate the comparison with the evaluation based on
mel-cepstral distortion (eq.1).
For each of these data types, the GMM-based evaluation
methodology is similar. However, in case of the spectral evaluation, a principal component analysis (PCA) is operated on the
whole set of learning corpora in order to reduce the dimension
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of their elements and ensure the numerical stability during the
learning stage of Mk . The target threshold of the PCA is at
least 95% of the explained variance in the data. The PCA linear
transformation T is also applied to the vectors of Vk , Tk and
Ta/s so as to homogenize the data. After the application of the
PCA, with no risk of confusion, notations Lk , Vk and Tk are
conserved.
The number of components n of the GMM Mk (n) is
determined using the validation corpus Vk : for i ∈ [1..9],
the Mk (n) model is learnt over Lk for n = 2i and the
log-likelihoods LL(Lk |Mk (n)) and LL(Vk |Mk (n)) are then
computed. The covariance matrices of the GMM components
are diagonal. Finally, an over-learning situation is detected
when LL(Vk |Mk (n)) << LL(Lk |Mk (n)). The optimal
value of n, known as n? , is then chosen as the minimal number
2i so that LL(Lk |Mk (n)) − LL(Vk |Mk (n)) ≥ , for every
k ∈ {a/s, . . . , p5 − s pos}, where  was a priori defined to
 = 0.2.
The log-likelihoods of the data from the test corpora
LL(Ta/s |Mk (n? )) and LL(Tk |Mk (n? )) are then computed,
along with the associated 95% confidence intervals using a
Bootstrap methodology. This allows for the evaluation of the
adequacy of the HTS-generated acoustic spaces with the reference data coming from the analysis-by-synthesis STRAIGHT
process.
2.3. Evaluation based on distances
The aim of this methodology is to dispose of a measure that
enables a local analysis of the closeness between the coefficients
generated by HTS and those stemming from the STRAIGHT
analysis.
In case of the evaluation of MGC vectors and F0 values,
the segments provided by HTS have the same duration as the
STRAIGHT segments and the frames of Tk and Ta/s can be
matched for each k ∈ {p1,. . . ,p5-s pos}.
The measure considered here between two 39-order MGC
vectors ck and ca/s , respectively elements of Tk and Ta/s , is
the mel-cepstral distortion expressed as

D ck , ca/s



v
√ u 39
X
2
10 2 u
t
=
ck (i) − ca/s (i) .
ln(10) i=1

(1)

This distortion is computed for all the (ck , ca/s ) pairs of Tk ×
Ta/s and a confidence interval of the associated mean value is
also computed for each k 6= a/s.
The distance between the F0 and duration values generated
by HTS and their matched elements in Ta/s is derived using
a Root Mean Square error (RMS). More precisely, for each k
subset, the RMS error between the F0 frames of Tk and Ta/s is
in cent. We have used 87 Hz as the reference frequency which
represents the mean F0 value of the speaker. For the phone
duration, the RMS error is computed taking into account all the
phone instances of Ta/s .
At last, the voicing error rate has been introduced to complete the analysis of the fundamental frequency. This measure is
used to analyze specifically the voicing boundary F0 modeling.
Considering the F0 values ck and ca/s , respectively elements of
Tk and Ta/s , the voicing error is defined by

D ck , ca/s




 0,
0,
=
 1,

if ck = ca/s = 0
if ck 6= 0 and ca/s 6= 0
otherwise.

(2)
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Id.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

Horizon

P/C/N
C
C
P/C/N
C
C
C
P/C/N
C
P/C/N
C
C
P/C/N
P/C/N
C

Meaning
Identity of the current segment
Identity of the previous/next segment
Identity of the previous-previous/next-next segment
Number of phones + position of the current phone in the syllable
Position of the syllable in the word
Position of the syllable in the sentence
Accented flag
Number of syllables from the (previous accented)/current syllable to the current/(next accented) syllable
Number of accented syllable before/after the current syllable in the sentence
Vowel of the syllable
Number of syllables in the word
Position of the word in the sentence
Word POS tag
Number of words from the (previous content)/current word to the current/(next content) word
Number of content words before/after the current word in the sentence
Number of syllables in the sentence
Number of words in the sentence
Position of the sentence in the utterance

Table 1: Contextual factors used for French speech synthesis. The second column indicates which items are described (P=Previous,
C=Current and N=Next)

Seg.

Syl.

Word
Sentence

p1
p3
p5
p5-sy pos
p5-sy accent
p5-sy full
p5-w pos
p5-w content
p5-w full
p5-s pos

A
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

B

C

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

D

E

F

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

G

H

I

J

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

K

L

X

X

X
X

X
X

M

N

O

P

Q

R

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Table 2: Evaluated contextual factor sets. An “X” indicates that the factor belongs to the set.
The voicing error rate corresponds to the average voicing
error value multiplied by 100.

3. Experiments and results
3.1. Data
The data used for the evaluation are extracted, using a full automatic process presented in [11], from an audiobook in French.
The speaker was a male speaker whose reading was moderately
expressive. The signal was sampled at 16kHz. The HTS version
is the speaker-dependent architecture presented at the Blizzard
challenge in 2005[1]. Utterances from La/s are used to train
the HMM models in HTS for each contextual descriptor set k
under consideration.
As previously mentioned, three sets of utterances are built:
a training corpus containing about 300 utterances for a duration of one hour, a test corpus and a validation corpus which
both contain 152 utterances for a duration of 10 minutes. Furthermore, for the two objective evaluations, all frames associated with non speech sound labels (pauses, noises, etc) are simply discarded. Therefore, the training corpus contains about
520,000 frames; the test and validation corpora contain about
85,000 frames each.

3.2. GMM-based evaluation results
At the end of the GMM learning stage described in section 2.2,
the resulting GMM are composed of 512 Gaussians for the spectral part evaluation, 128 for the F0 and 2 for the duration. Furthermore, for the spectral part evaluation, the application of the
PCA reduces the data dimension from 39 to 12. Results of the
GMM evaluation method are illustrated in figure 1.
For all evaluated acoustic parameters and considering Ta/s
as a reference, the highest likelihood of its elements is obviously provided by Ma/s and the lowest one by Mp1 : using
only the phonetic label of the current phone segment is not
enough to generate an appropriate acoustic space according to
the coefficients extracted from the natural speech signal. Globally, by taking into account the closest phonetic context (one left
and right phonetic context), the likelihood of the data stemming
from analysis-by-synthesis and relative to the GMM generated
from HTS acoustic vectors increases significantly.
Differences between acoustic parameters appear when
more contextual factors are used. As for the segmental part, the
best contextual factor set is p3 and, according to the presented
results, taking into account more features sometimes could lead
to produce more irrelevant data. As for the duration, we can
observe that there is a constant improvement until the syllable
level. However, concerning the duration, confidence intervals
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the set p3 with no significant difference with more complete
contextual factor sets. Furthermore, according to the results
provided by the GMM based evaluation, this can mean that
using some sets, like p5 for example, leads to consider some
analysis-by-synthesis values unlikely even if the generated values are not so far from them.
In order to post-analyze potential sources of errors, sets
of vectors are defined according to the phonetic characteristics
(consonant/vowel, voiced/unvoiced/oral/nasal, etc) and the associated mel-cepstral distortions are given in figure 3.
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Figure 1: Log-likelihoods of Lk , Tk and Ta/s for GMM Mk ,
where descriptor combination k is given in the x-axis. Rates below the bars indicate the improvement rates (LL(Ta/s |Mk ) −
LL(Ta/s |Mp1 ))/(LL(Ta/s |Ma/s ) − LL(Ta/s |Mp1 )) associated to each k from p3 to p5 − s pos compared to p1.
overlap which means that from p3 to p5-s pos, all contextual
factor sets are equivalent. Finally, results achieved by the evaluation for F0 indicate that all contextual factor sets are equivalent. So, HTS globally provides suitable F0 space with respect
to the analysis-by-synthesis data.
3.3. Pairwise evaluation results
3.3.1. Spectral evaluation results

Mel-cepstral distorsion [dB]

We present results of the second objective methodology based
on mel-cepstral distortion between the original spectral coefficients and the ones generated by HTS, are illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Average mel-cepstral distortion between Ta/s and Tk
vectors for several combinations of contextual descriptors presented on the x-axis
These results show that speech generated using only the
current phonetic label of a segment (p1 set) is farthest from the
natural speech signal. This is consistent with the GMM evaluation results. In addition, the lowest distortion is achieved using
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Figure 3: Mel-cepstral distortion presented by phonetic characteristics for each contextual factor set. Distortion, expressed in
dB, is quantified on a grayscale. Each set is labeled by x y z
where x∈ {c(onsonant), v(owel)}, y∈ {v(oiced), un(voiced),
or(al), nas(al)} et z∈ {gli(de), fric(ative), (im)plo(sive), op(en),
cl(osed), liq(uid), nas(al)}. Diph. set is represented only by the
phone /yi/.
The distortion values between analysis-by-synthesis coefficients and generated coefficients based on p1 descriptor set are
the highest ones. Confidence intervals, which are not present
in this figure, confirm that those differences are significant relatively to other contextual descriptor combinations. By comparing mel-cepstral distortions between the different descriptor
sets, we distinguish three main sets: vowels with voiced plosives, diphthongs and unvoiced fricatives, and the other consonants. None of contextual factors introduced in the French set
seem to fill the gaps between those main sets. Considering the
diphthong, the distortion can be explained by number of frames
(about 2.000 frames) used in the training stage but this explanation is not suitable for other phonetic sets (from 7 to 90 times
greater). We conclude that none of the contextual descriptors
used can really capture the specific acoustic properties of, for
example, glides as much as open nasal vowels.
3.3.2. F0 evaluation results
The results obtained by applying the pairwise evaluation on the
F0 are presented in figures 4 and 5. Using high-level contextual
factors does not improve the error rate. Indeed, the best voicing
error rate is achieved by using the direct phonetic context (labels of the previous, current and next segments). However, by
comparing the RMS values, we notice a constant improvement
until the set p5-sy full. Taking into account higher level contextual factors implies a statistically significant improvement of the
RMS. So, according to those results, the best contextual factor
set for the F0 modeling is p5-sy full.
By comparing these results with the GMM-based evaluation ones, we can notice a clear difference. If we analyze globally the generated values, most of contextual factor sets lead
to produce equivalent F0 spaces. However differences between
the generated F0 values occur more locally. So, even if the F0
values produced by most of the contextual factor sets are consistent, p5-sy full leads to generate the closest F0 values to the
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analysis-by-synthesis ones.
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Figure 7: Voicing error results by phoneme categories
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Figure 4: Global RMS error for the F0 component
is provided by the p5 set in comparison of the p1 set. By comparison with GMM based evaluation, p3 results are more intermediate than the pairwise evaluation. These results indicate that
the produced duration using p1 is not so distant than the ones
provided using other descriptive features.
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Figure 5: Global voicing error rate
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In order to complete this analysis, we compute the RMS
error in cent and the voicing error rate for each category of
phones. The results are, respectively, presented in figures 6
and 7. In both cases two trends stand out. By comparing the
contextual factor sets, we find that the improvement achieved
by p3 relatively to p1 can be explained by specific categories
like the voiced plosive (RMSE) or the voiced liquid (voicing
error rate). Considering the diphthong, we cannot conclude as
the number of frames is low comparing to other phonetic categories.
As we just mentioned, differences in the quality of the F0
modeling between phonetic categories can be observed. Unvoiced plosive and unvoiced fricative modelings are clearly
worse than the others. This statement is valid in both measures.
However, the voicing error rates associated with voiced segments are below 5%. Generally, the boundary of unvoiced labeled segment corresponds to a voicing boundary. Using MSD
[12] implies that, during the training stage, one frame contributes to the voiced or the unvoiced distribution. This leads
to a strict voiced/unvoiced split which implies problems at voicing boundaries. These results confirm that problem and indicate
that no contextual factor set cannot avoid it even if using some
specific factors could reduce this problem.
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Figure 8: Global duration RMS error results
Finally, we focus the analysis by computing the RMSE for
each phoneme. Results are presented in figure 9. The modeling
of the phone /oe/ duration seems to be worse than other phones.
However the confidence intervals, not detailed here, show that
the difference is not statistically significant.
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Figure 9: Duration RMS error results by phoneme

3.4. Objective evaluation conclusions
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Figure 6: RMS error results by phoneme categories
3.3.3. Duration evaluation results
By applying the pairwise evaluation on the duration, we achieve
results presented in figure 8. By comparing RMS error according to the contextual factor sets, the only significant difference

According to all results achieved by objective evaluations, the
more suitable contextual factor set is p5-sy full. For all evaluations, a clear improvement is introduced by taking into account
the direct phonetic context (p3 relatively to p1). However, although phonetic features suffice to achieve a fine prediction of
the segmental part (the best set is p3) and the duration (the best
set is p5), pairwise evaluation indicates that the modeling of the
fundamental frequency requires more contextual factors. These
results are consistent with studies achieved for other languages
like the one given in [9]. Furthermore, our results also indicate
that differences in the modeling quality exist between phonetic
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categories. This statement is obvious in case of the F0 modeling. Actually, based on the study presented in [13], we assume
that these differences could be due to the use of the MSD in
the standard version of HTS and do not depend on a contextual
factor set.

4. Subjective evaluation
4.1. Evaluation procedure
A global subjective evaluation was conducted in order to complete the analysis of the objective evaluation results.
In this evaluation, seven signal sets are defined : the natural signal, the analysis-by-synthesis signal and the signals produced by HTS according to five contextual factor sets. The three
first sets are p1, p3 and p5. They are used to assess the impact
of the phonetic context in the synthesis. The last two sets are
p5-sy full, which objective evaluations tend to indicate that it
is the more suitable, and p5-s pos which is the most complete
contextual factor set. Each signal set contains thirty utterances
extracted from the test corpus and the average duration of each
signal is about six seconds.
The goal of this test is to evaluate the overall quality of
the synthesis using a MOS score. Nine listeners, working in
speech processing, have done this test. One hundred stimuli
have been presented to each listener. So, the evaluation test for
each listener has been about thirty minutes.
4.2. Subjective evaluation results
The subjective evaluation results are detailed in figure 10.
6

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an experimental protocol to objectively evaluate the synthesis achieved by HTS. This protocol
is based on two complementary methods. The first one uses a
GMM to model generated coefficient space and enables to assess the likelihood of the reference data according to this space.
The second method relies on pairwise distances in order to carry
out a more detailed analysis of the modeling achieved by HTS.
Using this protocol, we analyzed the closeness between the
coefficients generated by HTS and those stemming from the
STRAIGHT analysis for French synthesis. Experimental results
suggest that using other descriptors than the phonetic and syllable context may be useless to improve the modeling achieved by
HTS for this corpus. Based on the current methodology, further
work must be achieved to analyze deeply the modeling achieved
by HTS.
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Figure 10: Results of the MOS evaluation
By comparing analysis-by-synthesis score against the score
of the natural signal, we can notice that the listeners have perceived a signal damaging due to the signal parametrization.
Among HTS synthesized signals, we can distinguish three sets:
the signal synthesized using the combination p1, which has the
lowest score; the signal synthesized using p3 whose quality is
significantly improved against the signal p1 and the signals of
the last three contextual factor combinations which have the
highest score. However, signal deterioration due to the modeling is perceived, since all HTS synthesized signals are considered lower quality than the analysis-by-synthesis one.
As a significant improvement on the signal is perceived between p3 and p1, we assume that the modeling of each acoustic
parameter is improved by taking into account the direct phonetic context. As for p5 and p5-sy full, we assume that a better
quality of the fundamental frequency modeling, done by HTS,
is achieved by using syllable informations in the contextual factor sets. However, the subjective evaluation also confirms the
results of the objective evaluations since no improvement was
perceived between p5-sy full and p5-s pos.
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Abstract
One of the biggest challenges in speech synthesis is the
production of naturally sounding synthetic voices. This means
that the resulting voice must be not only of high enough quality but also that it must be able to capture the natural expressiveness imbued in human speech. This paper focus on solving
the expressiveness problem by proposing a set of different techniques that could be used for extrapolating the expressiveness of
proven high quality speaking style models into neutral speakers
in HMM-based synthesis. As an additional advantage, the proposed techniques are based on adaptation approaches, which
means that they can be used with little training data (around
15 minutes of training data are used in each style for this paper). For the final implementation, a set of 4 speaking styles
were considered: news broadcasts, live sports commentary, interviews and parliamentary speech. Finally, the implementation
of the 5 techniques were tested through a perceptual evaluation
that proves that the deviations between neutral and speaking
style average models can be learned and used to imbue expressiveness into target neutral speakers as intended.
Index Terms: expressive speech synthesis, speaking styles,
adaptation, expressiveness transplantation

1. Introduction
Speech synthesis is a field that has been seeing much more use
in the last decade with the advent of human-machine interfaces,
playing an integral role in them. As such there have been constant studies on how to improve its quality, naturalness, expressiveness, etc. Among these efforts is the project under which
this investigation is enclosed: Simple4All [1]. Simple4All is an
European funded project whose main purpose is to streamline
the training process of expressive synthetic voices by creating
a system that requires little to no supervision and is capable of
learning constantly just by its interactions with the users.
More concretely, expressive speech synthesis is a sub-field
of speech synthesis that has been drawing a lot of attention
lately, as until recently there was no effort paid to increasing
the adequacy of the produced voices to the task they were intended to be used in. But, if one were to assign expressiveness
to the synthetic voices (e.g. emotions or speaking styles), the
result would be a much more natural voice increasing the overall satisfaction of the end users of the interface. This, when
considering the two main speech synthesis techniques (unit selection and HMM-based) places a serious restriction that clearly
favors HMM-based synthesis [2]: if expressive data were to be
recorded for every possible situation, the size of the databases
would become immense, making unit-selection nonviable on
principle. HMM-based synthesis, on the other hand, due to its
parametric nature is much more adaptable, a fact that can be
exploited even further by using adaptation techniques [3].

Consequently this study focuses on HMM-based synthesis
and adaptation techniques in order to produce voices with the
desired speaking styles. Firstly, and keeping in mind that the
final training system should require minimal interaction from
the user, it is interesting to minimize the training data required
to produce the output models without reducing the final quality.
This can be done by exploiting background average models [4]
from which the final voice is adapted using one of the different
available techniques (this study relies on CSMAPLR adaptation [3]). At this point the problem becomes how to imbue the
models with speaking styles, towards which we can see some
recent studies such as Cluster Adaptive Training [5], that relies
on clustering the expressive training speakers into a continuous expressive speech space of the different available speaking
styles.
The approach suggested in this paper consists of creating
representative models for every desired expression from small
subsets of data that clearly show the nuances of that particular oratory, including one for neutral or read-speech voices.
Then we propose a way of modeling the differences between
the neutral model and the target speaking style through adaptation transformations, together with a way of transferring this
differences into a new neutral target speaker in order to adapt
the voice into the desired speaking style pattern. This in the
end allows us to generate voices with speaking styles for any
target neutral speaker even if there is no previous expressive
data available for that speaker. This technique is finally verified
through a perceptual test, showing the usefulness of extrapolating the speaking style of average models as the results are
considered by the listener to be significantly more adequate to
the proposed speaking styles than the traditional neutral voices.

2. Speech Corpora and Average Models
For both the speaking styles and neutral read speech corpora
we used a combination of pre-existent databases and some new
recorded hand-labeled data, separated as follows:
2.1. Speaking Styles Speech Data
C-ORAL-Rom Database A
multi-language
multi-style
database [6]. Out of all the available data, only three of
the styles available in the Spanish formal media section
were used: news, sports and interviews, and between
all the available data of each style a subset of the least
noisy audio files was selected.
TC-STAR run 3 A multi-language database of recorded parliamentary speeches in different environments [7] such
as the European Parliament or the Spanish Parliament.
Out of all the available data, four different speakers in
the Spanish Parliament subsection were used.
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Self Labeled Data Because some of the styles did not amount
to enough data (namely: news and sports), additional
speech was processed and added to the models. For the
news style, recorded data of live news by a very famous
Spanish newscaster was processed. Finally, for the sports
commentary style, we aligned and labeled 15 minutes of
the broadcast of the Eurocup2012 finals.
2.2. Neutral Read Speech Data
UVIGO-ESDA Database A database consisting of a single
male amateur Spanish speaker (UVD) in a neutral read
speech situation for approximately 2 hours of speech
recorded in studio [8]. This speaker was used for obtaining both the average modeling and also for the implementations of the speaking styles extrapolation techniques.
SEV Database An emotional database consisting of a male
and a female speaker [9]. Only the neutral speech of the
male speaker was used, and only for the average modeling.
New Recorded Data In order to increase the variability of the
neutral read speech data we also added a few speakers of those previously recorded in our laboratory environment. The recording is done inside an acousticallytreated room, so the obtained quality is very high. Out
of all this data, 4 male speakers were added to the average model data pool and 2 of them, one possessing a
mid-range pitch (JLC) and a final one with a high-range
pitch and a soft Colombian accent (JEC) were used for
the final synthesis and perceptual test.
With all the mentioned data and by using Speaker Adaptive
Training (SAT) [4] a complete background average model was
obtained. This model, which contains both neutral and speaking
styles data, will be used as the basis of all further adaptations,
significantly reducing the final voices training time and increasing the overall quality and robustness of the models as proved
in some of our previous work [10].
2.3. Adapted Average Models
As the full background model is too complex to be able to capture particular nuances of the different expressive styles, we applied an intermediate adaptation step with which we obtained
average models of the 4 speaking styles (sports, news, interviews, politics) and an additional one for the neutral read speech
speakers. This adaptation was done by using the CSMAPLR algorithm [3], chosen because of its synergy with SAT models
and high quality adaptation even with the small adaptation data
available for the speaking styles models. The biggest advantage
of having average models of the 5 speaking styles considered is
that the differences between the pure styles can be characterized
and exploited for the expressiveness transplantation, as will be
exploited and explained later in this paper.
Finally, the speaker models of the neutral speakers used for
the perceptual test were adapted using CSMAPLR again but in
this case directly adapting from the neutral average, which will
be an important detail when facing the speaking styles adaptation through transplantation that will be defined in the next
section.
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Figure 1: Prosody characterization of the training dataset. Diamonds represent the average models and squares the neutral
speakers. Uttering speed was selected to obtain the faster models to the right while keeping them separable.
2.4. Analysis of the Training Data
In figure 1 we can see a plot of two main prosody features
(logF0 and -1/uttering speed) of the data used to train the average models. In it we can define 3 F0 bands around the 3 test
speakers, a low-range F0 for UVD, mid-range F0 for JLC and a
high band for JEC. Similarly we can consequently associate also
each style to a band: interviews to low-F0, news to mid-range
F0 and live sports and parliamentary speech to high F0. This
was already observed in a previous study [11]. That is, a live
sports commentary or a parliamentary speech will be typically
recorded in an open, noisy environment while an interview or a
newscast will be recorded on studio. Uttering speed can be explained by the spontaneity of the style: a newscaster will have a
prepared script that can be read quickly while a politic will tend
to somewhat improvise on the reactions of the public.

3. Speaking Styles Transplantation
The main objective of the present research is to be able to transplant the nuances of particular speaking styles speech models into a different neutral speaker. This would imply a significant step up in the availability of task-dependent voices,
which is much needed when considering naturalness of the synthetic speech. Additionally, because the proposed techniques
are based on adaptation the harvesting of data becomes much
simpler, as it is possible just to pick speaking styles examples
of a particular style or emotion of different speakers from any
source in order to train the average models used as the basis for
the extrapolation. This in the end means a substantial increase
in the ease of producing synthetic voices with speaking styles.
3.1. Proposed Approach: Transplantation through Adaptation
One of the biggest advantages of parametric speech synthesis is
its versatility, and adaptation is a technique that exploits that
versatility successfully. It can then be used to obtain robust
models from a background average and a few minutes of the
speaker, and also to obtain the transformation functions between
models to help characterize the differences between them.
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This principle was applied in our Albayzin2012 speech synthesis challenge submission [10] to successfully control the expressive strength of emotional models by assuming that the
transformation relating the expressive and neutral model can be
scaled, allowing for a linear continuous modeling of the expressiveness space.
Following up on the strength control concept the concept
of expressiveness extrapolation appears. If the transformation
function between an expressive model and a reference model
can be transferred to a different speaker, it is natural to think
that the expressiveness will be likewise transferred to the target
speaker.
It is not acceptable to think that the relationship between
a particular speaker’s expressive representation and that same
speaker’s neutral voice is the real representation of that expressiveness, and that is why we propose the use of averages. If we
can model the transformation between the target speaker and
the neutral average and apply this transformation to the expressive average, it is to be expected that we will obtain the desired
target expressive speaker (figure 2).
Both the adaptation process between the background averages and the adaptation between the neutral average and the
neutral target speaker are done using CSMAPLR. This presents
the advantage of providing linear transformations that consider
both mean and variances. If the adaptation were not to be constrained the variances would be ignored and the expressive nuances could be lost [3], and the linearity of the transformation
reduces the complexity of the modeling.
Both CSMAPLR adaptation transformations can be expressed as :

Figure 2: Schematic of the extrapolation through adaptation
system.
3.2.1. Copying the Prosody
Prosody is known to carry a very significant portion of the expressive load of speech [12]. As such it is assumable that by
simply copying the prosody (only F0 and phone durations are
considered) of a clear representative of a speaking style model
would yield acceptable extrapolation results at least if the target
speakers’ F0 and the average’s F0 are not too dissimilar. On
the other hand, it is also possible that if this last condition does
not hold the quality of the output voice would degrade or that
instabilities might appear.
3.2.2. Copying the Spectrum

µ̄exp = ζexp µN + exp

(1)

T
ζexp ΣN ζexp

Σ̄exp =
µ̄spk = ζspk µN + spk

(2)
(3)

T
Σ̄spk = ζspk ΣN ζspk

(4)

Where µ̄exp/spk and Σ̄exp/spk are the target means and covariance matrices of the expressive and target speaker models
respectively, with ζ defining the rotation matrix and  the bias
that are obtained following the CSMAPLR algorithm [3]. Consequently, the transplantation transform is defined as follows:
µ̄tra = ζspk ζexp µN + ζspk exp + spk
Σ̄tra =

T
T
ζspk ζexp ΣN ζexp
ζspk

(5)
(6)

3.2. Alternatives to Transplantation: Copying the Speaking
Style Average Model
In order to test the relevance of the proposed transplantation
adaptation technique we defined a set of alternatives that could
be considered for expressive synthesis, namely copying the different feature streams from the average models into the target speaker model. In this case it meant copying either the
prosody features (F0 and duration streams) or the spectral features. This would not be an easy thing to do in a situation in
which every voice was trained independently following the traditional HMM-based modeling, as the decision trees would not
be shared. But because our voices share a common background
model and the adaptation process keeps the trees intact, copying
the prosody or the spectrum from the style averages is as simple
as replacing the desired model files in the target speaker.

Spectrum is assumed to hold most of features related to the
identifiability of the speaker, although it also includes some expressive features [12]. In that sense it is safe to assume that this
approach would not be very successful for extrapolating the expressiveness of the model but instead copy the identity of the
style’s average. This by itself does not seem useful for the task
at hand, although for example in some extreme cases were a
speaker can be clearly associated to a particular style it would
fulfill a similar purpose. Nonetheless, it seems interesting to
test the results this kind of approach would give.

4. Perceptual Test Description
To test the effectiveness of the proposed technique we prepared
a web-based perceptual test in which 32 listeners were asked
to establish two different rankings in order of preference: adequacy of the speaking style to the synthesized text and similarity
to the original speaker. The decision to make the test rankingbased was taken because, as the task is considerably difficult
and there is no natural voice reference available for the listener,
comparing the system between themselves instead of assigning
a value to them facilitated the testing process.
The target’s speaker neutral voice and the speaking style average model were synthesized to be added as top-line systems:
the neutral voice would provide the top-line for the similarity
analysis and the average model for the adequacy of the speaking style task.
The test consists of 5 systems (top-line systems, transplantation system, copy-prosody system and copy-spectrum system)
and 4 styles (news, sports, interviews and parliamentary speech)
for each of the 3 evaluated target speakers.
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Figure 3: Results of the perceptual test comparing the user preferences between transplantation and copy of prosody for all test speakers
and styles.
Regarding the interface, the listeners were presented with
all five stimuli at the same time so that they could be played
as many times as necessary. The stimuli distribution was designed following a balanced latin square randomization of the
questions pattern, resulting in a total of 8 utterances required per
style. The utterances were extracted from real media texts and
were selected so as to be longer than 10 words for the phraselevel prosody to become relevant. Finally, the minimum acceptable number of tests per target speaker was decided to be
16: two complete rounds of tests.

5. Results
An initial consideration verified by table 3 is that copying the
spectrum of the average or using the average itself is not a valid
transplantation technique because these methods do not keep
the identity of the target speaker, even if the perceived adequacy
is comparable between the 5 proposed systems (table 2). As
such the analysis will focus only on when is adaptation considered by the listeners better than copy of prosody and vice versa.
The first result that becomes evident from both table 1 and
figure 3 is that there is no significant difference overall between
transplantation and extrapolating by copying the prosody of the
average model. Even so, in a global level it can be seen that
specially the parliamentary speech style but also the live sports

Table 1: Number of utterances preferred (>) by listeners in
terms of expressiveness and similarity between transplantationbased (Trans) and copy prosody-based (C-Pro) systems.
SIMILARITY
Expressiveness
TOTAL
Transp<C-Pro Transp>C-Pro
Transp<C-Pro
98
91
189
Sports
22
27
49
Interviews
30
25
55
News
29
17
46
Politic
17
22
39
Transp>C-Pro
76
98
174
Sports
16
26
42
Interviews
23
12
35
News
21
23
44
Politic
16
37
53
TOTAL
174
189
363
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commentary (the higher F0 ones, as seen in figure 1) favor
the transplantation-based system while news favors the copy of
prosody in the similarity department, without relevant differences in adequacy. This is reinforced by the similarity preference results of JEC, the high pitched target speaker, for which
the results definitely show that transplantation through adaptation is the preferred technique.
The consideration to be drawn from the adequacy results
is that even if in average the test results do not favor any of
the techniques, the more different speaker-style pair of models
(i.e. UVD with politics or JLC with politics) also appear to
be more adequate for transplantation than for copy of prosody.
This could be seen as a hint that while copying the prosody
is an acceptable method of extrapolating the speaking style, it
stops being reliable when the pair of models is too disparate in
prosody. On the other hand, transplantation through adaptation
does not fall off in these kind of situations because not only the
prosody is adapted but also the spectrum of the models, preventing instabilities or unnatural sounds from appearing.

6. Conclusions
The first conclusion that can be drawn from the test is that the
extrapolation of speaking styles can provide synthetic voices
more adequate to different tasks (i.e. style of delivery) than simpler neutral voices for any speaker without requiring the target
speaker to record any non-neutral data. This is a huge stepup from the traditional synthesis algorithms that would require
the target speaker to record a new database for every expressive
realm they want their voice on.
Also, we have seen that using average models allows this
extrapolation to be done with as little as 15 minutes of speaking
styles data. It has been done both by copying these average
models’ prosody or by applying the more advanced technique
of adapting between neutral and speech with speaking styles to
the neutral speaker. In general both techniques appear to be
capable of imbuing the target voices with speaking styles while
keeping the source identity, but we have found a trend in which
target voices that are too different from the average models start
producing worse quality voices when just copying prosody.
Additionally, when considering different applications such
as emotional speech synthesis, merely copying the prosody will
not be able to extrapolate the expressiveness in all situations,
requiring a more complex approach such as our transplantation
process.
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Table 2: Results in adequacy ranking for the different systems averaged between the 3 target speakers.
ADEQUACY Read Speech Style Average Copy of Spectrum Copy of Prosody Transplantation
Sports
2.57
2.50
2.15
3.96
3.81
Interviews
2.63
3.69
2.98
2.94
2.76
News
2.98
3.22
2.68
3.37
2.76
Politic
3.49
2.82
2.40
3.02
3.26
Average
2.92
3.06
2.55
3.32
3.15
Table 3: Results in similarity ranking for the different systems averaged between the 3 target speakers.
SIMILARITY Read Speech Style Average Copy of Spectrum Copy of Prosody Transplantation
Sports
4.31
1.85
2.36
3.13
3.35
Interviews
4.50
1.68
2.28
3.37
3.18
News
4.36
1.89
2.12
3.41
3.22
Politic
4.40
1.73
2.35
3.01
3.51
Average
4.39
1.79
2.28
3.23
3.32
Even so, the results are not significant enough yet, so the
planned future work is two-fold: first of all increase the available training data for each speaking style so as to obtain much
more informative averages from which to adapt. We also plan to
add strength control capabilities to the transplantation adaption
system in order to try different control ratios to try and find optimal control values that increase the perceived adequacy of the
style by enhancing particular features that carry more expressiveness information. Finally, we intend to test the proposed
system in an emotional environment and compare it with the
considered systems once again to verify the versatility we can
provide.
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Abstract
This paper presents the beginnings of a framework for formal
testing of the causes of the current limited quality of HMM
(Hidden Markov Model) speech synthesis. This framework separates each of the effects of modelling to observe their independent effects on vocoded speech parameters in order to address
the issues that are restricting the progression to highly intelligible and natural-sounding speech synthesis.
The simulated HMM synthesis conditions are performed on
spectral speech parameters and tested via a pairwise listening
test, asking listeners to perform a “same or different” judgement
on the quality of the synthesised speech produced between these
conditions. These responses are then processed using multidimensional scaling to identify the qualities in modelled speech
that listeners are attending to and thus forms the basis of why
they are distinguishable from natural speech.
The future improvements to be made to the framework will
finally be discussed which include the extension to more of the
parameters modelled during speech synthesis.
Index Terms: Speech synthesis, Hidden Markov models,
Vocoding

1. Introduction
Despite several years of improvements in the quality of speech
generated using HMM (Hidden Markov Model) synthesis, this
type of synthetic speech still stubbornly remains significantly
less natural than speech output from good concatenative (unit
selection) synthesis systems [1, 2], as consistently reflected in
the results from the annual Blizzard challenge [3, 4, 5]. Although it can achieve higher intelligibility than unit selection,
HMM synthesis is not yet as natural as unit selection, and neither are judged by listeners to be as natural as real speech.
It is common in the literature to find the cause for the reduced naturalness of HMM speech stated as “over-smoothing”,
and that this is the fault of the statistical model, but to the best of
our knowledge there are no formal, published studies supporting this claim. The idea of “over-smoothing” is at first glance
seemingly a simple one, but may conflate a number of different effects of signal representation and of statistical modelling
in both spectral and temporal domains. Smoothing is inherent
in the statistical modelling framework, of course. The spectral
envelope is smoothed first by the low-dimensional representation, then again by averaging over consecutive frames and over
multiple tokens. The temporal structure of the speech parameters is smoothed because the model represents the trajectory
with limited resolution (e.g., 5 states per phone-sized-unit).
What is needed is a framework in which we can separate
out the different contributions of the various processes of modelling. This is the contribution of this paper.

1.1. A simulation framework
This paper introduces such a framework and – as a first illustration of its use – tests a couple of the potential causes of the
degradation in naturalness introduced by the use of statistical
models. The framework is general and could be applied to many
different aspects of the problem. The idea is to simulate the
effects of modelling vocoded speech, in a carefully controlled
manner. Knowledge obtained by such experiments could then
be used to identify those areas that are causing the problem, and
to eventually rectify them.
Current HMM-based synthesisers are large, complex systems. There are interactions between the signal processing (e.g.,
how the spectral envelope is extracted and how it is represented
for the purposes of modelling) and the modelling (e.g., the parameter sharing structure of the model and how much data are
available to estimate each free parameter) which need to be investigated. In the work presented here, this will be done by
removing the modelling part completely and replacing it with a
series of operations which are designed to simulate some modelling effects. Our proposed approach allows us to vary the
strength of these effects, and to examine the interactions between them. Thus, by using simulation, we can continuously
vary the system from being a simple vocoder at one end of the
scale, to a simulated HMM synthesiser at the other. In this paper, the effects that we use are temporal smoothing and variance
scaling of the speech parameters representing the spectral envelope.
1.2. Measuring the effects
The second component of the proposed framework is perceptual
testing of the acoustic consequences of the simulated effects of
statistical modelling. Asking listeners to attend to specific aspects of the speech is problematic [6, 7] and also risks biasing
them towards certain phenomena. Since we are not entirely sure
what perceptual dimensions listeners use when rating the naturalness of synthetic speech, it is not clear what aspects of the
signal we could ask them to attend to. Therefore, we adopt a
less direct methodology, and ask the listeners to perform a very
simple task where the instructions contain no bias towards any
particular acoustic property or perceptual dimension. This task
is a simple “same or different” judgement on pairs of stimuli,
from which we can derive a matrix of pairwise perceptual distances. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) allows such data to be
visualised and from this visualisation we can identify the perceptual dimensions, that is, what the listeners are attending to.
Tracing these back to the simulated effects involves interpreting
the MDS visualisation.
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1.3. Structure of this paper
Section 2 will discuss how we implemented a simulation of
HMM synthesis, section 3 will introduce the method for perceptually testing the speech created under this simulation, then
section 4 presents the results from this testing. Based on these
results, we offer an interpretation and some conclusions in section 5 followed by a summary of the contributions of this paper.
Finally, section 6 will suggest future work, including how we
plan to use the proposed framework to simulate many more of
the effects of statistical modelling.

Speech
Text

Our aim is to tease apart the complex effects of statistical modelling on synthetic speech. In order for the contributing factors (to shortcomings in the quality of speech output by HMM
synthesis) to be investigated, we need a framework in which
these effects can be individually manipulated – a kind of ‘oracle’ HMM synthesiser which allows for complete control over
each aspect of the system, varying it between some form of
‘ideal’, or ‘perfect’ component and the real component used in
a full HMM synthesiser. An obvious example of the ‘ideal’ is a
vocoder, which has access to natural speech parameters and is
so unaffected by any flaws in the way the statistical modelling
part reconstructs these.
2.1. Scope of the current investigation
In the present work, we concentrate on global simulations of the
statistical modelling part of the system. This is illustrated in figure 1, where we can see that the speech parameter extraction and
waveform generation (reconstruction) parts are the same as in a
full HMM synthesiser. Extraction of the spectral, F0, and aperiodic energy speech parameters is performed as usual, with the
use of STRAIGHT (Matlab implementation)1 [8, 9] followed
by SPTK [10] to convert the spectral envelope to line spectral
frequencies (LSFs), F0 to log F0 and aperiodic energy to band
aperiodic energy. We chose to use LSFs because they are more
convenient for visualisation than, say, Mel-generalised cepstra,
and this should ease the interpretation of the results later. The
conversion of F0 to log F0 and aperiodic to band aperiodic was
also performed to simulate common modelling conditions of all
speech parameters, this allows us to better track the effect that
modelling has on the spectral envelope parameters by implementing a system which is more realistic. We also focus only
on the spectral envelope speech parameters here; experimentation with the other speech parameters is future work.
Following the application of our modelling simulations, the
LSFs, log F0 and band aperiodic energy parameters were converted back into spectral, F0 and aperiodic energy speech parameters using SPTK [10] before performing the ‘reconstruction’ phase of HMM speech synthesis, by inputting the speech
parameters into STRAIGHT (Matlab implementation) to obtain
the synthesised speech waveform as output.
2.2. Simulating “over-smoothing”
There are several ways in which the output speech parameters
of an HMM synthesiser are “too smooth”. Here, we concentrate on temporal effects, leaving spectral smoothness as future
work. Looking at the output of typical HMM systems [2, 11],
we generally find far less temporal detail than is observed in the
1 STRAIGHT

Hideki Kawahara
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V40 007 methods were used, these were written by

Area to be simulated

Learn model
Stored
model

Text input

2. Methodology

Extract spectrum, F0,
aperiodic energy

Generate from model

Reconstruct

Speech output

Figure 1: Training and using an HMM speech synthesiser, illustrating the part of the process that is simulated here.

speech parameters for natural speech. Some of this detail may
simply be noise introduced by the spectral envelope estimation
process, but some of it may be perceptually important. We investigate this by temporally smoothing the speech parameters,
which simulates the limited temporal resolution of 5-state-perphone models and the subsequent MLPG [1, 12] trajectory generation algorithm.
Another consequence of statistical modelling is that the
variance of the generated speech parameters is lower than those
from natural speech. This has long been known to significantly
reduce the quality of the generated speech and is why mitigating this by considering Global Variance (GV) [13, 2] has such as
dramatic positive effect on quality. However, GV cannot guarantee to perfectly restore the correct variance of the parameters.
We simulate the effect of modelling and of GV by scaling the
standard deviation of the speech parameters by a value greater
or less than 1.0.
Removing temporal detail via smoothing will also slightly
reduce the variance of the speech parameters. We can examine
the interaction between temporal smoothness and variance by
applying both effects, with varying strengths. It is worth repeating at this point that temporal smoothing and variance scaling
are certainly not a comprehensive simulation of HMMs synthesis, but that they were used here as a starting point for an
ongoing investigation and that more complex effects will be investigated in future work.
The effects simulated in the current work are all applied
to each speech parameter independently and are implemented
utterance-by-utterance.
2.2.1. Temporal smoothing
The smoothing effect was implemented as a weighted moving
average, sliding a Hanning window over the signal (i.e., each
LSF in turn), to simulate the limited temporal resolution of
HMM modelling. The width of the window was varied, to impose varying amounts of smoothing.
2.2.2. Variance scaling
Variance adjustment was implemented as a simple scaling of
the standard deviation by a fixed factor. For each parameter (i.e., each LSF) in turn, the mean value over the utterance
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was found and subtracted before multiplying the parameter by
a scalar value, and finally adding the mean back in. By altering
the scalar value, the standard deviation is correspondingly adjusted, to simulate both reduced variance (which is commonly
observed in HMM synthesis) and increased variance (e.g., as
may happen if a Gaussian p.d.f. is poorly estimated during
training, or when GV fails to re-instate the appropriate amount
of variance).

3. Experiments
A range of simulated effects were selected to be tested, with
the strengths of modifications being selected by informal listening to reflect the sorts of imperfections we have ourselves
encountered in many of the HMM synthesis systems we have
built. For the temporal smoothing, Hanning window sizes of
80 and 110 frames (at a frame rate of 5 msec) were selected,
along with a ‘no smoothing’ condition. Smaller window widths
(i.e., less smoothing) were found to produce negligible perceptual effects. Variance adjustment involved scaling the standard
deviation by scalar values of 0.6, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.4 as well as a
‘no variance adjustment’ condition equivalent to scaling by 1.0.
These particular values for smoothing and variance adjustment
were selected to provide audibly different speech quality, whilst
staying within the range of qualities that we have observed in
real HMM synthesisers.
3.1. Materials
The speech corpus used for testing was a set of Harvard Sentences [14] read by a male professional speaker of British English (known as ‘Nick’ and whose speech has been used in the
Hurricane Challenge [15] and who also features in the ‘mngu0’
acoustic-articulatory corpus2 [16]), this was sampled at 16 KHz.
The methodology for preparing the stimuli was, as described
above, to extract speech parameters using STRAIGHT and
SPTK, to apply the two simulated effects of smoothing and variance adjustment with all possible combinations of strengths including the ‘no modification’ conditions, then to reconstruct the
waveform. Order 30 LSF coefficients were used as this offers
a good representation of the spectral information for the speech
at the sampling rate used. The result was 3 × 5 = 15 versions
of each of 40 sentences.
The variance adjustment method was applied per speech parameter per utterance independently, so the mean speech parameter value subtracted before scaling is influenced by the amount
of silence present; therefore, the material was manually edited
to leave only just a few 100 msec of leading and trailing silence.
Care was also taken to remove any background noise present
during the non-speech, because in preliminary experiments this
became perceptually much more apparent after applying some
of modifications.
3.2. Listening test
In the listening test, listeners had to make forced choice ‘same
or different quality’ judgements about pairs of stimuli.
The testing was performed by applying each of the 15 simulation conditions (called A to O) as defined in table 2, which
combine smoothing and/or variance adjustment to each of the
40 sentences. The 40 sentences were divided into 20 pairs (sentences 1 & 2, sentences 3 & 4, and so on), and for each of these
pairs of sentences, all possible combinations of conditions (e.g.,

Condition
index
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

Hanning smoothing
window size
none
80
110
none
80
110
none
80
110
none
80
110
none
80
110

Standard deviation
scaling
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.8
none
none
none
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.4

Figure 2: The 15 conditions combining each level of smoothing
(including no smoothing) and each amount of standard deviation scaling (including no modification)
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X
X
X
X
X
X

B
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

C
X
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

E
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

F
X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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G H I
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
× X X
X × X
X X ×
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X
X
X

K
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X
X

L
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X

M
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X

N
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
X

O
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
×

Figure 3: One set of pairings of sentences and conditions in the
listening test.
sentence 1 in condition A + sentence 2 in condition F) were created, except for pairs of identical conditions (e.g., sentence 1 in
condition A + sentence 2 in condition A), as shown in figure 3.
This resulted in 20 × ((15 × 15) − 15) = 4200 pairs of
sentences, which were then randomised in order and divided
amongst 30 listeners, resulting in each listener listening to 140
pairs of sentences and thus making 140 ‘same or different’
judgements. These listeners were selected at random from applicants to an online advert placed in the University of Edinburgh’s Student And Graduate Employment service; all were
native English speakers with no self-reported hearing problems.
The stimuli pairs were presented in a randomised order per
listener over high quality headphones in quiet sound-proofed
booths with no distractions.

2 http://www.mngu0.org
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Figure 4: Listeners’ responses between conditions presented
in figure 2, pooled across all sentences and listeners. Darker
shades indicate greater perceived dissimilarity between conditions.
3.3. Multidimensional scaling
The raw listener responses were pooled across all listeners and
all sentences for each individual combination of modifications.
The result is a dissimilarity matrix, in which each cell contains a
number indicating the perceived dissimilarity between two conditions. Figure 4 shows this matrix graphically: each cell contains the number of comparisons between a pair of conditions
marked as ‘different’ by listeners. Multidimensional scaling
was used to analyse this matrix, and create a plot in which each
condition appears as a point. Short distances between points on
the plot indicate perceptual similarity and large distances indicate dissimilarity [17]. We used a Matlab implementation of
MDS based on Kruskal’s normalised STRESS1 criterion3 .

4. Results
MDS projects the dissimilarity matrix into a multi-dimensional
space. In order to find an appropriate dimensionality of this
space, one must compromise between accuracy of representation (in higher dimensions, the correspondence between dissimilarity and distance in the space will be more precise) against the
need for a modest number of dimensions to allow for the data to
be visualised and for the axes to be interpreted. The so-called
stress value computed as part of the multidimensional scaling
algorithm reflects this tradeoff; figure 5 plots the stress value
for various dimensionalities. It seems that three dimensions is a
reasonable operating point for our data.
The first two dimensions of the three-dimensional space
found by multidimensional scaling is given in figure 6. Distance in this space indicates perceived dissimilarity: the closer
a point is to the natural unmodified speech, the “more natural”
it sounds. It is immediately apparent that the listeners judgements cannot be explained by a single dimension and that they
3 function
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‘mdscale’ from the Matlab statistics toolbox
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Figure 5: Stress levels returned by MDS at different dimensions.
are making their decisions based on more than one aspect of the
speech:
• The horizontal axis seems to relate to the amount of LSF
variance, with the reduced variance speech clearly different from the increased variance speech
• The vertical axis seems to relate to overall quality of synthesis, regardless of the LSF variance, with both reduced
and increase variance speech being placed towards the
top of the space, whereas natural speech is at the bottom.
This plot also shows that the smoothing has only a secondary effect, probably simply because it has the side effect
of slightly reducing variance. When the variance is too high
(right hand side of figure 6), then the smoothing has a beneficial
effect, moving the points lower and therefore closer to natural
speech.

5. Conclusions
We have introduced a simple-to-use, extensible methodology
that can tease apart the contributions to speech quality of the
various components of an HMM-based text-to-speech system.
The fundamental idea is to simulate all or part of the system,
and thus to gain explicit control over the system’s behaviour.
In this paper, we have demonstrated the use of this framework
in a straightforward way, by simulating a complete HMM-based
synthesiser as simply a combination of smoothed parameter trajectories and incorrect variance.
Even from this very simple simulation, we can conclude
that listeners are able to perceive different types of quality reduction: the MDS analysis reveals that they can make overall
quality judgements (vertical axis of figure 6) and at the same
time clearly distinguish whether this is due to too high or too
low variance. It also seems fairly safe to conclude that temporal
smoothness in LSF trajectories is not really a problem and leads
to only very small perceptual effects.
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No smoothing & standard deviation adjustment 0.6
Hanning window 80 & standard deviation adjustment 0.6
Hanning window 110 & standard deviation adjustment 0.6
No smoothing & standard deviation adjustment 0.8
Hanning window 80 & standard deviation adjustment 0.8
Hanning window 110 & standard deviation adjustment 0.8
No smoothing & no standard deviation adjustment
Hanning window 80 & no standard deviation adjustment
Hanning window 110 & no standard deviation adjustment
No smoothing & standard deviation adjustment 1.2
Hanning window 80 & standard deviation adjustment 1.2
Hanning window 110 & standard deviation adjustment 1.2
No smoothing & standard deviation adjustment 1.4
Hanning window 80 & standard deviation adjustment 1.4
Hanning window 110 & standard deviation adjustment 1.4

Figure 6: Plot of the first two dimensions of the three-dimensional space found using MDS.

6. Future work
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The next steps are obvious: to extend the range of simulated
effects of modelling and conduct further listening tests followed
by MDS analysis of the responses. The ultimate aim is a system
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and a fully-modelled text-to-speech system. Some categories of
effects that we would like to simulate next include:
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• spectral envelope over-smoothness: formant dulling and
sharpening; suppression or emphasis of spectral detail
• averaging across multiple tokens of similar speech
sounds (e.g., phonemes in context) at frame, state and
model granularities
• poor modelling of the covariance within a set of speech
parameters (e.g., LSFs), resulting in inconsistent sets of
values
• inconsistencies between the different speech parameter
streams (e.g., aperiodic energy vs. spectral envelope)
caused by use of different model parameter tying structures
• model boundary discontinuities in the trajectory (which
may be disguised but not overcome by MLPG) occurring
at transitions between HMMs of phoneme-sized units
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Abstract
The generation of synthetic speech with a certain degree of
expressiveness has been successful for some particular applications or speaking styles (e.g. emotions). In this context, there is
a particular speaking style with subtle speech nuances that may
be of great interest for delivering expressive speech: the storytelling style. The purpose of this paper is to define a first step
towards developing a storytelling Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis system by means of modelling the specific prosodic patterns
(pitch, intensity and tempo) of this speaking style. We base
our analysis of a tale in Spanish on discourse modes present in
storytelling: narrative, descriptive and dialogue. Moreover, we
introduce narrative situations (neutral narrative, post-character,
suspense and affective situations) within the narrative mode,
which are analysed at the sentence level. After grouping the
sentences into modes and narrative situations, we analyse their
corresponding prosodic patterns both objectively (via statistical
tests) and subjectively (via perceptual test considering resynthesized sentences). The results show that the statistically validated
prosodic rules perform equally (or even better) than the original
prosody in most sentences.
Index Terms: storytelling, prosodic analysis, narrative situations, TTS, Harmonic plus Noise Model

1. Introduction
Storytelling speaking style has been studied following quite different approaches for the analysis of the specific characteristics
of stories and tales. For example, in [1] the authors analysed storytelling according to a common structure of tales (title, exposition, triggering event, a series of scenes, ending and epilogue),
whereas in [2] the authors divided the tale into three discourse
modes [3] (narrative, descriptive and dialogue), concluding that
the storyteller prosody is influenced by discourse modes. In [4],
tales and news reading styles were prosodically analysed and
compared showing prosodic differences between both styles.
In contrast to these global approaches, other works addressed
the tale analysis at the sentence level. Specific narrative passages (global storytelling speaking style, increasing suspense
and sudden suspense) were studied, modelled and synthesized
in [5]. On the other hand, some works modelled the whole story
following an emotional approach, for both analysis [6] [7] [8]
and synthesis purposes [9] [10], while others only considered
emotions for the characters of the story [11].
Nevertheless, none of these works offers a complete solution to deal with the prosodic analysis and modelling of the storytelling speaking style at the sentence level oriented to speech
synthesis of all the expressive registers of a storyteller. The
storyteller is the person narrating the tale, e.g., the story and
the situations that the characters are experiencing. Optionally,

he/she can interpret all/part of the characters turns too. To that
effect, storytellers make use of a wide range of speech variability in order to convey the necessary expressiveness to capture
the audience’s (generally, children) attention. For example, they
may use rhythm changes or include pauses of different duration,
add suspense to the voice, use much more variation of pitch
and intensity than other speaking styles such as the newsreader
speaking style, stretch some words, etc. [5]. Dialogues are also
present in many novels and tales because it is a factor that can
engage the audience in the story in a greater way as they can
read/listen to the characters directly. Moreover, in oral communication the narrator may give different voices and emotional
content to different characters to enhance realism and entertainment. In contrast, in the narrative and descriptive modes, more
subtle nuances appear to convey the storytelling style.
In this work, we propose a first approach to cope with that
issue performing a prosodic analysis of a story narrated by a
Spanish storyteller based on storytelling discourse modes [2]
[3]. However, we consider that the prosodic analysis should
be conducted at the sentence level to capture all the potential
expressive registers of a storyteller following a bottom-up approach. To that effect, we introduce new sub-modes (narrative
situations) inside the narrative mode to cope with the sentence
level analysis, which will be the basis for further synthesis purposes. Finally, we have chosen the main character of the story
to analyse the dialogue mode using an annotation scheme based
on basic emotions. After a two-phase analysis of the story at
hand, the narrative situations are both objectively and subjectively validated by means of statistical significance analysis and
a subsequent preliminary perceptual test considering the corresponding synthesis from the extracted prosodic rules. For the
dialogue mode, we compare our results with other studies that
have analysed basic emotions to observe if emotions in storytelling show equal or specific prosodic patterns. The obtained
emotional rules are also tested in the synthesis phase.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on the analysis and synthesis of storytelling speaking style. In Section 3, the proposed approach for storytelling
speech analysis is described. Next, the prosodic analysis is detailed in Section 4. Then, the perceptual evaluation with synthesis using the extracted prosodic rules is described in Section 5.
Finally, some conclusions and future work are present in Section 6.

2. Related Work
The particular challenges of generating storytelling speaking
style were discussed in [9], where the authors stumbled upon
this problem as the Text-To-Speech (TTS) system of their embodied digital storyteller did not offered the desired expressive-
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ness. According to the authors, the lack of flexibility of the considered TTS system was the main problem. Probably, the fact
that the prosodic model was based on emotion profiles borrowed
from the literature was also a relevant factor, since they are not
entirely well-suited for recreating the storytelling speaking style
(e.g., different approaches like [5] seemed to obtain better synthetic results). A later work by some of the authors (centred on
interactive storytelling) also remarked that a main obstacle in
their work was the synthetic quality of their TTS system [12].
In [13], similar conclusions were obtained on a project devoted
to give a robot the ability to tell tales to children. The authors
claimed that in storytelling there are particular expressive turns,
such as different degrees of emphasis, changes of registers and
tempo, different characters, etc., that must be included in the
synthetic discourse.
As in [9], later works have linked basic emotions with storytelling. Emotional tags were used to analyze a storytelling
speech corpus in [6], which led to a certain degree of correspondence with previously reported emotional acoustic profiles
in the literature. Nevertheless, some particular contradictory
results (as pitch decrease for anger) were also obtained. Moreover, emotional acoustic models borrowed from the literature
were only used for characters from stories in [11]. Although the
model was preliminary and needed further work, the synthetic
results showed that the changed emotional fragments compared
to the neutral fragments were mostly noticeably different, and
five emotions were accepted at a reasonable rate.
In [5], the authors only modelled global storytelling speaking style and suspense situations (increasing suspense and sudden suspense). The resynthesized speech generated according
to the obtained set of prosodic rules obtained good synthetic
quality. However, the rules where highly preliminary because
of the very small amount of data considered for the analysis (2
sentences for the sudden suspense and 1 sentence for the increasing suspense). Although the authors proposed a ‘global
storytelling style’, we consider that there is still room for further research towards defining a truly general storytelling style.
A high level annotation scheme according to a common
structure of tales (title, exposition, triggering event, a series of
scenes, refrain and epilogue [14]), was used in [1] to analyse the
prosody of the aforementioned tale sections. However, the authors pointed out that an annotation of affect and emotional tags
at the sentence level would be necessary to refine their results.
Furthermore, a high level prosodic analysis of a tale was also
carried out in [2] in order to perform automatic classification of
sentences. The authors labelled the text of a tale among narrative mode, descriptive mode and dialogue mode. The authors
argued that prosody is used to mark discourse modes.
Taking these works into account, we base our analysis on
storytelling discourse modes but going into the sentence level
considering our final synthesis goal. Therefore, new sub-modes,
denoted as narrative situations, have been defined as explained
in Section 3. Then, a series of prosodic rules are extracted and
validated (see Section 4).

3. Narrative situations and character
emotions
How should one deal with the classification of text and expressive content in storytelling? Trying to categorize each sentence
of a story into one specific basic or secondary emotion or attitude does not seem to be a very good idea. First, relating the
narrative style to emotions seems inappropriate, as the narrator
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is not self-experiencing the emotions and it is not his/her intention to simulate them but to engage the audience in the story.
Secondly, gathering a representative corpus for each emotional
or attitude to look for speech correlates would be thoroughly
intractable [15].
The annotation framework that is used in this work for
the further generation of synthetic storytelling speech is based
on discourse modes [2] [3]. Specifically, among all discourse
modes (narrative, descriptive, argumentative, explanatory and
dialogue), the fiction literature (storytelling) typically contains
the narrative mode, the descriptive mode and the dialogue mode
[2] [3]. In the literary field, the narrative mode is mainly used to
inform the listener/reader about the actions that are taking place
and affect the characters of the story. Therefore, this mode includes a great amount of text that a storyteller (an expressive
one at least) conveys in different expressive registers typically
at the sentence level.
The story analysed in this work is “Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone” read by a Spanish male storyteller1 . For
the indirect discourse, we have analysed the first chapter of the
story, whereas for the study of the dialogue mode, we consider
the interventions of the main character of the story (Harry Potter) extracted from the whole story. We followed a two-phase
analysis method: a linguistic analysis and a subsequent perceptual refinement. The annotation at the sentence level of the text
of the story was entrusted to two experts on text classification.
They were instructed to classify sentences as descriptive mode,
dialogue mode (Harry’s interventions) and narrative mode (see
phase 1 of Figure 1).
For the narrative mode they were instructed to classify the
sentences according to valence sub-modes (neutral, positive and
negative sentences), since it is a useful representation for affective situations where the emotional state is not fully defined [16]. They also were asked to classify what we call postcharacter sentences. These situations correspond to sentences
of indirect discourse immediately following a direct discourse
(character intervention) with usually a declarative verb on the
third person [17]. Sentences where the annotators did not agree
(9.1% of the total number of sentences) were discarded for the
second phase.
Once the sentences were classified from text, they were presented to two experts on speech technologies to further analysis
(see phase 2 of Figure 1). A briefing with some examples of
the different categories they had to listen was given beforehand.
Since we are interested in modelling the prosody of the narrator, we consider that we cannot limit our annotation scheme
to text and structure characteristics of stories and tales. Their
observations were that the affective situations (sentences with
positive and negative valence) were too heterogeneous perceptually, and needed a refinement based on activation. Therefore,
they classified the affective sentences into Positive/Active, Positive/Passive, Negative/Active and Negative/Passive situations.
In addition, they noticed that several neutral and negative sentences possessed a certain degree of suspense. These sentences
seemed to possess a greater suspense and tension (expressed
with a softer voice) typically caused by a strange event or something the characters of the story are unaware of, leaving the audience to think that something important may happen soon. After considering this fact, we decided to take them into account
in the acoustic analysis as a new category: suspense situations.
With respect to phase 1, 79% of the suspense sentences came
1 http://www.ivoox.com/podcast-harry-potterpiedra-filosofal-j-k-rowling_sq_f137546_1.html
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PHASE 1

Indirect
discourse

Descriptive
mode

• Descriptive
mode
• Post‐character
• Neutral

Narrative
mode
STORYTELLING

Direct
discourse

PHASE 2

Dialogue
mode

• Descriptive
mode

• Affective
(positive/negative)

• Post‐character
• Neutral
• Positive/Active
• Positive/Passive
P iti /P i
• Affective • Negative/Active
• Negative/Passive
• Suspense

• Character
interventions

• Neutral intervention
• Emotional intervention

Text classification experts
(Sentence level linguistic analysis)

Narrative
sub‐modes

Speech technologies experts
(Sentence level perceptual refinement)

Figure 1: Diagram representing the followed approach in the present work to analyse the storytelling corpus. Categories in phase 2
are in italics if they were refined from previous categories, in bold if they resulted in new categories and in standard style if they were
the same from phase 1.
Table 1: Total amount of identified sentences in the speech corpus. Time is expressed as mm:ss.
Category
Neutral narrative
Negative/Passive
Negative/Active
Positive/Passive
Positive/Active
Post-character
Suspense
Descriptive mode

# sentences
46
36
30
30
31
30
27
30

time
03:15
02:34
02:20
02:22
02:56
01:03
01:54
03:11

Category
Neutral
Hot anger
Cold anger
Joy
Sadness
Surprise
Fear

# sentences
14
18
15
14
15
12
18

time
00:33
00:35
00:30
00:15
00:36
00:19
00:56

TOTAL

260

19:35

TOTAL

106

03:44

(a) Narrative & Descriptive modes

(b) Dialogue mode

from the neutral sentences whereas 21% came from negative
sentences (see transition from phase 1 to phase 2 in Figure1). In
the related literature, two types of suspense situations (sudden
and increasing suspense) present in storytelling have already
been modelled [5]. Although some sentences could be related
to those kinds of suspense, it was such a small speech corpus
that led us to omit these subdivision for the following prosodic
analysis.
For the classification of the dialogue mode we use a basic
emotions annotation scheme. If a narrator interprets the characters, he/she typically modifies his/her voice into a more exaggerated register of expressions, where full-blown emotions may
be manifested [11]. From the gathered corpus, both experts on
speech technologies were asked to classify the sentences into
six basic emotions (hot anger, cold anger, joy, sadness, surprise
and fear) besides a neutral category.
The final collected corpus for the prosodic analysis is detailed in Table 1. We are aware that this is not a very extensive
corpus, but it serves as a preliminary step to observe the viability of the approach.

4. Prosodic analysis
In this section, we present the results of the prosodic analysis
performed on the sentences collected and labelled after the twophase process described in Figure 1. We analyse pitch, intensity and tempo. The parameter for modelling tempo is speaking rate (SR) in syllables per second without pauses. Pitch
is represented with mean pitch (MP) and pitch standard deviation (PSD) in Hertz while for intensity, we extracted mean
intensity (MI) in decibels. We used the speech analysis software Praat [18] to extract these prosodic parameters. In order to maximize the measurement precision of pitch, each sentence received optimal pitch floor and ceiling values computed
with the MOMEL plug-in for Praat [19] (manually corrected
if needed). On the other hand, the SR was measured with the
ADoTeVA Praat plug-in2 . The segmentation of the speech corpus into words, syllables and phonemes was carried out with the
EasyAlign tool [20], and was manually corrected afterwards.
First, we analyze the indirect discourse, i.e., the narrative
mode with its associated narrative situations and the descriptive
mode. We select the neutral narrative situation as the reference
category, so the results of the rest of categories are referenced to
this one in terms of relative percentage difference. An independent samples t-test has been performed using the SPSS software
to check significant differences with respect to the neutral narrative situation and between all categories with pairwise comparisons. From this statistical analysis we want to determine to
what extent categories are different and which parameters are
more significant. The p-value used includes a correction when
equal variances can not be assumed.
The dialogue mode analysis shows the prosodic results of
the basic emotions present in the main character of the story
(Harry Potter). We compare these results with other studies that
have analyzed acted basic emotions in order to observe if storytelling emotions show equal or specific prosodic patterns.
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Table 2: Averaged results of the indirect discourse mode analysis. Statistical significance tests: * stands for p<0.05, while
** represents p<0.01. No * means no significant difference.
Narrative mode

MP [Hz]

PSD [Hz]

SR [syll/sec]

Neutral narrative

104.0

31.0

7.7

MI [dB]
71.0

Post-character
Suspense
Negative/Passive
Negative/Active
Positive/Passive
Positive/Active

-22.3%**
-5.7%**
-12.9%**
+7.9%*
-8.9%**
+18.3%**

-50.2%**
-19.0%**
-35.3%**
-3.3%
-20.2%**
+24.3%**

-12.1%**
-10.9%**
-8.0%**
-2.2%
-8.4%**
-5.5%**

-4.3%**
-4.3%**
-3.8%**
+1.2%
-2.6%**
+2.5%**

Descriptive mode

+1.0%**

+10.0%**

-8.7%**

+0.3%

Table 3: Results for the independent samples t-test analysis of
indirect discourse categories: * stands for p<0.05, while ** represents p<0.01. P-C: Post-Character, PA: Positive/Active, PP:
Positive/Passive, NA: Negative/Active, NP: Negative/Passive,
SUS: Suspense, DM: Descriptive Mode.
Compared categories
P-C vs. DM
P-C vs. NA
P-C vs. PA
P-C vs. PP
P-C vs. NP
P-C vs. SUS
SUS vs. PA
SUS vs. NA
SUS vs. DM
SUS vs. PP
SUS vs. NP
PP vs. NP
PA vs. NA
PA vs. DM
NA vs. DM
PP vs. PA
PP vs. NA
NP vs. PA
NP vs. NA
DM vs. PP
DM vs. NP

4.1. Indirect discourse results
Prosodic results for the narrative and descriptive modes are
shown in Table 2, where they are referenced with respect to
the neutral narrative situation. The statistical analysis is also
depicted in Table 2 and the rest of statistical significance comparisons are shown in Table 3. The first global conclusion that
arises from the results is that, in general, SR is not significantly
different across categories. The analysed storyteller shows a fast
SR for neutral narrative and Negative/Active situations, whereas
in the rest of situations a slow SR is manifested, probably to allow the audience (children, in general) to follow the story.
Post-character sentences obtained the lowest averaged pitch
and intensity values, which is in agreement with the perception
of the speech technologies experts that, in general, these sentences sounded muffled. The SR has a mid-low value. The suspense situation shows low prosodic parameters too. As stated
in [1], it seems necessary at least a low mean intensity to generate intimacy or suspense. These two situations only show
significant differences in terms of pitch as it can be observed in
row six of Table 3.
The results for the affective situations show that prosodic
parameters from active sentences are significantly higher than
the parameters from passive sentences with the exception of SR,
which do not always follow this behaviour (see rows 16 to 19 in
Table 3). These results quite agree with the established consensus in the literature that active sentences entail higher frequency,
intensity and speaking rate [16]. Results in Table 2 show that
sentences with positive evaluation have slightly higher prosodic
values compared to sentences with different evaluation but with
the same activation, with the exception of SR, which is lower.
Although there are no clear acoustic correlations with valence
in the literature, in [16], a higher mean frequency for a male
voice was reported for positive valence, just as the results observed in the affective situations results of Table 2. It is worth
pointing out that the passive categories have lower MP and MI
when compared to the neutral narrative style, while for the active categories the opposite happens. On the other hand, SR for
all the affective situations is slower than the neutral narrative
situation SR. Finally, the PSD of Positive/Active sentences is
the only one that surpasses the neutral narrative category.
Descriptive mode sentences have a higher MP and PSD
than the neutral narrative situation whereas mean intensity is
not significantly higher. The SR, however, is lower. All this information can be linked to what was perceived while listening to
the speech corpus, as the narrator emphasizes certain adjectives
2 http://celinedelooze.com/MyHomePage/Praat.
html
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MP
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
0.45
**
**
**
0.55
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Test results
PSD
SR
**
0.26
**
**
**
*
**
0.27
**
0.19
**
0.70
**
*
*
**
**
0.41
0.83 0.41
**
0.30
**
0.99
**
0.18
0.97 0.20
**
**
**
0.33
*
*
**
0.35
**
*
**
0.91
**
0.79

MI
**
**
**
0.13
0.75
0.70
**
**
**
**
0.34
0.06
**
0.20
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Table 4: Averaged results of the character emotions analysis.
Emotion

MP [Hz]

PSD [Hz]

SR [syll/sec]

MI [dB]

Neutral
Hot anger
Cold anger
Joy
Sadness
Surprise
Fear

108.0
+82.8%
+42.4%
+28.9%
-11.5%
+45.2%
+29.1%

25.8
+112.3%
+69.0%
+67.6%
-28.5%
+92.7%
+27.2%

7.2
-20.6%
-16.7%
-11.2%
-21.6%
-15.9%
-2.2%

70.0
+9.1%
+4.0%
+7.2%
-3.3%
+0.7%
+5.3%

and adverbs, which yields to greater pitch variability, and he
stretches these words too in order to emphasize. The descriptive
mode and the Positive/Active situation are the only categories
that show no significant differences in their prosodic patterns
(see row 14 in Table 3). One possible explanation is that the
narrator when is describing tends to show a cheerful mood, but
further investigation may disambiguate both categories.
4.2. Direct discourse results
To analyse part of the dialogue mode present in storytelling we
selected the main character (Harry Potter). The narrator interprets Harry without changing his voice too much, but it is noticeable he tries to imitate the voice of a pre-teenager.
Regarding emotional prosodic results (see Table 4), it is remarkable that all the emotions have a slower SR than the character neutral voice. In general, anger, joy, surprise and fear
tend to have a faster SR in the literature [21] [22] [23] [24].
However, the difference between joy and happiness is not so
clear in the literature. For example, In [22] the authors clearly
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separated them and proposed a decrease in tempo for happiness
(as in [24]) and an increase for joy. Results of SR from Harry’s
emotions are the ones which have more conflict when compared
to the general literature focused on emotion analysis. As a preliminary conclusion, it seems that storytellers speak slower even
in the character emotions (besides the indirect discourse). This
can be due to the fact that they need to draw the audience attention and allow them to be able to follow all the delivered information. Thus, in this parameter may be the main difference
with respect to more natural or spontaneous emotions.
Hot anger has the most exaggerated values of MP, PSD and
MI of all the emotional catalogue. The raise of the mentioned
prosodic parameters is quite coherent with previous studies focused on basic emotions [21] [22] [23]. Cold anger has the same
changes as hot anger but not so wide. Joy shows the highest MI
right after hot anger, and its pitch related values are quite high
in general. Sadness is the emotion which has more relationship
with the acoustic profiles reported in the literature, as it entails a
decrease in all the prosodic parameters [21] [22] [23] [25]. Surprise, which is usually related to an increase of the prosodic parameters with respect to a neutral register, has also relationship
with other studies (except for speaking rate as well) [23]. Fear
has a relative coherency with the literature. In general, pitch,
intensity and speaking rate also increase in fear when compared
to a neutral register [22] [23]. From Table 4, we can see that
MP, PSD and MI increase. The SR obtained for fear is the highest of all the emotions, almost the same as the one for Harry’s
neutral voice.
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Figure 2: Percentages bars of the results from the indirect discourse synthesis evaluation.
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5. Speech synthesis evaluation

40

The main objective of the synthesis evaluation stage performed
in this work is to subjectively validate the rules obtained for the
different discourse modes (see Tables 2 and 4), as a complement
of the objective statistical analysis performed in Section 4. We
evaluate how the extracted prosodic rules perform against the
original prosody of the sentences.
We applied these prosodic rules to a randomly selected set
of sentences from the corpus at hand using a synthetic female
voice obtained with the TTS synthesizer of La Salle R&D.
We resynthesized 52 sentences (4 sentences for each category)
with the obtained prosodic rules (PR) and the same 52 sentences applying the original prosody (OP) of each sentence.
The modifications and final signal resynthesis were done using
a MATLAB implementation of Harmonic plus Noise Models
(HNM) [26]. In contrast to other implementations where the
maximum voiced frequency is allowed to vary [27], the implementation used in this paper is fixed at 5Khz based on [28].
The synthetic results were evaluated using the online TRUE
platform [29]. The subjective test was performed by 15 people,
from which 9 are male and 6 female with a mean age of 34 (only
5 people are familiar with the field of speech technologies). The
perceptual test is designed considering a 5-level CMOS scheme
(OP much better, OP better, no difference, PR better and PR
much better), and it is composed of 52 comparisons of the same
sentence resynthesized with PR and OP, which are compared
including the original sentence of the audio book as a reference.
Figure 2 shows the results obtained for the sentences belonging to the indirect discourse. As a general result, it can
be observed that the most extreme cases of the 5-level CMOS
range are the least chosen options, showing that both transformations (PR and OP) are perceived similarly. However,
post-character sentences tend to be preferred when the original
prosody is applied. This can be due to the fact that sometimes

30
20
10
0

Hot anger Cold anger Joy

Sadness Surprise

Fear

Figure 3: Percentages bars of the results from the direct discourse synthesis evaluation.

the narrator maintains emotional traces from the previous character intervention whereas in other post-character sentences he
barely is expressive. Suspense sentences have obtained very
good results when synthesized with the PR.
The results extracted from the analysis of the emotional
sentences of the main character show that most evaluators did
not notice clear differences between both prosodic options (see
Figure 3), which is a positive result in terms of extracting preliminary general prosodic patterns. However, the PR are not
as clearly preferred to the OP (in hot anger, cold anger and
joy above all) as in the indirect discourse. This is due to the
fact that the emotions show greater prosodic variability and the
emotional speech corpus gathered could not be extended.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a first approach to cope with the
prosodic analysis and modelling of the subtle expressive registers present in the storytelling speaking style at the sentence
level. After a linguistic and perceptual analysis of a story based
on storytelling discourse modes (narrative, descriptive and dialogue) we have introduced some narrative situations. Next, we
have performed a prosodic analysis and extracted preliminary
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prosodic rules that have been implemented in a HNM synthesis
phase. The outcome of the statistical and synthesis evaluation
stages show a first confirmation that there are expressive categories inside the storytelling speaking style that show specific
prosodic cues and can be modelled for synthesis purposes. This
confirms and extends the conclusions in [5], where specific suspense situations were modelled giving room for further investigation of storytelling expressive registers.
These results encourage us to follow this approach in further studies to look for a truly generalizable storytelling speaking style prosodic model. We plan to include more narrators
or the same narrator telling a similar story, cross-language analysis, or other forms of stories such as short fairy tales. Short
fairy tales tend to have a more common structure than novels, so
it would be interesting to observe how the narrative situations
are mapped in such a structure. Regarding the used synthesis
method, we consider that HNM-based TTS synthesis is a good
approach to address storytelling speech thanks to the synthesis
flexibility it allows. Nonetheless, other methods like concatenative synthesis can also be considered and compared.
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Abstract
This paper investigates using objective quality measures to evaluate speaker adaptation performance in HMM-based speech
synthesis. We compare several objective measures to subjective
evaluation results from our earlier work about 1) comparison of
speaker adaptation methods for child voices and 2) effects of
noise in speaker adaptation. The results analysed in this work
indicate a reasonable correlation between several objective and
subjective quality measures.
Index Terms: adaptation, speech synthesis, evaluation

1. Introduction
Hidden Markov model (HMM) based text-to-speech (TTS)
framework [1] is an attractive alternative to conventional concatenative speech synthesis. While concatenative systems typically produce natural and understandable speech, HMM-TTS
systems are more flexible and can be adapted to mimic different speaking styles or speakers based on a limited amount of
adaptation data [2].
Speaker adaptation performance in HMM-TTS systems is
typically evaluated using subjective listening tests [3]. The samples generated with speaker-adapted models are rated based on
whether the synthesised voice sounds like the target speaker and
on the perceived naturalness. While listening tests are necessary to confirm how differences between adaptation methods
are perceived and appreciated, subjective evaluation is not an
efficient tool for tasks such as parameter tuning that require iterative evaluation.
Numerous objective quality measures have been developed
for speech quality evaluation in telecommunication systems
[4, 5]. In addition to telecommunication systems, the measures
have been used to evaluate speech enhancement systems and
have correlated well with subjective evaluations [6]. While the
degradation introduced in speech transmission or enhancement
may have a fundamentally different nature compared to samples
generated with statistical speech synthesis [7, 8], the same objective measures have been applied to evaluate speech synthesis
systems [9, 8, 10, 11].
In this work, we replicate and expand the previous studies [6, 10, 11] on correlation between objective quality measures and subjective listening test results. We focus on subjective evaluations of speaker-adaptation performance in HMMTTS systems, using limited sets of data from our earlier works
[12, 11]. Beside comparing objective measures, we investigate,
for the spectrum-based measures, whether measuring the spectrum as synthesised or analysed after a complete waveform synthesis affects the measures.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the objective evaluation measures used in this work.

In Section 3, we revisit the listening test results used in previous research and evaluate the correlation between objective and
subjective evaluations. All the speech synthesis systems represented in the results are personalised HMM-TTS systems. The
results are discussed in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes the
work.

2. Methods
2.1. Objective measures
HMM-based speech synthesis systems use statistical models to
generate the spectral envelope and F0 contour that are input to
a vocoder that synthesises the final output waveform. To evaluate the system performance, the estimated parameters can be
compared with equivalent parameters extracted from a reference speech sample [13, 2]. The mel-cepstral distance (MCD)
is calculated as
s X
1 X
M CD =
2
(c(d, m) − ĉ(d, m))2
(1)
M m
d

where ĉ(d, m) and c(d, m) denote the dth mel-cepstral coefficient of the test and reference signals in time frame m and
M denotes the number of frames. We note that a synthesised
test sample can be represented with the internal mel-cepstrum
which is used as a synthesis parameter or with mel-cepstral coefficients extracted from the synthesised output. We compute
and evaluate both internal and output mel-cepstral distances.
The other evaluation measures used in this work have been
developed to assess the speech enhancement or transmission
qualities. We focus on the frequency-weighted segmental SNR
(FWS) [4] that exhibited a performance close standardised
PESQ objective evaluation measure in a speech enhancement
evaluation task [6]. We calculate the frequency-weighted segmental SNR in mel-spectral domain as
X(k, m)2
1 XX
W (k, m) log10
M m
(X(k, m) − X̂(k, m))2
k
(2)
where X̂(k, m) and X(k, m) denote the kth mel-spectral component of the test and reference samples in time frame m. As
proposed in [6], the mel-spectrum
in each time frame m is norP
malised to unit area ( k X(k, m) = 1) and the channels are
weighted as
X
W (k, m) = X(k, m)γ /
X(k, m)γ ,
(3)
FWS =

k

where γ = 0.2. The mel-spectral features X̂(k, m) that represent a synthesised test sample are calculated based on the internal mel-cepstral representation or extracted from the synthe-
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sised output as discussed in Section 2.2. The estimated signalto-noise ratio in each time frame is bound to [0, 35] dB range as
proposed in [14].
We additionally calculate the cepstral distance (CEP), loglikelihood ratio (LLR) [15], and weighted spectral slope (WSS)
measure [16] using the implementations in COLEA toolbox
[17]. The measures calculated with COLEA are computed
based on the reference sample and synthesised output samples
in time-domain. LLR is calculated based on order 10 linear
prediction models.
2.2. Feature extraction
To compare the reference samples to samples generated with
the HMM-TTS system, the synthesised samples were generated based on the phone alignment of the reference sample.
The synthesised samples were associated with the internal melcepstral and spectral representation that correspond to the melcepstral and spectral features generated with the STRAIGHT
vocoder [18]. MCD and FWS calculated based on the internal representations and STRAIGHT-based representations generated from the synthesised output are compared in this work.
We additionally calculate the FWS measure based on FFT spectra calculated for the test and reference samples to compare the
FFT and STRAIGHT spectrum.
The test and reference samples have 16 kHz sampling rate.
The samples were processed in 25 ms Hamming windows with
5 ms shift between adjacent frames. The mel-filterbank applied
to FFT or STRAIGHT spectra was estimated with VOICEBOX
[19].
The objective measures were calculated based on 2 second
samples extracted from the middle of the utterance as proposed
in [11]. For some reason, the synthesis system used in this work
occasionally introduces excess frames in the beginning or end
of the sample. The comparison between the reference and test
samples was therefore done at several frame delays [−10 . . . 10]
and the best match was recorded.

3. Evaluation
3.1. Subjective test data
The objective measures are compared with mean opinion scores
(MOS) collected in two speaker-adaptive HMM-TTS evaluations [12, 11]. Finnish speech data was used in both evaluations.
The synthesis systems used in one evaluation share a common
framework: the same prosody-prediction and model selection
front-end are used and the phoneme sets are identical. The system parameters and training are described in the original papers
[12, 11].
The first evaluation compared speaker adaptation methods
for child voices. The differences between the synthesis systems
in this evaluation stem from differences in the average voice
training database and adaptation procedures [12]. Adaptation
performance was evaluated in a subjective listening test where
26 listeners rated test samples from three target speakers based
on similarity with the target speaker and naturalness. The samples were evaluated on a scale of 1–5. The mean opinion scores
are reported in Figure 1.
The second evaluation studied using noisy and enhanced
speech data for speaker adaptation in HMM-TTS systems. The
differences between the synthesis systems stem from the differences in the adaptation training data that was either clean,
noise-corrupted, or enhanced [11]. The evaluation focussed on
the mel-cepstrum and excitation components, which were gen-
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Figure 1: Mean opinion scores (MOS) on synthesised child
speech. Thirteen systems were evaluated for similarity (SIM)
and naturalness (NAT).

erated with the HMM-TTS system, whereas the F0 contours for
synthesis were extracted from the reference samples. Adaptation to one female and one male speaker was evaluated, and
the listening test samples included also noise-corrupted and enhanced natural speech samples. 26 listeners evaluated the samples based on their naturalness, similarity, and background intrusiveness as proposed in [11]. The subjective evaluation scales
are described Table 1 and the mean opinion scores reported in
Figure 2.
3.2. Evaluation measures
Concordance between the subjective and objective measures is
assessed with a sample correlation coefficient |r̄|. The standard
sample correlation r is modified to marginalise the level differences between scores assigned to individual speakers n and
emphasise the comparison between the tested conditions or systems. The modified sample correlation coefficient is calculated
as
1 X
r̄ =
r(n)
(4)
N n

where N denotes the number of speakers and r(n) is the
speaker-conditioned sample correlation. The sample correlation
between the subjective and objective scores assigned to speaker
n is calculated as
P
(Si (n) − S̄(n))(Oi (n) − Ō(n))
r(n) = qP i
P
2
2
i (Si (n) − S̄(n))
i (Oi (n) − Ō(n))

(5)
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Table 1: Subjective listening test scales
Similarity (SIM)
5

Exactly like the same person

4

Quite like the same person

3

Somewhat different but recognisable as the same person

2

Quite like a different person

1

Like a totally different person

5

Completely natural

4

Quite natural

3

Somewhat unnatural but acceptable

2

Quite unnatural

1

Completely unnatural

Naturalness (NAT)

Background (BAK)
5

Clean

4

Quite clean

3

Somewhat noisy but not intrusive

2

Quite noisy and somewhat intrusive

1

Very noisy and very intrusive
Figure 3: Linear correlation coefficients |ρ(n)| between the objective evaluation measures and the subjective mean opinion
scores. Results related to the first test with three child voices
are indicated with circles and results related to the second test
with one male and one female voice with are indicated with triangles.

where Si (n) and Oi (n) denote the subjective and objective
score calculated for test sample (i, n) and S̄(n) and Ō(n) the
mean of the P
subjective and objective P
scores assigned to speaker
n, S̄(n) = i Si (n) and Ō(n) = i Oi (n). The subjective
scores Si (n) are average scores calculated across the individual listener ratings for test sample (i, n). Listener ratings that
deviated more than two standard deviations from the test sample mean were discarded as outliers and are not reflected in the
averages Si (n).
3.3. Results

Figure 2: Mean opinion scores (MOS) on natural speech samples (dark colour) that have been corrupted with noise (N1–N2)
and enhanced (E1–E2) and synthesised samples generated with
HMM-based TTS. The synthesised samples represent the average voice model (AV) and models adapted with clean (CL) and
noise-corrupted and enhanced data.

The sample correlations |r(n)| between the objective measures
and subjective listening test results are reported in Figure 3. We
have evaluated the correlation between subjective evaluations
and (a) MCD calculated based on the internal STRAIGHT representation and (b) STRAIGHT representation extracted from
the synthesised output, (c) FWS calculated based on the internal representation, (d) representation extracted from the synthesised output and (e) FFT spectrum calculated from the synthesised output, (f) cepstral distance, (g) LLR and (h) WSS.
FWS measures were calculated based on K = 13 and K = 21
mel-channels, but the differences in the results and in their correlation with MOS scores were small. The results reported in
Figure 3 pertain to FWS measures calculated based on K = 21
mel-channels.
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The sample correlations between the objective measures
and subjective listening test results on the synthesised child
voices are indicated with circles in Figure 3. We note that the
subjective SIM and NAT evaluations are inter-dependent to certain extent, but their relationship is not linear (|r̄| = 0.65). The
objective measures evaluated in this work correlate better with
the similarity evaluations. The best sample correlation with
SIM (|r̄| = 0.86) is obtained with the FWS measure calculated based on the internal STRAIGHT representation and the
best sample correlation with NAT (|r̄| = 0.69) with MCD calculated based on the synthesised output.
When noise-corrupted or enhanced samples or synthesis
models adapted with noise-corrupted or enhanced data were
used, the samples were evaluated in three scales (Table 1). The
sample correlations between the objective measures and subjective evaluations are indicated with triangles in Figure 3. The
notable quality difference between the natural and synthesised
samples dominates the SIM and NAT evaluations which are exceptionally coherent across the test conditions (|r̄| = 0.97).
The best correlation with SIM (|r̄| = 0.90), NAT (|r̄| = 0.89),
and BAK (|r̄| = 0.41) is obtained with LLR.
While correlation between the objective evaluations and
BAK appears weak when examined over the complete test set,
background intrusiveness has a notable contribution to the objective scores. The sample correlation calculated for objective
measures and BAK |r(n)| ≥ 0.93 within the natural sample set
and |r(n)| ≥ 0.70 within the synthesised samples that represent
an adapted model. This suggests that the objective measures
emphasise speech qualities but are not invariant to background
intrusiveness.

4. Discussion
4.1. Main results
We evaluated the correlation between several objective measures and subjective listening test results in two tasks. FWS
calculated based on the internal spectral representation and LLR
resulted in the best overall correlation with the subjective similarity scores. As discussed in [8], the correlation between the
objective measures and subjective evaluations varies from voice
to voice, but the sample correlation calculated between SIM and
FWS int for individual voices in either dataset |r(n)| > 0.75
and the sample correlation between SIM and LLR measures
|r(n)| > 0.73. FWS calculated based on the synthesised output also correlated well with SIM evaluations, and we note that
FWS and LLR performed well also in the speech enhancement
evaluation [6].
In the previous studies [9, 6, 10], the best correlation with
subjective listening test results has been obtained with PESQ
[5]. This is a standardised measure that incorporates perceptual and cognitive models for speech quality assessment. Despite the success obtained with PESQ, we believe the need for
license-free evaluation measures remains. With projects like
Simple4All 1 , HMM-TTS is becoming more accessible for languages that are under-resourced both in terms of data an funding.
4.2. Similarity and naturalness
An ideal measure for objective evaluation would take into account all the factors that influence subjective listening test results, but this is a difficult task. For example, a smooth and nat1 http://www.simple4all.org
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ural voice is often rated better than a rougher voice that is otherwise more similar to the target speaker. Evaluation in a noisy
background adds to the complexity as the increased background
noise can mask synthesis artifacts and make a synthesised voice
sound better.
The objective quality measures evaluated in this work operate on a one-dimensional scale whereas the human listeners
rated the samples on based on two or three specific features.
This is necessary when several factors affect the perceived overall quality. Hu and Loizou [6] used linear combinations of the
basic objective measures to calculate composite measures tuned
for the separate subjective scales. The measures evaluated in
this work are, however, very correlated, which means nonlinear combinations should be used in order to introduce notable
improvement compared to the best individual measures. The
similarity aspect could also be assessed with speaker recognition techniques, for example.
4.3. Reference data
The objective measures evaluated in this work represent the so
called intrusive or full-reference measures that require a target
sample for comparison. Therefore the synthesised samples had
to be generated with the alignments extracted from the target
signal. Möller et al. [8] compared three non-intrusive measures
in speech transmission and speech synthesis evaluation task,
but concluded that the objective measures were not sufficiently
accurate in predicting differences between synthesised speech
quality.
Developing model-based measures for speaker similarity
and naturalness would allow us to evaluate the quality of synthetic speech with less than perfect time alignment between the
reference and synthetic stimulus. This will be growingly more
desirable as synthetic speech tries to reproduce the prosodic
aspects of the speech, including accent and speaking rhythm.
Evaluating prosody with objective measures is not a realistic
goal in the near future, but as the development prosody generation and spectral envelope synthesis can not be done completely
separately, also the objective evaluation of the spectral envelope
should be done in conjunction with model-generated prosody.

5. Conclusions and future work
We analysed correlation between objective measures and subjective listening test results in speaker adaptation task in the
HMM-TTS framework. The measures were correlated with the
subjective speaker similarity more than naturalness or background quality, and the best measures were FWS and LLR.
While the measures studied in this work cannot replace subjective evaluation, the measures could be used to optimise the system parameters in a manner that better corresponds to listener
preference. For example, speech enhancement parameters and
regression tree size in adaptation are usually hand-tuned based
on performance over some development data, and any measure
can be used for the performance evaluation. MCD can also be
used to optimise the adaptation transformations as proposed in
[20].
Our datasets were quite small, and we would like to continue the verification process using larger datasets. We think
objective evaluation should not require aligned samples, and
therefore hope to investigate if test and reference samples could
be compared based on local alignments, and if speaker recognition technologies could provide measures that correlate with
the similarity scores in our listening tests.
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Abstract
This paper presents a preliminary study on the use of symbolic
prosody extracted from the speech signal to improve parameters
prediction on HMM-based speech synthesis. The relationship
between the prosodic labelling and the actual prosody of the
training data is usually ignored in the building phase of corpus
based TTS voices. In this work, different systems have been
trained using prosodic labels predicted from speech and compared with the conventional system that predicts those labels
solely from text. Experiments have been done using data from
two speakers (one male and one female). Objective evaluation
performed on a test set of the corpora shows that the proposed
systems improve the prediction accuracy of phonemes duration
and F0 trajectories. Advantages on the use of signal-driven
symbolic prosody in place of the conventional text-driven symbolic prosody, and future works about the effective use of these
information in the synthesis stage of a Text To Speech systems
are also described.
Index Terms: statistical parametric speech synthesis, HMMbased speech synthesis, prosody prediction, symbolic prosody,
ToBI.

1. Introduction
Modern TTS systems consist of two modules. The first one
(called NLP or front end module) processes the input text and
extracts a symbolic phonetic/linguistic representation of the utterance. The second one is the waveform generation module,
that receives data from the front end and takes care of generating the audio signal. In statistical parametric synthesis systems,
the waveform generation module incorporates acoustic models.
They are trained using both linguistic information (evaluated by
the NLP module) and parameters extracted from the speech signal.
Some of the most important linguistic features used by current statistical parametric speech synthesis systems are listed
in [1]. The work presented here focuses on those features referring to the category of symbolic prosody, that is a compact
representation useful to describe how the prosodic parameters
vary inside an utterance. These features, called prosodic labels,
have the peculiarity of representing speech properties belonging
to both acoustic and symbolic linguistic domains.
For example, the ToBI standard [2] represents prosody using break indices that describe the degree of disjuncture between consecutive words and the tones associated with phrase
boundaries and pitch accents.
While other features (like phonetic features, syllable features, part of speech, . . . ) depend on linguistic rules that apply solely to textual information, the symbolic prosody is also
strongly related to the way in which the speaker has uttered the

sentence. However, since the input of a TTS is text, usually
symbolic prosody is evaluated only from text [3], using both
handwritten rules or statistical methods.
Recently, researchers have investigated different methods
for symbolic prosody extraction from the speech signal [4, 5, 6]
in the field of speech analysis and recognition. The symbolic
prosody evaluated from the actual speech signal, as opposed to
the text-driven symbolic prosody, will be referred to as signaldriven symbolic prosody in this paper.
The purpose of this work is to investigate how the use of
signal-driven prosodic information can improve the naturalness
of parametric speech synthesis. This is determined experimentally by building different HMM-based systems that use different symbolic prosody estimation strategies, and comparing the
parameter predictions with an objective assessment on a test set.
The work presented here is a preparatory study on the use
of signal-driven symbolic prosody in TTS systems. The objective evaluation is important in this preliminary analysis stage
because it is an indicator of what improvement on parameters
prediction accuracy could be achieved if the signal-driven symbolic prosody was used in the synthesis phase of a Text To
Speech system.
Anyway, this paper does not propose a technique ready for a
TTS system, because the prediction of the prosodic labels from
text is missing in this work.
However, this study is a first step towards the creation of
a signal-driven symbolic prosody predictor from text, trained
with linguistic features and signal-driven prosodic labels extracted respectively from text and audio data of a TTS speech
corpus.
Therefore, the main advantage of the signal-driven symbolic prosody in TTS systems is that the prosodic labels are
consistent with the speech corpus. Consequently it will be possible to model and predict the symbolic prosody of a specific
speaker, or his particular speaking style used in the corpus.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a discussion on how the paper’s contributions are related to prior
work in the field; Section 3 describes the tool used to extract
the signal-driven symbolic prosody from the speech corpus; the
different systems built, the experimental settings and the results
are described on Section 4; finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and proposes some future developments.

2. Motivation
Efforts in the TTS field are always aiming at improving the naturalness of synthetic speech; one of the key challenges is the
prediction of prosody and in particular on the fundamental frequency (F0). Research in this area is trying to improve the accuracy of estimates for this task, investigating new models for
F0 [7, 8, 9], using different training methods [10], or experi-
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menting on new topologies of the multi stream model used in
classical HMM-based speech synthesis systems [11].
Other research works investigate on how different symbolic
linguistic features can improve TTS quality; for example [12]
reported on an investigation on how high level linguistic features extracted from text can improve the quality of prosody
modelling, and [13] analysed the identification and generation
(from text) of prosodic prominence in HMM-based TTS synthesis.
Symbolic prosody is a default feature used in standard training of a HMM-Based system [1]. The prosodic labels are assigned according to information extracted from text [3].
Regarding the use of symbolic prosody in the training phase
of statistical parametric speech synthesis, the assumption is that
there is some consistent relationship between the prosodic labelling and the actual prosody of the training data. This assumption is not always true if the symbolic prosody is predicted only
from text. In fact, because the symbolic prosody is also linked
to acoustical parameters, it is possible for different prosodic labels to be associated to the same sentence, uttered by different
speakers (between-speakers variability). Moreover, prosodic labels may also change depending on how a single speaker pronounces the same sentence (within-speaker variability).
In all the works cited above the features used are totally extracted from text, ignoring relations with the acoustic signal of
the corpus used for the training. In fact, classic corpus-based
voice building methods do not care if the sentences of the training corpus are actually uttered by the speaker according to the
particular prosody described by text-predicted prosodic labels.
On the contrary, the procedure presented in this paper extracts the symbolic prosody features from the speech signal, in
order to make use of the relationship between the prosodic labelling and the actual prosody of the training data.
This relationship has been investigated in [14], where an
HMM-based TTS system built with hand annotated labels of
ToBI events obtained the best result on the evaluation test.
However, differently from that experiment, this paper proposes the use of tools that automatically extract the symbolic prosody directly from audio, making the procedure reproducible in several TTS corpora, without the need of manual annotation. The hypothesis of this work is that the HMM models
can improve TTS quality if trained with signal-driven prosodic
labels that are supposedly more coherent with the audio samples
of the corpus than the text-predicted labels.
This assumption is similar to the one that motivates the use
of multiple pronunciation words in phonetized lexicon. In that
case, a speaker could have uttered a word with phonemes that
are different from those expected by the TTS training system.
Ignoring this difference leads to a bad training of the models. In
this case, being able to automatically recognize which phoneme
has been actually pronounced by the speaker allows to build a
system which can train HMM models with more appropriate
phonetic labels. Similarly, the work presented here studies the
possibility to train the models of a TTS system with the prosodic
labels that best describe the actual statement of the speaker.

3. Signal-driven symbolic prosody
In order to compute the signal-driven symbolic prosody, it has
been decided to use the AuToBI system [5], because it is a publicly available tool for automatic detection and classification of
the prosodic events that adheres to the ToBI annotation standard
used in many TTS front-end.
AuToBI operates by predicting prosodic events at the word
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level using the speech signal and its word segmentation. The
generation of the hypothesized ToBI labels consists of different
tasks of tones’ detection and classification using models trained
on prosodic annotated corpora.
The accuracy of the detection and classification tasks has
been evaluated in [5], reporting good results for pitch accent
and satisfactory results for phrase boundaries.
Using the signal-driven symbolic prosody, instead of text
driven prosody, within the training stage of a corpus based TTS
system, the actual prosody of the training data is taken into consideration.
Table 1 shows a sentence and two ToBI transcriptions: the
first one is predicted using a linguistic front-end that makes
use only of the text, while the second one was obtained using
AuToBI and the speech signal. The first transcription depends
only on the text, regardless of the particular pronunciation. On
the other hand, the second one can highlight peculiar prosodic
events actually uttered by the speaker.
Text
Transcription 1

“Tom
L+H*

Spink
L+H*

Transcription 2

L*
H-

L*
L-

has

a

harpoon.”
!H*
L-L%
L*
L-L%

Table 1: Two ToBI transcriptions of the same sentence, the former is predicted from text, the latter from speech signal using
AuToBI.

4. Experiments
4.1. Systems Built
All systems have been built using a modified version of
MaryTTS 5.0 [15] as linguistic front end for extracting monophone and full context labels, while the phonetic alignment has
been done using HTK 3.4.1 [16].
The HTS HMM speech synthesis toolkit version 2.2 [17]
has been used for building the models; mgc (mel-generalised
cepstrum) spectral parameters and voicing strengths for mixed
excitation [18] are modelled using continuous probability distribution, while logF0 parts are modelled using the multi-space
probability distribution (MSD) [19]. The systems have been
built using the default speaker-dependent parameters of HTS:
i) decision tree based state clustering; ii) separate streams to
model each of the static, delta and delta-delta features; iii) single Gaussian models.
The following three systems have been built for the evaluation.
4.1.1. BASE system
The baseline system uses the text-driven symbolic prosody
computed by the MaryTTS linguistic front-end. This component contains handwritten rules that uses punctuation marks and
word’s POS information to determine the prosodic labels.
4.1.2. FULL system
The FULL system uses all the prosodic labels computed by
AuToBI, including pitch accent, boundary tones and implicitly
also the break index associated with tones. This means that the
phrase splitting is controlled by AuToBI and not by punctuation.
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4.1.3. P-ACC system
This system is an hybrid system between BASE and FULL; in
this case the boundary tones and the phrasing is controlled by
the MaryTTS linguistic front-end, while the pitch accents are
assigned by AuToBI. The P-ACC system has been created because AuToBI has proven to give slightly worse prediction results of phrase boundaries than pitch accents [5].
4.2. Experimental settings
The systems described above have been evaluated on two CMU
ARCTIC speech synthesis data sets [20]. A U.S. female English
speaker (slt) and a U.S male English speaker (bdl) were used.
Each data set contains recordings of the same 1132 phonetically balanced sentences, totalling about 0.95 hours of speech
per speaker. To obtain objective accuracy measures, 300 sentence has been used only for the test and the remaining 832
were used as training set.
Audio has been sampled at 16 kHz, the speech features used
were mel generalized cepstral coefficients of order 24 and bandpass voicing strengths of order 5.
The AuToBI models used have been trained on U.S. English
speech. The z-score normalization approach has been used for
normalizing pitch and intensity values across speakers.
4.3. Evaluation indicators
The accuracy of the proposed technique has been evaluated objectively for each parameter x, comparing the predicted parameter xP and the natural one xN .
The generation of the parameters has been done using the
maximum likelihood parameter generation algorithm where the
state sequence is given (case 1 of [21]), including global variance [22].
The comparison has taken into consideration the following
indicators: i) the root mean square error (RMSE) as measure of
the prediction error on the parameters; ii) the correlation coefficient (ρ) as measure of the similarity between the two parameter
trajectories; iii) the average number of leaf nodes (LEAVES) on
the clustered trees which represents model complexity [11].
In the case of F0, mgcep and strengths (all except the duration), the parameters taken into consideration are time trajectories. In these cases, model-level alignments given by label files
of natural speech have been applied in order to easily compare
the generated trajectories between natural speech and generated
speech.
4.4. Results
4.4.1. Duration
The model of duration is evaluated at the phoneme level, in this
case xp is the duration of the predicted phoneme and xN is
the duration of the natural one. Table 2 shows the result of
the objective comparisons among the three systems. It can be
observed that the P-ACC system is the best for both speakers.
The number of leaves of the clustered trees shows an increase
of the model complexity for the FULL system with respect to
the BASE system.
4.4.2. F0
Because F0 is continuous in voiced regions and undefined in
unvoiced regions, also the voicing classification error (VCE) is
taken into accout. VCE, like in [7], is defined as the rate of
mismatched voicing label, and can be written as:

SYS
BASE
P-ACC
FULL

RMSE (ms)
bdl
slt
30.7 33.8
29.7 33.5
30.0 33.8

ρ
bdl
0.714
0.740
0.733

slt
0.793
0.799
0.794

LEAVES
bdl
slt
440 436
451 425
455 447

Table 2: Evaluation indices and model complexity for the
phoneme duration prediction, evaluated in the test set.

tN
P

t=t1

δ (vxP (t) 6= vxN (t))

,
(1)
N
where vxP is the voiced binary index, that is equal to 1 if
the frame is voiced, 0 otherwise.
Table 3 shows the result of the objective comparisons
among the three systems for the task of F0 prediction. Signaldriven symbolic prosody (P-ACC and FULL) systems show an
improved accuracy on prosody prediction for what concerns
RMSE and correlation coefficients with respect to the BASE
system. A weak preference for P-ACC system against FULL
system can be given according to these two indices. The VCE
index shows a preference for FULL for bdl speaker and no
significant preference for slt speaker. Also in this case the
LEAVES indicator shows that the FULL models are more complex than those of system BASE, while there are not significant
differences between P-ACC and BASE.
V CE = 100

SYS
BASE
P-ACC
FULL
SYS
BASE
P-ACC
FULL

RMSE (Hz)
bdl
slt
19.4 13.8
18.9 13.6
19.1 13.7
VCE (%)
bdl
slt
8.4
7.1
8.6
7.1
8.3
7.2

ρ
bdl
slt
0.628 0.738
0.642 0.748
0.632 0.744
LEAVES
bdl
slt
457
439
456
436
467
464

Table 3: Evaluation indices and model complexity for F0 prediction, evaluated in the test set.
A visual example of the generated pitch contours is illustrated in Figure 1, where it is plotted a comparison among F0
generation by system BASE, P-ACC and system FULL and the
natural speech. Both figures, the first for the male speaker and
the second for the female one, show that systems P-ACC and
FULL predict the pitch accent F0 values in the middle of the
sentence (frames 150-200 for bdl, frames 200-250 for slt) more
accurately compared to the baseline.
4.4.3. Mgc and strength coefficients
In the cases of mgc and strength coefficients, the features
taken into consideration are multidimensional (size 24 for melgeneralised cepstral coefficients and size 5 for strength coefficients), so the z-score normalization of each coefficient i has
been computed:
x i − µi
;
(2)
zi =
σi
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SYS

5.2
NATURAL

5

BASE
P-ACC

ln f0

4.8

FULL

ρ
bdl
0.646
0.647
0.647

slt
0.719
0.720
0.719

LEAVES
bdl
slt
196 200
195 200
194 197

4.6
Table 4: Evaluation indices and model complexity for melgeneralised cepstral coefficients prediction, evaluated in the test
set.

4.4
4.2

SYS

4
3.8

0

50

100 150 200 250 300 350
frames

5.5
NATURAL

ρ
bdl
0.622
0.623
0.622

slt
0.634
0.635
0.635

LEAVES
bdl slt
91
84
89
85
91
84

Table 5: Evaluation indices and model complexity for strength
coefficients prediction, evaluated in the test set.

P-ACC
FULL

5.3
5.2
5.1
5

BASE
P-ACC
FULL

RMSE (z)
bdl
slt
0.87 0.82
0.89 0.82
0.85 0.82

BASE

5.4

ln f0

BASE
P-ACC
FULL

RMSE (z)
bdl
slt
0.81 0.73
0.81 0.73
0.81 0.73

0

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
frames

shows slightly worse results in the task of automatic boundary
tones detection [5].
Results on spectral features show no significant difference
between the proposed systems and the baseline.
With respect to the baseline system, the signal-driven symbolic prosody systems bring an improvement that is more evident for the male speaker than for the female one.
This could depend on the fact that the AuToBI models used
for the symbolic prosody prediction have been trained on more
male than female speakers or they have been trained on speakers
more prosodically similar to bdl than slt.

5. Conclusions & further work
Figure 1: Two examples showing F0 trajectories generated by
system BASE, system P-ACC and system FULL compared to
the pitch extracted from the audio (NATURAL). The two plots
refers to samples taken from bdl (male) and slt (female) test
sets, respectively.

the RMSE of each coefficient has been evaluated using this normalized scale, in order to average these values and to present an
unique value (RMSE (z)).
Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the objective comparisons among the three systems for mel-generalised cepstral coefficients and strength coefficients. It can be observed that, with
the exception of strength coefficient for the speaker bdl (where
the system FULL improved the accuracy), no significant differences for these indicators can be appreciated with respect to the
system BASE.
4.5. Discussion
As seen in the above results, signal-driven symbolic prosody
systems (P-ACC, FULL) improve the accuracy on both duration and pitch prediction with respect to text-driven symbolic
prosody system (BASE). On these tasks P-ACC performs better
than FULL, possibly because the task of automatic boundary
tones detection and classification is more difficult than that of
pitch accent detection and classification. Actually, also AuToBI
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This paper has compared the use of signal-driven symbolic
prosody to the classical method (that extracts the symbolic
prosody from text) on the training stage of statistical parametric
speech synthesis. Two signal-driven symbolic prosody systems
have been built using labels computed from the AuToBI system; these systems have been compared to the classical one.
Objective measures have shown that the use of signal-driven
symbolic prosody during the training of HMM-based TTS system improves the prediction of duration and pitch trajectories.
The effective utilisation of symbolic prosody within a TTS
system, however, requires to predict the symbolic prosody from
text.
Future investigations in this direction will be aimed to create a statistically based predictor of symbolic prosody from text
but tuned on the specific acoustic parameters of the TTS corpus.
Such predictor will be trained on signal-driven prosodic labels
extracted from the speech corpus with AuToBI (or with a different signal-driven prosody tool), and it can be implemented
as a classifier that uses as input the linguistic features extracted
from text. If the accuracy of the classifier will be precise enough
then it will be able to better represent the prosody in the corpus
with respect to the classical predictor that only uses text. Subsequently the improvement described in the this work can be applied to every text input, and the benefit of a speaker-dependent
symbolic prosody classifier (i.e. built with data from a single
speaker) will be to make it possible for the statistical models to
better fit the prosodic style of that particular speaker.
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Abstract
Phrase break prediction is very important for speech synthesis.
Traditional methods of phrase break prediction have used linguistic resources like part-of-speech (POS) sequence information for modeling these breaks. In the context of Indian languages, we propose to look at syllable level features and explore
the use of word-terminal syllables to model phrase breaks. We
hypothesize that these terminal syllables serve to discriminate
words based on syntactic meaning, and can therefore be used
to model phrase breaks. We utilize these terminal syllables in
building models for automatic phrase break prediction from text
and demonstrate by means of objective and subjective measures
that these models perform as well as traditional models using
POS sequence information. Thus the proposed method avoids
the need for POS taggers for prosodic phrasing in Indian languages.
Index Terms: Phrase Breaks, Word-Terminal Syllables, Textto-Speech

1. Introduction
Phrase break prediction plays an important role in the context
of speech synthesis. It is known that phrase breaks have a nonlinear relationship with syntactic breaks [1]. It is also known
that phrase breaks are specific to a speaker [2] [3].
Phrase breaks are manifested in the speech signal in the
form of several acoustic cues like pauses as well as relative
changes in the intonation and duration of syllables. Acoustic
cues such as pre pausal lengthening of rhyme, speaking rate,
breaths, boundary tones and glottalization also play a role in
indicating phrase breaks in speech [4], [5], [6]. However, representing these non pause acoustic cues in terms of features is
not easy and not well understood [2]. In this paper we restrict
ourselves only to pauses in speech, and limit our phrase break
models to predicting the locations of pauses while synthesizing
speech. This is the approach followed in [7] and [8].
Traditional methods of phrase break prediction have used
linguistic resources like part-of-speech (POS) sequences generated by POS taggers or shallow parsers to model phrase breaks.
Many different machine learning algorithms have been applied
to phrase break prediction; for example, decision trees [9], [10];
n-gram models [1], [11]; finite state transducers [12] and memory based learning [13]. However, regardless of the machine
learning technique used, the primary feature used by the classifier has been POS tags.
In all the approaches mentioned above, POS tags are directly used as input into the phrase break classifier. In Parlikar
and Black [7] they are used to construct grammar based parse
trees, which in turn provides features for a decision tree based
phrase break predictor. Previous work therefore suggests that

POS tagging is a necessary first step in phrase break prediction.
All these traditional methods assume the availability of
hand labeled training data, or high quality POS taggers/shallow
parsers which can generate POS tags for the training data with
a high level of accuracy. As a result, these methods can not be
used for languages where the necessary linguistic resources are
not readily available, and manual annotation of data is expensive and time consuming.
In view of the above limitations, there has recently been a
lot of interest in unsupervised methods of inducing word representations which can be used as surrogates for POS tags, in
the phrase break prediction task. Parlikar and Black [8] used
the Ney-Essen clustering algorithm [14] to automatically induce
POS tags. These induced POS tags are automatically generated
from text using the frequency analysis of the words. However
this approach faces an issue when applied to Indian languages,
which are agglutinative in nature. In these languages words are
formed by joining morphemes together. Moreover due to the
postpositional nature of these languages, syllable level suffixes
get attached to the ending of words. These suffixes give specific
syntactic meaning in terms of tense, gender etc. These characteristics of Indian languages result in an increase in vocabulary
size, i. e. the number of words. Thus it is hard to work with
scripts of Indian languages using a word level representation.
A better solution may lie in dealing with sub-word units
like syllables or multi-syllable units [15], [16], [17]. In [15], a
set of morpheme tags units were manually identified and used
to model phrase breaks. The morpheme tags consist of one or
two syllables, typically found at the end of the word. The experiments were conducted on Telugu. Manual identification of
this set of morpheme tags is hard and may require sufficient
linguistic knowledge.
In the current work, we propose to look at syllable level
units, and explore the terminal syllables of a word to model
phrase breaks. A terminal syllable is the last syllable in the
word. We hypothesize that these terminal syllables serve to discriminate words based on syntactic meaning, and that these terminal syllables can be used to model phrase breaks. We automatically identify the set of terminal syllables which could be
used to model phrase breaks. We experiment our approach with
six Indian languages, and report results on the automatic prediction of phrase breaks from the text using these terminal syllables. Finally, we incorporate the proposed phrase break model
in a Text-to-Speech system, and demonstrate its usefulness with
listening tests.

2. Database used in this study
In our study we look at two different corpora that have speech
in different styles.
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The IIIT-MCIT (Lenina) corpus is a corpus developed at
IIIT Hyderabad, which was used to build a synthetic voice in
Telugu. The corpus consists of text prompts taken from a set
of popular children’s stories in Telugu, and the corresponding
recordings recorded in a story telling style in a clean studio environment. The corpus has 4043 text prompts and the audio size
is about 6 hours. The style of the corpus is “story telling”.
The IIIT-H Indic [18] database consists of text and speech
data in Telugu, Hindi, Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam, Marathi
and Bengali. Each language in the database consists of a set
of 1000 text prompts selected from Wikipedia articles in the
corresponding language, selected in such a way as to cover the
5000 most frequent words in the corresponding languages. The
corresponding recordings were recorded by a native speaker of
each language in a clean studio environment. On an average the
size of the audio is about 1.5 hours for each language. The style
of this corpus is “isolated sentences”.
2.1. Annotation of phrase breaks
As we do not have a corpus with hand annotated phrase breaks,
we derive the location and duration of the phrase breaks from
the speech data. In order to derive the locations and durations
of pauses introduced by the speaker, we force align the speech
with the corresponding text prompts using the HMM tool in
Festvox [19]. This gives us the locations of pauses introduced
by the speaker while recording the utterances.
A question is what should be the duration of a pause to
consider it as a phrase break? To answer the above question, we
analyzed the durations of the pauses introduced by the speaker
for both the Lenina and IIITH-Indic databases. Figure 1 shows
the histogram plots of silence durations for all the six languages.
An analysis of the histogram plot shows that for Hindi the
majority of the pauses are less than 80 ms in duration, for Telugu (IIITH-Indic) the majority of the pauses range from a few
milliseconds to 480 ms, for Kannada and Tamil most of the
pause durations range from a few milliseconds to 480 ms and
for Bengali the pause durations range from a few milliseconds
to 640 ms. In the case of the Lenina database, the pause durations range mainly from 80 ms to 640 ms.
We thus observe that the pause durations vary over a significant range within a language and also between languages.
We experiment with different thresholds above which a pause
is marked as a phrase break. We experiment with thresholds
of 25 ms, 50 ms and 80 ms, whereby we mark all pauses with
durations greater than the threshold as phrase breaks. We also
experiment with the case where we mark all pauses as phrase
breaks regardless of their duration.

3. Phrase Breaks vs. Syntactic Breaks
A question that is often asked is whether there is any relation
between phrase breaks and syntactic breaks. While it is known
that there is some correspondence between syntax and prosody,
the relationship between them is not formally defined [1], [3].
We illustrate this by means of two examples.
Consider the Telugu sentence (represented in ITRANS
transliteration scheme) shown in Table 1, taken from the Lenina
Database, which has been annotated with the location of
prosodic and syntactic breaks.
In a similar fashion consider the Hindi sentence shown in
Table 2 taken from the IIITH-Indic database, which has also
been annotated with the location of phrase and syntactic breaks.
From the above examples it is clear that while there is some
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correspondence between the phrase and syntactic breaks of an
utterance, the relationship between them is not linear.
3.1. Syntactic breaks used in the study
Syntactic breaks were derived from text using the shallow parser
[20] developed at IIIT Hyderabad. This tool uses conditional
random fields (CRF) and transformational based learning (TBL)
to perform chunking and POS tagging of text. In [20] the authors report accuracies of 77.37%, 78.66% and 76.08% for the
chunking task and 79.15%, 80.97% and 83.74% for the POS
tagging task, for the three languages Telugu, Hindi and Bengali
respectively.
The location of syntactic breaks was derived by running the
shallow parser on the text data. The tool parsed the text into
syntactic constituents, and the end of each constituent was taken
as a syntactic break.
3.2. Correlation between Phrase breaks and Syntactic
breaks
In order to calculate the correlation between phrase and syntactic breaks, we conducted the following experiment for all
languages under consideration: Telugu, Hindi, Kannada, Tamil
and Bengali. For every word in each language, a binary feature
which indicates the presence or absence of a break after that
word, was derived. The presence of a break was indicated by 1
and the absence of a break by -1.
Let S = [s1 , ....., sw , ......, sN ] denote the sequence of binary features derived for the words in the database using syntactic break information, where N denotes the total number of
words in the database.
Let P = [p1 , ......, pw , ......, pN ] denote the sequence of binary features derived using phrase breaks (pauses in speech),
where N denotes the total number of words in the database.
These breaks were derived from phrase break annotation described in 2.1.
The correlation coefficient between S and P is calculated
using the following equation.
PN

− s̄)(pw − p̄)
qP
N
2
2
w=1 (sw − s̄)
w=1 (pw − p̄)

c(S, P) = qP
N

w=1 (sw

where s̄ and p̄ denote the mean values of S and P respectively.
Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients between syntactic
and phrase breaks for the six languages.
Language
Telugu (Lenina)
Telugu (Indic)
Hindi
Kannada
Tamil
Bengali

Correlation Coefficient
0.26
0.27
0.12
0.29
0.18
0.20

Table 3: Correlation coefficients between syntactic breaks and
phrase breaks for the six languages
An observation of the values in Table 3 shows that the
values of correlation coefficients between syntactic breaks and
phrase breaks, for all the languages, does not exceed 0.3. This
indicates that there is a significant variation between syntactic
and phrase breaks, in all the languages under consideration.
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Figure 1: Histograms of silence durations in all 6 languages.

“brahmadattud:u #B(260ms) kaashiiraajyaanni paripaalin:chei kaalan:loo #B(440ms) aa nagaran:loo
#B(410ms) dhanikud:aina #B(360ms) oka goppavartakud:un:d:eivaad:u”
“brahmadattud:u | kaashiiraajyaanni | paripaalin:chei | kaalan:loo | aa nagaran:loo
| dhanikud:aina | oka goppavartakud:un:d:eivaad:u”
Table 1: An example sentence in Telugu annotated with locations of phrase and syntactic breaks (the word-terminal syllables have
been underlined) where #B denotes a phrase break and the numerical value in brackets denotes the break duration in milliseconds and |
denotes a syntactic break
“san:bhava hai ki #B(80ms) isakaa #B(65ms) aavishhkaara #B(10ms) isasei bhii bahuta pahalei huaa hoo”
“san:bhava | hai | ki | isakaa aavishhkaara | isasei bhii | bahuta pahalei | huaa hoo”
Table 2: An example sentence in Hindi annotated with locations of phrase and syntactic breaks where #B denotes a phrase break and
the numerical value in brackets denotes the break duration in milliseconds and | denotes a syntactic break

4. Correlation between word-terminal
syllables and breaks
In order to model phrase breaks, we look at syllable level features. An examination of the Telugu example from Section 3
shows that a phrase break has occurred after two words ending in the syllable loo, and after a word ending in the syllable
d:u. The utterance ending break has also occurred after a word
ending in the syllable d:u. This motivated us to look at wordterminal syllables as a feature set which can be used to model
phrase breaks. We performed an analysis, whereby the correlation between the word-terminal syllables and phrase breaks was
studied. As part of this analysis we computed the conditional
probability p(break | terminal syllable) as follows
p(break | terminal syllable) =

N (break, terminal syllable)
,
N (terminal syllable)

∀N (terminal syllable) > 50
Our analysis, showed that for a few terminal syllables, the
probability of a word ending in that terminal syllable, preceding a phrase break, is high. That is, for a few terminal syllables the value of the conditional probability p(phrase break |
terminal-syllable) is high. The value of this conditional probability tapers off beyond these top few terminal syllables. Table
4 shows the top terminal syllables, derived from this analysis
for each of the six languages. The values in the parentheses

are the values of p(phrase break | terminal-syllable) for those
particular syllables.
As can be observed from the Table 4 we can see that the
value of p(phrase break | terminal-syllable) for the top syllables are in the range 0.6 - 1.0. As a result, we hypothesize that
these word terminal syllables are good candidates for a feature
set to predict phrase breaks from text.

5. Prediction of phrase breaks from text
Prediction of prosodic phrase breaks from text can be achieved
by building a phrasing model. Typically as a first approach a
punctuation based phrasing model is used. The output of this
model is then refined by using models built using POS tags and
other linguistic information. However, text in Indian languages
very rarely has any punctuations (except for sentence endings).
Hence when dealing with Indian languages a simple punctuation based phrasing model will not work and more sophisticated
phrasing models are required. These model can either be a set
of heuristic rules or a machine learning model trained on features extracted from the text. Generally, the first step in building
such phrasing models involves annotating the text with phrase
breaks, which has been described in Section 2.1. This annotated
text can be used in several ways. The text can be used to derive
a set of heuristic rules, which can be used to derive the location
of phrase breaks in the text. We can also extract several features
from this text to train a machine learning model, which can be
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Telugu(Lenina)
Telugu (Indic)
Hindi
Kannada
Tamil
Bengali

nai(0.98), buu(0.97), jaa(0.92), chchu(0.90), du(0.87), vaa(0.87), yyaa(0.85), daa(0.84), stei(0.83),
yi(0.80), tei(0.80), di(0.79), chchi(0.79), t:ei(0.79), mmaa(0.78), d:u(0.78), llaa(0.75), chii(0.74), ppi(0.73), chi(0.73), ....
d:i(0.84), mu(0.82), loo(0.78), yi(0.77), du(0.76), di(0.70), nu(0.67), san:(0.65), llaa(0.64), d:u(0.63),
vu(0.61), ru(0.58), d:aa(0.57), ki(0.54), ni(0.54), gaa(0.53), lu(0.53), ku(0.51), ran:(0.50), chi(0.48), ....
hai(0.75), hain:(0.74), thaa(0.64), sha(0.43), da(0.40), ei(0.34), koo(0.26), yaa(0.24), nd∼a(0.24),
la(0.23), pa(0.23), kaa(0.22), ga(0.22), va(0.21), sa(0.21), na(0.20), ra(0.19), ti(0.18), kha(0.17), bhii(0.17), ....
de(0.97), ki(0.93), lli(0.69), ru(0.67), re(0.65), nnu(0.62), l:u(0.61), gi(0.57), ge(0.57), da(0.54),
ya(0.54), du(0.52), na(0.51), tra(0.50), ti(0.43), ga(0.43), vu(0.42), ttu(0.42), ka(0.41), ra(0.40), ....
kum(1.00), n∼ar(0.99), llai(0.96), lam(0.94), r:r:i(0.77), chan∼(0.73), ng∼kal:(0.72), thu(0.69), rai(0.67),
than∼(0.61), kal:(0.57), rkal:(0.54), ntha(0.53), n∼r:u(0.48), yil(0.47), ththil(0.46), ththu(0.35), ya(0.35), ka(0.32), kku(0.32), ....
hay(0.91), chhi(0.81), nya(0.78), sa(0.77), chhe(0.70), da(0.66), ja(0.60), naa(0.59), sha(0.58), ban:(0.57), i(0.57),
ba(0.56), be(0.53), ke(0.51), na(0.51), t:a(0.50), re(0.50), nd∼a(0.48), le(0.48), ga(0.48), ....

Table 4: Top word-terminal syllables for all the languages. The figure in brackets is p(phrase break | terminal syllable)
used to predict phrase breaks from text.
We experiment with three different approaches and report
the results of phrase break prediction from text, for both Lenina
and IIITH-Indic databases. In our first approach we derive a
simple rule which utilizes the syntactic break location (obtained
from the shallow parser (Section 3)) along with terminal syllable information to derive the location of the phrase breaks in
text. Our second approach utilizes terminal syllable information, which we extract from the text, to build a machine learning model for phrase break prediction. In our third approach,
we use POS tag sequence information, (which we obtain from
running the shallow parser over the text (Section 3)) to build a
machine learning model for phrase break prediction.
As the text in these databases has already been annotated
with prosodic phrase breaks, a ground truth to compute the performance of our approaches is available. We report the performance of our approaches in terms of the F-measure [21] which
is defined as the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. Fmeasure values range from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating
better performance.
5.1. Simple rule based phrase break prediction
We derive a simple rule to give us the location of phrase breaks
in text. This rule uses syntactic break locations along with
the terminal syllable information to derive the locations of the
phrase breaks in text.
From our analysis of the correlation between terminal syllables and phrase breaks in Section 4 we observed that the top 50
word terminal syllables in each language have a high correlation of occurrence along with phrase breaks. We combined our
knowledge of the syntactic break locations (derived from the
shallow parser (Section 3)) with this observation to develop the
following heuristic rule for phrase break prediction from text.
“If the word ending of a word in the text has been marked as
a syntactic break and the last syllable of the word (the terminal
syllable) is among the list of the top 50 terminal syllables for
that language (derived from our analysis), then that syntactic
break is also a phrase break.”
We use this rule to derive the locations of the phrase breaks
in text for both the Lenina and IIITH-Indic databases.
Table 5 displays the F-measures for our heuristic rule based
prediction of phrase breaks, for all six languages. An analysis
of the numbers shows that, with the exception of Hindi, the rule
based system perfroms with F-measures ranging from 0.45 to
0.75.
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Language
Telugu(Lenina)
Telugu(Indic)
Hindi
Kannada
Tamil
Bengali

F-Measure
0.62
0.57
0.24
0.55
0.47
0.49

Table 5: F-Measure for rule based prediction of phrase breaks
in text

5.2. Phrase break prediction using terminal syllables in a
machine learning model
We use the terminal syllable information, as features in a Classification and Regression Tree (CART) framework, to build
a model (henceforth referred to as TS model) for predicting
phrase breaks from text. As we are using syllable level features in this model, we experiment with different syllable level
contexts in order to incorporate contextual information. We use
90% of the text in each language as training data while the remaining 10% was held back for testing. As it is a trivial task
to predict breaks at utterance endings, we remove the examples
corresponding to utterance ending breaks from the training data.
As an initial experiment, we considered the case where
word boundaries that coincide with pauses greater than 80ms
are marked as phrase breaks, while all other word boundaries
are marked as non breaks. We generated example vectors of
both phrase breaks and non breaks, using the terminal syllables along with contextual information. As this was a binary
classification task, we also ensured that the number of training
vectors of each of the classes (break and non break) were the
same. As the number of non breaks were more than the number
of breaks in the data, this was achieved by removing examples
of non breaks till the total number of example vectors of non
breaks and breaks were the same. These example vectors were
then used to train the CART model.
We also experiment with different pause thresholds for
marking phrase breaks, keeping the context the same in all
cases. For the purpose of this experiment we consider the contextual information provided by the previous two syllables and
the next two syllables immediately adjacent to the terminal syllable. As before, we take 90% of the text in each language as
training data while the remaining 10% was held back for testing and breaks corresponding to utterance endings were omitted from the training data. In this case also, we ensured that
the number of training vectors of both classes (breaks and non
breaks) were the same.
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Language

TS

POS

-1C,
TS

-1C,
POS

Telugu(Lenina)
Telugu(Indic)
Hindi
Kannada
Tamil
Bengali

0.63
0.47
0.09
0.37
0.43
0.41

0.62
0.56
0.10
0.41
0.39
0.56

0.69
0.49
0.09
0.40
0.42
0.34

0.63
0.56
0.10
0.42
0.43
0.53

-1C,
TS,
+1C
0.72
0.53
0.09
0.40
0.39
0.47

-1C,
POS,
+1C
0.69
0.59
0.09
0.41
0.44
0.53

-2C,
TS

-2C,
POS

0.69
0.47
0.09
0.39
0.43
0.37

0.64
0.52
0.09
0.42
0.44
0.53

-2C,
TS,
+1C
0.72
0.53
0.09
0.40
0.41
0.49

-2C,
POS,
+1C
0.75
0.60
0.15
0.44
0.47
0.56

-2C,
TS,
+2C
0.74
0.52
0.06
0.39
0.42
0.49

-2C,
POS,
+2C
0.75
0.59
0.18
0.43
0.45
0.54

Table 6: F-Measures for different contexts and setting SSIL > 80ms for phrase breaks, for all six languages where -1C and -2C
represents one and two units context respectively to the left and +1C and +2C represents one and two units context respectively to the
right
Language
Telugu(Lenina)
Telugu (Indic)
Hindi
Kannada
Tamil
Bengali

SSIL >50 ms taken as breaks
-2C, TS, +2C
-2C, POS, +2C
0.72
0.75
0.54
0.60
0.37
0.24
0.46
0.51
0.46
0.54
0.51
0.59

SSIL >25 ms taken as breaks
-2C, TS, +2C -2C, POS, +2C
0.73
0.75
0.54
0.62
0.38
0.28
0.47
0.50
0.55
0.57
0.53
0.59

all SSIL taken as breaks
-2C, TS, +2C -2C, POS, +2C
0.73
0.75
0.54
0.62
0.47
0.31
0.55
0.59
0.58
0.61
0.53
0.58

Table 7: F-Measure for different silence thresholds, for all six languages where -2C represents two units context to the left and +2C
represents two units context to the right
5.3. Phrase break prediction using POS tag sequence in a
machine learning model
We use the same experimental setup as in Section 5.2 changing only the features used. We use the POS tag sequence information, as features in a Classification and Regression Tree
(CART) framework, to build a model (henceforth referred to
as POS model) for predicting phrase breaks from text. As the
POS tag sequence information is a word level feature, we experiment with different word level contexts in order to incorporate
contextual information. All the experiments in Section 5.2 are
repeated using the POS tag sequence information as features
5.4. Analysis of results
Table 6 shows the performance of both the TS model and POS
model, in predicting phrase breaks from text, for all six languages, when word boundaries greater than 80ms are marked
as phrase breaks. An observation of the table shows that the
performance of both the models for Hindi is poor. In this case,
as observed in Section 2.1 the majority of the pause durations
are less than 80ms. As as result the number of example vectors for phrase breaks are very few, resulting in a poorly trained
model. Also in case of Hindi the sentences are short, and so
there are few pauses in the middle of the sentences.
Table 7 shows the prediction accuracy for different pause
thresholds for marking phrase breaks, keeping the context same
in all cases.
An analysis of the F-measure numbers obtained from all experiments shows that, for automatic prediction of phrase breaks
from text, models built using terminal syllables perform nearly
as well as models built using traditional features like part-ofspeech (POS) sequences.

No Phrasing model
POS model
No Preference

% Preference
10%
75%
15%

Table 8: AB Test Results for No Phrasing model vs POS model
No Phrasing model
TS model
No Preference

% Preference
12%
73%
15%

Table 9: AB Test Results for No Phrasing model vs TS model

6. Subjective evaluation of phrasing models
We perform subjective listening tests for Telugu, to compare utterances synthesized by incorporating the TS model and POS
model with utterances synthesized with no explicit phrasing
model. The listening tests were set up as an ABX task, for native speakers of Telugu. Two phrasing models were compared
at a time. An utterance was synthesized by incorporating both
models and both versions were presented to the participants in a
randomized order, and the participants were asked to mark the
version they preferred. They also had an option of no preference
if they could not pick one utterance over the other.
In the first listening task, we compared utterances synthesized by incorporating the POS model with utterances synthe-

POS model
TS model
No Preference

% Preference
35%
34%
31%

Table 10: AB Test Results for POS model vs TS model
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sized with no explict phrasing model. For the second listening
task, we compared utterances synthesized by incorporating the
TS model with utterances synthesized with no explicit phrasing.
Finally, we performed a third listening task where we compared
utterances synthesized by using the POS model with utterances
synthesized using the TS model. All the listening tasks were
performed by 10 native speakers of Telugu, who evaluated 15
samples picked randomly from the test set. Tables 8, 9 and 10
show the results of these listening tests.
An examination of the results in Tables 8 and 9 shows that
perceptually there is a marked preference for utterances synthesized with both the POS model and the TS model over utterances synthesized with no explicit phrasing. Table 10 shows
that when the POS model and the TS model are compared with
each other, perceptually there is no significant preference for
one model over the other.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we describe phrase break prediction for Text-toSpeech systems in Indian languages. We look at syllable level
units and explore the use of terminal syllables to model phrase
breaks. We demonstrate the correlation between these terminal
syllables and the acoustic breaks found in the speech signal. We
also demonstrate that there is a nonlinear relationship between
syntax and prosody, and that there are significant variations between syntactic breaks and phrase breaks.
We utilize these terminal syllables in building models for
phrase break prediction from text in six Indian languages and
demonstrate by means of objective and subjective measures that
models built using these terminal syllables perform as well as
traditional models built using part-of-speech (POS) sequence
information.
The advantage of these terminal syllables, is that they can
be directly derived from the text under consideration, thus eliminating the need for additional linguistic resources like shallow parsers or POS taggers, while also eliminating the need
to model phrase breaks by computationally expensive unsupervised models.
The samples used for the listening tests are available
online at http://ravi.iiit.ac.in/˜speech/SSW8/
samples.html.
In the future we wish to explore the use of Amazon Mechanical turk (MTurk) to conduct the listening evaluations. This
would enable us to be able to conduct listening tests with more
number of subjects to evaluate the models.
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Abstract
We investigate whether listener age or native speaker
status has the biggest impact on the intelligibility of a
synthetic New Zealand English voice. The paper presents
findings from a speech intelligibility experiment based on a
reminding task involving 67 participants. There were no
significant differences in the results due to age (young and old
adults), however there was for native speaker status. The nonnative listeners performed significantly worse than the native
listeners in the synthetic speech condition although no
differences were found in the natural speech condition. We
argue that despite the fact that aging impacts on speech
perception, the older native listeners were able to draw on their
in depth language model to help them parse the synthetic
speech. The non-native speakers do not have such an in depth
model to assist them.
Index Terms: speech synthesis intelligibility, older
listeners, non-native listeners.

1. Introduction
Speech is increasingly used as an interface between humans
and machines, particularly by social and social assistive robots
([4-14]). One such example is the HealthBots project which
has developed social assistive robots for older adults ([10-13]).
These robots have been deployed extensively in a New
Zealand retirement village. They provide a broad range of
services to support the daily activities of the users, including
vital signs measurement (e.g. pulse rate, blood pressure and
glucose level), schedule reminding (medication, and
meetings), telepresence communication,
human-robot
interaction (e.g. greeting, authentication), and entertainment
in the form of jokes and music. The robot communicates to
users via a computer screen and a synthetic voice, and the
users communicate via buttons on a touch screen.
There is a significant body of work on human-robot
interfaces, particularly targeted at the aged population (see for
example [7-14]). Acceptance of these healthcare robots by
users is crucial for the successful deployment of robotics for
aged care. In the HealthBots project, three extensive trials on
the feasibility and quality of life effects of the robots in the
retirement village have been performed over the last three
years (see for example [11-13]). It was found that participants
rated the robot highly in terms of overall quality of Human
Robot interfaces [12], suggesting participants found the robot
acceptable. There were also improvements in attitude towards
the robots after meeting the robot [12] and the robot voice
plays an important part in its acceptability [17].

1.1. The New Zealand English Voice
A diphone-based male New Zealand English (NZE) voice,
running with the Festival Speech Synthesis framework [15]
has been developed for the robots [16-19]. An NZE
pronunciation dictionary was developed in conjunction with
this voice, which contains not only words specific to the NZE

lexicon (such as many Maori loan words), but also NZE
specific pronunciations (for example the merger of all /iə/ and
/eə/ diphthones to /eə/) [16]. The choice of using a New
Zealand accent was a deliberate one. People infer much about
a person from their accent (e.g. likeability, authority,
trustworthiness)[21-23], and negative perception of a voice
can cause confusion in communication intent [23]. In socially
interactive technologies there is also evidence that the accent
influences the impression and acceptance of the interface [eg
17,23,24]. In a New Zealand based study we found people
reacted significantly more positively to the robot if it had our
NZE voice as opposed to the US accented KAL voice from
Festival [17] and in addition they thought the performance of
the robot was better. This was despite the fact the task and
dialogue the robot performed was exactly the same, only the
voices differed. In [18] we specifically tested the perception of
speech quality of the NZE voice by older people in a New
Zealand retirement village. We found the NZE voice was
ranked higher than the KAL voice, and participants reported
that they felt they could listen to it longer.
Through speech quality tests we have received feedback
on how pleasant people found the NZE robot voice [16-19]
and anecdotally via comments collected from the robot trials.
Age does effect the perception of quality, with the older
listeners giving the voice lower speech quality scores than the
younger listeners [18]. These speech quality tests have helped
inform us on what improvements are needed for the voice,
particularly for the older users. For instance we created a new
Festival function that enables different vocal affect, in
response to the request to make the voice less robotic [19].
However, there has not yet been a rigorous test of the
intelligibility of the NZE voice. The speech is clearly
intelligible as the robots have been successfully employed in
the trials. But it is important to quantify the intelligibility to
identify what areas of the synthetic voice need improvements.
There are user specific issues associated with speech
intelligibility for the HealthBots robot. Speech intelligibility,
whether it be synthetic or natural, is dependent on factors such
as hearing status, listeners age, native speaker status (e.g [2537]). These latter two are of specific importance to the
HealthBots project due to the language background of the two
the main user groups of our healthcare robot. These two
groups are New Zealand senior citizens (who are currently
predominantly NZE speakers), and their carers, many of
whom are second language speakers of English [38]. There
may be speech intelligibility issues associated with both
groups, and we need to have a better understanding about
these.
. This paper outlines our investigation into the impact that
both age and native speaker status have on speech
intelligibility for both the synthetic NZE voice, and a natural
voice. In section 1.2 we give a brief overview of other
intelligibility studies with relevant findings to our study here.
In Section 2 we present the findings of our own study, and
discuss the implications of them in Section 3, before
concluding in Section 4.
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1.2. Speech intelligibility
There is strong evidence that the aging process impacts on
speech perception, whether it be the ability to resolve
differences in segmental temporal cues (e.g.[25]),
understanding speech in background noise (eg. [26]), or, due
to degradation in process resourcing (eg. [33]). These
difficulties are expected to be further compounded in synthetic
speech [27-30]. Studies consistently show that natural speech
is more intelligible than synthetic speech [eg. 29-32]. Further,
older participants perform consistently worse in intelligibility
tests with synthetic speech, compared to younger adults [2933]. In particular Wolters and colleagues [eg 29,30]
demonstrated that older participants make more errors
compared to younger participants in recalling complex words,
such as medicine names.
However, regardless of age, Native speakers do have a
vast knowledge of the sound system of their language, and for
degraded speech they are able to exploit the fact there is a
large amount of redundancy in spoken language, which is in
contrast to the non-native speaker [28,36,37]. Being a nonnative speaker is known to impact on intelligibility of
synthetic speech [27,32,34], although the level of skill in the
host language can reduce the impact [27]. However it is of
note that Jones et al [28] found no difference in the
comprehension rates between native and non-native speakers
of English for a synthetic Australian English voice.
To date there has been no study that contrasts the synthetic
speech intelligibility scores by listeners who are older adults to
those who are non-native. In [32] they found older listeners
performed worse than younger listeners in a synthetic speech
intelligibility task. When they then split their young listeners
group into native and non-native speakers, they found the nonnative speakers performed worst. Perhaps the older first
language listeners would have performed worse than younger
non-native listeners, but this was not tested.
In this study we will explicitly look at synthetic speech
intelligibility issues contrasting older and younger listeners,
and native and non-native listeners. We expect greater
accuracy with stimuli from natural speech than synthetic
speech, and from less complex stimuli than complex stimuli.
We also expect that the older listeners would find the
intelligibility task harder than the younger listeners , and the
non-native speaker listeners to find the task harder than native
speaker listeners.

2. Speech Intelligibility Study.
We based our Speech Intelligibility study on a schedule
reminding task proposed by Wolters et al ([29,30]). This
tasked involved reminders about meeting people, and taking
medicines. This experiment was ideally suited to our study, as
reminding is one of the main services of the HealthBot Robots.
In the exercise, participants were given a reminder about either
meeting a person or taking medication at a specified time.
They then were then required to identify the time the action
was to take place, the person’s name, or the medication name.
For this study the robots were not involved. Participants only
heard the voice via an online survey. We did try to recruit
participants from the retirement village, where the robots were
being tested, however this proved very difficult. This survey
came immediately after the three robot trials and the residents
most likely had experiment fatigue. By having the survey
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online, we were able to recruit participants beyond the
retirement village.

2.1. Methodology
In the study participants were given reminders in either a
natural NZ voice or the synthetic NZE voice and we compared
participant’s abilities to correctly recall the reminders.
Approval was granted for this study by The University of
Auckland Human Participation Ethics Committee.

2.1.1. The stimuli
The reminders the participants were given are listed in a
generalized form in Table 1. Table 2 lists the times, people
names, and medicine names used in the recall task. For the
times we state the time of the day (morning, afternoon,
evening), rather than stating AM and PM as in [29,30] as we
believe this is more natural in spoken speech. In addition the
names of the people and medicines were also adapted from
[29,30] to be more applicable to New Zealand.
Table 1 The general form of the reminder stimuli. These were
first proposed in [29,30].
Reminder
Template
Meeting
Reminder
Medication
Reminder

At “time”, you are meeting PERSON.
You are meeting “person” at TIME.
At “time”, you need to take your MEDICATION.
You need to take your MEDICATION at “time”.

Table 2 The times, names of people, and names of
medicines used in this study, adapted from [29,30].
Category

TIME

Stimuli
5:05 in the afternoon, 2:25 in the afternoon,
8:45 in the afternoon, 6:40 in the evening,
11:40 in the morning, 8:20 in the morning,
8:10 in the evening, and 2:35 in the
afternoon.

PERSON

Judy, Julie, Nicky, Ricky, Kim, Jim, Ted,
and Ned

MEDICATION

Accumycin,
Omeprozole,
Cilazapril,
Colecalciferol,
Digoxin and Felodopine.

Beclotor,
Dexozine,

The focus items for this study are capitalized in Table 2.
Participants would hear a reminder, and then were required to
respond to a questions about the reminder (e.g. for the
reminder “You are meeting Jim at 5:05 in the afternoon”, they
would be asked: “What time will you meet Jim?”. For the
synthetic NZE voice the focus word was emphasized by
placing a small pause immediately before to it, along with a
slight pitch rise syllable prior to the focus word.
For both voices the questions were formulated so the focus
item was usually in the second part of the sentence, but for
medication names we also asked participants to recall these
when they fell in the first part of the sentence. In a preliminary
study [35] we found, as in [29,30], that participants recalled
items better if they occurred in the second part of the sentence
in the reminder. There was no need, therefore, to retest this
thoroughly in the larger study.
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There were 32 reminders in total: 8 TIME and NAME
reminders, and 16 MEDICINE reminders. The order of the
reminders was randomized. Two versions of these 32
reminders were compiled; one with natural speech (also an
NZE male speaker), and one with the NZE voice. The text
content was exactly the same.

2.1.2. The web-based survey
The entire intelligibility test was delivered online using the
open source software LimeSurvey (www.limesurvey.com) on
a web server at The University of Auckland. Participants were
required to have a playback facility on their computer. At the
beginning of the survey, the web service provided participants
with a client-system test to ensure that both the survey website
and the multimedia player were running correctly on the user’s
PC. Prior to the Speech intelligibility task, participants were
given an example question and answer. Participants typed their
response to each reminder into a text box. They were only able
to listen to each reminder once. The intelligibility part of the
survey took about 20 minutes to complete. There was a speech
quality survey as well [35]. This took about 10 minutes
complete and was presented first. Only the results of the
intelligibility test are presented here.

2.1.3. Participants
Eighty-one participants were recruited for the experiment.
Unfortunately 12 participants only partially completed it. Most
likely this was due to either participant fatigue or issues with
the internet connection, judging by their comments. Of the
remaining 69 participants 50 were in the young group, aged
between 18-25 years, and 19 were in the older group, aged
over 45 years. The majority the older group was aged over 60
(12/19). In addition 43/69 participants had English as their
first language (henceforth referred to as the L1 group), and 26
were second language speakers of English (henceforth referred
to as the L2 group). Twenty-four of the L2 group were from
the young group. They had lived in an English-speaking
country for a mean of 9.8 years, with a standard deviation of
4.8 years. The remaining two L2 participants were in the older
group. However we removed these two from the experiment,
as this wasn’t a sufficiently high enough number of
participants for the old L2 category to be experimentally
viable. The very low number in the old L2 group was due to
the fact we did not specifically target this group, but the online
survey was open to everyone.
Given the task was online; it was not feasible to do hearing
tests, however participants did have to fill out a questionnaire
about themselves, which included a question on hearing. Four
of the older group reported hearing problems, none of the
younger group did. The participants heard the reminders being
given in one voice type only, and were randomly allocated to
one of the two categories (natural or synthetic). Table 3 below
lists the age, language background and number of participants
hearing each voice.

2.1.4. Analysis of Data
All responses were scrutinised and compared to the intended
word. It was necessary to use a certain amount of discretion to
decide whether a response was correct or not. Participants
were only asked to write down what they heard and were
assured that it was not necessary to spell the word exactly
right. There was very little variation in the spelling of people’s
names, but there was for the spelling of the medicine, and any
reasonable phonetic spelling was accepted (for e.g. for the
Drug Accumycin acceptable answers included “Ackumisin”,
“Acumysene”, “Accumycin”, unacceptable answers included
“Attemeisin” “Aclimentin: “accumice”). All times where
entered in a digit format and an indication of the time of day
(e.g. 5:05 pm). All responses were marked as correct or
incorrect, and then the package R [39] was used to do the
statistical analysis.

2.2. Results
A multi-way ANOVA was used to analyse the data. The
number of correct responses was the dependent variable, and
there were three independent variables: participant type (older
L1 adult , younger L1 adult, younger L2 adult), voice (natural
vs. synthetic), and Stimuli type (TIME, PERSON’s name,
MEDICINE). All three independent variables were found to be
significant. Posthoc Tukey HSD tests, and t-tests were then
used to further examine the results. These are discussed in
detail below.

2.2.1. The effect of voice
There were more correct responses for the natural voice (mean
score 76.8%, SD 20.7%) than for the synthetic NZE voice
(mean score 71.6 %, SD 24.3%), and this was significant
(F(1,261)=4.5,p>0.05).

2.2.2. The effect of L1 vs L2
There were significant differences in the responses of the
three different participant categories (F(2,261)=11.9,
p<1e-4). The difference was an L1 vs L2 effect only.
There was no significant difference between the two L1
groups (Posthoc Tukey p=0.9), the mean correct score for
the old L1 was 77.9% (SD 25.1%), and for the young L1
was 77.1% (SD 19%). In contrast the L2 Young group
(mean correct score of 66.0 %, SD=24.1%) performed
significantly worse than the L1 Young group (Posthoc
Tukey p <1e-3), and the L1 Old group ( Posthoc Tukey
p<1e-3). For age related effects it is only appropriate to
compare the two difference L1 groups, and for this study
there is no significant difference. Although it is interesting
that the L1 old group was more variable than the young L1
group.
Table 4 L1 and L2 groups Mean Correct scores for all
the stimuli (left),NZE voice(middle),Natural (end).

Table 3 the number of participants who heard each
voice type, according to age and language experience.
Voice Used In Task
Natural
NZE voice (NZE)

Young
L1
L2
10
9
16
15

Old
L1
4
12

Total

NZE

Natural

L1 group

77.5%

76.6%

79.2%

L2 group

66.0%

61.0%

72.9%
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The mean correct scores for the L1 and L2 participants for all
the stimuli, both Natural and Synthetic, are given in Table 4.
The results of the young and old L1 groups have been pooled
together since there was no significant difference between the
two. The mean correct scores from the Natural speech are
much higher than for the synthetic speech, which is expected
since the Voice factor was significant. Interestingly although
the L2 group performed worse than the L1 group for both the
Natural and Synthetic conditions, only the differences in the
Synthetic condition are significant. Posthoc t-test (Bonferoni
corrected for multiple comparisons) showed that the L2
responses for the synthetic stimuli were less than both those
from the young L1 group (t[112.5]=3.8,p<1e-2), and the old
L1 (t[104.9]=3.0,p<0.05). In addition the t-tests showed that
there were no differences between any of the three groups in
the natural speech conditions.

2.2.3. The effect of Stimuli
Table 5 Results of the intelligibility of different
stimuli in a sentence
Stimuli
FM
SM
Name
Time

Overall
59.7%
62.9%
87.1%
83.8%

L1
65.1%
66.0%
91.9%
86.9%

L2
50.0%
57.3%
78.6%
78.1%

The stimuli type also impacted significantly on intelligibility,
as can be seen in Table 5 (F(3,261)=36.8,p=0), where FM
stands for the medication name in the first, or earlier, position
in the sentence, and SM stands for the MEDICATION name in the
second, or latter, position. All of the NAME and TIME stimuli
were located in the second position in the sentence. Posthoc
Tukey HSD tests on the overall results showed that both the
NAME and TIME stimuli have a significant higher intelligibility
than medication in either position in a sentence (NAME–FM:
diff = 27.4%, p = 0; SM–NAME: diff = -24.3, p = 0; TIME–FM:
diff = 24.1%, p = 0; TIME–SM: diff = 20.9%, p = 0). There is no
notable difference between the intelligibility of MEDICATION
stimuli located in either position in the sentence (SM–FM: diff =
3.2, p = 0.77), nor any intelligibility differences between TIME
and NAME stimuli (TIME–NAME: diff = -3.4, p = 0.74).
From our earlier findings (see section 2.2.2) we would
expect the L2 participants to do worse than the L1 participants.
This can be seen clearly in Table 5, across all 4 stimuli groups.
However there was no significant interactions between the
stimuli type and language background of the participants,
which means the tasks the L1 listeners found easy were also
found to be easy by the L2 listeners (i.e. identifying the names
and times), and the tasks the L1 listeners found hard, were also
found hard by the L2 listeners (i.e. identifying medicine
names).

3. Discussion
Some of the findings of this study reinforced our earlier
expectations, however some were unexpected. As expected the
participants recalled items better if they heard the reminders in
the natural voice, as opposed to the synthetic voice. This was
also found in [29-31,33]. We note though, that there was only
an absolute difference of 5% in the overall intelligibility
between the natural and synthetic speech. We also found that
less complex stimuli (in our case times and peoples’ names)
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were much easier to recall than the complex ones (in our case
medicine names), this was also found in [29-31]. However in
contrast to [29,30], we found there was no significant
difference in the ability to recall a medicine name regardless
of its position in a sentence. It is possible that our method of
increasing focus on the keyword (see Section 2.1.1) may have
aided in reducing the impact of sentence position on the
keyword.
The most significant results from this study are that native
speaker status has a greater impact on the speech intelligibility
than age. In fact the old L1 speakers performed at the same
level as the young L1 speakers, this also is unexpected.
One possible explanation for the high performance of the
old L1 group was they were not old enough. The oldest L1
group in this study comprised 4 in the over 75 years group and
8 in the 60-75 years group, however there were also 7 between
45-60 years (although most in this group were nearly 60
years). However when we redid the ANOVA, splitting the L1
group into three groups (the young L1 speakers (as before),
those between 45-60 years (7 in this group), and those 60
years and over (12 in this group)) the same variables remained
significant. Further, there remained no significant difference
between the young L1 speakers (77.1%) and old L1 group now aged over 60 years old (mean 73.4%).
Other studies have indicated that it is the hearing status of
the participants, not the chronological age that is the most
important influence on performance [eg. 29,30,33]. The over
60 years L1 group, had all the self–reported cases of hearing
impairment, and yet their intelligibility scores were still not
significantly different from the young L1, although their mean
score is less than the young L1 speakers. Perhaps by
increasing the participant numbers this difference would
become significant. However the relatively good performance
of the older group is further evidence that our methods
employed to improve the intelligibility of the voice are
working. As is the fact that no significant differences was
found for the L1 speakers between their speech intelligibility
scores for the synthetic NZE voice and the natural voice (see
section 2.2.2).
It is also very noteworthy that there was no significant
difference between the L1 and L2 group in the natural voice
condition (with a mean of 79.2% and 72.9% respectively, see
Table 4). The L2 group only perform significantly worse than
the L1 group in the synthetic speech condition (mean 61.9% vs
76.6%, see Table 4). This suggests that it is not the complexity
of the reminding task, in particular the spelling of the medicine
names that is causing the comparative low score for the L2
group, it is the processing the synthetic speech.
Previous speech intelligibility studies have attributed the
poorer performance of the L2 participants, compared to the L1
participants, to less depth of knowledge in both the sound
system and linguistic structure of their second language [27,
28, 36]. By contrast the poor performance of older participants
compared to young participants in intelligibility studies has
been attributed to hearing issues [eg. 29,30,33] and memory
issues [eg. 29,30]. However, as noted by [28,36, 37] adult L1
listeners have an in depth knowledge of the sound system and
linguistic structure of their language. This helps with
intelligibility in natural speech; in [36] they showed L1
listeners benefit from clear speech, but L2 listeners do not.
Our study here suggests that whilst the synthetic speech
increases the cognitive load on the listeners, the L1 listeners
are able to draw on their language knowledge in a way the L2
cannot. Thus whilst the older L1 participants would have all
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had age related hearing loss [26] (some to the level it was selfreported) their in depth language knowledge helps compensate
for this. A natural conclusion from this study would be that a
group of older L2 participants would perform the worst at this
task. As we only had two participants in this category, we are
not yet in a position to test this, once again more participants
would be required.
However for the HealthBots project the findings from this
experiment are significant. The numbers of overseas born
careers for the New Zealand Elderly have been steadily
increasing, between 1991 and 2006 the numbers of careers
born overseas increased from 19% to 25% [38], and this
increase continues [40]. But more significantly the number of
careers for whom English was not their first language has also
increased dramatically [40].Therefore the fact that the young
L2 group performed significantly worse than either of the L1
groups in our study has significant implications for humanmachine interfaces in the HealthBots project, and in fact for all
human machine interfaces in healthcare of the Elderly. This is
because throughout the western world there is an increasing
reliance on carers whose first language is not the language of
the country in which they live [38].
In the HealthBots project the focus to date has been
improving the intelligibility of our Healthcare robot voice for
the Elderly users. We knew that speech intelligibility of the
robot would also be an issue for their carers (many of whom
have English as a second language), however we made the
assumption that age would be a bigger disadvantage than
language background. The result of this study suggest this
assumption, has been wrong. Therefore although issues with
the elderly population remain our main focus, it is now clear
we need to also perform our intelligibility tests on L2 speakers
too.
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4. Conclusions
In this study we have shown that in a reminder task complex
words are harder to recall than simple words, reinforcing the
findings of [29-31]. The intelligibility of the NZE voice
compares favourably to natural speech; in fact for the First
Language listeners regardless of age, there was no significant
difference between the intelligibility of the two voice types.
However for the Second Language listeners the NZE voice is
significantly less intelligible than the natural voice.
Consequently the main findings of this study, is that for the
synthetic NZE voice it is the native speaker status of the
listener, not age that has the biggest impact on speech
intelligibility. This has major implications for human-robot
interfaces in healthcare owing to large number of increasing
number of carers in the health systems who are second
language speakers in their country of employment.
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ABSTRACT
In the traditional voice conversion, converted speech is generated using statistical parametric models (for example Gaussian mixture model) whose parameters are estimated from parallel training
utterances. A well-known problem of the statistical parametric methods is that statistical average in parameter estimation results in the
over-smoothing of the speech parameter trajectories, and thus leads
to low conversion quality. Inspired by recent success of so-called
exemplar-based methods in robust speech recognition, we propose
a voice conversion system based on non-negative spectrogram deconvolution with similar ideas. Exemplars, which are able to capture temporal context, are employed to generate converted speech
spectrogram convolutely. The exemplar-based approach is seen as a
data-driven, non-parametric approach as an alternative to the traditional parametric approaches to voice conversion. Experiments on
VOICES database indicate that the proposed method outperforms
the conventional joint density Gaussian mixture model by a wide
margin in terms of both objective and subjective evaluations.
Index Terms— Voice conversion, exemplar, non-negative matrix factorization, non-negative matrix deconvolution, temporal information
1. INTRODUCTION
Voice conversion is a process of modifying source speaker’s voice
to sound like it was spoken by another speaker (target). It can be
applied to speaker identity conversion in speech synthesis systems
when only a few recording samples from a specific target speaker
are available.
In general, voice conversion techniques operate on several different speech features, such as spectral envelope [1, 2], formants [3],
fundamental frequency [4, 5] and duration [6]. Spectral envelope
contains most of the speaker identity information and is the focus
in most of the voice conversion studies, including this one. Spectral
conversion involves two phases, training and run-time conversion.
During training, a transformation function is estimated from framealigned source-target feature vectors. The trained conversion model
is then applied to unseen utterances at system run-time. Implementation of the conversion function is the most important part of a voice
conversion system.
To implement a robust spectral conversion function, a number of
data-driven statistical parametric methods have been proposed in the
past two decades. A straightforward way to model the relationship

between source and target speech is to employ vector quantization
(VQ) to learn a codebook from the paired source-target frame vectors, and apply this codebook during conversion phase [7].
To alleviate the frame-to-frame discontinuity problem caused
by VQ, joint density Gaussian mixture model (JD-GMM) was proposed [8, 9, 1]. It implements a smoothed local linear transformation
function for each frame. Other local linear transformation methods,
such as partial least square regression [10], trajectory GMM/hidden
Markov model (HMM) [11], mixture of factor analyzers [12], local linear transformation [13], noisy channel model [2] and so on,
have been proposed to reduce the over-smoothing and over-fitting
problems of JD-GMM. In addition to the linear transformation functions, which assume the source and target speech features to be linearly correlated, nonlinear methods, such as artificial neural network
[3, 14], support vector regression [15], kernel partial least square regression [16], and conditional restricted Boltzmann machine [17],
have been studied to implement nonlinear conversion.
Due to inherent statistical averaging in parametric methods,
over-smoothed speech samples are generated from the averaged
parameters, which leads to unnatural speech quality. Inspired by the
success of so-called exemplar-based noise robust speech recognition
[18, 19, 20], we propose a non-parametric exemplar-based voice
conversion method as an alternative to statistical parametric methods. We define an exemplar to be a segment of speech spectrogram
spanning multiple frames. Utilizing multiple frames, as opposed
to single frame in the conventional methods, allows contextual
modelling which helps increasing the resulting speech quality.
We study two examplar-based voice conversion variants: nonnegative spectrogram factorization (NMF) and non-negative spectrogram deconvolution (NMD). In the former variant, each spectrogram frame is represented as a convex combination of several basis
spectra (atoms) forming a dictionary. In the deconvolution variant,
a converted spectrogram is generated as a convolution of exemplars
and activations. Comparing with the most related work in [21], our
work has the following novel contributions:
a) We utilize multiple-frame exemplar rather than single-frame
spectrum as the basis in the dictionary;
b) We employ low-dimensional filter-bank energies instead of
the original magnitude spectrum to represent source spectrogram and source dictionary for efficient computation;
c) We employ a convolutive model to include temporal context
information in the converted spectrogram.
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2. BASELINE JOINT DENSITY GAUSSIAN MIXTURE
MODEL METHOD
Among the statistical parametric methods, joint density Gaussian
mixture model (JD-GMM) method [8, 1] is one of the most successful methods, due to the probabilistic treatment and flexible implementation. Therefore, we employ the JD-GMM method as our
baseline method in this study.
The JD-GMM method involves two phases: off-line training and
run-time conversion phases. During the training phase, given parallel training data from a source speaker X and a target speaker
Y, dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm is used to align the
source speech vectors and target speech vectors to obtain the paired
speech feature vector Z = [z1 , z2 , . . . , zt , . . . , zT ], where zt =
> >
[x>
∈ R2d , and xn ∈ Rd and ym ∈ Rd are source and
n , ym ]
target speech feature vectors, respectively.
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is adopted to model the distribution of the paired feature vector sequence Z, which represents the
joint distribution of source speech X and target speech Y. The joint
probability density is given as follows:
P (X, Y) = P (Z) =

K
X

k=1

(z)
µk

=

"

(x)

µk
(y)
µk

#

(z)
, Σk

(z)

(z)

(z)

(1)

wk N (z|µk , Σk ),

=

"

(xx)

(xy)

Σk
(yx)
Σk

Σk
(yy)
Σk

#

,

(z)

(z)

where K is the number of Gaussian components, µk and Σk are
the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the kth Gaussian com(z)
(z)
(z)
ponent N (z|µk , Σk ), respectively. The prior probability wk of
PK
(z)
th
the k Gaussian component is constrained by k=1 wk = 1. To
estimate the model parameters of the joint density Gaussian mixture
(z)
(z)
(z)
model λ(z) = {wk , µk , Σk |k = 1, 2, . . . , K}, the well-known
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is adopted to maximize
likelihood of the training data.
In the run-time conversion phase, JD-GMM model parameters
are employed to implement the conversion function. To be more
specific, for each input source speech feature vector x, the conversion function F (x) implemented with minimum mean square error
is used to predict the target’s feature vector ŷ is given as:
ŷ = F (x) =

K
X

(y)

(yx)

pk (x)(µk + Σk

(xx) −1

(Σk

)

k=1

(x)

(x − µk )), (2)

wk N (x|µxk , Σxx
k )
pk (x) = PK
,
x
xx
k=1 wk N (x|µk , Σk )

where pk (x) is the posterior probability of the source vector x generated from the kth Gaussian component.
We note that during the JD-GMM model parameter estimation
process, the mean vector of each Gaussian component is updated as:
(z)
µk

PT

= Pt=1
T

zt pk (zt , λ(z) )

t=1

pk (zt , λ(z) )

(3)

.

Similarly, the covariance matrix of each Gaussian component is
updated as:
(z)
Σk
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=

PT

t=1

(z)

(z)

pk (zt , λ(z) )(zt − µk )(zt − µk )>
PT
(z) )
t=1 pk (zt , λ

(4)

From (3) and (4), we observe that when calculating mean and
covariance for each Gaussian component, all the training samples
are used, which is the so-called statistical average. The statistical
average results in over-smoothing of the converted speech. We also
note that if the correlation between the paired source and target fea(yx)
ture vectors is low, the value of the covariance matrix Σk will be
(y)
very small, therefore, only µk contributes to the converted speech
as observed and reported in [22].
3. PROPOSED EXEMPLAR-BASED VOICE CONVERSION
METHOD
To tackle the over-smoothing problem, we propose an exemplarbased method to generate the converted speech from the spectrogram segments (exemplar). We employ two matrix factorization
techniques to implement the exemplar-based method: non-negative
spectrogram factorization and non-negative spectrogram deconvolution. Both implementations have the same procedures as follows:
1 Training: construct parallel source and target dictionaries;
2 Conversion:
2.a Extract source spectrogram;
2.b Given source spectrogram and source dictionary, estimate activation matrix;
2.c Utilize the activation matrix estimated in step 2.b and
the target dictionary to generate the converted spectrogram;
The two implementations using matrix factorization techniques are
briefly introduced in this section.
3.1. Non-negative spectrogram factorization (NMF)
The first exemplar-based method is based on non-negative spectrogram factorization. The basic idea of this method is to represent a
magnitude spectrum as a linear combination of a set of basis spectra
(speech atoms). It is formulated as follows:
x=

T
X
t=1

(X)

at

· ht = A(X) · h,

(5)

where x ∈ Rp×1 represents the spectrum of one frame, T is the total
(X)
(X)
(X)
number of speech atoms, A(X) = [a1 , a2 , · · · , aT ] ∈ Rp×T
is the dictionary of speech atoms built from training source speech,
(X)
at is the tth speech atom which has the same dimension as x, h =
[h1 , h2 , · · · , hT ] ∈ RT ×1 is the non-negative weight or activation
vector and ht is the activation of the tth speech atom.
Therefore, the spectrogram of each source utterance can be represented as:
X = A(X) · H,
(6)
where X ∈ Rp×M is the source spectrogram, and H ∈ RT ×M is
the activation matrix, the column vector of which is the activation
vector in Eq. (5).
In order to generate converted speech spectrogram, we assume
that the aligned source and target dictionaries share the same activation matrix. To this end, we represent the converted spectrogram
as:
Y = A(Y) · H,
(7)
where Y ∈ Rq×M is the converted spectrogram, and A(Y) ∈
Rq×T is the dictionary of the target speech atoms from target training data.
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The illustration of Eq. (6) and (7) is presented in Fig. 1. The
source and target dictionaries A(X) and A(Y) are constructed from
parallel training data and they remain the same during the conversion
phase. During the conversion phase, the source spectrogram is given
and the activation matrix is obtained as a solution of non-negative
matrix factorization as in [18]. Then, the activation matrix estimated
from Eq. (6) is then directly employed in Eq. (7) to generate the
converted spectrogram.

3.3. Dictionary construction
As discussed above, dictionary is important for both estimating the
activation matrix and generating the converted speech signal. Before
introducing how to construct dictionary, we first introduce the related
features used to represent spectrum. In this work, the STRAIGHT
[23] system is employed to extract spectral envelope and fundamental frequency (F0). The following three features are involved in this
study:
a) Magnitude spectra (MSP): Magnitude spectra consist a sequence of spectral envelopes extracted by STRAIGHT. We
use 513 dimensional spectra. Magnitude spectra can be
passed to STRAIGHT for reconstructing speech signal. In
this work, target dictionary and converted spectrogram are
always represented by MSP.
b) Mel-scale magnitude spectra (MMSP): MMSP is obtained by
passing the magnitude spectrogram to a 23-channel Mel-scale
filter-bank. The minimum frequency is set to be 133.33 Hz,
and the maximum frequency is set to be 6,855.5 Hz. In this
work, MMSP is only used in the source dictionary to estimate
the activation matrix but not for synthesizing speech.

Fig. 1. Illustration of non-negative spectrogram factorization for
exemplar-based voice conversion

3.2. Non-negative spectrogram deconvolution (NMD)
Although temporal constraints can be included in the estimation
of activation matrix by using multiple-frame exemplars as source
speech atoms, the converted speech spectrogram is still generated
frame-by-frame. In order to utilize temporal context in the generation process of the converted spectrogram, we propose non-negative
spectrogram deconvolution (NMD) method for exemplar-based
voice conversion. In the NMD method, a spectrogram is represented as a convolution of exemplars and activations. The idea is
formulated as follows:
X=

L
X

(X)

Al

l=1

Y=

L
X

(X)

(Y)

Al

l=1

·

·

→(l−1)

H ,

→(l−1)

H ,

Given one pair of parallel utterances from source and target, the
following process is employed to construct the dictionary.
1) Extract magnitude spectrogram (spectral envelopes) from
both source and target speech signal using STRAIGHT;
2) Apply mel-cepstral analysis [24] on the spectrograms to obtain mel-cepstral coefficients (MCCs);

(8)

3) Apply 23-channel Mel-scale filter-bank to obtain 23-dimensional
MMSP;

(9)

4) Perform dynamic time warping on the source and target MCC
sequence to align the speech to obtain source-target frame
pairs;

(Y)

where Al ∈ Rp×T and Al ∈ Rq×T are the matrices consisting of the lth frame of the source and target atoms, respectively, L
is the number of adjacent frames within an examplar and H is the
→(l−1)

c) Mel-cepstral coefficient (MCC): MCC is obtained by employing mel-cepstral analysis technique on the magnitude spectrogram and keeping 24 coefficients as the feature. During
synthesis, MCCs are converted back to magnitude spectrogram, which is then passed to the STRAIGHT synthesis filter
to reconstruct speech signal. In this work, MCC is only used
in the JD-GMM method and in the dynamic time warping to
align two parallel utterances.

activation (weights) matrix as that in Eq. (6). (·) operator shifts
the matrix entries (columns) to the right by (l − 1) units. In practice,
several consecutive frames of an exact frame can be stacked into one
supervector to represent the exact frame for constructing the source
(X)
dictionary Al ∈ Rp×T . Therefore, p = L × d other than p = d,
where d is the dimension the spectrum. During conversion, a source
spectrogram X is first decomposed to estimate the activation matrix, and then the converted speech spectrogram Y is generated as a
convolution of the target speech atoms and the corresponding activation matrix. The activation matrix is obtained by minimizing the
generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence as explained in [19].

5) Apply the alignment information to the source and target
spectrograms. The resulting spectrum pairs are stored in the
source and target dictionaries (column vectors), respectively.
The above five steps are applied for all the parallel training utterances. All the spectrum pairs (column vectors in source and target
dictionaries) are used as speech atoms. In order to include multiple
frames, consecutive frames are stacked into a super-vector to represent one frame. We note that for simple explanation, same features
(both spectral envelopes) are used in step 5. As the size of the activation matrix is independent of the dimensionality of the features (column dimensionality), therefore, 23-dimensional MMSP can be used
to replace 513-dimensional MSP in the source dictionary. While
513-dimensional MSP is always used in the target dictionary for synthesizing speech purpose. More details will be discussed in Section
4.
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4. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the proposed methods, we conduct experiments using the
VOICES database [25]. Male-to-female and female-to-male conversions are conducted. For each conversion, 10 utterances from each
speaker are selected as training data and 20 utterances, which are not
included in the training data, are used as testing data.
In the experiments, three methods are compared. They are summarized as follows:
a) JD-GMM: The joint density Gaussian mixture model method
(Section 2). The number of Gaussian components is set to be
32.
b) NMF: The proposed non-negative spectrogram factorization
method (Section 3.1).
c) NMD: The proposed non-negative spectrogram deconvolution method (Section 3.2).
In the JD-GMM method, 24-dimensional MCC features are used
to represent spectral envelope and to synthesize speech signal, while
in NMF and NMD method, 513-dimensional MSP is used in the
target dictionary and to synthesize speech signal. Log-scale F0 is
converted by equalizing the mean and variance of the source and
target speech.
4.1. Objective evaluation
Two objective measures are employed to evaluate the proposed
method objectively. The first objective measure is spectral distortion: mel-cepstral distortion (MCD), which is calculated between
a converted frame and the corresponding original target frame. We
note that the frame alignment is obtained by performing dynamic
time warping between parallel source and target sentences. The
MCD for the mth frame is calculated as:
v
u 24
X
10 u
t2
(cm,d − cconv
(10)
MCD[dB] =
m,d ),
log 10

converted spectrogram to get the 24-dimensional MCCs for computing MCD and correlation coefficient. Both MCD and correlation
coefficient results reported in this work are averaged over the conversion pairs.
As shown in Eq. (6) and (7), and Fig. 1, the dimensionality
of the activation matrix is independent of the dimensionality of the
exemplars in both the source and the target dictionaries. Therefore,
we first evaluate the performance of NMF using different features
in source dictionary for estimating the activation matrix. We note
that for all the experiments, target dictionary always use the 513dimensional magnitude spectra, as the target dictionary does not affect the activation matrix and also is used to synthesize speech signal.
As discussed above, the dimensionality of the spectral envelope
from STRAIGHT is 513 (1024-point FFT). If the original magnitude spectra (MSP) are used to estimate the activation matrix, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, the dimensionality of the source dictionary
A(X) will be 513 × T , assuming that each exemplar spans only one
frame. If each exemplar spans 11 frame, the dimensionality of the
source dictionary A(X) will be 5, 643 × T , where T is the number of atoms. The huge dimensionality of the source dictionary will
increase the computation and memory usage considerably. To reduce computation and memory usage, low-dimensional features will
be a better choice. In this study, we propose to use 23-dimensional
MMSP instead of the 513-dimensional original MSP to make the
source dictionary for estimating the activation matrix. While the target dictionary reminds same as discussed above.
Table 1 presents the spectral distortions and correlations of
NMF using 513-dimensional MSP and 23-dimensional MMSP in
the source dictionary. Here, an exemplar spans only one frame. The
results show that, even the dimensionality is reduced from 513 to 23,
the distortion only increases 0.06 dB, and the correlation decreases
by 0.003. The benefit of using 23-dimensional MMSP instead of
513-dimensional MSP in source dictionary to represent speech signal is that more consecutive frames can be included in the exemplar
to estimate the activation matrix without increasing the computation
cost and memory usage too much.

d=1

where, M is frame number in one utterance, cm,d and cconv
m,d are the
dth dimension of the original target and converted MCCs of the mth
frame, respectively. We report the average MCD value over all the
frames. A lower MCD value indicates smaller distortion. The second objective measure is the correlation coefficient, which is calculated between the original target and the converted MCC parameter
trajectories dimension-by-dimension. The correlation coefficient γd
of the dth MCC trajectory is computed as follows:
PM
conv
conv
)
m=1 (cm,d − cd )(cm,d − cd
γ d = qP
, (11)
qP
M
M
conv
conv 2
2
)
m=1 (cm,d − cd )
m=1 (cm,d − cd

where cd and cconv
are the mean values of the original target and
d
converted MCCs of the dth dimension, respectively. We note that
correlation coefficient is calculated sentence-by-sentence and we report the average correlation coefficient. Different from MCD, correlation coefficient focuses on the trajectory-level similarity, which is
not affected by the mean and variance of the MCC trajectory, and has
been used to measure the fundamental frequency trajectory similarity [5, 26]. Bigger correlation coefficient indicates Higher similarity
between the original target and the converted MCC trajectories. We
report the average correlation coefficient over all dimension.
In order to obtain comparable MCD and correlation results, in
the NMF and NMD method, mel-cepstral analysis is applied to the
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Table 1. Comparison of NMF results using 513-dimensional magnitude spectra (MSP) and 23-dimensional Mel-scale magnitude spectra (MMSP) in the source dictionary A(X) . 513-dimensional MSP is
always used in the target dictionary A(Y) .
Features in source dictionary A(X) MCD (dB) Correlation
MSP (513 dimensions)
5.47
0.439
MMSP (23 dimensions)
5.53
0.436
We then evaluate the performance of NMF using multiple frames
in an exemplar for source dictionary. The spectral distortion results
as a function of the window size (number of consecutive frames) of
an exemplar is presented in Fig. 2. For Mel-scale magnitude spectra,
the window size of exemplar is varied. While for 513-dimensional
magnitude spectra, only one frame spectrum is employed in the exemplar due to computation restrictions discussed above. The results
show that when the window size is larger than 3, 23-dimensional
MMSP yields lower MCD and higher correlation coefficient than
513-dimensional MSP. NMF with exemplar using MMSP and spanning 9 frames gives the lowest spectral distortion. We note that the
dimensionality of exemplar using MMSP and spanning 9 frames is
23 × 9 = 207, which is still much smaller than 513. The correlation
results in Fig. 3 agree well with the spectral distortion results.
Next, we evaluate the proposed non-negative deconvolution
(NMD) method using 23-dimensional MMSP. As shown above, 9
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Fig. 2. The spectral distortion results of NMF method using different
features with the baseline JD-GMM method as a reference
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the spectral distortion results of JD-GMM,
NMF and NMD methods as a function of the window size of an
exemplar
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baseline JD-GMM method. We note that during the listening test,
when the subjects are not able to distinguish the similarity across
speech samples, they prefer to choose the one which gives better
quality. Therefore, the similarity can reflect the speech quality of the
three methods to some degree.

Preference score (%)

To assess the similarity of the converted speech to the target speech,
a similarity preference listening test was conducted. The JD-GMM,
and the two proposed methods: NMF and NMD are compared. 10
converted utterances from each method were randomly selected, including 5 utterances from the male-to-female conversion and the
other 5 utterances from the female-to-male conversion. 11 subjects
were asked to listen to a reference target speech and then the three
converted speech samples representing the three methods. After that
they were asked to decide which speech sample is more closer to
the reference target speech sample. The preference scores with 95%
confidence interval are presented in Fig. 6. We can clearly observe
that the proposed NMF and NMD methods are both able to generate
speech samples which are more similar to the target speaker than the

3

Fig. 5. Comparison of the correlation results of JD-GMM, NMF and
NMD methods as a function of the window size of an exemplar

60

4.2. Subjective evaluation

JD−GMM
NMF
NMD

0.43

0.41

Fig. 3. The correlation coefficient results of NMF method using
different features with the baseline JD-GMM method as a reference
frame exemplars give lowest distortion in the NMF method, therefore, in the NMD method, we stack 9 consecutive frames of an
exact frame to represent the exact frame. Therefore, In Eq. (1),
p = 9 × 23 = 207. The spectral distortion results are presented in
Fig. 4, as a function of the window size of an exemplar. Comparing with JD-GMM method, we observe that NMD method always
obtains lower spectral distortion. NMD and NMF methods have
similar performance in terms of spectral distortion when the window
size is 5 or 7. The correlation coefficient results are shown in Fig.
5. It clearly shows that NMD has the highest correlation coefficients
in all the cases. We note that different from NMF, NMD method
utilizes multiples target frames (an exemplar) not only to estimate
the activation matrix but also to generate the converted spectrogram.
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Fig. 6. Similarity results of the preference score with 95% confidence interval
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an exemplar-based voice conversion
method utilizing the matrix/spectrogram factorization techniques.
Two implementations, non-negative spectrogram factorization and
non-negative spectrogram deconvolution, are proposed to use original target spectrogram directly without any dimension reduction
to synthesize the converted speech. The experiment results show
the proposed method outperforms the conventional joint density
Gaussian mixture model considerably.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present the integration of articulatory control into M AGE, a framework for realtime and interactive (reactive) parametric speech synthesis using hidden Markov models
(HMMs). M AGE is based on the speech synthesis engine from
HTS and uses acoustic features (spectrum and f0 ) to model and
synthesize speech. In this work, we replace the standard acoustic models with models combining acoustic and articulatory
features, such as tongue, lips and jaw positions. We then use
feature-space-switched articulatory-to-acoustic regression matrices to enable us to control the spectral acoustic features by
manipulating the articulatory features. Combining this synthesis model with M AGE allows us to interactively and intuitively
modify phones synthesized in real time, for example transforming one phone into another, by controlling the configuration of
the articulators in a visual display.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, reactive, articulators

1. Introduction
For human beings, speech is one of the richest and most sophisticated modalities used for communication. It involves complex
production and perception mechanisms and it varies in quality. It is a highly reactive and interactive process, with complex timing, involving the all the articulators (tongue, lips, jaw,
lungs, etc.), even the hands. Artificially synthesized speech has
been explored for decades and several methods have been developed, such as formant synthesis [1], diphone synthesis [2], articulatory speech synthesis [3], unit selection synthesis [4] and
statistical parametric synthesis [5] resulting in various Text-ToSpeech (TTS) systems. Nowadays, TTS systems are very intelligible and natural, and can be expressive, but they are also
static, they do not support user interaction and they are not sensitive to environmental conditions. Although there has been
great progress in terms of intelligibility and naturalness, there is
still place for improvement when considering interaction. This
“deaf” design of conventional TTS systems is limiting the involvement of the user and the vocal expression influenced by
its environment, leaving no room for expression and creativity.
In recent years, there has been an emerging interest in applications that need reactivity and expressivity in speech production. There are different ways of approaching the idea of
working beyond TTS. One approach to move further than the
standard TTS paradigm comes with M AGE [6], one of the first

methods proposed for reactive HMM-based speech and singing
synthesis. It is a modified version of the HMM-based parametric speech synthesis approach that has become a mainstream
speech synthesis method [7], [8]. M AGE allows reactive control of prosody, context, speaking style and speech quality. It
is able to synthesize highly intelligible and smooth speech, it
is flexible, and supports adaptation and interpolation methods,
combined with a very small footprint and computational weight;
advantages inherited from the original system, HTS [9]. However, the quality of the output is constrained by the quality of
the training data and the user controls. It is still difficult, even
for trained users to produce meaningful expressivity due to the
complexity of the speech itself and to the abstract representation
of speech through statistical models.
The controls that have been available, have been over the
acoustic features, as used in the conventional HMM-based
speech synthesis, which are parameters required by a vocoder.
Such parameters do not necessarily have a “physical” or “intuitive” meaning to the user. However, the physical nature of
human speech production means that an articulatory parameterization of speech has interesting properties. The articulatory
features describe the quantitive positions and the continuous
movements of a group of human articulators, such as tongue,
jaws, lips, velum. Such features have relatively slow and consistent evolution through time, they are not influenced in the
same way by acoustic noise and other environmental conditions.
They can provide a straightforward and simple explanation for
speech characteristics and they provide meaningful interpretation of the speech production to the user.
A method for integrating articulatory features in HMMbased speech synthesis has already been proposed [10], [11],
where the articulatory features were recorded using electromagnetic articulography (EMA). In this method, a unified acousticarticulatory model is trained and a piecewise linear transform is
adopted to model the dependency of the acoustic features on the
articulatory features. During synthesis, the articulatory features
are generated from the previously trained models. Then, these
generated articulatory features can be manipulated in arbitrary
ways which in turn affect the generation of acoustic features.
In this way, the characteristics of the synthetic speech can be
controlled via an articulatory representation. The motivation of
the work described here is to see wether reactive articulatory
control is possible, to evaluate the results and then to explore
the potential and the possibilities of different user applications
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(see Section 2.2) that take advantage of the physical nature and
stability of the articulators.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
brief overview of the reactive HMM-based speech synthesis approach called M AGE. Section 3 describes our proposed method
in detail. Section 4 describes the articulatory control application
we developed as a proof of concept as well as the challenges
faced for the evaluation and testing. Section 5 presents the future targets and Section 6 gives the conclusions of this work.

2. Reactive HMM-based speech and singing
synthesis
M AGE is based on the HMM-based parametric speech synthesis method, which it extends in order to support realtime architecture and multithreaded control. As it is based on HTS, it
inherits its features, advantages and drawbacks [5]. The contribution of M AGE is that it opens the enclosed processing loop of
the conventional system and allows reactive user control over
the available contextual information, the speech prosody and
speaking style and quality. Moreover, it provides a simple C++
API, allowing reactive HMM-based speech synthesis to be easily integrated into reactive and realtime frameworks [12], [13];
run in various devices and create different prototypes [14], [15].
2.1. Overview of M AGE
One important feature of M AGE is that it uses multiple threads,
and each thread can be affected by the user which allows accurate and precise control over the different production levels of
the artificial speech. As illustrated in Figure 1, M AGE integrates
three main threads: the label thread, the parameter generation thread and the audio generation thread. Three queues are
shared between threads: the label queue, the parameter queue
and the sample queue.
parameter generation thread
label
queue

trained HMMs

Parameter
generation
from HMM

audio thread
buffer 1
...

label 1

parameter
queue

buffer n

...
label n
label thread

Excitation
generation

Synthesis
filter

sample
queue

audio generation thread

Figure 1: M AGE: reactive parameter generation using multiple
threads and shared queues.
Briefly, the label thread controls the input sequence of the
phonetic labels, by pushing the received phonetic labels onto the
label queue. Then, the parameter generation thread reads from
the label queue one phonetic label at a time. For that single label the speech parameters are generated (sequences of spectral
and excitation parameters including first and second derivatives
of the static features), which are locally-maximized using only
the current phonetic label and, if available, the two previous labels. In other words, for every single input phonetic label, the
feature vectors are estimated by taking into account the HMMs
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of these specific labels and the input user controls. The generated speech parameters are stored in the parameter queue. As
shown in [16], the impact of the local maximization of the generated parameters is very small. Then, the audio generation
thread will generate the actual speech samples and store them
in the sample queue so that the system’s audio thread will access them and deliver them to the user. Further details of the
M AGE reactive parameter estimation can be found in [17].
Accessing and controlling every thread has a different impact over the synthesized speech. The label thread can provide
contextual phoneme control, the parameter generation thread
can reactively modify the way the available models are used for
the parameter sequence generation [17], and finally the audio
generation thread manipulates reactively the vocoding of every
sample, resulting in prosody and voice quality controls. The delay in applying any received user control varies between a single
speech sample and a phonetic label depending on the thread that
is being accessed.
2.2. Potential applications
M AGE aims to combine simple prototyping with meaningful
gestural control, through an appropriate mapping and to bring
synthetic speech to performative use cases. It can enable a broad
set of new types of design and architectures for speech synthesis applications, such as silent speech communication, entertainment and gaming, assistive applications for speech impaired
people and performing arts.
Several real life and scientific applications target the creation and use of unique personalized voices, with certain speech
characteristics. For example, in the field of new interfaces for
musical expression and performing arts, it would be possible to
create a voice that has a very specific speaking style that could
also gradually change during the performance or adapt to the
feedback of the audience. Regarding avatars and gaming applications, users would be able to select, customize and refine the
voice used by their avatar. It could also be used in a GPS, where
the accent of the used voice changes depending on the position,
as the user is driving through a country. The same principle
applies to movie dubbing applications or assistive communication devices for speech impaired people, where a voice can be
adapted and personalized according to the past and the personality of every person or character.
We believe that by adding articulatory control to M AGE not
only will the range of the potential applications be enriched, but
also it will be possible to achieve a deeper understanding of articulatory speech production mechanisms. Applications targeting the fields of speech pedagogy, linguistics and speech therapy in particular will be able to help people come to understand
how certain phones are produced at the articulatory level, providing instant acoustic feedback. Our attempt to implement this
is discussed in the following sections.

3. Reactive articulatory feature control
In this work, M AGE is modified in order to generate and alter articulatory features. Given the unified acoustic-articulatory
model and a set of phonetic labels, it is possible to reactively
generate the target speech samples. Simultaneously, it is possible to influence the generated articulatory features by replacing
them with the user input. In this way, we can achieve the goal
of altering the generated speech samples at the articulatory level
rather than directly at the acoustic level.
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3.1. Feature-Space-Switched Multiple Regression HMMs
In HMM-based speech synthesis, a sequence of contextual phonetic labels is used to predict an optimal state sequence and the
duration, in frames, of each state. In the case of acoustic features (i.e. spectral parameters), a state j corresponds to a multivariate Gaussian distribution whose parameters are µj , its mean
vector, and Σj , its covariance matrix. Given these parameters,
the sequence of states and their durations are used to generate
an optimal sequence of acoustic features X that are then combined with synthetic source parameters to synthesize speech using, for instance, a vocoder. Note that in M AGE, as presented in
Section 2, the state sequence and the computation of parameters
are performed locally, label by label, as opposed to the one-pass
approach that we have just described.
This framework for HMM-based parametric speech synthesis has been expanded in [11] so that the acoustic models become dependent on articulatory features. One of the methods
presented is called “feature-space-switched multiple regression
HMM” (FSS-MRHMM). MRHMM consists in replacing the
mean vector µj of each state by a linear combination of synthetic articulatory features ξt and µj , before computing the optimal sequence of acoustic features. Therefore, the Gaussian
distribution for each frame t is defined as
bj (xt |y t ) = N (xt ; At ξt + µj , Σj )

(1)

with xt a vector of static acoustic features and their first and
second derivatives. At is the articulatory-to-acoustic projection
matrix and ξt is an expanded articulatory feature vector, which
means it contains [y |t , 1], with y t a vector of static articulatory features and their first and second derivatives. Normally,
y t is generated using standard HMM-based synthesis with its
own specific models of articulatory features. However, as explained in Section 3.2, it can also be replaced by other values,
thus modifying the identity of the synthetic phones.
In the particular case of FSS-MRHMM, a finite set of M
matrices {A1 , . . . , AM } is trained along with an M -mixture
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of the articulatory space.
Then, at synthesis time, instead of a single Gaussian the probability density function of each state is written as
bj (xt |y t ) =

M
X

ζk (t)N (xt ; Ak ξt + µj , Σj )

(2)

k=1

where ζk (t) is the probability for the mixture component k
given y t . However, with such a model, the parameter generation would require to use an EM-based iterative estimation. This
cannot be applied in the context of a reactive application such
as M AGE and we simplified it by considering only the mixture
with maximum ζk (t), as proposed in [11]. Therefore, Equation
2 is rewritten as
kt = argmax ζk (t)

(3)

k=[1,...,M ]

bj (xt |y t ) = N (xt ; Akt ξt + µj , Σj )

(4)

HMMs. The articulatory and acoustic features are then predicted from the sentence HMMs by means of a maximum output probability parameter generation algorithm that incorporates dynamic features. It is possible though during synthesis
that ξt , the generated articulatory features, may be modified or
replaced either by user input or according to phonetic knowledge (as explained in [11]). Hence, the corresponding acoustic
features are regenerated, using Equations 3 and 4, in order to
reflect those articulatory changes. The speech waveform is then
synthesized from the generated mel-cepstral and f0 parameter
sequences using Mel Log Spectrum Approximation (MLSA)
filter [18], with pulse-train (voiced frames) or white-noise excitation (unvoiced frames).

trained HMMs

phonetic
label i

Acoustic
features

Synthesis
filter

Articulatory
features

User
control

Figure 2: Generation of acoustic features with articulatory control using acoustic-articulatory model and user input controls.
As explained in Section 2, only the current phone label and,
if available, the two previous labels are taken into account for
the feature generation and therefore the generated parameter
trajectories are locally-maximized. Here, for every phone label, the articulatory features are generated, taking into account
the control of the user over the articulators (if any). Then, the
acoustic features are generated in order to correspond to these
articulatory features, as illustrated in Figure 2. Finally, the
speech waveform is synthesized. Note that the feature generation is taking place in the parameter generation thread, and
therefore the application of user control has a delay of one
phone label.
The aim of this approach is to use the articulatory features
in order to replace to some extent the predefined context and to
modify the acoustic features accordingly. In other words, the
intention is to reactively alter a given context and its acoustic
features by using only modifications over the articulatory features provided by the user.

4. Reactive articulatory control application
To evaluate the proposed method requires an implementation
that combines a graphical user interface (GUI) with the M AGE
synthesizer. Such an application1 is essential for multiple reasons. First and foremost, it allows us to assess the quality of the
final speech samples. But, moreover we can explore how this
output is influenced by fast changing articulatory inputs as well
as how proficient users must be at controlling such features.
4.1. Graphical user interface design

3.2. Reactive synthesis using articulatory features

The design of the graphical user interface was highly dependent
on the database we used for the reactive synthesis. In this work
for our experiments and reactive synthesis we have used a multichannel articulatory database containing the acoustic waveform

During synthesis, a given sequence of context-dependent phonetic labels is used to concatenate the context-dependent

1 A video demonstration of the presented system can be found in
https://vimeo.com/67404386.

Further details on the training of the different models (acoustic,
articulatory, GMM and Ak ) can be found in [11].
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recorded concurrently with EMA data of a male British English
speaker. Six EMA receivers were used, and for each receiver
three dimensional coordinates were recorded as described in
[10]. However, only two dimensions were used in the experiments here (front-to-back and bottom-to-top) resulting in a total
of 12 static articulatory features.
Based on these six EMA points with two dimensional
movements, we designed the GUI illustrated in Figure 3. The
GUI depicts a two dimensional midsagittal view of the vocal
tract drawn using 124 points. The six EMA points are represented as white circles placed on the articulators as described in
[10] (indicated by the red arrows). The position of these EMA
points can be reactively controlled by the user using a mouse or
touch screen. There are no limits to the possible position of the
EMA points providing to the user 12 degrees of freedom. This
means that the user is free to place these points in coordinates
that are “unnatural” either from a physical point of view or as
sequence of movements.

standard vocal
tract configurations
and controls

EMA points
controlled by the
user

Figure 3: Instance of the graphical user interface showing the
available configurations and controls, the six EMA points (red
arrows) that can be reactively moved and predefined configurations of vocal tracts that can be applied (blue arrow).
On the left of the interface there is a menu listing predefined vocal tract shapes and EMA sets. These predefined configurations of vocal tract shapes were obtained from speakerdependent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans and electromagnetic articulography (EMA) data, as described in [19].
The GUI shows vocal tract shapes from models trained on MRI
scans combined with EMA points translated in the MRI coordinate space. When the user selects one of these vocal tract and
EMA configurations, his previous controls are instantly overwritten and the selected shape is displayed. The user by selecting one EMA point from the GUI is able to move it in the
two dimensional MRI coordinate space. The current shape of
the vocal tract it is not reactively altered so that the user will
have a reference point to the initial configuration chosen. However, it is possible to transform interactively the shape of the
vocal tract given the user controls by using specific transformation matrixes. Note here that the controls of the user take
place in the MRI space (GUI) and not in the EMA space (synthesis).This means that the controls of the user have to be appropriately transformed in order to be an acceptable input for
M AGE. This task is controlled by the interface.
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The interface also allows to reset the synthesis by clicking
on the “reset” button. It is also possible to stop using the reactive
articulatory controls and use the generated articulatory data by
clicking on the “off” button.
4.2. Synthesis
The final part of the application, generating the speech waveform, is implemented by the M AGE reactive speech synthesizer.
The graphical user interface sends to M AGE the modifications
applied by the user through open sound control (OSC) messages
[20].When received, these modifications over the EMA points
are taken into account to generate the corresponding articulatory features. These features are used to estimate the acoustic
features, then will give the final speech samples with only one
phonetic label delay, as explained in Section 3. Let us note here
that the articulatory features provided by the user overwrite the
estimated articulatory features, ξt used in Equation 4. Therefore, the first and second derivatives used are the ones from the
contextually estimated articulatory features.
4.3. Challenges
One of the aims of this work is to allow the user to reactively
control the speaking style as well as the content by modifying the articulatory features. However, the movement of the
articulators is so fast that the user is not able to input the expected movements fast enough through the interface. Therefore, instead of trying to contextually manipulate a full phrase
we decided to try and transform only one vowel into another
vowel. This simplifies the problem of the fast changing articulatory features but introduces the problem of the duration of the
synthesized vowel. If it is synthesized with the standard model
duration is too short to be intelligible. Hence, in this case we
synthesize long vowels by increasing the generated duration of
every state, using a bigger scale factor for the stable state (i.e.
10, 20 or 50), followed by a long pause.
The EMA points can be placed at any position and with
any speed. This results in movements of the articulators that do
not always respect the “physiology” and “mechanisms” of the
human articulators. In other words, these input movements have
not been “seen” during the training phase and, consequently, the
models cannot accurately estimate them. Hence, when these
“new” articulatory features will be used to generate the acoustic
features it is highly probable that they will give an “unstable”
result. In order to tackle the problem of the extended contextual
control and to minimize the possible instabilities caused by the
extreme movements of the articulators, M AGE constrains the
contextual control only over the voiced frames.
As a test case, the user is asked to listen to a vowel synthesized using phonetic labels and by moving the six EMA points
reactively from the interface he transforms it into another target
vowel. However, after some exploratory tests we see that this
approach requires from the user to move the six EMA points, in
the two dimensional MRI space (12 degrees of freedom) accurately enough so that he will achieve the acoustic target. Such
a task is very demanding and rather difficult, and in most cases
the user does not reach the target. What makes this task more
difficult is that we use context-dependent model. Although the
FSS-MRHMM approach can determine the regression matrices
without using context information, the µj and Σj as shown
in Equation 4 are still context-dependent. More specifically,
the required modifications over the articulatory features (EMA
points) in order to acoustically achieve a target, differ depending on the initial phone synthesized using the provided label.
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A solution to this would be to use “tailored” context features,
where the vowel identities are removed from the question set
for acoustic model clustering and therefore better articulatory
controllability can be achieved [11].

5. Future work
Based on the preliminary testing of the application we see some
essential modifications regarding the interface. It is important
to either decrease the degrees of freedom available to the user or
to allow the manipulation of only some EMA points while the
system provides the correct coordinates for the remaining ones.
For example, a case would be where the user is allowed to manipulate only the three EMA points over the tongue. while the
remaining three are automatically adjusted. Providing a “colorcoded map” denoting the “accepted” or “suggested” regions of
every EMA point could advice or guide the user to choose suitable coordinate sets. This will help the user to have a better understanding of the required modifications of the articulators in
order to achieve the acoustically desired target. However, such
a simplification of the interface must by all means be combined
with using “tailored” context feature during synthesis for better
articulatory controllability.
Based on such a framework, it would be meaningful to conduct user studies and listening tests. The user studies will show
us how users manipulate the acoustic space by means of articulatory control as well as how skilled a user should be. The
listening tests will help us to measure how other listeners perceive the result of these manipulations. Initially, as explained
above, the user is asked to transform a given vowel to a target
vowel only by controlling the articulatory features. The success of the user will be determined by objectively evaluating
the acoustic and articulatory features generated by taking into
account or not the user input for the target vowel. The same
test can be conducted by using monosyllabic words embedded
into a carrier sentence in order to conduct a second vowel identity modification experiment. Then, it would be interesting to
see how other users perceive these modifications, and in addition to the objective evaluation, we would like to perform also
some listening tests to subjectively evaluate performance on the
vowel modification task.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a method that enables reactive
articulatory control over HMM-based parametric speech synthesis using the M AGE framework. We present also an application that enables the user to reactively control the position of
the articulators through a graphical user interface. We see that
reactive articulatory control is feasible, and combined with an
interface allows us to explore different aspects of the speech
production. However, we realize that the manipulation of the
articulators by the user, even though it seems rather straightforward, is very demanding and difficult. It is very easy to transform a phone into another random phone while experimenting
with the interface, but it becomes rather complicated when a
specific target vowel modification is asked. There are aspects
of the system that would benefit from improvement. Currently,
there are no restrictions over the user manipulation patterns, but
probably limiting or “guiding” the possible user controls might
lead in more distinguishable vowel modifications. Subjective
and objective evaluations are essential in order to assess the final quality of the system. By conducting user studies we want
to evaluate the efficiency of the user to achieve certain vowel

or monosyllabic word targets. Through listening tests we want
also to evaluate how the output of these reactive modifications
over the articulatory features is perceived acoustically.
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Abstract
In the context of singing voice synthesis, the generation of
the synthesizer controls is a key aspect to obtain expressive performances. In our case, we use a system that selects, transforms and concatenates units of short melodic contours from a
recorded database. This paper proposes a systematic procedure
for the creation of such database. The aim is to cover relevant
style-dependent combinations of features such as note duration,
pitch interval and note strength. The higher the percentage of
covered combinations is, the less transformed the units will be
in order to match a target score. At the same time, it is also
important that units are musically meaningful according to the
target style. In order to create a style-dependent database, the
melodic combinations of features to cover are identified, statistically modeled and grouped by similarity. Then, short melodic
exercises of four measures are created following a dynamic
programming algorithm. The Viterbi cost functions deal with
the statistically observed context transitions, harmony, position
within the measure and readability. The final systematic score
database is formed by the sequence of the obtained melodic exercises.
Index Terms: expressive singing voice synthesis, unit selection, database creation

1. Introduction
Expressive performances have attracted the interest of researchers for the last years. Providing expression and emotions
has been a goal for many types of synthesizers, from instruments to speech and singing voice synthesis. An important issue is to provide control data to the synthesizer which represent
a given emotion, expression or style. Several strategies have
been proposed to cover the target expressive space.
In the case of the reconstructive phrase modeling system
[1], the Synful orchestra achieves musical expressivity by deriving parameters from database of real songs according to a
target song. In their work, working with a systematic database
is discarded because it would reduce the expressive power of the
system since the amount of expressive articulations is too large.
In the current work we propose a possible solution to overcome
this problem with a double criteria: to cover the frequent articulations with a musical criteria at the same time.
Other approaches have designed scores by taking musical
phrases from real repertoires, as in [2] for a violin synthesizer.
A first manual step is done to select a repertoire that covers the
target features and that is musically relevant. Then, an algorithm is used to select and transform trajectories to cover different note transition features (e.g. articulations, note intervals)
and intro note features (accents, duration and dynamics).
In concatenative speech synthesis, articulations are captured from real recordings of sounds, which span from single
or groups of phonemes (diphones, triphones), to words or sen-

tences. In [3], unit selection of the recorded sounds has been
studied. However, when preparing scripts to achieve phoneme
coverage, other aspects can be taken into account, such as
how difficult words are to read or grammatical correctness of
a formed sentence, which has been addressed in [4] and also in
[5].
In emotional speech synthesis, statistical modeling techniques have been proposed to model speaking styles as in [6].
In this case, similar to recording real musical scores, no specific
constraints are given to the recording scripts. Emotion related
scripts are recorded and then modeled with HMMs.
Statistical modeling of singing style has also been used in
[7] with focus to relative pitch, vibrato and dynamics using context dependent HMMs. In this case, real recordings are used and
therefore no previous study is performed with respect to which
scripts given the target style.
This paper studies the generation of a set of exercises that
represent to some extent a given style properties and melodies.
These exercises will then be recorded by one singer in one style.
Pitch, dynamics and note durations will be extracted and used
within a unit selection-based approach to generate expressive
controls of a singing voice synthesis system.
In our case we did not choose the option of generating
melodic exercises directly from real repertoires. These typically have the disadvantage of being redundant, so only a portion of an entire song introduces new note sequences. Also, in
order to select which part of a song to include as an exercise,
it should be carefully studied. Therefore, we obtain melodic
exercises by concatenating short melodic units generated in a
systematic way, also including musical knowledge as explained
in section 2. First, a set of scores are statistically analyzed in order to know which feature values (note strengths and figures and
pitch intervals in semitones) should be covered, their relevance
and how these are connected. Then, dynamic programming is
applied in order to generate melodic exercises as sequences of
concatenated units. Finally, in section 3 conclusions and future
work are presented.

2. Database creation
2.1. Units versus contexts
The basic elements of our systematic process of melodic exercises creation are units made up as sequences from one to three
notes surrounded by a previous and following note or silence.
An example is shown in Figure 1. In this paper a note is defined
mainly by the following properties: note strength, note duration
(seconds), and the figure and pitch interval with the next one.
Note strength (NS) is a measure for the accentuation of a note
beat within a bar. Figure interval (FI) refers to the relationship
between two consecutive note durations and the same applies
to pitch interval (PI) with respect to the note frequencies. This
data is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Unit of three notes with preceding silence and following note.

Figure 2: Unit and context features.
Figure 3: Pitch interval distribution (in semitones) and clusters.
For each note property there are many possible combinations, which imply a great amount of units, specially in the case
of sequences of three notes. This relates to the goal of the systematic database, which is to cover a high amount of relevant
note combinations. Therefore, the coverage criteria is not defined with respect to the units but related to a higher abstract
unit or context. Each context comprises several possible units.
Thus, the relationship between units and contexts has to
be defined by grouping the set of values of each note property
into clusters. Once the clusters are set, it is possible to statistically analyze the transition probabilities between contexts. Both
steps are explained in the following section.
2.2. Statistical analysis and clustering
In order to study the set of note properties that need to be covered, a set of songs belonging to the same style have been processed using Music21 [8], a Python toolkit to process music in
symbolic form.
Since most of the processed units are three notes long, and
each note is defined in terms of its strength, duration, and figure
and pitch intervals, the possible number of units is enormous.
As explained in the previous section, to reduce the amount of
units to cover, these are clustered into similar contexts.
In general, clusters have been organized so that close values are represented by the same cluster. In the case of pitch
interval clusters, it has been taken into account that within the
same cluster all pitch intervals correspond to only ascending or
descending intervals, since we do not want to transform an ascending pitch contour to synthesize a descending one (and vice
versa). Therefore, an interval of zero semitones (same consecutive notes) is grouped in a separate cluster. In the case of the figure interval, clusters do not need to follow the same constraint
concerning the direction of the interval (ascending or descending). Note strength clusters have been grouped according to the
note accentuation within a measure.
In Figure 3 and Table 1, the values distribution for the figure
interval and their clustering is shown. The same information is
presented with respect to note strength in Figure 4 and Table 2,
and concerning pitch interval in Figure 5 and Table 3.
Using this cluster representation, the context frequencies
have been counted and the 90% most common ones have been
selected to be covered, generating a list of 993 contexts of three
notes. Also, the amount of connections between these selected
contexts (by overlapping two or one notes or just concatenating
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them) has been computed to measure the transition probabilities
among contexts. These contexts are a higher level representation of 1480 units.
Table 1: Pitch interval cluster values.
Cluster
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Range of values
[-12, -8]
[-7, -3]
[-2, -1]
[0]
[1, 2]
[3, 7]
[8, 12]

2.3. Melodic exercises generation
The Viterbi algorithm has been used in order to generate the
sequence of melodic exercises of the systematic database. The
temporal resolution, or tick, of each melodic exercise is defined
by the minimum note length. In our case we have used a tick
of an eighth note. The sequence of ticks defines a note strength
grid which is used in order to know which units fit at each position in time. The note strength grid generation is explained in
section 2.3.1.
At each (forward) step of the Viterbi algorithm, the accumulated cost of inserting a given database unit at a certain tick
is computed using a set of cost functions explained in section
2.3.2. These cost functions handle the transitions between units
according to the statistical information at context level computed as explained in section 2.2. The cost functions also measure whether an instance fits in the grid and reusing a context is
penalized. Harmony is managed by the preset accompaniment
chords (which convey the target style) of the melodic exercises
and how these and the unit notes match. Inserting silences in the
middle of the exercise is also favored considering readability, in
order to help the singer to breath in the middle of the performance. Also, the generated note pitches are constrained to the
singers tessitura in order to facilitate singing the exercises.
The following subsections explain the process followed to
generate the melodic exercises as sequence of three note long
units. In a similar way exercises of two and one notes were
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Figure 4: Figure interval distribution (in octaves) and clusters.

Figure 5: Note strength distribution and clusters.

generated. In these cases, the previous and following notes are
considered to be silences, so the Viterbi algorithm was not necessary since unit overlapping does not apply. These exercises
were generated in a more straightforward manner by taking one
value per cluster to generate the contexts to cover.

Table 3: Note strength cluster values.

Table 2: Figure interval cluster values.
Cluster
1
2
3
4
5

Range of values
[-3, -1.585]
[-1.41, -1]
[-0.585, 0.585]
[1, 1.415]
[1.585, 3.585]

2.3.1. Note strength grid
Given the minimum note length that will be used in the systematic score, a grid can be generated which sets where notes can
be placed and which their note strengths are at those positions.
The length of this grid is related to the amount of measures per
exercise.
For a minimum note length of an eighth note, the note
strength grid for a single measure (4 beats, 8 ticks) is musically
defined as shown in the following vector:
[1, 0.125, 0.25, 0.125, 0.5, 0.125, 0.25, 0.125]

(1)

2.3.2. Cost measures
The accumulated cost for an evaluated node of the Viterbi matrix is evaluated by several cost measures.
The first computed cost checks whether the note strengths
features of the unit match the note strengths related to the tick
position where is is intended to be inserted. If the unit does not
fit, then it is not necessary to check all the other costs, and the
total cost is set to infinity. For units that do fit, the cost is set to
zero.
The second computed cost relates to the transition between
units. The result of the statistical analysis provides this cost for
an overlapping of two, one or zero notes (concatenation). These
transition is computed for the current selected unit with respect
to all possible previous units.

Cluster
1
2
3

Range of values
[0.5, 1]
[0.25]
[0.125, 0.625]

Since the aim is to have the highest coverage possible with
the minimum amount of melodic exercises, context repetition is
taken account for penalization. Therefore, a history of all previously selected contexts is kept, so that if in the currently evaluated node path there is a context repetition, a cost proportional
to the amount of repetitions is added. Although some context
repetitions may appear in the final score, this cost favors the
selection different contexts.
The harmony cost takes into account the chords for the
melodic exercises. The same sequence of chords has been predefined for all exercises in order to make it easy for the singer:
C7 (1st bar), Am7 (2nd bar), Dm (3rd bar 1st half), G7 (3rd bar
2nd half), C7 (4th bar). Those notes with cost zero are the ones
belonging to the chord. Otherwise, it is more costly to add notes
which do not match with the chord note information. In Table 4
the harmony costs are shown relating which notes are favored
(zero cost) per chord and which ones are more penalized (nonzero cost).
Finally, since melodic exercises are four measures long
(plus one as a break between exercises), and in order to make
them more easy to sing, a silence has been included in the middle, at the end of the second measure and at the beginning of
the third one. Several tick candidates for inserting the pause
are considered in the Viterbi paths and the least costly one is
chosen.
Table 4: Harmony costs.
Bar
1
2
3
3
4

Chord
C7
Am7
Dm
G7
C7

C
0
0
1
2
0

D
1
1
0
0
1

E
0
0
1
2
0

F
2
2
0
0
2

G
0
0
2
0
0

A
1
0
0
1
1

B
0
1
2
0
0.5
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4. References

2.3.3. Stop criteria
The algorithm stops generating melodic exercises depending on
two conditions. The first one is related to the coverage. If all
993 contexts have been selected (one unit per context is enough)
after the generation of a melodic exercise, the generation of exercises is stopped. This is controlled by the history of selected
contexts as explained in the previous section.
The second stop criteria is related to the available recording
session duration and the tempo of the generated score. If the accumulated duration of all exercises reaches the recording time,
given the amount of measures per exercise and the bpm, then no
more melodic exercises are generated.
2.3.4. Results
The systematic script has been generated by taking 57 jazz standard songs, setting the tessitura to one octave, a tempo of 71
bpm and a limit for the recording time of one hour. These constraints generate a recording script of 236 exercises and a coverage of 82% of contexts.
The generated melodic exercises as concatenation of three
note long units can be downloaded in pdf and audio files are
online at: http://www.dtic.upf.edu/˜mumbert/ssw8/.

3. Conclusions
A system for the systematic generation of melodic exercises has
been presented. The aim of such melodic exercises is to cover
the statistically and musically more relevant note combinations
in terms of note strength and figure and pitch intervals. The
concepts of units up to three notes and their feature clustering in
order to group them into high level contexts has been presented
in order to define the coverage criteria.
We plan to perform an evaluation in order to prove that the
generated systematic score is representative of the songs statistically analyzed. This can be proven by taking a set of target
songs different from the analyzed set but belonging to the same
style. Our unit selection-based approach can be used in order
to retrieve units from the systematic database and to measure
the degree of transformation (note duration, pitch shifting) that
these require to match the target. Also, the difference of note
strengths between the selected units and the target units can be
computed. Finally, phrasing aspects are important. For example, the length of retrieved sequences of consecutive units from
the database is a measure of representativeness. The longer
these sequences are, the longer the recorded contours used by
our framework will be.
These measures should differ from generating a systematic
score from another style database and computing the levels of
unit transformations and consecutive unit sequences lengths.
We also plan to improve the grouping process of note properties into clusters. This could also be done following a Kmeans algorithm. Also, the central values within a cluster
should be more represented in the final score than extreme values.
Also, once the systematic score is recorded, and the expressive contours extracted, the complete framework with both symbolic and expressive trajectories will be tested to generate the
expressive contours.
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ABSTRACT
Previous work in HCI has shown that ambiguity, normally avoided in
interaction design, can contribute to a user’s engagement by increasing interest and uncertainty. In this work, we create and evaluate
synthetic utterances where there is a conflict between text content,
and the emotion in the voice. We show that: 1) text content measurably alters the negative/positive perception of a spoken utterance,
2) changes in voice quality also produce this effect, 3) when the
voice quality and text content are conflicting the result is a synthesised ambiguous utterance. Results were analysed using an evaluation/activation space. Whereas the effect of text content was restricted to the negative/positive dimension (valence), voice quality
also had a significant effect on how active or passive the utterance
was perceived (activation).
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, expressive speech
synthesis, emotion, prosody.
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RELATION
WITH PRIOR WORK
In many systems, speech synthesis is required purely to communicate neutral dynamic information to a user, for example their bank
balance or the time of an appointment. However, as computer applications become more complex, for example by simulating environments, or taking on the role of a trainer or tutor, the interaction
required with users also becomes more complex. In such systems,
user engagement becomes more important, and in order to build systems which can create a compelling sense of engagement, Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) research has begun to look at alternatives to the dominant approach of user-centered design. Two alternatives to the traditional HCI approach are ludic design, which focuses
on the importance of encouraging playfulness in a design[1], and
experience-centred design, which focuses on the sense of experience
that a system would like to engender in a user[2]. In these design approaches, ambiguity, normally avoided in interface design, can be
harnessed to encourage intrigue, mystery and delight[3]. Speech
synthesis is a key enabling technology for pervasive design, and
in order to face the new challenges of affective, eyes-free and mobile systems, speech synthesis technology needs to offer designers
the flexibility and functionality that can support these new design
methodologies. This presents a challenge for speech synthesis, both
in terms of creating ambiguity in synthetic utterances, and in evaluating this ambiguity.
Ambiguity is often the result of a tension between opposing perceptions. It is this tension which can add to a user’s curiosity and
engagement. This is quite different from neutrality, where there are
no dominant or contrasting perceptions. For example ’hot and cold’

is ambiguous, whereas ’warm’ is neutral. In natural speech, ambiguity is often used to create a specific effect, for example irony. One
definition of irony is an expression or utterance marked by a deliberate contrast between apparent and intended meaning.[4] One
method used by human speakers to generate irony, is to use a contrasting emotion to the content spoken, for example “What a brilliant
day” said with an angry or stressed voice. Contrasting meaning and
emotion in this way creates a complex picture of the speaker. It
conveys more than the straightforward utterance “What a horrible
day”, because the tension between the voice and the content suggest
a complex internal state which in turn adds to the sense of character.
Current speech synthesis systems typically produce neutral
speech, although more recently, work in expressive speech synthesis
has examined how to create speech which unambiguously conveys
an emotion or an underlying expressive goal. This work has a long
tradition of focusing on evaluating a distinct set of between three and
nine, extreme, sometimes termed primitive emotional states, such as
disgust, fear, anger, joy, sadness, and surprise [5]. This presents a
problem for creating ambiguous utterances, because a very strong
emotion in the voice will dominate the perception of the utterance.
Instead a more controlled approach is required which can offset other
features in the utterance. The CereVoice speech synthesis system
uses a distinct set of sub-corpora containing different voice qualities to achieve a more subtle change in the perceived emotion in an
utterance.
Voice quality is an important factor in the perception of emotion
in speech[6]. However, unlike speech rate and pitch, which can be
modified relatively easily using digital signal processing techniques
such as PSOLA, modifying voice quality is more difficult, especially
if it is important to retain naturalness. Rather than modifying speech
to create the effect, an alternative approach is to record different
voice qualities and use them directly during concatenative synthesis. This approach has been applied to diphone synthesis [7] and has
been extended to unit selection in the CereVoice system which uses
pre-recorded voice quality sub-corpora in unit selection [8]. This
is different from other unit selection approaches which have instead
examined the use of sub-corpora of specific emotions, e.g. [9] where
Happy, Angry and Neutral sub-corpora were incorporated into an
emotional voice in Festival. By focusing on voice quality rather than
specific emotions, CereVoice allows a combination of DSP techniques and unit selection to craft a more varied and subtle set of
speech styles[10].
As with [7] three styles of voice quality (VQ) are available: Neutral (the default for the recorded corpora) and two sub-corpora of lax
(calm) and stressed (tense) voice quality. Adding an XML tag in the
speech biases the selection of the units to come from the sub-corpora.
However, the extent to which this unit-selection VQ approach suc-
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Fig. 1. Activation/Evaluation Space
ceeds in conveying a negative/positive perception of the utterance
has not been formally evaluated until now.
In order to both evaluate this approach, as well as evaluate the
success or failure of creating an ambiguous utterance, we require an
evaluation methodology which allows a response to be shifted depending on competing factors. In this work, we adapt the approach
taken by FEELTRACE[11] and evaluate utterances within the activation/evaluation space.
FEELTRACE was developed specifically for assessing gradual
changes in emotion by allowing subjects to place the emotion in a
two dimensional space called the evaluation/activation space. This
space is based on previous work in psychology [12, 13] and regards
emotions as having two components, a valence which varies from
negative to positive, and an activation which varies from passive to
active (See Figure 1). In this way, rather than asking subjects which
emotion they perceive in an utterance, the subject chooses a point in
this two dimensional space. This approach is especially powerful for
detecting shifts in emotion.
2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In order to create a conflict between voice quality and text content,
sentences were chosen with content intended to be both negative and
positive. Neutral sentences, and natural speech with neutral, lax and
stressed voice qualities, were used as controls.
Our research questions were:

Fig. 2. Online Experimental Setup
and Positive/Negative/Neutral Text content TCONT. Although sentences were present for all conditions in synthetic speech, natural
speech sentences were missing for: Positive Text with Stressed Voice
Quality, Negative Text with Lax Voice Quality and Positive/Negative
Text with Neutral Voice Quality. Synthesis was generated using the
CereProc Sarah RP female voice with natural stimuli held out from
the speech database.
Positive and Negative text content was selected from online
news materials by evaluating sentences using the dictionary of
affect[14]. The dictionary of affect gives valence and activation
scores to 8742 emotional words. Positive sentences were selected
which contained more positive words and the converse for negative
sentences. All sentences were manually checked in order to ensure
the overall semantic meaning also matched the desired text category.
There were 12 sentences in each category.
Our hypotheses were:

RQ1: Does voice quality change equate to a change in the positive/negative (valence) perception of an utterance?

1. H1: There is a significant difference in perceived valence
between utterances with stressed and lax voice qualities, for
both natural and synthetic speech.

RQ2: If so, can we use a mismatch between voice quality and text
content to create ambiguity in synthetic utterances?

2. H2: Text content has a significant influence on perceived valence.

3. METHODOLOGY
Voice quality is one feature among many that effect the perception of emotion in speech. As we wished to discover the effect of voice quality change only, we used the same approach
as Hofer et al [9], and asked subjects to rate the emotion in the
synthetic and natural speech by choosing a position in the activation/evaluation space (Figure 1). We also asked subjects to
rate naturalness on a 5 point scale (Bad/Poor/Fair/Good/Excellent).
The experiment was carried out online (see Figure 2) using 14
English native speakers. Subjects were requested to use headphones. There were three factors in the experiment: Synthesis/natural speech SYN, Stressed/Lax/Neutral voice quality VQ,
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3. H3: Where text content mismatches voice quality, the perceived valence moves towards the neutral point in the valence
scale due to the opposing perceptions creating by the ambiguity.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Naturalness
It is important to assess naturalness when testing speech synthesis in
any context as very poor naturalness will confound other perception
results and call into question the utility of any process that reduces
naturalness below an acceptable level.
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very positively. For commercial systems, voice talents are chosen for
having pleasant positive voices and this can undermine the use of a
neutral voice quality in such voices as a representative control.
However, results show that altering voice quality affects the perception of valence and activation in an utterance. Although the effect
for valence is significant only between stressed and other voice qualities this allows to accept hypothesis H1.
4.3. Effect of Text Content

Fig. 3. Mean opinion score by voice quality and by natural and synthetic speech.
Figure 3 shows naturalness expressed as a mean opinion score
(MOS) grouped by voice quality. A grouped univariate ANOVA
analysis with two factors, SYN and VQ was carried out. Both factors were significant (SYN: F(1, 462)=201.98, p<0.001), (VQ: F(2,
462)=11.00, p<0.001) with a just significant between factor interaction (F(2, 462)=3.13, p<0.05). Post-hoc Tukey tests showed a
significant drop in naturalness for stressed and lax synthesised sentences compared to Neutral sentences suggesting that concatenating
mixed sub-corpora causes an increase in synthetic artifacts. However
this drop in quality is typically less than 0.5 MOS. The naturalness
of neutral utterances compares favourably with state of the art systems (typically around 3.5)[15]. Results using MOS scores should
be treated with care as there is a strong argument that the underlying subject data should not be treated as parametric data. However
MOS is a default standard in speech synthesis and using MOS allows
a multifactor analysis of the data using a grouped ANOVA analysis. Although MOS data is rarely Gaussian, an ANOVA analysis is
acceptable based on the sampling theorem providing each cell has
sufficient data points (commonly 10 or above).
4.2. Voice Quality
Figure 4a shows the mean values for neutral sentences with different voice quality within the activation/evaluation space by SYN and
VQ. The means of natural utterances are shown in black, synthetic
utterances in grey.
A grouped multivariate ANOVA analysis was significant for
voice quality, for both valence (F(2, 186)=16.75, p<0.001) and activation (F(2, 186)=57.48, p<0.001), with a significant interaction between VQ and SYN for activation (F(2,186)=6.03, p<0.005). Posthoc tests showed that, in general, natural sentences with lax and
stressed voice quality were rated further from the centre of the activation/evaluation space than synthesised sentences. However synthesised sentences showed similar, if less marked, effects of voice
quality than natural sentences.
Although one aim of voice quality change is to modify the valence, there is also a strong effect on the perception of activation.
Lax voice quality is associated with low activation and positive valence, and stressed voice quality is associated with high activation
and negative valence.
In addition, we must note that our neutral voice quality was rated

Due to missing cells for text content in the natural stimuli set,
a second ANOVA was carried out on synthetic materials only.
A grouped multivariate analysis was carried out with VQ and
TCONT factors. VQ results supported those for the neutral sentences (F(2,325)=18.15, p<0.001 for valence and F(2,325)=53.25,
p<0.001 for activation). TCONT had no significant effect on naturalness or activation but showed a significant effect for valence
(F(2,157)=10.43, p<0.001). Post-hoc Tukey tests showed a significant difference between negative text content and neutral and positive content (p<0.05) but not between neutral and positive text content. Means for text content for neutral voice quality utterances only
are shown in Figure 4b.
Results show that text content affects the perception of valence
in a synthesised utterance. This allows us to accept hypothesis H2.
4.4. Effect of Irony
Figure 4c shows the means for matching (black), mismatching (dark
grey) and neutral utterances (light grey). There is a clear shift of the
mismatching utterances towards the neutral area in the evaluation
space. This shift was significant (Tukey post-hoc test p<0.05) for
Lax voice quality.
Looking more closely at the distributions of these five categories
(See Figure 5), we can see a marked difference between matching
and mismatching/neutral utterances.
Subjects responses are constrained to be within (or almost
within) the activation/evaluation circle. This puts a limits on possible
differences in variance by constraining the tails of the distributions.
This results in skew for distributions with off centre means, hence
the different distribution shapes of non-ambiguous (matching) utterances, from ambiguous (mismatching) utterances and neutral utterances.
Overall we see a significant shift towards neutral valence for the
Lax/-ve utterances and a non-significant tendency for Str/+ve utterances to also move towards neutral valence. We have already shown
that both voice quality and sentence content affect valence, therefore we can conclude that we have succeeded in creating ambiguous
utterances where contrasting features are creating an element of tension allowing us to accept hypothesis H3.
5. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the use of the activation/evaluation space is a
useful and effective means of evaluating valence shifts caused by
competing features in spoken utterances. We have also shown the
impact of voice quality on perceived emotion in terms of valence and
activation and how the text content of the utterance also modifies the
perception of valence.
Furthermore, a combination of voice quality associated with
positive valence and text content associated with negative valence
creates a mismatch which produces a perceived valence closer to the
neutral part of the scale. As we have significant evidence that these
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Neutral Sentence Type (Means)

Neutral Voice Quality (Means)

Lax

80

+ve
80

Neutral

Neutral

0

40

80

-80

-40

0

40

-40

-80

Evaluation(Valence)

0

-40

40

80

Activation

0

40

Activation

Activation

40

-40

Lax/+ve
Lax/-ve
Neutral
Str/+ve
Str/-ve

80

-ve

Stressed

-80

Matching/NonMatching
VQ/Stype (Means)

-80

-40

0

0

40

80

-40

-80

-80

Evaluation(Valence)

Evaluation(Valence)

Fig. 4. a) Mean values for neutral sentences by different voice qualities. Black - Natural Speech, Grey - Synthetic Speech. b) Mean
values by text content for neutral synthesised utterances. Positive sentences - ’+ve’, negative sentences - ’-ve’. c) Mean values by matching/nonambiguous (black), mismatching/ambiguous (dark grey) and neutral (light grey) synthesised utterances.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the distribution of valence results. TCONT/VQ mismatching/ambiguous utterances in italics, (left). matching/nonambiguous conditions (right) and responses to neutral condition (centre).
features produce an effect on valence in isolation, together they are
creating a tension in the utterance and producing an emotionally ambiguous stimuli.
However, a limitation of our activation/evaluation space approach is that it can’t distinguish between a neutral utterance and
an ambiguous one. Subjects were asked to give a single response
and Figure 5 shows that conflicting features do not create a bi-modal
response but are instead merged.
However, qualitatively the mismatched utterances do not sound
like the neutral utterances. We have made an example of all nine
conditions available on the internet 1 and encourage the reader to
listen to the differences.
Although this is strong indirect evidence of creating ambiguous
utterances, we would like to have a more explicit way of testing the
difference between the neutral and the ambiguous. This requires
more advanced evaluation methodologies which can deal with is1 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/matthewa/ssw2013VQ/
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sues such as motivation, intention and conversational function. We
believe the results presented here offer a good starting point for investigating these higher level responses to synthetic speech stimuli.
Future work will investigate the direct affect of ambiguity on the perception of character, and, through the assessment of more complete
systems, the utility of this approach in increasing engagement.
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Abstract
Speaking as part of a conversation is different from reading
out aloud. Speech synthesis systems, however, are typically
developed using assumptions (at least implicitly) that are more
true of the latter than the former situation. We address one particular aspect, which is the assumption that a fully formulated
sentence is available for synthesis. We have built a system that
does not make this assumption but rather can synthesize speech
given incrementally extended input. In an evaluation experiment, we found that in a dynamic domain where what is talked
about changes quickly, subjects rated the output of this system
as more ‘naturally pronounced’ than that of a baseline system
that employed standard synthesis, despite the synthesis quality
objectively being degraded. Our results highlight the importance of considering a synthesizer’s ability to support interactive
use-cases when determining the adequacy of synthesized speech.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, incremental processing, interactive behaviour, evaluation, adequacy

1. Introduction
Most speech synthesis software is not tailored towards interactive
use, but instead operates in a way that is best described as reading
out aloud. As a consequence, full sentences (or utterances in
dialogue) are used as input units, and typically, input cannot
be changed or extended after the synthesizer’s processing has
started.
This coarse input granularity and monolithical processing
reduce the ability to adapt to unforeseen changes in the environment, which may be necessary (or at least advantageous) in
interactive systems, such as commentary generation, or conversational dialogue systems. Thus, interactive systems may profit
from speech synthesis that uses smaller, partial input units that
are extended incrementally and just-in-time, while speech output is already ongoing, to produce an utterance in a piece-meal
fashion.
Dutoit et al. [1] have previously shown that incremental,
HMM-based speech synthesis is possible and only moderately
degrades synthesis quality; however, their speech synthesizer
is not integrated into a full text-to-speech system. We have
built an interactive text-to-speech synthesizer, I NPRO_iSS [2],1
based on MaryTTS [3] and the incremental processing toolkit
I NPROTK [4], which is able to produce output based on incrementally expanded utterance descriptions, and which also allows
1 I NPRO _iSS

is available as part of the I NPROTK distribution at
http://inprotk.sf.net.

to change delivery parameters of ongoing speech, such as tempo,
pitch, and – added in this work – force.
We have previously shown that incremental speech synthesis, in combination with incremental natural language generation,
is profitable in order to remain flexible with regards to external
events from the environment [5]. In a user study, participants
rated the naturalness of the formulation and the pronunciation
of our system in a highly dynamic environment. Analysis of
participant ratings showed that the formulations enabled by incrementally synthesizing speech were preferred (by a large margin) over baseline formulations, even if incremental formulation
sometimes has to resort to using a hesitation when events unfold
more slowly than anticipated [6]. In this work, we present the
result that users in addition rated the incremental system’s pronunciation as significantly more natural, despite that fact that
objectively pronunciation quality was lower. In our opinion, this
result highlights the importance of considering a synthesizer’s
abilities to support interactive use-cases when determining the
‘quality’ of the synthesized speech.
In Section 2, we detail our system’s implementation for
incrementally provided input as well as timely adaptation of
delivery parameters. We describe the domain of our system in
Section 3, the evaluation experiment in Section 4, and present the
results in Section 5. We draw conclusions from the experiment
in Section 6 and outline ideas for future work in Section 7.

2. Incrementality and timely adaptation
In our system, textual material to be synthesized is added in
‘chunks’, which ideally correspond to phrases, but which may
also be shorter, down to individual words. Chunks are added to
the system incrementally, and prosody is re-computed to reflect
changes in the textual and prosodic analysis given the added
material as soon as the material becomes available. This means
that prosodic quality is highest when material is added early on,
but our previous work has shown that having one chunk/phrase
of lookahead at all times is sufficient for prosody (pitch and
duration) to be almost indistinguishable to non-incrementally
produced pitch and duration assignments [7]. It is also possible
to revoke parts of the input (that have not been produced yet),
and to construct utterance plans [8], which may contain multiple
alternative paths for possible realization that can be selected until
immediately before speech realization reaches the branching
point in the plan.
Incremental extension of ongoing utterances allows the system to generate behaviour such as the one shown in Figure 1: in
the figure, a car is shown driving along a street, and eventually
turning. An incremental system that is to comment on these
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current point in time

formulation

pragmatic plan
(conceptualization)
syntactic plan/pattern

DET

N

words to be spoken

the

car

phonemes to be uttered

vocoding parameter frames
(motor planning)
synthesized speech audio
(articulation)

time event description

ongoing utterance (already realized part in bold,
newly appended continuation in italic)

t1 car on Main Street The car drives along Main Street.
t2 car will likely turn . . . drives along Main Street and then turns ‹hes›
t3 car turns right
. . . drives along Main Street and then turns right.

say(car(x) ∧ turns(x,?))

ð

ə

k

ɑ

VP
turns

… filled as words
become available

missing
r t ɜː n s ⊥ marks
continuation

… just enough lookahead
to model co-articulation
… just enough to keep
sound-card buffers full

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure of incremental units describing
an example utterance as it is being produced during utterance
delivery.

Figure 1: Example of incremental utterance production as a
car drives along a street and turns. The ongoing utterance is
extended as information becomes available.
events is able to generate one complex, successively extended
utterance, as in the figure, by adapting ongoing synthesis. As
in the figure, the system may hypothesize the upcoming turn
at time t2 and start to output the part of the utterance that is
independent of the direction of the turn. It may then speak about
the direction of the car’s turn immediately when it happens at t3 .
In contrast, a non-incremental system has to wait until t3 before
it may start its commentary about the car turning because it requires to know the direction of the turn, despite of the fact that
the car will likely turn was known at time t2 and the beginning
of the description (“and then turns”) being identical for either
direction. Of course, an incremental system may mis-judge the
time at which the direction of the car turning (or any other anticipated event) happens. As a countermeasure, our system may be
ordered to output a hesitation when it runs out of speech material,
in order to gain time (as shown in the second line of the example
in Figure 1). Hesitations are skipped (or immediately aborted)
as soon as more speech material becomes available (as shown in
the third line of the example).
The architectural overview of our system, as given in Figure 2, shows the just-in-time approach that is used. The overall
goal is to perform processing steps as late as possible, which
keeps overheads that are due to later changes of the input to a
minimum. In addition, most of the processing time is moved into
the delivery time of the speech, resulting in improved system
response compared to standard processing (see also [5]). The
time at which processing is required depends on the level of abstraction: vocoding need only be performed immediately before
the corresponding audio is requested, and HMM optimization is
performed step-wise using local phoneme contexts (as proposed
by [1], but also using global variance optimization [9] within the
local context) for each phoneme; higher-level processing must
be performed somewhat in advance, and needs to be able to accomodate changes that may result from later addition/revocation
of input.
Our processing architecture I NPROTK [4] is based on incremental units (IUs) [10]. IUs are shown as boxes in Figure 2
and related units are connected via same level links for data of
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Figure 3: Example graphical interface to incrementally manipulate speech delivery parameters.
the same type (shown in the figure by horizontal alignment) and
grounding links for hierarchical dependence over different levels
(shown in the figure by placing units above/below other units.
The links are used to track dependencies in the system and both
links and units are revised whenever material is added, removed,
or changed incrementally. Furthermore, IUs are active objects,
which are set up to automatically request relevant processing
steps via an update mechanism. Linguistic pre-processing and
prosody assignment relies on MaryTTS [3], which is called
repeatedly whenever new material is added to the ongoing utterance.
Linguistic pre-processing and (to a lesser degree) HMM
optimization are computationally expensive. For this reason, we
added ways to adapt speech delivery parameters outside of the
HMM framework that work with almost zero delay. The system
uses STRAIGHT vocoding [11], and is able to alter the different vocoding parameters (pitch, cepstrum, energy, and voicing
strengths) until immediately before a frame is vocoded. Furthermore, to allow for a simple, yet effective method to change
speech tempo without requiring to reperform the HMM optimization, we allow the system to skip or to repeat generated
parameter frames, which leads to faster (or slower, respectively)
speech – however, ignoring the HMM optimality criteria. (It
should be noted that this method works well for moderate tempo
changes (±30%) only and leads to acoustic artifacts for extreme
changes.)
The capabilities of our adaptation method are exploited in
a demonstrator, depicted in Figure 3: it allows to alter pitch,
tempo, and voice force (a linear combination of changes in
total energy, spectral tilt, as proposed in [12], and additionally
voicing strength) in real time (less than 5 ms delay). However,
this capability is used only to a limited degree in the experiment
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reported below (pitch and duration are adapted just-in-time in
the vicinity of hesitations).

3. System domain
To test the merit of incremental speech synthesis, we built a
system for an interactive commentary domain. The domain
combines aspects of sports commentary [13], which often profits
from open-ended utterances, with interactive map exploration
descriptions for the visually impaired [14].
In our CarChase domain, shown in Figure 4, a car drives
around the streets on the map and a commentator (supposed to
be observing the scene from above) comments on where it is
driving and what turns it is taking.
The car’s itinerary in our domain simulator is scripted from
a configuration file which assigns target positions for the car at
different points in time and from which the motion and rotation
of the car is animated. The speed of the car is set so that the
event density is high enough that the setting cannot be described
by simply producing one utterance per event; instead, utterances
need to be aborted to make room for new material (baseline
behaviour), or utterances need to integrate later events while
they are already ongoing (incremental behaviour).
Our system distinguishes three different types of events:
street identification, the car taking a turn, and turn preparatory
events that become active when it is obvious that the car will
turn but the direction of the turn cannot yet be determined. The
three event types are shown in Figure 1 at times t1 (ID), t2 (turnprep), and t3 (turn). While it is an advantage of the incremental
system that it may combine multiple events into one longer,
connected utterance, the main advantage for temporal adequacy
of the commentary comes from turn-prep events, which allow
to start producing some material about the event (the fact that
a turn will occur) even before the direction of the turn can be
specified.
The focus of our work is only on incremental speech synthesis, and hence we did not implement an automatic scene
analysis/event detection nor an NLG component for the task
(however, see [15, 16] for such components in a highly related
domain). Instead, commentary text is scripted from the same
configuration file that controls the car’s motion on the board.
Events that control speech synthesis lag behind motion events
slightly, ensuring that visual analysis would be possible, and
event/text correspondence – although hand-written – is close,
matching NLG capabilities.

4. Experiment
We evaluated the incremental system by comparing its output to
a non-incremental baseline system which is unable to extend ongoing partial utterances and hence cannot incrementally combine
multiple events into one utterance. Instead, the baseline system
produces one full utterance per event. To ensure timeliness of
commentary even in the baseline system, some commenting
events were marked as optional (in which case the corresponding
utterances are skipped if the system is still outputting a previous
utterance), whereas non-optional utterances abort any ongoing
commentary in favour of the next utterance. All turn events
in the domain were marked as optional, all street ID events as
non-optional. Of course, the baseline system cannot make use
of turn-prep events.

Figure 4: The map shown in the CarChase domain, including
the car on one of its itineraries (red). At the depicted moment we
can assume that the car will take a turn, but do not know whether
left or right. A second itinerary is shown in blue.

We devised 4 different configurations (including the itineraries shown in Figure 4), and the timing of events was varied
(by having the car go at different speeds, or by delaying some
events), resulting in 9 scenarios; in 3 of these, the incremental
system over-commits to the appearance of a turn event and needs
to play a short hesitation (‘ehm’) before the direction of the turn
event becomes known. These cases were meant to include errors
that are specific to the incremental system’s behaviour into the
evaluation and thus lead to a more balanced comparison to the
baseline system.
Both systems’ output for the 9 scenarios was recorded with
a screen recorder, resulting in 18 videos that were played in
random order to 9 participants (university students not involved
in the research) who were told that various versions of commentary-generating systems generated the commentary based on the
running picture in the videos and were then asked to rate each
video on a five-point Likert scale with regards to how natural
(similar to a human) the spoken commentary was (a) formulated,
and (b) pronounced. We did not further specify what exactly
was meant by ‘formulation’ or ‘pronunciation’, instead relying
on the participants’ intuitive understanding of these terms. In
total, the questionnaires resulted in 81 paired samples for each
question.
The experiment was performed with an early version of the
system, which still performed some prosodic mis-alignments at
utterance extensions, due to various shortcomings. Furthermore,
the coarsely implemented hesitations result in audible acoustic
and prosodic artifacts. Overall, we hoped that the incremental
system’s formulation would be preferred by participants, without
a significant decrease in pronunciation ratings.

5. Results
As expected and shown in Figure 5, participants highly preferred
the incremental system’s formulations over the non-incremental
baseline system, with a median difference in ratings of the two
conditions of 2 points (mean 1.66), which is highly significant
(sign test, 68+/9=/4-; p < .0001). For the incremental system,
we distinguished between settings where the system generated a
hesitation (hes) and those where it did not (no hes). As can be
seen in the figure, even utterances in which the incremental sys-
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very
natural
somewhat
natural

incremental strategy

no hes

baseline strategy
hes

neutral
somewhat
unnatural
very
unnatural

no hes hes

a) formulation

b) pronunciation

Figure 5: Mean ratings of formulation and pronunciation quality
for the incremental and the baseline system. The formulation
rating is shown subdivided for utterances with and without hesitations.
tem had to resort to a hesitation were rated as significantly better
formulated than the baseline behaviour (see also [6]). There was
no significant difference between pronunciation ratings for the
hes/no hes conditions.
More relevant for the present discussion, however, are the
pronunciation rating differences between the incremental and
baseline systems, which also show a clear preference for the
incremental system, with a mean difference in ratings of the two
conditions of 0.51 points, which was also highly significant (sign
test, 38+/30=/13-; p < .0007).2
The better pronunciation ratings are especially surprising,
as objectively, the synthesis quality of the incremental system
can only have been systematically lower than that of the nonincremental system, as the manipulations to synthesis required
for incremental processing (and the flaws that existed in the early
prototype that was used in the experiment) can only systematically result in a deterioration of the synthesis quality, but not
in a systematic improvement. Thus, it appears that participants
pardoned bad synthesis quality (which occurs in both system
versions for certain words) more easily, when overall formulation quality is better and even compensate for hesitations that
may have been realized rather unnaturally in the incremental
system. More to the point: naïve participants do not clearly
distinguish between pronunciation and formulation ratings (this
is also evidenced by the fact that ratings for the two questions
are moderately correlated; Pearson’s r = .537), and formulation
seems to outweigh pronunciation.
Of course, applied systems are most often used by naïve
users. Thus, their ratings should matter much more than objective metrics or ratings given by professionals.

6. Conclusion
We have built an incremental speech synthesis system that accepts incrementally provided input and we tested it in a domain
where this capability allows to integrate multiple, successive
events into one complex utterance, and – using preparatory
events – allows very timely behaviour. Our experiment shows
that the incremental system’s formulations are highly preferred
2 We also conducted a non-paired, two-tailed t-test for pronunciation
ratings, as the different formulations of the systems might have effects
on pronunciation quality; this test was also significant (p < .0012).
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over conventional baseline behaviour, even when they involve
the introduction of (poorly synthesized) hesitations.
Furthermore, the incremental system’s synthesis quality (as
captured by the pronunciation rating) was rated as significantly
better, despite of modifications that can only have lead to objectively lower quality. However, the speech that was synthesized
incrementally was interactionally more adequate to the situation
of continuous commentary, that is, there were other aspects than
voice quality that mattered to the perception of the synthesized
speech.
We conclude that synthesis quality may actually matter very
little in comparison to interaction quality, and that speech synthesis systems should be evaluated in context, or at least taking into
account the sorts of interaction behaviour that they support (such
as incremental behaviour in our case). In the end, interactive
adequacy as a target of speech synthesis optimization may lead
to better results more easily than (isolated) perception ratings of
synthesized speech samples, without their integration into the
relevant context.
Similarly to spoken commentary in a dynamic domain as
presented above, conversational speech requires revisions and
reactions to external events, such as listener feedback (or the
absence thereof) [17, 18]. Thus, we believe that our results, as
well as incremental processing in general, also apply to a broad
range of conversational synthesis tasks. Finally, the ability to
adapt distinguishes incremental speech synthesis from canned
speech, which may sound better (seen in isolation), but is completely static and unresponsive to situational demands. Thus, the
current success of canned speech in dialogue systems cannot
be expected to scale to more interactively advanced dialogue in
conversational settings.

7. Future work
Our current system is a combination of incremental (vocoding, HMM optimization, top-level integration) and non-incremental strategies (linguistic pre-processing, HMM state selection), which is a compromise owing to the complexity of the
full text-to-speech task. However, we plan to extend our system,
which is already available as open-source software, to model
more of the (phrasal) structure that is generated by linguistic preprocessing in the incremental data structure (cmp. Figure 2). This
will allow to e. g. support SSML as incremental input (which is
currently unsupported), to support the structured, high-level manipulation of the prosodic realization in real time (i. e. without
further re-processing), and allow for a flexible blend of textto-speech and concept-to-speech techniques in the incremental
system.
Modelling higher-level structure will also include modelling
underspecified higher-level structure, for example the fact that a
question is to be synthesized (triggering the appropriate sentence
intonation) despite the fact that some specific content is still
unknown. In general, there is a trade-off between early specification, and the likelihood of later revision; quality of the system
output might improve with explicit models of such likelihoods
and corresponding processing adaptations.
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State-of-the-art text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis is often based
on statistical parametric methods. Particular attention is paid to
hidden Markov model (HMM) based text-to-speech synthesis.
HMM-TTS is optimized for ideal voices and may not produce
high quality synthesized speech with voices having frequent
non-ideal phonation. Such a voice quality is irregular
phonation (also called as glottalization), which occurs
frequently among healthy speakers. There are existing
methods for transforming regular (also called as modal) to
irregular voice, but only initial experiments have been
conducted for statistical parametric speech synthesis with a
glottalization model. In this paper we extend our previous
residual codebook based excitation model with irregular voice
modeling. The proposed model applies three heuristics, which
were proven to be useful: 1) pitch halving, 2) pitchsynchronous residual modulation with periods multiplied by
random scaling factors and 3) spectral distortion. In a
perception test the extended HMM-TTS produced speech that
is more similar to the original speaker than the baseline
system. An acoustic experiment found the output of the model
to be similar to original irregular speech in terms of several
parameters. Applications of the model may include expressive
statistical parametric speech synthesis and the creation of
personalized voices.
Index Terms: irregular phonation, glottalization, voice
quality, parametric, speech synthesis

1. Introduction
State-of-the art text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis is often based
on statistical parametric methods. Particular attention is paid to
hidden Markov model (HMM) based text-to-speech synthesis
[1] (HTS). In this type of speech synthesis, the speech signal is
decomposed to physical parameters which are fed to a
machine learning system. After the training data is learned,
during synthesis, the parameter sequences are converted back
to speech signal with speech coding methods. For this task,
often simple vocoders (e.g. pulse-noise excitation) are used
which make use of the source-filter model of speech. The
advantages of HMM-TTS compared to other synthesis
techniques include its flexibility and small footprint.
However, the over-simplified vocoder techniques make
the quality of synthesized speech of HMM-TTS poor
compared to high-quality unit selection based speech synthesis
systems. To overcome this drawback, several improved
excitation models have been proposed. STRAIGHT-based
vocoding produces very good quality HMM-based synthesized
speech [2]. Cabral uses the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) [3] acoustic
model of the glottal source derivative to construct the
excitation signal [4]. Drugman proposed the Deterministic
Plus Stochastic Model (DSM) of the residual signal [5]. Raitio
and his colleagues use glottal inverse filtering within HMMbased speech synthesis and unit selection of pulses for
generating natural sounding synthetic speech [6], [7]. The

latest excitation models introduce the voicing cut-off
frequency [8] and waveform interpolation [9] to enhance the
performance of HMM-TTS. We proposed a residual codebook
based excitation model which also exceeds the quality of
simple pulse-noise excitation [10], [11].

1.1. Irregular phonation
Statistical parametric speech synthesis and most of the
above excitation models are optimized for ideal voices and
may not produce high quality synthesized speech with voices
having frequent non-ideal phonation. Such a non-ideal voice
quality is irregular phonation.
During regular voiced phonation (ideal, modal voice) in
human speech, the vocal cords are vibrating quasiperiodically. For shorter or longer periods of time this
vibration may become irregular. Abrupt changes occur in the
fundamental frequency (F0), amplitude of the pitch periods or
both. This is called irregular phonation (or glottalization, vocal
fry, creaky voice), which is a frequent phenomenon for both
healthy speakers and people having voice disorders. It is often
accompanied by extremely low pitch and the quick attenuation
of glottal pulses. Glottalization is perceived as a creaky, rough
voice [12], [13]. Fig. 1 shows an example for glottalization
(LP residual on the top and speech signal on the bottom). The
horizontal arrow denotes the section where the phonation is
irregular. Amplitude attenuations in the waveform and missing
impulses in the residual are clearly visible.
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Figure 1: A speech recording of the word ‘cipő’
having irregular phonation at the section denoted by
an arrow. a) residual signal and b) speech signal.
It was found that up to 15% of the vowels of healthy
American English speakers may be produced with irregular
phonation [14]; therefore it is not negligible in normal speech.
The occurrence of glottalization depends on the prosodic
structure (it often coincides with prosodic boundaries and
stressed syllables [15]) and carries information from the
speaker, his/her dialect, mood and emotional state [16].
Irregular phonation can cause problems for standard speech
analysis methods (e.g. F0 tracking and spectral analysis).
Proper modeling of irregularly phonated speech may
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2. HMM-TTS with a residual codebook
based excitation model
We have proposed a residual codebook based excitation model
[10] and integrated it into HMM-TTS ([11], HTS-CDBK), that
will be used here as the baseline system.

2.1. Analysis
The input is a speech waveform with 16 kHz sampling rate
and 16 bit linear PCM quantization. First, the F0 parameters
are calculated by the publicly available Snack pitch tracker
with 25 ms frame size and 5 ms frame shift. In the next step
34-dimensional MGC analysis is performed on the speech
signal with the SPTK tool. The residual signal (excitation) is
obtained by MGLSA inverse filtering. Next, a Glottal Closure
Instant (GCI) detection algorithm is used to find the pitch
boundaries in the voiced parts of the modal speech signal [24].
Finally, a codebook of pitch-synchronous residuals is built,
obtained from a small speech database (see Section 2.4) and
residual analysis is performed.
The further analysis steps are completed on the residual
signal with the same frame shift values. For measuring the
parameters in the voiced parts, pitch synchronous, two period
long frames are used according to the GCI locations and they
are Hanning-windowed (see Fig. 2). A codebook is built from
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pitch-synchronous residual frames. Several parameters of
these frames are used to fully describe the speech residuals:
• F0: fundamental frequency of the frame
• gain: RMS energy of the windowed frame
• rt0 peak indices: the locations of prominent values
(peaks or valleys) in the windowed frame (see Fig. 2)
• HNR: Harmonic-To-Noise ratio of the frame [25]
For each voiced frame, one codebook element is saved
with the above parameters and the windowed signal is also
stored. The rt0 parameter is a 4-dimensional vector, which is a
new idea for describing the residual frames. We found that the
consecutive rt0 parameters are slowly evolving enough and are
suitable for machine learning in HTS. In the used parameters
our model is different from similar excitation models, like
DSM [5]. These parameters will be used for target cost
calculations during synthesis. In order to collect similar
codebook elements, the RMSE distance is calculated between
the pitch normalized versions of the codebook elements which
will be used for concatenation cost. The normalization is done
by resampling every frame to 40 samples.
0.04
0.03
0.02
Normalized amplitude

contribute to building natural, emotional and personalized
speech synthesis systems. Irregular phonation is frequently
adopted in lively story-telling, natural interactive conversation
[17] and can signal sadness [18] or boredom [19]. Therefore
an irregular phonation model improves expressive speech
synthesis systems. Such a model allows speaker adaptation for
deep elderly voices (e.g. radio announcers) having frequent
glottalization.
First attempts to model irregular phonation were either in
the formant synthesis domain [20] or relied on increasing jitter
and shimmer of the speech signal [21]. In [13], a simple semiautomatic transformation method is developed which
introduces irregular pitch periods into a modal speech signal,
based on amplitude scaling of the individual periods. In
perception and acoustic experiments, this method was shown
to yield irregular speech that is as rough and as natural as
original glottalized speech. To model vocal fry in statistical
parametric speech synthesis, [22] introduces a robust F0
measure and two-band voicing, which improves significantly
the quality of HMM-based speech synthesis. However, they do
not focus on the characteristics of creaky excitation. Drugman
and his colleagues derive an extension of the DSM model [5]
which can handle creaky excitation by integrating secondary
pulses in the residual, and investigate this in copy-synthesis
experiments [23]. After that they investigate the usefulness of
contextual factors for creaky voice prediction and experiment
with adding parameter streams describing irregular phonation
into the HMM-TTS framework [17]. To the best of our
knowledge this extended analysis-synthesis method with the
creaky voice model has not been integrated into HTS yet.
In this paper we extend our previous residual codebook
based excitation model (HTS-CDBK) with irregular voice
modeling. The baseline residual analysis-synthesis framework
and the model of irregular voice are introduced in Sections 2
and 3, respectively. In Section 4 a perceptual test, while in
Section 5 an acoustic experiment and their results are shown.
In Section 6, we present the advantages and drawbacks of our
method and conclude the paper.
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Figure 2: Calculation of the rt0 parameter for a
windowed residual segment. rt0i is the distance of
prominent peaks from the main impulse, in samples.

2.2. Training
For training, the parameters of MGC, log(F0), log(gain),
log(rt0) and log(HNR) of each frame are extracted. F0 and rt0
are modeled with MSD-HMMs because these do not have
values in unvoiced regions. MGC, HNR and gain are modeled
as simple HMMs. The first and second derivatives of all of the
parameters are also stored in the parameter files and used in
the training phase. Altogether five streams of data are
considered.

2.3. Synthesis
In the synthesis phase of HTS-CDBK the inputs are the
parameters obtained during training (F0, gain, rt0 indices and
HNR) and the codebook of pitch-synchronous residuals. If the
frame is voiced, a suitable codebook element with the target
F0, rt0 and HNR is searched from the codebook. We apply
target cost and concatenation cost with hand-crafted weights,
similarly to unit selection speech synthesis [26]. The target
cost is the squared difference among the parameters (F0, rt0
and HNR) of the current frame and the parameters of those
elements in the codebook. The concatenation cost is calculated
as the RMSE difference of the pitch normalized frames. When
a suitable codebook element is found, its fundamental period
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is set to the target F0 by either zero padding or deletion. If the
frame is unvoiced, white noise is used as excitation. Next, the
residual is created by pitch synchronously overlap-adding the
Hanning-windowed residual periods. After that, the
synthesized residual is lowpass filtered to 6 kHz and white
noise is used in the frequency band above 6 kHz. Finally, the
energy of the frames is set using the gain parameter and
synthesized speech is reconstructed by MGLSA filtering.
Note that the computational cost of the residual unit
selection during synthesis depends on the size of the codebook
and the applied costs. In our experiments we found that using
a small codebook the synthesis time might be suitable for realtime synthesis, therefore the method does not decrease the
flexibility of the original HTS system.

• the time that is elapsed between successive glottal pulses
is longer and more irregular, resulting in lower F0 and
higher jitter
• abrupt changes occur in the amplitude of the periods
• the open quotient (proportion of the glottal cycle where
the glottis is open) is lower
• first formant bandwidth is increased because of more
acoustic losses at the glottis
• the closure of the vocal folds is more abrupt
Some of these properties are observable in both the speech
and in the residual signal. An example for this can be seen in
Fig. 1. In the irregularly phonated interval the pitch is lower
and the periods have clearly abrupt changes in amplitude.
0.02

a

residual (baseline)

b

waveform (baseline)

c

residual (proposed)

d

waveform (proposed)

2.4. Speech data
0

2.5. Irregular voice handling in the baseline system
We have analyzed the training speech databases of the two
speakers and conducted speaker dependent training. During
the analysis, it was found that when glottalization occurs
(typically in the vowels of the last syllables of the sentences),
the Snack pitch tracker cannot measure F0 and sets the frame
as being unvoiced. Therefore, this pattern is learned by the
system and glottalization is modeled in HTS-CDBK similarly
to unvoiced speech. During synthesis unvoiced excitation is
often generated at the last vowels of the sentences. This
produces a very unpleasant voice and it is not a proper model
of glottalization. Fig. 3 a) and b) show an example for the end
of a sentence synthesized by the baseline system showing the
residual (a) and the final speech waveform (b). In the section
denoted by a blue horizontal arrow unvoiced excitation was
generated for some part of the vowel ‘á’, and therefore there is
only aperiodic noise in the end of the speech signal.

3. HTS-CDBK extended with an irregular
voice model
First, several acoustic properties of glottalization are
introduced. Then an available semi-automatic regular-toirregular transformation method is described. Finally, this
method is further improved and integrated into HTS-CDBK.
The novel system is denoted as HTS-CDBK+Irreg-Rule.

3.1. Acoustic properties of irregular phonation
In natural speech, irregular phonation can be distinguished
from regular phonation by several properties ([13], [20]):
• the overall intensity level is lower
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The speech data that was used for our experiments is a part of
the PPBA database [27]. Two Hungarian males were chosen
for speaker dependent training (denoted FF3 and FF4). Both
speakers produced irregular phonation frequently, mostly at
the end of sentences. 1940-1940 phonetically balanced
sentences (2-2 hours of speech) from them were used as
training corpora. The sentences in the corpus are stored as
waveform files (44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16 bit linear PCM
quantization), which were resampled to 16 kHz. We created a
residual codebook with 3394 elements for speaker FF3 and
another one with 2218 elements for speaker FF4 extracted
from about 10 minutes of speech from the first 150 sentences.
Other excitation models use codebooks of similar scale [7].
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Figure 3: Synthesized version of the word ‘miháj’
extracted from the end of a longer sentence with a)
and b) from the baseline system and c) and d) from the
proposed system.

3.2. Regular to irregular transformation method
In [13], a regular-to-irregular voice transformation method
was proposed which uses amplitude scaling of individual
glottal cycles. Here, the modal speech is pitch-synchronously
windowed, the periods are multiplied by individual handselected scaling factors and finally speech is overlap-added
from the modified signal. The scaling factors can either boost,
attenuate, remove or leave unmodified the cycles. [13] extends
this with stylized pulse pattern copying yielding in a semiautomatic transformation method.
In the present form, this method is not suitable to be
integrated into HTS; partly because it is manual or semiautomatic and as it works on the speech signal itself and not
on excitation. However, the concepts of this transformation
method were re-used and further improved yielding in an
automatic model that was integrated into HTS-CDBK.

3.3. The proposed model
The proposed model differs from the baseline only in the
synthesis phase. The analysis, training and the training speech
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database are the same as in the baseline system (see Sections
2.1, 2.2 and 2.4, respectively).
The proposed model applies three heuristics similarly to
[13]: 1) pitch halving, 2) pitch-synchronous residual
modulation with periods multiplied by random amplitudes and
3) spectral distortion. Although the theoretical correctness of
these heuristics cannot be proven because irregular phonation
does not have a strict definition and each occurrence is
different, in our preliminary experiments these ideas were
useful and improved the baseline system. All of the heuristics
are motivated by acoustic properties of irregular phonation,
which are described in detail here:
1) In the sections that should be synthesized with irregular
phonation, the half of the F0 of the generated parameter
sequence is used. If there is F0=0 in the parameters of the
glottalized section as in the baseline system, than before the
halving the F0 is first interpolated according the neighboring
frames. We applied the pitch halving because glottalization
has often significantly lower F0 than modal speech (see
Section 3.1), and [13] argues that by removing every second or
third cycle the perception of samples is similar to decreasing
the open quotient. In the residual codebook, frames with
extremely low F0 are rare. Therefore, during synthesis,
residual frames are zero padded which results in a similar
effect than removing every second cycle.
2) During residual synthesis, each pitch cycle is multiplied
by a random scaling factor in the range of {0..1}. This is
similar to [13] but we do not boost any of the periods, only
attenuate or leave them unchanged. This heuristic is motivated
by the property of glottalization that is visible in Fig. 1:
irregular phonation has often strong amplitude attenuations
during the consecutive pitch cycles. From the modified
residual periods the residual signal is obtained by overlapadding the frames.
3) Finally, spectral distortion is applied. In [28] we found
that the frame-by-frame MGC parameters of irregularly
phonated speech are less smooth than those of regular speech.
Therefore here we try to ‘distort’ the MGC parameters
similarly by slightly modifying them: the parameter values are
multiplied by random numbers between {0.995…1.005}. This
yields a less smooth parameter sequence for each dimension of
MGC. Note that one might argue that by adding random
numbers to the residual or waveform samples itself the speech
signal could be directly distorted. However, there is only a
small chance that such a distortion would lead to a speech
signal that is similar to original irregular utterances.
As there is no explicit glottalization model (e.g. irregular
phonation labels, questions for decision trees) in the HTSCDBK system, sections with irregular phonation have to be
found from the generated F0 sequence. In our experiments the
generated parameter and label files were checked automatically. Glottalization was applied if at least five consecutive
frames were given zero F0 within a vowel. In these cases,
fundamental frequency was interpolated between the voiced
parts to have a straight F0 line, or was set to slightly
decreasing if there were no voiced neighboring sounds.
Fig. 3 shows an example for the results of the baseline
(HTS-CDBK: a, b) and the extended systems (HTSCDBK+Irreg-Rule: c, d). In a) and b) the blue horizontal
arrow shows the section where the excitation is unvoiced
within the vowel ‘á’ in HTS-CDBK. As this section is longer
than five frame shifts (25 ms), we apply glottalization for this
vowel in the HTS-CDBK+Irreg-Rule system. In c) and d) the
proposed residual and speech signal are shown and red dashed
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horizontal line indicates the glottalized vowel ‘á’. It is clearly
visible on both the residual and speech signals that the
extended model is closer to the original irregular signal (Fig.
1) than the baseline system.

4. Perceptual evaluation
In order to evaluate the quality that can be achieved by the
proposed HTS-CDBK+Irreg-Rule method, a listening test was
conducted according to the guidelines of [29]. A major factor
that determines the usefulness of this method is if human
listeners accept the synthesized speech. Therefore, our aim
was to measure the perceived ‘pleasantness’ and the similarity
to the original speaker. Synthesized samples of the baseline
system were compared to those of the proposed solution.

4.1. Methods
To create the speech stimuli, four voice models with the two
systems and the two speakers were created. Note that HTSCDBK and HTS-CDBK+Irreg-Rule only differ in the
synthesis part, therefore the analysis, training and speech data
was the same here. 130-130 sentences were synthesized with
all four voice models and 10-10 sentences having at least one
irregularly synthesized vowel at the end were selected for the
subjective test. The last word (containing at least two
syllables) of each sentence was cut and used as stimuli as we
wanted the listeners to focus only on the sentence endings. An
example for an utterance from the test can be seen in Fig. 3.
In the test, the two versions of each word were included,
resulting altogether 40 utterances (2 speakers · 10 words · 2
versions). A web-based paired comparison test with two
CMOS-like questions was created. Before the test, listeners
were asked to listen to an example from speaker FF3. In the
first part of the test, the listeners had to rate their preference
(‘Which version do you think is more pleasant?’, ‘1 – first is
much more pleasant’ … ‘5 – second is much more pleasant’).
In the second part, they were asked which version is more
similar to the original speaker. For this, a reference speech
sample was shown first and the two stimuli after that (‘Which
version is more similar to the original speaker?’, ‘1 – first is
more similar’, ‘2 – equal’, ‘3 – second is more similar’). The
utterances were presented in a randomized order.

4.2. Results
Altogether 11 listeners participated in the test. They were all
university students or computer science professionals, between
ages of 19-30 years. All of them were native speakers of
Hungarian and none of them reported any hearing loss. On the
average the whole test took 9 minutes to complete.
The results of the listening test are presented in Fig. 4 for
the two speakers. The figure provides a comparison between
the baseline system (left part, blue color) and the proposed
system (right part, red color). It can be seen that for the
preference question, for both speakers the results are higher
than the equal answer of 50% (CMOS score=3.0) meaning that
the proposed system was more preferred (mean altogether:
3.36). Similarity scores are higher than the equal 50%
(CMOS=2.0) for both speakers FF3 and FF4 (mean altogether:
2.38). The ratings of the listeners were compared by t-tests as
well. The statistical analysis showed that the proposed method
was significantly preferred in terms of ‘pleasantness’
(p<0.0005) and was significantly more similar to the original
speaker (p<0.0005) than the baseline system. By investigating
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the scores for the stimuli one by one, we found that all of the
utterances ranked higher in the similarity test, while in 18 out
of 20 sample pairs the extended model was preferred.
From this subjective experiment, we can conclude that the
HTS-CDBK+Irreg-Rule system improves the perceived
naturalness of synthesized speech using an irregular voice
model and the proposed method can generate speech that is
more similar to the original speaker.
equal
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5.2. Results
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pitch marks) was chosen and the same vowel was measured in
the original regular version. In the synthesized versions, the
vowels created by the irregular voice models were measured.
In Wavesurfer, the 512-point FFT spectrum, calculated using a
Hamming window, was displayed at the chosen locations and
the parameters were graphically measured. In the irregular
versions often strong subharmonics appeared; here we
measured H1 and H2 as the lowest two of the spectral peaks.

100%

Figure 4: Results of the subjective evaluation showing
percentages of Comparative MOS scores between
baseline and proposed systems.

5. Acoustic evaluation
The perception test showed the preference of the proposed
model. However, from the listening test results it is not known
whether the proposed system models irregular voice properly
or it was just preferred to use other excitation instead of white
noise in the investigated vowels. Therefore we investigated
several acoustic cues which were found previously to
distinguish original irregular and regular speech [13].

The mean values of H1*-H2* (proportional to OQ), H1*-A1
(proportional to 1/B1) and H1*-A3* (proportional to TL) are
shown in Fig. 5 for the three utterance versions separately. In
one-way ANOVAs, stimulus type had a significant effect on
the difference between the first two harmonics (p<0.0005),
while the other two calculated parameters were not
significantly different. Tukey’s post hoc test was used to
compare the mean parameter values of each stimulus type.
H1*-H2* was significantly different for the original
regular speech (p<0.05) whereas it was approximately the
same for the original irregular and for the synthesized irregular
recordings (p=0.97, n.s.). This means that in terms of open
quotient, the synthesized versions are close to the original
irregular versions. H1*-A1 and H1*-A3* are not significantly
different for any of the groups, but in the figure we can see the
trends that the irregular voice model have created. In terms of
the H1*-A1 and first formant bandwidth the synthesized
irregular utterances are close to the original irregular
recordings. In this experiment, H1*-A3* was not helpful to
differentiate between the regular and irregular utterances.
From the acoustic experiment the conclusion is that the
proposed irregular model can reconstruct two of the three
investigated acoustical correlates of irregular speech.
25

original regular
original irregular
synthesized irregular

5.1. Methods
The acoustic properties of glottalization were introduced in
Section 3.1. In the acoustic experiment the three most
important acoustic cues [20] are used: open quotient (OQ),
first formant bandwidth (B1) and spectral tilt (TL). OQ and TL
are expected to be lower for irregular phonation, while B1 is
increased compared to regular voice. If the synthesized
utterances match these correlates, that might provide an
explanation for their perceptual acceptability.
The above parameters are more convenient to consider in
the frequency domain; therefore the changes in H1-H2 (the
difference of the amplitudes of the first two harmonics), H1A1 (H1 relative to the first formant amplitude) and H1-A3 (H1
relative to the third formant amplitude) were measured which
are correlated with OQ, B1 and TL, respectively [31, 32].
These parameter values can be biased by the effects of the first
three formants. To compensate this, we used the equations
suggested by [30] and implemented in VoiceSauce: the value
of H1 and H2 was corrected for F1 and F2 (H1* and H2*), and
the value of A3 was corrected for F1, F2, and F3 (A3*).
The measurements were conducted partly on the stimuli
used in the perceptual evaluation (10-10 words synthesized by
the proposed model). The other part of the investigated speech
material consisted of 10-10 original regular and original
irregular vowels selected from the PPBA database from both
speakers. Altogether the parameters of 80 vowels were
measured. First the wave files were resampled to 8 kHz. Then
a glottalized vowel from the original irregular version was
selected and the middle of the vowel (roughly aligned with the
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Figure 5: Results of the acoustic experiment.

6. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper presented a method to synthesize irregular voice
within the HTS framework. The proposed method uses pitch
halving, amplitude scaling of the pitch periods of the residual
signal and spectral distortion. Although the theoretical
correctness of these heuristics cannot not be proven because
irregular phonation does not have a strict definition and every
occurrence is different, in our experiments these ideas were
useful and improved the baseline system. The proposed
method was supported by perception and acoustic tests. A
perception experiment found the proposed method to
synthesize glottalized speech that is closer to the original
speaker while increasing naturalness. An acoustic experiment
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found the output of the model to be similar to original irregular
speech in terms of open quotient and first formant bandwidth.
The new method is fully automatic because amplitude
scales are determined randomly and no manual scaling is
necessary. By applying predefined stylized pulse patterns as in
[13] instead of random scaling factors, the naturalness of
synthesized glottalization might be further improved. With the
application of an irregular vs. regular classification algorithm
(e.g. [14]), glottalization could be modeled explicitly in HTS.
To create a full speech synthesis system that is able to
synthesize irregular speech, it will be necessary to include new
contextual factors or additional parameter streams like in [17].
In [33] we extend this model and show another data-driven
approach for irregular voice synthesis.
With the new method we extend previous speech
processing techniques dealing with irregular phonation: it may
contribute to building natural, emotional and personalized
speech synthesis. Irregular phonation is frequently adopted in
lively story-telling, natural interactive conversation [17] and
can signal sadness [18] or boredom [19]. Therefore an
irregular voice model improves expressive speech synthesis
systems. For example it is possible to create speaker
adaptation for deep elderly voices (e.g. those of famous radio
announcers) having frequent glottalization.
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Abstract
Aiming to provide the synthetic speech with the ability to express speaker’s intentions and subtle nuances, we investigated
the relationship between the speaker’s intentions that the listener perceived and sentence-final particle/intonation combinations in Japanese conversational speech. First, we classified F0
contours of sentence-final syllables in actual speech and found
various distinctive contours, namely, not only simple rising and
falling ones but also rise-and-fall and fall-and-rise ones. Next,
we conducted subjective evaluations to clarify what kind of intentions the listeners perceived depending on the sentence-final
particle/intonation combinations. Results showed that adequate
sentence-final particle/intonation combinations should be used
to convey the intention to the listeners precisely. Whether the
sentence was positive or negative also affected the listeners’
perception. For example, a sentence-final particle ‘yo’ with a
falling intonation conveyed the intention of an “order” in a positive sentence but “blame” in a negative sentence. Furthermore,
it was found that some specific nuances could be added to some
major intentions by subtle differences in intonation. The different intentions and nuances could be conveyed just by controlling the sentence-final intonation in synthetic speech.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, speaker’s intention, sentencefinal particle, sentence-final intonation, conversational speech

1. Introduction
Speech synthesis technology has made remarkable progress in
its synthetic voice quality, and the natural-sounding synthetic
speech has recently become available. Moreover, various approaches to synthesizing expressive and conversational speech
have been also reported in the past decade [1, 2, 3, 4]. However,
due to the diversity of conversational speech, numerous problems still need to be solved to build a useful speech synthesis
system for robots and speech-enabled agents that communicate
with humans through synthetic speech. We communicate with
each other through linguistic and paralinguistic information [5].
An utterance is affected by the speaker’s intentions, attitudes,
feelings, personal relationship with the listeners, and so forth.
The paralinguistic features of the utterance vary a great deal.
In spoken Japanese, a speaker’s intention is usually conveyed at the end of a sentence by sentence-final particles or
auxiliary verbs [6]. The functions of sentence-final particles
have been extensively studied in the field of linguistics [7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13]. For example, a sentence-final particle ‘yo’ indicates a strong assertion, and ‘ne’ indicates a request for listeners’ agreement. In addition, the intonation of the sentence-final
particle, namely, the sentence-final intonation plays a significant
role in expressing the intention and has also been studied over

the years [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. For instance, a sentence with a
sentence-final particle ‘ka’ becomes a declarative sentence with
a falling intonation, whereas it becomes an interrogative sentence with a rising intonation. Moreover, it can express various additional nuances such as surprise, admiration, concern,
doubt, or anger through different intonations. The functions
of the sentence-final and phrase-final intonation have been discussed also in terms of turn-taking [20, 21]. However, not only
the sentence-final intonation but also the intonation of the whole
sentence varies depending on the speaker’s intention or attitude.
In some languages other than Japanese, it has been reported that
the listeners could identify the speaker’s attitudes before the end
of the sentences [22, 23]. In contrast, the experiment that used
two utterances of the same sentence uttered with different intentions demonstrated the importance of the sentence-final intonation in Japanese. When the speech segments of the sentencefinal particle were cut off and swapped, the listeners perceived
the intention that was expressed by the segment of sentencefinal particle though the overall F0 contours of the utterances
differed from each other [24].
On the other hand, there are not as yet many approaches to
expressing the speaker’s intention by controlling the sentencefinal intonation in the field of speech synthesis technology.
Boundary pitch movements in Tokyo Japanese have been analyzed and modeled [25]. Five boundary pitch movements were
chosen and their meanings were examined through association
with eight semantic scales. A prosody control method has been
proposed [26], which was based on the analysis of intonations
of the one-word utterance ‘n’. This study revealed that speaking attitudes were expressed by the F0 average height and dynamic pattern of the word ‘n’, since it has no particular lexical meaning. However, none of these models above considered the association of the expressions of the speaker’s intention with the sentence-final particles despite the fact that the
intention is verbally expressed by the sentence-final particle in
Japanese spoken dialogue. Although we investigated the relationship between the speaker’s intentions and sentence-final intonation contours in a previous study [27], we did not consider
the relevance of the sentence-final particles.
In this study, we focus on the listeners’ perception of
speaker’s intention, associating with sentence-final particles and
their intonation contours in order to enable synthetic speech to
express various intentions. In Section 2, we classify sentencefinal intonation contours to find what kinds of sentence-final
intonation were used in actual speech. In Section 3, we select several distinctive intonation contours from among the classification results and conduct a subjective evaluation to find
suitable sentence-final particle/intonation combinations for conveying some specific intentions (hereafter “major intentions”).
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Furthermore, in Section 4, we investigate sentence-final particle/intonation combinations that can add subtle nuances to the
major intentions aiming to provide the synthetic speech with
wide expressiveness. In Section 5, we conclude the paper with
some remarks.

2. Classification of sentence-final intonation
2.1. Previous research in linguistics
As mentioned above, the functions of the sentence-final intonation have been discussed and various views have been proposed
by the linguists. Table 1 shows some examples for the categorization of the sentence-final intonation in terms of the contours.
In the majority of them, the sentence-final intonation contours
were classified into two categories or up to five categories at
most. However, there seems to be no accepted notion.
Table 1: Examples for categorization of sentence-final intonation in linguistics.
Number of
categories
2
4
5

Categories
Rise, Fall [15]
Rise, Fall-and-rise, Fall, Rise-and-fall [16]
Interrogative rise, Prominent rise, Fall,
Rise-and-fall, Flat [17]

2.2. Speech data
We used speech data that were created with the aim of developing an HMM-based speech synthesis system that had multiple HMMs depending on situations of conversation [4]. To
build the HMMs, we designed several situations and more than
2000 sentences derived from dialogues that our communication
robot [28] performed. These sentences were uttered by a voice
actress, to whom we did not indicated any specific intentions for
each sentence but explained the situations in which the robot
was supposed to utter each sentence. The F0 contours were
extracted using STRAIGHT [29], and the phonemes were manually segmented. The intonation contours at the end of these
utterances varied a great deal and expressed subtle nuances and
connotations. Of these data, 2092 utterances whose sentencefinal vowel was not devoiced were used for the analysis.
The sentence-final intonation contours, that is, the F0 contour in the sentence-final syllable was extracted by referring to
the phoneme boundaries. Because the actual F0 values of the
utterances differed from each other and were difficult to classify, the time and frequency axes were normalized. To remove
F0 perturbation caused by jitter and microprosody, the logarithmic F0 contour was approximated by a third-order least squares
curve. The approximated curve was sampled at 11 points that
equally divided the duration into 10. Finally, the starting point
of the sampled curve was parallel-translated to the origin [27].
2.3. Classification of sentence-final intonation contours
The normalized F0 contours obtained by the above process were
classified by Ward’s clustering algorithm [30], which is one of
the hierarchical clustering algorithms and merges clusters so as
to minimize the within-cluster variance.
Figure 1 shows an example of the clustering results when
the number of clusters was set to 32. The F0 contours denoted
by thick circles and a thick line are the centroids of each cluster. The numbers in square brackets (e.g., [C2]) are expedient
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cluster IDs corresponding to the clustering sequence. Note that
the lengths of the vertical lines do not represent the distance between the clusters due to the limitation of the page layout. Various sentence-final intonation contours were found, including
not only simple rising and falling intonations but also rise-andfall and fall-and-rise intonations.
2.4. Perceptual discrimination of intonation contours by
centroids
We found the sentence-final intonation contours were classified
into distinctive clusters. However, we predicted not all the pairs
of cluster centroids would have a notable perceptual difference
from each other because the clustering was based only on the
shapes of the F0 contours. Therefore, a preliminary evaluation
was conducted.
A back-channel utterance ‘haa’, which had no specific
linguistic meaning, was resynthesized by the STRAIGHT
vocoder [29], and its F0 contour was replaced with 127 centroid
pairs obtained in the process of classifying the F0 contours into
128 clusters. Fifteen listeners were randomly presented with
254 ‘haa’ pairs including a reverse order for each pair of centroids and then asked whether they perceived the two intonations to be the same or different. The results of the evaluation
are shown in Figure 2. The numbers in parentheses indicate the
number of responses when the intonations by the centroids on
both sides were perceived as different. This is how we obtained
the criteria for sifting through and selecting the F0 contours that
would be used in the next experiments.

3. Major intentions conveyed by
sentence-final particle/intonation
combinations
3.1. Selection of representative intonation contours
We consulted previous studies prior to conducting the subjective evaluation to investigate what kind of speaker’s intentions
could be conveyed by sentence-final particles and their intonation contours. Referring to the results of the preliminary evaluation (Figure 2), we stopped dividing clusters whose child clusters received 28 or fewer perceptions that their intonations were
different. The selected clusters were C5, C20, C6, C15, C16,
and C19.
Compared with the categorization in the previous research
shown in Table 1, the centroid of the cluster C5 seems to correspond to the interrogative rise intonation, C20 to the fall-andrise, C6 to the fall, C15 to the rise-and-fall, C16 to the prominent rise, and C19 to the flat. These results indicate that specific
intonation contours corresponding to the categories in the previous research could be obtained from the speech database.
3.2. Experimental setup
A subjective evaluation was conducted to clarify what kind of
intentions the listener could perceive through the sentence-final
intonations produced by the selected six centroids.
We prepared 31 short sentences consisting of a verb
‘taberu’ (“eat” ) followed by a sentence-final particle (‘yo’, ‘na’,
‘ne’, ‘datte’, etc.), an auxiliary verb (‘daroo’), or one of their
concatenations (‘yone’, ‘yona’, ‘datteyo’, ‘daroone’, etc.). Synthetic voices of these sentences were generated by our HMMbased speech synthesis system [4]. The duration of the last
vowel of each sentence was fixed to 313 ms, which was the
mean duration of the last vowels of the sentences in the speech
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Figure 1: Result of clustering sentence-final intonation contours when the number of clusters was set to 32.
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• Sentence-final particle ‘ne’
Generally, the use of ‘ne’ signals a polite “request”. This was
endorsed with the rising intonations C5 and C20 (Figures 3(a)
and 3(f)). In the positive sentence ‘Tabete ne’, a “request”
was also conveyed with the rising C16 intonation. On the
other hand, in the negative sentence ‘Tabenaide ne’ with the
rising C16 and flat C19 intonations, an “order” was perceived
more clearly than in the positive sentence.
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Figure 2: Preliminary evaluation results of intonations generated by cluster centroids. The numbers in parentheses indicate
the number of responses when the intonations by the centroids
on both sides were perceived as different.
data. Then, the sentence-final F0 contour was replaced with the
six centroids. We also designed 11 speaker’s intentions (“request”, “order”, “blame”, “hearsay”, “guess”, “question”, etc.)
and situations where these intentions could be indicated. We
informed 20 listeners of the situations and speaker’s intentions
and asked them to evaluate whether or not both the lexical and
intonational expressions of the stimulus were suitable for conveying the intention on a five-level scale: –2 (unsuitable; suitable for a different intention), –1 (rather unsuitable), +1 (rather
suitable), +2 (suitable), and 0 (none of the above).
3.3. Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows the key results of the subjective evaluation, with
a particular focus on a “request”, an “order”, and “blame”.

• Sentence-final particle ‘yo’
In the positive sentences ‘Tabete yo’ (Figure 3(b)) with the
falling intonations C6 and C15 and ‘Tabero yo’ (Figure 3(d))
with C6, an “order” (“Don’t eat.” ) was conveyed. In contrast, in the negative sentences ‘Tabenaide yo’ (Figure 3(g))
and ‘Taberuna yo’ (Figure 3(i)), which meant prohibition,
“blame” (“Why did you eat even though I told you not to?” )
was strongly conveyed with the falling intonations C6 and
C15. When with the rising and flat intonations C5, C16, and
C19, they caused an “order” impression.
• Sentence-final particles ‘yone’ and ‘yona’
‘Yone’ is known to have different lexical functions from ‘ne’
and ‘yo’. “Blame”, which was not much perceived in the
sentences with ‘ne’, was conveyed with the rising C16 and
flat C19 intonations (Figures 3(c) and 3(h)). This tendency
differs from the case with ‘yo’, where “blame” was conveyed
with the falling intonations C6 and C15. “Blame” could be
conveyed also in ‘yona’ with C16 and C19 (Figures 3(e) and
3(j)).
To summarize the results, we can obtain Table 2, which
shows the highest scored intentions for each combination. Then
we can consult this table when we generate synthetic speech.
For example, we can express “request” in a positive sentence
with a sentence-final particle ‘ne’ by using C5 or C20 as the
sentence-final intonation. When we need to express “blame”
in a negative sentence with a sentence-final particle ‘yo’, we
should use C6 or C15.
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Figure 3: Subjective evaluation results of major intentions depending on sentence-final particle/intonation combinations. The sentences
in (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) are positive (roughly, “Please eat.” ), and the others are negative (“Please don’t eat.” ).
Table 2: Speaker’s intention conveyed by sentence-final particle/intonation combination. The intentions (“request”, “order”, and
“blame”) that received the highest positive score are shown by the initial letters and underlined when their scores are higher than or
equal to 1.0 (rather suitable). *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1, where p is the maximum p-value among two comparisons.
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4. Additional nuances conveyed by
sentence-final particle/intonation
combinations
As the next step of this study, we investigated whether the listeners could perceive additional intentions, attitudes, or feelings
(hereinafter collectively called “additional nuances”) through
the sentence-final intonations.
4.1. Selection of representative intonation contours
We increased the types of representative intonation contours to
be used for the subjective evaluation of additional nuances. The
selected six clusters in 3.1 were divided into several subclusters.
This time, we merged two clusters from the 128 leaf nodes to the
six clusters. When two clusters received 27 or more out of 30
(more than or equal to 90%) perceptions that their intonations
were different, they were not merged. Additionally, their parent
cluster was not merged with its paired cluster either. Thus, the
cluster C5 was ultimately divided into 8 subclusters, C20 into
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3, C6 into 11, C15 into 5, C16 into 7, and C19 into 7, as listed
in Table 3.
4.2. Experimental setup
We defined the intentions of a “request”, an “order”, and
“blame” as the major intentions for this evaluation. Considering
the results of the previous section (Table 2), we chose sentencefinal particle/intonation combinations from among those which
received the significantly different (p < 0.05) score: ‘Tabete ne’
with the sentence-final intonations by the subclusters of C5,
C20, and C16 for a “request”; ‘Tabenaide yo’ with the subclusters of C16 and C19 for an “order”; and ‘Tabenaide yo’ with the
subclusters of C6 and C15 for “blame”. We generated 18 synthetic utterances with different intonations for the major intention “request”, 14 utterances for the “order”, and 16 utterances
for the “blame” as the stimuli.
Three additional nuances for each major intention (Table 4)
were designed, which one of the authors perceived from these
stimuli in advance. The stimuli were presented to 22 listeners,
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Table 3: Selected subclusters as representative intonation
contours to be used for the evaluation of additional nuances. Their centroids are shown in Figure 4.
Parent
cluster

Table 4: Evaluated additional nuances for each major intention.
Major
intention
Request

Subclusters
# IDs
8 C12, C36, C61, C30, C43, C130, C184, C23
3 C100, C135, C41
11 C9, C70, C334, C282, C232, C139, C151,
C233, C125, C65, C22
5 C24, C329, C117, C74, C155
7 C123, C346, C248, C71, C131, C104, C52
7 C214, C269, C229, C101, C56, C112, C202
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(o2) not to be afraid the listener will definitely eat.
(o3) to be in a slightly bad mood.
(b1) to be in a hurry to stop the listener from eating.
(b2) to be in a rage after the listener has eaten.
(b3) to be disheartened after the listener has eaten.
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(a) ‘Tabete ne’ with major intention “request”.
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(b) ‘Tabenaide yo’ with major intention “order”.
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(c) ‘Tabenaide yo’ with major intention “blame”.

Figure 4: Subjective evaluation results of additional nuances to major intentions. The centroids of the subclusters of C5, C20, and C16
were used for expressing the major intention “request”, those of C16 and C19 for “order”, those of C6 and C15 for “blame”.
along with the situation of the dialogue and the additional nuances for each of the three major intentions. The listeners were
asked to evaluate whether they felt the additional nuances on a
four-level scale: 3 (strongly felt), 2 (felt), 1 (slightly felt), and
0 (not felt). In addition, they were asked to freely describe any
other nuances they felt and evaluate the stimuli in the same way.
4.3. Results and discussion
The results are shown in Figure 4. Several intonation contours
were found to be able to convey some additional nuances.
• “Request” (Figure 4(a))
The additional nuances (r1) and (r2) have mutually exclusive
meanings. C61, C23, C43, and C131 conveyed the nuance
(r1) well. They all rise toward a considerably high frequency
at the end of a sentence, which is a characteristic that can be
considered to convey “sincerity” or “cordiality”. In contrast,
C248 and C123, which were slightly rising and rather flat

overall contours, implied (r2). C135 and C41, which were
fall-and-rise contours with the extreme lowering, insinuated
(r3). As for the free description, some listeners noted that
C248 and C346 created a sense of familiarity and caused an
impression that the speaker was just like a senior (such as a
parent of a friend). However, whether others similarly perceive it or not needs to be investigated further.
• “Order” (Figure 4(b))
The additional nuances (o1) and (o2) are mutually exclusive.
C269, C101, and C229, which were undulated, conveyed
(o1). C71, which were slightly rising and undulated, also
conveyed (o1). On the other hand, (o2) was not very clearly
conveyed, but by C248. C229, C214, and C101 conveyed
(o3) in addition to (o1).
• “Blame” (Figure 4(c))
The additional nuance (b1) seemed to be expressed by a large
rise-and-fall movement such as C117 and C155. C24 and
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C329, which had a steep fall after slight rise, expressed (b2)
clearly. C151 and C233, which had a slight fall, expressed
(b3).

5. Conclusions
We investigated the expression of speaker’s intentions through
sentence-final particle/intonation combinations in Japanese
conversational speech. Results showed that the sentencefinal intonation contours varied a great deal and that adequate
sentence-final particle/intonation combinations should be used
to convey the intention to the listeners precisely. Furthermore,
it was found that some specific nuances could be added to some
major intentions by subtle differences in intonation.
We indicated that not only major intentions but also
subtle nuances could be expressed by sentence-final particle/intonation combinations. However, other prosodic features
such as the duration, power, and voice quality of the sentencefinal syllable must be changed in actual speech to contribute
to conveying the intentions. They need to be adequately controlled in order to express the intentions more precisely and
more expressively. We intend to elucidate the relationship between these features and the intentions in our future work.
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Abstract
In this demo we will briefly outline the scope of the european
EUNISON project, which aims at a unified numerical simulation of the physics of voice by resorting to supercomputer facilities, and present some of its preliminary results obtained to
date.
Index Terms: Voice production, finite element methods,
physics of voice

1. Demo description
Several strategies have been followed in the past decades to simulate the human voice. These usually focus on the final goal of
generating a realistic acoustic signal of voice, making whatever
simplifications may be necessary for it. For instance, current
commercial speech synthesis systems are based on concatenation of pre-recorded audio segments, whereas many articulatory physics-based approaches rely on one-dimensional formulations that need to incorporate several tricks, so as to emulate
three dimensional (3D) voice effects.
However, the amazingly growing capacity of computers combined with intense research on numerical mathematics, has opened the door to go one step beyond. It is
at the core of the European FET project EUNISON (Extensive UNIfied-domain SimulatiON of the human voice,
http://www.eunison.eu), to build a new voice simula-

Figure 1: Finite Element simulation for vowel /a/. Courtesy of
La Salle R&D, Universitat Ramon Llull, Barcelona, Catalonia,
Spain.

Figure 2: Vocal folds numerical simulation. Courtesy of the
Computational Technology Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden.
tor which, from given inputs representing topology or muscle
activations or phonemes, it will render the complex 3D physics
of the voice, including of course its acoustic output. This will
give important insights into how the voice works, and how it
fails.
The physics of voice is extremely intricate. It involves complex interactions between laminar and turbulent airflow; vibrating, deforming, colliding elastic solids; and sound waves resonating in a contorting, dynamic duct. The simulation of these
phenomena demands tailored numerical strategies which will
be accounted for within EUNISON by adopting and developing
new stabilized finite element methods (FEM) to be implemented
in parallel platforms. Yet, no good progress can be made without testing the numerical simulations against experimental data.
Another crucial aspect of the project will be then to perform

Figure 3: Experimental flow for a fricative sound. Courtesy of
the GIPSA-lab, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(CNRS), Grenoble, France.
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experimental investigation, which will not only serve for testing purposes, but also to better understand several mechanisms
of voice production related e.g., to the generation of fricatives,
plosives and syllables.
In this demo we will present some preliminary results attained at the initial steps of EUNISON (2013-2016). These will
consist of several animations and figures corresponding to simulations of some particular phenomena that ideally, by the end
of the project, will be integrated in a single framework. In Fig.1
we can observe a snapshot of acoustic waves emanating from a
realistic real head when pronouncing vowel /a/. Fig.2 presents
a snapshot of the self-oscillation of vocals folds driven by air
emanating from lungs, which already includes the possibility of
vocal folds contact. In Fig.3, we show the experimental visualization of flow corresponding to a fricative consonant.
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The final goal of EUNISON is not developing a text-tospeech synthesis system, but rather a voice simulation engine,
with many applications; given the right controls and enough
computer time, it could be made to speak in any language, or
sing in any style. The model will be operable on-line, as a reference and a platform for others to exploit in further studies. The
long-term prospects include more natural speech synthesis, improved clinical procedures, greater public awareness of voice,
better voice pedagogy and new forms of cultural expression.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present the recent progress in the M AGE
project. M AGE is a library for realtime and interactive (reactive) parametric speech synthesis using hidden Markov models
(HMMs). Here, it is broadened in order to support not only
the standard acoustic features (spectrum and f0 ) to model and
synthesize speech but also to combine acoustic and articulatory
features, such as tongue, lips and jaw positions. Such an integration enables the user to have a straight forward and meaningful control space to intuitively modify the synthesized phones in
real time only by configuring the position of the articulators.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, reactive, articulators

1. Reactive HMM-based speech synthesis
M AGE is based on HTS [1], which it extends in order to support realtime architecture and multithreaded control. M AGE
uses multiple threads, and each thread can be affected by the
user. This allows accurate and precise control over the different production levels of the artificial speech. M AGE integrates
three main threads: the label thread responsible for the contextual control, the parameter generation thread responsible for
the reactive parameter generation by means of short-term parameter trajectories and local maximization and the audio generation thread responsible for the vocoding. Three queues are
shared between threads for sharing and exchanging data: the label queue, the parameter queue and the sample queue. Further
details can be found in [2].

2. Reactive articulatory feature control
In this work, M AGE is modified in order to generate and alter articulatory features. Given the unified acoustic-articulatory
model [3], [4] and a set of phonetic labels, it is possible to reactively generate the target speech samples. Simultaneously, it
is possible to influence the generated acoustic features by replacing the generated articulatory features with the user input.
In this way, we can achieve the goal of altering the generated
speech samples at the articulatory level rather than directly at
the acoustic level. Note that the intention is to reactively alter a
given context and its acoustic features by using only modifications over the articulatory features provided by the user. Here
we present an application that combines the M AGE synthesizer
with a graphical user interface (GUI)1 . The GUI is dependent
on the database we use for the synthesis [3]. It depicts a two dimensional midsagittal view of the vocal tract drawn using 124

points.The position of these EMA points can be reactively controlled by the user using a mouse or touch screen. There are
no limits to the possible position of the EMA points providing
to the user 12 degrees of freedom. This means that the user
is free to place these points in coordinates that are “unnatural”
either from a physical point of view or as sequence of movements. The user is also able to load predefined configurations
of vocal tract shapes and EMAs and continue to apply his own
controls. The shape of the vocal tract can be reactively altered
so that the user will have a reference point to the initial configuration chosen. The final part of the application, generating the
speech waveform, is implemented by M AGE. The user modifications over the EMA points are taken into account to generate
the corresponding articulatory features. These features are used
to estimate the acoustic features, then will give the final speech
samples.

3. Conclusions
We presented a method that enables reactive articulatory control over HMM-based parametric speech synthesis using M AGE
combined with an application that enables the user to reactively
control the position of the articulators through a GUI. We see
that reactive articulatory control is feasible, and combined with
an interface allows us to explore different aspects of the speech
production. However the most important aspect of this work
is that we actually prove that M AGE can be used also as a reactive mapping tool between different feature streams. In this
case M AGE is able to reactively map the user controls over the
articulatory feature stream over the acoustic feature stream.
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Abstract
M AGE enables the reactive and continuous models modification in the HMM-based speech synthesis framework. Here,
we present our first prototype system for extended interpolation
applied for interactive accent control. Available accent models
for American, Canadian and British English are manipulated
in realtime by means of a gesturally controlled interactive geographical map. The accent interpolation is applied to one gender
at a time, but the user is able to reactive alter between genders,
while controlling the speakers to be interpolated at a time.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, reactive, dialect, interpolation

1. Reactive HMM-based speech synthesis
In the application, various English accents need to be controlled
and interpolated in realtime. Therefore, we use M AGE1 , which
supports a realtime architecture for reactive HMM-based speech
synthesis. M AGE uses multiple threads, and each thread can be
affected by the user, allowing accurate controls over the different production levels of the artificial speech [1]. Accessing and
controlling the thread responsible for the model manipulation
we can reactively modify the way the available models are used
for the parameter generation. M AGE allows the reactive control
of the the interpolation weights of every feature stream for every phonetic label, as illustrated in Figure 1. This feature allows
reactive and continuous control over the degree of interpolation
between various models, maintaining any other controls.

2. Reactive accent interpolation map
In order to separate out speaker characteristics and accent so
that listeners can focus only on accent transitions we use multiple speakers who have similar accents, by interpolating their
acoustic models. As users interact with the map application2
they selected the speakers for interpolation. All speakers are
chosen from the CSTR voice banking corpus.
The application consists of the world map, on which every single speaker is represented as a circle. The “active” region controlled by the user is represented as a yellow circle
around the cursor. The user can zoom in/out, navigate, select
the speaker’s gender and the interpolation “mode” by using the
standard mouse or touchscreen controls. There are two ways
to interpolate between speakers: “collision” mode, where the
active region overlaps and selects one or more speaker for interpolation and “continuous” mode, where each time the cursor moves, the distance between the cursor and all the available
1 M AGE : http://mage.numediart.org/.
2 A video can be found in https://vimeo.com/67662099.
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Figure 1: Reactive parameter generation by continuously interpolating multiple models.
speakers is computed and the N -nearest speakers are selected
to be interpolated as shown in Figure2. When the voice models
are selected, the interpolation weights are computed (uniform
weights of w = 1/N ), the speech parameters are generated and
the speech output is synthesized.
(b) interpolating N nearest
female speakers (here 5)

(a) interpolating by
collision male speakers

Figure 2: Examples of interactive accent interpolation during
(a) “collision” and (b) “continuous” modes.

3. Conclusions
The interactive accent map application can have several applications, targeting the creation of unique personalized voices. In
the field of new interfaces for musical expression and performing arts, in gaming, movie dubbing or GPS applications as well
as assistive applications for speech impaired people. Finally in
speech pedagogy and therapy by creating adaptive references
for certain dialects [2]. However it is not straightforward to formally evaluate the proposed interactive accent control.
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Abstract
The flexibility of statistical parametric speech synthesis has
recently led to the development of interactive speech synthesis
systems where different aspects of the voice output can be
continuously controlled. The demonstration presented in this
paper is based on MAGE/pHTS, a real-time synthesis system
developed at Mons University. This system enhances the
controllability and the reactivity of HTS by enabling the
generation of the speech parameters on the fly. This
demonstration gives an illustration of the new possibilities
offered by this approach in terms of interaction. A kinect sensor
is used to follow the gestures and body posture of the user and
these physical parameters are mapped to the prosodic parameters
of an HMM-based singing voice model. In this way, the user can
directly control various aspect of the singing voice such as the
vibrato, the fundamental frequency or the duration. An avatar is
used to encourage and facilitate the user interaction.

2. Mage/pHTS
The pHTS engine relies on a series of modifications of HTS,
enabling a much more reactive control of speech output. The
main modification is the reduction of the phonetic context used
for the generation of the speech parameters trajectories. The
speech parameters are generated using a 2-label sliding window
and the corresponding speech sound can be synthesized right
away as shown in Figure 1. Within appropriate real-time audio
software architecture, it means that the sound can be synthesized
on the fly. As a result, any kind of modification performed on the
models during the generation of the speech parameters has an
impact on the corresponding speech sound with a delay of only
one label.

label 1
label 2

Index Terms: Performative Speech Synthesis, Mage, Singing
Voice Synthesis

label 3

1. Introduction
In typical text-to-speech systems, the conversion between text
and generated voice occurs at the sentence level. This precludes
any form of real-time interaction and control of the output voice,
narrowing down the set of potential application of these systems.
However, HMM-based speech synthesis [1] brings a new level
of flexibility in the generation of the speech parameters. It allows
for instance to change the characteristics of a voice [2] or to
interpolate between voice models [3] and therefore constitutes a
promising framework to explore interactive applications of
speech synthesis. Recently, the University of Mons has
introduced a modified version of HTS [4], called performative
HTS or pHTS [5]. With this new system, the HMM models and
the speech parameters can be modified on the fly, enabling a
real-time control of the voice output. The demonstration
prototype presented in this paper gives an illustration of the
possibilities offered by this approach. It uses the pHTS engine in
order to modify in real-time the prosodic parameters of an
HMM-based singing voice model [6]. The prosodic parameters
are mapped to the gestures and body posture of the user tracked
by a Microsoft Kinect sensor [7]. This kind of gesture control is
particularly well suited for real-time interaction where several
parameters can be controlled at the same time. It also provides a
physical experience of several dimensions of the singing voice
prosody. The section 2 of this paper presents a short overview of
pHTS and its real-time software environment MAGE. The
prototype used for gesture-controlled singing voice synthesis
will be detailed in section 3.

trained
HMMs

...
label n

silence
buffer 1

Parameter generation
from HMM

Excitation
generation

Synthesis
filter

buffer 2
...
buffer n

Figure 1: pHTS synthesis using 2-label sliding window to
generate the speech parameters.
MAGE is the software umbrella that provides the appropriate
real-time audio architecture for the pHTS engine. It also provides
a user-friendly API and can be embedded in the PureData
programming environment as an external.

3. Gesture control of singing voice synthesis
The MAGE real-time library has already been used in various
prototypes exploring how HMM-based speech synthesis can be
controlled by gestures. The concept of gesture is here considered
in a very large sense, including finger gestures [8] as well as
mouth expressions [9]. We present here a new prototype for the
gesture control of HMM-based singing voice synthesis. This
prototype is based on the following main components, as shown
in Figure 2:
-

Kinect sensor and its Natural User Interface (NUI) library.
PureData, real-time programming environment.
Mage/pHTS, real-time synthesis library.
Animata, real-time avatar animation software.
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The NUI runtime library makes it possible to recognize and track
the skeleton joints of a user in front of the Kinect sensor. The
skeleton joints coordinates are send to PureData through Open
Sound Control (OSC) messages. A series of PureData patches
convert the absolute joints coordinates into relative positions and
normalizes them by the body size of the user. Finally the gesture
descriptors are used to modify the prosodic parameters of the
HMM-based singing voice through the MAGE API. The
skeleton joints coordinates are also sent to the real-time avatar
animation software.

4. Conclusions
We presented a demonstration prototype based on Mage/pHTS
where different prosodic parameters of an HMM-based singing
voice can be continuously controlled. This prototype has been
designed originally to provide a ludic approach to speech
synthesis for the general public but we believe that interactive
speech synthesis has a large potential of useful applications. To
mention one of them, we envision the use of interactive speech
synthesis for voice-output communication aids that could
generate spontaneous speech with minimal delay and allow the
patient to modify the output speech on the fly.
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Abstract
This paper describes the process of collecting and recording
a large scale Arabic single speaker speech corpus. The collection and recording of the corpus was supervised by professional linguists and was recorded by a professional speaker in
a soundproof studio using specialized equipments and stored in
high quality formats. The pitch of the speaker (EGG) was also
recorded and synchronized with the speech signal. Careful attempts were taken to insure the quality and diversity of the read
text to insure maximum presence and combinations of words
and phonemes. The corpus consists of 51 thousand words that
required 7 hours of recording, and it is freely available for academic and research purposes.
Index Terms: Text-to-Speech, Arabic Speech Corpus

then revised and manually diacritized (Tashkeel) by linguists.
Afterward, the voice and pitch of the speaker were captured using specialized equipments and recorded in high quality formats
by a professional speaker. The transcriptions were revised again
to match the pronunciation of the spoken records. The recordings were then divided into phrases by each sentence’s pause
and stored in separate files. Finally, the data was phonetically
segmented and labeled in preparation for TTS and ASR usages.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present
and discuss some related work. Section 3 outlines the constitution of the corpus and section 4 will describe the recording
procedure. Then, the corpus evaluation procedure will be described in section 5 . Finally, in section 6 we conclude and
discuss the availability of the dataset.

1. Introduction

2. Related Work

In the last few years, an increasing number of research projects
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) have developed an interest in the Arabic language. Arabic is the official language
in more than 21 countries and has two major forms: Standard
Arabic and Dialectical Arabic. While dialectical Arabic is the
native language of many Arabic speakers nowadays, Standard
Arabic is the formal language used in education, culture and
media. Standard Arabic consists of: Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Classical Arabic. Though MSA is derived from
Classical Arabic , the language of Qura’n (Islam’s Holy Book),
it is more simplified [1].
This paper describes the process of building an Arabic
speech corpus, with the aim of collecting large amounts of Arabic speech data for research purposes. The availability of such
corpora without copyrights restrictions is important for Arab
and non-Arab researchers who are looking for speech resources
of contemporary Arabic. MSA was the language of choice to
represent the literary standard across the Arab world, while the
existing of an Arabic corpora that are specified for speech synthesis and recognition research purposes is still insufficient. Despite the existence of several Arabic speech corpora developed
in the last few years, a diverse fully transcribed and segmented
MSA speech corpus is a necessity for Text-To-Speech (TTS)
and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) research and development.
The presented corpus was designed to contain a large selection of text collected from different modern text resources.
These resources were chosen to capture the phonetic distribution of the Arabic language. Although the overwhelming majority of the corpus is in MSA form, a designated subcategory
was recorded in traditional or classical Arabic. The data was

The quality of speech synthesis systems highly depends on the
corpus’s phoneme set distribution. According to [1], an overlook on the existing Arabic speech datasets shows the lack of
available public domain, raw-data and single speaker MSA corpus. Similar corpora are either copyrighted, accented [2] [3]
and or of a multi-speaker [4]. Most available datasets are designed for speech recognition proposes, whereas TTS systems
mostly rely on commercial corpora or record the designated
speech database according to the system’s needs [5].
The Linguistics Data Consortium (LCD) has a collection
of MSA and dialectical Arabic speech and text datasets for research and development purposes. The content varies between
annotated news, conversational telephone speech [6] [7] and
others; scripted and unscripted while recorded in different conditions. On the other hand, Speech Ocean offers an Arabic
speech synthesis database (King-TTS-004) recorded in a studio
[8]; It contains a single speaker recordings by a native professional broadcaster with sampling rate of 16kHz and two channels for speech and Electro Glotto Graph (EGG) signals. It includes 12 hours of pure recording time of 3930 sentences with
sub database for currency, time, numbers, English alphabets and
so on. However, these databases are licensed and can only be
used for a fee.
Access to fully available, transcribed and segmented speech
corpora is essential in speech and language research. As an
example, [9] built 7 speech databases of 7 Indian languages
and was released without restriction for commercial and noncommercial usage. The text was selected from Wikipedia articles in Indian languages due to the lack of public domain text
corpora. Afterwards, a set of 1000 phonetically balanced sentences were nominated using Festvox script that applies certain
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criteria to achieve the optimal selection. The data was recorded
by native speakers of these languages in a professional recording studio, and the transcription was altered to accommodate
any mistakes were done while recording. The databases were
between one to two hours long, and the recordings were automatically segmented afterward using Zero Frequency Filtering
(ZFF) technique.
Another important source of data in speech and language
research is the Electro Glotto Graph signal or (EGG). EGG ,
also known as Laryngograph signal, is the measurement of vocal folds vibrations during speech. These measurements are
sensed by electrodes attached to the speaker’s throat . It is important in aiding medical research such as voice disorders or
laryngeal mechanism. Moreover, in NLP it plays an important
role in speech recognition and synthesis. For example, it can act
as an additional source of information in word recognition [10]
or as a mean of detecting glottal pulses (pitch-marks) to assure
that the synthesized speech is in a consistent matter.
Likewise, [11] introduced a high-quality, Romanian speech
corpus called RSS. It is also available for academic uses to help
promote Romanian speech technology research. The data was
recorded at 96 kHz sampling frequency then down-sampled to
48 kHz based on an over-sampling method with the intention of
noise reduction. However, the total length of the recorded data
is only about 3.5 hours based on 3500 sentences. Additionally,
the article discussed the effect of sampling frequency on the
speaker similarity of synthesized voices. It found that the use of
lower sampling frequencies such as 16kHz lowers the similarity
of the synthesized voice to the original speaker.

3. Constitution of the Corpus
3.1. Text Selection
The text corpus included a variety of genres and writing styles
from multiple sources to insure a representative sample. Furthermore, diversity of pronunciation was also taken into consideration during the text selection process to capture the entire
phoneme spectrum that exist in the Arabic language. The corpus is divided into sub-categories to capture a wide variety of
vocabulary and to enable users of the data set to perhaps extract
”exact” relevant phrases if necessary. For example, the use of
numbers, date and time are very common in most applications.
The dataset is divided into nine such categories:

Total
333,981
324,225
335,769
347,313

Unique
627
8,689
1,076
38

Median
2
7
38
5,651.5

Table 3: Syllables, Tri-phones, Bi-phones and Mono-phones
frequencies
9. News: Excerpts from local and foreign news
The text corpus consists of 51,432 words, amongst which
21,556 were unique and required 7 hours and 20 minutes of
audio recording. It contained 627 unique syllables out of a total
of 333,981 syllables. The break down by category is provided
in table 1. All of the above mentioned categories were recorded
in a normal tone of voice. However, a part of the miscellaneous
text was recorded using different expressions such as sadness,
joy, surprised and questioned for 15 minute each.
3.2. Transcription
A professional linguist was closely involved during both corpus selection and recording to verify the quality of the text and
pronunciation. Furthermore, unlike most other languages, Arabic can only be unambiguously pronounced when diacritized.
Due to this problem, most applications rely on automatic Arabic diacritization as a pre-processing step to transcription [12].
Therefore, the text was manually diacritized and revised to insure unambiguity. An automatic text-to-transcription algorithm
was used to transcribe the text [13]. However, the entire corpus was revised manually. The total number of phonemes used
to transcribe the corpus is 38, shown in table 2. The Statistics
about the phonemes’ and syllables’ distribution in the corpus is
provided in table 3. Furthermore, the frequency distribution for
the phonemes are provided in figure 1.

4. Recording Procedure
4.1. Speaker selection

4. Customer Service: Phrases common in IVR systems
(question and answer format).

Due to the nature and size of the corpus, a professional speaker
who can maintain his performance for long recording sessions
was hired to record the corpus. Although diacritization reduces
ambiguity, it makes the reading experience more challenging.
Diacritized text forces the reader to pay closer attention to the
symbols at the character level which slows down the reading
process and makes it more difficult. In normal situations, readers would predict the words they are reading based on the content and experience. Ten candidates were screened and tested to
insure their proficiency in the Arabic language, clarity of pronunciation and voice. The panel of linguists voted on the first
two criteria while the pleasantness of the voice was aided by online voting. The speaker, selected based on the previous criteria,
is a professional male news anchor who has worked in several
TV programs and has experience in recording poetry books.

5. Names: A list of common Arabic names (first, middle
and last).

4.2. Recording environment

1. Dates and Time: Phrases about time such as dates, time
of the day, days of the week and months of the year, In
both Hijri and Gregorian calendars .
2. Numbers: The speaker uttered several numbers in isolations as well as in combined forms. For example the
number 123 was pronounced as (one two three) and as
(one hundred twenty three).
3. Financial: Phrases about money and currency.

6. Story: Excerpts from novels and stories,
7. Traditional: Text selected from classic sources such as
old books.
8. Miscellaneous: A collection of phrases from various domains and writing styles
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Syllables
Tri-phones
Bi-phones
Mono-phones

The recording sessions took place in a sound proof studio to
minimize undesired noise. Both the speech and the EGG signals were recorded and stored synchronized in a stereo wave
file (left=speech, right=EGG) using a 96 kHz sampling rate and
a 16-bit resolution. The intensity of the signal was carefully
monitored to remain equal across different sessions by request-
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Dates & Time
Numbers
Financial
Customer Service
Names
Story
Traditional
Miscellaneous
News
Full Corpus

Number of Words
900
967
2080
2643
5503
4085
7797
10927
16530
51432

Unique Words
227
133
272
928
1451
2490
4027
7025
8208
21556

Recording Time
00:09:06
00:13:17
00:21:22
00:22:58
00:43:05
00:44:42
01:10:06
01:45:48
02:44:16
07:20:28

Number of Utterances
226
224
451
400
887
151
485
1011
537
4372

Table 1: General statistics about the text and audio corpora in each sub-category
Symbol
a
A
aa
Aa
Ah
Az
b
d
D
f

Phone
)ف��ة( َـ
َ)ف��ة مف�مة( ـ
ا
)م� مف�م( ا
ح
ذ
ب
د
ض
ف

Symbol
gh
h
i
I
j
Jn
JU
k
kx
l

Phone
غ
هـ
ِ)كسرة( ـ
ي
ج
ء
ع
ك
خ
ل

Symbol
m
n
pau
q
r
R
s
S
sh
t

Phone
م
ن
pause
ق
ـِر
ر
س
ص
ش
ت

Symbol
T
th
TH
u
U
w
y
z

Phone
ط
ث
ظ
ُ)ضمة( ـ
ـو
و
ي
ز

Table 2: Phonemes and their corresponding labels in the transcription files
ing the speaker to repeat a phrase and compare it with a reference phrase recorded at the first session. The positions of
the microphone, the speaker and the EGG electrodes were adjusted in every session to match the reference phrase. A linguist
was present to follow the speaker and correct him in case he
skipped, mispronounced or could not recognize a word. Each
session was 15 minutes long and no more than four sessions per
day were taken.
4.3. Editing and preparation
The recorded data was further edited to remove unwanted segments such as errors in pronunciation, long pauses, etc. The
sessions were then split based on pauses and the EGG signals
were exported into separate files. The corpus is divided into
utterances by pauses and an HMM aligner was built to label
and segment each utterance on the phoneme level. The Cambridge University HMM toolkit was used to build the speakerspecific aligner [14]. The phoneme symbols, the beginning and
the ending timestamps are provided in the transcription files.
Although the corpus was segmented and aligned automatically
by an HMM system, over half an hour of speech was manually
aligned by computational linguists. The final corpus is divided
into four sets of files:
1. Wave: The speech waveform for each utterance in 96
kHz and 16-bit resolution.
2. EGG: The corresponding EGG signal in 96 kHz and 16bit resolution.
3. Text: The corresponding diacritized text.
4. Label: The corresponding transcription along with the
phoneme boundary segmentation.
The above set of files are provided for each expressive version and each utterance was labeled by their corresponding cat-

egory discussed in section 3. The labels are provided in two
formats (mono and full) in accordance with the HTS standard
format 1 . The mono labels provide only the mono-phoneme sequence along with the beginning and ending timestamps. The
full labels however provide the penta-phone sequence, each
phone with its two proceeding and two preceding phonemes.
Moreover, they are more detailed and provide more information
such as the number of phonemes, syllables and words in each
utterance. The position and number of phonemes, syllables and
words are also indicated in the full label file. In the case of syllables, the files also indicate whether a syllable is stressed or
accented. It is worth mentioning here that there are two types of
syllables in the Arabic language: open syllables CV and CV:,
and closed syllables CVC, CV:C and CVCC. Where C stands
for consonant, V for vowel and V: for long vowel.

5. Corpus Evaluation
In order to evaluate the quality of the final dataset, the corpus
was used to build a text-to-speech model. This model will put
to test various quality aspects of the data, such as: size, structure, format and consistency. This section will describe briefly
the TTS model generation and output evaluation procedures. It
is important to emphasize that the purpose of the test and evaluation is not to compete with other Arabic TTS systems but to
evaluate the dataset and to illustrate its usage.
The HMM-based Speech Synthesis System (HTS) was used
to build the model. HTS is a free tool to build HMM-based
TTS, which is basically a patch code for the HTK. It provides
scripts and code that uses HTK as well as other free speech tools
to train TTS models. The version used to evaluate the dataset
in this paper was HTS 2.2. The format of the dataset was de1 HMM-based
Speech
http://hts.sp.nitech.ac.jp/

Synthesis

System

(HTS):
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Figure 1: Distribution of the Arabic phonemes in the corpus
signed to be compatible with HTS and the default parameters
were tuned for the data. The training procedure completed successfully and five sentences were synthesised to be evaluated.
Two well known metrics were measured to evaluate the synthesized speech, namely naturalness and intelligibility. Some
of the group members as well as other researchers (total of 10)
were asked to listen to the five generated samples and provide
their evaluation on each one. Evaluators were asked individually to write down what they have heard, and to rate each audio
clip (on a scale from 1 to 5) based on the following qualities:
1. Naturalness: How close was the synthesised speech to
being natural? (1: Very robotic sound - 5: Close to natural )
2. Intelligibility: How much effort was taken to understand
the content of the sample? (1: Had to focus - 5: Easy to
understand )
The average naturalness score was 3.58 and the average
intelligibility score was 3.9. The original sentences were
compared to what the evaluators have written and the worderror rate was 2.13%. The numbers suggest that the performance of the TTS system on the provided corpus was good
on naturalness and very good on intelligibility. The synthesized samples used in the evaluation process can be found at
http://cri.kacst.edu.sa/SASSC/samples.zip.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, the processes for collecting and recording the
SASSC dataset was described. The text was designed to capture a wide variety of usages and as much of the Arabic phonetic
spectrum as possible. The text is fully diacratized, transcribed
and was recorded in a high quality format in a soundproof studio
by a professional speaker along with the pitch signal. Moreover,
a TTS system based on the corpus has been evaluated which
achieved promising results.
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SASSC as large repository for Arabic speech, provides several avenues for future work. These may include a study on the
minimum amount of speech required to produce an acceptable
voice. Invest more in recording different speech expressions
and evaluate their results. Moreover, linguists can find the corpus as a resource for studying different Arabic structures and
pronunciations of MSA.
In order to promote and facilitate research and development
for Arabic language in the NLP field, the corpus will be freely
available for research and educational purposes only, a permission has to be obtained from KACST for any commercial or
non-academic use of the corpus. The dataset is available at
http://cri.kacst.edu.sa/SASSC/index.html
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Abstract

1. Introduction
Unit selection synthesis [6] can generate very natural audio output but output quality may not be consistent, depending largely
on the voice and size and audio quality of the database used.
Best quality output is generally produced when synthesizing indomain text.
In this paper we examine one method of addressing some of
the limitations of unit selection synthesis by means of prosodically enriching the underlying speech database.
Descriptions of several techniques for enhancing the quality of unit selection databases have been published previously,
each with its own merits. They tend to focus mostly on the segmental level. The possibility of substituting units generated by
a formant synthesizer was examined in [4], [5].
There have also been efforts concerned with using data
from other voices to boost the effective size of a database [2],
[1]. By combining voices, the overall coverage is improved
along with the resulting synthesis quality.
One limitation of unit selection synthesis is that generally
no prosody modification is performed. A practical consequence
is that at times a desired prosodic contour for a synthetic sentence will be unavailable and substituted by a less satisfactory
sequence of units. The above mentioned techniques do not
tackle this issue directly.
Some interpolation or averaging techniques have been developed, for example [9], [10] where a fusion approach is employed if specific appropriate units are not available.
Our approach in this paper is to create new prosodic patterns and to add them as extra data to the database. The extra data are based on utterances already in the database, but
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This paper investigates the practical limits of artificially increasing the prosodic richness of a unit selection database by transforming the prosodic realization of constituent sentences. The
resulting high-quality transformed sentences are added to the
database as new material.
We examine in detail one of the most challenging prosodic
transformations, namely converting statements into yes/no
questions. Such transformations can require very large prosodic
modifications while at the same time there is a need to retain as
much naturalness of the signal as possible.
Our data-driven approach relies on learning templates of
pitch contours for different stress patterns of interrogative sentences from training data and later on applying these template
pitch contours on unseen statements to generate the corresponding questions.
We examine experimentally how the modified signals contribute to the perceived synthesis quality of the resulting
database when compared with baseline unmodified databases.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, RELP, prosody
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Figure 1: F0 values for a statement/question pair with stress
pattern 10010.
have been transformed using signal processing to have a different prosodic realization, e.g. as a question rather than as a
declarative sentence. In particular, we systematically examine
taking selected sentence or phrase elements from the unit selection database and modifying them prosodically, converting
nuclear pitch accents from H* to L* and end tones from L-L%
to H-H% in ToBI [11] formalism, then augmenting the database
with the modified data.
We expect to increase the prosodic coverage of the database
while maintaining quality. As part of this process we describe
a robust data-driven technique for speaker-specific prosody prediction.
As an example, the prosody of the declarative sentence
“Calling Michael Jordan.” would typically have an high (H*)
pitch accent on the first syllable of Jordan and a low end tone
(L-L%), The question form as in “Was that Michael Jordan?”
would typically have an low (L*) pitch accent on the first syllable of Jordan and a high (H-H%) end tone.
One challenge is the signal modification required for the
task. As can be seen from Figure 1, the degree of modification
needed is large (on the order of an octave phrase finally) and
potentially can introduce artifacts into the signal, reducing naturalness. For this work, we used and tested Residual Excited
Linear prediction (RELP) [7] and Pitch Synchronous Overlap
and Add (PSOLA) [8], in combination with prosodic templates
learned from data.
Additionally, there are challenges relating to data labeling
accuracy, and to scaling up techniques to work effectively with
large datasets that are not manually labeled.

2. Methodology and Dataset
We first describe how new prosody was generated from existing utterances using a data-driven approach. To achieve this
we used a specially constructed dataset. The speech database
was recorded from a female speaker of American English under
controlled conditions, and is part of a larger set of recordings
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# of Instances

350
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designed for various synthesis experiments. The audio files are
16kHz, 16 bit audio. The prosody dataset is composed of approximately 2100 sentence pairs of the form “Calling Robert
Kerr.” and “Was that Robert Kerr?”. Each pair uses a different
combination of first name and last name. One from each pair
has a declarative intonation and one a yes-no interrogative.
We randomly split the data into a training set with 1600 example pairs and a test set with 500 example pairs. We extracted
only the first and last name portion of the examples using their
transcriptions. All the examples are categorized based on their
syllable stress pattern. Syllables with primary stress are marked
1 and all other syllables are marked 0. Ignoring word boundaries, this leads to 10 stress-pattern classes for the data, with
the distribution among classes shown in Figure 2. For example,
the most common pattern, 1010 could represents names like
Richard Johnson or Jane Andreesen. Next, we trained target
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Figure 3: Interrogative pitch contour templates for different
stress patterns
the median pitch vector as the class’s reference.

800

• Apply dynamic time warping (DTW) on all pitch vectors
in order to align them with the reference pitch vector.

600

• Compute the mean of the aligned pitch vectors. The
mean vector is still not a smooth representation of a pitch
template contour due to occasional errors in the pitch
marks and the performance of the DTW algorithm.

400

• Perform one-dimensional median filtering on the mean
pitch vector to generate a smoother pitch contour template.
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Figure 2: Frequency count of the 10 stress pattern classes in the
training data.
prosody templates as described in detail below. The templates
were used to generate hypotheses that can then be compared
with the reference data both objectively and subjectively.
We examine multiple methods to convert the declarative
pronunciation form of names to their interrogative form. In all
approaches, we attempt to achieve this goal initially through
pitch modification. In the first approach, we employ the PSOLA
algorithm[8]. In the second approach, we decompose the
speech signal into residual and LPC coefficients using one implementation of the RELP algorithm [7]. Finally, we use RELPPSOLA [3], where PSOLA operates on the residual signal, in
order to reduce the amount of distortion that PSOLA introduces
to the speech signal, especially when there is a large difference
between the pitch in the original and the target speech signal.
2.1. Pitch Template Computation
The first step in all approaches was to estimate a template pitch
contour for the interrogative form. We observed that the shape
of the pitch contour largely depends on the stress pattern of the
name. Different names with similar stress patterns have similar
pitch contours. Taking account of this, we categorized the interrogative training examples according to their stress pattern and
estimated an average pitch contour for each category. Figure 3
displays pitch contour templates for the 10 stress patterns. In
order to generate the pitch contour templates, we performed the
following procedure for every stress category:

In this way, an interrogative pitch contour for every stresspattern is generated. Next, we employ this contour to modify
the pitch values of declarative sentences according to their stress
patterns.
2.2. Declarative to Interrogative Conversion based on
PSOLA

Figure 4: PSOLA conversion.
The block diagram of the first pitch modification approach
based on PSOLA is depicted in Figure 4. The interrogative pitch
contour is represented as a vector of pitch values. In order to use
it with the PSOLA algorithm, we resampled this vector through
interpolation in such a way that the summation of all pitch values in the final pitch vector is approximately equal to the length
of the test example. Next, we aligned the first pitch mark of the
template with the first pitch mark of the test example, and used
PSOLA to modify the pitch of the example. Sometimes there is
a large change in pitch value, particularly for the final syllables,
for which PSOLA is not an ideal choice. Motivated by this we
also examined RELP-based approaches.
2.3. Declarative to Interrogative Conversion based on
RELP

• Generate pitch marks for all interrogative training examples using the RELP algorithm and form a pitch vector
from the pitch duration values.
• Rank all pitch vectors based on their length and choose
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Figure 5: RELP conversion.
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2.4. Declarative to Interrogative Conversion based on
RELP and PSOLA
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In the second approach, we decomposed the speech signal
into residual and LPC coefficients and perform a simple modification of pitch marks through resampling the residual. The
block diagram of this method is shown in Figure 5. We applied RELP to perform the decomposition, and then extracted
the pitch marks from the residual signal. We resampled the pitch
template vector in order to have the same number of pitch marks
as the residual signal, and computed the ratios between template
pitch values and test example pitch values for every adjacent
pitch mark. Finally, we resampled the residual signal using this
vector of ratio factors and reconstructed the hypothesis speech
signal with the modified residual signal and original LPC coefficients. Since the higher pitch values (towards the end of question form) affect the length of the speech output and hence the
local speech rate, we compensate for this phenomenon through
resampling the speech and keeping the duration of the output
speech approximately equal to the original signal.
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Figure 6: RELP and PSOLA
In the third approach, we combined the PSOLA- and
RELP-based techniques. Instead of applying PSOLA to the test
example using a template pitch contour, we decomposed the
speech signal into residual and LPC envelope using RELP and
applied the pitch contour on the residual signal using PSOLA.
Next, we reconstructed the signal with RELP using the modified residual and the original LPC coefficients. This approach
is similar to the previous one with the advantage that here, the
pitch modification of the residual signal is achieved through a
more sophisticated algorithm rather than a simple resampling
technique. Also, the number of pitch marks does not necessarily need to be equal in the original and modified residual. If
PSOLA repeats a frame, we simply use the same LPC coefficients and if it drops the frame, we ignore the LPC coefficients
for that frame. Another advantage of this approach is that since
PSOLA is used only to modify the residual signal, the amount
of distortion introduced to the target signal is potentially less
than the PSOLA-only approach.
The algorithms described above are relatively sensitive to
the segmental time-alignment accuracy of the database. The
phoneme boundaries for the source and target data are a result
of running forced alignment recognition on the speech data and
are relatively (but certainly not completely) accurate. Boundaries that are inaccurate have the potential to affect the quality
of the imposed pitch curves. In practice, while this was a concern and was monitored, it did not seem to strongly impact synthesis quality for the examples we chose. However it could be a
concern where large portions of a database are being processed.
Figure 7 displays pitch values for two reference examples
and their relative pitch-modified hypotheses generated by the
second RELP-based approach. As can be seen, the predicted
pitch contours are very similar to their reference counterparts.
Voiced and unvoiced data are treated differently in terms of
pitch marks, so accurate matching of voiced to voiced frames
and unvoiced to unvoiced frames in source and target were carefully monitored.

Figure 7: F0 values of (a) reference natural speech data and (b)
RELP-based pitch-modified data for two sentences.

3. Experiments
The main goal of this work is to extend the database of a speech
synthesizer through adding prosodically-modified units (based
on existing units) to the database. These extra units can be selected and concatenated like any others in the database, potentially leading to a more natural pitch contour in the synthesized
speech. We designed an experiment to test this idea. Before we
carried out the main experiment described below, we performed
an informal evaluation of the three approaches (PSOLA, and the
two RELP variations) by listening to approximately 100 examples from each approach. We concluded that RELP-based approaches have similar performance while the the PSOLA-based
approach has a slightly worse performance. We decided to include only the second RELP-based approach in the subjective
experiment.
The next step was to prepare voices for the synthesis experiment. Here we describe the three synthesized database compositions. The three databases have in common 45 minutes
of recordings designed to be diphone-rich. The voices differ
with respect to the type of name-specific data they contain. The
high baseline contains 55 minutes of natural recordings of complete interrogative sentences (carrier phrases and names). The
low baseline has no interrogative sentences. The RELP-based
voice contains 40 minutes of the RELP-based data: declarative
names-only sentences (no carrier phrase) that have been converted to interrogative form using signal processing.
Once the voices were built, our standard unit selection synthesizer was used to generate stimuli for testing. We chose a set
of 20 example sentences of the form “Was that James Baxter?”
and synthesized them with the three different voices, giving a
total of 60 stimuli. It is important to note that in choosing the
sentences we used a best-case approach and preferred samples
where the signal-processed audio was generated with the correct
prosody by the unit selection. Figure 8 demonstrates the unit
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Figure 8: Units selected by the synthesizer for 20 test examples
are colored based on their origin. Yellow represents “general
data” and red “RELP-based pitch-modified data”. Blue represents the silence that follows the end of each sentence.
that”) are all extracted from the general data while a large portion of units for the name pronunciations originate in the RELPbased data. However, the synthesizer seems to select many general data units towards the end of the sentence except for a few
final units for which the pitch is in its highest values. This is
mainly due to the synthesis algorithm and the tradeoffs between
respecting prosody requests and achieving appropriate transitions at unit boundaries.
The 60 stimuli were presented to listeners in the form of a
web based test. The stimuli were presented in a different random order for each listener. Listeners were asked to judge each
of the audio samples on a scale of 1 to 5 where the following descriptive terms were used 1 (Bad); 2 (Poor); 3 (Fair); 4
(Good); 5 (Excellent). There were a total of 17 listeners. Listeners were only asked to rate the sentences and were not given
any specific instructions about naturalness or about focusing on
prosody. There were two supplementary questions to determine
(a) whether or not the listener was a native speaker of English,
and (b) whether the listener heard the audio via headphones or
via loudspeaker.

4. Results and Discussion
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The differences between all conditions are statistically significant (p < 0.005).
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Figure 10: F0 values for two examples of synthesized speech.
(a) High baseline voice. (b) RELP-based voice. (c) Low baseline voice.

MOS

3.60
3.34

2.82

low−baseline voice

RELP−based voice

high−baseline voice

Figure 9: MOS with standard deviations for the three voices
used in the web-based test.
The results of the web-based test are depicted in Figure 9.
The highest Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for the test, 3.60, is
achieved by the high baseline system, while the low baseline
score is 2.82. The RELP-based interrogative names database
score of 3.34 is intermediate between the baseline conditions.
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Pitch contours of two test examples synthesized with three
voices: high baseline, low baseline, and RELP-based are shown
in Figure 10. Both high baseline and RELP-based voices successfully show a rising pitch contour towards the end of the sentence, while the low baseline voice lacks the yes-no questionform pitch contour. This is expected as no interrogative units
exist in the database of the low baseline voice.
The results indicate that there was a definite overall benefit
from including the prosodically-modified data in the database,
but that it is not, as configured currently, a perfect substitute
for including unmodified recordings. It is however encouraging
that the value for the signal-modified database is closer to the
high baseline than to the low baseline.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have shown that it is possible to use signal processing techniques to modify speech signals considerably, even
far outside the typical +/- 20% range that is recommended in the
literature, in order to create prosodically distinct variants of sentences. We achieved our goal by means of prosodic templates
derived from a training set. We describe using these techniques
to create questions from statements.
The prosodically modified data was added to our unit selection database and used at synthesis time. Effectively we have
increased the size, and most importantly, the prosodic coverage
of the database. The techniques are tested here on name data
since we have natural target speech available, but can be applied in principle to any form of prosody modification where
some parallel prosodic data is available for training.
The experimental results indicate that enriching a database
prosodically, even with material that has been subjected to signal processing manipulations, can benefit synthesis quality significantly.
Future work will extend the ways in which we can generate new prosody contours for material to be added to the unit
selection database.
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Abstract

may not make the most effective use of training data.

Conventional statistical parametric speech synthesis relies
on decision trees to cluster together similar contexts, resulting in tied-parameter context-dependent hidden Markov models
(HMMs). However, decision tree clustering has a major weakness: it use hard division and subdivides the model space based
on one feature at a time, fragmenting the data and failing to
exploit interactions between linguistic context features. These
linguistic features themselves are also problematic, being noisy
and of varied relevance to the acoustics.
We propose to combine our previous work on vector-space
representations of linguistic context, which have the added advantage of working directly from textual input, and Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs), which can directly accept such continuous
representations as input. The outputs of the network are probability distributions over speech features. Maximum Likelihood
Parameter Generation is then used to create parameter trajectories, which in turn drive a vocoder to generate the waveform.
Various configurations of the system are compared, using
both conventional and vector space context representations and
with the DNN making speech parameter predictions at two different temporal resolutions: frames, or states. Both objective
and subjective results are presented.
Index Terms: TTS, speech synthesis, deep neural network,
vector space model, unsupervised learning

1.1. Representing and modelling linguistic context

1. Introduction
Traditionally, text-to-speech (TTS) conversion systems use a
carefully-constructed linguistic specification as the interface between the text and the waveform. These representations might
be created in a number of ways, from the hand-coded rules of
a formant synthesizer [1, 2] to the complex multi-layered structures typically found in systems such as Festival [3]. The latter
are built up in a number of steps, using numerous models (and a
few rules). Each of these models is typically trained in a supervised fashion from labelled data (e.g, speech with hand-labelled
phrase breaks). This makes such systems expensive to port to
a new language and hard to adapt to a specific application domain.
From the linguistic specification, a waveform is generated.
This might be done through the concatenation of short segments
of speech, as in the unit selection method, or through a trainable
statistical parametric model. The HMM-based statistical parametric speech synthesis method [4, ?, 5, 6] is the most widely
used statistical parametric approach, not least because it has advantages over unit selection such as smaller footprint, stable
output, and more flexibility (e.g., speaker adaptation). However, the way in which the linguistic specification is mapped by
decision trees onto a set of disjoint context-dependent models

In speech synthesis, context-dependent models are necessary to
capture contextual effects in speech, including co-articulation
and supra-segmental variation. Wide context modelling is much
more important than in automatic speech recognition. Current
approaches effectively naively multiply out all the context features (e.g., next phone, preceding phone, position in syllable, ...
etc) to create a vast state space with a cardinality equal to the
product of the cardinalities of all the context features.
1.2. Data fragmentation and averaging
In order learn such a model from data in which only a tiny fraction of possible models actually have training examples, decision tree-based clustering is employed. Controlling the complexity of the resulting clustered model is non-trivial. The standard approach not only effectively fragments the data into disjoint subsets, for estimating the parameters of each contextdependent model1 , yet at the same time averages not just over
multiple speech samples but over multiple clustered contexts.
This averaging must inevitably lose some of the detail, which
may be necessary for natural-sounding speech. This loss of fine
detail is thought to be a main contributing factor to the ‘muffled’
sound of the generated speech.
1.3. The linguistic specification
Another problem is that, although the statistical parametric
method learns from speech data using a well-defined objective function, it still relies on the linguistic specification, which
is the basis for the context-dependent modelling. A properlydesigned question set – for example, using categories of place
and manner of articulation – is required when using these context features to cluster the acoustic models. Obtaining the
knowledge and data required to construct the linguistic specification, and to properly use it for model clustering, is difficult
for under-resourced languages.
1.4. An alternative approach to the linguistic specification:
a Vector Space-based Front End
From the field of NLP, we have drawn inspiration from work
in which letter and word representations are constructed in a
way that is optimal for a certain specific task. [7] describes a
self-organizing codebook that is jointly optimized with the text1 Of course, Expectation-Maximisation training actually uses ‘soft
counting’ and not strictly hard assignment of speech frames to single
model parameters, but nevertheless each speech frame contributes to
the estimate of only a very few model parameters.
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to-speech model ensuring that the coding is optimal in terms
of overall performance. Experiments showed that performance
is improved compared to baseline system using orthogonal letter codes. [8, 9] take the idea of task-based estimation of word
embeddings from neural net language modelling and apply it to
an array of NLP tasks in a multitask learning framework. From
these ideas, we have developed in previous work a Vector Space
Model-based approach to constructing the linguistic specification.
[15] describes in detail our approach to the unsupervised
construction of representations for context modelling in TTS
– here we just give a brief summary of how this approach
works. The vector space model (VSM) is well established in
Information Retrieval (IR) and Natural Language Processing
(NLP) as a way of representing objects such as documents and
words as vectors of descriptors. To build vector space models, co-occurrence statistics are gathered in matrix form to produce high-dimensional representations of the distributional behaviour of word and letter types in the corpus. Lower dimensional representations are obtained by approximately factorizing the matrix of raw co-occurrence counts by the application
of slim singular value decomposition (SVD). The main advantage of the VSM model over the traditional decision tree is that,
instead of querying conventional features of linguistic objects,
such as the phonetic class to which a phoneme belongs or the
part of speech to which a word belongs, the objective distance
between the VSM output values directly represents the similarity of two units. The VSMs are learned in an unsupervised
fashion from text: no labeled speech is required.
In that previous work, we employed this novel front end in
conjunction with conventional decision tree-based model clustering of HMMs-of-context-dependent-units [15]. However, the
recursive hard partitioning of the vector space by the decision
tree is not entirely satisfying, since it may lose some of the
representational power of the VSM and in particular is unable
to take best advantage of any factorial structure in the space.
Therefore, we now consider a different way to map from the
continuously-valued linguistic specification constructed by the
VSM, to the parameters of Gaussians from which we can ultimately generate synthetic speech.
1.5. Deep Neural Networks
Compared with the decision tree clustering method, neural networks may be able to better model the interactions between
linguistic and acoustic features, including correlations and factorial behaviour. Neural networks were used in [13] to map
between a sequence of phonemes and an acoustic description
from which a speech waveform can be generated. More recently, in [14] a DNN is employed to establish a mapping between phoneme-level labels represented as a large set of binary
input features (derived from the question set that would otherwise have been used in decision tree clustering), numerical
input features (for position and phone/syllable number) and target acoustic features. The DNN predicts output on a frame-byframe basis.
There are several design choices to be made in creating a
DNN-based synthesiser, which are not explored in [14]. So, in
this paper we offer some comparisons of different input representations and different timescales for predicting the acoustic
features.
We compare the DNN approach to TTS with three kinds of
input representation: letter-based binary input, phoneme-based
binary input, and a letter-based VSM. The binary input is sim-
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Figure 1: Framework for Deep Neural Networks based TTS

ilar to that in [14], with one binary feature for every possible
two-way partition of the linguistic feature space. The original
motivation behind the VSM front-end, as alluded to earlier, is
an attempt to construct a linguistic specification from text using
only unsupervised learning, motivated by a need to build TTS
systems for under-resourced languages. The resulting representation comprises a continuous vector space which reflects the
distributional properties of the training material.

2. System architecture
2.1. Framework
Figure 1 illustrates the framework of the DNN-TTS method.
In the training stage, text is first transformed into DNN input
labels xji . Where i = 1, 2, ..., M denotes the ith DNN input
label vector, and j = 1, 2, ..., K denotes the jth element in the
ith DNN input label vector. In this work, both frame-based and
state-based systems were trained. In the case of the frame-based
DNN, M is set to the total number of frames in the utterance,
and the DNN is trained to map from binary labels to acoustic
features ykl , where k indexes the DNN output vector and l indexes the elements of the output vector. In addition to static
spectral envelope features, the acoustic feature vectors also include dynamic features derived from them.
In the case of the state-based DNN, the DNN is trained to
map from context-dependent labels to the HMM model parameters for each context-dependent HMM state. The full-context
space in speech synthesis is the product of cardinalities of each
context feature, and is thus of enormous size.
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To summarise, three various representations for the input
xji are compared:
1.4

1. Phone-based binary features, in which the linguistic context features are converted to a binary representation according to the answers to the conventional set of questions used to build parameter-tying decision trees

3. VSM-based continuous features, as described in section
1.4.

1.2
Mean Square Error

2. Letter-based binary features, constructed in an analogous
way
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At the synthesis stage, distributions over acoustic features
ykl are predicted by the DNN from the input features xji for each
frame, or for each HMM state. Finally, static acoustic features
C = {c1 , c2 , ..., cM } are generated from those distributions
using MLPG, and a vocoder is employed to synthesise a waveform from the generated acoustic features. In our experiments,
only the means of Gaussian distributions are predicted, and we
use pre-computed fixed variances.
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2.3. Maximum likelihood parameter generation
After generating the acoustic features ykl (including both static
and dynamic features) from the DNN, we use the maximum
likelihood parameter generation (MLPG) method [4] to generate smooth parameter trajectories to drive a vocoder.
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Figure 2: Mean square error for system A (letter-based binary
DNN-TTS)

2.2. Deep Neural Network Training
In contrast to the data fragmentation inherent in decision tree
clustering, a DNN is trained as a single model using all data,
via back-propagation, meaning that every training sample effectively contributes to the training of every model parameter (the
weights in the DNN). In addition to varying the input representation and temporal granularity, our experiments also varied the
number of hidden layers from 1 to 3 layers; we use the weights
trained in shallower DNN to initialize the weights for Deeper
DNN in the training process. The up to 3 hidden layers have
1000, 500, and 250 units, respectively. And linear layer is used
as the output layer.
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Figure 3: Mean square error for system B (letter-based VSM
DNN-TTS)
1.3

3. Experiments

1.1
Mean Square Error

Six systems were built for comparison, as defined in Table 1.
Systems C and E are HMM-based benchmark systems that use
decision trees to map from the linguistic specification to model
parameters; the remainder are DNN systems. Because there are
typically more letters than phonemes in a given word or phrase,
for the letter-based systems 3 state HMMs are used, whereas for
phones 5 state HMMs are used.
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3 hidden Layer test error
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3.1. Database
0.6

A database of a British English male speaker sampled at 16kHz
was used for the experiments. There were 1000 utterances in the
database, from which 860 were used for training, and 140 were
held out for subjective and objective evaluation. 21-order Line
Spectral Pair (LSP) plus delta and delta-delta were extracted to
represent the spectrum. Log F0 plus delta and delta-delta were
used to model pitch. 10-order features were extracted to model
aperiodicity (AP). 3 binary values are used to represent voicing
and its delta and delta delta.
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Figure 4: Mean square error for system F (phone-based contextdependent state mapping DNN-TTS)
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System

Type

A
B
C
D
E
F

DNN
DNN
Decision tree
DNN
Decision tree
DNN

Linguistic
unit
letter
letter
letter
phone
phone
phone

Input

Timescale

binary
continuous
labels
binary
labels
binary

state
state
state
frame
state
state

Table 1: Summary of systems built
3.2. Binary Front end
For the phone-based binary representation, each contextdependent phonetic label is rewritten as a 1256-dimensional binary vector. Features incorporated into this vector include the
identities and phonetic categories of the {previous, current, following} phones, as well as word and phrase level positional
features. Utterance-level features were excluded in these experiments in order to reduce the input vector dimensionality. In the
case of the frame-based DNN, frame position within the current
phone (both forwards and backwards) and total length in frames
of the current phone are appended as numerical features to the
DNN input vector. In the case of the state-based DNN, 5 binary
values are appended to the input vector to encode state index.
For the binary letter-based representation, letter-related context
features are encoded in a 1134-dimensional binary vector for
input to the DNN. For the VSM method, each letter in the input text is represented as a 27-dimensional vector of continuous
values.
3.3. Objective evaluation
Figures 2 to 4 show the the training and testing error for systems
A, B and F respectively. In 2, in can be seen that as the number
of DNN hidden layers in increased, error decreases. The plots
for the DNNs with 3 hidden layers exhibit some evidence of
over-training. In 3, the 2 hidden layer error is not obviously
smaller than the 1 hidden layer neural network. This is probably
because the input dimension for VSM is only 27, so the DNN
does not need so many parameters for the mapping. The training
and test error for the 3 hidden layer result is shown in figure 4
for system F, where training and test error is smaller than the
equivalent letter-based system A in figure 2. Figure 5 shows
MLPG-generated LSP trajectories from system F, compared to
natural LSPs. The predicted LSPs lack detail, compared with
the natural ones.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between generated LSPs
and natural LSPs for a total of 140 utterances were calculated
for each system. The results are shown in Table 3. From this
result we can see that the two HMM + decision tree baseline
systems C and E (letter and phone based respectively) still perform better than the DNN-TTS systems. System F is the best
amongst the DNN-based systems, and informal listening confirmed that the voice generated by this system sounds reasonable.
3.4. Subjective evaluation
Six pairwise AB naturalness tests were conducted. 40 utterances were synthesized for each AB test, and 19 native speakers of English were asked to choose the more natural one from
each pair. Results are shown in Table 2. All preferences in this
Table are significant. The subjective listening test results are in
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System
A
B
C
D
E
f

A

B
>

<

C

D

E

F
<

<
>

<
<
>

>
>

>

<

Table 2: Subjective listening test results. Blank cells indicate
comparisons that were not tested. > indicates that the system
named in the row was judged to be better than the system named
in the column, and < indicates the reverse.

System
A
B
C
D
E
F

LSP Error
0.222398
0.228053
0.157672
0.244260
0.135460
0.176447

Table 3: Root Mean Square Error for LSP
general agreement with the objective measure.

4. Conclusions
We have presented an attempt to use DNNs to replace decision
tree parameter clustering, motivated by a desire to take better advantage of the continuously-valued features produced by
our novel VSM-based front-end. From the results obtained, the
HMM benchmark systems still outperform the DNNs. It is not
surprising that phone-based systems are better than letter-based
ones – the point of the letter-based system is not to be better,
but rather to be easier to construct for many different languages.
The VSM front end does not do as well as hoped, but the comparison with the other systems is not quite fair because the VSM
system uses no suprasegmental contextual information. Future
work includes refining the input representation further, combining the binary and VSM features into a single system, training
the DNN on substantially more data.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new analytic method that can be
used for analyzing perceptual relevance of unit selection
costs and/or their sub-components as well as for tuning of
unit selection weights. The proposed method is leveraged
to investigate the behavior of a unit selection based system. The outcome is applied in a simple experiment with
the aim to improve speech output quality of the system
by setting limits on the costs and their sub-components
during the search for optimal sequences of units. The
experiments reveal that a large number (36.17%) of artifacts annotated by listeners are not reflected by the values
of the costs and their sub-componets as currently implemented and tuned in the evaluated system.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, concatenation cost, target cost, audible artifacts

1. Introduction
Despite the increasing popularity of HMM based and
hybrid speech synthesis methods, unit selection concatenative systems still represent the mainstream in
many real life applications, especially in limited domains where synthesized chunks are combined with prerecorded prompts. In such applications, the ability of the
unit selection to deliver highly natural and to the recordings well fitting output are the key factors. Not surprisingly, the unit selection also remains the first choice for
eBook reading applications, which have been acquiring a
lot of interest over the recent years. This is due to a better
acceptance of the unit selection synthetic speech output
quality by end users.
Nevertheless, the unit selection method has seemed
to be getting abandoned as a research topic over the last
few years. There is no question that a huge amount of
efforts have already been invested in improving its speech
output quality since the introduction of the method [1]. It
has been analyzed from almost all possible angles. Many
works have dealt with experiments introducing different
speech parameterizations and distances, which could be
used for measuring the quality of concatenations [2], [3];
the target cost sub-components; pruning of the large unit
databases; tuning weights of the costs [4]; and last but not

least optimizing the unit search to lower computational
costs of the method [5], [6], to name some.
Still, we believe that the most important problem related to the unit selection—the haphazard presence of
audible artifacts—has not been investigated thoroughly
enough. Generally speaking, there are three main sources
of these quality drops. First, any database, no matter how
thoroughly it is verified, contains mislabelings at different levels. Second, the costs that are used when searching for the optimal sequences of units are not always well
correlated with human perception. Third, the traditional
implementation of the search algorithm allows, as long as
the cost of the whole sequence of units is minimum, for
selecting units that should locally be avoided according
to their assigned costs. This can especially be observed
when the unit database is small. In theory, the same behavior can however be observed in large footprint systems as well.
Little has also been invested in analyzing the audible
artifacts and real understanding of the latent constructs
that influence human perception of them. This is predominantly a consequence of not having reliable objective methods for TTS quality evaluation as well as large
costs and labor intensiveness of the subjective methods.
In this paper, we present a method, the goal of which is
to provide more insight into the two latter sources of audible artifacts mentioned above. The proposed method
represents in its nature an analytic complement to the traditional TTS quality evaluation techniques (e.g. MOS or
ABX tests).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section briefly describes our implementation of the
unit selection. We put stress on explaining the individual
costs used in our system as they are important for understanding the results of the presented experiments. The
proposed analytic method as such does not however depend on their implementation. Section 3 deals with the
first perceptual experiment, the goal of which was to detect synthetic units/chunks of utterances that contain audible artifacts. In Section 4, we describe the second perceptual experiment showing to what extend can setting of
limits on values of costs and their sub-components im-
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ARTIC (Artificial Talker in Czech) is a Czech text-tospeech system developed since 1997. It is a corpus based
system, which makes use of a large carefully designed
speech inventory annotated at orthographic, phonetic and
prosodic levels. Two speech synthesis methods—fixedinventory synthesis (a.k.a. diphone synthesis) and unitselection synthesis using diphones as basic units—had
originally been implemented [7]. The system has recently
been extended by the HMM-based synthesis [8].
The experiments described in this paper are mainly
related to our unit selection implementation. The current
target and concatenation cost design is described in the
following subsections. The total cost is then a simple sum
of the two costs.
2.2. Concatenation Cost Implementation
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prove the quality of the system’s output. In Section 5, we
briefly discuss the obtained results, and finally, in Section 6, we draw conclusions and outline the intension for
our future work.

En

F0

MFCC

ConC

TgtC

TotC

Figure 1: Boxplots of costs of the units forming the optimal sequences found by the unit selection search algorithm.
the prosodemes, this feature is binary with all the
disadvantages of it. However, some analyses have
recently been undertaken to overcome this limitation [12].

The concatenation cost consists of three subcomponents—the difference in energy, the difference in
F 0 and the Euclidean distance of 12 MFCC coefficients
[9]. All the values are z-score normalized in order to
align their ranges. Moreover, the F 0 sub-component is
only computed when concatenating diphones at voiced
ends. In case that voiced/unvoiced segments are to be
concatenated, the F 0 sub-cost is set to 1. Unvoiced
segments are concatenated at zero F 0 cost. Values of
all features are calculated pitch-synchronously and the
total concatenation cost is calculated as an average of the
values of the three sub-components.

Each feature is weighted by a heuristically set weight
(prosodeme the most prominent, the phonetic context the
least), and the value of the target cost is then given by the
weighted average:
PT
F (t) × w(t)
T gtC = t=1
,
(1)
PT
t=1 w(t)

2.3. Target Cost Implementation

3.1. Outlier Detection

To compute the target cost, the following features are
evaluated:

As already mentioned in the introduction, this work is
aiming at the audible artifacts haphazardly appearing in
the output of the unit selection systems. If we start with
an assumption that the costs correlate reasonably well
with human perception, most of the selected units of extreme costs should lead to audible artifacts.
In order to see whether or not such units are being
selected at all, the box-and-whisker diagrams (boxplots)
were used. The boxplots of values of all concatenation
cost sub-components and also of the costs as such of the
units forming the optimal sequences of units in our test
set of utterances are shown in Fig. 1. The plots indeed
show that some units of rather outlying costs tend to appear in the selected sequences of units.
The goal of the next step is to investigate whether
these, in terms of the costs, outlying units coincide with
audible artifacts. An “annotation” perceptual experiment

• suitability for prosodic word position. The feature evaluates the difference in position within
prosodic word by a non-linearly increasing penalization [10]. This allows to avoid discrete initial,
middle, final features and to non-linearly model the
positions in a continuous space.
• type of prosodeme (a sort of a prosodic
phrase) [11]. This feature uses simple binary
match criterion.
• left and right phonetic context. This feature, also
often used as a sub-component of the concatenation cost, penalizes disagreements in left and right
phonetic contexts of a given diphone. Similarly to
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where F (t) is the feature value, and T is the number of
features.

3. Perceptual Annotation Experiment
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Figure 2: The HL scores of the outliers of the concatenation cost sub-components.
was conducted using a set of 50 sentences. At least one
unit of an outlying cost or sub-cost was found in approximately 80% of the selected sentences. The test sentences were selected randomly from a large news text
corpus. All sentences were manually checked to make
sure that they do not contain foreign language inclusions,
out-of-vocabulary words or complex tokens that could be
wrongly handled by the front end (text analysis) module
of our system.
The task of listeners was to mark segments, which
they found unnatural or containing any sort of distortion. The shortest segment which could be marked was a
phoneme. Most of the participants were typically marking segments of approximate length of 3–5 phonemes.
The test was conducted using a web interface allowing the listeners to work from home. It was, however,
stressed in the test instructions that the annotations shall
be done in a silent environment and using headphones.
The listeners were only presented with audio, they did not
have access to any visual information like spectrograms
or oscilograms of the test sentences. Since the annotation of audible artifacts is not a simple task, only experienced listeners were invited to participate. In total, 8
listeners finished the listening test, 5 of them being TTS
researchers.
Generally speaking, the annotations can also be obtained from naive listeners. In that case, a larger pool of
listeners is needed, and the perceptual relevance threshold thr defined in the following section needs to be increased.
3.2. Listening Test Evaluation
Generally speaking, it is not a simple matter, to evaluate
an annotation listening test. One of the concerns always
is how to identify non-reliable listeners. This particular
issue was not a problem in our study as all participants
were highly motivated to provide good quality annotations.
Another issue is the different sensitivity of each participant to various kinds of artifacts. In order to evaluate
the perceptual relevance of the outliers, keeping the sen-
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Figure 3: The HL scores of the outliers of the unit selection costs.
sitivity issue in mind, the HL score (2) was introduced:
Pi+L
n=i−L Dn
,
(2)
HL (i) =
(2L + 1) × N

where L stands for a tolerance interval length, i is the
index of a given outlier, N is the number of listeners.
Dn , the number of annotations of a particular phoneme,
is defined as follows:
Dn =

N
X

hn (j) ,

(3)

i=1

where hn (j) is an annotation of the phoneme n defined
as:

1
n ∈ Aj
hn (j) =
(4)
0
n∈
/ Aj
where the set Aj is the list of indeces of phonemes annotated by the j-th listener. The HL score in fact represents
the number of annotations obtained for each phoneme
and its close neighborhood.
Having the HL score defined, each position of a unit
of an outlying cost or sub-cost (hereafter referred to as
“outlier”) was assigned its value. Fig. 2-3 show all outliers and their HL scores sorted by groups corresponding
to the concatenation cost sub-components and the costs
themselves. Note that the length of the tolerance interval
was set to L = 2, which was motivated by the above mentioned observation that most listeners used 3–5 phoneme
long segments for annotating.
To further quantify the perceptual relevance of the
outliers, we have defined a perceptual threshold1 thr =
0.5 for the sum of H0−2 scores of a particular phoneme
(hereafter referred to as S2 (i)), and calculated hit/false
alarm rates. Summing the HL scores up to the length
L allows for normalizing the relevance of artifacts annotated exactly at a particular phoneme with those annotated less precisely. The Hit Rate was defined as:
Hit Rate =

Nhit
× 100 [%] ,
Noutl

(5)

1 Experiments showing the impact of different settings of the perceptual threshold thr are presented in [13]. Based on those experiments,
the value thr = 0.5 used in the current paper was set for the sake of
clarity of the method explanation.
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Table 1: The perceptual relevance of the
concatenation cost sub-components.
En
F0
Hit Rate [%]
31.25 80.00
False Alarms [%] 68.75 20.00
Missed Rate [%]
82.98 91.49

outliers of the
MFCC
45.45
54.55
89.36

Table 3: The impact of setting a
tion cost sub-components.
En
Improvement [%] 31.25
Deterioration [%] 18.75
No impact [%]
50.00

limit on the concatenaF0
41.67
16.67
41.67

MFCC
33.33
16.67
50.00

Table 2: The perceptual relevance of the outliers of the
unit selection costs.
Join Cost TgtCost TotCost
Hit Rate [%]
83.33
40.79
33.33
False Alarms [%]
16.67
59.21
66.67
Missed Rate [%]
89.36
59.57
91.49

Table 4: The impact of setting a limit on the unit selection
costs.
Join Cost TgtCost TotCost
Improvement [%]
50.00
66.67
66.67
Deterioration [%]
10.00
0.00
33.33
No impact [%]
40.00
33.33
0.00

where Nhit is a number of outliers of a given cost or a
cost sub-component for which the condition S2 (i) ≥ thr
is fulfilled, and Noutl stands for a number of all outliers
found for a given cost or cost sub-component. Analogically, the the Missed Rate can be defined as:

the whiskers are placed using 1.5 times the interquartile
range; more details can again be found in [13]).
To evaluate the impact of the modification of the
search algorithm, the ABX preference test was conducted. The test sentences were re-synthesized using the
modified system and presented to listeners in randomized
pairs together with their original versions. The test participants were the same as in the annotation listening test.
The task of the listeners was to express their preference
regarding the overall quality of the samples. The test also
contained sentences that were identical due to not containing any outliers. These sentences were used to check
the reliability of the ratings as no preference was expected
for the pairs containing them. Again, no visual information was provided to the listeners.
The following results were obtained: 5-prefer original, 9-no preference and 10-prefer modified version. The
figures represent ratings for which 60% of listeners found
an agreement, also the pairs containing the identical sentences are not included.
The obtained results show a slight preference to the
modified system. Despite the fact that the preference is
clearly not statistically significant, it is still interesting to
analyze removal of which outliers lead to the largest improvement rate. The result of this analysis is shown in
tables Tab. 3-4 and will be discussed in the section to follow.

Missed Rate =

Nmis
× 100 [%] ,
Nannot

(6)

where Nmis is a number of annotated artifacts, i.e.
phonemes fulfilling the condition S2 (i) ≥ thr, that do
not match any outlier position, and Nannot is the total
number of annotated artifacts.
The results are summarized in Tab. 1-2. We also
present the percentage of the annotated audible artifacts
missed by each of the costs and their sub-components.
In total, 36.17% of the annotated artifacts are not identified by either of the outliers. It is interesting to compare
for example the results obtained for the F 0 and M F CC
sub-components of the concatenation cost. It can be seen
that both sub-components miss about the same number
of annotated artifacts, but the F 0 sub-component shows
considerably higher Hit Rate.

4. Perceptual Preference Experiment
Having the results of the annotation experiment, it was
interesting to speculate how the quality of the synthetic
utterances change (if at all) when a limit is set on the
costs and their sub-components during searching for the
optimal sequences of units forming the test sentences. In
other words, what impact has pruning of the search beam
based on a pre-set maximum allowed value for the costs
and their sub-components.
Obviously, too radical pruning of the search space
can lead to inability of the search algorithm to deliver
the target sequence of phonemes. Nevertheless, having
a large unit database on hand, such an experiment can
be conducted. Each concatenation cost sub-component,
as well as the costs themselves, were assigned a maximum threshold equal to the value of the upper whiskers
of the respective boxplots shown in Fig. 1 (note that
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5. Discussion
Let us first take a look at the results obtained for the target cost. It can be seen that removing the related outliers
seems to lead to improvements of the system. This is in
contrast to the perceptual importance of the target cost
outliers obtained in the first test. We believe that this discrepancy is due to the different nature of the two perceptual experiments. While the first one poses implicitly the
requirement on the listeners to mark as short segments as
possible, the target cost would actually require the opposite as it is rather a supra-segmental cost. On the other
hand, setting a limit on the target cost has bigger effect
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on the behavior of our system. This is because the target cost outliers appear in larger quantities due to to a
large extend binary nature of the cost, and also because
when the target cost is “violated”, our system stays with
this “violation” as long as the concatenations are believed
to be smooth according to the concatenation cost or not
needed at all.
If we turn next to the concatenation cost and its subcomponents, it can be seen that a better consistency was
found between the two experiments. In line with the discussion in the previous paragraph, this is perfectly understandable result. Also, it comes as no surprise that F 0 is
the most important sub-component of the concatenation
cost in our current implementation. This observation is
supported by previous experiments showing fine-grained
F 0 contours as powerful predictors of concatenation discontinuities [14].
Finally, setting the limits on the costs and their subcomponents is only one of the potentially possible ways
of avoiding units of outlying costs in the selected sequences of units. An interesting alternative could be to
tune the unit selection weights using zero number of units
with outlying costs as a tuning objective.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, two perceptual experiments were presented
aiming at the analysis of the audible artifacts present in
synthetic speech produced by the unit selection based
system. The first experiment forms together with the detection of the outlying values of the unit selection costs
and their sub-components a powerful analytic method for
the unit selection based TTS systems. The method is
driven by the actual costs of an evaluated system, which
allows for leveraging the method for the analysis of different systems. We would like to invite interested readers
to cooperate on measuring their unit selection implementations using the proposed method.
It has been found that only marginal system improvement can be achieved for our system by setting a limit
on the costs during search for the optimal sequences of
units. This can be due to data scarcity in our acoustic
database. The bigger concern however is the rather low
perceptual relevance of the currently used costs and their
sub-components. In order to achieve a bigger quality improvement, a rigorous analysis of perceptual cues have
to be undertaken. The need for this analysis is further
amplified by the observation that 36.17% of the artifacts
annotated by the listeners remain unindetified by either of
the currently used costs and their sub-components. At the
same time, a large number of units with outlying costs do
not correspond to audible artifacts annotated by the listeners.
We plan to further experiment with the proposed approach by its extension into more voices and larger sets
of data. It is also our intention to conduct the experiment

proposed in the last paragraph of the previous section,
i.e. to tune our system against the criterion of minimum
number of outlying units.
Finally, we also want to look more closely at the audible artifacts that do not correspond to extreme values
in the currently used costs and investigate whether or not
they can be due to mislabelings in our acoustic database.
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Abstract
The feasibility of using a motion sensor to replace a
conventional electrolarynx(EL) user interface was explored.
Forearm motion signals from MEMS accelerometer was used
to provide on/off and pitch frequency control. The vibration
device was placed against the throat using support bandage.
Very small battery operated ARM-based control unit was
developed and placed on the wrist. The control unit has a
function to convert the tilt angle into the pitch frequency, as
well as the device enable/disable function and pitch range
adjustment function. As for the forearm tilt angle to pitch
frequency conversion, two different conversion methods,
linear mapping method and F0 template-based method, were
investigated. A perceptual evaluation, with two well-trained
normal speakers and ten subjects, was performed. Results of
the evaluation study showed that both methods were able to
produce better speech quality in terms of the naturalness.
Index Terms: prosody, electrolarynx, hands-free

1. Introduction and Related work
People who have had laryngectomies have several options for
the restoration of speech, but no currently available device is
satisfactory. The artificial larynx, typically a hand-held device
which introduces a source vibration into the vocal tract by
vibrating the external walls, is the easiest for patients to master,
but does not produce airflow, so the intelligibility of
consonants is diminished and the speech is uttered at a
monotone frequency. Alternatively, esophageal speech does
not require any special equipment, but requires speakers to
insufflate, or inject air into the esophagus, and limits the pitch
range and intensity. Both esophageal speech and tracheoesophageal speech are characterized by low average pitch
frequency, large cycle-to-cycle perturbations in pitch
frequencies, and low average intensity. As for utilizing
esophageal speech, it was found that age was the important
factor. When laryngectomized patients get older, they face
difficulty in mastering the esophageal speech or keep using
esophageal speech because of the waning strength. For that
reason, the electrolarynx is an important device even for the
people who use esophageal speech.
As for the advantages of EL, firstly, one can speak in long
sentences that are easily understood. Secondly, no special care
requirements are needed; the EL only has to be placed up
against the neck and turned on. Thirdly, the EL can be used by
almost everybody, regardless of the post-operative changes in
the neck. In those few cases where scarring prevents proper
placement of the EL, an intraoral version can be used.
On the other hand, there are a couple of disadvantages. Firstly,
the EL has a very mechanical tone that does not sound natural.
There usually is little change in pitch or modulation. Secondly,

one must use their hand to control the EL all the time, and its
appearance is far from normal.
Pitch frequency control is one of the important mechanisms
for EL users to be able to generate naturally sounding speech.
There are some commercially available EL devices using a
single push button with pressure sensor to produce F0contours [1], [2]. There are also similar studies of pitch
controlling methods [3], [4]. However, none are hands-free.
The approaches for generating F0-contour without manual
interaction have been proposed. Saikachi et al. use the
amplitude variation of EL speech [5]. Another approach is to
generate a F0-contour using an air-pressure sensor that is put
on the stoma [6], [7]. Also, recently, a machine learning F0contour generation from the EL speech has been proposed [8].
Although most of those studies are in an early stage of
research, the results show substantial improvement of EL
speech quality.
An EL system that has a hands-free user interface could be
useful for enhancing communication by alaryngeal talkers.
Also, the appearance can be almost normal because users do
not need to hold the transducer by hand against the neck.
Almost all people frequently use gestures when they talk. It
would be quite convenient if the EL users could utilize
gestures to control the device. Furthermore, gesture control
has a lot of potential to handle not only just on/off function,
but also many other functions because hands can generate
various types of motion. However, if users can not even use
hand gestures, for example, controlling something, we need to
consider other part of body movement, or completely different
technique, such as EMG based hands-free EL control [9].
The present study was undertaken to explore the feasibility of
using gesture control method to replace the conventional EL
user interface in terms of both on/off function and pitch
control. Also, a wrist-watch type EL control device was
designed and evaluated in order to determine the actual speech
generation performance in a real environment. The specific
goals were: 1) to determine the practical hands-free user
interface method for EL system, and 2) to determine whether
the generated speech has high intelligibility and naturalness.

2. Determination of Needs – Survey
Results
2.1. User Profile
A set of techniques － including user observations, interviews,
and questionnaires －were used to understand implicit user
needs. As for the questionnaire survey, the total number of
laryngectomized participants was 121 (87% male, 13%
female), including 65% esophageal talkers, 12% EL users, 7%
both, and 21% used writing messages to communicate.
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2.2. Survey Results
Almost all of the participants claimed that most public areas
are difficult for oral communication due to the noisy
environment. Typical public areas include train stations, inside
of train cars, inside of vehicles, restaurants/pubs, and
conventions/gatherings.
The noisy environment issue is well known problem and
people usually use portable amplifier, however, we have been
investigating smaller, lighter, and low profile speech
enhancement system for both esophageal speech [10] and EL.
Other needs confirmed from the survey are:

Naturally sounding voice, not like mechanical tone


Light weight device



Smaller device, low profile



Hands-free, easy to use


Low cost
Based on those survey results, present study was conducted to
meet the essential user needs.

place it to the optimal location on the neck. We introduced the
small hardware in order to meet the user requirements, i.e.
small, comfortable weight, and low cost. The ARM-based
hardware unit consists of a small board (34mm×34mm) with a
48MHz C1114, a 32 bit ARM cortex-M0, a 10 bit PWM with
10kHz sampling rate, a USB interface, 32kB FLASH memory,
and three 1.5V batteries. Picture 1 shows the ARM unit and
the EL transducers.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the Hardware Architecture

3. Hands Free UI Design
3.1. Gesture Control
Gesture control UI can be developed through the use of a
system based on photo detector, camera, or accelerometer.
Based on the survey results, a three-axis MEMS accelerometer
was used in this study. MEMS sensors are very small, low
cost, and fit the system requirements well [12].

3.2. Pitch Control
A MEMS accelerometer accurately measures acceleration, tilt,
shock and vibration in applications. The challenge in
designing the pitch control algorithm that use a MEMS
accelerometer output to control pitch contour is to reconcile
the numerical ranges between two types of data. MEMS
output bytes are integers in the range -128 to 127 for a range
of ±2G. Often this issue can be easily reconciled by linear
mapping of one range of values (such as MEMS data values 128 to 127) into another range (such as 67 to 205 expected as
the typical male pitch range).
Another possible pitch control method is to utilize a pitch
contour generation model, such as Fujisaki’s model [11]. The
system needs to have a strategy to generate both the phrase
component and the accent component from the MEMS output.
The F0 template-based method is easier to generate relatively
stable pitch contour, however, it may lose some flexibility to
generate various pitch patterns.
In this study, both the simple linear mapping method and the
F0 template-based method were prototyped and examined to
evaluate the pitch control performance. Also, the comparison
study was performed between conventional EL, the linear
mapping method and the F0 template-based method.

4. System Implementation
4.1. Hardware System Design
The pitch control algorithms described above were
implemented on a small CPU board. A block diagram of the
hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 1. A pair of very small
EL transducer with neck-bandage has also been prepared to
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Picture 1: EL Controller and Transducer unit (upper
left: EL controller on the wrist, lower left: ARM-PC
board, upper right: transducer with neck bandage,
lower right: transducer unit)

4.2. Pitch Control (linear mapping method)
Hand gestures are a very important part of language. A
preliminary UI study using forearm movement was conducted
in order to evaluate feasibility of the pitch control mechanism.
Fig.2 shows the forearm tilt and the MEMS output (x-axis)
when the controller was placed on the wrist. From the
horizontal position (0°) to the 75°upward position is the
normal pitch control zone. From the horizontal position to the
-25° downward position is the fading out zone, where phrase
ending pitch pattern is adjusted based on the forearm moving
speed. As for the conversion from the MEMS output to the
pitch frequency, there are four pitch ranges. Fig.3 shows the
relation between the MEMS output and the four ranges of
pitch frequency, i.e. high, mid-high, mid-low, and low. Users
can select one of the four ranges.
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Figure 4: Relation between Forearm tilt and F0
template generation (F0 model-based Method)
A-zone: -35°~0°, B-zone: 0°~20°, and C-zone: 20°~.

In this study, those values are; Fmin = 80Hz, α =1.5, and
Ap=0.75. The calculated F0 template data is stored in the
controller software. Fig.4 shows the F0 contour generation
mechanism using the MEMS sensor output and the F0
template. The oscillation starts at 10° upward from the
horizontal position. The template duration is controlled based
on the forearm tilt angle as shown in the Figure 4. Also, in that
figure, how to re-start the F0 template is shown. Basically, the
forearm movement ( C-zone → B-zone → C-zone) is required.
A-zone is -35°~0°, B-zone is 0°~20°, and C-zone is 20°~,
respectively.

Figure 2: Forearm Tilt and Pitch Control

4.4. ON/OFF Control

Figure 3: Relation between MEMS Output and Pitch
(linear mapping method)

4.3. Pitch Control (F0 tmplate-based method)
The linear mapping method is straight forward approach,
however, it requires precise sensor control to avoid unnatural
pitch behavior. The F0 template-based method applies a basic
F0 template to the fine F0 contour generation. The phrase
component of Fujisaki’s model was used to generate the F0
template F0(t). While the system is intended to generate both
phrase control and accent control, as the first step of testing
the template, we utilized only the phrase component.

ln F 0(t )  ln F min  Ap  Gp(t )

(1)

where

Gp(t )   2t exp(t )

(2)

The symbols in equations(1) and (2) indicate:

Fmin is the minimum value of speaker’s F0.


Ap is the magnitude of phrase command.



α is natural angular frequency of the phrase control
mechanism.

Reliable EL ON/OFF control is very important for users to
talk comfortably. As you can see in Fig.2, EL vibrates at the
normal pitch control zone, i.e. from 0° position and higher. EL
stops the vibration at the -25° position or lower. The hysteresis
is necessary to avoid unstable behavior near the on/off
threshold. If the phrase does not have an accent, the pitch rises
from a low starting point on the first mora, and then levels out.
Such pitch contour is generated by moving the forearm
downward very quickly. However, most of the accented
phrases are generated by gradual movement. In case of the F0
template-based approach, in order to turn on the EL device,
the tilt angle needs to be 10° or higher, and the turning off
position is at -35°.

4.5. LOCK Mechanism
It is very important to enable/disable the controller easily and
quickly while users are wearing the device. Y-axis output of
the MEMS accelerometer was used to implement such a lock
mechanism. By twisting the wrist quickly and generating 2G
acceleration, the user can enable/disable the EL.

5. Perceptual Evaluation
Subjective evaluation tests (by rating scale method) have been
made with 2 male well-trained normal speakers, and 10 (one
female and nine male) subjects. Each speaker read the
phonetically balanced test materials as shown in table 1. We
used one commercially available EL device (SECOM ELX0010), prototype-A (linear mapping method, with 70Hz
mode), and prototype-B (F0 template-based method). Those
60 speech stimuli (2speakers ∗3devices∗10sentences) were
recorded, and two sets of differently randomized stimuli were
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prepared. 5 subjects evaluated the one set of stimuli, and other
5 subjects rated the other set of stimuli. Each speech stimuli
were presented two times.
Table 1:
sentences

Phonetically

balanced

Japanese

test

The subjects rated the speech stimuli in terms of “intelligibility
(Clarity)”, “naturalness of the prosody”, and “stability of the
prosody” using five level scaling. As shown in Figure 5-(a), 5(b) and 5-(c), the subjective evaluation indicated that both
prototype-A(LM) and B(FU) obtained higher naturalness
scores than the EL device(EL).
On the other hand,
intelligibility(clarity) and stability shows almost no difference
among those devices.

Intelligibility (Clarity)
5
4
3
2
1

6. Discussion
Without losing intelligibility(clarity) and stability of the
prosody, both prototype-A and B showed substantial
improvement in terms of the naturalness of the prosody. The
results of this study indicate that both usability and speech
quality of EL speakers could be improved by MEMS
accelerometer based hands-free UI controller. The ability to
control the pitch contour of EL speech with the proposed
linear mapping method and F0 template-based method implies
that hand gesture control may be adequate for implementation
of the hands free user interface for EL device. Our assumption
about the performance difference between the two proposed
methods is that the F0 template-based method may be easier to
learn and easier to stabilize the pitch contour, however, there
was almost no difference between those two methods. We plan
to run the same evaluation with actual EL-users, and confirm
if the proposed methods show similar performance. Also, a
more detailed and precise study across the talkers, sentences,
and learning curve has to be performed. As for the gesture
control, we tested only the forearm movement, however, it is
necessary to test other body locations where users might be
able to control the EL device more easily and naturally.
According to the user requirements, the evaluation of
appearance also needs to be considered. In the study, we set a
relatively narrow pitch range in order to avoid wild swings in
pitch. A better pitch control range needs to be investigated.

7. Conclusion
2.99

2.98

2.98

LM

FU

EL

Figure 2-(a):
intelligibility

average

evaluation

scores

of

MEMS accelerometer based hands free UI for EL device was
proposed. A hand gesture control unit was designed and
prototyped. Two types of pitch contour generation methods
were proposed and tested together with conventional EL
device. Results of the evaluation indicated that the proposed
methods have a potential to make the EL output prosody more
natural, easy to use, and less distinct appearance. However, a
more detailed and precise study across the talkers, sentences,
and learning curve has to be performed.
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Abstract
The intelligibility of HMM-based TTS can reach that of the
original speech. However, HMM-based TTS is far from natural.
On the contrary, unit selection TTS is the most-natural sounding TTS currently. However, its intelligibility and naturalness
on segmental duration and timing are not stable. Additionally,
unit selection needs to store a huge amount of data for concatenation. Recently, hybrid approaches between these two TTS,
i.e. the HMM trajectory tiling TTS (HTT), have been studied
to take advantages of both unit selection and HMM-based TTS.
However, such methods still require a huge amount of data for
rendering. In this paper, a hybrid TTS among unit selection,
HMM-based TTS, and the Modified Restricted Temporal Decomposition (MRTD), named HTD, is proposed motivating to
take advantages of both unit selection and HMM-based TTS
under limited data conditions. Here, TD is a sparse representation of speech that decomposes a spectral or prosodic sequence
into two mutually independent components: static event targets and correspondent dynamic event functions, and MRTD
is a compact but efficient version of TD. Previous studies show
that the dynamic event functions of MRTD are related to the
perception of speech intelligibility, one core linguistic or content information, while the static event targets of MRTD convey
non-linguistic or style information. Therefore, by borrowing the
concepts of unit selection to render the event targets of the spectral sequence, and directly borrowing the prosodic sequences
and the dynamic event functions of the spectral sequence generated by HMM-based TTS, the naturalness and the intelligibility
of the proposed HTD can reach the naturalness of unit selection,
and the intelligibility of HMM-based TTS, respectively. Due
to the smoothness of event functions of MRTD, an appropriate smoothness in synthesized speech can still be ensured when
being rendering by a small amount of data, resulting in the usability of the proposed HTD under limited data conditions. The
experimental results with a small Vietnamese dataset, simulated
to be a “limited data condition”, show that the proposed HTD
outperformed all HMM-based TTS, unit selection, HTT under
a limited data condition.
Index Terms: TTS, unit selection, HMM-based, Temporal Decomposition, HTT

1. Introduction
Building a large-scale speech corpus is a costly task that takes a
long time and a great deal effort by engineers, acousticians and
linguists. Therefore, to build high-quality speech synthesizers
under limited data conditions is important in practice, specifically for under-resourced languages.
The two most successful TTS up to now are unit selection

[1] and HMM-based [2, 3]. HMM-based TTS provides synthetic speech with stable and smooth trajectory. Therefore, the
intelligibility of HMM-based TTS can reach that of the original
speech. However, the naturalness of HMM-based TTS is low
mainly due to the spectral over-smoothness caused by the “averagely” statistical processing. Although much research has been
attempted to reduce this over-smoothness [3], speech synthesized by HMM-based TTS is still muffled and far from natural.
On the contrary, the naturalness of unit-selection TTS is high.
However, unit-selection has some drawbacks reducing the range
of its practical applications. Among them, one main drawback
is the unstability of the temporal trajectory of speech synthesized by unit selection. This artifact reduces the intelligibility
of the speech synthesized by unit selection TTS compared with
that of HMM-based TTS [4]. Another main drawback of unit
selection is the requirement of a huge data corpus for concatenation.
Recently, hybrid approaches, which use HMM to guide the
unit selection process to improve the stability and the smoothness of unit selection TTS, have been shown as the most successful TTS that can preserve the advantages of both HMMbased and unit selection TTS. Among them, the HTT [4] can
be considered as the state-of-the-art hybrid TTS. In this system, HMM trajectory is used to guide the selection of each 5ms
frame to concatenate the waveforms. The naturalness of this
hybrid TTS is comparative with that of state-of-the-art unit selection TTS, while the intelligibility of this hybrid TTS is comparative as that of state-of-the-art HMM-based TTS. However,
HTT [4] still requires a huge amount of data for rendering due
to the use of “frame selection”. If the selection process is imperfect due to some reasons such as the limitation of the data corpus, it is easy to perceive the discontinuities between frames.
The experimental results in [4] show that the quality of HTT
is stable only if the amount of stored database for rendering is
approximately 2 hours to 10 hours.
In this study, in order to borrow the high naturalness of
unit selection and the high intelligibility of HMM-based TTS,
MRTD [6] is used to decompose the spectral sequence generated by HMM into two mutually independent components:
static event targets and correspondent dynamic event functions,
in which one component is related to the perception of intelligibility and the other one is related to the perception of naturalness. These two components are independently controlled in order to reach the intelligibility of HMM-based TTS and the naturalness of unit selection TTS. The proposed method is supported
by previous studies [7, 8], where the temporal event functions
can represent the “languageness” or linguistic information of
speech, which is important for the perception of speech intelligibility, while the sparse event targets can convey non-linguistic
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for the proposed HTD.
At the second stage, the line spectral frequency (LSF) sequence generated by HMM-based TTS is analyzed by TD analysis [9] using a simplified TD version called MRTD [6].
Assume that the y(n) is this spectral sequence, TD decomposes y(n) into dynamic event functions ϕ and K static event
targets a among total N frames, as given in Eqs. 1 and 2. Here,
ŷ(n) is the approximation of y(n). There are K event targets in a total of N frames and K << N , then TD is a sparse
representation of speech. The event functions are interpolation
functions representing temporal transition movements between
the sparse event targets. [9].
ŷ(n) =

K
∑

k=1

ak ϕk (n), 1 ≤ n ≤ N

(1)

ŶP ×N = AP ×K ΦK×N

(2)

ak = y(nk )

(3)

Figure. 2 draws an example of MRTD with spectral parameter
y(1 : N ), event targets a(1 : K), and event functions ϕ(1 : K).
In Eq. (1) (or matrix representation as in Eq. (2)), event
target a and event function ϕ are unknown and needed to be
estimated by some optimization tasks to minimize interpolation
error. In the initiation of the optimization task in MRTD [6],
event targets are set equal to the frame-based vector at the same
locations as given in Eq. 3.

Figure 1: General Diagram.

of style information, which is important for the perception of the
speech naturalness [7, 8].
Comparing with HTT [4], the proposed HTD has one main
advantage on reducing the required amount of data for rendering, resulting in improved quality of the synthesized speech under limited data conditions. It reveals that HTT replaces all
frames of the guided trajectory generated by HMMs with the
closest frames found in the original database. Therefore, to ensure the stability and the smoothness of the synthesized speech,
HTT requires a huge database for rendering because the limitation of data may cause the mismatches and the discontinuities
between the consecutive replaced frames. However, in the proposed HTD, the smoothness of the spectral and prosodic trajectories is ensured by the smoothness of the event functions of the
spectral sequence generated by HMM and the smoothness of
prosodic sequences generated by HMM. Therefore, the matching level of the “target selection” task is not strictly required as
in HTT [4], resulting in the reduction of the required amount of
data for rendering.
In the next section, we will present and explain the details
of the proposed HTD. Section 3 describes the evaluations, and
finally section 4 draws the conclusions.

2. The proposed HTD
2.1. Outline of the proposed TTS
The general diagram of the proposed HTD is shown in Fig. 1.
At the first stage, spectral and prosodic trajectories are generated from HMM-based TTS. Since HMM-based TTS is efficient on prosodic modeling [5], the prosodic trajectories of the
F0 contour and gain contour of HMM-based TTS are preserved
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Here, nk is the location of event target ak .
Then, event functions in MRTD are estimated as described
in Eqs. (4) and (5). Here, ⟨...⟩ and ||.|| correspond to the inner
product of two vectors and the norm of a vector.

ϕk (n) =











1 − ϕk−1 (n), if nk−1 < n < nk
1, if n = nk
min(ϕk (n − 1), max(0, ϕ̂k (n))),
if nk < n < nk+1
0, otherwise

(4)

⟨(y(n) − ak+1 ), (ak − ak+1 )⟩
||ak − ak+1 ||2

(5)

A = Y ΦT (ΦΦT )−1

(6)

ϕ̂k (n) =

Using the estimation given in Eqs. (4) and (5), each event function ϕk (n) is smooth, has only one peak, and two overlapped
event functions sum up to one as described in Fig. 2 and explained in detail in [6]. These properties of event functions results in gradual movements of the interpolated spectral ŷ(n)
that are related to the co-articulation of speech. In addition, the
modification on sparse event targets ak directly and gradually
affects to all frames inside duration in which the event function ϕk is non-zero. Hence, speech can be flexibly modified /
transformed at specific events in the time domain by modifying
/ transforming MRTD event targets a as shown in [7, 8].
After estimating event functions, event targets are estimated
as in Eq. 6, where T is matrix transpose transformation.

Note that Eq. 6 is the general form of the re-estimation of event
targets of LSF in the original MRTD that was described in details in the original work [6]. For short, Eq. 6 means that each
event target is re-estimated by its initialized value, which is the
frame-based vector at the same location, and the non-zero estimated event functions at the same location with a convergence
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Figure 2: An example of MRTD analysis / synthesis with N frames and K event targets: a bar represents a frame-based spectral feature
or a spectral event target in a specific location. Two bars located at two locations of the same spectral event target are same in lengths.
condition of minimizing the reconstruction error and ensuring
the orders of LSF.
In the third stage of the proposed HTD, the event functions ϕk of the spectral sequence y, which are important for
speech intelligibility as mentioned in section 1, are also directly
borrowed from HMM-based TTS because the intelligibility of
HMM-based TTS is stable and high, approximately that of original speech. To overcome the over-smoothness of the spectral
sequence generated by HMM and also to transform the spectral
sequence to the original speech, the event targets ak are selected from an original dataset. The target selection procedure
is described more detail in the next sub-section.
Finally, at the last stage, the high-quality speech vocoder
STRAIGHT [10] is used to generate speech waveforms.
2.2. Event target selection
The proposed method for selection is based on event target, so
the proposed TTS can be considered as a new concept “target selection” rather than conventional concepts “unit selection”
and “frame selection” [4].
The event targets of the speech trajectory generated by
HMM are modified in the proposed HTD by replacing them
with the most-matched event targets of original speech. Therefore, an alignment procedure in the time domain is required to
accurately modify the event targets of source speech into the
corresponding event targets of target speech.
Dynamic time wrapping (DTW) or the nearest neighbor
search (NNS) can be used in the frame-based voice transformation to align the transformation in parallel form for the former
and in non-parallel form for the latter. A technique of using a
fixed number of equally-spaced event targets for each phoneme
has been proposed when using TD-based voice transformation
[7]. This method involves non-parallel transformation for a syllable or an utterance but is a parallel transformation for each
phoneme when each ordered event target of a source phoneme
is transformed into a corresponding ordered event target of a
target phoneme. Developing from this method, each phoneme
is divided into three equally-spaced intervals in this work. One
event target is located at the center of each of the three intervals. Therefore, there are three event targets in one phoneme.
The number of event targets in one phoneme can be from one as

in the original MRTD [6], or five in [7]. There are two reasons
for choosing three event targets in one phoneme in this work.
The first one is that increasing the number of event targets in
one phoneme larger than three does not improve the quality of
synthesized speech in our experiments, but increases the size of
stored data for rendering. The second one is that we want to set
the number of equally-spaced intervals as well as the number
of event targets in one phoneme same as the number of HMM
states in each phoneme, which is three in this work, with an expectation that all HMM states are rendered by the original data.
Although the method of locating event targets at center frames
in each HMM state in Viterbi alignment is straightforward and
may increase the accuracy of the selection procedure, compared
with the use of equally-spaced intervals in the proposed method,
this method has not implemented in this research at present.
This is one of our future works.
The event target searching and replacing are represented in
Fig. 3. Each event target of source spectral sequence generated
by HMM is replaced by an event target of the original speech,
searched by a selection process. The selection is supervised
by labeled data in order to ensure its accuracy and reduce the
amount of searching time. Using MRTD analysis, each event
target is re-estimated by the frame-based vector at the same location, and the estimated non-zero event functions at the same
location, as explained in sub-section 2.1. Therefore, event targets depend on the wide-range context, and sensitive to its locations. As a result, to directly use event targets for alignment
may reduce the accuracy of the alignment procedure. Instead of
that, three consecutive frames, referred to as tri-frames in this
research, located at same positions of event targets, are used to
align the source and target event target pairs.
The matched tri-frames are searched by nearest neighbor
search with a summed cost as defined in Eqs. 7, 8, 9, 10, and
11.
d = N (dF 0 ) + N (dLSF ) + N (dG )
(7)
dF 0 = |log(F 0t ) − log(F 0s )|
v
u
P
u1 ∑
(LSFi,t − LSFi,s )2
dLSF = t
P i=1
dG = |log(Gt ) − log(Gs )|

(8)
(9)
(10)
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data and the event targets of the spectral sequence generated by
HMM-based TTS in the previous stage are replaced by the original event targets located in the same positions as the selected
original tri-frames. The “target selection” will be run with the
whole database if the target phoneme for rendering is not found.
Therefore, the selection procedure can still work if the number
of phonemes in the database for rendering is not sufficient, such
as under some limited data conditions, for instance.

3. Implementations and Evaluations
3.1. Data preperation

Figure 3: Target Selection: Single bars represent spectral event
targets located at centers of equally-spaced intervals; triple bars
represent frame-based features in tri-frames where their central
frames are located at the same positions as event targets. Input
synthetic tri-frames color yellow-red-yellow, selected original
tri-frames with the same colors are marked by red circles, and
green event targets are the event targets of the original speech
selected for replacing.
d − µd
(11)
σd
Here, each cost for LSF, F0, and gain G is computed with a
source target pair s and t. Each component cost is normalized by normal distribution similar as in [4], as shown in Eq.
11, where are mean and standard deviation of the sample distances of all candidates, respectively. The ideal behind the use
of all F0, LSF, and PL to compute the distance cost between
the trajectories generated by HMM-based TTS and those of the
original speech in HTT is to find the physically closest frames
(in the waveform domain) for concatenation. This ideal was
adopted to the proposed HTD to select the spectral target of the
physically closest frame in the original database.
After the matched tri-frames have been selected from the
original data, the event targets of the spectral sequence generated by HMM-based TTS in the previous stage are replaced by
the outputs of the selection procedure, which are the original
event targets located in the same positions as the selected triframes.
In our implementation, the “target selection” is supervised
by labeled data to ensure its accuracy and reduce the length of
searching time, in which each ordered target in a phoneme is
replaced by the selected targets with the same order and in the
same phoneme. In the offline stage, the database for rendering
is prepared with two steps. First, all utterances with labels are
analyzed by MRTD. Then, analyzed event targets and tri-frames
at the same locations are extracted from the parameters of the
whole utterances by using label data, and stored for each distinct phoneme. In the online rendering stage for each phoneme,
the matched original tri-frames are selected from the original
N (d) =
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The main motivation of this study is to propose an efficient hybrid TTS under limited data conditions. The TTS under limited data conditions is more practical for under-resourced languages, where huge public speech corpus is missing, compared
with high-resourced languages. Vietnamese is a language spoken by about 100 million people in the world. However, there
is no huge public speech corpus with labeling for Vietnamese
at present. Therefore, Vietnamese is one of the under-resourced
languages and a Vietnamese corpus is used in this study.
Vietnamese is a tonal monosyllabic language. There are 20
consonants and 250 tonal vowels in Vietnamese. More detail
on Vietnamese can be found in [11]. In this research, we used
the small Vietnamese corpus DEMEN567, including 567 utterances. This corpus was also called TTSCorpus in [12]. The total time interval of this dataset is approximately one hour. The
sampling frequency of the corpus is 11025 Hz. We simulated
a limited data condition by a dataset of 300 utterances. This
dataset is close to the threshold where the phoneme coverage
reachs approximately 100%. Although some monophones are
still mising, most of widely used tonal phonemes appear in this
dataset. The size of this dataset in PCM 16 bits format is approximately 30MBs and the duration is approximately 20 minutes.
3.2. Experimental Parameters
We compared the six versions of speech in our evaluations:
speech synthesized by a HMM-based TTS for Vietnamese [13],
speech synthesized by a non-uniform unit selection TTS for
Vietnamese [14], speech synthesized by HTT, speech synthesized by our proposed HTD, speech analyzed / synthesized by
MRTD-STRAIGHT, and the original speech. All speech synthesizers used the same dataset simulated to be “under limited
data conditions”.
Speech analyzed / synthesized by MRTD and STRAIGHT
can be considered as the ideal limitation of HTD obtained when
using a huge amount of data for rendering. Due to reconstruction errors of MRTD and STRAIGHT, this ideal limitation of
HTD is different from the original speech. The original speech
can be considered as the ideal limitation of unit selection TTS
and HTT when using a huge amount of data for selection or
rendering since these synthesizers are waveform concatenation
TTSs that use the original speech. Although these two ideal
limitations can be never reached, they were used for evaluations
in this paper instead of evaluating the synthesizers with a real
large-scaled speech corpus because the latter solution is expensive, time-consuming, and not available for us at present.
All experimental parameters were controlled to be equivalent for all TTSs to enable them to be fairly evaluated. The
spectral features for the three TTSs were LSF with an order of
24. The HMM-based TTS also used the deltas of LSF. The excitation parameters for HMM-based TTS were composed of loga-
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3.3. Subjective evaluations
For evaluating the TTS, subjective tests on intelligibility and
naturalness were conducted. Five subjects who are native Vietnamese with normal hearing were required to attend the subjective tests.
Semantically unpredictable sentences (SUS) have been
used as a standard measure to evaluate the intelligibility of a
TTS, but there are no designs on Vietnamese SUS sentence lists
at present. Therefore, a dataset of 20 testing sentences were
chosen for the intelligibility evaluation with four restricted rules
of preventing the subjects from predicting the meanings easily
(rules 1–4), and two restricted rules for ensuring the reliability
of the evaluation (rules 5–6):
(1) The Vietnamese words in the testing sentences were all
low frequency;
(2 ) Only sentences composed from monosyllabic words
were used to avoid ubjects from predicting the meaning of complex words with only their component words;
(3) Repeating the words between testing sentences is
avoided, in order to prevent subjects remembering the words
they heard previously;
(4) The sentences with less semantic relations were selected
to avoid subjects predicting the meaning of the sentence;
(5) The sentences covering all Vietnamese tones and minimizing the repetition of tonal phonemes were selected;
(6) Only short sentences were selected to avoid the difficulty of subjects remembering the syllables that they heard in
the testing sentence. The intelligibility scores were measured
by word error rates (WER) of SUS sentences.
The naturalness of TTS has been widely evaluated by mean
opinion scores (MOS). Therefore, MOS scores were used to
evaluate the overall impression of naturalness of TTSs with a
testing dataset that contained 20 long sentences with an average
length approximately 25 syllables. Evaluations with long sentences were used to measure the speech naturalness in terms of
both voice quality and segmental duration and timing.
The two testing datasets were chosen from the set of sentences that were not used for training, or concatenating, or rendering the TTSs.
The results of the intelligibility evaluations are shown in
Table. 1. These results shows that the WERs of speech synthesized by HMM-based TTS, that of speech synthesized by
the proposed HTD, and that of speech analyzed / synthesized
by MRTD-STRAIGHT were very small. The intelligibility of
HMM-based TTS and HTD were equivalent and they highly outperformed the intelligibility of HTT and unit selection TTS.
The results of the naturalness evaluation are shown in Fig.
4. These results in terms of naturalness show that the proposed

5

|−−−−|: 95% confident interval

4.5
4
MOS Scores (1−5)

rithmic F0 and their corresponding delta coefficients. The frame
lengths ware 20 ms and the update intervals ware 5 ms. The
context-dependent HMM used three states for one phoneme,
which was the same as the number of event targets for one
phoneme that was used in the proposed HTD. Other parameters of the HMM-based TTS for Vietnamese were adopted from
the original work by Vu et al. [13], while those of HTT were
adopted from the original work by Qian et al.[4] and those of
unit selection TTS were adopted from the original work in[14].
STRAIGHT version 4 [10] was used as a vocoder to generate the output waveforms. All parameters used for extracting
F0, aperiodicity (AP), and spectral envelope with STRAIGHT
were default parameters except for f s, frame size and frame
step.

3.5

Unit Selection
HMM−based
HTT
HTD
MRTD−STRAIGHT
Original

3
2.5
2
1.5

Figure 4: Naturalness mean scores and 95% confidence intervals for long sentences

HTD was superior to all the HMM-based TTS, the unit selection
TTS and the HTT.
It also reveals that the naturalness of the unit selection TTS
was just slightly superior to that of the HMM-based TTS when
evaluating with very long sentences due to its unstability on segmental duration and timing. The naturalness of the HTT also
slightly outperformed the unit selection and HMM-based TTS.
Therefore, although the naturalness of HTT is significantly high
with huge amount of data for rendering [4], it is significantly reduced under limited data conditions.
The results from the intelligibility evaluation were consistent with the results from a HMM-based TTS [13] where the intelligibility scores of a Vietnamese TTS could reach 100%. The
intelligibility of the mono-syllabic Vietnamese speech seems to
be higher than that of other languages.
MOS score of 3.8 for the original speech was quite low
since corpus DEMEN567 was not well recorded due to a low
sampling frequency of 11025 Hz and the recording environment. The MOS score of speech analyzed / synthesized by
MRTD-STRAIGHT was lower than that of the original speech
due to the reconstruction errors of MRTD and STRAIGHT. The
MOS scores for speech synthesized by all synthesizers were not
compared with that of speech analyzed / synthesized by MRTDSTRAIGHT and the original speech, which are the two ideal
limitations of HTD and unit selection TTS, HTT since they
were implemented under a “limited data condition”.
3.4. Discussions on differences between the proposed HTD
and HTT
Although the proposed HTD shares some common procedures
with HTT [4], their concepts are completely different. These

Table 1: Word Error Rates (%)

Mean
95%
confidence

HMM HTT Unit
Selection
0.25 3.82 10.83
0.09 0.71 0.88

HTD MRTDOriginal
STRAIGHT
0.25 0.25
0
0.09 0.09
0
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differences are presented and discussed in this section. There
are three main differences:
(1) HTT replaces all frames of the guided trajectory generated by HMMs with the closest frames found in the original
database. Therefore, HTT can be considered to be one kind
of unit selection that uses HMM-based TTS as an intermediate
procedure to compute the target cost, resulting in improved stability in synthesized trajectory of speech. However, HTT shares
several common disadvantages with unit selection TTS, e.g.,
their requirements for huge amounts of data for selection or rendering, their huge footprints, their high computational load, and
their inflexibility for voice transformations.
The proposed HTD uses HMM-based TTS to generate
spectral and prosodic trajectories. The spectral trajectory is
then decomposed into its event functions and event targets.
The prosodic trajectories and the event functions of the spectral trajectory are preserved to maintain the high intelligibility
of HMM-based TTS, while the sparse event targets are replaced
with the event targets located at the closest frames found in
the original database to reduce over-smoothness in spectral sequence. Therefore, the proposed HTD is one extended version
of HMM-based TTS in which speech synthesized by HMMs is
transformed to the original speech by using MRTD, resulting in
the improvement of synthesized speech in terms of naturalness
while preserving main advantages of HMM-based TTS.
(2) HTT requires a huge database for rendering to ensure
the smoothness of the synthesized speech because limited data
may cause mismatches and discontinuities between consecutive
frames. The smoothness of the synthesized trajectory in the
proposed HTD is ensured by the smoothness of event functions
and the stability and smoothness of the trajectory generated by
HMM-based TTS. Therefore, the matching level of the “target
selection” task does not strictly require precision as in HTT. As
a result, the proposed HTD can synthesize stable and smooth
speech even under limited data conditions.
(3) HTT can be combined with voice transformation by using multiple huge target databases for rendering. The requirement for huge target databases is not convenient for practical
voice transformations where only a few target data are available. TD-based voice transformations [7], [8] could efficiently
transform speaker individuality by preserving the event functions of source speech and transforming its event targets to
those of target speech. This manner is similar to the proposed
HTD, when event functions of spectral sequence synthesized
by HMM-based TTS are preserved and its event targets are selected from an original database, or are transformed to those of
the original speech. Therefore, it is possible to develop the proposed HTD to synthesize multiple voices with a multiple-voices
database. The experimental results in this paper revealed that
the proposed HTD was efficient with a small database. Therefore, the proposed HTD can be developed for voice transformations with limited target data. Although the proposed HTD
was just evaluated with a single-voice database, it will be implemented with multiple-speakers and multiple-styles databases in
the future to confirm its flexibility for voice transformations.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, a hybrid TTS among unit selection, HMM-based
TTS, and MRTD, named HTD, was proposed. The experimental results show that the proposed HTD could borrow both the
high intelligibility of HMM-based TTS and the high naturalness of unit selection TTS under limited data conditions. In
the future, we will investigate other possible advantages of the
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proposed HTD such as the flexibility for voice transformations.
We will also implement the proposed method with other languages to confirm the unification and language-independence
of the proposed TTS.
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Abstract
The pitch contour in speech contains information about different linguistic units at several distinct temporal scales. At the
finest level, the microprosodic cues are purely segmental in nature, whereas in the coarser time scales, lexical tones, word accents, and phrase accents appear with both linguistic and paralinguistic functions. Consequently, the pitch movements happen on different temporal scales: the segmental perturbations
are faster than typical pitch accents and so forth. In HMMbased speech synthesis paradigm, slower intonation patterns are
not easy to model. The statistical procedure of decision tree
clustering highlights instances that are more common, resulting in good reproduction of microprosody and declination, but
with less variation on word and phrase level compared to human speech. Here we present a system that uses wavelets to
decompose the pitch contour into five temporal scales ranging
from microprosody to the utterance level. Each component is
then individually trained within HMM framework and used in
a superpositional manner at the synthesis stage. The resulting
system is compared to a baseline where only one decision tree
is trained to generate the pitch contour.
Index Terms: HMM-based synthesis, intonation modeling,
wavelet decomposition

1. Introduction
The fundamental frequency (f0 ) contour of speech contains information about different linguistic units at several distinct temporal scales. Likewise prosody in general, f0 is inherently
hierarchical in nature. The hierarchy can be viewed in phonetic terms as ranging from segmental perturbation (i.e., microprosody) to a levels that signal phrasal structure and beyond
(e.g., utterance level downtrends). In between there are levels
that signal relations between syllables and words (e.g., tones
and pitch accents). Consequently, the pitch movements happen
on different temporal scales: the segmental perturbations are
faster than typical pitch accents, which are faster than phrasal
movements and so on. These temporal scales range between
several magnitudes from a few milliseconds to several seconds
and beyond.
In HMM-based speech synthesis paradigm, all modeling
is based on phone sized units. In principle, slower intonation
patterns are more difficult to model than segmentally determined ones. Moreover, the statistical procedure of decision tree
clustering highlights instances that are more common, resulting in a good reproduction of microprosody and overall trends
(such as general downtrends) and relatively poor reproduction

of prosody at the level of words and phrases. This shortcoming
calls for methods that take into account the inherent hierarchical
nature of prosody.
Traditionally the problem has been approached by using
superpositional models which separate syllable and word level
accents from phrases [2, 7]. On feature extraction side, discrete cosine transform parameterization of f0 has been investigated, providing compact representation of the pitch contour
[12]. Typically, each voiced segment or syllable and phrase
are parameterized with a constant number of DCT coefficients,
statistical clustering is performed based on contextual features,
and synthesis is performed in additive fashion [11]. However,
the constant number of coefficients is problematic for variable
length units, and natural continuity between units is difficult to
achieve.
In HMM framework, decomposition of f0 to its hierarchical components during acoustic modeling has been investigated
[4, 15]. These approaches rely on exposing the training data to
a level-dependent subset of questions for separating the layers
of the prosody hierarchy. The layers can then be modeled separately as individual streams [4], or jointly with adaptive training
methods [15]. Results indicate that syllable level modeling improves prosody whereas higher levels do not provide benefits.
In HMM-based speech synthesis, f0 is modeled jointly with
voicing decision. The unit of modeling is typically a phone
HMM with five states. For each state, predefined contextual
questions concerning phones, syllables, words and phrases are
used to form a set of possible splits in a decision tree. The splitting decisions are made in a greedy fashion based on likelihood
increase. Thus the hierarchical nature of intonation is only implicitly addressed by questions on different levels of hierarchy.
With multiple levels, including voicing decision, modeled by a
single set of trees, the rare or slow events can not be modeled
robustly, due to fragmentation of the training data by previous,
more urgent splits for the short time scale of the model.
In this paper, we present a solution to the problems outlined above based on continuous wavelet transform (CWT). The
CWT is used to decompose the f0 contour into several temporal
scales that can be used to model the levels ranging from microprosody to the utterance level separately. As well as separating
the contour into meaningful temporally assigned levels – ranging from microprosody to utterance level prosody – the CWT
produces a continous f0 contour which has further merits. Earlier, wavelets have been used in speech synthesis context for
parameter estimation [3, 6, 10].
We chose four f0 modeling methods for comparison: (1)
The normal HTS method using the MSD stream, and two
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wavelet-based setups modeling the f0 contour on several distinct levels: (2) one with a joint model and (3) one where five
separate CWT based levels are modeled separately. In addition, (4) a continous interpolated f0 stream model was added.
The fourth method was added in order to evaluate the wavelet
based methods against another model using continuous trajectories since interpolation alone has been reported to improve f0
modeling [14].
Objective comparison of the proposed methods is presented against single-stream baselines using two GlottHMM [9]
Finnish voices trained from a male and a female corpus.

2. Pitch decomposition and wavelets
2.1. Extraction and preprocessing of f0
GlottHMM vocoder was used for estimating the fundamental
frequency (f0 ) of speech. GlottHMM is a physiologically oriented vocoder that uses glottal inverse filtering for separating
speech into the glottal source signal and the vocal tract filter.
The iterative adaptive inverse filtering (IAIF) method is used for
the separation, and the f0 is estimated from the glottal source
signal that is free from the distracting vocal tract resonances [9].
The autocorrelation method [8] was used to estimate the f0 .
A range of possible f0 values is defined based on the speaker’s
f0 range in order to reduce gross errors. The voiced-unvoiced
decision is made based on the energy of the low frequency band
(0–1 kHz) and the number of zero-crossings in the frame. The
length of the frame from which the f0 is estimated is longer
than the speech analysis frame in order to estimate the lowest
possible f0 values, as low as 30 Hz. The frames determined as
unvoiced are marked as zeros. Parabolic interpolation was used
in order to reduce the estimation error due to finite sampling
period; a quadratic function is fitted to the peak of the autocorrelation function (ACF) to find the refined f0 value.
Finally, post-processing is applied to the estimated f0 trajectory. A repetitive process is applied which consists of 3-point
median filtering, filling small unvoiced gaps and removing outlier voiced sections, and detection of unnatural discontinuities
based on weighted linear estimation of each individual f0 estimate from previous and following samples. If the difference
between the estimated and the actual values is greater than a
specific threshold (based on the mean and variance of the f0
trajectory), the original value may be replaced with a secondary
f0 estimate from the ACF. This replacement depends on the
goodness of the fitting and the relative jump of the original f0
estimate. An example of extracted f0 is shown in the top pane
of Figure 1.
2.2. Completion of f0 over unvoiced passages
The wavelet method is sensitive to the gaps in the f0 contour
and therefore, the f0 contour is completed to yield a continuous f0 trajectory. Since the wavelet approach aims at connecting the signal to the perceptually relevant information, the
linear frequency scale is transformed to the logarithmic semitone scale. A simple linear interpolation method is used. First,
smoothed version of the original f0 was created, and then interpolated over unvoiced passages. The smoothed unvoiced parts
are then added to the original f0 with 3 point median smoothing to reduce discontinuities in voicing boundaries. In addition,
to alleviate edge artifacts, constant f0 was added prior to and
after the utterance. The pre-utterance f0 value was set to the
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Figure 1: Example of f0 parameterization. Top pane depicts
the baseline method, base, in linear frequency scale; the second pane shows the interpolated baseline, contf0; third pane
shows the continuous wavelet transform of the f0 signal with
the ten chosen scales separated by an octave (method wave1);
the bottom pane shows the five scales that are merged from the
continuous wavelet picture forming the basis of wave5
mean f0 value calculated over the first half (in seconds) of the
utterance; the post-utterance f0 was set to the respective minimum. Finally, the interpolated logf0 contour is normalized to
zero mean, unit variance as required by wavelet analysis. An
example of an interpolated pitch contour is depicted in the second pane of Figure 1.
2.3. Wavelet based decomposition of f0 contour
Wavelet transforms can be used to decompose a signal into frequency components similar to the Fourier transform. Although
several alternatives exist, here we have chosen to use continuous wavelet transforms for f0 decomposition. To define the
wavelet transform, consider a (bounded) pitch contour f0 . The
continuous wavelet transform W (f0 )(τ, t) of f0 is defined by
«
„
Z ∞
x−t
W (f0 )(τ, t) = τ −1/2
f0 (x)ψ
dx
τ
−∞
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Figure 2: Example of synthesized f0 contours with evaluated methods on a female corpus test utterance, overlaid three semitones apart.
where ψ is the Mexican hat mother wavelet. The original signal
f0 can be recovered from the wavelet representation W (f0 ) by
inverse transform (for the proof, see [1, 5]):
„
«
Z ∞ Z ∞
t−x
f0 (t) =
W (f0 )(τ, x)τ −5/2 ψ
dxdτ.
τ
−∞ 0
However, the reconstruction is incomplete, if all information on
W (f0 ) is not availabe. Here, the decomposition and reconstruction is approximated by choosing ten scales, one octave apart.
f0 is represented by the wavelets as ten separate streams given
by
Wi (f0 )(t) = W (f0 )(2i+1 τ0 , t)(i + 2.5)−5/2
(1)
where i = 1, . . . , 10 and τ0 = 5 ms, and the original signal is
approximately recovered by
f0 (t) =

10
X

Wi (f0 )(t) + (t)

(2)

i=1

where (t) is the reconstruction error. The reconstruction formula (2) is ad hoc and no attempts were made in this stage to
optimize the computational efficiency. The accuracy of the reconstruction was evaluated by decomposing and reconstructing
ten utterances spoken by a male and a female. The correlation
between the original and the reconstructed f0 signal was 99.7 %
with root mean square reconstruction error of 1.03 Hz.
The continuous wavelet transform and ten distinct scales
are shown in the third pane of the Figure 1. The scales 0 and 1
correspond to phone level (50 and 25 Hz), scales 2 and 3 correspond to syllable level (6 and 13 Hz), scales 4 and 5 show
word level (1.6–3 Hz), scales 6 and 7 correspond to phrase level
(0.4–0.8 Hz), and scales 8 and 9 correspond to utterance level.
The adjacent scales are combined and shown in the bottom pane
of the Figure 1. These five broad scales are separated by two
octaves from each other. The correspondance of the prosodic
levels of hierarchy and the wavelet scales is approximative and
the wavelet scales are not adjusted to optimize the fit. Hence,
e.g., not all the syllables have a duration that would fall in the
“syllable scale”.

3. Constructing the synthesis
3.1. Speech material
In order to carry out evaluation of the proposed f0 modeling
methods, two Finnish HMM-voices were trained, a male and

a female one. The male database (MV) used is a traditional
synthesis corpus, with rather carefully articulated set of 692
isolated sentences, while the female one (HK) is more diverse,
consisting of 600 phonetically rich sentences as well as continuous prosodically rich read speech; 266 long sentences of fact
and 607 sentences of diverse prose. 92 sentences of the male
database was left out for evaluation purposes and 60 utterances
of prose for the female. Both corpora have been tagged for word
prominence on discrete scale ranging from 0 to 3, using acoustic
features [13]. The prominence labels were used in both training and evaluation as contextual features. Thus the evaluation
was not affected by TTS symbolic prosody prediction errors.
In addition to word prominence, full context labels were generated with conventional features: quinphones with positional
and length features of phones, syllables, word and phrases. Notably, more enriched labeling above word level would have been
preferable for the current topic of modeling the prosodic hierarchy.
3.2. Parameterization of f0 contours
Four different HMM-based statistical models for f0 generation
were compared. Synthesized f0 contours based on these four
and the original sentence f0 are depicted in Figure 2.
3.2.1. base
A standard MSD model for f0 is trained where each continuous
f0 passage between unvoiced segments is independently generated.
3.2.2. wave5
In the model wave5, five different f0 components w1 , . . . , w5 ,
defined by
wi (t) = W2i−1 (f0 )(t) + W2i (f0 )(t),
are independently trained by HMMs.
3.2.3. wave1
The different time scales correlate especially with their neighbors, so a plausible alternative would be to jointly model all
the scales. This is done in wave1 where one vector V (t) =
{Wi (f0 )(t)}10
i=1 contains the time scales.
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3.2.4. contf0
Since the wavelet based methods wave5 and wave1 generate a
continuous f0 trajectory, and since interpolating the pauses in
the training data improves the synthesized contours [14], an alternative, contf0, is offered where the unvoiced segments are
interpolated in the same way as in the preprocessing of the
wavelets.
3.3. HMM-training
The speech was parameterized with GlottHMM vocoder [9],
yielding a 5-stream HMM structure: vocal tract spectrum LSFs
and Gain (31 parameters), voice source spectrum LSFs (10),
Harmonic-to-noise ratio (5) and logf0 (1). f0 was then processed as described in the previous chapter. 5 streams (1 parameter each) for method wave5, 1 stream (10) for wave1 and
one stream for continuous logf0 . The baseline f0 method was
modeled as an MSD stream, others as continuous streams. With
dynamic features further added, HMM training was perfomed
in a standard fashion using HTS [16]. Stream weights affecting model alignment were set to zero for all streams except
vocal tract spectrum LSFs and logf0 . Decision tree clustering was perfomed individually for each stream without streamdependent contextual question sets. Using the MDL criterion on
decision tree building, the wave5 trees tended to become very
large compared to baseline. Attempts were made to control the
tree size with minimum leaf occupancy count, which was set to
10 on baseline MSD logf0 stream and 20, 25, 30, 60 and 70 for
respective wave5 streams. In addition, MDL factor was set to
0.6 for logf0 stream and 1.5 for wave5 streams.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Evaluation data
The fundamental frequency parameters of the test utterances
were generated from HMMs using original time alignments.
For wavelet methods, the f0 trajectories were constructed from
generated scales using Equation (1). Voicing decision for continuous f0 methods was based on the base MSD stream as well
as mean and variance of f0 for normalized wavelet methods.
The alignments were aquired by force-alignment method
with the monophone models estimated during synthesis training. The synthesized sentences were checked manually for
gross timing errors, and bad ones were excluded. The final MV
test data consisted of 41 isolated utterances, spoken in the same
formal style as the training data. By contrast, the HK test utterances consisted of 60 sentences of expressive prose.
4.2. Performance measures
The synthesized f0 contours were compared to the original f0
contours, estimated with GlottHMM, by measuring the correlation between the two curves and by calculating the root mean
square error for each test utterance. Within an utterance, only
the frames that were voiced with all methods were included.
Also, due to frequent creaky voice with erratic pitch on original trajectories, the frames where the distance between original
and at least one of the synthesized trajectories was more than
8 semitones, were excluded as outliers. It should be noted that
these frames were completely excluded from the evaluation so
that the comparisons were performed on exactly the same data
sets. For the error calculation, the f0 was converted to semitone
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Figure 3: Evaluation results shown scale by scale. The top pane
shows the correlations between the four synthesized contours
and the original; second pane depicts the difference between the
wavelet method wave5 and base; third pane shows the absolute
RMSE; in the fourth pane, the values are normalized by the
variation at the scale; the bottom pane shows the difference in
RMSE between the wave5 and base.
scale with base 40 Hz. A Wilcoxon signed rank test was used
to assess the statistical significance of the results.
4.3. Performance results
The correlations between the generated f0 values and original
contours showed significantly better performance for wavelet
methods than for the baseline for both speakers. For the female
data, the correlations over the test utterances were 0.76, 0.72,
0.72, and 0.68 for wave5, wave1, contf0, and base, respectively,
as shown in Table 1. The wave5 was better than wave1 (V =
1298, p < 0.05), better than contf0 (V = 1324, p < 0.05) and
base (V = 1445, p < 0.005). In addition, the wave1 was better
than base (V = 1329, p < 0.05) but not significantly different
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Figure 4: The reconstruction can be weighted to enhance the word level (blue curve) or the phrase level (red curve) intonation.
from contf0 (V = 1064, p > 0.1). The contf0 was marginally
better than the base (V = 702, p < 0.1).
The male data showed similar patterns. The correlations
over the test utterances were 0.85, 0.84, 0.81, and 0.81, respectively. The wave5 was marginally better than wave1 (V = 288,
p < 0.1), better than contf0 (V = 129, p < 0.001) and
base (V = 88, p < 0.001). In addition, the wave1 was better than base (V = 136, p < 0.001) and contf0 (V = 196,
p < 0.005). The contf0 and the base were not significantly
different (V = 439, p > 0.1).
Table 1: A summary of the performance results of the syntheses.
The means of the performance measures for each of the two data
sets (female, male).
corr (F)
corr (M)
RMSE (F)
RMSE (M)

wave5
0.76
0.85
1.38
1.57

wave1
0.72
0.84
1.44
1.60

contf0
0.72
0.81
1.48
1.75

base
0.68
0.81
1.53
1.76

The root mean square error patterns are similar to the correlation results of the previous paragraphs. For the female data,
the root mean square errors were 1.38, 1.44, 1.48, and 1.53
semitones for wave5, wave1, contf0 and base, respectively. The
wave5 outperformed the wave1 (V = 1551, p < 0.001), the
contf0 (V = 1666, p < 0.001, and the base (V = 1781,
p < 0.001). The wave1 and the contf0 were statistically not
different (V = 1085, p > 0.1), but the wave1 was better
than the base (V = 1419, p < 0.005). The contf0 was better than base (V = 599, p < 0.01). For the male data, the
root mean square error was 1.57, 1.60, 1.75, and 1.76 semitones
for wave5, wave1, contf0 and base, respectively. The wave5
was not different from the wave1 (V = 307, p > 0.1) but
was better than the contf0 (V = 143, p < 0.001) and the base
(V = 96, p < 0.001). The wave1 outperformed both the contf0
(V = 206, p < 0.005) and the base (V = 145, p < 0.001). Finally, the contf0 and base did not differ significantly (V = 433,
p > 0.1).
4.4. Temporal scale analysis of the results
In Figure 3, the performance measures over the female test sentences are decomposed to the scale-wise components. Overall,
the wave5 is better than the baselines at all scales. However, the
difference is pronounced for the middle scales.

5. Discussion and conclusions
The results of the objective evaluation are in line with previous
research. Continuous f0 modeling is found significantly better
than the standard HTS method. On male voice, the synthesis of
f0 is very accurate, suggesting that existing methods are capable of modeling higher level structures to an adequate degree,
given consistent style and accurate labels of word prominence.
Consequently, the differences between evaluated methods are
rather small, though the wavelet based methods provide some
gains. As expected, the performance of all evaluated methods is
lower on female voice due to difficult test utterances of continuous expressive prose, and also possibly due to more errors in
f0 estimation during analysis. Here, the individually modeled
wavelet scales provide a large improvement. However, subjective evaluation is still required for final conclusions.
Overall, the results suggest that the proposed method
largely solves the fragmentation problem caused by simultaneous decision tree clustering of all levels of prosodic hierarchy. Yet, somewhat contrary to expectations the improvements
seem larger on word level and syllable level than on phrase
level. Although technical problems of higher scales affected
by boundary effects on wavelet analysis may have an effect, this
mainly highlights the need for new contextual features on supraword level, beyond position and number. With the proposed
method the features representing for instance constituent structure, phrase type and utterance modality could actually have an
effect on the synthesized prosody.
The wavelet decomposition offers a possibility of adjusting
the weights of individual scales prior to reconstruction. This
could have potential applications in speaking style modification. For example, informal listening suggested that increasing the weight of the word level makes the synthesized speech
sound more resolute and perhaps more intelligible, while listening longer passages is less displeasing when phrase level is
emphasized. Moreover, moderate modifications do not seem to
have adverse effect on naturalness. Figure 4 presents an example of this type of modification. Local weighting within utterance could also be applied for e.g. emphasis reproduction.
Rapid adaptation of speaking style based on transform of the
scale weights alone could also be considered.
The current paper has presented a novel method of f0 modeling based on wavelet decomposition. Many open questions remain. Selection of scales and model structure were made based
on intuition alone, no other wavelets beyond mexican hat were
considered, neither more popular discrete wavelet transform.
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Also, while the proposed method seems quite suitable for the
current HMM-synthesis framework, it is deeply unsatisfying to
model utterance level f0 contour with inherently sub-segmental
models, when the discrete cosine transform or discrete wavelet
transform could represent the level with only a few coefficients.
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Abstract

State-of-the art approaches to speech synthesis are unit
selection based concatenative speech synthesis (USS) and
hidden Markov model based Text to speech synthesis
(HTS). The former is based on waveform concatenation
of subword units, while the latter is based on generation
of an optimal parameter sequence from subword HMMs.
The quality of an HMM based synthesiser in the HTS
framework, crucially depends on an accurate description
of the phoneset, and accurate description of the question set for clustering of the phones. Given the number of Indian languages, building a HTS system for every language is time consuming. Exploiting the properties of Indian languages, a uniform HMM framework for
building speech synthesisers is proposed. Apart from the
speech and text data used, the tasks involved in building
a synthesis system can be made language-independent. A
language-independent common phone set is ﬁrst derived.
Similar articulatory descriptions also hold for sounds that
are similar. The common phoneset and common question
set are used to build HTS based systems for six Indian
languages, namely, Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu and Malayalam. Mean opinion score (MOS) is used
to evaluate the system. An average MOS of 3.0 for naturalness and 3.4 for intelligibility is obtained for all languages.

1. Introduction
A successful technique for speech synthesis is the unit
selection-based concatenative synthesis (USS). This system selects and concatenates pre-recorded speech units in
the database such that the target and concatenation costs
are minimised [1]. In order to obtain high-quality synthetic speech, the size of the database required is large,
to ensure that suﬃcient examples for each unit in every possible context is available. This results in a large
footprint for USS systems.
A recent approach to speech synthesis is statistical
parametric synthesis. This method involves the generation of context-dependent HMMs which are concatenated
to form a sentence HMM, corresponding to the input text
provided. Unlike the USS approach, the prosodic characteristics of the voice can be modiﬁed by simply varying

the HMM parameters [2],[3] thereby reducing the requirement for large amount of data requirement.
A HMM-based speech synthesis system requires the
following: (a) text data in a language, (b) speech data
corresponding to the text, (c) time-aligned phonetic transcription, (d) context-speciﬁc features for phones if they
exist (e) a question set for tying phone models. (a) and
(b) are language dependent, while the rest of the modules can be made language-independent in the Indian language context.
In India most languages can be classiﬁed as Aryan
and Dravidian or a mix of both. In the current work
six languages are chosen Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, Tamil,
Malayalam and Telugu. Indian languages have several
phonetic similarities among them [4], which suggests the
possibility of a compact, common phone set for all the
languages. Deriving time-aligned phonetic transcription
is a tedious task. The acoustic similarity among the same
phones of diﬀerent languages leads to a set of common,
context-independent set of acoustic models that can be
used for segmenting the speech signal into phonemes.
Further, a common question set can also be derived that
can be used for clustering in the HTS framework. This is
the primary motivation for this paper. This work is motivated by the eﬀorts of [5] in the context of building synthesis for all the languages of the world. In this work, the
focus is restricted to build systems for Indian languages
which number about 1652 at the time of this writing [6].
The ultimate goal is to build a generic text-to-speech system for Indian languages which can be adapted for new
languages using a small amount of adaptation data.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes
the speech corpora. In order to provide the appropriate
context, in Section 3 the HMM based speech synthesiser
is described with particular emphasis on diﬀerent modules. Section 4 discusses how a common phone set, common acoustic models, and a common question set are
obtained. Section 5 describes the Indian language synthesiser. Section 6 gives the performance analysis and
Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. Speech Corpora
In the work presented in [7], speech data is collected for
six of the Indian languages, namely, Tamil, Malayalam,
Telugu, Hindi, Marathi and Bengali for building an USS
based system. 12 hrs of speech data is collected from a female speaker (voice talent) for each of the languages separately, in a studio environment at 16KHz, 16bits/sample.
The data consists of sentences from short stories, novels,
science, sports, and news bulletins.

3. HMM-Based Speech Synthesiser
HMM-based speech synthesis consists of a training and
synthesis phase. In the training phase, spectral parameters, namely, Mel generalised cepstral coeﬃcients
(mgc) and their dynamic features, the excitation parameters, namely, the log fundamental frequency (lf0)
and its dynamic features, are extracted from the speech
data. Using these features and the time-aligned phonetic
transcriptions, context-independent monophone HMMs
are trained [2]. The basic subword unit considered for
the HMM-based system is the context-dependent pentaphone. For Indian language synthesis too, the pentaphone is considered as the basic subword. The UTF8 text is converted to a sequence of pentaphones. As
in conventional HTS, the context-dependent models are
initialised with a set of context-independent monophone
HMMs. A sequence of steps based on the common question set, is used for state-tying, which results in tree based
clustering of states[8].
In the synthesis phase, again as in conventional
HTS, context-dependent label ﬁles are generated for the
given text and the required context-dependent HMMs
are concatenated to obtain the sentence HMM. Spectral and excitation parameters are generated for the sentence and a speech waveform is synthesised. This process is illustrated in Fig. 1 [2]1 . As mentioned in Sec-
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4.1. Phone Set
A list of phones in each of the six languages considered
in this paper, namely, Tamil, Malayalm, Telugu, Hindi,
Marathi and Bengali, is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. A tag
v is associated with some sounds for Tamil to denote
the voiced counterparts. It is observed that there are 25
phones that are common to all six languages. Each language has 10 to 12 vowels, out of which 8 are common to
all. Most consonants among diﬀerent languages are observed to be phonetically similar. This is also conﬁrmed
by the studies of Prahalad et al. in [9]. 33 consonants are
common to all languages, except Tamil, which has only
26 consonants as against 33 or 34 in others. For example, the short and long vowels for /a/, /i/ and /u/ are
present in all the six languages. While Tamil, Malayalam
and Telugu also have long vowels for /e/ and /o/, the
Aryan languages have long vowels for /a/, /i/ and /u/
only. There are some sounds that are unique to some languages. The retroﬂex /zh/ is present only in Tamil and
Malayalam. Tamil does not have any aspirated consonants. The palatals /c/, /ch/, /j/, /jh/ are all aﬀricates
in Indian languages. Most of the questions for Hindi were
ﬁrst derived from [10]. Given the common phoneset, it
was observed that a Question Set of 53 questions is suﬃcient to cover the common phone set. Additionally, rules
are included for speciﬁc languages. Altogether a set of
60 questions are prepared. The phones are grouped and
mapped to labels that are closest based on the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The IPA labels are
modiﬁed to exclude special characters for convenience.
The IPA labels map directly to the graphemes of each
language (Figure 2 and 3) 2 . We now list the rationale
for the development of the common phone set:

(a) Similar sounds in diﬀerent languages are
given a single label.
(b) The IPA symbol refers to an exemplar
(Hindi/Tamil/other) language.

Speech Synthesis
Label

4. Sharing Common Attributes

1. Rules for mapping similar sounds across languages:
This common phoneset is a standard set of labels (in Roman script) for speech sounds commonly used in Indian languages. This document
lists the label set for 13 languages (currently being
processed by ASR/TTS consortia of TDIL, DIT,
Government of India). These labels are used for
computer processing of spoken Indian languages.

Speech
Database

Excitation
Parameter
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guages that can be shared to prepare common phone set,
acoustic models, and question set.

Spectral

Synthesised speech

parameters

(c) This is not an IPA chart of sounds of Indian
languages.

Figure 1: Overview of HMM-Based Speech Synthesis

(d) The label set is designed such that the native
script is largely recoverable from the transliteration.

tion 1, except for the text and speech data, which are
language-dependent, the rest of the modules can be made
language-independent by preparing a common phone set
and common question set. The following section describes the common attributes across diﬀerent Indian lan-

A label may consist of a sequence of alphanumeric
characters of the Roman alphabet; they will not
contain any special character such as quote, hyphen etc. All labels are in lower case even though

1 This
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2 This is a partial set. Mapping is available for all 13 languages from the authors
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Figure 2: Common Phone Set
Figure 3: Common Phone Set (contd.)
the labels are case insensitive. Since the number of
speech sounds are larger than the Roman alphabet,
a system of suﬃxes as well as letter combinations
are used for labels.
2. Notes on suﬃxes:
(a) Aspiration: Use suﬃx h to denote aspiration:
k (क) versus kh (ख).
(b) Retroﬂex consonants: Use suﬃx x to denote
retroﬂex place of articulation: t (त) versus tx
(ट).
(c) Nukta/bindu: Use suﬃx q to denote a
nukta/bindu: dx (ड) versus dxq (ड़). Nukta
(a dot below the glyph) may denote a
ﬂap/tap or a fricative variant of the consonant. Bindu (a dot above a [vowel] glyph)
denotes a nasal after the vowel; the place of

articulation of the nasal will be the same as
that of the following consonant. If there is no
consonant after the bindu, the vowel is nasalized.
(d) Nasalized vowel: Use suﬃx n to denote nasalization of a vowel: k a h aa (कहा) versus k a
h aan (कहाँ).
(e) Geminated sounds: The label for a geminated
consonant is the label of the corresponding
single consonant with the ﬁrst letter of the
label repeated. Example: p a k aa (पका)
versus p a kk aa (पकका) in Hindi; a dd aa
(अद्दा) in Hindi; a ll a m (అల ) (ginger in
Telugu).
(f) Other special cases: Use suﬃx x to denote
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certain special cases: reduced vowel (axx) in
various languages; “a” of Bangla; apical affricates of Marathi; special r of Dravidian languages etc.
(g) Priority of suﬃxes: Some symbols may have
multiple suﬃxes. In such cases the following
is the priority (in decreasing order): x h q n
3. Notes on Matras, Diphthongs and Halant:
(a) The label for a vowel matra is the same as
that of the vowel.
(b) The label of a diphthong is generated as a
concatenation of the labels of the corresponding vowel. The exceptions to this rule are
“ae”, “ea” and “eu”; these are monophthongs.
(c) The halant in Indian scripts denotes the absence of the implicit “a” in Indian consonant
characters. It is not a sound and hence there
is no label for halant. The morphological
analyser of the language deletes the implicit
“a” when a halant is present in the script.
(d) Punctuation marks: The ’transliteration’
module will retain the punctuation marks
(exception: ’|’ and “||” will be replaced by
fullstops); these are useful for prosody generation. The morphological analyser will remove the punctuation marks while generating
the word/phone level transcription.
4. Language speciﬁc notes: North-eastern languages
have sounds (and labels) speciﬁc to a subset of the
languages. Wherever required, a set of additional
phonemes are deﬁned.
Ideally, once the phones are generalised, contextindependent models of acoustically similar phones across
languages, can be combined. A compact set of acoustic models can be obtained to derive the time aligned
phonetic transcriptions for the speech data. As this is
the ﬁrst attempt at a common phoneset for Indian languages, individual phone models are built for each of the
languages using the aligned data.
4.2. Question Set
A question set is the primary requirement for tree-based
clustering in an HMM-based speech synthesis system. A
decision tree, that is similar to a binary tree with a yes/no
question at each node is used. Relevant linguistic and
phonetic classiﬁcations are included which enable accurate acoustic realisation of a phone. The question at each
node of the tree is chosen such that there is a gain in the
likelihood. Depending upon the answers, the phonemes
for every language are split into categories, which are
then tied. In the common question set, 60 common questions are formulated. Given that a common phoneset has
been deﬁned, a common question set was prepared for
the languages. This set is a super set of questions across
all Indian languages. This common question set that has
been tested for 13 Indian languages. The number of questions in the common question set is ﬁxed regardless of the
language, since irrelevant entries in the question set are
ignored while clustering [8].
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5. Indian Language Synthesiser
5.1. Data Preparation
The wave ﬁles and the corresponding label ﬁles are required for building the HTS system. The common phone
set for all the six languages are derived as described
in Section 4.1. Common acoustic models, ﬁve minutes
of speech data (phonetically balanced) for the language
Tamil is considered as a representative for Telugu and
Malayalam. For Aryan languages Hindi is chosen as
the starting point for Marathi and Bengali. To generate unique phoneme models for the rest of the languages,
few sentences are chosen in each language. Time-aligned
phonetic transcriptions are obtained for this data by segmenting manually at the phoneme level using visual representations such as waveforms and the corresponding
spectrograms. Monophone HMMs for all the phonemes
are generated using the label ﬁles obtained. With these
models, forced Viterbi alignment is performed iteratively
to segment the rest of the data. This work is distinctly
diﬀerent from polyglot synthesis as in [11, 12] in that
no attempt is made to generate common phones across
diﬀerent languages using the monphones from multiple
languages. It is an attempt like the global phone project
as in [13] to quickly build speech recognisers for various
languages. This is also unlike the eﬀort in [14], where
speakers are clustered to produce a monolingual synthesiser for a new language with little adaptation data.
The eﬀort in this paper is to primarily address the
non-availability of annotated data for Indian languages.
Further, there are at best only small vocabulary isolated
word/isolated phrase recognition systems. Therefore, to
obtain good initial monophone HMMs, a small amount of
data must be manually transcribed. To reduce the eﬀort
required in manual transcription, two languages Hindi
(Aryan) and Tamil (Dravidian) are ﬁrst chosen, for which
about 5 mins of data is manually transcribed. For languages that have additional phones, a few sentences from
the given language are transcribed. This data is used
to initialise the monophone HMMs. These monophone
HMMs are used to force-align all the data of the appropriate group the language belongs. The HMM models are
iteratively re-estimated using embedded re-estimation.
Ultimately a set of language dependent HMMs are produced.
Summarising:
1. Time-aligned phonetic transcriptions are derived,
for 5 mins of Tamil/Hindi speech data (phonetically balanced) manually and few sentences from
each language to include unique phonemes in each
language, using visual represenations such as waveforms and the corresponding spectrograms.
2. Using this data, context-independent phonemes
models are trained (isolated-style training)
3. Using these models and the phonetic transcriptions
(using the common phone set), the entire speech
data is segmented using forced-Viterbi alignment.
4. Using the newly derived time-aligned phonetic
transcription (phone-level label ﬁles), new contextindependent phoneme models are trained.
5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated N times (N = 5, here).
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6. After N iterations, the HMMs are used to segment
the entire speech data, again. These boundaries
are considered as ﬁnal boundaries.
5.2. Experimental Setup
Developing an HMM-based speech synthesis systems involves a training and synthesis phase. The training phase
primarily requires the utterance structures, that are derived from Festival[15]. A 105 dimensional feature vector
consisting of Mel-generalised cepstral (mgc) coeﬃcients
(35) their delta (35), and acceleration coeﬃcients (35),
3 dimensional excitation features, that is, log F0 and its
dynamic features are extracted from the speech ﬁles. In
addition to this, the utterances are used to obtain contextual features (53 features), namely, number and position
of words, syllables and phonemes, phrase breaks, stress of
the subword units, which are in turn used to generate the
context-dependent label ﬁles. From the parameters extracted, four-stream monophone models with ﬁve states
and a single mixture component per state are generated
for all 39 phonemes in the database. Five-stream duration models, with a single state and a single mixture component per state, are also generated for each phoneme.
Using the common question set, tree-based clustering is
carried out and context-dependent models are trained.

6. Performance Evaluation
To give perspective to the HTS based system, the HMM
based speech synthesis system is compared with the
syllable-based USS systems developed in [7]. Since Indian languages are syllable-timed and syllable is the
fundamental production unit [16, 17], it is shown in
[7, 16, 18, 19] that syllable-based synthesisers can
be built for Indian languages with a minimal question set in the festival [15] framework. The festival based speech synthesis systems can be accessed at
http://www.iitm.ac.in/donlab/festival/. These systems have been developed by a consortium of 12 Institutions across India and represents a set of reasonable quality text-to-speech synthesis systems developed for Indian
languages. The UTF-8 encoding of the graphemes that
correspond to the syllables of a language are directly used
to build the systems. Part-of-speech taggers, tones and
break indices markers are not readily available for all the
Indian languages. Therefore, they are not used in building the synthesis systems. Similar to cluster unit based
concatenative synthesis, cluster units are made from a
syllable inventory. A semiautomatic algorithm [20] is
used to build an inventory of syllables. As festival is primarily phoneme-centric, festival had to be modiﬁed to
use syllable as a fundamental unit. A set of hand-crafted
rules were developed to cluster at the syllable-level. For
example, the number of units in the leaf is reduced to
20, syllables are clustered based on their position in the
word, optimal coupling is turned oﬀ, etc. For details,
refer to the [7]. The number of frequently used syllables is no more than 300 [21], but the syllable distribution has long tails. Fallback units to the akshara (CV)
and phonemes are provided. These units are obtained by
force-alignment at the syllable-level.

6.1. Building HTS based systems
Initially HMM-based speech synthesis systems were built
for only Tamil and Hindi using the common phone set
and common question set. Extensive experiments were
performed to arrive at an optimal amount of data required for each of the languages. Starting from one hour
data, increasing in steps of an hour it was observed that
the system performance did not improve signiﬁcantly beyond 5 hours of data. This evaluation was obtained by
performing informal MOS tests. Based on the study on
Tamil and Hindi, the systems for all six languages are
built using ﬁve hrs of data 3 . The MOS is obtained for
each language using sentences that are obtained from the
web. Two diﬀerent MOS scores are given in the Table
1. One is based on naturalness and the other is based
on intelligibility. In the Table, the MOS for Tamil and
Hindi corresponds to degradation MOS. This is reported
based on the advice by [22]. Word-error-rates (WER)
were obtained on semantically unpredictable sentences
for Tamil and Hindi. The WER is indicated by W in
the Table 1. The average number of subjects across the
languages is about 30. The scores in Table 1 reveal that
the MOS varies between 3.5 and 3.8 in terms of intelligibility, while it varies between 3.2 and 3.5 in terms of
naturalness. Further, the MOS scores for festvox-based
voices built [7] for the same languages, using 12 hrs of
speech data, is also presented in Table 1 along with the
MOS scores of HMM-based systems. This reiterates that
HMM-based systems outperform in terms of MOS for intelligibility, while the USS system yields better results in
terms of naturalness for all languages. The salient point
of the work presented here is that: given the common
Question Set, the only eﬀort required to build a speech
synthesis for a new language is mapping of the language’s
graphemes to the common phone set.
The website for the HTS system for the six languages is http://www.iitm.ac.in/donlab/hts/. Most
languages support UTF-8.

7. Conclusion
HMM-based speech synthesis systems are built for six
Indian languages, namely, Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu,
Hindi, Marathi and Bengali. Owing to the phonetic similarities among Indian languages, a common phone set
and a common question set are derived, thereby simplifying the task of building TTSes for Indian languages.
Common acoustic models are built to hasten segmentation process. The MOS obtained for the six languages is
slightly less than 3.0 in terms of naturalness, while it is
higher than 3.0 in terms of intelligibility. As the phone
set and question set are now generalised, a multilingual
system can be developed by using adaptation techniques.
Currently using the idea of the common phoneset and
question set, another set of seven Indian languages TTSes
in both the festival and HTS framework are at diﬀerent
stages of development. The success of the synthesiser
does pave the way for polyglot based synthesisers for Indian languages. In particular, most Indians are trilingual
(English, mother tongue and Hindi). Extending the idea
of the common phone set to include languages that have
3 At the time of this writing HMM based systems have been
developed for 13 languages
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Table 1: MOS for Speech Synthesised Using HTS and USS for diﬀerent Indian Languages. N corresponds to naturalness,
I corresponds to intelligibility, W corresponds to word error rate (in %)
Method
Tamil
Telugu
Malayalam
Marathi
Bengali
Hindi
N
I
W
N
I
N
I
N
I
N
I
N
I
W
HTS
2.97 3.72 6.61% 2.94
3.2
2.82 2.97 2.57 3.24
2.9
3.6
3.0
3.77
3.28%
USS
3.23 3.49 7.52% 3.01 2.65 3.33
4.1
3.84 3.58 3.56 3.59 3.597 3.602 7.02%

origins in Sino Tibetan and Austric, it should be possible
to have the same voice speaking any Indian language.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a cross-lingual speaker adaptation (CLSA)
method based on factor analysis using bilingual speech data.
A state-mapping-based method has recently been proposed for
CLSA. However, the method cannot transform only speakerdependent characteristics. Furthermore, there is no theoretical
framework for adapting prosody. To solve these problems, this
paper presents a CLSA framework based on factor analysis using bilingual speech data. In this proposed method, model parameters representing language-dependent acoustic features and
factors representing speaker characteristics are simultaneously
optimized within a unified (maximum likelihood) framework
based on a single statistical model by using bilingual speech
data. This simultaneous optimization is expected to deliver
a better quality of synthesized speech for the desired speaker
characteristics. Experimental results show that the proposed
method can synthesize better speech than the state-mappingbased method.
Index Terms: cross-lingual speaker adaptation, factor analysis,
HMM-based speech synthesis

1. Introduction
The advance of internationalization has rapidly increased opportunities to communicate with people who speak different
languages. However, language barriers often give rise to insufficient communication due to the difficulty of fluently speaking
foreign languages. To overcome language barriers, speech-tospeech translation (S2ST) systems that translate input speech
into target language speech are required. S2ST typically consists of three techniques: automatic speech recognition (ASR),
machine translation (MT), and text-to-speech (TTS). Conventional S2ST systems output speech with certain speaker characteristics that are unchanged even if the input speaker changes.
This results in unnatural communication (i.e., the input speaker
cannot be identified from the output speech). To solve this
problem, cross-lingual speaker adaptation (CLSA) techniques
that output speech in another language with input speaker
characteristics have been developed in TTS. Hidden Markov
model (HMM)-based speech synthesis systems [1, 2] are widely
used for CLSA [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] because they can synthesize
speech with various characteristics by estimating model parameters from a small amount of adaptation data, thus making them
ideal for the purposes of CLSA.
Intra-lingual speaker adaptation, which is usually just
called “speaker adaptation,” transforms a source model into
an input speaker model using a limited amount of speech
data of the input speaker. Maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [10, 11], which is one of the most well-known
speaker adaptation techniques in HMM-based speech synthesis,

can change the speaker characteristics of synthesized speech by
linear transformation of the source model parameters. In this
method, it is assumed that the transforms represent only the
target speaker characteristics. Recently, a state-mapping-based
method has been proposed as a CLSA method using MLLR [4].
This method can adapt the speaker characteristics of an output language speech by applying linear transforms in the input language to the models in the output language according to
the state-mapping information. However, since the transforms
include both language-dependent characteristics and speakerdependent characteristics, this method cannot transform only
speaker-dependent characteristics. In addition, the mapping information established by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the two states of HMMs is not guaranteed to be optimal. That is, there is no theoretical framework for
adapting prosody such as rhythm and accent that have a longer
dependency than one state.
To overcome these problems, we propose a CLSA method
based on factor analysis using bilingual speech data† . In an
eigenvoice method based on factor analysis [12], model parameters and factors expressing speaker characteristics in a certain
language are simultaneously optimized within a unified maximum likelihood (ML) framework based on a single statistical model. In this paper, we extend the factor analysis-based
eigenvoice model to the bilingual eigenvoice model. The proposed method simultaneously optimizes the model parameters
for each of the input and output languages and factors by using
bilingual speech data. By assuming that the factors representing speaker characteristics are common in the two languages,
the approach can estimate model parameters considering the relation between the acoustic features in the two languages. In the
adaptation step, the factors estimated from the adaptation data in
the input language are applied to the output language directly.
As a result, the proposed method can synthesize high-quality
speech with the desired speaker characteristics in the output
language. Furthermore, since the estimated factors that also express prosody of the input speaker is not constrained by the state
structure of HMM, unlike the state-mapping-based method, the
proposed method is potentially able to adapt prosody of the input speaker.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the state-mapping-based method. Section 3 presents the
intra-lingual speaker adaptation based on factor analysis. Section 4 proposes the CLSA technique based on factor analysis,
and subjective listening test results are discussed in Section 5.
Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.

† Bilingual data is speech data uttered by persons who are able to
speak two languages equally well.
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Figure 1: Overview of the state-mapping-based method.

2. State-mapping-based method
The basic idea of the state-mapping-based method for CLSA [4]
is mapping the states of HMMs in an output language to ones in
an input language. Figure 1 shows the overview of this method.
First, average voice models in the input and output languages
are respectively trained from speech data of various speakers
by speaker adaptive training (SAT) [13]. State-mapping between these two models is then established. These mappings
are estimated by searching for the state bi in the input language
model that gives the minimum symmetric KLD DKL (j, i) for
each state j in the output language model:
bi

=

arg min DKL (j, i).
i

(1)

Assuming that each state is represented by a single Gaussian
pdf, the symmetric KLD between the two states in the input and
output languages is calculated as
DKL (j, i) = DKL (j || i) + DKL (i || j),
(2)
0 ˛˛ (O) ˛˛ 1
”
˛Σj ˛
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1 “
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Σ
DKL (i || j) = ln @ ˛˛
j
i
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2
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˛Σi ˛
”T
“
”
D
1 “ (O)
(I)
(O)
(I)
(O) −1
− +
µj − µi
µj − µi
, (3)
Σj
2
2
where (·)(I) and (·)(O) respectively represent variables in the
input and output languages, µ(·) and Σ(·) denote the mean
vector and covariance matrix of the Gaussian pdf associated
with the state indicated by its subscript, and D is the dimension of observation vector. Then, MLLR [10] or constrained
MLLR (CMLLR) [11] transforms V = {V1 , . . . , VK } estimated from adaptation data in the input language are directly
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Eigenvoice-based methods perform speaker adaptation by
changing a small number of parameters that represent various characteristics, such as speaker and speaking style. As an
eigenvoice-based method, HMM-based speech synthesis using
factor analysis has been proposed [12]. This approach assumes
that the process of generating observation sequences is based
on factor analysis, which is a statistical method for modeling
the covariance structure of high-dimensional static data using
a small number of latent variables. Figure 2 shows the model
structure. The observation sequences or of speaker r are represented by
or

=

Gzr xr + nzr ,

(4)

where xr , nzr , and Gzr denote the factor, noise vector, and
loading matrix, respectively. This model can express various
speaker characteristics by changing the factor xr . Moreover,
since the noise vector nzr and loading matrix Gzr are generated stochastically according to state sequence zr , the model
can represent variable-length observation directly.
The factor xr and noise vector nr are often given by the
following Gaussian distribution:
xr
nzr

∼
∼

N (0, I) ,
N (µzr , Σzr ) .

(5)
(6)

Under this condition, the likelihood function for acoustic feature sequences o of all speakers (r = 1, 2, . . . , R) is written as
P (o | Λ) =
=

R XZ
Y
r=1 zr
R XZ
Y
r=1 zr

P (or , zr , xr | Λ) dxr
P (or | zr , xr , Λ)P (zr | Λ)

×P (xr ) dxr ,
P (or | zr , xr , Λ) = N (or | Gzr xr + µzr , Σzr ) ,

(7)
(8)
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where Λ is a set of model parameters that includes the loading
matrix Gzr , the noise mean vector µzr , and the noise covariance matrix Σzr . These parameters and factors are simultaneously optimized within a unified ML framework. However,
the parameter estimation is computationally intractable due to
the combination of latent variables: factor and state sequence.
Hence, the distribution of these variables is computed via the
variational expectation-maximization (VEM) algorithm [12],
which is an iterative algorithm that is closely related to the standard expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. For speaker
adaptation, the factor xr0 is estimated using the trained model
and adaptation data of the target speaker r0 . The estimated factor xr0 represents the characteristics of the target speaker r0 so
that synthesized speech with the characteristics of speaker r0
can be obtained.
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× P (xr ) dxr ,

(9)

where Λ is composed of sets of model parameters for the input and output languages, Λ(I) and Λ(O) . A set of model
parameters Λ(·) includes the loading matrix G(·) , the noise
mean vector µ(·) , and the noise covariance matrix Σ(·) . The
factor xr representing speaker characteristics is independent
from languages, i.e., the common speaker factor is used in the
input and output languages, as shown in Fig. 3. In Eq. (9),
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Figure 3: Model structure of cross-lingual speaker adaptation
based on factor analysis using bilingual speech data.
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denote the output probability of the input and output language, respectively.
This approach can simultaneously model the speech data of dif(I)
ferent languages. Therefore, the model parameters Λ and
(O)
Λ
are trained by a similar algorithm to the one using monolingual data (Eq. (7)) in the training step. Note that state sequence is omitted from above.
4.2. Variational expectation-maximization algorithm
A lower bound F of the log likelihood is defined by using
Jensen’s inequality:
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4.1. Model structure based on factor analysis in multilingual space
Figure 3 gives the model structure of the proposed method.
(I)
Bilingual data o, which consists of input language data o
(O)
and output language data o
uttered by bilingual speakers
(r = 1, 2, . . . , R), is used for training the proposed model. The
likelihood function is calculated as

...

In the eigenvoice method based on factor analysis [12] described above, the model parameters and factors expressing
speaker characteristics in a certain language are simultaneously
optimized within a unified ML framework based on a single statistical model. In this paper, we extend the factor analysis-based
eigenvoice model to the bilingual eigenvoice model. The proposed method simultaneously optimizes the model parameters
for each of the input and output languages and factors by using
bilingual speech data. By assuming that the factors representing speaker characteristics are common in the two language,
the proposed method can estimate model parameters considering the relation between acoustic features in the two languages.
In the adaptation step, the factors estimated using adaptation
data in the input language are applied to the output language
directly. Therefore, the same speaker characteristics can be obtained in another language. Furthermore, since the estimated
factors that also express prosody of the input speaker is not influenced by language-dependent information such as context or
the state structure of HMM, the proposed method can adapt the
prosody of the input speaker in principle.

...

4. Cross-lingual speaker adaptation based
on factor analysis
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where
is a state sequence and Q
is an arbitrary function. Then, the relation between the log likelihood
and the lower bound F is represented as
F

=

log P (o | Λ) − DKL (Q || P ).

(11)

Therefore, maximizing the lower bound F is equivalent to
minimizing the KLD DKL (Q || P ). The arbitrary function
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when DKL (Q || P“) is reduced. ” The approximate poste(O)
(I)
rior distribution Q zr , zr , xr is estimated by maximizing“ the lower bound
” F . However, it is difficult to estimate
(O)
(I)
Q zr , zr , xr directly. To compute it easily, the VEM
method assumes that the latent variables are independent under
the condition that observation sequences or is given:
”
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Figure 4: Overview of the adaptation step in cross-lingual
speaker adaptation based on factor analysis using bilingual
speech data.

who is not a bilingual speaker, is generated by maximizing the
output probability:
(14)
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where Cz(I) , Cz(O) , and Cxr are the normalization terms to
r
“r
”
R
P
(·)
ensure z(·) Q zr
= 1 and Q (xr ) dxr = 1. Since
r
the posterior distributions depend on each other, they should be
optimized simultaneously by iterative procedures. If the factor
xr and the noise vector are given by Gaussian distributions as
Eqs. (5) and (6), the posterior distribution Q (xr ) is expressed
as
“ ˛
”
˛
Q (xr ) = N xr ˛ µ̂xr , Σ̂xr ,
(16)
where µ̂xr and Σ̂xr denote the mean vector and covariance
matrix of factor xr , respectively.
4.3. Adaptation step
In the adaptation step (Fig. 4), the optimal speech parameter
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Under this assumption, the optimal posterior distributions can
be computed by a similar procedure to the EM algorithm, which
increases the value of the objective function F at each iteration until convergence.
The posterior distributions of state se“
”
(·)
quences Q zr
and factor Q(xr ) are obtained by adapting
the variational method to the lower bound F :
"Z
˛
“
”
“
”
(O)
(O) ˛
(O)
Q zr
= Cz(O) P zr ˛ Λ
exp
Q(xr )

(17)

It is difficult to estimate the true posterior distribution of the factor xr0 because the likelihood function includes multiple latent
variables. Therefore, the same approximation as the training
step, i.e., the VEM algorithm, is applied to estimate the approximate posterior distribution of xr0 . In addition, the maximum a
posterior approximation is applied. Consequently, the optimal
speech parameter sequence is generated by using the mean vector of the posterior distribution µ̂xr0 , which obtains the maximum posterior probability, as
(O)

ôr0

≈ arg max
(O)

o 0
r
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”
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r

From this equation, the estimated factor is immediately applied to the output probability distribution in the output language. As a result, the synthesized speech does not depend on
the input language-dependent characteristics, so that the highperformance sound is expected.
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In the proposed framework, CLSA based on speaker interpolation can be represented. This method replaces bases of load(·)
ing matrices G(·) with the mean vectors µ̄r of the speakerdependent model of each training speaker:
h
i
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
G
=
,
(19)
µ̄1
µ̄2
· · · µ̄R
h
i
(O)
(O)
(O)
(O)
G
=
,
(20)
µ̄1
µ̄2
· · · µ̄R
and substitutes noise mean vectors µ(·) with zero vectors:

Table 1: The number of sentences for training the speakerdependent model.
Speaker
EJF04 EJF06 EJF10 EJF11
No. of sentences
1400
1200
167
153

3.4

(I)

2.8

(O)

(21)

2.4

Since the training speaker models are weighted by the factor
xr0 of the input speaker r0 , this method is regarded as speaker
interpolation. By applying the factor xr0 estimated from the
(I)
adaptation data or0 of the input speaker r0 to the output language directly, speaker interpolation in the output language is
achieved. Hence, the method is considered an approach that
approximates ML criterion based optimization in the proposed
method. To evaluate the effectiveness of model parameter optimization in the proposed method, we included this interpolation
approach in the following experiments.

2.2

µ

= 0.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental setups
We used a Japanese-English and Japanese-Chinese bilingual
monologue speech database [14] in these experiments. The
speech signals were sampled at a rate of 48 kHz and windowed
by a 25-ms Hamming window with a 5-ms shift. Feature vectors
consisted of 34 mel-cepstral coefficients including the zeroth
coefficient, fundamental frequency (F0 ), and their first and second time derivatives. A five-state left-to-right no-skip contextdependent MSD-HSMM [15, 16] was used. The input language
was English and the output language was Japanese. For training the models, 2,700 sentences uttered by five female speakers
were used in each language. Two English sentences were used
as adaptation data. The target speakers were four female speakers who were not included in the training speakers.
Two subjective listening tests were conducted. The first test
evaluated the naturalness of the synthesized speech by the mean
opinion score (MOS) test method, and the second one evaluated
the speaker similarity between the target speech and the synthesized speech for each model by the differential MOS (DMOS)
test method. In the MOS test, after the subjects had listened to a
test sample, they were asked to assign it a naturalness score on a
five-point scale (5: excellent, 4: good, 3: fair, 2: poor, 1: bad).
In the DMOS test, after the subjects had listened to Japanese
natural speech of the target speaker and a test sample, they were
asked to assign it a similarity score on a five-point scale (5: very
close, 4: close, 3: fair, 2: far, 1: very far). Ten subjects evaluated 15 and 12 sentences, which were randomly chosen from
45 sentences, in the MOS and DMOS tests, respectively.
The following methods were compared.
• SD: The speaker-dependent model of each target
speaker.
• SM: CLSA based on state-mapping (conventional
method).

2.55
2.34

SD

SM

IP

FA

Figure 5: Experimental results (naturalness).
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2.94
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4.4. Cross-lingual speaker adaptation based on speaker interpolation

95% confidence intervals
2.82

2.8

2.58
2.44

2.6

2.37

2.4
2.2
SD

SM

IP

FA

Figure 6: Experimental results (speaker similarity).

• IP: CLSA based on speaker interpolation (approximation method).
• FA: CLSA based on factor analysis (proposed method).

The number of sentences used for training the SD models is
listed in Table 1. The parameters of the spectral, F0 , and duration models were adapted to the target speaker in IP and FA,
but adaptation of durations was not performed in SM because it
is considered unsuitable [4]. For constructing IP models using
Eqs. (19), (20), and (21), speaker-dependent models of training speakers were constructed by applying CMLLR transformations for each training speaker to average voice models. The
average voice models for the input and output languages were
the same as the ones used in SM. The number of bases for FA
was three in these experiments.
5.2. Experimental results
The results of the MOS and DMOS listening tests are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, with the vertical line indicating
the 95% confidence intervals. Figure 5 shows that FA significantly improved the naturalness of the synthesized speech
compared with SD. This is because FA can estimate appropriate acoustic models by efficiently using training data of various
speakers while SD uses the data of only the target speaker. IP
also obtained a higher score than SD. However, FA achieved a
greater improvement than IP, indicating that FA can estimate
the bases and noise vector properly and that simultaneous op-
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Table 2: DMOS for each target speaker.
SD
SM
IP
FA
EJF04
2.52 2.43 2.81 2.38
EJF06
3.14 2.71 2.60 2.54
EJF10
2.90 2.35 2.00 2.77
EJF11
2.58 2.24 2.18 2.58
Mean
2.82 2.44 2.37 2.58

timization based on the proposed method is effective. FA and
SM had similar results. SM often occurred discontinuity errors
due to not considering the contextual factors in the output language. In contrast, FA generated smooth synthesized speech,
although the naturalness of the speech was often degraded by
over-smoothing. To overcome the over-smoothing problem, a
training algorithm for the proposed method will be investigated
in the future.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that FA delivered suitable speaker
similarity. FA obtained a higher score than SM, i.e., FA synthesized speech with more similar speaker characteristics to the
target speaker ones than SM. Furthermore, FA outperformed
IP, although FA had a smaller number of bases than IP. These
results suggest that the proposed model can represent various
speaker characteristics and that simultaneous optimization is effective to estimate the appropriate model parameters in terms of
representation of speaker variations. Table 2 gives the detailed
DMOS results for each target speaker. From Tables 1 and 2,
FA showed a nearly identical performance to SD in the case of
speaker-dependent models trained by a small amount of training
data, such as EJF10 and EJF11. This indicates that the proposed
method has potential for delivering more suitable speaker similarity by investigating the model structure such as the number
of bases.

6. Conclusion
We proposed a cross-lingual speaker adaptation method based
on factor analysis using bilingual speech data for HMM-based
speech synthesis. In the proposed method, model parameters
representing language-dependent acoustic features and factors
representing speaker characteristics are simultaneously optimized within a unified framework based on a single statistical
model by using bilingual speech data. The results of subjective
listening tests indicated that the proposed method can generate
natural synthesized speech with suitable speaker similarity. In
addition, the effectiveness of the simultaneous optimization was
shown by the experimental results. Our future work is to investigate the model structure, such as the number of bases and the
utilization of monolingual speech data.
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Abstract
While speech synthesis based on Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) has been developed to successfully synthesize stable
and intelligible speech with flexibility and small footprints in
recent years, HMM-based method is still incapable to generate the speech with good quality and high naturalness. In this
study, a hybrid method combining the unit-selection and HMMbased methods is proposed to compensate the residuals between
the feature vectors of the natural phone units and the HMMsynthesized phone units to select better units and improve the
naturalness of the synthesized speech. Articulatory features are
adopted to cluster the phone units with similar articulation to
construct the residual models of phone clusters. One residual
model is characterized for each phone cluster using state-level
linear regression. The candidate phone units of the natural corpus are selected by considering the compensated synthesized
phone units of the same phone cluster, and then an optimal
phone sequence is decided by the spectral features, contextual
articulatory features, and pitch values to generate the synthesized speech with better naturalness. Objective and subjective
evaluations were conducted and the comparison results to the
HMM-based method and the conventional hybrid-based method
confirm the improved performance of the proposed method.
Index Terms: Articulatory Feature, HMM-based TTS, Hybrid
method, Residual Model, Unit Selection

1. Introduction
The performance of speech synthesis for unit selectionbased [1] [2] and statistical method, especially Hidden Markov
Model (HMM)-based methods [3], has been improved considerably in recent years. With its flexibility to convert or adapt the
synthesized speech to different speakers [4], languages [5] [6],
or even emotions [7], the statistical speech synthesis method
generally requires less effort on recording speech utterances
when compared to the unit selection-based method. On the
contrary, even though unit-selection-based synthesis method requires a very large speech database to obtain various instances
of phonetic or prosodic information, the resultant synthesized
speech can have much better voice quality than the statistical
TTS systems. In recent years, many researchers have focused
on combining both methods and developing a hybrid approach
to obtain the synthesized speech with high quality. [8] [9] [10]
The main research interest of the hybrid method is to calculate
the target cost based on the synthesized speech from the statistical synthesis method. Spectral parameters, F0 values, and
duration information are generated from the HMM-based TTS
system as the “targets” for unit selection. Generally, these studies used maximum-likelihood (ML)-estimated HMMs to pre-

dict the targets or calculate the costs between natural phone
units and the corresponding synthesized phone units. In [11], a
hybrid approach called minimum unit-selection error (MUSE)
training was proposed. In this approach, the number of different units between the selected units and natural units define the
loss function. Then, HMM parameters are optimized to minimize the loss function using the generalized probabilistic descent (GPD) method.
In the frameworks of the hybrid systems which combine the
statistical synthesis method and unit-selection-based method,
the linguistic information and the output speech of statisticalbased synthesizer are usually used to further select appropriate
synthesis unit in the unit-selection method. However, the output speech of the statistical-based synthesizer usually tends to
be over-smoothing than the original speech unit. Figure 1 shows
an example of a natural Mandarin phone unit /shu/ and its synthesized unit generated by the HMM-based method with forced
alignment to the natural phone. As the figure shows, there is an
essential difference between the synthesized unit and the natural one because the HMM-based method suffers from the oversmoothing problem due to its statistics nature. Therefore, the
residual between the synthesized speech and the natural speech
should be considered in the hybrid-based method and it could
be used to compensate the synthesized speech for better unit selection. In this study, we investigated the differences between
natural speech and synthesized speech to construct the residual
models based on linguistic and articulatory information of the
phone units, and proposed a novel approach to residual compensation for selecting more suitable speech units for hybrid
Mandarin speech synthesis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed
system framework of hybrid speech synthesis system is introduced in Section 2, consisting of phone clustering based on articulatory features and the resultant average residual model of
each phone cluster. Section 3 consists of Subjective and objective evaluations of the proposed system comparing with the
original HMM-based TTS system. Lastly, concluding remarks
are given in Section 4.

2. System Description
In this section, the proposed hybrid Mandarin speech synthesis
system is introduced. Phone clustering based on the articulatory features, state-based average residual models construction
for compensating the differences between natural speech and
synthesized speech, and the synthesis phase of the Mandarin
speech synthesis system are presented.
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Figure 1: An example of residual MGC coefficient of natural phone /Shu/ and its synthesized one

Table 1: Articulatory Attributes used for Mandarin.
Vowel-related
vowel
Front
Back
High
Medium
Low
Round
Dipthong
A-vowel
E-vowel
I-vowel
O-vowel
U-vowel
R-vowel
Consonant-related
Consonant
Front
Back
Dental
Retroflex
Velar
Plosive
Fricative
Approximant
Lateral
Affricate
Liquid
Labial
Coronal
Mix
Ax
W
Y
Continuant
Nasal
Voiced
Pause
Pause

2.1. Phone Clustering based on Articulatory Features
Articulatory attributes, which are speaker-independent and
language-independent, are useful in speech processing, especially in dealing with pronunciation variation. [12] [13] [14]
Each speech frame can be modeled by a vector in the space
spanned by the articulatory attributes and a speech segment
could be a feature contour in the space of the articulatory attributes. In this research, an artificial neural network (ANN) for
different articulatory attributes is constructed to extract the articulatory features. The input layer consists of nodes for the
static and dynamic mel-general cepstral (MGC) coefficients.
The two-level hidden layers, each consisting of 30 nodes, is
used based on the preliminary experimental results. The nodes
at the output layer represent the posterior probabilities of 35
articulatory attributes in Mandarin speech. The articulatory attributes are listed in Table 1. The output values, which are defined as articulatory features, are the likelihoods of the articulatory attributes.
In this study, the articulatory features of the training data are
extracted and used for phone clustering. Clustering of phones
in the speech corpus, based on the similarity of acoustic features rather than linguistic features, is performed. In this case,
we can further investigate the relationship between the natural
speech and its corresponding synthesized speech in the same
cluster. The procedure is described as follows. First, the phone
identity and phone duration are considered and can be used to
investigate the distributions of articulatory features occur in the
same phone cluster with similar speaking rate. Then, the K-
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means clustering method based on the Euclidean distance of
articulatory features between phones is adopted.
Finally, the phone clusters obtained based on articulatory
features are obtained, and the number of phones in each cluster
is set to be smaller than 30 based on the experimental results.
2.2. Average Residual Models
The research goal in this study is to compensate the residual between the natural and the synthesized speech, and use the compensated synthesized speech to select appropriate units for natural speech synthesis. To investigate the relationship between
natural phones and synthesized phones in the same phone cluster, we trained the HMM-based synthesis models using the same
speech corpus for phone clustering, and then the synthesized
speech is aligned to the original natural speech based on the
state information. In this way, we can calculate the differences
of MGC coefficients between each phone pair of natural and
synthesized phones at the state level. Linear interpolation is
adopted to normalize the difference of phone length. For each
cluster, the differences of states are then used to calculate the
regression line to represent the average residual model of each
state for the phone cluster.
To validate the effectiveness of the average residual model
for each cluster, the Mean Cepstral Distance (MCD) is used to
evaluate whether the compensated synthesized speech is more
similar to the natural speech with respect to cepstral distance.
The MCD is calculated below:
M CD =

N −1
1 ∑
(yn − ỹn )2
N n=0

(1)

where N is the total number of MGC feature vectors. yn and ỹn
denote the natural and the compensated feature vectors. The average residual model is aligned to the synthesized speech based
on state information. The results show that 90.9% of the synthesized phones achieved smaller MCD when the average residual
model is used for compensation, and the total MCD decreased
for the inside test. This result shows that the proposed residual model is useful to alleviate the over-smoothing problem between natural and synthesized speech.
2.2.1. Synthesis Phase
There are two parts in the synthesis phase. In the first part, the
synthesized phone unit are compensated by the average residual
models, as Fig. 2 shows. In the second part, the compensated
synthesized units are used to expand similar synthesis units of
natural speech for selecting suitable units to generate the speech
with larger dynamic range of acoustic features.
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ui−1 and candidate units ui . The number of phone units of
the target speech is n. In this study, the target cost considers
both the linguistic information and articulatory features, which
are used to cluster the phone units, so the concatenation cost is
used to select the target phone units from these candidate phone
units. The concatenation cost is defined as:

Figure 2: The average residual compensation of the proposed
hybrid TTS system.
In the synthesis phase, the linguistic and the articulatory
features of the input text and synthesized speech are extracted
by a text analyzer and the pre-trained ANN, respectively. Here,
the linguistic information used only consists of phone identity
and phone duration for expanding the candidate units with similar linguistic information and articulatory features. After selecting some phone units in the natural corpus based on linguistic
information for the i-th synthesized phone unit Syni , the articulatory features are extracted and then adopted to find suitable
pre-trained phone clusters Cij , and j = 1, ..., J. The synthesis units of these selected phone clusters are potential candidate
units for selection to synthesize the speech output. To select
suitable units among them, the average residual model Rij of
the cluster Cij is used to compensate the difference between the
feature vectors of the HMM-based synthesized speech and the
mean of phone units in the cluster.
The second part of the synthesis phase is to expand the
candidate phone units based on the compensated feature vector
of the synthesized unit since it becomes a more reliable criterion to select suitable natural phones for speech synthesis. The
most similar k phone units uki in the cluster are selected as the
candidate phone units of natural speech for the following optimal phone sequence selection. The dynamic programming algorithm is applied to select the most suitable phone sequence
of the target speech. In this study, there are three factors considered to calculate the cost in the dynamic programming algorithm: conventional cepstral distance, articulatory feature of
nearby frames, and the pitch value. The distance measure based
on unit-selection method is used as the selection criterion considering the three factors, which are described as follows:
n
C (tn
1 , u1 ) =

n
∑
i=1

C t (ti , ui ) +

n
∑

C c (ui−1 , ui )

(2)

i=2

where C t (ti , ui ) is the target cost between target unit ti and
candidate units ui , and j is the index of the target phone unit.
C c (ui−1 , ui ) is the concatenation cost between candidate unit

C c (ui−1 , ui ) = w · d˜s (ui−1 , ui ) + (1 − w) · d˜a (ui−1 , ui )
(3)
where d˜s (ui−1 , ui ) is the normalized Euclidean cepstral distance between the boundary frames of the candidate phone unit
ui−1 and ui . d˜a (ui−1 , ui ) is the normalized articulatory feature of the nearby frames of the current unit. Normalization
of the range to lie between 0 to 1 is performed using min-max
normalization method. The original d˜a (ui−1 , ui ) is defined as
follows:
)
1(
2
2
+
da (ui−1 , ui ) =
AFi − AFi−1
+ AFi−1 − AFi−
2
(4)
where AFi−1 is the articulatory feature of the last frame of the
+
candidate phone unit ui−1 , while AFi−1
is the articulatory feature of the next frame of the last frame of phone unit ui−1 in
its original speech utterance. Similarly, AFi is the articulatory
feature of the first frame of the candidate phone unit ui , and
AFi− is the articulatory feature of the previous frame of the
first frame of phone unit ui in its original speech utterance. The
contextual information of the articulatory feature should be useful for selecting suitable unit in which their nearby frames have
similar articulatory features. The linear combination weight w
is adopted for combining these two distance measures.
Besides the two distance measures, the pitch value of the
candidate unit is also considered because the prosodic information is an important factor for perceiving natural speech. The
global intonations of prosodic patterns are calculated and clustered based on the number of syllables in the prosodic phrase
and the position of the prosodic phrase in the utterance. When
selecting the phone unit, its mean pitch value should not exceed
the threshold of the global intonation of the prosodic phrase.
Finally, the speech output for the input text is synthesized from
the feature vectors of the selected phone units using the MLSA
filter.

3. Evaluation
3.1. Speech Data Collection and Experimental Setup
The phonetically balanced sentences from the TsingHuaCorpus of Speech Synthesis (TH-CoSS) [15] were used for
training the general HMM-based synthesis models [16]. The
context-dependent phone labels are constructed automatically
based on the linguistic features extracted from the database. For
Mandarin speech, 107 phone units (including pause) were selected to construct a Mandarin HMM-based TTS system [17].
Each Mandarin syllable consists of two vowel phone units and
one optional consonant phone unit. The sampling rate of the
speech signals is 16kHz and the smoothed spectral coefficients
were extracted using the STRAIGHT algorithm. A 5-state
left-to-right HMM is adopted to model the acoustic features.
The HMM-based Mandarin TTS system was trained using the
speech data from a female speaker, including 5, 406 utterances
with 98, 749 syllables. The HMMs are used to generate the
same 5, 406 sentences for calculating the residual models of
phone clusters.
For phone clustering based on articulatory features, a total
of 5, 406 sentences uttered by the female speakers were used.
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Phone unit clustering based on the phone identity and articulatory features is used for clustering all phones in the training
corpus. After clustering, the residual model of each cluster is
calculated by firstly aligning the synthesized phone unit to natural phone unit in the same utterances, and linear interpolation is
used to make sure that each state of phone unit in the same cluster has the same length to calculate the average residual model.
The differences between natural phone and synthesized phone
are calculated and the linear regression of the average differences of each state are then calculated. Finally, the average
residual models can be obtained for each phone cluster.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid
Mandarin TTS system, experiments were conducted based on
three different systems:
1. Conventional HMM-based TTS system [17];

Figure 3: Speech quality comparison results of MOS test.

2. Conventional Hybrid TTS system based on linguistic information and spectral distance;
3. Proposed Hybrid TTS system with residual compensation.
The only difference between the second and the third systems is the use of the average residual model.
3.2. Subjective Evaluations of Speech Quality and Naturalness
For subjective evaluation of speech quality, 5-point Mean Opinion Score (MOS) subjective evaluation was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method and the methods
for comparison.
There were 20 speech utterances, selected from the daily
newspapers, synthesized by the proposed method and the two
methods for comparison. Ten native Mandarin subjects were
invited to participate in the evaluation. The participants were
asked to score the speech quality for each utterance.
The ABX preference test was also conducted to compare
the naturalness of the synthesized speech. Subjects were presented some natural utterances of the target speaker as the references of natural speech, and then two synthesized utterances
of the comparing methods were presented. Subjects were asked
to select which synthesized speech is more natural.
The results of MOS evaluation are shown in Fig. 3. The
proposed method achieved better scores compared to that of the
HMM-based method significantly (p-value is 0.0013), and has
similar performance to the conventional hybrid system. From
the feedback of subjects, the speech quality and dynamic range
of the two hybrid-based systems is much better than the HMMbased system. Fig. 4 shows the results of two ABX evaluations:
one is to compare the proposed system to the HMM-based system, and the other is to compare the proposed system to the
conventional hybrid system. The first comparison shows that
the naturalness of the proposed system is much higher than the
HMM-based method, and the generated speech is much similar
to the natural speech. In the second comparison, the preference
score between two hybrid systems is not statistically significant
(p-value is 0.079), which means the performance of naturalness of both systems is similar. However, there are discontinuities in some utterances generated from the conventional hybrid
system, while the proposed method rarely happens. From the
analysis of the phenomenon, the proposed method alleviates the
discontinuity problem by the expanded candidate units, which
have better articulatory features or pitch values for concatenation than the conventional hybrid system.
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Figure 4: ABX test result of speech naturalness.

4. Conclusions
In this study, a hybrid method, which combines the unitselection and the HMM-based method, is proposed to compensate the residuals between the feature vectors of the natural
phone units and the HMM-synthesized phone units. Articulatory features are adopted to cluster the phone units with similar
articulation to construct the residual models of phone clusters.
The average residual model is modeled by the state-level linear regression models. With the residual model, the difference
between natural speech and synthesized speech can be alleviated, and can be more reliable to select suitable phone units for
speech synthesis with larger dynamic range and higher speech
quality. The contextual information of articulatory feature is
also helpful for selecting an optimal phone sequence from the
candidate phone units. The results of subjective evaluation
show that the proposed method achieved better performance
than the HMM-based synthesizer with respect to the speech
quality and naturalness. Comparing with the conventional hybrid system, the proposed system has similar performance of
speech quality and naturalness. However, discontinuities of the
synthesized speech for the conventional hybrid-based system
are worse than that for the proposed system.
Future work will be focused on constructing a more precise residual model to compensate the residual and considering
dynamic features of the constructed feature vectors for further
improvement of speech quality and naturalness.
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